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Appendix 4.3.5.D.A The World's Energy Camp Module Student Edition



The World’s Energy- Camp Module 			Student Edition

Day 1- The World’s Resources

1. Have students list as many of the world’s energy resources as possible.  Put these on the board. 

(e.g., fossil fuels- oil, coal; water, wind, solar, thermal, nuclear, geothermal . . .) 



2. As a class, identify each resource as renewable or nonrenewable.

a. A nonrenewable resource is a natural resource that cannot be re-made or re-grown at a scale comparable to its consumption. Nonrenewable resources are petroleum, coal, natural gas, and nuclear energy. None of these can be replenished in a short period of time (comparable to the time that they are consumed.)

b. A renewable resource is a natural resource that can be replenished in a short period of time. Examples include solar, wind, water, geothermal, and biomass.



3. Some natural resources contribute to the release of carbon into the atmosphere. Which of those listed on #2 above contribute most to carbon released into the atmosphere?

On Earth, the nature’s natural cycle adds and removes CO2 (carbon) to keep a balance; humans, however, add extra CO2 without removing any.

(Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal contribute more carbon to the atmosphere than other resources.)



Did you know that the amount of human-created CO2 from fossil fuel is but a small portion of the earth’s carbon cycle?  If so, why is this such a problem?

(The extra CO2 is cumulative because the natural carbon exchange cannot absorb all the additional CO2. So although it is small, it continues to add up over time.)



4. Why is the issue of human-created CO2 a matter of great concern?



+ Read the following article 

“What is Global Warming?”

http://www.livescience.com/37003-global-warming.html

There are two major issues here: 1) Do humans contribute to global warming at a level that threatens the planet, and 2) If human actions do threaten the planet, what can we do to lessen that threat.  With that in mind, stress the following section of this article:

  

According to NASA:



Carbon dioxide levels are at 399.2 ppm as of November 2014

The global temperature has risen 14 F (7.8 C) since 1880

The global Arctic ice minimum (the extent of sea ice in warm months) is decreasing by 13.3

percent each decade

Land ice is decreasing by 258 billion tons (234 million kilotons) each year

Due to melting ice, the sea level has risen by 0.12 inches (3.17 millimeters) per year



How to address global warming



A growing number of business leaders, government officials and private citizens are concerned about global warming and its implications, and are proposing steps to reverse the trend.



Many scientists say that reversal is not possible and that certain types of destruction, such as the melting of the polar ice caps, have already gone past the point of no return. Others say that the planet Earth has the ability to heal itself. This takes time, though.



"While some argue that 'the Earth will heal itself,' the natural processes for removing this human-caused CO2 from the atmosphere work on the timescale of hundreds of thousands to millions of years," Werne said. "So, yes, the Earth will heal itself, but not in time for our cultural institutions to be preserved as they are. Therefore, in our own self-interests, we must act in one way or another to deal with the changes in climate we are causing."



There are many steps humans can take to lessen the effects of global warming. NASA is committed to a two-pronged approach:



Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and stabilizing the levels of these gases in the atmosphere

Adapting to the climate change already happening



5. Certainly, controversy and disagreement surrounding global warming and climate change exists.  In this module, however, we will focus our attention on identifying the level we contribute to carbon emissions in the atmosphere and what we can do to lessen those emissions. 



+ Watch the videos

“The Truth About Global Warming - Science & Distortion” (Stop at 5:00)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_eJdX6y4hM



“What You Can Do About Climate Change”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTfgNFz1DBM



6. Place students into teams of 4-5.  For this camp, teams will achieve the following:

a. Each team will select one form of renewable energy upon which to design a prototype;

b. Each team will explain how that form of energy works to create the energy we need;

c. Each team will cite and describe three actions they and their peers can take to reduce their carbon footprints.

Assign the following roles:

a. Project manager

b. Recorder

c. Resource manager

d. Librarian

e. Reporter



Click here to access Team Roles.









		



7. With students still in their teams, watch the video as a class, 

+ Watch the video

“Top 10 Renewable energy sources”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bkyEE2j3qw



Teams will select the renewable energy source of their choice.  No source may be duplicated.



8. Now, show students this video

“7 UNBELIEVABLE Solar Powered Creations”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg_RxE-T_jk

This video will provide you with examples of devices used to employ renewable energy.  Remember, teams are required to create prototype devices (6 a. above) that use renewable energy.



9. Teams are to brainstorm devices to employ the renewable energy source each team selected.



For this lesson, access the following documents:

a. Team Roles

b. Brainstorming



Click here to access Brainstorming.       





Day 2 3D Printing, the INVENT 3D Printer, and CAD



1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. Present this information to the students--- What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.

3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss with students how roadblocks can be overcome.



The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament







4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



Access information about the INVENT 3D Printer at the following sites:

“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



b. “INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf





Learning CAD

1. 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design, a CAD software program.

2. Students will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle

					 

Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



Once your teacher is satisfied with each drawing, he/she will slice it and send it to the printer.



























Days 3 and 4 Energy from Nature



To begin today, we will give students an overview of the potential of energy drawn from several sources.



1. + Read the article

“This Man Wants To Power The World With Tornadoes”

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-06/man-wants-power-world-tornadoes



2. + Watch the video

“The Man who Wants to Power the World with Tornadoes”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ybGcgqQzCM



3. Now, you will work in pairs to create a list of things that would NOT work without electricity.  You will have five minutes; a master list will be placed on the board.



4. Watch the video

“Creating Energy from Solar, Wind, and Water Sources”

http://study.com/academy/lesson/creating-energy-from-solar-wind-and-water-sources.html



5. + Read the article and watch the video 

“Are volcanoes the energy source of the future?”

 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/01/05/are-volcanoes-the-energy-source-of-the-future.html



What other natural events can potentially provide energy or inspire the development of energy?



6. Place students into their teams.  Hold a team competition to answer the following questions:

a. A great flood is said to have destroyed most of humanity.  Who built an ark to survive the flood? 

b. During the flood, one species of animal, according to the musical group the Irish Rovers, failed to get onto the ark.  What animal was that? 

c. A great natural disaster destroyed Pomepii in AD 79.  What type of disaster was this? 

d. This eruption came from Mt. ______________.  

e. Earthquakes are common in California; in fact, one hit the Oakland area in the fall of 1989 in the midst of the ___________. 

f. A massive earthquake which hit Japan in 2011 also spawned a ________ ; seven years earlier in 2004, one was triggered by an earthquake in the __________ Ocean. 

g. Hurricane _________  caused massive flooding, damage, and death in the city of ________ in August of 2005.

			 

h. More than 2,200 people died in the flood of _________, Pennsylvania on May 31, 1889 after the collapse of the South Fork Dam.  

i. One of the greatest examples of the power of water is the ______ Dam, which provides power for public and private utilities in Nevada, Arizona, and California.

	

j. He discovered that lightning was electricity using a _____. 

 

See the power of lightning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5OTH2hQNRs

 

	+ Watch the video clip from the movie Deep Impact at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



Now, watch an actual tsunami hit a Japanese town. http://abcnews.go.com/International/video/raw-video-tsunami-slams-japanese-town-13130480

Note the tremendous power of water triggered by the tremendous power of an earthquake.



What if we could harness the power we’ve seen?  How much energy, renewable energy, could we create???



In their teams, students are to continue research into the renewable energy source they chose.  They may choose to change, vary, or combine that source after learning of the power potential of nature’s storms and natural disasters.



Refer to the Supplimental Ideas and Resources sheet which will guide the project process.







Day 5 --- Team Presentations



Team presentations will be scheduled, allowing time between Day 4 and presentation day for prototypes to be printed/built.





















Additional Resources

a.Water- “World Water Resources by Country” 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/y4473e/y4473e08.htm



b.Wind- “Wind Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/wind-power



c.Solar- “Solar Energy”

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/solar-power-profile/



d.“Geothermal Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/geothermal-energy
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	2a. Overview of How to 3D Print

	

3D MODELING AND CAD SOFTWARE

The principal type of 3D modeling performed by engineers is computer aided-design (CAD).  CAD is the use of computer programs to create two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) graphical representations or drawings of physical objects. CAD is also used throughout the design and engineering process from conceptual design and layout of products, through strength and dynamic analysis of assemblies, to the definition of manufacturing methods. This allows an engineer to both interactively and automatically analyze design variants and to find the optimal design for manufacturing while minimizing the use of physical prototypes. There are many types of CAD programs that range from easy-to-use to sophisticated applications.



Uses for CAD:

1. To produce detailed engineering designs through 3-D and 2-D drawings of the physical components of manufactured products.

· To create conceptual design, product layout, strength and dynamic analysis of assembly and the manufacturing processes

· To performs calculations for determining an optimum shape and size for a variety of product and industrial design applications.



CAD software may be specialized for specific applications:

1. Consumer and industrial products

1. Architectural and building design

2. Bridges and other infrastructure projects

3. Electrical design

4. Computer animation and special effects in movies, advertising, and graphic designs



There are many benefits to CAD including:

1. Lower product development costs

· Increased productivity

· Improved product quality

· Improved accuracy of designs

· Quick to prototype and make iterative improvements

· Can get products to production and market quicker

· Better visualization of the final product and components

· Creates documentation of the design, including geometries and dimensions, bills of materials and other types of information

· Offers easy re-use of design data and best practices

1. 



STL Files and Slicing

An overview of the stl file format is provided in the following graphic:







When a model is saved as an stl file, the “perfect” CAD solid model data is converted to a series of triangles.  As such, using more triangles to comprise the object will yield a more accurate model but at an increased file size.  Smaller file sizes use fewer triangles, causing the object to appear coarser.  The following graphics illustrate the tradeoff between file size and coarseness:











Additive manufacturing equipment such as 3D printers cannot fabricate an object directly from the stl file.  Rather, the stl file must be converted to a computer control language (g-code) that tells the AM equipment how to build the object.  For 3D printers the stl file must be converted to g-code using a slicer program that converts the 3D model to a series of slices such that the object will be constructed layer by layer.  The g-code file tells the printer how to print a desired part, controlling print parameters such as temperature, speed, orientation, and scale as well as part options such as fill type (rectilinear, honeycomb, etc.) and support material usage.  This process is depicted in the following graphics:













Using Slic3r to Convert an STL File to G-Code

There are a variety of slicing programs available, but this text will focus on using slicer as it is free open source software.  It will be assumed that the part will be printed on an INVENT3D printer.  The same principles apply to other 3d printers and slicing programs.  It is important to use a slicer program that supports the type of 3D printer you are using or you risk damaging the printer.  For example, the INVENT3D printer is supported by slic3r and Simplify3D.   



Instructions for downloading slic3r are posted to the INVENTORcloud Team Up site under Teacher Resources.  Downloading sli3r from the INVENTORcloud site will ensure that the software comes pre-loaded with INVENT3D settings.  Some print parameters are calibrated specifically for use with the INVENT3D printer and cannot be changed.  The print settings defined in slic3r program will always take precedent over the settings programmed into the INVENT3D printer.



The following instructions detail how to convert a .stl file to a g-code file using slic3r:

1. Open slic3r from desktop button

· Use the Platter screen to set up the print

· Select Add, then search for the file you want to print

· Select file and click Open

· Double click on drawing to view in 3d

·   Be sure the object is facing the direction you want the part to print

·   If rotation is needed, use the Rotate buttons change model orientation

· Scale button allows you to increase or decrease the size of the part you want to print

· To copy part you can click “+“ to add a copy of the part, or you can use ”-“ to subtract a copy of the part

· The Add button allows you to add another file to the same print

· Delete / Delete All will allow you to remove parts from print

· Arrange moves part(s) to center of board.  It is recommended to always use this when printing multiple parts.

· Use Print Settings to change parameters of part to be printed.

· Layer Height alters the height for each individual layer.  It can be used to change print speed.  A layer height of 0.15 is recommended.

· Infill – 20 to 40% recommended, 100% will give complete solid

·   Fill Pattern –Changes the pattern of the fill of the part. Rectilinear is recommended,

·   Top/Bottom Fill – Changes the pattern of the fill of the top and bottom of the part to be printed.  Rectilinear is recommended.

·   Combine Infill Every – Should be set at 1 layer

·   Solid Infill Every – Should be set at 0 layers

·   Fill Angle – Should be set at 45 degrees.

·   Solid Infill Threshold Area – Should be set at 70mm.

·   Only Retract When Crossing Perimeters – Should be checked.

· Skirt and Brims – It is not recommended to change defaults

· Support material

·   Generate Support Material - Should always be checked

·   Raft – Do not use.  It should always be 0

·   Pattern – Changes the pattern of the support material.  Pillars is recommended

·   Pattern Spacing – A setting of 4 mm is recommended

·   Don’t Support Bridges – Should be checked.

· Notes – Notes are not needed.

· Output options – It is not recommended to change default settings.

· Multiple Extruders – It is not recommended to change default settings.

· Advanced – It is not recommended to change default settings.

·   Filament Settings is used to change the parameters of the filament to be used for the print.  It is recommended to leave default settings as they are programmed for the INVENT3D Printer.

· Filament

·   Diameter – Should be set at 1.75mm.

·   Extrusion Multiplier – Should be set at 0.95.

·   Temperature – Should be set at 230 C / 230 C.  It is recommended to change temperature using the 3D printer itself and not in the slic3r program.

·   Bed – Should be set at 0 C /0 C.  The INVENT3D printer does not use a heated bed.

· Cooling – It is recommended not to change default settings.

· Printer Settings – It is recommended not to change default settings as they have been programmed for the INVENT3D printer.

· Go back to Platter when finished with the various Settings

· Select Export G-code

· Save file on SD card

· Insert SD into INVENT3D printer to print



[Links and Additional Resources]



Read the following article that describes 3D modeling:

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-3d-modeling.htm#didyouknowout



Read the following article that discusses the history of CAD:

http://www.deskeng.com/de/evolution-of-computer-aided-design/



Read the following article that describes the stl file format:

http://www.3dsystems.com/quickparts/learning-center/what-is-stl-file



As you follow along with the instructions presented below it is also important that you cross-reference the Slicer User Manual “Simple Mode” section found that the following link:



http://manual.slic3r.org/simple-mode/simple-mode#filament-settings

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)			5 of 5
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MEMORANDUM



DATE:		8 Feb 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Children's Museum Quandry



I just got off the phone with Nikki Jones as the local Children's Museum.  They have a display of little wooden train track set up at the museum for kids to play with.  The problem is that they've recently changed the space available for the train display and they cannot accommodate the track in its previous form.  In order to fit into the new, tighter, space, the trains need a simple and easy way to turn around that enables the connection of anywhere between 2 – 5 tracks (think of a 'roundabout' type of intersection).  



Nikki wants this display ready to go when the museum undergoes it's big re-unveiling next week.  Please work together in groups to design an alternative that will meet the Children's Museum's needs.  You'll need to use a formal design process to push development of this solution and you'll need to build a project portfolio (which will include conceptualizations, project brief(s) and any other documentation needed to demonstrate you adhered to and completed an iterative design methodology).



Due Date Portfolio:  15 February 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: 	(a) Digital Project Portfolio that includes all mentioned documents with the naming convention: 		      LastName.mp4 or LastName.wmv

		(b) Part files with naming convention LastName.ext

		(c) Finished 'roundabout' solution printed in PLA



Rubric Provided: Yes






PROJECT: Human Heart



Project Description

Working in teams, students will study and sketch a human heart to replace the diseased heart of a patient. Teams will identify the following sections of the heart and include these sections in their sketch: 

Appendix 4.3.5CD Repairing the Human Body Resource Sheet
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· Aorta

· Pulmonary artery

· Pulmonary veins

· Right atrium

· Right ventricle

· Left atrium

· Left ventricle

· Superior vena cava

· Inferior vena cava

· Pulmonary valve

· Tricuspid valve 

· Aortic valve

Teams will create a CAD drawing of the heart which will be 3D printed. They may print the heart in its entirety as a whole or print the individual parts (above) separately and place them within the cavity of the heart.



Lesson Goal

Students will learn the human heart, including the chambers and crucial parts of the heart. They will learn how the heart functions and recognize when the heart or its parts fail. Students will learn the reasons transplanted hearts and artificial hearts fail and learn the steps physicians take to try to prevent those failures.



Resources for Getting Started

· A diagram of the heart is a good starting place for designing. Encourage the students to look up the average dimensions of a heart and to start out with sketching the whole heart and then as each individual part. Clay is also a good tool for this project in order to help students visualize the final product.




































· Another good resource for helping the students see how each part of the heart fits together in 3 dimensions is http://www.healthline.com/human-body-maps. This website has the whole body modeled in 3-dimensions. It allows users to study the part of the body they want to look at in 360°. 

· An example of what a completed project may look like is presented below. The top left picture is from the design file in 123D, and the rest are pictures of what it looked like printed.

































































Here is a close up look of what the atriums and ventricles look like at the bottom. Notice that the bottom part does not perfectly lock into the area of the heart cavity, but it is close enough for our purposes.

























Tips and Pitfalls

· Since this is a team project, the students should split up the work of designing the heart in 3D evenly amongst themselves. One way for each student to design their own parts is to have them create a single sketch in 123D that they can each work off of for a different part. For example, in the sample project, we first created the heart cavity. Every part after that was based on the dimensions of the heart cavity. Students could split up the remaining parts and design them so that they fit inside the heart cavity. Each atrium and ventricle then has different valves that lead into them, so that student could also design the corresponding valve or artery or vein for their atrium/ventricle.

· The students could either glue certain pieces together or have the pieces be interlocking. They must be careful to leave enough space for the pieces to fit into each other if they want interlocking pieces. A good tolerance is between .25 and .5mm, depending on how easily the students want the pieces to slide together.

· The students should print multiple parts at a time. The veins and valves are especially small, so a few pieces could fit in one print.

· Printing with ABS plastic gives the pieces a nicer surface finish.

· Since the pieces are small, printer mistakes are more common. Be prepared to have a piece printed more than once if needed. An example of the first print of one of the veins is pictured below:

























Academic Standards

· Common Core – Mathematics Standards

· Number and Quantity

· Quantities

· Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; choose and interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and origin in graphs and data displays.

· Define appropriate quantities for the purpose of descriptive modeling.

· Geometry

· Geometric Measurement and Dimension (G-GMD)

· Visualize relationships between two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects

· Identify the shapes of two-dimensional cross-sections of three-dimensional objects, and identify three-dimensional objects generated by rotations of two-dimensional objects.

· Modeling with Geometry (G-MG)

· Apply geometric concepts in modeling situations

· Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to describe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder).*

· Apply geometric methods to solve design problems (e.g., designing an object or structure to satisfy physical constraints or minimize cost; working with typographic grid systems based on ratios).

· 

· Common Core – English Language Arts: Anchor Standards: k-12

· Reading: College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards

· Craft and Structure

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.4

· Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone.

· Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.7

· Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.

· Writing: College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards

· Production and Distribution of Writing:

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.4

· Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.6

· Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and to interact and collaborate with others.

· Research to Build and Present Knowledge

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.7

· Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.8

· Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibility and accuracy of each source, and integrate the information while avoiding plagiarism.

· Range of Writing

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.10

· Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences.

· Speaking and Listening: College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards

· Comprehension and Collaboration

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1

· Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

· Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.4

· Present information, findings, and supporting evidence such that listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.5

· Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express information and enhance understanding of presentations.

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.6

· Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and communicative tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.

· Language: College and Career Readiness Anchor Standards

· Conventions of Standard English

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.1

· Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.2

· Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

· Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

· CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.6	

· Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when encountering an unknown term important to comprehension or expression.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

1.1  AM Definitions and Brief History

Class will discuss the official definition of AM, the benefits and primary application of AM.   

Additive manufacturing:  The official industry standard term for all applications of the technology. It is defined as the process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies. Synonyms are additive fabrication, additive processes, additive techniques, additive layer manufacturing, layer manufacturing, and freeform fabrication.” (Wohlers Associates)

According to Wohlers Associates, recognized as one of the industry's leading experts on AM, "The primary applications of additive fabrication are design/modeling, fit and function prototyping, and direct part production. Around the world, AM is changing the way organizations design and manufacture products. When used correctly, it can save impressive amounts of time and money. Companies maintain that AM has helped trim weeks, even months, of design, prototyping, and manufacturing time, while avoiding costly errors and enhancing product quality.”

Read the Article

"What is Additive Manufacturing” - Click to PDF
http://additivemanufacturing.com/basics/

Enter in Journal

1. Record the definition of AM

2. Explain primary applications and benefits of AM

2. Read the Article

History of AM (pages 1-3) - Click to PDF
http://iweb.tntech.edu/rrpl/rapidtech2009/bourell.pdf

What is the connection to topography and photosculpture?


1.2  Early Uses

1. A precursor? This is an "early future” use!



How are the food replicator and the 3D printer alike? Both are additive technologies.

2. Watch the Video

Food Replicator
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEez9lNh8Uw 



3. Early uses: Pre-production

Z Axis Electronics Design and Manufacturing - Click to PDF
http://www.zaxis.net/preproduction.htm

"Pre-production demonstrates manufacturability and repeatable performance of the product. These pilot runs use the same manufacturing lines and processes that will produce the final product.

The pre-production runs allow:

4. Demonstration and optimize manufacturing processes for the product

5. Demonstration repeatable product performance

6. Provides several units (typically 10 to 100) for verification and internal testing

7. Provides units for external and customer testing




1.3  3D Printing Today

 What is the "current” state of AM? What is current today can be out-of-date tomorrow!

1. + Read the Article

"Additive Manufacturing- Solid Print” - Click to PDF
http://www.economist.com/node/21552892

Discuss the following:

· What percentage of money is currently being spent on final products? (28%)

· What are advantages to 3D printers and additive manufacturing?

· Changes to tested prototypes can be swiftly reprinted

· Allows for mass customization of finished parts

· Allows designers to produce things previously thought to be too complex to make economically such as gearbox for racing car and air ducts on F-18 fighter jet

· Parts are much lighter - explain how using just enough material to make the part work, no extra material so that object can be handled, no surfaces for parts to be bolted or welded

· Generally, no loss of strength

· Part is printed completely - no assembly needed

· Large savings in the cost of material by minimizing waste

· Allows designer to mimic nature



Enter in Journal

· List advantages of AM

2. What successes have been documented?

The Replicator: Can scan an object and tell a machine in a different geographical location how to build a copy.

Smaller models: daVinci and MakerBot are smaller, personal consumer machines that are being used in homes and small businesses that are on the market now for $1,300-$3,000.

3. + Watch the Video

"3D printer can print functional tools”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmDz7Q9_h6c 


Discuss how objects can be printed as functional objects and that 3D printers can make objects with movable and separate parts.  




1.4  Advances in AM

1. Read the Article

"Additive Manufacturing Advances” - Click to PDF
http://www.sme.org/MEMagazine/Article.aspx?id=49511

· Focus on metals; recent trends and future outlook

· Lasers and electronic beams

· Dental industry and medical implants

· Additive vs. CNC machining- often depends on cost and volume that can be produced

· Can use different metals

· Lightweight, fine latticed structures, strength with limited material, complex shapes and geometric structures

· Business models like co-design and co-creation

· As patents expire, growth is certain

2. Watch the Video

Pratt &Whitney AM Center at UC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXF3aWWfRKI 


Class will discuss the applications mentioned, research, training and hands-on use for engineers.




1.5  Future Roles of AM

1. Read the Article

"Top 10 3D printing Updates CES 2015" - Click to PDF
http://3dprintingindustry.com/2015/01/09/top-10-3d-printing-updates-from-ces-2015/

Class will discuss these developments for 2015 and how they will affect 3D printing industry, particularly for mainstream and commercial use. 

2. Watch the Video

"Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA 


What major concerns would you have about using 3D printers in large-scale manufacturing? Concerns include short production runs and slowness. 

3. Watch the Video

"3D Printing and one little girl's 'magic arms' should make us all glad to be alive”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS78Wf0VUi8 





1.6  Projected Changes in AM

1. Read the Article
"Additive Manufacturing: Pursuing the Promise” - Click to PDF
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/manufacturing/pdfs/additive_manufacturing.pdf

What are the advantages?  As volunteers answer, students are to add to their list begun in #1 above.

· Lower energy intensity: Fewer steps, less material, lighter products, re-use of by-products

· Less waste: Building layer by layer uses only the material needed to build the product

· Less time to market: Objects are fabricated as soon as the 3D digital description has been created

· Encourages innovation: Possible to create items previously thought too complicated, multi- and improved functionality is possible, capable of customizing products to meet customer needs thus opening new markets and increasing profits

· Agility: Rapid response to market needs, new production options outside of factories (like mobile units), spare parts can be created on demand (eliminates need for stockpiles)

How can additive manufacturing will benefit airline and healthcare industries and the military?

· Airline: reduce material necessary to make parts, create parts with complex structures, more efficient air and fluid flow

· Healthcare: customized prosthetics, dental implants, hearing aids

· Military: custom-designed, miniaturized units; rapid development of objects that meet the military's functional needs

What are some benefits and challenges faced by additive manufacturing?

· Process control: improve precision and reliability of the manufacturing process

· Tolerances: some applications will need micron-scale accuracy in printing  

· Finishes: finished surfaces need further refinement

· Validation and demonstration: extensive testing, demonstration, and data collection is needed to ensure high standards of materials

Enter in Journal

· Describe and benefits


1.7  Additive vs Subtractive Manufacturing

1. Compare and contrast additive and subtractive manufacturing. 

Read the Article
Point Counterpoint Additive v. Subtractive - Click to PDF
http://www.rapidreadytech.com/2013/09/point-counterpoint-additive-vs-subtractive-rapid-prototyping/

Pursuing the Promise - U.S. Department of Energy - Click to PDF

2. Activity: Additive v. Subtractive Essay

Individually, students are to write a three paragraph essay regarding the differences, benefits, and appropriateness of each manufacturing process.  Students are to document and cite all research in the class blog as a source of reference for entire class.

Enter in Journal

·Essay

·Research documentation




2.  3D MODELING AND CAD SOFTWARE

2.1  Introduction to 3D Modeling and CAD Software

· Read the following article that describes 3D modeling:

http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-3d-modeling.htm#didyouknowout

As discussed in the article, the principal type of 3D modeling performed by engineers is computer aided-design (CAD).  CAD is the use of computer programs to create two- or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) graphical representations or drawings of physical objects. CAD is also used throughout the design and engineering process from conceptual design and layout of products, through strength and dynamic analysis of assemblies, to the definition of manufacturing methods. This allows an engineer to both interactively and automatically analyze design variants and to find the optimal design for manufacturing while minimizing the use of physical prototypes. There are many types of CAD programs that range from easy-to-use to sophisticated applications.

Uses for CAD:

· To produce detailed engineering designs through 3-D and 2-D drawings of the physical components of manufactured products.

· To create conceptual design, product layout, strength and dynamic analysis of assembly and the manufacturing processes

· To performs calculations for determining an optimum shape and size for a variety of product and industrial design applications.



CAD software may be specialized for specific applications:

1. Consumer and industrial products

2. Architectural and building design

3. Bridges and other infrastructure projects

4. Electrical design

5. Computer animation and special effects in movies, advertising, and graphic designs



There are many benefits to CAD including:

· Lower product development costs

· Increased productivity

· Improved product quality

· Improved accuracy of designs

· Quick to prototype and make iterative improvements

· Can get products to production and market quicker

· Better visualization of the final product and components

· Creates documentation of the design, including geometries and dimensions, bills of materials and other types of information

· Offers easy re-use of design data and best practices

· Read the following article that discusses the history of CAD:

http://www.deskeng.com/de/evolution-of-computer-aided-design/




2.2  STL Files and Slicing

Read the following article that describes the stl file format:

http://www.3dsystems.com/quickparts/learning-center/what-is-stl-file 



An overview of the stl file format is provided in the following graphic:





When a model is saved as an stl file, the “perfect” CAD solid model data is converted to a series of triangles.  As such, using more triangles to comprise the object will yield a more accurate model but at an increased file size.  Smaller file sizes use fewer triangles, causing the object to appear coarser.  The following graphics illustrate the tradeoff between file size and coarseness:







Additive manufacturing equipment such as 3D printers cannot fabricate an object directly from the stl file.  Rather, the stl file must be converted to a computer control language (g-code) that tells the AM equipment how to build the object.  For 3D printers the stl file must be converted to g-code using a slicer program that converts the 3D model to a series of slices such that the object will be constructed layer by layer.  The g-code file tells the printer how to print a desired part, controlling print parameters such as temperature, speed, orientation, and scale as well as part options such as fill type (rectilinear, honeycomb, etc.) and support material usage.  This process is depicted in the following graphics:












2.3  Advanced Slicing and Design Considerations for 3D Printing



Rafts

A raft is a technique used to prevent warping. Parts are built on top of a 'raft' of disposable material instead of directly on the build surface. The raft is larger than the part and so has more adhesion. A raft is rarely used with heated build surfaces.

Click HERE for more information on Rafts

Supports

Supports are a sacrificial material that is used to hold up and support a part while it is being printed. Supports are often the small material as the actual part but are printed in a weaker quality so that they may be broken off or cut off after the part is finished printing. Some printers are able to print supports in different materials then the actual part which makes them easier to remove in the end.

Click HERE for more information on Supports

Sli3r Expert Mode

Read the “Expert Mode” section of the slic3r user manual, starting with the section on Speed:

http://manual.slic3r.org/expert-mode/speed 

Design Considerations for 3D Printing

Read the following article regarding design considerations for 3D printing:

https://www.stratasysdirect.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/cad-output-for-fdm.pdf 

Detailed Instructions for Using Slic3r to convert a stl file to g-code can be found in Appendix A.4.










3.  TEAM LOGO PROJECT

3.1  Project Overview

In this project, teams will create a team logo using a 3D printer.  The team will brainstorm ideas, agree on a concept, sketch and then use CAD to design the logo which will 3D printed as key chains for each team member as well as one larger team logo for the classroom.  

In teams of four or five students, each team will design and build a Team Logo that best represents both individual member and team characteristics.  Each member of the team is to be assigned a role:

· Team Leader/Project Manager will describe the tasks and establish a schedule.

· Recorder is responsible to take notes of the discussions and put the team’s plan together in the Team Journal. The Recorder will list all of the ideas that result from brainstorming and indicate which ideas the team decides to pursue. The Recorder will indicate the team’s reasons for selecting the ideas to pursue and explain why the final option was selected. 

· Researcher is responsible to seek research sites and present those sites to the team. The team will select the sites it will use. The Team Leader will assign individual students to review specific sites and report to the team.

· Communication Manager will organize the team’s presentation, making sure that each member has a role to play in the presentation. The Communication Manager will write up the presentation, working with the rest of the team members to create the presentation. The Communication Manager will actually begin the team’s presentation on the day it is due.

The purpose of the project is as follows:

· Students will learn to work together in teams to achieve a common goal.

· Students will learn about the individual members of their team and establish roles within the team that draw upon the strengths of the members.

· Students will learn the foundation skills necessary to successfully complete a solid model/CAD drawing and 3D print their designs.

· Students will learn to create an object best describes their team and its members using the 3D printer.

· Students will learn to communicate ideas effectively, both orally in the form of a presentation to the class and written in the form of the Team and Individual Journals.

· Students will learn fundamental concepts of creating a “brand” for marketing the team.




3.2  Goals and Objectives

The Team Logo Project is designed to build connections between student team members and allow students to create a team identity. Students perform ice-breaker and team building activities to learn about each other. They work in teams to brainstorm and research ideas, and then, reach consensus. In the Team Logo Project, members of the team design a logo that best represents both the individual members and the team as a whole.

The learning objectives of the project are:

1. Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate effectively.

2. Students will demonstrate the ability to work together to attain a common goal.

3. Students will demonstrate the ability to successfully perform individual tasks within the team.

4. Students will demonstrate the ability to make an effective oral presentation in which they will utilize a variety of communication techniques and integrate technology.




3.3  Materials and Equipment

1. 3D printers, accessed remotely at INVENTORcloud Lab and/or at school

2. Logos will be produced with PLA (plastic) materials. Key rings will be provided.

3. The maximum envelope of the logo (for class) will be 4” x 2” x ½”.

4. The maximum envelope of the individual key ring logo will be 1 ½” Diameter

Teacher Note: Schedule production and delivery times.




3.4  Procedure

1. Class will discuss the purpose and strengths of a team, including negative behaviors.

2. Teams will be formed and teacher will assign team roles.

3. Teams are to brainstorm ideas about a team logo.

4. Teams are to place ideas into three categories: Probable, Interesting, and Unlikely and then discuss those that are Probable or Interesting.

5. Teams must select one idea and develop the idea into a Team Logo. The logo must represent the Team as well as display the characteristics of individual members.

6. Teams are to review logo with teacher. If the logo is approved, teams are to complete a detailed solid model/CAD drawing of the Logo while considering the size constraints.

7. Teams are to work with the teacher or INVENTORcloud Lab to assure that the drawing is correct and can be converted into a STL file. Submit drawings for printing and schedule delivery of finished products.

8. Teams are to prepare a five minute presentation that identifies the individual strengths represented by the logo and the overall team characteristic(s) the logo represents; all team members must participate.

9. Upon receipt, Teams are to evaluate its finished product.

10. Schedule time for teams to make five minute presentations.

11.  Teams are to work together to prepare Team Journals that include the following information:

· Project Name

· Team Name

· Team Members and Roles

· Brainstorming Results: Probable and Interesting Lists

· Idea selected and reasons for selection

· Drawing or photo of team’s draft of logo

· CAD drawing

· Summary of Presentation

12.  Students are to prepare Individual Journal Entries that include the following information:

· Project Name

· Team Name

· Student’s team role and responsibilities

· Was the team able to generate ideas without judgment?

· How effective was the team’s discussion about which idea to develop into the logo?

· Did everyone participate? Did members provide support for their ideas? Were ideas thoroughly considered by the team?

· How close was your team’s initial sketch to the final product?

· If changes were made to the sketch prior to the final product, why did your team decide to make those changes?

· How well did your team function as a unit?

· Based on this experience, what advantages are there to working as a team? Are there any disadvantages? If so, what are they?




4.  DESIGN

4.1  Thinking Big and Building a Common Language

1. Watch the Video

"Tim Brown urges designers to think big.”  16:50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAinLaT42xY 

What are "Big problems?" Discuss basic ideas that design is human centered and good design includes the participation of "everyone.”  What is human centered? What humans need, might need; what makes life easier and more enjoyable.  When designing, start with people and culture.

2.  If not completed in class, students will need to define the following terms for homework and be prepared for discussion during this Unit.

Enter in Journal

· Students are to list and define common language vocabulary.

· Brainstorming        

· Relevance                                           

· Student expectations (SEs)                

· Criteria                                              

· Design brief                                       

· Crowd sourcing                                 

· Distributed design/manufacturing

· Problem-based learning 

· Project-based learning

· Rubric

· Constraint

· Prize challenge

· Co-creation

TEACHER NOTE:  Give the following definitions to the students after their own attempts to define the words in class or for homework.

Brainstorming: Commonly used technique to generate ideas.

Relevance: Usefulness of education to life-long learning; meaningfulness to self; importance to society; real-world applicability; formation of moral decision making.

Student expectations: Use of national and state standards to develop learning goals, objectives, and/or performance expectations to align teaching, learning, and assessment.

Criteria: Measureable specific items that demonstrate the continuum between expert and novice knowledge.

Design Brief: Document that sets parameters. Contains criteria, constraints, deliverables, conditions.

Crowd sourcing:  A process (either on-line or offline) that involves distributing or outsourcing tasks to an undefined public group of people rather than a defined group or paid employees. For example, posting a question or problem on line and seeking  responses. 

Distributed manufacturing: Consists of cooperating in the overall manufacturing process among functionally specialized facilities at a variety of geographically distributed sites by means of computer and communication systems and then, using supply chain management for final production. 

Problem-based learning: Students learn when they are given the opportunity to put together information with what they already know.

Project-based learning: Students build knowledge from life experiences and the production of an object to display their understanding.

Rubric: assessment tool that provides clear criteria to rank the extent an individual or team meet expectations.

Constraint: Parameters that structure the deliverables.






4.2  Introduction to Design

1. Read the Article

"Nine Characteristics of Good Design” 755 words
http://knovelblogs.com/2012/07/03/9-characteristics-of-good-design/
PDF 


 Enter in Journal

· Describe and define design, how good design incorporates innovation, makes a product understandable, and environmentally friendly.


Lead discussion on the characteristics they listed in journal.  Discuss the 9 characteristics listed by Knovel.

1. Good Design is Innovative

2. Good Design makes a product useful

3. Good Design Makes a Product Understandable

4. Good Design is Aesthetic 

5. Good Design Makes Products Easy to Transport, Store, and Maintain

6. Good Design is Long-Lasting 

7. Good Design is Environmentally Friendly 

8. Good Design is Less Design 

9. Good Design is Thorough, Down to the Last Detail



2.  Have a class discussion on what makes "good” design.  Solicit suggestions as to products with "good design" as well as "bad" or ineffective designs. 

Discuss these characteristics of good design:

• Ease of understanding 

• Ease of implementation 

• Ease of testing 

• Ease of modification 

• Satisfies requirements of customer/user

3.  Read the Article
IDEO - The Power of Design
PDF




4.3  Searching for Designs

1. Activity: Searching for Designs
Lead students on a short walking tour of school campus (and nearby areas as well if possible). Have them note problems, needs and examples of possible design improvements.  Have students complete Searching for Designs Worksheet by entering responses in Journal.  Give students a hard copy of the worksheet prior to the tour; they should note items on the worksheet as they tour.

Enter in Journal

· Enter responses to Searching for Design Worksheet



In teams of 4 or 5, have students share problems, choose two or three for further analysis. Teams will identify potential reasons such problems exist (lack of funds, failure to foresee, unintended uses, etc.) and share their ideas of how to improve the bad designs. 

Enter in Team Journal

· Have team members share their lists of problems, needs, and examples noted during the trip. Record possible solutions.



Teams are to share ideas and action plans with class; encourage students to provide feedback and discussion on the solutions and action plans.

2. Activity: Design Opportunities
The website "Bad Designs," details many "bad designs" including those listed below.  Please choose from this list or from other products presented on the website for a class discussion on design.

· Coffee machine:  http://www.baddesigns.com/starbucks.html

· Toothpaste tube:  http://www.baddesigns.com/tube.html

· Doors/doorway:  http://www.baddesigns.com/doors.html

· Hair dryer:  http://www.baddesigns.com/plug.html

 
Copyright Michael J. Darnell,
1996-2010

Enter in Journal

· Have students individually review several designs from the above websites - pen, toothpaste, doors, projector, and filing cabinet and post their reactions to the designs



3. Read the slide show presentation
The Design of Everyday Things - Chapter One

Enter in Journal

· Note main ideas of Chapter 1 including ease of use and clarity of design.

· Discuss:  doors, projector, projection screen, and refrigerator in the context of the main ideas.

1. Define:

1.  Affordances: Properties of an object that determine how the object could be used.
2. Mappings: The relationship between two things.
3. Conceptual models: A user's mental image of an object and how it works.
4. Visibility: Clues to the proper use of an object.
5. Feedback: Sending back to the user information about what action has actually been done, what result has been accomplished.

*Students will only be given the words to define on their own.

Using the concepts from the Searching for Designs Activity, have students identify a common household item from their home.  Require them to explain its function and how its design relates to its function.

Enter in Journal

· Describe the household item, using the worksheet, and explain item's function and and how its design relates to function.




4.4  The Design of Everyday Things

1. Read the Slideshow

The Design of Everyday Things - Chapter 3

Website links in PowerPoint Presentation

Link to Chapter 3
http://dc-bdps.wikispaces.asu.edu/file/view/The+Design+of+Everyday+Things+-+Don+Norman+-+Chp+4.pdf
 PDF

Observations on Don Norman's Design Thinking
http://computellect.com/tag/the-design-of-everyday-things/
PDF

2.  Explain and define terms:

 Enter in Journal

1. Students are to define:

· Physical constraints: constraints implemented to limit the operation of an object.

· Semantic constraints: knowledge that set limitations that control the set of possible actions. (e.g., a motorcycle rider faces forward so the windshield must be in front of the rider so it can protect his/her face.)

· Cultural constraints:  accepted allowable actions for social situations in a culture of peoples.

· Logical constraints: natural relationship between the spatial or functional layout of components and the things they affect or are affected by.

Enter in Journal

· Students are to explain the following terms for visibility:

· Design signals: clues to the appropriate operation of an object.

· Visible:use of clues to operation (plates, hinges)

· Invisible: clues to use are deleted for the sake of esthetics- no handles on cabinets, hidden switches

· Using sounds: sometimes things can't be made visible, so sounds are used.  For example, the "bing-bing" when seat belts are not fastened or the siren warning of a tornado.


3.  In teams, students are to come up with at least ten (10) sounds that convey information. 

Enter in Team Journal

· List the ten (10) sounds and short description of each.




4.5  Design Process and Problem Statement Overview

TEACHER NOTE: Read the following prior to class

Stanford Educator Design Teaching Guide 
https://dschool.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/k12/wiki/14340/attachments/e55cd/teacher%20takeaway.pdf?sessionID=3aef201dd47c21f9d3b15018eb59b4252eb821be

1. Lead a discussion on the design process by reviewing the following two approaches.Note that there are a number of documents listing steps in the Design Process; note the steps that are the same and those that are different. Many of these concepts will be explored in depth in ICDT.

Approach 1: 10 Step Design Process 
                         
1. Identify the need for a design
Identify the Problem.  Opportunities to design new products are everywhere.           

2. Research the problem
Gather information about the nature of the problem. Do many people experience problem? Were there previous attempts to solve the problem? Write a problem statement.

3. Brainstorm possible solutions to the problem
Brainstorm ideas. Then, narrow down ideas based upon factors including feasibility, expense, etc. and choose one to three for further analysis. 

4.  Draft a design brief
Write a design brief to clarify the problem. A design brief is a working document that is dynamic. 

5. Research and refine preferred solution
Considering lessons from Unit 4, analyze solution for feasibility, safety, and practicality.

6. Prepare design requirements
Define the criteria the solution must satisfy, including constraints.  Sketch the solution. 

7. Convert sketch into CAD
Consider materials and methods for building a prototype. 

8. Build a solution prototype
Develop detailed project specifications, consider material properties required, choose materials, and create a working prototype.

9. Test, evaluate, and refine the solution
Evaluate the prototype for function, feasibility, safety, aesthetics, and other criteria. Consider how it could be improved. Modify the prototype.

10. Communicate the solution
Present design solution to an audience. Gather feedback, revise and redesign prototype as necessary.

Approach 2: "Steps of the Design Process” 

1. Identification of the Problem, Constraints, and Criteria

· Identify problem and any constraints (limitations) Met or Not Met

· Criteria (requirements) - characteristics of final design. 

· Evaluated on a scale; minimum level is specified



2. Describe goal

3. Research

· Identify needs of stakeholders

· Identify environmental issues

· Identify materials, deadlines, funds, access



3.Ideation

· Identify risks and benefits

· Brainstorming process



4. Analysis of Ideas

· Critique and critical thinking

· Communicate benefits and drawbacks

· Rank options that meet design constraints and defined criteria



5. Testing and Refinement

1. Improve the design

2. Documentation

3. Evaluate prototype and tested under all conditions

4. Prototype- working model

5. Apply science, math, and technology to develop design idea



6. Communication and Metacognition

1. Metacognition refers to a person's awareness of his/her knowledge and skills and the ability to reflect on one's own thinking. Awareness relates to the learners' understanding of where they are in the learning process; of their factual and conceptual knowledge; of their personal learning strategies; of what has been and still needs to be done to meet their cognitive goals.

2. Four styles of communication

3. Communicate in both layman's terms and technical terminology



Enter in Journal

· Students are to record the steps in the design process

2. Watch the Video

Steps in the Design Process - Video  6:45

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCpnbvZ9YRY 


· Level of commitment (time, $, labor)'

· Analysis (ask questions)

· Research

· Make assignments

· Incubation - let ideas "marinate" while you undertake other tasks and steps 

· Implementation

· Evaluation



3.  Introduce the process of problem solving and the following steps:

· Identify a problem

· Research solutions

· Identify specific solutions

· Evaluate and narrow



4.  In teams, direct students to refer to their Activity: Searching for Designs.  Select ONE and complete Steps 1-4 above, developing a problem statement.

Enter in Team Journal

1. Students are to write problem statement. 




4.6  Watch the Design Process

1.  Watch the Videos

"Stanford Design Thinking Process”  7:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZH70qhmEso 

2. Assign each team one of the photos below.  Teams are to compare today's version of the object to the version in the photo, citing the changes and why the changes are improvements.





    




Enter in Team Journal

1. Record observations comparing versions of products.

                                                                       





4.7  Design Process Steps

1.  There are several significant factors to be considered in the design process.  In addition to not meeting the intended need or solving the problem, failure to careful evaluate these factors can lead to the design and production of items that are potentially harmful or even deadly.

Significant Factors to Be Considered in the Design Process
Functionality: Does the product fulfill its intended purpose and how well does it fulfill the purpose?

Quality:  Does the product meet and/or exceed minimum standards?

Safety: Does the product meet codes and regulations to assure that the user is safe?
Think of automobiles and recalls that occur.  What components, especially those one might not usually consider, could fail and cause serious problems if they don't meet codes and regulations?

Consider General Motors' ignition switch recall in 2014 which affected over 28 million cars. Reports indicate that although GM knew that the ignition switch had a faulty design which caused engine to stop, GM did not take steps to correct the design flaw. At least 13 people died in accidents caused by the failure.

Ergonomics:  Has the product been designed and built to assure the ease of use and efficiency.

Consider chairs.  A great deal of time goes into designing and (for the user) selecting a chair that is comfortable. What is the ideal chair? For home and school - how might these designs differ?

Teacher Note: List this information as it will be used in upcoming Activity.

Appearance: What does the product look like?  Products not only have to work well, but in most cases must be pleasing to the eye.  Consider Apple products - founder Steve Jobs believed products had to be as beautiful as they were functional.

Economics: What does the product cost, both to produce and to purchase, and still be safe?  This also pertains to the structures where work takes place and labor costs. Consider products made in China.  Why are they inexpensive? What are benefits to consumers? What are risks for society? Consider wages, working conditions and safety of items.

Environmental Concerns: What environmental considerations have been taken into account when gathering materials and manufacturing the product? What are environmental issues associated with manufacturing? What happens to products, such as food containers and furniture, when they are no longer used? Consider a bike - where do the materials come from, how is it made and what happens when it is no longer useful?  Consider #6 above, how do China and other countries that the US trades with benefit from US environmental regulations?

2. The design process is a methodology that directions as to how to solve a problem or create a new design.  Oftentimes solving a problem or creating a new design can be challenging or overwhelming; the design process sets forth clear action steps.

Ten Steps in Design Process

Step 1: Identify the problem.  In engineering, for example, problems can be those of the customers. "Problems” are not necessarily negative; building a new building or designing a new car can be stated as "problems” but they are really challenges.  It is also necessary to identify resources to help understand the nature and scope of the problem.

Step 2: Define criteria, constraints, and goals. In this step, the requirements or standards that will be used throughout the design process and the constraints or limitations are identified. Goals are also established for the project.

Criteria can include cost, size of the object, ease of use, safety, durability, sustainability of the product, what becomes of the product at the end of its useful life?, production processes, etc.

Step 3: Research and gather information.  This information helps define and understand the problem.  It helps to understand if potential solutions can work, what the advantages and disadvantages of each potential solution are, what legal and environmental issues exist, and how much time and money will have to be spent to achieve a solution.

Step 4: Brainstorm.  The goal of brainstorming is to generate as many ideas as possible, encouraging creative ideas.  In brainstorming, generating as many ideas as possible is important; the goal is quantity, not quality of ideas.

Step 5: Analyze potential solutions. Following brainstorming, those ideas must be researched and discussed. The list of ideas is narrowed to a few which are then researched in more detail.   The ideas are reviewed, duplicates eliminated, remaining ideas clarified and evaluated.  Remaining ideas are compared to the overall goal(s) of the project to determine if they are feasible and if each potential solution meets the criteria (#3 above).

Step 6: Develop and test models.  Models are created of the best potential solution(s), tested the models against the goals, criteria, and constraints of the project.   Models can include diagrams, charts, flow charts, computer simulations, computer models (CAD drawings), and prototypes.  Models are tested for durability, ease of assembly and use, strength, reliability, functionality, safety, appearance, cost, and environmental sustainability.

Step 7: Make a decision.  Test results are evaluated and consensus reached on one solution. Cost; production ease/difficulty; size, weight, strength, and durability; appearance; ease of use; safety; recyclability; legal issues (if any); customer appeal all must be considered.

Step 8: Communicate and specify.  The details of the project must be communicated to those working on it, the customer and the audience/end user. Solid modeling/CAD drawings, list of materials, equipment and other information is necessary.

Step 9: Build, test, and refine.  A prototype is built, using the identified equipment which must be tested and evaluated, and then any needed refinements are made.  This is called iteration.

Step 10: Implement.  After iteration and evaluation is complete, a final product is built.




5. GEAR BOX PROJECT

5.1  Project Overview



Work hard but work smart.  Gears provide us with mechanical advantages that allow us to successfully achieve a lot of tasks that would otherwise be very difficult.  To work smart we need to understand horsepower, torque, force, reduction, and gear ratio.  This project will challenge you to design and build a gearbox that serves as an educational tool for other students.  The gearbox will utilize mechanical advantage provided by the gears to lift a weight.    The gearbox will consist of a gear assembly mounted on a Plexiglas base, a crank that interfaces with the gears to transmit power, a pulley that will seat into the same interface on the gear as the crank and facilitate lifting the weight, and a stand for the Plexiglas.   



While there are various types of gears, this project will specifically focus on spur gears.  Spur gears are considered the simplest type of gear, featuring a disk or cylinder that are surrounded by teeth around the circumference. Spur gears can be meshed together on parallel vertical shafts.  Two meshed gears will spin in opposite directions.  When two gears of different sizes are meshed, a mechanical advantage results.  The smaller gear will rotate at a faster rate, while the larger gear will have more torque. 



Through this project you will gain an understanding of how to design spur gears and use gears to transmit power and lift heavy objects quickly.  You will then apply your math knowledge to gears, determining gear ratios and determining gear combinations to lift heavy weights or lift weights quickly, as well as calculating torque and horsepower.




5.2  Goals and Objectives



Goals:  In the design of many objects, designers must know the how speed, torque, and power work in relation to one another. Students will work in teams to utilize five gears of different size to exert power and torque and move and lift objects.  Students will apply math to determine and employ gear ratios and mechanical advantages and to use combinations of gears to successfully achieve the task. Students will learn and define horsepower, mechanical advantage, torque, force, reduction, and gear ratio. They will be challenged to think about manufacturing and the application of gears in manufactured products. The Gear Box Project builds on the technical, design and problem-solving skills learned with a specific emphasis on critical thinking and use of the design process. 



Objectives:  



· Students will demonstrate an understanding of how gears work.

· Students will demonstrate knowledge of the meaning of torque, horsepower, force, and gear ratio.

· Students will demonstrate an understanding of how gears can be used in combination to achieve a task. In this project, to lift objects of differing weights, or differing speeds, or different heights.

· Students will demonstrate the ability to complete mathematical equations to determine proper gear ratios to achieve the task at hand.




5.3  Materials and Equipment

· Laser cutter and two pieces of Plexiglas 10” long x 10” wide; the maximum footprint on laser cutter 10L”x10W”x1/8H”.

· 3D printers and PLA material; the maximum envelope on 3D printer is 8” L x 9” W x 7.5” H. 

· Hardware – gears should be designed to accept XX hardware.  Hardware should include screws, nuts, and washers.

· Strings

· Weights

· Optional – vinyl printer to create decals for project

Teacher Note: 3D printers and laser cutter can be used at school or INVENTORcloud Lab; schedule production and delivery times.






5.4  Procedure

·  Planning and Research

· Teams will be formed and one student will be designated as project manager. 

· Each member of the team is to be assigned a role by the project manager.  

· The project manager will lead the discussions and establish a schedule.

· Teams will research gears and how gears work; teams are to create a bibliography of research

· Teams are to create a concise problem statement that focuses team.  

· Design

· Teams will follow steps of the design process.

· Teams are to complete a Design Brief.

· Using CAD software (123D), teams will design the following gearbox components:

· Gears:  Four gears of varying sizes but with same pitch will be designed.  Each team member should design at least one of the gears. Gears should be drawn as opposed to using a gear generator within the CAD program.  Gears should have an outside circle diameter no larger than 4”.  Filets should be added both at each tooth’s pitch point as well as its intersection with the root circle.  Gears should be designed with a port to accept the crank and pulley; the shape of this port will be determined by the team.  Gears should also have a circular hole cut through the middle to accommodate hardware used to fasten the gears to the Plexiglas base.  Optional features could include cut-outs, patterns, or other markings.

· Crank:  A hand crank will be designed to drive gear rotation.  The crank should fit in the port on each gear.  The design of the crank will be up to the team.  Keep in mind that the size of the crank will provide its own mechanical advantage.

· Pulley:  A pulley will be designed that will fit into the port on each of the gears.  The pulley will rotate and lift a weight attached to a string.  The pulley must have a way to attach the string connected to the weight.  Keep in mind that the size of the center shaft of the pulley will affect the distance that the weight travels as the gear is rotated.  Also be sure that the pulley does not interfere with the crank as the gears are being rotated.  

· Stand / Support: A stand or support structure for the Plexiglas base should be designed to allow for the base to stand upright.  Exact design of the base will be up to the team.

· Hardware (optional):  Design hardware to mount gears to the base.  The hardware will be used in lieu of the hardware provided.  The hardware should include a bolt, a washer or spacer, and some form of cap or nut.

· Bucket (optional): Design a bucket that can connect to the pulley using a string to be used to lift a load.

· Design gear layout on Plexiglas

· Use mathematics to determine combinations of gears to lift objects of varying weight.  For example, determine which gears, used in combination, will be optimum for lifting a heavy weight or lifting a weight quickly.

· Teams will design their gear box. They will select an arrangement of their gears within the box so that gears will mesh and turn freely. They will determine and locate holes in the front and back panels of their gear box to correspond with their selected gear arrangement.

· Teams are to create a solid model/CAD drawing of the gear box showing the X and Y location of each gear. 

· Teams may want to make a cardboard gear box to test their layout as a prototype. 

· Additional features to be designed

· Students are to design the face of their gear box to include: team name, team member names, team logo, gear sizes adjacent to each gear location and any additional artwork they would like engraved on the face of the gear box.  Gears must be labeled, A – D.

· Educational features should be included to enhance the gearbox’s usefulness as an educational device.

· Teams are to review their designs with the teacher and/or INVENTORcloud Lab for approval. 



· Manufacturing

· Teams will print their gears, crank, pulley, and stand/support using INVENT3D printers.  Hardware may also be printed if the team chose to design their own hardware.

· A laser cutter will be used to drill holes in the Plexiglas at the gear locations as well as engrave any other information as designed in Step 2.5 above.  A drill press may be used if a laser cutter is not available.

· A vinyl printer housed at the INVENT3D lab may be used to print decals to be attached to the gear box.



· Assembly, Testing and Optimization

· Teams will assemble the gear box, evaluate their prototype and if necessary, make refinements.

· Hardware will be provided un less

· Any deficiencies should be noted and if necessary, design modifications identified.  

· If any modifications are necessary, teams will review and discuss rationale with the teacher who will determine if redesign and re-manufacturing is necessary.

· Analysis

· Teams will use their gear box to respond to the problems presented in the Analysis section below. 

· Teams will work together to complete a Team Journal with the following information:

· Project Name

· Team Name

· Team Members and Roles 

· Bibliography of Research

· Problem Statement

· Final decisions including gear arrangement

· Detailed Design Brief 

· CAD drawings (gears and box)

· Responses to Gear Challenge

· Summary of presentation

· Students will complete an Individual Journal with the following information:

·  Project Name

· Team Name

· Individual’s role and responsibilities

· How was your team able to successfully apply the math necessary to respond to the Gear Challenge? 

· How effective did your team work together to employ the math? 

· Did everyone participate? Did members provide support for their ideas?  Were ideas thoroughly considered by the team?  

· How did your team assure that holes in the Plexiglas were properly aligned?

· How did your team arrive at its problem statement? 

· How effective was your team’s Gear Box in responding to the Gear Challenge?  

· Explain the process of creating your team’s presentation 

· How well did your team function as a unit?

· Summarize what you learned from this Project.

· Did you have fun? Why or why not?



· Presentation

· Teams will present their gear box and their responses to the Gear Challenge. Each member of the team will actively participate in the presentation.  Teams must use at least two types of media in their presentation, such as videos and slideshows. 






5.5  Analysis of Gearbox

One of the primary purposes of gears is to transmit power.  Your gear box should be designed so that each gear can accept a hand crank or a pulley.  The hand crank creates a drive gear while the pulley creates a power gear.  Gears between the crank and pulley are called intermediate gears.  One objective of using gears can be to increase the ability of the power gear to do work by applying a mechanical advantage; another objective is to control speed either faster or slower. Label each of your gears A through D.  For the crank on Gear A and the Pulley on Gear C, the gear combination would be AC.

· How many combinations of drive gears and power gears are possible with your gear box?

· For each of these combinations, how many times will the power gear rotate for each turn of the crank?

If the power gear rotates fewer times than the crank, there is a positive mechanical advantage, if it rotates more times; there is a negative mechanical advantage.  Calculate the mechanical advantage of each of your gear combinations.  

1.0 What is the role of any intermediate gears and how do they affect mechanical advantage?

2.0 Which gear combination would you use if your objective was to lift a heavy weight?

3.0 Which gear combination would you use if your objective was to lift a weight quickly?

The gear combination will not only affect how much weight you can lift  but also how fast it will lift it;  it will also determine how high weight will be lifted from the floor with a given number of turns of the crank.

· How high from the floor will you raise a weight with 10 turns of the crank for each of your gear combinations?

· How will the diameter of the pulley affect the distance the weight is raised?

Empirical data is data that is derived from experimentation.  Often empirical data is used to validate or verify your calculations.  Using your gear box, validate your calculations using a string attached to your pulley and a weight attached to the string.  Create a table that compares the empirical data for how high the weight will be raised to your calculated data for each gear combination.

Torque is defined as force acting through a distance.  A unit of measurement for torque is foot-lbs.  For example if you hung a 10 foot weight on the end of a foot long wrench, it would generate 10 ft-lbs of torque.   

· If you hung this 10 pound weight from the end of your gear crank how much torque would you transfer to your drive gear?

· What could you do to create more torque on your drive gear?

Horsepower is defined as torque per minute; 1 horsepower is 33,000 foot-pounds per minute.  Read http://www.howstuffworks.com/horsepower.htm to find out how this was determined.  Both horsepower and watts are used to measure power.  Horsepower is used in the US system of measurement and watts are used in the metric system.  1 horsepower is the same as 746 watts.

Assume it is possible to use your gear box to lift a 100 pound weight from the floor and you could do this by turning your hand crank one revolution per second.

· How much horsepower could you create with each of your combinations?

· How big of a light bulb could you light with each gear of your combinations?

· Create a table to show your results in horsepower and watts for each gear combination.

· How much horsepower do you think an average person can produce?  Research your answer.

Using the lessons you have learned from your gear box, explain how a transmission in a car works; explain how the gears on a 16 speed bicycle work.

Optional:  A gear box can be a powerful learning tool for many subjects, for example, engineering, physics, mathematics.  Research how your gear box could be used in other STEM classes.






6.0  Design Process in Detail

6.1  Problem Statements

1. Discuss and define problems and problem statements. 

Problem Statement: A concise description of the issues that need to be addressed by a problem solving team and should be presented to them (or created by them) before they try to solve the problem. It should answer these questions:

· What is the problem? This should explain why the team is needed.

· Who has the problem or who is the client/customer? This should explain who needs the solution and who will decide the problem has been solved.

· What form can the resolution be? What is the scope and limitations (in time, money, resources, technologies) that can be used to solve the problem?



The primary purpose of a problem statement is to focus the attention of the problem solving team. However, if the focus of the problem is too narrow or the scope of the solution too limited the creativity and innovation of the solution can be limiting. .In project management, the problem statement is part of the project charter. It lists what's essential about the project and enables the project manager to identify the project scope as well as the project stakeholders.

Research-worthy problem statement: A description of an active challenge (i.e. problem) faced by researchers and/or practitioners that does not have adequate solutions available including the argumentation for its viability based on solid peer-reviewed sources as well as theoretical foundation.

Problem statement should address all six questions: what, how, where, when, why, and who:

1. What is the problem or situation

2. How does it occur

3. Where is it experienced

4. When does it occur or happen

5. Why is there a need to solve problem

6. Who is typically experiencing the problem?



2. Read the Articles

"How to Define a Problem”  1823 words
http://www.wikihow.com/Define-a-Problem
PDF

"Defining the Problem/Gathering Information”  405 words
http://www.studygs.net/problem/problemsolvingv1.htm
PDF

"Consensus Decision Making”   1423 words
PDF

Class discussion on problem solving and consensus including the six key guidelines.
    
3.  Enter in Journal

· Students are to take notes in their individual student journals.  



4. The Universal Traveler Model of the Creative Process was developed by by researchers Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall and published in 1971.  Still relevant today it is a blueprint to design thinking that divides the process of creative problem solving into seven stages which are outlined in SlideShare presentation below. 

Read the SlideShow

"Creative Problem Solving"

Enter in Journal

· List and explain techniques






6.2  Creative Problem Solving

1.  Read the Article

"The Basics of Creative Problem Solving”  2513 words
http://www.innovationmanagement.se/imtool-articles/the-basics-of-creative-problem-solving-cps/
PDF

Discussion Points: Review the seven steps of creative problem solving:

· Clarify and identify the problem

· Research the problem

· Formulate creative challenges

· Generate ideas

· Combine and evaluate the ideas

· Draw up an action plan

· Do it! (implement the ideas)

Creative Problem Solving Fact Sheet

Creative Problem Solving Guide

Alex Osborn and Sidney Parnes are credited with advancing the concept of Creative Problem Solving by taking extensive research on problem solving process undertaken by individuals and organizations and creating a process. Osborn is also credited with inventing brainstorming. Their work led to the creation of Creative Education Foundation and the CSP process is used this proven process to develop new ideas, solve problems and implement solutions.


Enter in Journal

· Document steps of CPS


3. Discuss these companies that used CPS process:

CEF Success Stories using CSP
Martin-Marietta saves $104 million for taxpayers. Using CPS, the firm created a plant-wide Value Analysis program resulting in $104 million dollars in cost savings over a four-year period.
 
Monsanto uses CPS to structure $1 billion Nutrasweet program. Starting with a team of 150 people from different disciplines, and in the midst of a major corporate restructuring, Monsanto used CPS to redefine how food is sweetened and beat its competition to market, resulting in a potential payout of $1 billion.
 
Mead Fine Paper establishes new standard for paper brightness. Using CPS, a team from Mead was challenged with the task of increasing paper brightness from a 94 grade (reflecting 94% of the light shone on it) to 96 grade. Using CPS, the team achieved an unheard of 99% achieving a new world standard.
 
Xerox improves product quality and cost-effectiveness. CEF is credited with a key role in Xerox's revitalization program and the establishment of its internal creative culture.
 
Frito-Lay saves $600 million. Over a seven-year period, from 1982-1989, the company flattened costs using the Osborn Parnes Creative Problem Solving process, which was taught to multi-functional teams working internally as well with vendors.

 
4. Watch the video

"Problem Solving Ideas That Work” (8:55)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=t2ZlEk5oHzo 

 
Show this video with frequent pauses to allow students time to take notes.  Focus on the following:

· Tools

· IDEAL

· SMART

· MIND MAPPING

· IDEAL MAPPING

Students must be able to explain the process of IDEAL and know what the letters in IDEAL and SMART represent.


Enter in Journal

1. Record notes on above concepts


6.3  Brainstorming

1.  How do you brainstorm? What is brainstorming? How do you get ideas?

1. The brainstorming process and the need to consider all ideas.
2. The importance and ability to evaluate ideas in relation to the solution.
3. Three brainstorming techniques.
4. The concepts of crowd sourcing- user input to design thinking; considering users' needs and preferences as input to design creation, co-creation, and the role social media can play in both.

Discussion Points: Value of postponing and withholding judgment of ideas; encourage wild and exaggerated ideas; quantity counts at this stage, not quality; build on the ideas put forward by others; every person and every idea has equal worth

It is important to stress the value of all ideas; teams are to consider all ideas.  Once all ideas are recorded, teams may then rank or place them in categories.  Then, ideas may be dropped from further consideration.

Discuss Consensus: A process of decision-making that seeks widespread agreement among group members. Discuss "widespread" in a team of four of five.  Likely, 3-2 is NOT widespread and will not equal consensus. Encourage teams to continue until the agreement is widespread or at least in the case of 3-2 that the majority of the elements have widespread consensus, even if the final decision remains 3-2.


2. Read the Article

"Brainstorming: 16 Ground Rules"    624 words
http://www.itworld.com/it-managementstrategy/107089/brainstorming-16-ground-rules

PDF

Encourage students to use these rules not only in this class but to apply to other courses as well as challenges outside of school. 

3. Read the Article
Mftrou.com: "3 Brainstorming Activities”:   733 words

http://mftrou.com/creative-brainstorming-activities.html
PDF

Do two of the activities: #2 and #3.  To complete #3, you will need to place objects in the middle of the room and have students list uses for the objects other than their customary use.  This will encourage creativity and teach them to accept all ideas before researching and evaluating them.

Students learn about and practice brainstorming.  Students learn to accept all ideas, judging none as impossible or impractical during brainstorming.

4. Read the Article
Forensic Science Technician:   3461 words
http://www.forensicsciencetechnician.org/100-online-brainstorming-tools-to-help-you-think-outside-the-box/
PDF

Resource of brainstorming tools




6.4  Design Brief

Design briefs are used in various industries to document design approach prior to detailed design begins.  Read the following article in regards to preparing a design brief for a client in the graphic arts industry:

http://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2011/03/7-basics-to-create-a-good-design-brief/ 

Engineering design briefs take a different form.  A template engineering design brief is presented below:

		#

		Design Brief Element

		Detailed Response



		1

		Problem Statement

· Problem Description

· Constraints

· Budget

· Time

· Needs of Problem

		



		2

		Goals

· What Do You Plan to Accomplish

· Due Dates

		



		3

		Solution Analysis

· Risks / Benefits

· Planned Solutions

· Sketches

		



		4

		Synopsis

· Evaluation

· Conclusion / Summary

		








6.5  Prototypes and Rapid Prototyping

1. Discuss and define prototyping and rapid prototyping.

Prototype: An early sample or model built to test a concept or process or to act as a thing to be replicated or learned from. A prototype is designed to test and trial a new design to enhance precision by system analysts and users. Prototyping serves to provide specifications for a real, working system rather than a theoretical one. There are several types:

Proof-of-Principle Prototype (Model): Used to test some aspect of the intended design without attempting to exactly simulate the visual appearance, choice of materials or intended manufacturing process. Such prototypes can be used to "prove" out a potential design approach such as range of motion, mechanics, sensors, architecture, etc. These types of models are often used to identify which design options will not work, or where further development and testing is necessary.

 Form Study Prototype (Model): Allows designers to explore the basic size, look and feel of a product without simulating the actual function or exact visual appearance of the product. They can help assess ergonomic factors and provide insight into visual aspects of the product's final form. Form Study Prototypes are often hand-carved or machined models from easily sculpted, inexpensive materials (e.g., urethane foam), without representing the intended color, finish, or texture. 
 
User Experience Prototype (Model): Invites active human interaction and is primarily used to support user focused research. While intentionally not addressing possible aesthetic treatments, this type of model does more accurately represent the overall size, proportions, interfaces, and articulation of a promising concept. This type of model allows early assessment of how a potential user interacts with various elements, motions, and actions of a concept which define the initial use scenario and overall user experience. Usually designed with CAD programs and made with durable materials for handling with rapid prototyping equipment or other construction methods.
 
Visual Prototype (Model): Captures the intended design aesthetic and simulate the appearance, color and surface textures of the intended product but will not actually embody the function(s) of the final product. These models will be suitable for use in market research, executive reviews and approval, packaging mock-ups, and photo shoots for sales literature.
 
Functional (Working) Prototype (Model): To the greatest extent practical, attempts to simulate the final design, aesthetics, materials and functionality of the intended design. The functional prototype may be scaled down in order to reduce costs. The construction of a fully working full-scale prototype and the ultimate test of concept, is the engineers' final check for design flaws and allows last-minute improvements to be made before larger production runs are ordered.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototyping

Rapid prototyping: Is defined as group of techniques can be defined as a group of techniques used to quickly fabricate a scale model of a physical part or assembly using three-dimensional computer aided design (CAD) data. Production of part or assembly may be done with 3D printing technology. Initially introduced in 1980's to produce models and prototype parts, today they are used for a much wider range of applications and are even used to manufacture production-quality parts in relatively small numbers. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_prototyping

 
2.Enter in Journal



1. Define prototypes and rapid prototyping.



3. Read the Articles

"Prototype”   103 words
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototyping
PDF

Making a Prototype  673 words
http://inventors.about.com/od/prototypes/a/prototype.htm
PDF

University of Michigan 3D Lab - Top 10 Reasons to Prototype
PDF

Discussion Points: Benefits of prototyping.




6.6  Iteration and Iterative Design

1. Teacher will lead discussion on iteration and iterative design.

Iteration: The act of repeating a process usually with the aim of approaching a desired goal or target or result. Each repetition of the process is also called an "iteration" and the results of one iteration are used as the starting point for the next iteration.
 
Iterative design: A design methodology based on a cyclic process of protyping testing, analyzing, and refining a product or process. Based on the results of testing the most recent iteration of a design, changes and refinements are made. This process is intended to ultimately improve the quality and functionality of a design. In iterative design, interaction with the designed system is used as a form of research for informing and evolving a project, as successive versions, or iterations of a design are implemented.

2. Enter in Journal

· Define iteration and iterative design


3. Read the Articles

"Iterative Design”   84 words
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterative_design
Read through "Benefits"
PDF

Iterative Design and Development   472 words
http://webucateus.com/desktop/?p=84&utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=iterative-design-and-development-in-elearning

PDF

Discussion Points: Key elements of interative design

1. New system requirements are defined in as much detail as possible.

2. A preliminary design is created.

3. A first prototype is created and evaluated.

4. A second prototype is evolved from the first and evaluated.

This process continues in an iterative fashion until a final product is created.

4. Activity: Design Improvements Worksheet
Individually, students are to review the Design Improvements Worksheet that can be used as a guide.

5. Read the Articles

"How Does a New Product Go Through the Prototyping Process?”  484 words
http://home.howstuffworks.com/product-prototyping-process3.htm

PDF

Testing Products  1053 words
PDF


6. Read the Article

"Rapid Prototyping: The Wright Way to Fail”  275 words
http://method.com/about/10x10/detail/10x10/rapid-prototyping-wright-fail

PDF




7. DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS (DBA) TOOL



7.1  Systematic Design Process

The rise of additive manufacturing is driving the need for an accelerated, streamlined, systematic decision-making process for implementation of design solutions for commonly encountered engineering component failures:

· Operational problems 

· Component failures 

· Need for improved performance

· Replacement component 

This is due to the speed at which an idea can be formed into a detailed design via CAD software and then fabricated via additive manufacturing.  A systematic design process consists of a series of activities (steps) by which identified needs are translated design requirements and then into design solutions:

· A project addresses one or more needs

· For each project, a set of design requirements (DR) are identified in several standardized categories, and prioritized by how urgent it is that a reasonable design solution comply with them

· For each project, one or more proposed design solutions (PDS) are identified and evaluated for their value as design solutions and their feasibility constraints resulting from needs for designer proficiency, implementation planning and required innovations.

A general process for development of design solutions to user identified problems is shown in the following figure:



The process includes developing and prioritizing what is required in a design solution, identifying one or more potential design solutions that meet the design requirements, evaluating the relative merit and feasibility of the potential design solutions, and identifying a design solution that can best meet the requirements and determining whether or not it should be implemented immediately

The design process can be broken down into a series of steps:

· Define and document the problem 

· Translate into a basis of design (BOD) and evaluate the criticality of the problem 

· Define and prioritize design requirements for a solution

· Develop potential design solutions

· Evaluate potential design solution compliance

· Compare implementation factors

· Perform overall evaluation and comparison of alternatives, decision on implementation

· Select and document preferred alternative, and rationale for decision on implementation



Following each of these eight steps generates increased user Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and Attitudes (KSAA) to deliver design solutions.






7.2  DBA Tool Overview

The Design Basis Analysis (DBA) Tool is a series of forms and charts (available as a stream-lined software program) that organizes and supports the eight steps of the systematic process; provides a deeper understanding of task objectives and priorities as well as resource, fabrication, and installation needs; and supports user decisions on selection of best design solution.  

The DBA Tool enables users to implement a systematic process of thinking about needs, formulating design requirements, developing and evaluating potential design solutions.  Forms are used to capture information developed during the design process.  The information is scored using built in algorithms, and scoring results are visualized as graphical outputs. Where necessary, proposed design solution (PDS) conflicts, limitations, and constraints are evaluated for resolution.  Comparison of PDS can be made based on value and feasibility.

The DBA Tool performs the following functions:

· Provides guidance and support for steps that are essential to the development of feasible design solutions

· Helps train users to think systematically about what is needed for adequate design solutions

· Documents the rationale for design requirements and their priorities, as well as the minimum set of requirements that must be accommodated in design solution

· Leads users to understand and assess the requirements for implementing design solutions, and whether a proposed design solution is feasible and cost effective to implement

· Documents the design development process such that changes in identified needs or refinements in design requirements can be accommodated in one or more modified design solutions

This lesson describes the process used for training users and the support provided by DBA Tool, and it utilizes an example problem to show how a user is led to think about problems and translate them into design solutions.




7.3  Define and Document the Problem

The first step in the design process is to translate a need into design requirements.  The major questions that need to be answered are:

· “What problem are you trying to solve?”

· “What features and constraints have to be part of a workable solution?”

Users are to complete the Problem Statement Form (Form 1) that captures the background of the problem, the problem statement, and additional capabilities, limitations, and contraints.






7.4  Translate Problem into a Basis of Design (BOD) and Evaluate Criticality

In this step the user documents design requirements (DR) that need to be met to achieve a workable design solution, and a criticality score is assigned to each DR based on how important the DR is to a workable and compliant design solution   Using the DBA Tool, a user characterizes design requirements for a project in six (6) categories: functionality; operational environment; health, safety, and environment; manageability; security; and interfacing systems.   A description of each of the categories is presented in the table below:



Some design requirements have a higher priority than others that must be addressed in design solutions.  While no design requirements category is unimportant, categories have a relative importance that should be considered in developing workable design solutions, or at a later date to resolve conflicts and other design challenges that have not been resolved.  Prioritizing design requirements provides a systematic way to organize design priorities and (if necessary) resolve requirements conflicts.  Using the DBA Tool, a user is guided to identify what makes a design requirement critical and how to develop a sufficient base of information supporting that determination.  A criticality score is assigned to each design requirement category, and the score and associated scoring rationale is documented in Form 2 – Design Requirement Category Criticality.   





It is important for a user, particularly one being trained to understand and develop design solutions, to be able to visualize the impact of a design requirement, or set of design requirements that must be accommodated with a design solution

The DBA Tool incorporates “spider web” charts to visually depict the criticality of each design requirement category relative to the other categories.  In the charts each spoke of the web is a design requirement category, and the criticality of each requirement can be understood in terms of amount of web covered. The higher the amount of coverage, the more critical a design requirement. Additionally, design requirement categories are prioritized in importance in a clockwise direction such that DR for health, safety and environment is top center as the most important category. The relative importance of categories decreases in a clockwise direction.

The DBA Tool provides category-specific importance criteria to score the design requirements in each category (Tables 2a – 2f), and in some categories a visual evaluator tool is provided to be used to assess the criticality of design issues (Figures IIa – IId).  This scoring guidance is presented in the following sections.

· Functionality – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Table 2a provides criteria for assessing the importance of design requirements related to the functionality of components and systems.  In Table 2a, the importance of functional design requirements ranges from I, where there is not a major functionality requirement, to IV, where the design solution must fully resolve a functionality issue.



·  Operating Environment – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Table 2b provides descriptions of importance levels for design requirements that address the impact the operating environment of a design solution.  Assigning importance levels based on Table 2b can also be supported by a Criticality Evaluator Tool (Figure IIa) that graphically depicts the importance of operating environment requirements based on the severity of potential impacts and the time needed to implement corrective actions, given that an impact occurs.





·  Health, Safety & Environmental Impacts – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Table 3c provides descriptions of criticality levels that assess the impact of design issues that can impact health, safety and the environment.  Table 3c is supported by a Criticality Evaluator Tool (Figure IIb) that can be used to graphically assess criticality based on the relationship of severity of health, safety and environmental impacts to their probability of occurrence.







·  Service Life – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Table 2d provides descriptions of criticality levels for design requirements that address the capability of design solutions to be managed over their life-cycle of performance.  Table 2d is supported by a Criticality Evaluator Tool (Figure IIc) that can be used to graphically assess criticality based on the relationship of the time needed to implement a corrective action versus the allowable out of service time for a component or system.









· Security – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Table 2e provides descriptions of criticality levels for design requirements that address the security of design solutions.  Table 2e is supported by a Criticality Evaluator Tool (Figure IId) that can be used to graphically assess criticality based on the relationship of the time needed to implement a corrective action (i.e. given an unintended or unauthorized access versus the allowable out of service time for a component or system.)







· Interfacing Systems – Evaluate Basis of Design Criticality

Interfacing system issues, either problems that can originate in interfacing system off-normal conditions or problems in a design that can impact interfacing systems directly, are often overlooked in the development of design solutions.  Table 2f provides descriptions of importance levels for design requirements that address vulnerabilities that result from communication with interfacing systems and components.



The Design Requirement Category Criticality spider chart for a typical project is shown below. 



Prioritization of criticality categories is clockwise from the top of the radar chart.




7.5  Define Essential Design Requirements in Each BoD Category

In Step 3 a user identifies potential design solutions and how they meet the set of design requirements.  The major questions to be addressed are:

· What solution will resolve the need?

· How does it comply with the design requirements?

· What are its positives and negatives? 

The below table provides guidance on essential design requirements for each category:



Users are to document essential design requirements and rationale for each design requirement in Form 3:  Essential Design Requirements, presented below:






7.6  Evaluate Potential Design Solutions for Compliance

The DBA Tool requires that users enter information to support their identified design solutions, how they meet the imposed design requirements, what their advantages and disadvantages are, and a basis of compliance and associated score.  This information is entered into Form 4 – PDS Compliance, presented below.

DBAtool requires the same set of information (Form 2) for each potential solution, that can be used to establish a comprehensive design basis for a project.



Form 4 is to be completed for each PDS.

Compliance scoring guidance is presented in the table below:



The DBA Tool presents the results of the compliance scoring visually in a spider chart to allow for comparison of PDS, as shown below:






7.7  Compare Implementation Factors

In this step the set of potential design solutions are evaluated in terms of requirements for developing and implementing them as the response to a need.  The major questions to be addressed are:

· What level of engineering proficiency is needed to develop and implement the potential design solution?

· What level of planning is required to qualify and implement the potential design solution?

· Are there important design challenges associated with the potential design solution that will require innovative thinking? 

Understanding and Scoring Knowledge, Skills & Abilities (KSA) Requirements

Varying levels of expertise are required to execute design requirements as a workable design solution.  In this step potential design solutions are evaluated in terms of required levels of technical and professional expertise required to execute them. 

· The tool provides categories of required proficiency; as well as guidance on understanding what proficiency requirements are required to execute design requirements in a workable and effective design.

· Very high levels of required expertise may be required to accommodate some or all of a design requirement. (For example, analysis of environmental impacts may require specialized modeling skills and experience).

· A designer may not have all the skills and experience required to meet all design requirements. In such cases, other members of a team may have complementary skills, or the designer may have access to the skills external to a group.

For training designers, it is probably enough to understand what is required and where needed support can be obtained.

Users are to complete Form 5a:  KSA Scoring Form to document the KSA level needed for each PDS.



The below table provides scoring guidance for KSA required:



Understanding and Scoring Required Levels of Planning

Planning is an inevitable part of design solution implementation and each design solution may introduce additional planning requirements.  The DBA Tool provides a broad basis for characterizing levels of required planning as well as guidance in how to establish planning requirements to accommodate design requirements.

Users are to complete Form 5b:  Planning Scoring Form to document the level of planning for each PDS:



Scoring guidance for level of planning is provided in the table below:



Understanding and Scoring Requirements for Innovation

Innovation may be required in the development of a workable design solution and each design requirement may introduce a need for innovation.  Innovation requirements can be understood in terms of what achievements, if any, must occur to meet a set of design requirements. This is particularly true for situations where there are potentially contradicting design requirements (such as a requirement for a moving system to move faster but require less fuel)

The DBA Tool provides support for estimating the level of innovation required to meet each design requirement with the proposed design solutions and help in assessing where there are contradictions or supplemental requirements that may require tradeoffs and a higher level of innovation. 

Users are to complete Form 5c:  Innovation Scoring Form to document the level of innovation needed for each PDS:



Scoring guidance for level of innovation required is presented below:



7.8  Comparing Potential Design Solutions

In this step, PDS are compared and a best solution is defined based on the attributes

· Criticality of Basis of Design categories (BoD)

· Compliance of Potential Design Solutions (PDS) with BoD requirements

· Implementability of PDS given currently available resources and facilities

DBA Tool calculates several design solution metrics and generates charts that can be used to compare design solutions based on the value of the solution for addressing the need and the feasibility of developing and implementing it.

The first chart provides a comparison of PDS based on compliance and implementability:





The second chart uses weighted averages to compare the three PDS.  The weighted averages and associated algorithms are as follows:

· WIDR - Weighted Importance of Design Requirements is defined 

· WIDR =  Σ BoDCriti*wi [i=1,6]/6*Σwi [i=1,6]

· where BoDCrit i are the criticality scores in each BoD category and wi are the category weighting factors

· WPDSC – Weighted Potential Design Solution Compliance is defined

· WPDSC = Σ PDSCompj*wj[j=1,6]/6*Σwj [j=1,6]

· where PDSCompj are the compliance scores in each BoD category

· WPDSI – Weighted Potential Design Solution Implementability is defined

· WPDSI = Σ PDSImplk[k=1,3]/3

· And PDSImplk are the implementability measures, KSA, Planning and Innovation

The second comparison chart is presented below:








7.9  Select and Document Preferred Alternative

Selection decision should be based on projects with best weighted compliance & feasibility scores.  A higher score is better.

Documentation in the form of a report can directly incorporate analysis to date

· Results of eight (8) step analysis

· Supporting information tables and charts

· Document best candidate PDS

· Document basis for go/no go decision






7.10  Failing Exhaust Header Example

NOAA requires more vessels available for acoustic research activities.  The Navy has refitted one of its surface vessels with a new power system for use by NOAA.  The vessel has been refitted with low noise diesel generator (gen set) with power transfer through slow turning props (Figure 1).  The gen set is two-stage isolation mounted (Figure 2) to further reduce vibration “noise” transferred to the hull through the ship’s structure.



During sea trials of the newly fitted research vessel, the crew noted several times that the exhaust system quickly developed cracks between the exhaust manifold and the hull; likely the result of using elastomer-filled mounts to dampen vibration transmitted to the ship structure.  Leakage detected from the exhaust through such cracks can result in violations of OSHA air quality standards and have resulted in alarms for high levels of carbon monoxide and low oxygen levels on the engine deck.  Due to a significant number of scheduled commitments to support research activities, the Navy has requested that the crew identify and implement a fix during a 3-day turnaround in port, using available materials if possible.  Develop a design for an exhaust system modification; including prioritized design requirements, potential design solutions, and an evaluation of best design solution.

To be developed




8. DBA TOOL PROJECT:  AIRBORNE NOISE ABATEMENT

8.1  Project Overview

The Navy refitted one of its surface vessels with a new power system for use by NOAA as an underwater acoustic research vessel. To meet stringent underwater-radiated noise standards, the Navy refitted the ship with a low noise diesel generator (Figure 1), otherwise known as a “genset,” with power transmitted through slow turning propellers. The genset has been two-stage isolation mounted (Figure 2) to further reduce vibration “noise” transferred to the hull through the ship’s structure, with elastomer-filled mounts (Figure 2) to dampen vibration transmitted to the ship structure. Heat recovery & exhaust manifold

Exhaust system vent

 

Elastomer-filled vibration mount





Although structural vibrations were reduced, the ship is still exceeding underwater noise standards developed by NATO for acoustic research vessels.  Published research indicated genset and its mounting system are the primary source of airborne noise at harmonic frequencies important to noise reduction.  An acoustic evaluation of the engine room area verified largest source of airborne noise comes from the sub-base and mounting system under the genset (Figure 3).  The motor room location of the genset also contains other sensitive research experiments and equipment.  The Navy has again requested that the crew identify and implement an interim design fix that meets NOAA standards.  Additionally the Navy requested that a design fix be implemented without returning to port, if possible. However, If a return to port is necessary, the Navy requires that the fix be implemented in a planned 7 day turnaround with materials on hand in the port facility.








8.2  Goals and Objectives

The goal of this exercise is for students to familiarize themselves with the DBA Tool process by practicing using the DBA tool to evaluate potential design solutions.  Students will evaluate three potential design solutions to solve a problem representative of an actual field condition.  Students are to work in teams as they would in industry and will discuss and come to consensus in their DBA Tool evaluation.  Finally Students will then compare their DBA Tool evaluations with those of an industry expert to understand similarities and differences in design thought process and considerations.




8.3  Design Specifications

Potential solutions must meet the following design specifications:

· Reduce noise pollution to surrounding waters due to hull vibration

· No impact to equipment access for the genset or other equipment in the motor room

· No impact to access control to sensitive collocated experimental equipment

· Does not cause additional sources of noise in motor room or conditions that would reduce cooling airflow to genset

· Does not create conditions that could harm power production system equipment downstream or upstream from genset

· Does not introduce air quality issues in the motor room

Following discussions with operations and maintenance personnel, engineers have recommended the following potential design solutions (PDS):

1. Introduce sound deadening materials on the walls of the motor room to depth required for significant reduction in airborne noise vibration transmittal to hull

2. Wood is known to have sound reducing capabilities.  Also, acoustic measurements indicate that the genset mounting and two-stage isolation system is the largest single source of airborne noise in the motor room at frequencies that are transmitted to the hull and surrounding water. This modification would consist of putting a plywood housing around the genset mounting and isolation system as well as a plywood "cushion" directly under the genset. Ample access to the genset mounts would be maintained with hinges to open the plywood structure.

3. Build a wood housing to surround the genset during operation. Consider adding coatings to inside walls of structure if added noise deadening is required. 




8.4  Procedure

1. Divide students into teams.

2. Complete Form 1:  Problem Statement Form by describing the problem background, creating a problem statement, and describing additional capabilities, limitations, and constraints.







3. Complete Form 2 – Design Requirement Category Criticality by assigning a score to each design requirement category and documenting your scoring rationale.  Generate the Design Requirement Category Criticality spider chart.





4. Complete Form 3:  Essential Design Requirements by documenting design requirements in each category and explaining the rationale for that design requirement.







5. Complete Form 4: PDS Compliance for each of the three PDS by discussing and documenting advantages, constraints and compliance basis, and assigning a compliance score.  Generate the PDS Compliance spider chart for comparison of the three PDS.







6. Complete Form 5a: KSA Scoring Form by discussing and assigning a KSA score and documenting the team’s scoring rationale for each PDS.







7. Complete Form 5b: Planning Scoring Form by discussing planning requirements for each PDS, assigning a planning score, and documenting the team’s scoring rationale.







8. Complete Form 5c: Innovation Scoring Form by discussing the level of innovation required for each PDS, assigning an innovation score, and documenting the team’s scoring rationale.







9. Generate the Compliance and Feasibility PDS Comparison chart and the Weighted Average PDS Comparison chart.  



10. Review the comparison charts and select the preferred PDS.  Document why the preferred PDS was selected as well as why the other two PDS weren’t considered.



11. Present your team’s DBA Tool results to your class.  Describe your scores and rationale, present your comparison charts and preferred PDS, and explain why your team selected your preferred PDS.



12. Compare your team’s DBA Tool results with the results DBA Tool results of a Navy engineer who performed the same analysis.  Did your team recommend the same PDS?  What are the similarities and differences between your results and the industry professional’s results?




9.  ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (AM) OVERVIEW AND TYPES

9.1  Additive Manufacturing Overview

Review the following presentation slides that provide an overview of the general additive manufacturing process, system components, capabilities, and liabilities:



Additive manufacturing system components are defined as follows:





Read Section 2 of the following document:

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1176.pdf






9.2  Material Extrusion

Fuse deposition modelling (FDM) is a common material extrusion process and is trademarked by the company Stratasys.  Material is drawn through a nozzle, where it is heated and is then deposited layer by layer. The nozzle can move horizontally and a platform moves up and down vertically after each new layer is deposited. It is a commonly used technique used on many inexpensive, domestic and hobby 3D printers, including the INVENT3D printer.

The process has many factors that influence the final model quality but has great potential and viability when these factors are controlled successfully. Whilst FDM is similar to all other 3D printing processes, as it builds layer by layer, it varies in the fact that material is added through a nozzle under constant pressure and in a continuous stream. This pressure must be kept steady and at a constant speed to enable accurate results. Material layers can be bonded by temperature control or through the use of chemical agents. Material is often added to the machine in spool form as shown in the diagram.

Description of process:

· First layer is built as nozzle deposits material where required onto the cross sectional area of first object slice.

· The following layers are added on top of previous layers.

· Layers are fused together upon deposition as the material is in a melted state.

Materials:

· Polymers and plastics such as PLA, ABS, and nylon

Advantages:

· Widespread and inexpensive process

· ABS plastic can be used, which has good structural properties and is easily accessible

Disadvantages:

· The nozzle radius limits and reduces the final quality

· Accuracy and speed are low when compared to other processes and accuracy of the final model is limited to material nozzle thickness

· Constant pressure of material is required in order to increase quality of finish

Applications:

· Prototyping

· Medical tissue construction

· Aerospace and aviation

Example Machines:

· INVENT3D

· Makerbot

· Maker Gear

Photos:



Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9#   (Lesson 3.3)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jo7YjRAn_vE



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHO6G67GJbM 




9.3  Powder Bed Fusion

The Powder Bed Fusion process includes the following commonly used printing techniques: Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), Electron beam melting (EBM), Selective heat sintering (SHS), Selective laser melting (SLM) and Selective laser sintering (SLS).



Powder bed fusion (PBF) methods use either a laser or electron beam to melt and fuse material powder together. Electron beam melting (EBM), methods require a vacuum but can be used with metals and alloys in the creation of functional parts. All PBF processes involve the spreading of the powder material over previous layers. There are different mechanisms to enable this, including a roller or a blade. A hopper or a reservoir below of aside the bed provides fresh material supply. Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is the same as SLS, but with the use of metals and not plastics. The process sinters the powder, layer by layer. Selective Heat Sintering differs from other processes by way of using a heated thermal print head to fuse powder material together. As before, layers are added with a roller in between fusion of layers. A platform lowers the model accordingly.



Description of process:



· A layer, typically 0.1mm thick of material is spread over the build platform.

· A laser fuses the first layer or first cross section of the model.

· A new layer of powder is spread across the previous layer using a roller.

· Further layers or cross sections are fused and added.

· The process repeats until the entire model is created. Loose, unfused powder is remains in position but is removed during post processing.



Materials:



· Any powder-based materials, including common metals and plastics

· SHS: Nylon DMLS, SLS, SLM: Stainless Steel, Titanium, Aluminum, Cobalt Chrome, Steel 

· EBM: Titanium, Cobalt Chrome, Steel, Aluminum, Copper



Advantages:



· Relatively inexpensive

· Suitable for visual models and prototypes

· Ability to integrate technology into small scale, office sized machine (SHS)

· Powder acts as an integrated support structure

· Large range of material options



Disadvantages:



· Relatively slow speed (SHS)

· Lack of structural properties in materials

· Size limitations

· High power usage

· Finish is dependent on powder grain size



Applications:



· Limited-runs of end use parts

· Art

Example Machines:

· Blueprinter M3 (SHS)

· Protocam (SLS)

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.4 and 3.5)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHPgkzCJt6Q




9.4  Material Jetting

Material jetting creates objects in a similar method to a two dimensional ink jet printer. Material is jetted onto a build platform using either a continuous or Drop on Demand (DOD) approach.



Material is jetted onto the build surface or platform, where it solidifies and the model is built layer by layer. Material is deposited from a nozzle which moves horizontally across the build platform. Machines vary in complexity and in their methods of controlling the deposition of material. The material layers are then cured or hardened using ultraviolet (UV) light.



As material must be deposited in drops, the number of materials available to use is limited. Polymers and waxes are suitable and commonly used materials, due to their viscous nature and ability to form drops.



Description of process:



· The print head is positioned above build platform.

· Droplets of material are deposited from the print head onto surface where required, using either thermal or piezoelectric method.

· Droplets of material solidify and make up the first layer.

· Further layers are built up as before on top of the previous.

· Layers are allowed to cool and harden or are cured by UV light. Post processing includes removal of support material

Materials:

· Polymers and plastics

Advantages:

· The process benefits from a high accuracy of deposition of droplets and therefore low waste

· The process allows for multiple material parts and colours under one process

Disadvantages:

· Support material is often required

· A high accuracy can be achieved but materials are limited and only polymers and waxes can be used

Applications:

· Prototypes for visual and form / fit testing

· Casting patterns with good accuracy and surface finishes; particularly useful for lost wax casting in medical, dental, and jewelry industries

Example Machines:

· Objet 500 Connex 3

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9#  (Lesson 3.2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePhzUQ0IXFE




9.5  Binder Jetting

The binder jetting process uses two materials; a powder based material and a binder. The binder acts as an adhesive between powder layers. The binder is usually in liquid form and the build material in powder form. A print head moves horizontally along the x and y axes of the machine and deposits alternating layers of the build material and the binding material. After each layer, the object being printed is lowered on its build platform.



Due to the method of binding, the material characteristics are not always suitable for structural parts and despite the relative speed of printing, additional post processing (see below) can add significant time to the overall process.



As with other powder based manufacturing methods, the object being printed is self-supported within the powder bed and is removed from the unbound powder once completed. The technology is often referred to as 3DP technology and is copyrighted under this name.



Description of Process:



· Powder material is spread over the build platform using a roller.

· The print head deposits the binder adhesive on top of the powder where required.

· The build platform is lowered by the model’s layer thickness.

· Another layer of powder is spread over the previous layer. The object is formed where the powder is bound to the liquid.

· Unbound powder remains in position surrounding the object.

· The process is repeated until the entire object has been made.

Materials:

· Metals: Stainless steel

· Polymers: ABS, PA, PC

· Ceramics: Glass

Advantages:

· Parts can be made with a range of different colors

· Uses a range of materials: metal, polymers and ceramics

· The process is generally faster than others

· The two material method allows for a large number of different binder-powder combinations and various mechanical properties

Disadvantages:

· Not always suitable for structural parts, due to the use of binder material

· Additional post processing can add significant time to the overall process

Applications:

· Bobbleheads for baseball marketing campaigns

· Rapid Prototyping for the industrial industry

· Models for scientific applications

· Automotive industry

Example Machines:

· M Flex

· Ex One

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.6)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQgbMMw1GHo 






9.6  Directed Energy Deposition

Directed Energy Deposition (DED) covers a range of terminology: ‘Laser engineered net shaping, directed light fabrication, direct metal deposition, 3D laser cladding’ It is a more complex printing process commonly used to repair or add additional material to existing components (Gibson et al., 2010).



A typical DED machine consists of a nozzle mounted on a multi axis arm, which deposits melted material onto the specified surface, where it solidifies. The process is similar in principle to material extrusion, but the nozzle can move in multiple directions and is not fixed to a specific axis. The material, which can be deposited from any angle due to 4 and 5 axis machines, is melted upon deposition with a laser or electron beam. The process can be used with polymers, ceramics but is typically used with metals, in the form of either powder or wire.



Description of Process:



· A4 or 5 axis arm with nozzle moves around a fixed object.

· Material is deposited from the nozzle onto existing surfaces of the object.

· Material is either provided in wire or powder form.

· Material is melted using a laser, electron beam or plasma arc upon deposition.

· Further material is added layer by layer and solidifies, creating or repairing new material features on the existing object.

Materials:

· Metals: Cobalt Chrome, Titanium

Advantages:

· Ability to control the grain structure to a high degree, which lends the process to repair work of high quality, functional parts

· A balance is needed between surface quality and speed, although with repair applications, speed can often be sacrificed for a high accuracy and a pre-determined microstructure

Disadvantages:

· Finishes can vary depending on paper or plastic material but may require post processing to achieve desired effect

· Limited material use

· Fusion processes require more research to further advance the process into a more mainstream positioning

Applications:

· Repairing and maintaining structural parts

Example Machines:

· Insstek MX3

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.8)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2foaRi4nxM 




9.7  Vat Photo-Polymerization

Vat polymerization uses a vat of liquid photopolymer resin, out of which the model is constructed layer by layer. An ultraviolet (UV) light is used to cure or harden the resin where required, whilst a platform moves the object being made downwards after each new layer is cured.



As the process uses liquid to form objects, there is no structural support from the material during the build phase, unlike powder based methods, where support is given from the unbound material. In this case, support structures will often need to be added. Resins are cured using a process of photo polymerization or UV light, where the light is directed across the surface of the resin with the use of motor controlled mirrors. Where the resin comes in contact with the light, it cures or hardens.



Description of Process:



· The build platform is lowered from the top of the resin vat downwards by the layer thickness.

· A UV light cures the resin layer by layer. The platform continues to move downwards and additional layers are built on top of the previous.

· Some machines use a blade which moves between layers in order to provide a smooth resin base to build the next layer on.

· After completion, the vat is drained of resin and the object removed.



Materials:

· Polymers: UV-curable Photopolymer resin

· Resins: Visijet range (3D systems)

Advantages:

· High level of accuracy and good finish

· Relatively quick process

· Typically large build areas: objet 1000: 1000 x 800 x 500 and max model weight of 200 kg

Disadvantages:

· Relatively expensive

· Lengthy post processing time and removal from resin

· Limited material use of photo-resins

· Often requires support structures and post curing for parts to be strong enough for structural use

Applications:

· Biomedical

Example Machines:

· 3D Systems ProX 950

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.1)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ehlWYfdS70 




9.8  Sheet Lamination

Sheet lamination processes include ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) and laminated object manufacturing (LOM). The Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing process uses sheets or ribbons of metal, which are bound together using ultrasonic welding. The process does require additional CNC machining and removal of the unbound metal, often during the welding process. Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) uses a similar layer by layer approach but uses paper as material and adhesive instead of welding. The LOM process uses a cross hatching method during the printing process to allow for easy removal post build. Laminated objects are often used for aesthetic and visual models and are not suitable for structural use. UAM uses metals and includes aluminum, copper, stainless steel and titanium (Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing Overview, 2014). The process is low temperature and allows for internal geometries to be created.  The process can bond different materials and requires relatively little energy, as the metal is not melted.

Description of Process

· The material is positioned in place on the cutting bed.

· The material is bonded in place, over the previous layer, using the adhesive.

· The required shape is then cut from the layer, by laser or knife.

· The next layer is added.

· Steps two and three can be reversed and alternatively, the material can be cut before being positioned and bonded.

Materials:

· Effectively any sheet material capable of being rolled such as paper, plastic and some sheet metals.

· The most commonly used material is A4 paper.

Advantages:

· Benefits include speed, low cost, ease of material handling, but the strength and integrity of models is reliant on the adhesive used

· Cutting can be very fast due to the cutting route only being that of the shape outline, not the entire cross sectional area

Disadvantages:

· Finishes can vary depending on paper or plastic material but may require post processing to achieve desired effect

· Limited material use

· Fusion processes require more research to further advance the process into a more mainstream positioning

Applications:

· Educational Models

· Surgical Planning

· GIS Maps

Example Machines:

1. MCor Matrix 300 plus

Photos:





Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.7)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVzRyKxD6Zc 




10.  SPECIAL TOOL PROJECT

10.1  Project Overview

The USS Green Bay, a landing platform/dock (LPD) San Antonio class ship (Figure 1), requires urgent repairs to the gussets of the main propulsion diesel engines (MPDE).   To perform the repairs the T1 and T2 bolts must be loosened for each of the four Fairbanks Morse 16-cylinder Colt-Pielstick PC2.5 STC two shaft diesel engines (8 locations total).  Torqueing of the T1 and T2 bolts is performed via a special tool (Figure 2) provided by Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII) designed to fit around a portion of nut of each of the bolts despite tight clearance with a flange plate.  Unfortunately this special tool has mysteriously vanished. Forgoing these critical repairs is not an option, and a new special tool cannot be easily procured from HII due to logistical challenges and an unacceptable lead time. Navy engineers are thus left with two options: 

I. Modify the MPDE foundation to relocate the flange plates, creating enough space for the T1 and T2 bolt nuts to be torqued via a traditional socket wrench

II. Rapidly re-create the special tool by leveraging CAD and additive manufacturing, specifically 3D printing 

A conceptual design was developed for modification of the MPDE foundation, as shown in Figure 3 alongside a drawing of the existing condition.  Based on this conceptual design, the timeline to develop a final design and execute the modification was estimated at 8.5 weeks.  The projected timeline to re-design, prototype, test, and manufacture the final special tool is estimated at 3 weeks.  Senior officer review of the two project approaches determined that modifying the MPDE foundation is a no go due to the 8.5 week timeline being unacceptable.  Rapidly re-creating the special tool by leveraging 3D printing is the preferred approach.

As a Navy engineer you are tasked with designing and manufacturing a plastic prototype of the special tool that can be used for field testing before creating the final tool via a more costly metal 3D printing process.  While the primary objective is to re-create the functionality of the original tool, where possible you should enhance and optimize the original tool design to improve its functionality, strength, and manufacturability while reducing quantity of material used.




10.2  Goals and Objectives

The goal of this project is learn how to develop a solution to a real world problem while having limited information and an accelerated timeline.  This project is based on an actual problem faced by Navy engineers in the spring of 2015. Students will learn how to re-create an existing object where not every dimension is known, and unknown dimensions must be scaled from an image.  Additionally students will be challenged to use their ingenuity to make improvements and optimizations to an existing object. 




10.3  Design Specifications

T1 & T2 bolt dimensions:  Finished Hex Head Bolt 1.75” diameter.  Specifications found at the following link:  http://www.mcmaster.com/#92186a998/=z5zz7c 

Nut dimensions:  http://www.mcmaster.com/#94804a055/=z5zyog

Clearance between nut and flange plate:  1/8”




10.4  Procedure

1. Understanding the Problem

· Create a concise problem statement

· Define what is needed to resolve the problem

· Identify  design requirements and constraints to establish a design basis

2. Conceptual Design

· Scale relevant dimensions from photo of special tool (Figure 2) and drawing of existing condition (Figure 3).  Create a table to document scale(s) used and key dimensions recorded.

· Identify and document improvements and optimizations that could be made to original design

· Create hand sketch(es) of potential solution(s) with key dimensions as appropriate.

3. Design Brief & Critique

· Complete a design brief as shown in the below template

· Using the design brief as a basis, make a short presentation outlining the recommended design and include justification for selecting that design approach with respect to meeting the project needs defined in Task 1

· Present your design approach to other teams for review and comment, and make modifications to the design approach as needed based on feedback received

· Document design decisions for detailed design to be developed.


		#

		Design Brief Element

		Detailed Response



		1

		Problem Statement

· Problem Description

· Constraints

· Budget

· Time

· Needs of Problem

		



		2

		Goals

1.0 What Do You Plan to Accomplish

2.0 Due Dates

		



		3

		Solution Analysis

· Risks / Benefits

· Planned Solutions

· Sketches

		



		4

		Synopsis

1. Evaluation

2. Conclusion / Summary

		










4. Detailed Prototype Design Developed for Fabrication

· Using CAD software, perform a detailed design of the special tool based on the recommended conceptual design and in accordance with the design specifications described above.

· Document any design changes and design decisions that were made during detailed design.

· Export the finished CAD model as a .stl file for manufacture.

5. Manufacture Prototype

· Open the .stl file of the completed special tool design using slic3r or Simplify3D to adjust print settings, if necessary, and to convert the .stl file to a g-code file that can be read by the INVENT3D printer.

· Document any changes that you made to the slic3r or Simplify3D default settings.

· Print the prototype special tool in PLA using the INVENT3D printer.

· Document any challenges that you had during printing.

6. Evaluate Prototype Against Design Basis

· Evaluate the prototype with respect to the design requirements, specifications, constraints, and other relevant information documented in the Design Brief.  Ensure that all design needs and objectives are addressed.  Document your evaluation.

· If necessary, make changes to the detailed CAD design model if certain requirements have not been met or if design needs to be optimized and re-manufacture the prototype part.  Document any changes made and reason for change.

7. Prepare Journal Entries

· Work as a team to prepare a Team Journal to include the following information, using documentation developed during project as needed:

· Project Name

· Team Name

· Team Members and Roles 

· Bibliography of Research

· Problem Statement

· Conceptual Design

· Detailed Design Brief 

· Final Design Decisions

· CAD Models

· Slicing and Manufacture Decisions

· Evaluation

· Each individual team member will complete an Individual Journal that includes the following information:

· Project Name

· Team Name

· Individual’s role and responsibilities

· Did everyone participate? Did members provide support for their ideas?  Were ideas thoroughly considered by the team?  

· How did your team assure that the re-made special tool functions as intended?

· What design choices were made to improve upon the original design?

· How did your team arrive at its problem statement? 

· Explain the process of creating your team’s presentation 

· How well did your team function as a unit?

· Summarize what you learned from this Project.

· Did you have fun? Why or why not?

8. Presentation

· Teams will prepare a presentation that documents their design process and how they arrived at their prototype.  The presentation should include:

· Problem Statement

· Design Requirements and Constraints

· Approach to Obtaining Needed Dimensions

· Conceptual Designs/Design Choices Considered

· Reasons for Selecting Preferred Design Approach

· Summary of Design Brief

· Final Design Decisions and CAD Models

· Manufacturing Decisions

· Final Prototype

· Evaluation Results

· Lessons Learned

· Teams will present their special tool prototypes and as well as their presentation materials. Each member of the team will actively participate in the presentation.  Teams must use at least two types of media in their presentation, such as videos and slideshows. 




11.  AM Materials, Applications, and Design Considerations

11.1  AM Materials

1. Watch the Videos
"Jay Leno's Garage: Next Engine's 3D Scanner” (7:54)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZrJsrTT4EA 


"3D Printing: Now printing food, too” (3:25)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6WzyUgbT5A 


How do students feel about eating 3D printed food?

2. Read the Articles
"What Materials Can a 3D Printer Use” - Click to PDF
http://www.inkpal.com/ink-news/what-materials-does-a-3d-printer-use/

"Materials for 3D Printing” - Click to PDF
http://www.squidoo.com/3d-printing-materials




11.2  AM with Plastic

Read the Article
3D printing objects in plastic - Click to PDF
http://3dprinting.com/materials/plastics/

 
Recycling plastic with 3D printing - Click to PDF
http://reviews.cnet.com/3d-printers/filabot-reclaimer/4505-33809_7-35569235.html#!

Read the Article

Fused Deposition Modeling - Click to PDF
http://www.livescience.com/39810-fused-deposition-modeling.html

What are your impressions of these items?

    

More Plastic Applications

    

  

4. Who is printing plastic? What are the uses?

Review the Website

Stratasys
Click on each of the applications to view examples of 3D printing in various industries.

http://www.stratasys.com/

http://www.stratasys.com/sitecore/content/Stratasys%20Global%20Home/applications.aspx

http://www.stratasys.com/industries/aerospace

http://www.stratasys.com/industries/architecture




11.3  AM with Metals

1.  Watch the Videos
"3D Metal Printing” (5:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6Px6RSL9Ac 



"3D printing with metal, titanium, and aluminum demo by EOS, 2013” (1:12)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zApmGFDA6ow 



"3D Printing of Liquid Metals at Room Temperature” (2:24)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql3pXn8-sHA 



Metal Applications

  

  

Various metals can be 3D printed and are being used in many industries.  Class will review some examples of these innovative applications.

Read the Articles
European Space Agency
http://www.space.com/23276-3d-printing-space-metal-europe.html

Renishaw
http://3dprintingsystems.com/additive-manufacturing-using-metals/

ExOne
http://www.exone.com/materialization/services

Ford, General Electric, Mattel - Click to PDF
http://www.smartplanet.com/blog/bulletin/how-three-companies-are-using-3d-printing/21228

Watch the Video
Printing 3D metals in space (8:30)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM856bgWC5I 


Read the article regarding metal additive manufacturing at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory:

NEW:  https://manufacturing.llnl.gov/additive-manufacturing/metal-additive-manufacturing 




11.4  AM with Sand & Powder

1. Sand and powder are other materials that are used in additive manufacturing.

Read the Articles
3D Printing with Sand - Click to PDF
http://www.creativeapplications.net/android/stonespray-3d-printing-with-sand/

"Solar-powered 3D printer uses sand to make glass” - Click to PDF
http://www.scidev.net/global/energy/news/solar-powered-3d-printer-uses-sand-to-make-glass-1.html

2. Watch the Video
"3D Printing at Protofacturing” (3:29)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6-A1c0fr6c 



3. Read the Article and Watch Video


"Amazing 3D Printer in Action: Watch a Working Wrench Made from Powder” (4:54) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQ-aWFYT_SU 


Click to PDF




11.5  AM with Other Materials

Watch the Videos

3D printing ceramics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxNzo3ckVOo
 
3D printing food
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQni3wb0tyM (2:22)
 
3D printed food coming soon (2:01)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgE_AaWE1M4
 
3D Printed Food is the Future!?!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuqABhx55og
 
3D printing buildings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YiPLjozLdU

What are students' impressions of these different applications? Would you eat 3D printed food? Would you work or live in a 3D printed structure?

Read the article regarding AM of designer engineered materials:

https://manufacturing.llnl.gov/additive-manufacturing/designer-engineered-materials




11.6  Medical Applications

Watch the Video
"3D Printer makes live body parts” (2:18)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6dDmuxYrsw 



Class will discuss how parts are "live” and what this means to future generations of humans.

Watch the Video
"Bioprinting” (4:45)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D749wZSlb0 


What is the class's impression of this video?  What are opinions on the ethical implications?

Read the Articles
"Top 9 Medical Applications for 3D Printing” - Click to PDF
http://on3dprinting.com/2013/08/30/3d-printing-and-medical-applications-a-full-roundup/

Drug delivery
http://web.mit.edu/tdp/www/medical.html

Hearing aids and orthopedic implants - Click to PDF
http://i.materialise.com/blog/entry/3d-printing-in-medicine-what-is-happening-right-now-in-patients

"Robohands” - Click to PDF
http://www.cbsnews.com/2300-202_162-10018226.html

Watch the Videos
Prosthetics - Boy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGSo_I86_lQ 



Prosthetics - Duck

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccu2bE1W7Dc 


Enter in Journal

· List the nine applications

· Record additional information from the specific sites




11.7  Aerospace Applications

Read the Article
"Developing 3D Printed Aerospace Applications” - Click to PDF
http://3dprintingindustry.com/2012/11/01/developing-3d-printed-aerospace-applications/

Class will discuss advances in aerospace applications.  Topics may include using titanium powder based 3D manufacturing for constructing large scale complex components and building an entire aircraft with 3D printers.

Watch the Videos
". . . First Full-Scale Turbo Prop” (2:31)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALA2Gp59_IM 


"NASA's Next Rover Has 3D Printed Parts” (3:14)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mc8exECgN8 


Read the Article
Case studies on 3D printing for fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft and FDM technology
http://www.stratasys.com/resources/case-studies/aerospace/acs




11.8  Automobile Applications

1. Watch the Video
"3D Printed Car Coming Soon” (1:10)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02QOYSLgrG8 



Would students want a 3D printed car?  How would safety be regulated?

 
2. Watch the Videos
"Ford 3D printing” (2:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6OZXdRoogY 



"3D Printing for the Car Industry- An Audi Example”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IiYssaoP24 



How is 3D and AM influencing major automotive manufacturers?




11.9  Defense Applications

Read the Article
"3D Printers Open Up New Options in Aviation” - Click to PDF
http://defensetech.org/2013/06/20/3d-printers-open-up-new-options-in-aviation/

How is the defense industry using 3D printers for parts? What are benefits?

Read the Article
"3D printed repairs can improve Military response time” - Click to PDF
http://www.engineering.com/3DPrinting/3DPrintingArticles/ArticleID/6330/3-D-printed-repairs-can-improve-Military-response-time.aspx

How can AM and 3D printing be used in the battlefield and similar situations?  What are benefits, particularly for safety of military personnel and producing armor?

Read the Article
"From brains to planes, 3D printing opens world of possibilities for the military” - Click to PDF
http://www.stripes.com/news/from-brains-to-planes-3-d-printing-opens-world-of-possibilities-for-military-1.231068

Enter in Journal

· List military uses of 3D printing and AM

Watch the Video
"3D printing experts: NASA and the U.S. military (6:44)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyYRu8NSJfs 


Activity: AM Application Worksheet
Individually, students are to complete this worksheet.

AM Application Worksheet

Teacher Note: Answer Key

Enter in Journal

· Record Worksheet Answers

· Create master list of Applications

 

Read the Article
"In Tomorrow's Wars, Battles Will Be Fought With a 3D Printer” - Click to PDF
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2013/05/military-3d-printers/

Class will discuss the possibilities of the items mentioned - Are they realistic?  What are the dangers of using the 3D printer? Should there be regulations in this industry?




11.10  AM Design Considerations

Read the following articles regarding design considerations for various materials and applications:

· Polymeric Materials for Medical Devices

http://www.rjlg.com/2014/07/17/polymeric-materials-for-medical-devices-additive-manufacturing/

· Metal Stock

http://www.mmsonline.com/columns/material-differences

· Choosing the Right Plastic Production Method (3 Parts)

Part 1: http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/13/right-plastic-production-method/

Part 2: http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/14/material-considerations-choose-right-plastic-production-method-part-2/

Part 3:http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/14/right-plastic-production-method-part-3/

Review the following slides regarding design considerations for AM:













































































12.  CAPSTONE PROJECT:  MOTOR MOUNT REDESIGN AND REPAIR 

12.1  Project Overview

The motor mounts for a diesel generator aboard a Navy ship are repeatedly failing due to stress at the bolt holes connecting the mount to the ship wall.  Failure is attributed to the vibration of the generator.  All replacement mounts aboard the ship have already been used.  The generator powers critical but non-essential systems, and with the ship due to arrive in port in 2.5 weeks, a decision must be made as to the feasibility of manufacturing a replacement mount on the ship to those preserve critical systems affected, or to continue the mission without those systems and repair the mount when the ship reaches port.  You are tasked with designing and manufacturing a prototype replacement motor mount, evaluating the prototype against your design basis, and making a recommendation for either proceeding with manufacture of the final part and repair or forgoing repair, losing critical systems,  and sending your prototype design to engineers on land for repair at after docking.

The motor mount in question is pictured in the image above.  The motor is held in place via four motor mounts, with two on each side of the rectangular shaped motor.  The motor mount is made of cast iron and features two major components:

· The base support connects the mount to the ship wall via 4 bolts located on each corner of the mounting plate; these bolt holes are the failure site.  The base support features a cut out filled with an elastomer lining that dampens the motor vibration and forms the connection joint between the base support and the motor support described below.

· The motor support that connects the generator to the base support. Two Mounts on Each Side



The base support portion of the motor mount is the focus of this project.  The design of this replacement base support should take the following into consideration:

· Material and Method of Manufacture:  Aboard the ship is a metal 3d printer that prints 420 stainless steel and will be used to manufacture the replacement motor mount if the determination is made to proceed with the repair.  Differences in material properties between 3d printer 420 stainless steel and cast iron should be considered.

· Reinforcement of Failure Site:  The replacement motor mount should last at least the final 2.5 weeks of the mission without failing.  As such, the replacement motor mount design may require reinforcement to prevent failure at the bolt holes.  

· Vibration Damping:  Various options for vibration damping should be considered.  The elastomer seated in the broken motor mount can be removed via heating, but the material must then be buffed, reducing the size of its footprint.  This buffing process also eliminates all traces of adhesive, and as there are no other adhesives onboard, the elastomer will need to be mechanically captured in the replacement motor mount if it is to be reused.  As such, it may be decided that reuse of this elastomer is not preferred.  Additional options for vibration damping should be considered, including location of damping and use of other materials that are available onboard the ship.

· Simplification of Design:  Where possible the design of the motor mount should be simplified to reduce both time and cost associated with design and manufacture of the replacement part.






12.2  Goals and Objectives

The goal of this project is utilize a process for developing an implemented design, including use of the Design Basis Analysis (DBA) Tool and Design Brief, to develop a prototype solution for a real world problem and make a recommendation as to how to proceed with the project.  The depth and breadth of mathematical analysis of the motor mount is not the primary focus of this exercise – mathematical rigor can be tailored to the capabilities of a particular group of students.  Rather, the objective is to demonstrate that each element of the design has been carefully considered, and clearly and concisely rationalize and defend design decisions even without a thorough mathematical analysis.




12.3  Design Specifications

Motor Mount Properties:

· Motor mount base dimensions are 3.5” x 3.5” x 5” (cannot be modified)

· Bolt hole diameter: 3/8”

· Bolt hole spacing dimensions: 2.5” between each center point

· Cutout for elastomer fill dimensions: 1” x 2”

· Current thickness of motor mount base support mounting plate: 3/8”

· Currently made of cast iron

Given information:

· Weight of motor: 4000 lb

· Current time to failure: 4 weeks

Assumptions:

· Material properties of 3d printed 420 stainless steel will be the same as traditionally manufactured 420 stainless steel

· A 3d printer that uses selective laser melting will be used to manufacture the final part

· Vibration forces unknown but operating above its standard frequency

· Forces due to movement of ship are negligible

· Vibration of generator is not impacting its performance and generator will be used if the motor mount is fixed




12.4  Procedure

1.0 Understanding the Process for Developing an Implemented Design Solution and Use of Design Basis Analysis (DBA) Tool

1.1 Review the Steps for Developing an Implemented Design Solution flow chart, as presented below, that will guide the design process



1.2 Review the DBA Tool forms and guidance.

2.0 Define Problem and Translate into Basis of Design

2.1 Create a concise problem statement

2.2 Define what is needed to resolve the problem

2.3 Identify  design requirements and constraints

2.4 Complete the Problem Statement Form of the DBA Tool to define and document the problem causing failure of the motor mount.  The Problem Statement Form is shown below:



2.5 Translate the problem into a Basis of Design by completing the Design Requirement Criticality table of the DBA tool.  Assign a criticality score for each design requirement and document the criticality of that score.  Each design requirement must be documented and its rationale provided as input to a potential design solution.  The Design Requirement Criticality table is shown below:



2.6 Define and Document Essential Design Requirements in each Basis of Design category using the Essential Design Requirements form shown below:



3.0 Conceptual Design & Sketches

3.1 Perform conceptual design for the motor mount

3.1.1 Review material properties of 3d printed 420 stainless steel to obtain relevant data for design.  It is assumed that material properties of the 3d printed part will be the same as traditionally manufactured 420 stainless steel.

3.1.2 Review the selective laser melting 3d printing process to obtain relevant data for design of final part.

3.1.3 Brainstorm and assess design enhancements to improve the durability of the motor mount by reducing failure at the bolt holes of the mounting plate.

3.1.4 Brainstorm and assess options for vibration damping, including the types of materials available and potential locations for damping

3.1.5 Identify changes to simplify design without weakening the motor mount or increasing the chance of failure anywhere along the base support over the next 2.5 weeks

3.1.6 Research the use of I-beams and triangles in structural design and identify these elements in the existing motor mount. Where possible incorporate triangles and I-beam elements into the design of the replacement part.

3.2 Document each potential design solution in accordance with the Potential Design Solution Form of the DBA tool, presented below:



3.3 Hand-sketch potential conceptual designs

4.0 Compare Conceptual Design Solutions and Recommend a Preferred Design Approach

4.1 Evaluate potential conceptual design solution compliance using the Design Solution Compliance form shown below.  Note that the form should be completed for each design solution.



4.2 Compare Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSA) required for each proposed design solution using the KSAA Scoring form below:



4.3 Compare Level of Planning requirements for each proposed design solution using the Level of Planning Scoring form shown below:



4.4 Compare innovation requirements for each proposed design solution using the Innovation Scoring form below:



4.5 Evaluate Potential Design Solutions based on criticality of Basis of Design categories, compliance of potential design solutions with Basis of Design requirements, and implementability of potential design solutions given available resources and facilities.  This evaluation will be performed based on the two weighted comparison graphs generated by the DBA Tool.

4.6 Identify a preferred design approach by selecting the potential design solution with the best weighted compliance and feasibility scores.

5.0 Design Brief & Critique

5.1 Complete a design brief as shown in the below template

5.2 Using the design brief as a basis, make a short presentation outlining the recommended design and include justification for selecting that design approach with respect to meeting the project needs defined in Task 1

5.3 Present your design approach to other teams for review and comment, and make modifications to the design approach as needed based on feedback received


		#

		Design Brief Element

		Detailed Response



		1

		Problem Statement

· Problem Description

· Constraints

· Budget

· Time

· Needs of Problem

		



		2

		Goals

· What Do You Plan to Accomplish

· Due Dates

		



		3

		Solution Analysis

· Risks / Benefits

· Planned Solutions

· Sketches

		



		4

		Synopsis

· Evaluation

· Conclusion / Summary

		










6.0 Detailed Prototype Design Developed for Fabrication

6.1 Using CAD software, perform a detailed design of the motor mount in accordance based on the recommended conceptual design and in accordance with the design specifications described above.

6.2 The finished design should be exported to a .stl file for manufacture.

7.0 Manufacture Prototype

7.1 The .stl file of the completed motor mount design will be exported to slic3r to adjust print settings, if necessary, and convert the .stl file to a g-code file that can be read by the INVENT3D printer.

7.2 The prototype motor mount will be printed in PLA using the INVENT3D printer.

8.0 Evaluate Prototype Against Design Basis

8.1 Evaluate the prototype with respect to the design requirements, specifications, constraints, and other relevant information documented in the DBA Tool and Design Brief.  Ensure that all design needs and objectives are addressed.

8.2 If necessary, make changes to the detailed CAD design model if certain requirements have not been met or if design needs to be optimized and re-manufacture the prototype part.

9.0 Assessment of Feasibility of Replacing Part

9.1 Based on the evaluation of the prototype performed in the previous step and other factors such as proficiency of available staff to fabricate the final part and perform the replacement, time to repair, cost, and probability of success, assess the feasibility of successfully completing the repair.  Make a recommendation to either proceed with fabricating the final replacement part or waiting until the ship docks while losing critical systems.

10.0 Prepare Journal Entries

10.1 Work as a team to prepare a Team Journal to include the following information:

10.1.1 Project Name

10.1.2 Team Name

10.1.3 Team Members and Roles 

10.1.4 Bibliography of Research

10.1.5 Problem Statement

10.1.6 Final decisions

10.1.7 Detailed Design Brief 

10.1.8 CAD drawings

10.1.9 Analysis

10.1.10 Summary of material to be presented

10.2 Each individual team member will complete an Individual Journal that includes the following information:

10.2.1 Project Name

10.2.2 Team Name

10.2.3 Individual’s role and responsibilities

10.2.4 How was your team able to successfully apply the math necessary to respond to the problems presented in the Analysis section? 

10.2.5 How effective did your team work together to employ the math? 

10.2.6 Did everyone participate? Did members provide support for their ideas?  Were ideas thoroughly considered by the team?  

10.2.7 How did your team assure that the re-designed motor mount is more durable than the old design?

10.2.8 Explain your design choices related to material selection and reduction of material.

10.2.9 How did your team arrive at its problem statement? 

10.2.10 Explain the process of creating your team’s presentation 

10.2.11 How well did your team function as a unit?

10.2.12 Summarize what you learned from this Project.

10.2.13 Did you have fun? Why or why not?

11.0 Presentation

11.1 Teams will prepare a presentation that documents their design process and how they arrived at their prototype.  The presentation should include:

11.1.1 Problem Statement

11.1.2 Design Requirements and Constraints

11.1.3 Summary of DBA Tool Results and Findings

11.1.4 Conceptual Designs Considered

11.1.5 Reasons for Selecting Recommended Design

11.1.6 Summary of Design Brief

11.1.7 CAD Models

11.1.8 Final Prototype

11.1.9 Recommendation of How to Proceed

11.1.10 Lessons Learned

11.2 Teams will present their motor mount prototypes and as well as their presentation materials. Each member of the team will actively participate in the presentation.  Teams must use at least two types of media in their presentation, such as videos and slideshows. 
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Examples of 3D Designs

Examples of 3D Designs
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History of AM

History of AM
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History of Additive Manufacturing

1860: Willeme

Photosculpture method to recreate pictures in 3D

1890: Blanther

Layered method to create topographical relief maps

1951: Munz

Basis of stereolithography techniques introduced

1968: Swainson

3D polymerization with laser beams

1971: Ciraud

Powder process proposed

History of AM

2
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History of Additive Manufacturing

1972: Matsubara (Mitsubishi Motors)

Photo-hardening materials

1979: Nakagawa (Tokyo University)

Laminating techniques to create functional tools

1979: Housholder

Earliest description of powder laser sintering

1980's – today:

Advancements in processes, CAD, file storage/structure, materials, technology (machines) and development of Additive Manufacturing community

History of AM

3
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Additive Manufacturing: THEN

1980's – early 2000's

Mainly pre-production

Prototyping

Proof of concept

Manufacturability and Repeatability demonstration

Optimization of the manufacturing process

Verification and internal testing

External units (> 100) for customer testing

History of AM
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Applications in Aerospace

Applications in Aerospace
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Applications in Aerospace

Aircraft fuselage and external components

Fixed and rotary wing aircraft

Full-scale turbo prop

NASA rover



Applications in Aerospace
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Appendix 4.3.7.F Rudder Control Lever – Solution Sketch



Scenario

Your Coast Guard cutter is 500 miles out on a 1,000 mile mission and has lost its rudder control arm unexpectedly. The rudder control arm is located in the helm of the cutter and is used to steer the ship by controlling the angle of the rudder. A picture of the helm and control arm is included as follows.





















  





Problem

The rudder control arm break has occurred at the swivel point where the arm and rotating top coupling have separated from the remainder of the aparatus. The base of the rudder control arm is still in tact and attached to the cutter. Using the ship's wifi, you've been able to obtain the following rudder control arm schematics, which also include dimension and range-of-motion data.





Task

Your task is to develop a solution to regain manual control of the cutter through the rudder control arm. On board, you have the included 'Materials-on-Hand' and a working Fuse Deposition Model 3D Printer.



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.

Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Use schematics provided



Things to Consider

- Maintain rudder control range-of-motion

- The operating environment of the cutter

- Ergonomics



Material-on-Hand

- 2 x 4 x 2 piece of spare lumber		- Utility knife

- Duct Tape					- 1/2" 3-strand mooring line



External Resource

- link to rudder control arm vendor: http://www.nauticexpo.com/prod/jastram-engineering/product-24931-120851.html 





[Solution Sketch]

The following sketch represents one possible way of conceptualizing, developing, implementing and evaluating the problem. Many alternatives exist.



Design Requirements (likely values/ranges)

	Functionality: 			high criticality and low detection values

	Operational Environment:	high criticality and mid/high detection values

	Health, Safety and Envirn.:	high criticality and mid/high detection values

	Serviceability:			mid criticality and mid/high detection values

	Security:			low criticality and low detection

	Interfacing Systems:		mid/high interfacing systems and mid detection values



Potential Design Solution Ideas

	a. Design new arm to integrate onto existing rudder control arm base

	b. Design new arm and new base to integrate onto ship

	c. Use Material-on-Hand to fabricate a temporary control arm

	d. Design a new, single-piece control arm (base and arm all in one unit)



Compliance Concerns

	a. Must meet range-of-motion specifications

	b. Must affix firmly to the helm 

	c. Must receive and route cabling without concern for shear or stripping



Testing/Data-Collection Needs

	a. Fluidity of motion

	b. Degrees of movement and precision of motion

	c. Break force

	d. Interface bolt tension limits

	e. Succeptibility to vibration concerns

	f. Impact of salt water environment on material(s) used



Relationship to Existing Curriculum

	a. Printer Curriculum: Software, Tolerances, Brainstorming and Filament modules

	b. Reverse Engineering: use schematics provided. Understand functional needs

	c. DTAM: Creative Design and Systematic Design modules

	d. DBAT: functionality, health/safety and interfacing systems concerns

	e. Printer Kits: use printer kit to print pieces as necessary



Assumption

	a. http://www.marineinsight.com/tech/common-problems-steering-gear-system-of-ships/ 

	b. https://www.google.com/searchq=ship+steering+gear&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiP8rW9u47WAhWLxVQKHU5tAVkQ_AUICigB&biw=1161&bih=633#imgrc=s7ytJf5ENefUOM: 

	c. https://www.flickr.com/photos/ripleyphoto/7200425494

	d. http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a232630.pdf





Duration 

This project is scoped to complete with approximately 15 – 16 hours of project time, which will give project participants the opportunity to work through at least two full design cycles (design, prototyping, testing and reflection) prior to the final build. It is important to note that project completion time is highly variable, being influenced by team capabilities, prior experience(s) and elimination/reduction of time spent in the iterative design cycle, to name a few. A decrease in project scope from the stated objectives may also shorten completion time if so desired. Note that the time to print a final design ultimately depends on a number of factors, including density, quality, material, etc.



Collaboration

Project debrief's are recommended along the pathway to completion. These project debrief's are meant to provide each project team with the opportunity to review team progress and discuss project goals and timelines. During these debrief opportunities, it is incredibly important to ensure that the project team remains diligent in addressing the stated task and that they are aware of any deviations in their project progress with respect to reaching the task objective(s). Project debrief's also represent an opportunity for the project team to deliberate potential designs and come to consensus on a path forward. Lastly, project debrief time may be used to help ensure appropriate documentation of project progress and potential design solutions (use of DBAT will help to support the project team here).



Tentative Timeline



Individual Thinking: take some time to think individually on the project at hand. Write down questions to gain clarity or address ambiguity in the project details/scope. Use Google and other internet sources to solicit background information and to do research in the project domain. Look for similar projects or solutions already completed by others and use them to assist in composing your plan of attack.



Team Brainstorming: as a group, discuss your individual thinking time, what questions you had and your general ideas for pushing forward. Start to conceptualize some potential design solutions and begin vetting them (use the DBAT tool to assist in your brainstorming and to help begin the documentation process). Coalesce around 2 – 3 design solutions to move forward with.



Team Planning: using the 2 -3 design solutions you developed in brainstorming, assign team roles/responsibilities and individual/sub-team tasks (who is doing what and how do these pieces fit together to address the project as a whole). Assign a duration to each ask and plan to hold each other accountable to those times. Be sure that your project tasks encompass all activities necessary to meet your project goals and that the time you've ascribed will allow for completion within the overall project timeline.



Design: start with pen/pencil and paper. Sketch out your potential design solution from multiple angles and get a better idea of necessary dimensions, pieces/components, etc. Once you are confident with your sketch, move to a CAD program and begin putting your idea into the computer.



Prototyping: build your design. This may (and should) include low-fidelity prototyping such as cardboard, small-scale etc. Especially through the first phase of design, focus on tolerances, part fit, component integration and other major details that relate to project design usability. Finally, take your project to the 3D printer and/or use the materials-at-hand to build your solution.



Testing: know the expectations of use (these should be discussed during team brainstorming and team planning) and how you intend to measure the success of your design solution (e.g., durability, range-of-motion, system integration, etc.). Use your prototype to examine these specifications one-by-one to determine whether your proposed solution will be able to attain the desired form and function.



Reflection: take your observations, thoughts and experiences from design, prototyping and testing to reconsider your protential design solution. How can you address any shortcomings? Are you able to improve the design? Can you simplify it? Discuss these considerations with your team in order to get a more objective perspective and take the collected back into the design cycle (re-design, test and reflect again).
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Appendix 4.3.5.E Robotics Module

	

ROBOTICS MODULE – 4 Phase Module





PHASE 1

Introduction to the general topic of Robotics

Robotics basics- introduction to gears and sensors

Build a basic robot

Base program- forward and reverse movement

Teamwork





PHASE 2

Programming- driving

Programming- sensors

Programming- appendages







PHASE 3

Completion of tasks

Competition







PHASE 4

Designing and building a robot, CAD

Robotics- organizations

Robotics- official use







































ROBOTICS MODULE

PHASE 1- INTRODUCTION AND BUILDING



Robotics- just the name brings the imagination to light.  Our first thoughts are probably not of simple machines doing simple tasks- vacuuming the floor, playing games, dancing, beeping and singing the alphabet.  We may not even think of industry robots on assembly lines or robots that provide directions to shoppers.  Instead, many of us probably think about robots that look like us, talk like us, move like us OR robots that gather information on Mars OR super robots that can think and learn and even perform surgery OR maybe even robots that will one day threaten us.





		



		

Da Vinci surgical system 			Watch this Honda robot in action

						https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZngYDDDfW4





		

Mars Rover



Though the first two robots pictured, Data from Star Trek The Next Generation and Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Terminator, are science fiction creations, the rest of what you have just seen are real robots that actually exist today.  Robots today perform vital services that free humans to work other more important tasks and perform dangerous tasks that allow us to remain safe.  



+ Watch the videos

“5 Amazing Robots 2016 - The Shape of Things to Come - Atlas, Spot, Cheetah, Pepper, ASIMO”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zpuHr7t8xI



“Could robots do dangerous duty?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAYD_QqfM1A



Well, they are already doing dangerous duty.



+Watch the video at

http://www.cnn.com/videos/cnnmoney/2016/09/19/police-bomb-robots-cnnmoney.cnn



And, our military employs a variety of robots to help keep us all safe.  Read about the U.S. Navy’s robo drone boats.

“U.S. Navy's Drone Boat Swarm Practices Harbor Defense” at

http://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/military-robots/navy-drone-boat-swarm-practices-harbor-defense



Robots in the Workplace

TEACHER: If possible, invite a local industry that uses robots to speak to your class.



In workplaces across our country, robots perform tasks from mundane to exacting.



		

Robots on the auto assembly line	Robotic welder		Lowe’s sales “associate”



BUT, they are not doing this . . . . 	or . . . . 		this



		





The science of robotics does face a series of crucial questions. Examples of these questions include the following:

· Will robots replace humans in the workplace?  

· Can robots learn?  

· Will robots ever become self- sufficient?  

· Will robots become self-aware?  

· Will robots gain intelligence? If they do, will they be a threat to us?



As written by Dan Sewell and published by the Associated Press, “. . . the relationship between robots and humans has long fascinated- and worried- people.”  According to the Sewell’s article, “Apple computer pioneer Steve Wozniak once suggested that robots would turn us into their pets.  Physicist Stephen Hawking and tech entrepreneur Elon Musk have also warned about the dangers of going too far, too quickly, in developing “thinking robots” with programmed intelligence that might keep evolving self-awareness.”  



To those that fear robots will take our jobs, Sewell’s article reminds us that automation and innovation creates jobs by leading to new products and processes and the new jobs to make and operate them.  In the 19th Century, many people worried about steam engines replacing workers.  Those worries were found to be unfounded.  Like the steam engine, “robots are just the next generation of tools.”  (Read the full article at https://apnews.com/4a51f2462a81423a9b3a9ff8a67555bb)







Discuss: Do robots actually threaten humans?  Will robots put us out of work?  What types of products and jobs will be created by our use of robots?



 Can it happen? Will it happen?



It’s fun and interesting to talk about robots and wonder how they will impact our future.  We should be pretty certain that they will play an important role as our society progresses and technology continues to evolve. Exactly what role robots will play is wholly dependent on us. 



It will be our responsibility during this week to learn about robots and robotics. From that point, we can better determine how robots can assist us and put them to work as tools to make our lives better.



The Basic Robot

Despite their many divergent uses, there are some things robots have in common.  First, a robot must be designed and built to carry out specific tasks.  That means robots are created to solve a problem or fill a need.  Secondly, a typical robot has a movable physical structure, a motor of some kind, sensors, a power supply and a computer "brain" or processor that controls all of  these components. Robots are composed of moving parts, such as gears, wheels, treads, cylinders, and appendages; these parts are powered by motors (electrical, usually a battery) or air (pneumatics). A small number of robots are powered by combustion engines. Third, robots must be programmed to carry out their tasks.  A variety of programs, from basic to complex are available to programmers; whichever is used, however, is exacting and must be free from errors in order for the robot to perform as desired.



We can agree that a robot is a programmable mechanical device that is able to perform tasks and interact with its surroundings. A robot is programmed by humans to carry out these tasks, and in some cases may accomplish the tasks without the assistance of human beings. In these cases, the robot acts autonomously- but, it is still programmed to do so by humans.  In other cases, the robot is programmed AND operated by humans.



Let’s start our study of robotics by looking at the basic robot and learn about some if its components.



Frame: A robot's frame is the basic form the robot takes. It may range from a simple square or rectangle to an appendage only (see photos above of auto assembly line and welding robots) to a humanoid likeness. You can see three basic frames below; note that each includes the robot's chassis and accommodates motors, tracks, and wheels- all components of the robot’s drive system.  When designing a frame, be sure to consider strength of materials and connections, especially in light of how the robot will be used and with what objects it will interact.





		



Drive system: A robot’s drive system allows it to move all of its various parts.  The robot’s capacity to move its body, arm, and wrist is provided by the drive system used to power the robot. The drive system determines the speed of the robot and of an appendage’s movement, the strength of the robot, its dynamic performance, and the kinds of application for which the robot will be used. There are three primary types of drive systems: electric drive system, pneumatic drive system, hydraulic drive system. For our purposes, we will focus on the electric drive system. The drive system also includes the wheels and/or treads.  



   	





Electronics: POWER- Robots have electrical components that power and control its components. That power comes in the form of electricity, which travels through wires and originate from a battery, a basic electrical circuit. The electrical aspect of robots is used for movement (through motors), sensing (where electrical signals are used to measure things like light, heat, sound, location, and obstacles) and operation (some level of electrical energy supplied to their motors and sensors in order to activate and perform basic operations).



                         



		   

Pneumatics: Pneumatic systems use air traveling through hoses to cylinders to power operations.  The air originates in a compressor on board the robot and/or storage tanks also located on the robot. These systems are actuators which provide linear movement and can produce extremely high forces.





            



 



Programming:  “All robots contain some level of computer programming code. A program is how a robot decides when or how to do something. Programs are the core essence of a robot; it could have excellent mechanical and electrical construction, but if its program is poorly constructed its performance will be very poor (or it may not perform at all). There are three different types of robotic programs: remote control, artificial intelligence and hybrid. A robot with remote control programing has a preexisting set of commands that it will only perform if and when it receives a signal from a control source, typically a human being with a remote control or autonomously (pre-programmed to carry out a task). Robots that use artificial intelligence interact with their environment on their own without a control source, and can determine reactions to objects and problems they encounter using their preexisting programming. Hybrid is a form of programming that incorporates both AI and RC functions.” 

(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics)



NEXT, let’s look at some specific components found in robots.



An intro to Gears- Wikipedia explains a gear as “a rotating machine part having cut teeth, or cogs, which mesh with another toothed part to transmit torque. Geared devices can change the speed, torque, and direction of a power source. Gears almost always produce a change in torque, creating a mechanical advantage, through their gear ratio, and thus may be considered a simple machine. The teeth on the two meshing gears all have the same shape. Two or more meshing gears, working in a sequence, are called a gear train or a transmission.”  In mechanics, speed and torque are both important- sometimes more torque and less speed is required; at other times, less torque and more speed is necessary.  Gears are used to make this possible by going from one sized gear to another as pictured below.  





  A combination of gears is used to reduce the input speed to a lower output speed. This increases torque.



Take the example of an electric screwdriver. It has a very large gear reduction because it needs a great deal of torque to turn screws, but the motor only produces a small amount of torque at a high speed. However, by using a gear reduction, the output speed can be reduced and the torque is increased. 



If one 40-tooth gear turns once, how many times will the other 40-tooth gear turn? (1)

Next, consider this problem:  You replace one of the 40-tooth gears with an 8-tooth gear, and the 40-tooth gear turns the 8-tooth gear. When the 40-tooth gear turns once, how many times will the 8-tooth gear turn?   (5)



Now, let’s turn this around. If the 8-tooth turns the 40-tooth gear, the 40-tooth gear’s axle will have 5 times the torque (rotational force) than the 8-tooth gear’s axle.  So, although the large gear turns slowly, it can push more!





An intro to Sensors- A sensor is an electronic component whose purpose is to detect events or changes in its environment and send the information to other electronics usually a computer processor. The information sensor provides, in turn, causes the object (robot) to react as programmed.  For example, a line reading sensor attached to the bottom of a robot will allow the robot for follow the course of a line; a light sensor attached to the front of a robot will allow the robot to follow a light to reach a destination; sound sensors will allow a robot to turn to the source of the sound, stop, or start when recognizing the sound- based on programming.



Sensors are very common in our everyday world.  Did you know that elevator buttons are essentially sensors?  Many automobiles “beep” as the car in reverse gets near to an object; that is the work of a sensor. Another type of sensor is an encoder; this can be used to measure the number of rotations of a wheel or motor.  This information can then be used to navigate a robot.

Let’s say we want to move forward fifteen feet and one revolution of the wheel moves our robot one foot. (This is an exaggerated example!) We would then know that 15 revolutions will move the robot 15 feet, so we can program the robot to stop once the wheel revolves 15 times. This is an accurate way to measure distance.





An intro to Motors- "Motor" refers to any power unit that generates motion. An electric motor is a device used to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. It is a unit used to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy.  See the diagram below to learn about components of a motor.











(1) Rotor

    Rotating part

(2) Bearing

    Supporting part of the rotating shaft of the rotor

(3) Stator

    Part generating force used to rotate the rotor

(4) Bracket or end plate

    Bearing supporting part integral for the stator

(5) Lead wire

    Wire connected to the drive circuit supplying power to the motor or wire connected to the power supply

(Source: http://www.nidec.com)





Wheels/Treads- Perhaps the world’s greatest invention is the wheel.  Whether wheels or treads, robots are able to traverse a variety of surfaces with the right system.





	           



There are many different types of wheels used in robotics.  Some of these are standard wheels- the ones we think of first when someone says “wheels.”  Other wheels are designed to enable a robot to turn quickly or “slide” from side to side without having to turn.  In 2001, a retired master machinist in the Mahoning Valley created a wheel composed of hard nylon discs that would spin, thus allowing the robot to move right or left without turning.  Since 2001, this idea has been   used to create wheels that do the same as the 2001 EBE wheel.  Examples of these are below:



                                

Similar to the EBE wheel



Military Robots



	



Armed Predator drone				iRobot 710Warrior			



 Atlas humanoid robot used for search and rescue; created 2013







Robot Appendages





 Big Dog military robot; but deemed too noisy for combat   



      



								Vex Clawbot



   

Removing explosive devices			      Automation



Building Your Vex Robot

OK, now you know a little about robots and their basic components.  Let’s start to put that knowledge to use by building your Vex Clawbot.  When completed, this robot will contain a frame, chassis, hardware, drive system with motors, gears, wheels, etc.), sensors (light, line follower, obstacle recognition, encoder), an appendage and more.  As you have learned, however, your robot won’t do anything until and unless you are able to program it correctly. Programming will come later, so let’s get started building.



Step 1: Open your kit and inventory your parts. Do NOT remove individual fasteners (nuts, bolts), black plastic spacers, plastic rivets, bearing flats, couplers, shaft collars, wire (zip) ties, frame, shafts, motors, gears, sensors, wheels, batteries, keys (flash drives), cortex, joysticks, etc. from their packages. You may want to label some of the packets as that will make it easier when you are building your robot. See Clawbot Building Instructions, Section 1, page 2 for a complete list of items and Section 2, Guide for Building the Clawbot. If you are missing anything, let your teacher know right away. (You may have pliers, screwdriver, or hacksaw in the kit.)



Step 2: Build the chassis. Go to Section 2, Guide for Building the Clawbot. Find the frame sections (Chassis bumper angle, chassis rail, C channel, 15 and 20 holes long; and hardware- see Section 2, pages 2 and 3).  Go to page 6.  You will build the frame or chassis first. Follow the instructions.  When you finish this step, you will have your chassis assembled- frame, motors, gears, motors, appendage (arm and claw), and cortex. 



Know these motion components:



393 motors		Gears				Wheels

			



Step 3: Attach the sensors. Go back to Section 1, beginning on page 3 and follow the instructions.  Alignment of sensors is important. Be sure to use spacers when instructed to do so.  Make sure bolts will fit into holes. (Note: If frame sections are not properly placed, some holes will be partially blocked.)



VEX SENSORS

Digital Sensors- make sure these are plugged into the digital ports



Bumper Switch- touch sensor				Optical Shaft Encoders- counting sensor; 								counts revolutions

							







Ultrasonic Range Finder- detects objects in a cone of view

                 







Analog Sensors- make sure these are plugged into the analog ports



Light Sensor						Potentiometer- measures rotation of shaft

					

               





Line Trackers (Followers)

	

	



Step 4: Plug-in wires. Motors are digital; sensors are analog.  Be sure to write down the ports into which wires are plugged. You will need to know this when you are programming.  See Section 2, page 16 for motor ports.



Know these other important components:



Cortex (controller)	Joystick		Keys			Battery	

				



TEACHER: Place students into teams of 3-4 to inventory parts and build the robot. Because communication and teamwork are important, you may want to use some ice breakers and/or teamwork activities prior to starting the build process.  For ideas, check out these resources:



“10 Team-Building Games That Promote Critical Thinking”

http://www.teachthought.com/critical-thinking/10-team-building-games-that-promote-critical-thinking/

“Icebreaker Questions”

http://www.icebreakers.ws/get-to-know-you/icebreaker-questions.html

“Lost on a Deserted Island”

http://www.icebreakers.ws/team-building/lost-on-a-deserted-island.html

“Sequence”

http://www.icebreakers.ws/small-group/sequence.html

“Team Building Activities, Initiative Games, & Problem Solving Exercises”

http://wilderdom.com/games/InitiativeGames.html

“9 Awesome Classroom Activities That Teach Job Readiness Skills”

https://www.weareteachers.com/9-awesome-classroom-activities-that-teach-job-readiness-skills/





PHASE 2 - PROGRAMMING



To program your Vex robot, you will need the following items:



Module, 3’ cable, 6’ cable	Cortex			Joystick			   Keys (2)



				





Robot software is “the set of coded commands or instructions that tell a mechanical device and electronic system, known together as a robot, what tasks to perform.” There are many different pieces of robot programming software; in fact, many manufacturers have their own software. “For example, there are over 30 different manufacturers of industrial robots, so there are also 30 different robot programming languages required.”  This lack of standardization of programming does pose challenges, but there are “enough similarities between the different robots that it is possible to gain a broad-based understanding of robot programming without having to learn each manufacturer's proprietary language.” (Wikepedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot_software)



Robot programming methods can be manual or automatic. Manual programming can be divided into  

text-based programming and graphical-based programming. Text based programming appears as

language structure and commands. The program is  based  on  the  sequence  of  robot  commands.  The program algorithm includes subroutines, cycles, and branches of command sequences. In graphical-based programming, the program appears as algorithm flow diagrams, graph schemes, or 

functional schemes.

An example of text-based manual programming is RobotC.  In RobotC, the programmer writes the commands as text, which is then processed by the ROBOTC compiler/cortex into a machine language that the robot understands. In RobotC, the text the programmer writes is called “code.” That code must, as is stated above, be exact; if a capital letter is incorrectly entered as lower case, the robot will not perform as expected.  See below:

	

	task main ( )

{

     motor[port3] = 127;

     wait1Msec(3000)



}



Notice the three different types of brackets or parenthesis and punctuation.  As with text, symbols MUST BE EXACT and if there is an open parenthesis or bracket, there must be a closed parenthesis or bracket OF THE SAME TYPE.  (   {   [



In the example code above, the programmer tells the robot to start listening by entering task main.

The program immediately goes to task main and runs the code it finds there.



The “curly” parenthesis tells the robot that the specific command is coming- it opens the command. 



The text (code) tells the robot to turn the the motor in port 3 to 127 (full power).  The semi-colon 

tells the robot that the first command is over.  The next command tells the robot to wait 3000 milliseconds (3 seconds) and keep the motor running.  The second “curly” parenthesis tells the robot the program is over and the motors are to stop.



Spacing/Empty Space: While the robot doesn’t care about spacing, humans do.  So, when you notice spacing or empty lines, know that is done to make it easier for humans to read- not robots.



Comments vs. Commands: A programmer may include comments in his/her code.  Comments mean nothing to the robot but do mean something to programmers.  Text that appears to the right of or follows a double slash  // is a comment.  Text that appears to the right of or before a double slash //

is code.































Graphical-based Manual Programming







Lab View Software

Below is an example of Lab View programming software.  You will note that it is graphical based.













Do you prefer text or graphical-based software???









Common Programming Tasks



Feedback loops- outputs of a system are routed back as inputs as part of a chain that forms a circuit or loop; basically, it is returning to an earlier position in a mechanical process. There is positive feedback and negative feedback.



Positive feedback- the effects of a small disturbance on a system include an increase in the magnitude of the disturbance--- that is, A produces greater amounts of B which then produces greater amounts of A. 



Negative feedback- “occurs when some function of the output of a system, process, or mechanism is fed back in a manner that tends to reduce the fluctuations in the output” in a chain or loop.



Control (theory)- branch of engineering that deals with the behavior of systems with inputs, and how their behavior is modified by feedback. The usual objective of control theory is to control that  system.



Pathfinding- plotting of the shortest route between two points.



Sharing data- information is shared through “cloud” robotics; when robots are programmed to access the cloud, they benefit from powerful computation, storage, and communication resources.  Data from a number of robots can be processed and shared.









Programming an Arduino





What is an Arduino? – An Arduino is a single-board microcontroller (printed circuit board).  It contains a microprocessor, Input/Output communication circuits, a clock generator, RAM, stored program memory and any necessary support integrated circuits.  An Arduino can be used to control objects, such as a robot.  Arduinos have been used to control 3D printers, the Puff the Magic Dragon fighting robot, a laser harp, and LED cubes.



		

Go to http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/arduino-technology-explained/ to watch videos of these objects that are controlled by Arduinos.





Programming an Arduino- As you can see, an Arduino consists of a board (hardware); it also consists of IDE software.  The Arduino IDE software is used to write the program, called a “sketch”  that will interact with your Arduino and the devices connected to it- for our purposes, a robot.  Let’s look at a simple program that is similar to the text language we saw in RobotC.



/*

 Blink

 Turns on an LED on for one second,

 then off for one second, repeatedly.



*/



void setup() {

 // initialize the digital pin as an output.

 // Pin 13 has an LED connected on most Arduino boards:

 pinMode(13, OUTPUT);

}



void loop() {

 digitalWrite(13, HIGH);   // set the LED on

 delay(1000);              // wait for a second

 digitalWrite(13, LOW);    // set the LED off

 delay(1000);              // wait for a second

}



Note in first section: The combination of the symbols / and * do the same as the symbols //



Note in second section: commands appear inside of “curly” parenthesis BUT lines two and three are comments NOT code.  Remember the //

Note in the third section: The same is true of the four lines following the double slashes in this section.







To program, you will need an Arduino board, like the one above, and a USB cable so that you can upload the program from your computer to the board. 







You will write your code in the area above and then send the code to your Arduino.



The code you write for your Arduino are known as sketches. They are written in C++, a programming language.



Every sketch needs two void type functions, setup(), and a loop(). A void type function doesn’t return any value.



The setup() method is run once just after the Arduino is powered up and the loop() method is run continuously afterwards. The setup() is where you want to do any initialization steps, and  the loop() is where you want to run the code. 



Your basic sketch or program should look like this:

		1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

		void setup()

{

}

void loop()

{

}







Common Programming Terminology



1. Actuators - cause the effectors to perform action. (motors, relay switches, pneumatic solenoids ... )

2. Application -  a program or integrated suite of programs that has a defined function.



3. Compiler - a computer program which transforms source code into object code.



4. Constant - an identifier that is bound to an invariant (unchanging) value.



5. Debugging – freeing  the program of all errors.



6. Destructor  -in object-oriented programming, the command sequence that is launched when the execution of an object is finished.



7. Exception - an interruption in normal processing, especially as caused by an error condition.



8. Function - a routine that receives zero or more arguments and may return a result.



9. Identifier  - a formal name used in source code to refer to a variable, function, procedure, package, etc.



10. Integer - a data type for integer values.



11. Loop - a piece of code which keeps running until a certain condition is fulfilled - or isn't fulfilled in the case of an 'infinite loop' which will crash the system running it.



12. Machine code  - a system of instructions and data directly understandable by a computer's central processing unit.



13. Module - a program that is linked with others to form a functioning application; one method of implementing a subroutine.



14. Program  - a software application, or a collection of software applications, designed to perform a specific task.



15. Run time - the time during which a program is executing, as oppose to the compile time.



16. Source code - human-readable instructions in a programming language, to be transformed into machine instructions by a compiler, interpreter, assembler or other such system.



17. Subprogram - a program contained within a larger program.



18. Subroutine - a section of code that implements a task. While it may be used at more than one point in a program, it need not be.



19. Syntax error- misuse of programming language.



20. Variable - a named memory location in which a program can store intermediate results and from which it can read them.





(Source: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Glossary_of_Java_programming_language_terms)





Now that you have a basic understanding of what programming is, it’s time to learn to program your Vex robot.  Pay close attention as your learn the specific language and symbols necessary to direct your robot to carry out the tasks it will be required to do in the upcoming competition.































PHASE 3 COMPETITION

Using our Vex robots, we will prepare for competition using the 2017 Vex In the Zone competition. 











+ Watch the video

“Vex In the Zone Competition” (2:23)

https://www.vexrobotics.com/competition



1. GAME VIDEO

Now, re-watch the video and prepare a summary of the competition match.



TEACHER: Place students into teams to watch the video.  While watching for the second time, teams are to write down a summary of the game, including time and tasks



At a minimum, they should come up with the following:

a. The game is played on a 12’ x 12’ playing field;

b. Teams compete in alliances of two teams;

c. Points are earned by stacking cones on goals, scoring mobile goals in zones, for having the highest stacks, and for parking robots;

d. Cones stacked on goals are worth 2 points;

e. Parking robots at the end of the driver period are worth 2 points;

f. Mobile goals are worth 5, 10, and 20 points, depending on in which zone they are placed.

g. The highest goal scored on a stationary or mobile goal is worth 5 points;

h. Stacks can be built in the three mobile goal zones and on the two stationary goals.

i. There are 8 mobile goals and 2 stationary goals;

j. Prior to the start of the match, each robot will be able to pre-load one cone;

k. During the match, each alliance will have 12 cones available to place on goals;

l. The match begins with a 15-second autonomous period in which the robot performs without driver assistance. The program must be written and loaded into the robot prior to the start of the match;

m. The alliance scoring the most points in the autonomous period earn 10 bonus points added to its score at the end of the match;

n. The driver control portion of the match begins after the autonomous period and is 1:45 (one minute- 45 seconds);

o. The entire match is 2:00 minutes long.



2. Game Details

There are eighty (80) Cones that can be Stacked on ten (10) Goals [5 per Alliance] during a Match. Some cones begin in designated locations on the field, while others are available to be entered into the field during the Match.



Each robot (smaller than 18”x18”x18”) begins a match on one of their Alliance Starting Tiles. Each alliance has three Zones in which they can place their Goals. Alliances earn points for stacking cones on goals, scoring mobile goals in Goal Zones, having the highest stacks, and by parking robots. A bonus is awarded to the alliance that has the most total points at the end of the autonomous period.



Scoring:

Each Cone Stacked on a Goal					2 points

A Mobile Goal Scored in the 5 Point Zone    			5 points

A Mobile Goal Scored in the 10 Point Zone			10 points

A Mobile Goal Scored in the 20 Point Zone			20 points

Having the Highest Stack in a Zone				5 points

A Robot that is parked at the end of the match			2 points

Alliance with the most points at the end of autonomous	10 points



3. Problem Identification and Brainstorming

Still in teams, students are to identify the “problems” and brainstorm solutions.

The tasks the robots are to perform to score points in the game are the problems to solve.  Therefore, teams should determine how their robot will score points and write a problem statement for each task. For example, “The robot must pick up a cone and place it in a mobile zone worth 10 points during the driver control period.” The problem statement does NOT include the HOW, but should include WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, and/or WHY.

Once teams have identified the problems their robot will face, they are to brainstorm ideas for solutions for each problem.  During brainstorming, all ideas will be listed and considered.  There should be no judging of ideas during brainstorming.  After all ideas are recorded, teams will discuss them and narrow down the solutions until they reach consensus on solutions for each problem.



4. Robot Design

Once the brainstorming period has ended with problems identified and solutions agreed upon, teams are to discuss the design of their robots that will best enable them to succeed during the competition. Teams may spend additional funds on their robot to a maximum of $100, but the robot must meet all constraints.



Constraints are as follows:

a. Size- 18” x 18” x 18” at the beginning of the match; but robots may expand after the match starts

b. Weight- 25 pounds

c. Welding- teams may NOT weld any robot components, including the frame and chassis.

d. Teams may use only the battery, joysticks, motors, and cortex that comes in the kit.

e. Teams must complete their robots by the deadline or forfeit their participation in the competition.  The deadline is one-week (7 calendar days) prior to the competition.

f. Robots can use wheels or treads

The game video and manual are available at 

https://www.vexrobotics.com/vexedr/competition/vrc-current-game

Click on GAME VIDEO, GAME MANUAL, and VRC HUB to view these resources.



TEACHER: You can view and purchase game pieces at 

https://www.vexrobotics.com/vexedr/products/competition-products

In order to allow your teams to practice for the competition, you should create a playing field that duplicates the competition field and surface.  At minimum you will also need scoring pieces.  You will determine how many robots your class will create and enter into the competition, but the maximum number of teams any one school can enter in the competition is three.



































































PHASE 4 DESIGNING and BUILDING A ROBOT 



Now that we have concluded our competition, we will move on to design and build our next level robot.



Robot Design and CAD (Computer Aided Design)

You will design and then build a robot.  Design must first be sketched and then be placed into a CAD program.  You may use Fusion 360 or any other CAD software program your school has.



This will be a much larger robot that you will design to complete the following tasks:

a. navigate a low-rise carpeted surface of 30’ long x 20’ wide;

b. navigate around and/or over obstacles

c. pick up and store 5” plastic balls;

d. score balls in a goal at floor level or slightly above floor level;

e. climb an incline of 20 degrees made of Lexan with 3” bumps



Constraints

a. size- 30” L x 20” W x 36” H maximum

b. weight- 80 pounds

c. one 12 volt battery

d. No pneumatics shall be used on the robot



Robot Components

a  The robot must have an aluminum frame and chassis that can be bolted or welded together; b. The robot must have a transmission of no more than four (4) motors and wheels or treads;

c. The robot may have no more than three sensors affecting movement of the robot or its components;

d. The robot must have a 12 volt battery to provide all power;

e. The robot must have and a radio or controller;

f. The robot must have some sort of mechanism that will allow it to grab or place balls and grab a steel bar ¾” in diameter.



Drive System

We will use an electric drive system. An electric drive system is capable of moving robots with high power and speed. The robot’s capacity to move its body is provided by the drive system used to power the robot. Before deciding what your drive system will be, you must first determine what you want your robot to do.  Then, you should consider which attributes are best for your robot:			

- high top speed					- reliability/durability

- pushing/pulling ability				- overcome being pushed

- maneuverability					- ease of control

- obstacle handling					- traction

- climbing ability					- single or two speed

- turning ability					- wheels or treads/tracks







+ Read the article

“Robot Drive Systems” from Robot Basics at

http://www.robotbasics.com/robot-drive-system





   







Traction will largely depend on the type of surface your robot will navigate.  Is the surface bare or carpeted? If bare, is the slippery?  If carpeted, is it low or high pile?   Are there inclines? 



Turning- How often will the robot need to turn?  Does it need to turn to align itself with a goal?

Depending upon your answer, you will want to consider different types of wheels or maybe even tracks (see pages 9 and 10).  If wheels, you should consider covering them.

For high friction surfaces, you will want soft materials, spongy materials, or sticky materials

For low friction surfaces, you will want hard materials, smooth materials, and/or shiny materials.



Weight distribution- You should be concerned where your weight is on the robot.  Weight that is not evenly distributed among contacts with the floor will decrease your traction or may create a “tipping” hazard. Thus, where you place the components of the robot, including the drive system, is important.



MOTORS- An electric motor is one type of actuator. Actuators move the robot and its appendages.  Motors also provide speed and acceleration and can be “geared” for torque.  Gears can be used to increase the torque and reduce the speed.  Some types of motors that are generally good for this project are as follows:



Servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows for precise control of angular or linear position, velocity and acceleration. It consists of a suitable motor coupled to a sensor for position feedback. It also requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a dedicated module designed specifically for use with servomotors.



DC motor- is any of a class of rotary electrical machines that converts direct current electrical energy into mechanical energy. Nearly all types of DC motors have some internal mechanism, either electromechanical or electronic to periodically change the direction of current flow in part of the motor.  DC motors were the first type widely used.



Stepper motor- is a brushless DC electric motor that divides a full rotation into a number of equal steps. The motor's position can then be commanded to move and hold at one of these steps without any position sensor for feedback, as long as the motor is carefully sized to the application in respect to torque and speed.





CIM motor- CIM 12V 5280 RPM 345 oz.-in Brushed DC Motor (Great for Drive System)

		

RS-555 12V 6100 RPM Brushed DC Motor





12V, 1.7A, 667oz-in NEMA-17 Bipolar Stepper Motor







Banebots RS-540 12V 17200 RPM Brushed DC Motor (Great for appendages)





Stepper motors









To see more motors and costs, go to http://www.robotshop.com/en/motors-actuators.html





Gears

A gear is a rotating machine part having cut teeth, or cogs, which mesh with another toothed part to transmit torque. Geared devices can change the speed, torque, and direction of a power source. Gears almost always produce a change in torque, creating a mechanical advantage, through their gear ratio. Note the ratio of the gears in the photos below.

(Wikipedia)

		





Sprocket and Chain

A sprocket is a profiled wheel with teeth that mesh with a chain, track or other perforated or indented material. Sprockets are used to transmit rotary motion between two shafts (where gears are unsuitable). (Wkikpedia)



	







Wires and Wiring



Sensor Wire- SIRC-01 Sharp GP2 IR Sensor Cable - 8"



Servo Wire- SEA-03 Servo Extender Cable - 24"





Arduino wires 					Wired Arduino



                





Sensors



			

						      Potentiometer Sensor         Encoder Sensor



Which motor should you use? You can make the decision. Do you need to add sprocket and chain?



+ Read the article

“Choosing a Motor: DC, Stepper, Or Servo”

http://www.robotoid.com/howto/choosing-a-motor-type.html



Treads 	                        			

Moves in one direction 							

Cannot drive left or right 

without turning

Navigates on difficult

ground 

Pushes well in the

direction of travel





WHEELS

The wheel is the most common moving element; it provides speed, accuracy and stability for a robot, three characteristics that are crucial when designing and building robots. Researchers and designers have created many types of wheels including standard, orientable, and omnidirectional wheels. The choice of wheels affects clearance and can affect the overall gearing/speed of robot as well.



Some types of wheels



Standard

The most common wheel is the standard wheel.  Standard wheels are especially used for traditional methods of driving and steering. Pictured below are some types of standard wheels:



	       





These wheels come in different sizes- e.g., 2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, . . . 

When deciding on the size of a wheel, consider the clearance necessary.







Omni

Moves in one direction

Drives forward, reverse, left, right,	

	

and turn left and right

Difficult to drive on different terrain 	

or up an incline

Can be pushed





Mecanum

4 independent wheels

Drives well on flat surface			

Can incline going forward only

Can push

Orientable

Orientable wheels are standard wheels mounted to a fixed or omni-directional fork designed to catch the wheel. Compared with standard wheels, these wheels are used in robotic projects for balance; they can be used to drive the robot, but that is not very common. 



	                              

Building the Chassis



Step One: DESIGN

1. In teams,

a. Determine the size and shape of your robot based on the tasks it will employ to solve the “problems” your team has identified.

b. Make sure your robot falls within the constraints listed.

c. Sketch your team’s frame.

d. Using Fusion 360 (or other CAD software your school has) to create a CAD drawing of your frame.  (You will also need to identify the hardware you will need to attach the sections of the frame.

e. While one (or two) of your teammates works on the CAD drawing, the rest of you are to design and layout your drive system/transmission. You will have to decide whether you will use wheels or tracks, and, if wheels, how many and what type.  By this time, you will also have to have made a decision on the type of drive motors you will use.



2. TEACHER: CAD- With each student at a computer or lap top, instruct in Fusion 360 or another CAD software program the school has.  Instruction should prepare all students to use the CAD software to create a 3D rendering of their team’s robot.



3. Building your transmission- “A transmission is a machine in a power transmission system, which provides controlled application of the power. Often the term transmission refers simply to the gearbox that uses gears and gear trains to provide speed and torque conversions from a rotating power source to another device.”



a. Choose the type and number of motors you will use to drive your wheel/treads;

 These articles may help:

“2 Simple Methods to Choose Motors for Wheel Drive Robots”

https://www.intorobotics.com/2-simple-methods-choose-motors-wheel-drive-robots/



“How to select wheels for robots?”

http://robot-and-machines-design.com/en/Articles/Mechanics/Tips-Guides/268-Or-Tank-DriveDriving-Method-Selection-Hot-To-Select-A-Wheel-Castor.html





b. Determine how you will drive your wheels or treads;

These articles may help:

“What’s Your Robot Drive Style?”

http://www.vexmen.com/2011/11/whats-your-robot-drive-style/



“Drive Train Design”

http://www.simbotics.org/files/pdf/drivetraindesign.pdf











Note the CIM motors that drive the front and middle wheels and the sprocket and chain system.  One motor can drive two wheels as set up here. (The six wheel system above on the long frame will NOT work for this project as it does not meet the constraints.)



Choose from



1. 4/6- Wheel Drive with 2 Gearboxes: You will need sprocket and chain or belt





   

   

						Note chain and sprockets from front to center wheel 

						and center and rear wheel



Chain or belt 

Driven Wheels 

This is usually easy to design and easy to build; it is Inexpensive, powerful, sturdy, and stable 

However, it is not very agile, turning is a bit difficult 



2. 4 Wheel Drive – 4 Gearboxes



     

4 wheels each driven by a motor		 Note the back wheels are each driven by a motor. Two 

					               additional motors and gearboxes will be added.



Driven Wheels 

Easy to design and easy to build; powerful, sturdy and stable + many options for  traction 

However, it is heavy and more costly than two gearboxes 









3. Treads/Tracks- 2 Gearboxes



        

A drive system with treads/tracks will usually be steardy and able to manuever over many obstacles. It will also be difficult to push  and able to push others.  Each track will need to be driven byh a motor and will need a series of hub for the tracks to ride upon.







Gearboxes



     





Gearboxes are used to change the speed and torque of motors. The number, the size, the arrangements and number of teeth of the gears used in a gearbox are the factor that are affecting the exit speed and torque change of the motors.



For example; a motor that has a gearbox with a reduction ratio of 100:1 has a 100 times reduced speed and 100 times increased torque. 

(Source: http://www.robotiksistem.com/gears_gearbox.html)

HEY!     







You may want to review the material below ----

These may be quite helpful

“How To Build a Robot: General Robot Building Questions | The Big Picture”

https://www.superdroidrobots.com/shop/custom.aspx/how-to-build-a-robot/70/



“Robot Drive Systems”

http://cyborgeagles.weebly.com/uploads/2/1/8/1/21816346/robot__drive_systems.pdf





And Now . . .The Robot Controls and Controllers

		

 





According to “Robot Basics” at http://www.robotbasics.com/robot-control-systems,

“The task of a robot control system is to execute the planned sequence of motions and forces in the presence of unforseen errors.”



Communicating with your robot



Not this . . .			. . . but more like this

			







Control Components







A microcontroller “is a computing device capable of executing a program and is usually responsible for all computations, decision making, and communications. In order to interact with the outside world, a microcontroller possesses a series of pins (electrical signal connections) that can be turned HIGH (1/ON), or LOW (0/OFF) through programming instructions. These pins can also be used to read electrical signals (coming from sensors or other devices) and tell whether they are HIGH or LOW.” (Source: The Robot Shop- http://www.robotshop.com/blog/en/how-to-make-a-robot-lesson-4-understanding-microcontrollers-2-3700)



  An Arduino is one type of microcontroller. 



To program, you will probably want to use this:







Motor Controllers







What is a motor controller and why is it used?



+Read the article

“How to Make a Robot – Lesson 5: Choosing a Motor Controller”

http://www.robotshop.com/blog/en/how-to-make-a-robot-lesson-5-motor-controller-3695

  

“A motor controller is an electronic device (usually comes in the shape of a bare circuit board without enclosure) that acts as an intermediate device between a microcontroller, a power supply or batteries, and the motors.



Although the microcontroller (the robot’s brain) decides the speed and direction of the motors, it cannot drive them directly because of its very limited power (current and voltage) output. The motor controller, on the other hand, can provide the current at the required voltage but cannot decide how fast the motor should turn.”





Enabling Communication- Devices



Infrared		 Wireless communication- but transmitter and receiver 

					       must be in line of sight of one another.









Radio Frequency  	

Remote Control units use small microcontrollers in the transmitter and receiver to send, receive and interpret data sent via radio frequency. Radio frequency communication requires either a transmitter paired with a receiver, which can send and receive data). Unlike infrared, radio frequency, does not require line of sight and therefore offers a greater range.



WiFi

We now have the option to control robots via the internet through WiFi.  This requires a wireless router that is connected to the internet (you have something like this in your house if you have wireless access to the internet) and a WiFi device that is placed on the robot. If you do this, your robot could be controlled from anywhere as long as internet access is available. However, your data rates can be expensive, programming will be more complex, and the distance from which you can successfully operate your robot will depend on the quality (and price) of your router.



Autonomous Control

The ability of the robot to perform tasks “on its own” is referred to as autonomous mode.  Autonomous control can be accomplished by pre-programming the robot to carry out specific tasks or react to information from its sensors.



Avenues of Robotics



Where can we find organizations that support and encourage the advancement of robotics for the benefit of our people and our society?  What organizations provide educational opportunities that inspire growth; appreciation for science, technology, engineering, and math; and the application of knowledge and skills?  What institutions provide opportunities for education and careers in this exciting field?  Let’s look at a few examples.





FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology)



FIRST offers robotics-related programs for students in elementary through high school.   From FIRST Lego League to FIRST Tech Challenge to FIRST Robotics, students learn crucial 21st Century skills by designing, building, and competing with robots.  In FIRST Robotics, high school students design and build 120-pound robots for competitions that require the robots to complete a series of tasks.  Students compete in regional, district, and World competitions across the U.S. and the world.



From FIRST founder and noted inventor, engineer, and extremely successful entrepreneur Dean Kamen:

“I want to compete for the hearts and minds of kids with the excitement of the Super Bowl.”   

“We are the only sport that every kid in school can participate in and then turn pro.”

“Once a kid realizes they have the power to create a solution to a problem, it’s transformative. They’ll never go back.”

“FIRST  is more than just robots. The robots are a vehicle for students to learn important life skills.  Kids often come in not knowing what to expect- of the program nor of themselves. They leave, even after the first season, with a vision, with confidence, and with a sense that they can create their own future.”



The mission of FIRST-  to inspire young people to be science and technology leaders and innovators, by engaging them in exciting Mentor-based programs that build science, engineering, and technology skills, that inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.

Vision- To transform our culture by creating a world where science and technology are celebrated and where young people dream of becoming science and technology leaders.



+ Watch the video

“What is FIRST Robotics Competition?”

https://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc



To learn more, including how your school can become part of FIRST, visit 

www.first inspires.org











Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute





 

Founded 38 years ago, the Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh specializes 

in integrating robots into life, including industrial systems, medical systems, computer technology, space exploration, and even artificial intelligence (AI).  In addition, through its robotics institute, CMU offers educational opportunities from undergraduate, Masters and PhD programs to summer camps for elementary school students.  



+ Watch the videos

“Martial Hebert : Director of the Robotics Institute at CMU SCS”

https://www.youtube.com/user/cmurobotics

Listen to why and how CMU is moving robotics forward to benefit human kind.



“PITTSBURGH ENGINEERING: Robotics at Carnegie Mellon University”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBWM0P-HiwM



“The Sarcos Robot”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WKt_TMeAyg



“Human-Size Transformer Robot Developed”

https://www.roboticsbusinessreview.com/research/carneige_mellon_the_worlds_premier_robotics_institute/

(“We selected a design with a near-human form so that the robot would be able to operate in environments engineered for humans,” explained Tony Stentz, NREC director, team leader and a CMRI research professor.”)









DARPA- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency



“For more than fifty years, DARPA has held to a singular and enduring mission: to make pivotal investments in breakthrough technologies for national security.



The genesis of that mission and of DARPA itself dates to the launch of Sputnik in 1957, and a commitment by the United States that, from that time forward, it would be the initiator and not the victim of strategic technological surprises.”



To achieve that mission, DARPA partners with innovators both within and outside of government to find solutions and create what was once thought impossible or not even imagined at all.  The resultsof these achievements have affected our everyday lives and our very security. “These results have included not only game-changing military capabilities such as precision weapons and stealth technology, but also such icons of modern civilian society such as the Internet, automated voice recognition and language translation, and Global Positioning System receivers small enough to embed in myriad consumer devices.”



Specific DARPA projects include the following:



a. DARPA Robotics Challenge







The goal of this challenge was to “develop human-supervised ground robots capable of executing complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environments.” These robots would be put to work performing humanitarian, disaster relief, and related operations. Because many disasters, are far too dangerous for humans, DARPA encouraged the development and use of robots to carry out these tasks.  



 



b. Legged Squad Support System (LS3) 

 The Army has identified the burden of carrying equipment placed on its solders to be one of the top science and technology challenges facing the military.  To address this crucial issue and help alleviate the physical burden of this weight on troops, DARPA developed a four-legged support robot (LS3).







c. Robotic Servicing of Geosynchronous Satellites (RSGS)



As we know, there are hundreds of satellites orbiting the Earth today. Many of those satellites require attention and updating; without such maintenance, these satellites will have their working lives cut short.  The task of inspecting, maintaining and updating these satellites is far too dangerous for humans, so DARPA is seeking to “develop technologies that would enable cooperative inspection and servicing in GEO and demonstrating those technologies on orbit within the next five years.” The goal is a DARPA-developed modular toolkit, including hardware and software, that would be joined to a privately developed spacecraft to create a commercially owned and operated robotic servicing vehicle (RSV) that could make house calls in space.”



DARPA believes its mission is to create “transformational” changes.  To achieve that mission, DARPA “relies on diverse performers from throughout this ecosystem to apply multi-disciplinary approaches to both advance knowledge through basic research and create innovative technologies that address current and predicted practical problems through applied research.”



Are you interested in answering one of DARPA’s calls?  To learn more, visit

https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/opportunities



+ Watch the video

“DARPA finalists put their robots to test”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/posttv/business/technology/darpa-finalists-puts-their-robots-to-test/2015/06/05/2c59fc6a-0bad-11e5-951e-8e15090d64ae_video.html
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	4g. Maker Movement

	

Maker Movement 

Definition - What does Maker Movement mean? 

The maker movement is a trend in which individuals or groups of individuals create and market products that are recreated and assembled using unused, discarded or broken electronic, plastic, silicon or virtually any raw material and/or product from a computer-related device.

The maker movement has led to the creation of a number of technology products and solutions by typical individuals working without supportive infrastructure. This is facilitated by the increasing amount of information available to individuals and the decreasing cost of electronic components.

Techopedia explains Maker Movement

The maker movement is primarily the name given to the increasing number of people employing do-it-yourself (DIY) and do-it-with-others ( DIWO) techniques and processes to develop unique technology products. Generally, DIY and DIWO enables individuals to create sophisticated devices and gadgets, such as printers, robotics and electronic devices, using diagrammed, textual and or video demonstration. With all the resources now available over the Internet, virtually anyone can create simple devices, which in some cases are widely adopted by users. For example, MintyBoost, a popular DIY USB charger kit built using an Altoids tin, batteries and a few connectors, can easily be created using instructions online, or purchased from other makers who sell their devices. 

Most of the products created under the maker movement are open source, as anyone can access and create them using available documentation and manuals.

However, the maker movement also incorporates creations and inventions that never existed before and were developed by individuals in their homes, garages or a place with limited manufacturing resources. 

Maker culture

The maker culture is a contemporary culture or subculture representing a technology-based extension of DIY culture[citation needed] that intersects with hacker culture (which is less concerned with physical objects as it focuses on software) and revels in the creation of new devices as well as tinkering with existing ones. The maker culture in general supports open-source hardware. Typical interests enjoyed by the maker culture include engineering-oriented pursuits such as electronics, robotics, 3-D printing, and the use of CNC tools, as well as more traditional activities such as metalworking, woodworking, and, mainly, its predecessor, the traditional arts and crafts. The subculture stresses a cut-and-paste approach to standardized hobbyist technologies, and encourages cookbook re-use of designs published on websites and maker-oriented publications. There is a strong focus on using and learning practical skills and applying them to reference designs[citation needed].

Philosophical emphasis

Learning emphasizes learning-through-doing (constructivism) in a social environment. Maker culture emphasizes informal, networked, peer-led, and shared learning motivated by fun and self-fulfillment. Maker culture encourages novel applications of technologies, and the exploration of intersections between traditionally separate domains and ways of working including metal-working, calligraphy, film making, and computer programming. Community interaction and knowledge sharing are often mediated through networked technologies, with websites and social media tools forming the basis of knowledge repositories and a central channel for information sharing and exchange of ideas, and focused through social meetings in shared spaces such as hackspaces. Maker culture has attracted the interest of educators concerned about students’ disengagement from STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) in formal educational settings. Maker culture is seen as having the potential to contribute to a more participatory approach and create new pathways into topics that will make them more alive and relevant to learners.

Some say that the maker movement is a reaction to the de-valuing of physical exploration and the growing sense of disconnection with the physical world in modern cities. Other scholars including Raymond Malewitz and Charles Jencks have examined the Utopian vision of Maker culture, which they link to myths of rugged individualism, the possibility of a counterculture and libertarianism Many products produced by the maker communities have a focus on health (food), sustainable development, environmentalism, local culture and can from that point of view also be seen as an anti-response on disposables, globalised mass production, the power of chain stores, multinationals and consumerism.

In reaction to the rise of maker culture, Barack Obama pledged to open several national research and development facilities to the public. In addition the U.S. federal government renamed one of their national centers "America Makes".

The maker movement is a social movement with an artisan spirit in which the methods of digital fabrication—previously the exclusive domain of institutions—have become accessible at a personal scale, following a logical and economic progression similar to the transition from minicomputers to personal computers in the microcomputer revolution of the 1970s. In 2005, Dale Dougherty launched Make magazine to serve the growing community, followed by the 2006 launch of Maker Faire. The term, coined by Dougherty, grew into a full-fledged industry based on the growing number of DIYers who want to build something rather than buy it.

Spurred primarily by the advent of RepRap 3D printing for the fabrication of prototypes, declining cost and broad adoption have opened up new realms of innovation. As it has become cost effective to make just one item for prototyping (or a small number of household items), this approach can be depicted as personal fabrication for "a market of one person".

Makerspaces

The rise of the maker culture is closely associated with the rise of hackerspaces, Fab Labs and other "maker spaces", of which there are now many around the world, including over 100 each in Germany and the United States. Hackerspaces allow like-minded individuals to share ideas, tools, and skillsets.Some notable hackerspaces which have been linked with the maker culture include Noisebridge, NYC Resistor, A2 Mech Shop, Pumping Station: One, Artisan's Asylum, danger!awesome, and TechShop. In addition, those who identify with the subculture can be found at more traditional universities with a technical orientation, such as MIT and Carnegie Mellon (specifically around "shop" areas like the MIT Hobby Shop and CMU Robotics Club). As maker culture becomes more popular, hackerspaces and Fab Labs are becoming more common in universities and public libraries. In Europe the popularity of the labs is more prominent than in the US: about three times more labs exist there.



Outside Europe and the US, the maker culture is also on the rise, with several hacker or makerspaces being landmarks in their respective cities' entrepreneurial and educational landscape. More precisely: HackerspaceSG in Singapore has been setup by the team now leading the city-state (and, arguably, South-East Asia's) most prominent accelerator JFDI.Asia. Lamba Labs in Beirut is recognized as a hackerspace where people can collaborate freely, in a city often divided by its different ethnic and religious groups. Xinjechian in Shanghai is China's first hackerspace, which allows for innovation and collaboration in a country known for its strong internet censorship.

With the rise of cities, which will host 60% of mankind by 2030, hackerspaces, fablabs and makerspaces will likely gain traction, as they are places for local entrepreneurs to gather and collaborate, providing local solutions to environmental, social or economical issues. The Institute for the Future has launched in this regard Maker Cities, as "an open and collaborative online game, to generate ideas about how citizens are changing work, production, governance, learning, well-being, and their neighborhoods, and what this means for the future".

Cuba will host the first international Open Technology 4 Life Workshop inviting American Makers to collaborate with Cuban Makers in January 2016 in Havana.

Over the same time frame, makerspaces have started to spring up. Though desktop machines and inexpensive tools for the home have made many projects possible, some still require industrial equipment that’s not accessible to the typical maker. Makerspaces — TechShop is probably the best-known, with multiple locations around the U.S. — tend to be a community-based industrial space that operate on a membership plan, somewhat like a gym.

How the Maker Movement is Transforming Education 

By Sylvia Libow Martinez and Gary S. Stager

The Maker Movement, a technological and creative learning revolution underway around the globe, has exciting and vast implications for the world of education. New tools and technology, such as 3D printing, robotics, microprocessors, wearable computing, e-textiles, “smart” materials, and programming languages are being invented at an unprecedented pace. The Maker Movement creates affordable or even free versions of these inventions, while sharing tools and ideas online to create a vibrant, collaborative community of global problem-solvers.

Fortunately for teachers, the Maker Movement overlaps with the natural inclinations of children and the power of learning by doing. By embracing the lessons of the Maker Movement, educators can revamp the best student-centered teaching practices to engage learners of all ages.

One might try to marginalize robotics or 3D fabrication as having nothing to do with “real” science and dismiss such activities as play or as just super-charged hobbies. However, today’s new low-cost, flexible, creative, and powerful materials should be viewed as building blocks for today’s children. They offer much more than just “hands-on” crafting—these tools bring electronics, programming, and computational mathematics together in meaningful, powerful ways. We must reimagine school science and math not as a way to prepare students for the next academic challenge, or a future career, but as a place where students are inventors, scientists, and mathematicians today.



Three big game-changers of the Maker Movement should be on every school’s radar:

· Computer-Controlled Fabrication Devices
Over the past few years, devices that fabricate three-dimensional objects have become an affordable reality. These 3D printers can take a design file and output a physical object. Plastic filament is melted and deposited in intricate patterns that build layer by layer, much like a 2D printer prints lines of dots that line by line create a printed page. With 3D design and printing, students can design and create their own objects. 

· Physical Computing
New open-source microcontrollers, sensors, and interfaces connect the physical and digital worlds in ways never before possible. Many schools are familiar with robotics, one aspect of physical computing, but a whole new world is opening up. Wearable computing—in which circuits are made with conductive thread—makes textiles smart, flexible, and mobile. Plug-and-play devices that connect small microprocessors to the Internet, to each other, or to any number of sensors mean that low-cost, easy-to-make computational devices can test, monitor, and control your world. 

· Programming 
From the Next Generation Science Standards to the White House, there is a new call for schools to teach computer programming. Programming is the key to controlling a new world of computational devices and the range of programming languages has never been greater. Today’s modern languages are designed for every purpose and learners of all ages. 

“Hard Fun” and the Process of Design

The tools and ethos of the Maker revolution offer insight and hope for schools. The breadth of options and the “can-do” attitude espoused by the movement is exactly what students need, especially girls who tend to opt out of science and math in middle and high school. 

However, hands-on Making is not just a good idea for young women. All students need challenge and “hard fun” that inspires them to dig deeper and construct big ideas. Making science hands-on and interesting is not pandering to young sensibilities; it honors the learning drive and spirit that is all too often crushed by endless worksheets and vocabulary drills. Making is a way of bringing engineering to young learners. Such concrete experiences provide a meaningful context for understanding the abstract science and math concepts traditionally taught by schools while expanding the world of knowledge now accessible to students for the first time.

Tinkering is a powerful form of “learning by doing,” an ethos shared by the rapidly expanding Maker Movement community and many educators. Real science and engineering is done through tinkering. We owe it to our children to give them the tools and experiences that actual scientists and engineers use, and now is the time is to bring these tools and learning opportunities into classrooms. There are multiple pathways to learning what we have always taught, and things to do that were unimaginable just a few years ago.

Celebrating Young Talent

The Maker Movement celebrates the talents of young people such as Sylvia (aka “Super-Awesome Sylvia”) who has a webcast show, Sylvia’s Super-Awesome Maker Show, where she sings, plays, and teaches millions of viewers about electronics, Arduinos, and other fun projects. Joey Hudy is a young Maker and entrepreneur who surprised President Obama with a homemade marshmallow cannon in the White House. Caine Munro was a young man who made an entire game arcade entirely out of cardboard and tape. A passerby fell in love with Caine’s ingenuity and asked his father if he could make a video about the arcade. Not long after, Caine’s arcade lit up YouTube. Caine and his arcade inspired millions of people around the world. He received invitations to visit other countries, a scholarship fund was created for his college education, and a foundation was created to nurture creativity in kids across the globe. Former Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa even gave Caine a cardboard key to the city! 

Of course these are extraordinary young people—but there are extraordinary young people in every city, every school, and every classroom who deserve the same opportunities to express themselves by inventing, creating, and making. When the same tools and intellectual processes are found and required in the physics lab, art studio, and auto shop, schools can finally stop sorting children into academic and vocational tracks. All students need experiences that call upon their heads, hearts, and hands.

Lessons from the Maker Movement

“Doing” Is What Matters
Makers learn to make stuff by making stuff. Schools often forget this as they continuously prepare students for something that is going to happen next week, next year, or in some future career. The affordable and accessible technology of the Maker Movement makes learning by doing a realistic approach for schools today.

Openness
The Maker Movement is a child of the Internet but does not fetishize it. Makers share designs, code, and ideas globally but making occurs locally. Makers share their expertise with a worldwide audience. “We” are smarter than “me” is the lesson for educators. Collaboration on projects of intense personal interest drive the need to share ideas and lessons learned more than external incentives like grades.

Give It A Go
Back in the ’80s, MacGyver could defuse a bomb with the chewing gum and paper clips he found in his pocket. Modern MacGyvers are driven to invent the solution to any problem by making things, and then making those things better. Perhaps “grit” or determination can be taught, but there is no substitute for experience. The best way for students to become deeply invested in their work is for their projects to be personally meaningful, afforded sufficient development time, given access to constructive materials, and the students themselves encouraged to overcome challenges.

Iterative Design
Computers make designing new inventions risk-free and inexpensive. You can now tinker with designs and programs and make prototypes easily and quickly. This is a departure from the linear design methodology that assumed that mistakes were expensive and need to be avoided. However, many educators are still clinging to old design models where students are provided recipes and prescriptive rubrics that hamper student imagination and preclude serendipitous learning. This practice deprives students of the opportunity to take risks and learn how to navigate their way to the end of a sophisticated project.

Aesthetics Matter
Many Maker projects are indistinguishable from art. It’s human to embellish, decorate, and seek the beauty in life. In schools, there is a movement to add the Arts to STEM subjects (STEAM). That’s a good instinct, but if school hadn’t artificially removed all traces of creativity and art from STEM subjects, we wouldn’t need to talk about STEAM. Find ways to allow students to make projects with pride and unencumbered by categorization.



Mentoring Defies Ageism
As Sir Ken Robinson says, school is the only place in the world where we sort people by their manufacturing date. The Maker Movement honors learners of all ages and embraces the sharing of expertise. Young people like “Super Awesome Sylvia” and Jody Hudy are valued alongside decades-older master tinkerers and inventors. Schools may create opportunities for mentoring and apprenticeship by connecting with the greater community. Access to expertise must not be limited to the classroom teacher.

Learning Is Intensely Personal
The current buzz about “personalized learning” is more often than not a scheme to deliver content by computerized algorithm. Not only is it magical thinking to believe that computers can teach, it confuses learning with delivering content. Learning happens inside the individual. It can’t be designed or delivered. Learning is personal—always. No one can do it for you. Giving kids the opportunity to master what they love means they will love what they learn.

It IS About the Technology
Some educators like to say that technology is “just a tool” that should fit seamlessly into classrooms. In contrast, the Maker Movement sees tools and technology as essential elements for solving unsolvable problems. To makers, a 3D printer is not for learning to make 3D objects. Instead it is the raw material for solving problems, such as how to create inexpensive but custom-fit prosthetics for people anywhere in the world, or how to print a pizza for hungry astronauts. The Maker philosophy prepares kids to solve problems their teachers never anticipated, with technology we can’t yet imagine.

Ownership
One motto of the Maker Movement is “if you can’t open it, you don’t own it.” Educators often talk about how learners should own their own learning, but if the learner doesn’t have control, they can’t own it. Teachers should consider that prepackaged experiences for students, even in the name of efficiency, are depriving students of owning their own learning. Learning depends on learners with maximum agency over their intellectual processes.

Getting Started With Classroom Making

Luckily, getting started with making in the classroom is not just about shopping for new toys. Making is a position on learning that puts the learner in charge. Giving students time to brainstorm, invent, design, and build—and then time to fix mistakes, improve, test, and improve again is crucial. The sidebar below, “Project Ideas for Maker Classrooms,” contains some ideas, but the most important element of classroom making is allowing the students to have agency over their own creations.

This doesn’t mean that the teacher does nothing! Far from it. Being a guide, studio manager, and motivator is the important work of the teacher. Resist the urge to lecture students about invention and just get busy. 

Whether you are getting started in your classroom or building a Makerspace, the most important thing to remember is that making is about making sense of the world, not about the “stuff.” Making connections and making meaning are the true results of classroom making, not the plastic or cardboard artifacts. However, you’ll be even more beneficial to your students if you develop fluency with the materials, tools, and processes available in your learning environment.



The Common Core and the new Next Generation Science Standards emphasize critical thinking, creativity, and twenty-first-century skills. To achieve these goals requires taking a hard look at both what we teach and how we teach it. The Maker Movement offers lessons, tools, and technology to steer students toward more relevant, engaging learning experiences.

Project Ideas for Maker Classrooms

Elementary School

· Invent a new toy! Use recycled materials to design and build a fun toy or game. Have a toy fair where everyone can play with your inventions. Use any materials and tools you have access to, from cardboard to 3D printers. 

· Use Scratch, a free computer programming language designed for young people from the Lifelong Kindergarten group at MIT, to write your name on the screen or to animate your initials. Check out the library of over three million projects on the Scratch website and “remix” one of them into your own computer program. 

· Build a marble wall with marble runs, ramps, and wheels. Do-it-yourself physics and motion comes to life! Add counters, switches, and diverters to increase challenge and fun. 

· Investigate stop-motion animation and make a movie about a historical event. 

Middle School

· Sew a new friend. Felt, LEDs, conductive thread, and craft materials combine to create stuffed animals, wearable electronic jewelry, headbands, belts, and more. 

· Create an avatar that represents you using simple graphics programs. 

· Kits provide easy and fun ways to learn to solder. Soldering is a useful skill for building more advanced electronics. Try Drawdio, which turns a pencil into a simple music synthesizer. Or Minty Boost, a battery-powered cellphone charger that fits inside a tiny gum tin. 

· MaKey MaKey An “invention kit for everyone,” MaKey MaKey should be a part of any tinkering classroom. MaKey MaKey creates a simple connection between the computer and everyday objects. Imagine playing music on bananas or using playdough as a game controller. Create MaKey Makey invention time for students to tinker, explore, and invent! 

High School

· Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and other open-source microcontrollers can be used to solve everyday problems, build robots that respond to sensors, lights, and colors, or talk to the Internet. Ask students to invent their own robots and machines, and then document those inventions online so others can learn from their efforts. 

· Program a game showcasing your knowledge of a mathematical topic. Free and low-cost software options can be found in the resources of Invent to Learn. 

· Low-cost, wearable, washable computers, such as Lilypad and Flora, can make computers mobile and take clothing into the twenty-first century. Explore ideas at sites such as the LilyPond or in books such as Arduino Wearables by Tony Olsson. 



portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359), https://www.techopedia.com/definition/28408/maker-movement, http://www.weareteachers.com/blogs/post/2015/04/03/how-the-maker-movement-is-transforming-education
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		[WEEK 3 PROJECT – ENGR 350 – ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING]

		Spring 2016









Name(s):_______________________________	Date:____________________	ENGR 350 –  Week 3





Week 3 Rubric (100)



Portfolio Aesthetics (25)



______(10) Content: The portfolio material is organized in a clear and well founded manner



	______(10) Quality: Material quality is acceptable and consistent with expectations for a formal project in an 		   academic course.  Material quality does not unduly and negatively impact the portfolio



	______(5) Supporting Files: Associated design files were submitted with the portfolio





Solution Methods/Results (75)



______(20) Contribution: Solution represents the work of the team and was not taken or modified from 

                    an existing source (either internal or external to class)



	______(25) Function: Solution performs as needed (described in the memo) and integrates with existing 		     hardware in an appropriate way to allow for continued and unsupervised usage



	______(25) Methodology: Demonstrated utilization of an iterative design methodology is evident through the 		     documents supplied in the Project Portfolio.  Multiple solution approaches were identified, vetted 		     and pursued with supported intent and assessed for performance in a formal way



	______(5) Communication: Questions related to the project were communicated effectively to the instructor



	



	______ TOTAL





Notes/Comments/Justification:



Overall Impression (to be considered with numeric grade above):                           1-Strong -----  5-Weak



CREATIVITY:    1  2  3  4  5    FORM:   1  2  3  4  5    FUNCTION:   1  2  3  4  5    OVERALL:   A  B  C  D  F   


Appendix 4.3.2.H Quizzes for Slide Deck Module 3





1. Good design is (select all that apply)



a. inexpensive



b. long-lasting						x



c. innovative						x



d. simple



e. aesthetic						x







2. The most important design characteristic is



a. to ensure the design is easily tested



b. to ensure customer requirements are met					x



c. to ensure the design is well understood



d. to ensure modification of the design is easy







3. The user friendliness of an interface is directly impacted by (choose the best answer):



a. the avoidance of unnecessary gesturing or steps



b. the size of screen and type of machine the interface being used with



c. the amount of, and clarity of, feedback in the system					x



d. the experiences and unique perspectives of the individual user







4. Which of the following represents an example describing semantic constraints in design?



a. understanding that a square peg will not fit be a good fit for a round hole



b. knowing that, while not explicitly stated, knobs to a dresser go on the outside face of a drawer  x



c. allowing the user to see hinges in a doorway so they may determine which way the door opens



d. using red knobs to indicate hot water faucets and blue knobs to indicate cold water faucets







5. Finish the phrase with the best available answer. Bad designs include “Things that don’t...”



a. get in your way



b. get lost



c. fall easily



d. fit well			x







6. The Engineering Design Process (choose the best alternative to finish the sentence)



a. is an iterative process that includes testing and redesign				x



b. is meant to reduce the time from concept to design



c. begins with definition of the prevailing problem



d. is flexible and allows you to skip steps as needed







7. The Engineering Design Process and the Fine Arts Design Process are similarly structured.



a. True			x



b. False







8. The key paradigm of iterative design is that



a. many hands make light work



b. every one minute in design saves you ten minutes of building



c. it is easier to improve a design repeatedly than to create a great design 				x



d. you are always moving forward and never retrace your steps









9. Design Thinking is applicable to every step of the design process.



a. True				x



b. False







10. In order to address significant and meaningful problems, design thinking should be



a. individual



b. independent



c. provocative



d. participatory			x







11. Design Thinking is defined by the following (choose the best answer).



a. quick action and rapid prototyping				x



b. including form and function in design



c. abstract conceptualization and free thinking



d. multiple materials and levels of fidelity







12. The only way to ‘become the customer’ is to formally survey clients for feedback.



a. True



b. False				x







13. CPS stands for



a. Careful Program Steps



b. Crucial Practical Sustainable



c. Critical Product Solution



d. Creative Problem Solving					x







14. Common features from the three design processes reviewed include (choose the best alternative)



a. testing, implementing, design brief



b. brainstorming, prototyping, evaluation



c. design brief, brainstorming, prototyping					x



d. design brief, prototyping, CAD







15. The problem statement includes (select all that apply)



a. where the solution will be made



b. scope and limitations				x



c. when the problem occurs				x



d. who needs the solution				x



e. what can be done in the short term







16. If your problem statement has an acting/evident solution, then you should



a. brainstorm at least two other ways of addressing the problem



b. use the acting/evident solution and move on				x



c. rewrite your problem statement more clearly



d. review the solution for opportunities to redesign and improve







17. An ‘unfocus’ group is when



a. you ask close family and friends for their thoughts



b. you ask about wants/desires instead of current experiences



c. you interview on multiple existing problems



d. you interview a diverse group of people					x







18. Which of the following are NOT examples of design requirements (choose all that apply).



a. quality



b. environment



c. marketability				x



d. safety



e. functionality







19. The term Ergonomics refers to the ____________________ of a product.



a. ease of use					x



b. ease of implementation



c. ease of mobility



d. ease of mind







20. A good design requirement statement includes (choose all that apply).



a. who benefits from the requirement				x



b. how to test/measure the requirement				x



c. why the requirement is necessary



d. what the desirable end-state is



e. what will happen if the requirement is removed







21. Part of writing a good design requirement is ensuring that you write in full sentences with no buzzwords or acronyms used.



a. True					x



b. False







22. The four major elements of a Design Brief are Problem Statement, ______________, _______________, and ________________.



a. Goals, Objectives and Obstacles



b. Problem Stakeholders, Problem Analysis and Problem Response



c. Goals, Solution Analysis, and Synopsis					x



d. Requirements, Solution Analysis, and Conclusion







23. Brainstorming allows everyone to bring their individual ideas to the table and coalesce around a single solution pathway.



a. True



b. False				x







24. Good rules for brainstorming include (select all that apply)



a. being critical of other’s contributions



b. do not solve the problem				x



c. using side conversations to stimulate discussion



d. defending your ideas



e. appoint a leader					x







25. When brainstorming as a team, it’s important to keep momentum going, even if that means a meeting may run longer than expected.



a. True



b. False				x









26. Prototyping is a fast way to build products for the customer with all the features/capabilities expected of the final product.



a. True



b. False				x







27. The most important motivation for pursuing prototyping is (select the best alternative)



a. it saves money and time



b. it prevents excessive amounts of rework



c. it helps marketing frame their campaign



d. it allows the customer/client to experience the product				x







28. Which of the following methods is used to evaluate and select from potential design solutions?



a. DBA							x



b. CPA



c. CPS



d. DSL







29. Which of the following represent Design Requirement categories (select all that apply)?



a. Financial Feasibility



b. Functionality						x



c. Aesthetics



d. Health, Safety and Environment				x



e. Security 							x







30.Which of the following are NOT considered as part of a solution’s implementation (select all that apply)?



a. Planning						



b. Knowledge, Skills, Abilities			



c. Innovation						



d. Price, Process, Portability				x



e. Assembly						x






Appendix 4.3.7.I Mission Planning



Scenario

Having just been notified of an impending deployment, you and your unit are undergoing routine preparations and planning. In addition to inventory, packing and staging, there is a significant amount of mission modeling that will be required. Various configurations and movements for deployment are being tested against a series of anticipated enemy counter-offenses. Planning is made difficult by the extreme terrain in the region you are deploying to, complicating line-of-sight, communications, logistics and maneuverability.



Problem

Typically, mission modeling has been done with a map in two dimensions. Your commanding officer, having knowledge of 3D printing, wants to see the degree to which the technology can enhance planning efforts. New knowledge will need to be generated along with new methods for creating mission modeling at-scale (the desktop 3D printers you possess are fused filament fabrication and typically have small build-plates while mission planning may easily take up a table top).



Task

Create a functional, proof-of-concept mission planning station using 3D printing. This station will include the map, friendly and adversary forces, and a definition of the procedures that define the method for creating the modeling station (i.e., the ‘instruction manual’ others may follow).



Team Roles

In this project, you will subdivide into specific team roles. Each role has a specialty that will contribute directly to the overall success of the project. Positive collaboration is essential in addressing the task at hand. Individuals should be placed into at least one of the following roles:

	a. Map Technician: responsible for creation of the digital map pieces (e.g., the .stl files)

	b. Printer Technician: responsible for the 3D printer’s operation and assessment of print quality

	c. Integration Specialist: responsible for functionality of final product

	d. Force Modeling Design: responsible for creating the necessary supporting objects

	e. Intellectual Property: responsible for documenting and certifying all created methodology



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Design Requirements and Creative Problem Solving

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2d and Problem Solving – Sourcing Errors

- Reverse Engineering: Internet, Field Manuals, etc. (reverse engineer the mission modeling process)



Things to Consider

- Terrain map generation has many user-options (e.g., vertical scaling, base height, etc.)

- Trade-offs in map size v. file size v. integration v. print quality

- How will map pieces integrate/join (how durable is the chosen method)



External Resource: http://jthatch.com/Terrain2STL/


Developing a Problem Statement

Developing a Problem Statement

1
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Design: Problem Statement

Description of issues

Why is the team needed to address the issue?

What is the problem

How/When does the problem occur

Whose problem is it (stakeholders)?

Who needs solution

Who decides problem has been solved

Developing a Problem Statement

2

What form can solution take?

Scope

Limitations

Time

Money

Resources

Technology
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Design: Problem Statement

Why use a problem statement

To focus attention of the individual/team

Assess creative and innovative limits

Scope too narrow/limited, narrow opportunities



Should not have an active/evident solution

If it does, then:

Your problem assessment is incorrect/incomplete

You should use the existing solution and move on

Developing a Problem Statement

3
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Design: Creating Design Brief

Single sheet of paper

Four major elements

Problem Statement

Description, constraints, budget, time, problem needs

Goals

What you plan to accomplish, due dates/milestones

Solution Analysis

Risk/benefit, planned solutions, sketches

Synopsis

Evaluation, conclusion/summary

Developing a Problem Statement

4
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Design: Universal Traveler Model

1. Accept Situation

2. Analyze the Problem/Situation

3. Define the Problem (clearly)

4. Ideate on the Possibilities

5. Select the Best Option

6. Implement

7. Evaluate

Developing a Problem Statement

5
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Appendix 4.3.5.C.C Supplemental Ideas for Repairing the Body



Supplemental Resources – Repairing the Human Body Module

Concerns and Questions

“The 21st Century Body Reloaded”

http://www.bioethics.ac.uk/news/Call-for-Papers-The-21st-Century-Body-Reloaded-.php



“Repairing and Replacing Body Parts: What's Next?”

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2012/13/130415-replacement-body-parts-longevity-medicine-health-science/

Why is it so important to be able to create human organs? (thousands of people die each year while waiting for an organ transplant.)

What “replacement parts” are now available or being tested?

-implant a tiny telescope within the eye to help restore some of the vision lost to age-related macular degeneration

-implant knee cartilage, skin, blood vessels, urethras, windpipes (trachea), and bladders.

-printed ear lobes and nose parts, miniature kidneys, and skin





Already today, we are using 3D printed parts for use in knee and other joint surgery.

“Sensodyne® and Discovery Network documentary - Repairing the Human Body”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_aKG0r79EY

Note: bio-glass, scaffolding, cell migration, scan a patient and print an exact replacement part



Important information about crucial human organs- available at 

“List of 10 Essential Organs of the Human Body”

http://www.brighthubeducation.com/science-homework-help/107443-ten-essential-organs-in-the-human-body/



Take a look at some of the today’s functional, 21st Century prosthetics-

“Beautifully Designed Prosthetic Limbs of the 21st Century”

http://mymodernmet.com/bespoke-innovations-fake-limb-fairings/



“Bionic Arms for Wounded Warriors”

http://www.military.com/video/specialties-and-personnel/veterans/bionic-arms-for-wounded-warriors/5262660911001

Review this site.
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Appendix 4.3.5.D.C Supplemental Ideas and Resources



Supplemental Ideas and Resources- The World’s Energy 



“Climate Change in 2016: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly”

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/climate-consensus-97-per-cent/2017/jan/02/climate-change-in-2016-the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly

Progress has been made, costs have been reduced, and even China has agreed to changes.

BUT, global warming continued- temperatures were hotter.

What will Donald Trump’s election as President mean to the global warming/climate change debate?

Will we ever agree- one way or the other- on this topic?



What is NASA’s view of climate change?

http://climate.nasa.gov/

See the world’s CO2 levels, temperature, artic ice levels, and land ice levels.

See the New View of CO2 (Full Story)

Scroll down and read the articles on Evidence, Causes, Effects, and Solutions.

Scroll further and read about Images of Change and Climate Time Machine.

Scroll down to learn how NASA is helping- and Making a Difference.





Basic Information

“Energy Sources- Renewable”

http://www.eia.gov/kids/energy.cfm?page=renewable_home-basics



TEACHERS: Good site to help you prepare to introduce this module.

“Energy Story”

http://www.energyarchive.ca.gov/energyquest/index.html



What energy sources are presented below?



	

     ”Green” electricity (e.g., from wind, water, solar)



		





		

						What is the effect of the idea of phasing 

out coal mining?





What are the major concerns over fracking?

(water, earthquakes)
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Appendix 4.3.7.I Mission Modeling



Scenario

Having just been notified of an impending deployment, you and your unit are undergoing routine preparations and planning. In addition to inventory, packing and staging, there is a significant amount of mission modeling that will be required. Various configurations and movements for deployment are being tested against a series of anticipated enemy counter-offenses. Planning is made difficult by the extreme terrain in the region you are deploying to, complicating line-of-sight, communications, logistics and maneuverability. 



Problem

Typically, mission modeling has been done with a map in two dimensions. Your commanding officer, having knowledge of 3D printing, wants to see the degree to which the technology can enhance planning efforts. New knowledge will need to be generated along with new methods for creating mission modeling at-scale (the desktop 3D printers you possess are fused filament fabrication and typically have small build-plates while mission planning may easily take up a table top). 



Task

Create a functional, proof-of-concept mission planning station using 3D printing. This station will include the map, friendly and adversary forces, and a definition of the procedures that define the method for creating the modeling station (i.e., the ‘instruction manual’ others may follow).



Team Roles

In this project, you will subdivide into specific team roles. Each role has a specialty that will contribute directly to the overall success of the project. Positive collaboration is essential in addressing the task at hand. It’s important to note that ALL TEAM MEMBERS are responsible for the contents of the final manual created (all members contribute to its development and sign off on its contents).



Team 1 - Printing, Slicing and Printer Maintenance: responsible for ensuring that the printer is functioning and that all generated .stl files are prepared appropriately for the printer model being used. Team will address any print quality issues and will understand and communicate printer abilities/limitations to the STL Generation teams.



Team 2 - Map Selection and STL Generation: responsible for managing .stl generation of the physical terrain. Team will review available software and evaluate to select the most appropriate tool for the case assigned. Team will work with Printer team to ensure generated files are printable.



Team 3 - Support Component STL Generation: responsible for designing, creating and generating .stl all supporting .stl files separate from terrain. Such files may include objects representing personnel, equipment, transport, surveillance, etc. or any objects which enhance or augment the physical terrain space (e.g., bridges, trees, structures, etc.).



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.





Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Design Requirements and Creative Problem Solving

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2d and Problem Solving – Sourcing Errors

- Reverse Engineering: Internet, Field Manuals, etc. (reverse engineer the mission modeling process)



Things to Consider

- Terrain map generation has many user-options (e.g., vertical scaling, base height, etc.)

- Trade-offs in map size v. file size v. integration v. print quality

- How will map pieces integrate/join (how durable is the chosen method)



External Resource: http://jthatch.com/Terrain2STL/
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Contract No. HR 0011-15-C-0048  

Welcome to your online course entitled “Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing.”  This course introduces you to a new way of manufacturing goods and items -- when you need them and where you need them.  The new way is called Additive Manufacturing.  Eventually, as the technology develops and matures, it will allow you to manufacture virtually any item that you can dream up, even if there is nothing like it that currently exists.  

As we will discover and discuss, Additive Manufacturing offers many advantages and benefits that traditional manufacturing methods are unable to deliver.

Before we go too much further, it behooves us to remind ourselves of the current definition of the term “manufacture.”

Since the start of the industrial revolution, the term manufacture has come to mean centralized, systemized, large scale, production of goods and items by means of machinery and employing division of labor.  Division of labor means that an individual worker specializes in and performs a limited number of operations. It also means that individual workers focus on and become expert and skilled in specialized knowledge.

In traditional manufacturing, the means of production (know-how, machinery, buildings, infrastructure, facilities, sales, marketing, etc.) are owned by a single entity – a sole owner, a partnership or an incorporated business.

As you will discover in this course, Additive Manufacturing has the potential of turning the current model of industrial manufacturing on its head: it will permit both central and decentralized production, it will allow and even require the individual worker to become a master of all skills, who is not only the designer but also the engineer, software expert, materials expert, the manufacturer, and the ultimate consumer, user or marketer.
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Module 3: Systematic Approach to Design
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The course is divided into four modules.  Module 1 introduces you to Additive Manufacturing Technology.

Module 2 digs deeper into the details of the process that starts from conceptualization of the item that you might want to manufacture and ends with the desired finished product.  It discusses the logical steps you must execute, in sequence, to realize the product.  

Module 3 teaches you a systematic approach to design.  The single most crucial activity to achieving a successful realization of the product is careful and thoughtful design carried out in a disciplined, systematic manner.

Module 4 illustrates current and potential applications of AM in several different industries.
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Course Objectives

Module 1: Introduction to Additive Manufacturing  (AM) Technology 



What is AM?

Classification Scheme for AM Technology

History of AM

Current State of AM Technology

Advantages and Benefits of AM

Challenges Facing AM

Quiz

Resources for continued Learning
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Module 1 covers the following topics:

Definition of AM; Classification scheme for AM technology; History of AM; current state of AM; Advantages and benefits of AM, Challenges facing AM.  

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a quiz.  You are strongly urged to take all quizzes.  If all the quizzes are completed with a passing grade of 66 percent, then a certificate may be printed that attests to your having achieved a basic understanding of AM technology.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Course Objectives (contd.)

Module 2: From Concept to Final Product



3-D Computer Model of End Product

Design Considerations for AM

Model File Manipulation and conversion to printer language

Manufacturing

Post-Processing (Finishing)

Quiz

Resources for continued Learning
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Module 2 covers the logical sequence of steps taken to produce the desired product.  It covers creation of a 3-dimensional (3-D) computer model of the product; (a model is a three-dimensional computer drawing of the product)

Design considerations that must be reflected in the 3-D model; design considerations are equivalent to best practices that your design should reflect.  Design considerations are dependent on and are derived from many parameters, which include end-use of the product and its desired performance characteristics, its materials of construction, and the specific AM technology employed in its manufacture.

Manipulation of the computer model and the conversion of its file to a file containing commands to be executed by the “printer”

The actual production of the desired product on a printer;

Post-processing of the product to ensure that it exhibits the desired form, fit and finish characteristics.

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a quiz.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Course Objectives (contd.)

Module 3:  Systematic 

      Approach to Design



Iterative Design

Design in 10 Steps

Design Requirements

Developing a Problem Statement

Creative Problem Solving

Systematic Design Process

Quiz

Resources for continued Learning
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Module 3 teaches the concepts of systematic approach to Design.  Design is the single most important activity to ensure a successful realization of the desired product.  Therefore, it is imperative to follow a disciplined, rigorous and systematic approach to design.

Module 3 introduces you to different approaches to systematic design, it discusses how to develop a problem statement – the problem that your product will solve or resolve;

Module 3 introduces you to various techniques for creative problem solving. 

A Systematic Design Process is introduced.  This process includes the following steps:  developing a critical basis of design, identifying several design solutions, evaluating solutions and selecting one for detailed design and implementation.

KSAA (is this needed for this course – talk to Justin)??

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a Quiz.  As mentioned earlier, you are strongly urged to take all quizzes.  If all the quizzes are completed with a passing grade of 66 percent, then a certificate may be printed that attests to your having achieved a basic understanding of AM technology.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Course Objectives (contd.)

Module 4:  Applications



Aerospace

Healthcare

Military

Food

ORNL and Local Motors

Resources for continued Learning
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Module 4 contains a list of applications of AM technology in selected industries.  Applications in Aerospace, Healthcare, Military, Food and Nutrition, and ?? are shown.

There is no quiz for this section.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Printer Kit Assembly Instructions	

Appendix 6.2.X

Printer Kit Assembly Instructions





Version 7




I. Printer Kit Case Layout

The Printer Kit components are organized into four layers inside the Printer Kit Case.  The custom-cut foam layers allow components and subassemblies to be re-packed in the same manner when disassembled.  The top layer is Layer 1 and the bottom layer is Layer 4. A detailed drawing and photo of each layer are included below to ensure that all pieces are accounted for and to aid in subsequent assemblies and disassemblies. 


Print Kit Case

Layer 1

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2











Layer 1








Layer 2 with Top Foam Removed








Layer 3 with Top Foam Removed








Layer 4



II. General Assembly Instructions

The 3D Printer (offered as) is a sophisticated electro-mechanical system.  It is important that all procedures are read and followed to avoid damage that would prevent full and correct assembly and operation of the 3D Printer.  Applied Systems and Technology Transfer, LLC (AST2) is not responsible for damage resulting from failure to follow instructions.

These instructions will provide detailed information about 3D Printer assembly and 3D Printer components that will be used to build a functioning Printer. Instructions are also provided for disassembly and operations of the 3D Printer.

It is important to follow these general guidelines when assembling the Printer Kit.



· Unless otherwise noted, Printer Kit components and subassemblies are not to be disassembled.  Disassembly should return the Printer Kit to the same condition in which it arrived.  

· Screws that are black anodized should not be removed. 

· Always start screws by hand to ensure that the screw is threaded properly.  

· Screws do NOT need excessive force to tighten.  

· Thumbscrews generally do not require a wrench.

· If a screw is hard to turn, make sure that the correct screw is being used in the correct location.  



Contact Applied Systems & Technology Transfer, LLC (AST2) if any parts are missing or not functioning properly.  Leave a note in the kit so other users are aware of the missing or malfunctioning parts.  Applied Systems & Technology Transfer, LLC (AST2) welcomes and appreciates any comments on 3D Printer Kit assembly or operation as feedback is used in its continued improvement.

Support via on-line ticket at support.ast2.net  




III. Assembly Instructions



NOTE: Refer to Case Layer Drawings and Alphabetical Parts Listing to find referenced parts.



1. Connect the Left Side Assembly and the Right Side Assembly with the Bottom Plate using four M5 x 18 flat head screws from the Z-Axis plastic box



Screw locations, countersinks on Bottom Plate should be facing you 





2. Connect all four Printer Feet to the Printer Legs and Side Clamps.



Inside of the Printer Leg has Side Clamp attached








3. Remove the Left Side Channel by unscrewing the four Black Thumbscrews.  

Screw two Green Thumbscrews through the Left Side Assembly and into the Printer Leg and Side Clamp until tight. Re-attach the Left Side Channel with the four Black Thumbscrews.



4. Repeat Step 3 for the Right Side Channel.



Insert Green Thumbscrews from outside of the frame, through the Printer Leg and into the Side Clamp





Green Thumbscrews tightened to the Side Clamp inside of the frame






5. Rest the Printer on its back. Mount the Z-Axis Motor to the Bottom Plate using the two Gold Thumbscrews and the Z-Axis Motor Mount. Gold Thumbscrews go up through the Bottom Plate, through the Z-Axis Motor Mount, through the frame, and into the bottom of the Z-Axis Motor.



Wires go towards the rear of the Printer





6. Remove the Z-Axis Knob by loosening the small setscrew. Remove the four screws from Z-Axis Rail and Carriage. Thread the L-Plate with Bronze Acme Nut onto the Z-Axis Lead Screw and replace the Z-Axis Knob.



  
Rotate lead screw counter-clockwise to lower the L-Plate

Z-Axis Knob and Flat Head Screws from Z-Axis Carriage removed



7. Rest the Printer on its left side. Align the holes in the L-Plate with the holes in Z-Axis Carriage and insert the four screws removed in the previous Step and tighten.



Insert screws through L-Plate and into the Z-Axis Carriage

Z-Axis Knob replaced





8. Attach the four Idler Bolts to the Y-Axis Plate by tightening the bottom nuts of the Idler Bolts.  Do not over tighten Idler Bolts because the bearings must be able to turn freely. The Front Idler Bolt nut should only be hand tight and able to slide in its slot for adjustment in a later Step.  



Front Idler Bolt

Y-Axis Carriage



Each Idler Bolt needs a nut on both sides



 

9. Remove four screws and lock washers from Y-Axis Carriage.  Align the holes in the Diamond Plate with the holes in the Y-Axis Carriage and attach them with the four screws and lock washers. The lock washers go onto the screw THEN through the Diamond Plate and into the Y-Axis Carriage.



Insert screws with lock washers through Diamond Plate and into Y-Axis Carriage





10. Attach the Y-Axis Plate to the L-Plate using three M5 flat head screws from the Y-Axis Components Box.


Insert Flat Head Screws

through Y-Axis Plate and into L-Plate 






11. Attach the Y-Axis Motor to the L-Plate using the screws with washers located in the Y-Axis Motor. Wires go towards the rear of the Printer.









Wires go towards the rear of the Printer








12. Remove the Z-Axis Knob and align the Top Plate.  Connect the Top Plate to the Left Side Assembly and the Right Side Assembly using M5 flat head screws found in the Z-Axis Components Box.



X-Axis Carriage

Screw locations








13. Take the Bearing from Z-Axis Components Box and slide it onto the top of the Z-Axis Lead Screw.  Make sure the bearing is completely seated down into the cutout in the Top Plate. Attach the Idler Bolt to the Top Plate slot with the nut only hand tight and able to slide in its slot for adjustment in a later Step.





14. Replace the Z-Axis Knob and tighten the setscrew.  Insert the Yellow Thumbscrew into the hole in in front of the Z-Axis Knob and tighten it snuggly again the Z-Axis Knob. Do not over-tighten.



Do not over-tighten the

Yellow Thumbscrew

against the Z-Axis Knob



	


15. Attach X-Axis Motor to the Top Plate using the four screws with washers located in the X-Axis Motor. Make sure that the short screw is in the front left corner.  Wires go towards the rear of the Printer.



Short screw goes into the cutout here.





Wires go towards the rear of the Printer.






16. Attach the Extruder Bottom to the X-Axis Carriage using the four screws with washers located in the X-Axis Carriage. Use the two holes in the curved area of the Extruder Bottom and the middle set of holes as shown in the photo below.




17. Slide Hot End into the slot in the Extruder Bottom until it seats flush with the end of the slot.






18. Wrap the X-Axis Belt around the gear on the X-Axis Motor and around the Idler Bolt. Make sure the teeth on the X-Axis Belt face inwards. Tighten the X-Axis Belt by sliding the Idler Bolt to the left. Tighten the bottom nut on the Idler Bolt with a wrench. Double-check the tension on the X-Axis Belt, it should still be tight. 



Belt Clamp on side closeted to the rail





19. Remove the screws with washers from the Belt Clamp. Align the holes in the Belt Clamp with those in the Extruder Bottom. Connect the Extruder Bottom to the Belt Clamp with screws with washers previously removed.








20. Wrap the Y-Axis Belt around the gear on the Y-Axis Motor and around the four Idler Bolts as shown in the photo below. Make sure the teeth on the Y-Axis Belt face inwards.  Tighten the belt by sliding the Front Idler Bolt towards the front of the Printer. Tighten the bottom nut on the Idler Bolt with a wrench. Double-check the tension on the X-Axis Belt, it should still be tight.


Belt Clamp on side closeted to the rail





21. Remove the screws with washers from the Y-Axis Belt Clamp. Align the Diamond Plate with the holes in the Y-Axis Belt Clamp. Replace the screws with washers and tighten.





22. Position the Extruder Motor so the wires go to the right. Slide the Filament Guide onto the gear of the Extruder Motor. Orient the Filament Drive with the bearing to the right. Attach the Filament Drive to the Extruder Motor using the screws with washers located in the Extruder Motor.


Wires leave Extruder Motor on the right side with filament hole facing upward in this arraignment.





23. Place the Extruder Motor and Filament Drive Assembly onto the Extruder Bottom.  

Secure the Extruder Top over the Extruder Motor using the two Silver Thumbscrews found in the X-Axis Components Box.




24. Use the long Black Thumbscrew found in the X-Axis Components Box to secure the Hot End by pushing it through the hole in the front right-side of the Extruder Bottom and tightening it through the captured nut on the back side of the Hot End Slot in the Extruder bottom.



25. Remove the three Red Thumbscrews, three Wave Springs, and Print Board Spacer from the Print Board Plate.


Print Board Plate with Red Thumbscrews, Wave Springs and Print Board Spacer removed






26. Position the Print Board Plate with the notch to the right and the end with the single screw hole towards the front as shown in the photo below. Attach the Rear Board Clamps to the Print Board Plate with screws and washers. Attach the Front Board Clamp using the Blue Thumbscrew to the front of the Print Board Plate. Both Front and Rear Board Clamp screws should only be hand tight for adjustment in a later Step. 






27. Flip the Print Board Plate Assembly over, so the Blue Thumbscrew is pointing down. Slide the Print Board into the Rear Print Board Clamps on the Print Board Plate until the Print Board is completely seated into the Rear Print Board Clamps. Slide the Front Print Board Clamp out and lower the Print Board onto the Print Board Plate. Press the Front Print Board Clamp tightly again the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew. Then tighten the screws in the Rear Print Board Clamps. Loosen the blue thumbscrew and remove the Print Board.





28. Place the Print Board Spacer onto the Diamond Plate with the counterbore around the holes facing up. Insert the three Wave Springs into the Print Board Spacer counterbore. Make sure the Wave Springs are completely seated into the counterbore. Align the holes in the Print Board Spacer with the holes in the Diamond Plate.







29. Align the three holes in the Print Board Plate above the three Wave Spring, making sure to not dislodge the Wave Springs. From below the Diamond Plate, insert the Red Thumbscrews up through the Diamond Plate and into the Print Board Plate. Lightly tighten all three of the Red Thumbscrews.



Place pressure down onto the Print Board Plate to compress the Wave Springs while inserting the Red Thumbscrews.






30.  Tighten all three Red Thumbscrews so their ends are just below the surface of the Print Board Plate.







31. The Z-Axis End Stop is made up of three components: Black Thumbscrew, Washer, and Spring. Insert the Z-Axis End Stop into the Top Plate, next to the Z-Axis Knob, and tighten it until the spring starts to compress. 



    




32. Position the RAMBo with the USB port facing the front of the Printer and align the holes in the acylic RAMBo mount to the holes in the Bottom Plate. Attach using two Orange Thumbscrews.





33. Untangle all wires and make sure they are routed to the back of the Printer. Remove both the Left Side Channel and the Right Side Channel and set them aside.










34. The following wires are the Right-Side Wires. Hot End Wire, Thermistor Wire, Fan Wire, Extruder Motor Wire, X-Axis Limit Switch Wire and X-Axis Motor Wire. Pass the Right-Side Wires through the hole in the right side of the Frame.



NOTE: Motor wires are red, green, yellow, and blue. Limit Switch wires are black and white. The source of the wires can be identified by the color of the zip tie near the plug. 



X-Axis Limit Switch and Motor 	green zip tie

Y-Axis Limit Switch and Motor 	yellow zip tie

Z-Axis Limit Switch and Motor 	orange zip tie

Extruder Motor 			white zip tie









35. Starting at the Extruder Top, group the wires from the Hot End, Thermistor, and Fan together and insert them into the Long Wire Sleeve.  Then group the Extruder Motor Wire and X-Axis Limit Switch Wire and insert them into the Long Wire Sleeve.  Attach zip ties around the Long Wire Sleeve at the front and back of the Extruder Top, where Extruder Motor and X-Axis Limit Switch Wires enter the Long Wire Sleeve.  







36. Insert the X-Axis Motor Wire for the last 1” of the Long Wire Sleeve and secure with a zip tie. Snip end off of zip tie to give the printer a finished look.





37. Plug all wires into appropriate places on the RAMBo, see photo below for details.  Place a zip tie around the wires to the right of the RAMBo after wiring is completed. Snip the end off of the zip tie, careful not to cut any wires, to give the printer a finished look. Refer to Step 34 for help determining which wires belong to which part.







38. Replace the Right Side Channel ensuring that the wires pass through the notch at the top. Make sure no wires are pinched between the Right Side Channel and the Right Side Frame before tightening the four Black Thumbscrews.



The wire sleeve passes through the notch in the right side channel. The zip tie sits just outside the channel






39. The following wires are the Left Side Wires: Y-Axis Motor Wire, Y-Axis Limit Switch Wire and Z-Axis Limit Switch Wire. Pass the Left Side Wires through the hole in the Left Side Frame. Refer to Step 34 for help determining which wires belong to which part.





40. Insert the Left Side Wires into the Short Wire Sleeve. Attach a zip tie on each end of the Short Wire Sleeve after the wires are inserted. Snip ends off of both of the zip ties to give the printer a finished look.





41. Plug the Left Side Wires and the Z-Axis Motor Wire into the appropriate locations on RAMBo, see photo below. Place a zip tie around the wires to the left of the RAMBo after wiring is completed. Snip the end off of the zip tie, careful not to cut any wires, to give the printer a finished look. Pull excess wire though the hole in the Left Side Frame and slide wires in the slot between the Z-Axis Motor and Left Side Frame.

Refer to Step 34 for help determining which wires belong to which part.








42. Attach the Spool Holder to the Left Side Channel using two White Thumbscrews from inside of the Left Side Channel. Replace the Left Side Channel, making sure that all wires cleanly pass through the notch without pinching. The zip tie on the Short Wire Sleeve should be on the outside of the Left Side Channel. Secure the Left Side Channel with the bottom two Black Thumbscrews, then attach the Filament Guide using the top two Black Thumbscrews. Attached the Filament Tube to Filament Guide.







43. Place Front Cover into the slots on the Printer Legs. Place LCD Controller into the slots on the Front Cover. The LCD Controller’s Ribbon Cables go under the Front Cover.







44. Cross the LCD Controller’s Ribbon Cables and plug them into the RAMBo. The Ribbon Cables should only cross ONCE. Make sure the red stripes on the Ribbon Cables are towards the front of the Printer when plugged into the RAMBo. 



Wires cross over each other only once







Make sure the red stripes on the Ribbon Cables are towards the front of the Printer






45. Attach the Power Breakout Board to the Back Cover using provided screw, washer, and locknut. Insert the Back Cover into the slots on the Printer Legs. Plug the Power Breakout Board into the RAMBo.








46. Place the Top Cover onto the Printer Legs. You may need to raise the Print Board Plate by turning the Z Knob to provide enough space to fit the Top Cover.



47. Place the Print Board on the Print Board Plate and slide it towards the back of the Printer until it is fully seated in the Rear Board Clamps. Then adjust the Front Board Clamp to fit snuggly against the front of the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew.









48. Plug the AC Adapter into the Power Breakout Board located at the back of the printer, then plug the AC Adapter into a 120 volt AC outlet. The Printer is now mechanically operational, but there is still some crucial setup left to do.




IV. Printer Board Leveling

Print Board Leveling is adjusted by the three Red Thumbscrews located below the Print Board Plate and the one black Z-Axis End Stop located on the Top Plate. The three Red Thumbscrews adjust the tilt of the Print Board side-to-side and front-to back. The Black Z-Axis End Stop adjusts the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board. You are calibrating the Hot End to be two print layers away from the Print Board, approximately 0.2 mm, which is the thickness of a standard business card.

NOTE: Be Safe! Only level the Print Board when the Hot End is cold. Print Board Leveling should never be performed when the Hot End is hot as it can permanently damage the Print Board and the Hot End.



Z-Axis End Stop 

z



Z-Axis Knob



Hot End



Z-Axis Lock



Z-Axis Limit Switch



Print Board

Gap





Print Board     Plate



Diamond Plate





Red Thumbscrews
















a) Remove the Print Board from the Print Board Plate.

b) Visually locate the ends of the three Red Thumbscrews in the Print Board Plate.

c) Tighten all three Red Thumbscrews until they are flush with the Print Board Plate. 

d) Loosen each Red Thumbscrew 1 ½ turns. Confirm that the end of each Red Thumbscrew is recessed the same amount below the surface of the Print Board Plate. 

NOTE: If you are having difficulty determining how much to turn the Red Thumbscrews, re-tighten all three Red Thumbscrews until they are flush with the top of the Print Board Plate, then place a mark on the right side of each Red Thumbscrew. This will give you a visual indicator as you turn the Red Thumbscrews.

e) Grab the Print Board Plate and gently wiggle it up-and-down and back-and-forth to make sure the Wave Springs are properly seated in the Print Board Spacer counterbore, and to check for any loose screws. Tighten any screws that feel loose. (A 3D printer with loose screws could produce poor quality prints.)

f) Install the Print Board by pressing it firmly into the Rear Board Clamps, then press the Front Board Clamp firmly against the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew.

g) Loosen the Z-Axis End Stop so that the end of the screw extends no more than ½” below the Top Plate.

h) Place a standard business card on the Print Board. Move the Hot End and the Print Board so that the Hot End is located directly over the center of the Print Board. Using the Z-Axis Knob, lift the Print Board until the Hot End lightly touches the business card.  The business card should be moveable with slight resistance against the Hot End. 

NOTE: Try to not press down on the Print Board when moving the business card as this will make the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board appear larger than it is. If the Z-Axis End Stop prevents you from lifting the Print Board high enough, loosen the Z-Axis End Stop a little more and go back to Step H.

i) While holding the Z-Axis Knob, tighten the Yellow Thumbscrew to lock the Z-Axis Lead Screw in place so the Print Board can’t move up or down along the Z-Axis.

j) Move the Hot End and Print Board to position the Hot End at Blue Circle 1 (refer to the picture on the following page) approximately 1” from the right side of the Print Board. Using the business card, check the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board. Adjust only the right Red Thumbscrew, denoted as Red Circle 1 (refer to the picture on the following page). Adjust the right Red Thumbscrew until the business card is moveable with slight resistance against the Hot End.

k) Repeat Step J, moving the Hot End to Blue Circle 2 in the picture, approximately 1” from the left side of the print board, and adjust only the front Red Thumbscrew, Red Circle 2.

l) Repeat Step J, moving the Hot End to Blue Circle 3 in the picture, approximately 1” from the left side of the print board, and adjust only the rear red thumbscrew, Red Circle 3.

Blue circles tell you where to position the Hot End. Red circles tell you which Red Thumbscrew to adjust with each blue circle position
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m) Repeat the last three steps with each Red Thumbscrew to double-check that you have a consistent gap between the Hot End and the Print Board in all three locations.

n) Gently press and release the Z-Axis Limit Switch and listen for it to click. Now slowly tighten the Z-Axis End Stop until you hear it click when it presses the Z-Axis Limit Switch.

o) Loosen the Yellow Thumbscrew then use the Z-Axis Knob to lower the Print Board several inches.

p) To check the adjustment of the Z-Axis Limit Switch:

1. Press the LCD button; menu will display.

2. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

3. Go to “Auto Home” and select.

4. The Hot End and Print Board will move to 0, 0, 0 position which is determined by the X, Y, and Z-Axis Limit Switches.

NOTE: If you hear any loud or unusual noise from the printer, stop and troubleshoot.  Causes may include: belts may not be aligned, the Yellow Thumbscrew may not be loosened enough, you may need to apply more grease to Z-Axis Lead Screw, limit switches are not functioning properly, etc.

5. Tighten the Yellow Thumbscrew to lock the Z-Axis Lead Screw in place so the Print Board can’t move up or down along the Z-Axis.

6. Press LCD button; menu will display.

7. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

8. Go to “Disable Steppers” and select. This will allow you to move the Hot End and Print Board to check the gap with the business card. The business card should be moveable with only slight resistance.

9. If the gap is correct, you’re done. If the gap is too tight, turn the Z-Axis End Stop Screw ¼ turn clockwise. If the gap is too large, turn the Z-Axis End Stop Screw ¼ turn counter-clockwise.

10. Loosen the Yellow Thumbscrew then use the Z-Axis Knob to lower the Print Board several inches.

11. Re-check the adjustment of the Z-Axis End Stop by repeating the previous 10 Steps until the gap is correct.

NOTE: This full process for Print Board Leveling typically only needs to be done when you are assembling the Printer from the kit, replaced the Hot End, or if the Print Board goes out of calibration. For day-to-day use, the Print Board should stay level. Always remove the Print Board before attempting to remove a printed part from the Print Board. Attempting to remove a part from the Print Board while it is still connected to the Printer is a quick way to get your Print Board out of calibration, and very well may damage the Printer.




V. Printer Testing

It is important to test all components of the printer prior to use. This section provides directions to verify that all wires are connected properly, motors are wired properly, and limit switches are in the correct position.  The 3D printer must be powered on prior to beginning testing.



Checking the Motors

1. Press LCD Knob; menu will display.

2. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

3. Go to “Move Axis” and select; menu will display.

4. Go to “1 mm”, and select, menu will display.

5. Go to “X-Axis” and select. 

6. Rotate the LCD Knob slowly!  Rotating clockwise will cause the Extruder Motor Assembly to move to the right.  Rotating counter-clockwise will cause the Extruder Motor Assembly to move to the left. This confirms that motor has been wired properly. If a motor other than the one you selected moves, then the wiring want not done correctly. 

7. Repeat Steps 1-6 for the Y-Axis and Z-Axis. 



Checking the Hot End

1. Lower the Print Board away from the Hot End to avoid contact between the two.

2. Press LCD button; menu will display. 

3. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

4. Go to “Preheat PLA” and select.

5. Temperature will start to increase. It is set at 225°C for PLA.

6. The fan should come on when the temperature reaches about 50°C. Carefully look and listen to verify that the fan turns on.

7. After the temperature reaches 225°C go to “Prepare” and select.

8. Go to “Cooldown” and select. The Hot End should cool back to room temperature with the fan turning off when the temperature of the Hot End goes below 50°C.




Installing & Feeding Filament







Note:  You cannot feed filament when Hot End is cold, the Extruder Motor will not turn. 

1. Slide spool of desired filament onto Spool Holder. Pass filament through the Filament Guide and into the Filament Tube on the same as it leaves the spool. You may have to move the Filament Tube to the other hole in the Filament Guide.

2. Go to “Prepare”, and select. Then go to “Preheat PLA” and select. Wait until the Hot End is heated to 225°C.

3. Go to “Prepare” and select.

4. Go to “Move Axis” and select.

5. Go to “1 mm” and select.

6. Go to “Extruder” and select.

7. Feed filament down into the small hole in the top of the Filament Drive and to the Extruder Motor’s Gear.

8. Hold the filament with one hand, and turn the LCD Knob; clockwise will push filament into the Hot End and counter-clockwise will pull filament out of the Hot End.

Filament should be drawn through the Filament Drive, past the Extruder Gear, and into the hole in the top of the Hot End. If the filament does not come out of the Hot End then there is an alignment issue. 


Troubleshooting Alignment Issues



1. Cut the end of the filament at an angle so it goes in easier.

2. Loosen the Silver Thumbscrews that hold the Extruder Top and Bottom together.

3. Lift the Extruder Motor and align the filament coming out of the Extruder Drive so that it goes into the hole in the top of the Hot End. Tighten the Silver Thumbscrews.

4. Extrude some filament by turning the LCD knob to verify it’s working correctly.



Do not leave the filament in the Hot End if the Printer will be idle for a week or longer as it will deteriorate, becoming more heat resistant, which leads to clogging.

Cooldown

Do not leave the Hot End heated for long periods when not in use.



1. Go to “Prepare” and select.

2. Go to “Cool Down” and select.

3. Temperature will start to decrease.

4. The Fan will turn off when the temperature reaches 50°C. When the Hot End temperature is below 50°C it is safe to unplug the power source.



Test Print

An test file has been preloaded on the SD card. Print the test file to check the print quality. Do not print any other file until the test file is accurately printed.

1. If not already in LCD, insert SD card fully in the left side of LCD.

2. Go to “Print from SD” and select the test file.

3. The Hot End temperature will begin to rise to the set point shown on LCD Screen.

4. Hot End will move to front right of the Print Board and extrude a small amount of filament. 

5. Printing of the test part will initiate.

6. If the test part does not print, refer to the Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide for further assistance.

7. If the test part successfully prints, inspect the quality of the printed part. If the quality is not acceptable, the Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide for further assistance.




Understanding proper operation and maintenance is key to successful 3D printing.  It is very important to read and understand the Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide and view the videos listed below.  



IMPORTANT - Visit invent3d.ast2.net for the most up-to-date documentation and settings. 



The slicing program, Slic3r, must be downloaded from invent3d.ast2.net so that it has the correct settings for the Printer. Use of other slicing settings NOT specific to the Printer will cause it to print poorly and may damage the printer. 



Printer Videos (available on YouTube)

· Installing Slic3r: https://youtu.be/-kWy8JPh2IQ

· Keys to Success: https://youtu.be/4-TP87f_Dtk

· Changing Filament: https://youtu.be/GkhGFjlLo9Y

· Part Removal: https://youtu.be/YJ2lwoVA1l4

· Print Board Leveling: https://youtu.be/t5xmp9knYew

· Routine Maintenance: https://youtu.be/GVPg4gXYw9w

· Z Axis Calibration: https://youtu.be/jwzYRii9fM0



Applying BuildTak to the Print Board



BuildTak is an adhesive for the Print Board that allows for easy removal of printed items.  Other materials can be used but BuildTak provides ease of use. Parts must be removed carefully to prevent damaging the BuildTak sheet. 

1. Remove Print Board from printer. 

2. Remove old BuildTak and if necessary, clean Print Board if residual layer of adhesive remains.

3. Remove the plastic covering over the back of new BuildTak sheet to expose the adhesive.

4. Carefully begin laying the BuildTak down and smoothing it from one side of the Print Board to other side. If bubbles get trapped between the BuildTak and the Print Board, pull the BuildTak off of the Print Board just enough to press out the bubbles and reapply the BuildTak.
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Design: Requirements

Functionality – does product fulfill purpose

Quality – does product meet/exceed standards

Safety – does product meet codes/regulations

Ergonomics – built for ease of use

Appearance/Aesthetics – pleasing to senses

Economics – product cost (make + purchase)

Environment – issues and impacts

Design Requirements
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MEMORANDUM



DATE:		17 Feb 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Navy: The Real Deal



The USS Green Bay, a San Antonio Class ship, requires urgent repairs to the gussets of the main propulsion diesel engines.  To perform the repairs, the T1 and T2 bolts must be loosened for each of the four Fiarbanks Morse 16-cylinder Colt-Pielstick PC2.5 STC two shaft diesel engines (8 total locations).  Torqueing of the T1 and T2 bolts is performed via a special tool provided by Huntington Ingalls Industries (HII) designed to fit around a portion of the nut of each of  the bolts despire tight clearancees.  The tools has vanished but the repairs cannot wait.



We have been called to design and manufacture a plastic prototype of the HII tool that can be used for field testing and proof-of-concept before creating the final tool via Laser Metal Deposition (which is inherently more expensive).  While the primary objective is to re-create the functionality of the HII tool, where possible you should enhance and optimize the original tool design to improve its functionality, strength and manufacturability while reducing the quantity of material used.



Due Date Portfolio:  27 February 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: 	(a) Part files with naming convention LastName.ext

		(b) Finished plastic prototype solution printed in PLA

		(c) Write-up explaining expected performance specs

		(d) Portfolio illustrating your steps and movement through the Systematic Design Process 



Rubric Provided: Yes
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Appendix 4.3.5.A.D Biomimicry Support



SUPPORT and RESEARCH

“Biomimicry: Designed By Nature”  (Video)

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2016-04-07/design-in-nature-biomimicry

“Post-9/11 Technology Brings Exoskeletons, Laser Cannons to 21st-Century U.S. Military [Slide Show]”

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/post-911-military-technology/

Biomimicry examples

https://biomimicry.org/biomimicry-examples/#.V_vhaCSqE8I





What are the most important 21st Century Innovation Topics?



Megaproblems of the 21st Century



1. GLOBAL WARMING

2. EXCESSIVE POPULATION GROWTH World population may grow to 8.9 billion people, with a growing demand for consumer goods and carbon-based energy, far exceeding what the planet can handle.

3. WATER SHORTAGES Rivers and aquifers are drying up. Many farmers will not have the water essential for food growing. There will be wars over water.

4. DESTRUCTION OF LIFE IN THE OCEANS

5. MASS FAMINE IN ILL-ORGANIZED COUNTRIES Farm productivity is declining.

6. PANDEMICS AIDS is continuing to spread. Infectious pandemics could spread at unstoppable rates, as they have in the past, but now with the capability to kill enormous numbers of people.

7. EXTREME POVERTY 2 to 3 billion people live in conditions of extreme poverty, with lack of sanitation. The difference between rich and poor is becoming ever more extreme.

8. UNSTOPPABLE GLOBAL MIGRATIONS Large numbers of people are leaving the poorest countries and shanty cities, wanting to find a life in countries with opportunity.

9. VIOLENT RELIGIOUS EXTREMISM Religious extremism and jihads may become widespread, leading to large numbers of suicide terrorists, and religious war between Muslims and Christians.

10. RUNAWAY COMPUTER INTELLIGENCE Computers will acquire the capability to increase their own intelligence until a chain reaction happens of machines becoming more intelligent at electronic speed.

    

Biomimicry and the Military – Consider how biomimicry can be used in our military and to help our soldiers.



Think back to the first images you saw yesterday.



Biomimicry and everyday life – Consider how biomimicry can be used to make our everyday lives easier.



Biomimicry and recreation – Consider how biomimicry can be used to make recreational activities (a wide variety) more enjoyable and effective.













SOME MORE RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES

1. Watch the video

“Design in Nature: Biomimicry”

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2016-04-07/design-in-nature-biomimicry





2. Read the article from the Biomimicry Institute

https://biomimicry.org/biomimicry-examples/#.V_vhaCSqE8I

Click on More. . . after each example



1.	What can we learn from the mosquito and the wasp?

needle that penetrates like a mosquito, using pressure to stabilize and painlessly glide into skin.  Researchers created a neuroprobe based on the wasp’s egg-laying spike that requires the least amount of force to move. The less force a neurosurgeon can use, the more they can be certain to leave your brain undamaged



2.	What advantages would the example of tubercles of whales provide to turbine blades?

The whale’s surprising dexterity is due mainly to its flippers, which have large, irregular looking bumps called tubercles. Sheets of water passing through a humpback’s tubercles maintain even channels of fast-moving water, allowing humpbacks to move at sharper angles and turn tighter corners. Aerodynamic improvements tubercles in blades: 8% improvement in lift and 32% reduction in drag, 40% increase in angle of attack over smooth flippers before stalling.



3.	Modeled from kingfishers, the bullet train has demonstrated improvement in what ways?

Less noise, 10% greater speed, 15% less electricity use

Next, look at the examples that follow.
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4.3.4.C Reverse Engineering Small Group Project









MEMORANDUM



DATE:		16 Mar 2017



TO:		<Insert Group>, Reverse Engineering Division



FROM:		Miriam Schinto, VP of Manufacturing

		Arrunt Arrund Technologies



SUBJECT:	Product Knowledge Needed ASAP



Team, our manufacturing group is being faced with some significant competition from a new start-up. They've released a series of products that extend beyond our current offerings and our CEO is looking for ideas to re-take our strong position in the marketplace. I'm asking that you all take some time today to examine a few of our competitors existing products that we purchased from the local distributor down the street. We need some 'actionable intelligence' on what these products do and we need some preliminary designs on potential Arrunt Arrund products that could compete with them.



Your supervisor will coordinate product assignment. By the end of this task, we'll need a short write-up on the existing product (without mentioning competitor names, of course) and we'll need the Arrunt Arrund design(s). Use whatever tools are necessary, just ensure that there's not chance of infringement on IP or Copyright here (legal has been very clear that you need to be systematic, well documented and methodical in your efforts).



Ask questions of your supervisor as necessary. All the best.







<Teams choose product from 'hat' or are assigned by trainer>

<We would have samples of all products>

<These include, tape dispenser, french press, shopping cart (scale model), computer mouse, tripod, etc.)
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Appendix 4.3.5.A.C Awesome Inventions



Awesome Inventions

What Do You Already Know?

Name of Organism				Human accomplishments or products



1. Cockleburs				a) Radar and sonar navigation

		

2. Gecko					b) Clues to fighting diabetes



3. Blue mussel				c) New fiber manufacturing technique-    						            used in parachute wires, suspension 

 						bridge cables, sutures, etc.

4. Bats                                                        d) Cancer treatments using “markers ”to          		                                              make abnormal cells identifiable



5. Whales				           e) Self−cleaning exterior paint, tiles,

                                                                                  window glass and umbrella fabric



6. Cold water fish	                                   f) Adhesion to all surfaces without glue



7. Spiders	                                              g) More fuel efficient airplanes



8. Fireflies	                                              h) Liquid adhesive- Could enable

                                                                                 surgeons to operate without sutures



9. Hibernating bears	                       i) Velcro



10. Lotus flower	                                   j) New ways to freeze human transplant 

                                                                                  organs without injury.



(MathScience Innovation Center)



Mussels –Did you know that mussels have the ability to adhere to wet surfaces?

Swiss scientist Phillip Messersmith is working to create a surgical adhesive. “All the tissues within the human body are wet,” he explains. “We have a lot to learn from the mussel” to create an adhesive that works within the human body. (Science News, February 2013)











Awesome INVENTIONS

Cockroach Legs Inspire Robotic Hand's Grip Action

Researchers are often inspired by cockroaches, especially the way they move around. Cockroaches are fast, agile, and have a spring-like movement in their legs. That movement is what inspired researchers working on a new robotic hand.  Mimicking the way a cockroach runs, a team of scientists moved that research on to a hand that can grasp a variety of objects, and may one day even be able to grasp items like keys. It could even lead to new hands for amputees that are as dexterous as their original hand.

Tank-like Robot Climbs Walls With Gecko-Inspired Feet

Geckos have long been a source of inspiration for biomimicry, primarily because of their seemingly sticky feet. Gecko feet are marvels of evolution, able to keep traction even on glass.  Researchers at Simon Fraiser University were inspired by geckos when trying to figure out how to make a tank-like robot that could climb up the most slick of surfaces. This new tank with mushroom cap-shaped artificial setae (the hairlike growths on gecko feet that help them cling to surfaces) seems quite effective. The mushroom cap shape allows the setae on the treads to release at an angle, so no extra force is require to unstick them from a surface. That's what allows the tank to roll forward with ease, without dropping off the surface.

Creating the World's Strongest Artificial Muscles with Biomimicry

Scientists from the NanoTech Institute at the University of Texas at Dallas are coming up with a way to use carbon nanotubes as the material for muscles modeled after natural structures like an elephant's trunk or an octopus's tentacle. The resulting prototypes are as strong as steel but super light. These strong nanotubes may one day be used in clothing for the elderly that can help weaker muscles do their tasks.







The pine cone effect- This is another example where biomimicry has been used to bring something new to the market. Working on the principle of a pine cone that opens when in dry conditions and closes when in wet conditions, designers have now applied this to fibres to aid the moisture management in fabrics where there are changes in their micro-climate and therefore improving comfort for the user.

 





What is happening here?  What in nature does this look like?

Spines of this plant help prevent water loss by reducing air flow close to the cactus. The spines' other functions include shading the skin and insulating the plant in cold, dry weather.





What abilities of the bat are mimicked? 

On the left is a robotic spy plane that mimics the shape and function of a bat in flight.  Explain further . . .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The behavior of lotus leaves has drawn a great deal of interest. Water drops on lotus leaves bead up with a high contact angle and roll off, collecting dirt along the way, in a mechanism known as self-cleaning. This effect is one which researchers have mimicked to create water-repellent and self-cleaning materials and fabrics. When your raincoat stays dry during a downpour or when a white dress repels a red wine stain, it is down to the lotus effect. 

Natural fibrous structures on gecko feet give them the ability to stick (dry adhesion) to and move along very smooth surfaces, often upside down [49,50]. The skin on a gecko's feet consists of a hierarchical structure of rows of setae, and spatulae (figure 3a,b). The footpad of a gecko is covered with very high density (about 5000 mm−2) of tiny fibres (setae). Furthermore, each seta branches into hundreds of spatula.



When a German engineer called Otto Lilienthal (1848–1896) strapped wings to his arms and jumped off a hill in an attempt to fly, many people thought he was crazy. (he did eventually kill himself trying to fly like the birds.) But his pioneering glider experiments inspired the Wright brothers to develop their engine-powered airplanes and played a hugely important part in the history of human flight.

Swiss engineer George de Mestral (1907–1990), invented the amazingly useful fastening material called VELCRO® after seeing how stray burrs from the burdock plant stuck like glue to the fur of his dog.





Go To TEAM UP – STUDENT EDITION, DAY 2---

 What is the promise of 3D printing???



To Innovations and Inventions
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Printer Kit Disassembly Instructions	



Appendix 6.2.C

Printer Kit

Disassembly Instructions





Version 7




I. General Disassembly Instructions

· Use the Case Layer Drawings to ensure that parts are stored in the appropriate location



· Use the appropriate size Allen Wrench to loosen thumbscrews that are too tight to loosen by hand.



· Unless otherwise noted, Printer Kit components and subassemblies are not to be disassembled; disassembly should return the printer kit to the same condition in which it arrived.  



· Screws that are black anodized should not be removed. 



II. Case Layer Drawings

The Printer Kit components are organized into four layers inside the Printer Kit Case. The top layer is Layer 1 and the bottom layer is Layer 4. A detailed drawing and photo of each layer are included below. Please review these photos and drawings prior to disassembly and reference these drawings throughout the disassembly process to ensure that all pieces are accounted for and to aid in subsequent assemblies and disassemblies.



Print Kit Case

Layer 1

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2














Layer 1








Layer 2 with Top Foam Removed








Layer 3 with Top Foam Removed








Layer 4



III.  Detailed Disassembly Instructions

1. Back out filament.  Refer to the Operating Instructions & Troubleshooting Guide for the process of loading and unloading filament.



2. Store the Filament Tube and the USB cable in Layer 3. 



Filament Tube 

(Layer 3)





3. Remove Power Supply and store in Layer 3. The detachable power cord can be stored when the Top Foam is installed on Layer 3.




Power Supply

(Layer 3)



4. Remove the Left and Right Side Channels by removing the eight Black Thumbscrews and set them aside.  Store Filament Guide in Layer 3.



Filament Guide

(Layer 3)





5. Remove the two White Thumbscrews and Spool Holder from the Left Side Channel.  Store Spool Holder in Layer 1.  Place White Thumbscrews in Z-Axis Components Box in Layer 1.



White Thumbscrews & Spool Holder (Layer 1)





6. Remove Top Cover and store in Layer 4.




Top Cover (Layer 4)



7. Remove all zip ties by cutting them with a pair of wire cutters or small scissors. Be careful not to cut any wires while removing zip ties. Discard removed zip ties.



8. Remove the Wire Sleeves.  Place the Wire Sleeves in Layer 3.


Wire Sleeves 

(Layer 3)





9. Remove Print Board.  Store Print Board in Layer 4. 



Print Board (Layer 4)





10. Carefully disconnect all wiring from the RAMBo. Be sure to depress latches for plugs that have latches. The plugs should be easy to remove with the latches depressed. Gently pull all wires back through the holes in the Left Side and Right Sides of the Frame.




11. Remove the Back Cover. Detach the Power Breakout Board from the Back Cover by removing the screw.  Reattach the screw to Power Breakout Board mount. Store Back Cover in Layer 4. Store Power Breakout Board in Layer 3.


Power Breakout Board (Layer 3)

Rear Cover (Layer 4)





12. Remove the Black Thumbscrew from the Extruder Bottom. Store the Black Thumbscrew in the X-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. 


Black Thumbscrew

(Layer 1)





13. Remove the LCD Controller from the Front Cover.  Store the LCD Controller in Layer 2. Remove the Front Cover store it in Layer 4.



Front Cover (Layer 4)



LCD Controller (Layer 2)





14. Remove the two Orange Thumbscrews and the RAMBo from the Bottom Plate. Place the RAMBo in Layer 1.  Store the Orange Thumbscrews in the Z-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. 

Orange Thumbscrews & RAMBo

(Layer 1)








15. Remove the two Silver Thumbscrews and the Extruder Top.  Store the Extruder Top in Layer 1. Place the Silver Thumbscrews in the X-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. 

Silver Thumbscrews & Extruder Top

 (Layer 1)







16. Lift the Extruder Motor up off of the Extruder Bottom. Remove the Filament Drive from the Extruder Motor and replace the screws with washers into the Extruder Motor.  Coil the Extruder Motor’s wire around the cylindrical part of the Extruder Motor and store it in Layer 3. Store the Filament Drive in Layer 1.




Extruder Motor

 (Layer 3)

Filament Drive

 (Layer 1)






17. Carefully slide Hot End to the right and out of the slot in the Extruder Bottom, only applying pressure to the upper portion of the Hot End. Coil the Hot End wire, Fan wire, and Thermistor wire and store in the Hot End Components Box in Layer 3.



Hot End Components Box

 (Layer 3)





18. Remove the Extruder Bottom by removing the screws with washers from the X-Axis Belt Clamp and the X-Axis Carriage. Replace the screws with washers into the X-Axis Belt Clamp and the X-Axis Carriage. Store Extruder Bottom in Layer 1, below the Extruder Top and Filament Drive. 

Arrangement of Extruder Bottom, Extruder Top, & Filament Drive 

 (Layer 1)








19. Remove the Idler Bolt from the Top Plate and re-attach the bottom nut. Remove the X-Axis Belt. Remove the Z-Axis End Stop. Remove the Yellow Thumbscrew. Place the Idler Bolt, X-Axis Belt, Z-Axis End Stop, and Yellow Thumbscrew into the X-Axis Components Box in Layer 1.



Yellow Thumbscrew (Layer 1)

Idle Bolt (Layer 1)

Z-Axis End Stop

 (Layer 1)

X-Axis Belt (Layer 1)





X-Axis Components Box

 (Layer 1)






20. Remove the X-Axis Motor and reinstall the screws with washers into the X-Axis Motor with the smallest screw in the front left corner. Coil the wire around base of the X-Axis Motor and store it in Layer 3. 



Smallest screw 

X-Axis Motor

 (Layer 3)





21. Remove Z-Axis Knob by loosening setscrew and set it aside. Remove the Top Plate, lifting the Bearing off the Z-Axis Lead Screw at the same time. Store screws and the Bearing in Z-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. Place the Top Plate in Layer 2.

Z-Axis Knob

(Layer 1) 

Flat Head Screws

(Layer1) 



Bearing (Layer 1) 

Top Plate (Layer 1) 






22. Remove the Blue Thumbscrew and Front Board Clamp from the Print Board Plate. 

Remove the three Red Thumbscrews that attach the Print Board Plate to the Diamond Plate then remove the Print Board Plate. Remove the Rear Board Clamps from the Print Board Plate, and reinstall the screws with washers into the Print Board Plate. Remove the Print Board Spacer and Wave Springs. Place the Wave Springs on the three Red Thumbscrews and reinstall them into the Print Board Plate. Place the Front and Rear Board Clamps, Print Board Spacer, and Blue Thumbscrew into the Y-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. Place the Print Board Plate in Layer 3 underneath other components in this space.


Red Thumbscrews and Wave Springs

(Layer 3) 

Printer Board Spacer

(Layer 3) 

Print Board Plate

 (Layer 3) 





Blue Thumbscrew

 (Layer 1) 

Front Print Board Clamp

 (Layer 1) 

Rear Print Board Clamps

 (Layer 1) 






23. Remove the Diamond Plate.  Reinstall screws with washers into the Y-Axis Carriage and Y-Axis Belt Clamp. Store the Diamond Plate in the Y-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. 
Diamond Plate

 (Layer 1) 







24. Remove the Front Idler Bolt from the Y-Axis Plate and replace the nut on the Idler Bolt.  Remove the Y-Axis Belt. Store the Front Idler Bold and the Y-Axis Belt in the Y-Axis Components Box in Layer 1.



Front Idler Bolt & Y-Axis Belt

 (Layer 1) 








25. Remove the Y-Axis Plate by removing three flat head screws. Coil the Y-Axis Limit Switch Wire. Store the flat head screws in the Y-Axis Components Box in Layer 1.  Store the Y-Axis Plate in Layer 3.
Y-Axis Plate

 (Layer 3) 



Idler Bolts

 (Layer 1) 

Flat Head Screws

 (Layer 1) 





Y-Axis Components Box

 (Layer 1) 






26. Remove the Y-Axis Motor and reinstall the screws with washers into the Y-Axis Motor.  Coil the wire around the base of the Y-Axis Motor and store it in Layer 3.



Y-Axis Motor

 (Layer 3) 





27. Remove the four screws with washers that attach the L-Plate to the Z-Axis Carriage. Rotate the Z-Axis Lead Screw to remove L-Plate. Reinstall the four screws with washers into the Z-Axis Carriage. Coil the Z-Axis Limit Switch Wire and store L-Plate in Layer 2. 



L-Plate

(Layer 2)








28. Remove the two Gold Thumbscrews and Z-Axis Motor Mount that hold the Z-Axis Motor to the Bottom Plate. Remove the Z-Axis Motor. Reinstall the Z-Axis Motor Mount and Gold Thumbscrews in the Z-Axis Motor. Coil the Z-Axis Motor Wire. Reinstall the Z-Axis Knob onto the Z-Axis Lead Screw and lightly tighten the setscrew.  Store the Z-Axis Motor in Layer 3.

Lead Screw

(Layer 3)

Z-Axis Motor

(Layer 3)

Lead Screw Knob

(Layer 3)

Z-Axis Motor Mount

(Layer 3)

Gold Thumbscrews

(Layer 3)







29. Remove the Green Thumbscrews that attach the Printer Legs to the Left and Right Side Frame. Remove the Printer Feet from Printer Legs and reinstall the mounting pin into the Printer Feet.  Store the Green Thumbscrews in the Z-Axis Components Box in Layer 1. Store the Printer Feet with mounting pin in Layer 4. Store the Printer Legs in Layer 1. 




Printer Feet

(Layer 4)

Printer Legs

(Layer 1)

Green Thumbscrews

(Layer 1)



30. Remove the Bottom Plate from the Left and Right Side Frame. Store the Bottom Plate in Layer 2. Store the flat head screws in the Z-Axis Components Box in Layer 1.



Flat Head Screws (Layer 1)

Bottom Plate (Layer 2)





Z-Axis Components Box

(Layer 1)






31. Replace the Left and Right Side Channels on the Left and Right Frame. Install the Black Thumbscrews and tighten. Do not let the Z-Axis Carriage slide off of the rail. Store the Left and Right Side Assemblies in Layer 2.



Left Side Assembly (Layer 2)





Right Side Assembly (Layer 2)







32. Compare the drawings and photos of each layer in the beginning of this document to the layers in your Print Kit to ensure that all components are in their proper location. 
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	3e. Creative Problem Solving

	

Review the seven steps of creative problem solving:

1. Clarify and identify the problem

· Research the problem

· Formulate creative challenges

· Generate ideas

· Combine and evaluate the ideas

· Draw up an action plan

· Do it! (implement the ideas)


Alex Osborn and Sidney Parnes are credited with advancing the concept of Creative Problem Solving by taking extensive research on problem solving process undertaken by individuals and organizations and creating a process. Osborn is also credited with inventing brainstorming. Their work led to the creation of Creative Education Foundation and the CSP process is used this proven process to develop new ideas, solve problems and implement solutions.

CEF Success Stories using CSP
Martin-Marietta saves $104 million for taxpayers. Using CPS, the firm created a plant-wide Value Analysis program resulting in $104 million dollars in cost savings over a four-year period.
 
Monsanto uses CPS to structure $1 billion Nutrasweet program. Starting with a team of 150 people from different disciplines, and in the midst of a major corporate restructuring, Monsanto used CPS to redefine how food is sweetened and beat its competition to market, resulting in a potential payout of $1 billion.
 
Mead Fine Paper establishes new standard for paper brightness. Using CPS, a team from Mead was challenged with the task of increasing paper brightness from a 94 grade (reflecting 94% of the light shone on it) to 96 grade. Using CPS, the team achieved an unheard of 99% achieving a new world standard.
 
Xerox improves product quality and cost-effectiveness. CEF is credited with a key role in Xerox's revitalization program and the establishment of its internal creative culture.
 
Frito-Lay saves $600 million. Over a seven-year period, from 1982-1989, the company flattened costs using the Osborn Parnes Creative Problem Solving process, which was taught to multi-functional teams working internally as well with vendors.

 

Why we need a "Problem Solved"? 

Problem solving is a "thinking" used in engineering when products or processes fail, so corrective action can be taken to prevent further failures. It can also be applied to a product or process prior to an actual fail event, i.e., when a potential problem can be predicted and analyzed, and mitigation applied so the problem never actually occurs.



Deming Cycle 

The Deming Cycle, or PDCA Cycle (also known as PDSA Cycle), is a continuous quality improvement model consisting out of a logical sequence of four repetitive steps for continuous improvement and learning: Plan, Do, Check and Act. The Deming (PDCA) cycle is a procedure for improvement. It is a logical and rational guide to act in a variety of situations. One of them is to solve problems.

 

                                      

Plan

· Define the problem

· Describe the current process

· Find and analyze possible causes

· Develop solution(s)

Do

· Implement the solution

Check

· Evaluate the solution

Act

· Control plan and monitoring



Steps for Problem Solving

There are two important things to remember about problems and conflicts: they happen all the time and they are opportunities to improve the system. They are actually providing us with information that we can use to fix what needs fixing and do a better job.



The most common mistake in problem solving is trying to find a solution right away. That's a mistake because it tries to put the solution at the beginning of the process, when what we need is a solution at the end of the process.





Brainstorming

1.  How do you brainstorm? What is brainstorming? How do you get ideas?

1. The brainstorming process and the need to consider all ideas.
2. The importance and ability to evaluate ideas in relation to the solution.
3. Three brainstorming techniques.
4. The concepts of crowd sourcing- user input to design thinking; considering users' needs and preferences as input to design creation, co-creation, and the role social media can play in both.



Discussion Points: Value of postponing and withholding judgment of ideas; encourage wild and exaggerated ideas; quantity counts at this stage, not quality; build on the ideas put forward by others; every person and every idea has equal worth



It is important to stress the value of all ideas; teams are to consider all ideas.  Once all ideas are recorded, teams may then rank or place them in categories.  Then, ideas may be dropped from further consideration.

Discuss Consensus: A process of decision-making that seeks widespread agreement among group members. Discuss "widespread" in a team of four of five.  Likely, 3-2 is NOT widespread and will not equal consensus. Encourage teams to continue until the agreement is widespread or at least in the case of 3-2 that the majority of the elements have widespread consensus, even if the final decision remains 3-2.



[Links and Additional Resources]

"The Basics of Creative Problem Solving”
http://www.innovationmanagement.se/imtool-articles/the-basics-of-creative-problem-solving-cps/
PDF



"Problem Solving Ideas That Work” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=1&v=t2ZlEk5oHzo



"Brainstorming: 16 Ground Rules"
http://www.itworld.com/it-managementstrategy/107089/brainstorming-16-ground-rules

PDF

Mftrou.com: "3 Brainstorming Activities”:

http://mftrou.com/creative-brainstorming-activities.html
PDF

Forensic Science Technician:
http://www.forensicsciencetechnician.org/100-online-brainstorming-tools-to-help-you-think-outside-the-box/
PDF


portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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Appendix 4.3.5 A

Biomimicry and 3D Printing: A Three-Day Module- INSTRUCTOR’S VERSION

Content Areas: Technology and Science

Subject Matter: 3D Printing and Biomimicry

Grade Level: 11-12



Day 1 Introduction to 3D Printing and the 3D Printer Kit

1.+ Watch the Video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA

Discussion: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling software (ie: Autodesk 123D or SolidWorks) or a 3D scanner, an equipment that “scans” an object and creates a file.  



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. “Slicing” reads the file layer by layer, creating a code for the printer to read. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.



3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the Articles

“Long-term Promises of 3D Printing” CLICK FOR PDF

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3D Printing - The Future of 3D Printing” CLICK FOR PDF

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss how roadblocks can be overcome.















4. DARPA MENTOR-2 Printer Kit by AST2



                                                                   

.  

3D Printer Kit Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and operations 

5. Printer Kit Technical Specs 

· Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

· Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

· Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

· All-in-one, open source electronics 

· CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

· Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

· Uses economical PLA bulk filament



Students will build the 3D PRINTER (ESTIMATED BUILD TIME – 3 HOURS)



If time permits, students will print a test file and learn basic operations of printer



OPTIONAL:  INTRODUCTORY VIDEO TO 3D PRINTING IN BIOMIMICRY

This is can be shown on Day 1 or Day 2, as time permits



Janine Benyus, founder of Biomimicry 3.8 and preeminent thought leader, speaks at Circular Economy 100 Annual Summit June 19, 2013 about how 3D printing can be used in biomimicry.

+ Watch the Video  (19 minutes)

http://youtu.be/EheyNp163ig





Day 2 Introduction to Biomimicry and Autodesk 123D CAD instruction

1. 3D Printer Operations – Document and Videos

Class review how to operate 3D printer and instructional videos.



2. Learning the Basics of Autodesk 123D CAD Program 

Students can download the program at http://www.123dapp.com/design

Students must know whether their PC device is 32 or 64-bit.



Basic Skills

Using the primary Sketch Bar

· Drawing a rectangle

· Drawing a circle

· Extruding a rectangle

· Extruding a circle

· Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

· Selecting a name

· Selecting the font and size of the text

· Extruding the text

· Moving the text to the rectangle

· Merging the text to the rectangle



Using the below lesson, each student will create a 3D drawing of a name tag that can be used as a key chain or bag tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



The name tag can be their name, a design of a hobby or sport, mascot, or any item of the student’s interest. 



Click here for 123D lesson for designing name tag and demonstrating basic skills of 123D. 

Click here for 123D basic drawing resource



http://www.123dapp.com/design





1. What is biomimicry? 

According to the Biomimicry Institute, “biomimicry is an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies—new ways of living—that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.” (Source: Biomimicry Institute, https://biomimicry.org/what-is-biomimicry/#.V6UB3DVUVn0, 2015).

Note that the idea is not just to copy something in nature but to do so in a way that is environmentally sustainable and will be successful well into the future.



2. Examples of biomimicry:

Sharkskin: The skin of a shark is covered with tiny V-shaped scales called dermal denticles, which are covered in grooves, that decrease drag and turbulence, allowing the shark to swim faster. 



“Now, scientists have fabricated the most realistic artificial shark skin yet. Their findings in the Journal of Experimental Biology confirm that the structure can improve swimming performance. The team attached samples of artificial shark skin to both sides of a flexible sheet that could flap like a swimming fish. In their tests, the team found that their artificial shark skin could increase swimming speed by 6.6 percent and reduce the energy expended by 5.9 percent.”

(Source: “Shark Skin Will Inspire Faster Swimsuits and Airplanes,” May 15, 2014, Popular Mechanics)



The German Lufthansa Technik AG is preparing to test the new paint system 

using a lacquer applied to sections of two Airbus planes to test the durability of an aircraft surface coating that mimics shark skin under real-life flying conditions. By altering the microstructure of the surface of an airplane, the aerodynamics can be improved, lowering the amount of energy and fuel needed.

(Source: “Shark Skin Inspires Aircraft Coatings,” February 27, 2013, Paint Square News)





Velcro: The first touch fasteners were developed by Swiss electrical engineer George de Mestral, who in 1941, went for a walk in the woods and wondered if the burrs that clung to his trousers — and his dog — could be turned into something useful.

(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velcro)





Bullet train: The Shinkansen bullet train may not have become the engineering and design marvel that it is if not for a small newspaper advertisement that caught the lead engineer’s eye one day. Eiji Nakatsu, an amateur birdwatcher and lead engineer for high-speed train firm JR West, saw a tiny notice for a lecture an aviation engineer was giving at a Wild Bird Society meeting nearby. He and his team had been wrestling with how to lessen noise from the trains, both from traveling at high speeds and from the loud sonic boom that happened when trains exited tunnels. From this lecture, he realized he and his team could glean solutions by studying birds. By incorporating design inspiration from owls in flight and the shape of a kingfisher’s beak, the team designed the Shinkansen trains to travel even faster and more quietly, while using less electricity than before.

(Source: “From the bullet train to Velcro, nature inspires design,” April 13, 2016, Green Biz)

	

3. What are some other examples?  Can you explain each of the items listed below?

TEACHER: Give students an opportunity to come up with some examples of which they may be aware.  Then, list the four examples below.  If students don’t know about these four examples, allow them a few minutes to research; then, have students report to the class.



Ultracane

Answer: In the same way that bats can “see” in the dark using ultrasonic echoes that reveal the location of obstacles, the Ultracane warns blind users of objects in their path. A number of sensors on the cane even make it possible for users to sense objects higher than head height.



Lotus Plant

Answer: The flower's micro-rough surface naturally repels dust and dirt particles, keeping its petals sparkling clean. If you've ever looked at a lotus leaf under a microscope, you've seen a sea of tiny nail-like protuberances that can fend off specks of dust. When water rolls over a lotus leaf, it collects anything on the surface, leaving a clean and healthy leaf behind.  A German company spent four years researching this phenomenon and has developed a paint with similar properties. The micro-rough surface of the paint pushes away dust and dirt, diminishing the need to wash the outside of a house.



Flesh-grabbing worms

Answer: A new technique for attaching skin grafts— transplants used to treat wounds or burns — takes its design from a parasitic worm, of all things. The spiny-headed worm Pomphorhynchus laevispierces the intestines of its hosts with a razorlike spine, then inflates its cactuslike head inside the tissue to latch on. Similarly, the skin graft adhesive consists of a patch of tiny needles whose tips swell up when exposed to water, keeping the graft in place. The material is three times as strong as surgical staples, researchers say.



Spider Silk

Answer: Spider silk is known to be one of nature's strongest materials — five times stronger than steel by weight. Silk is both stretchy and lightweight. It must be sticky in some places to catch prey, and not sticky in others so that the spider can scuttle across it.  Scientists have created a medical product that mimics this property: a flexible tape that can be peeled off a wound without damaging the tissue underneath. The sticky material could be useful for attaching tubes or sensors to the delicate skin of newborns and the elderly.





4. + Watch the Videos

“Biomimicry - Discovery World” (1:24)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiMZYdVLqME



“Biomimicry (explained with drawings & examples)” (4:20)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHb_XNgIHFY



“Nature Is Smarter Than Us” (3:07)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vq8ci4RTUs



5. Biomimicry is NOT just imitating nature; biomimicry is “an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies—new ways of living—that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.” (Source: Biomimicry Institute, 2015)



The Biomimicry Institute presents this photo.



Obviously, we can learn from nature how to better conserve energy, meaning more of it is available for all of humanity for a longer period of time- and in a way that does not harm the earth.



Biomimicry is based on the belief that nature has already solved many of the problems with which humans are grappling today. The earth and its creatures have had billions of years of research and development; hence, what we see all around is the secret to our survival and the survival of the planet.



What are bombardier beetles – what did they inspire? They have evolved to squirt a heated, explosive stream of venom at predators.  What can we learn from studying these beetles?  What can we invent or improve upon?

Answer: hoses or fire extinguishers with longer ranges.



Biomimicry allows us to meet many of our needs. Class will discuss the following:



The need: Auto manufacturers want to develop an anti-collision system.

Answer: Biomimicry based on locusts that avoid running into each other in swarms by using highly evolved eyes that allow these insects to see in several directions simultaneously.



The need: Home owners and companies want a self-cleaning coat of paint.

Answer: In nature, lotus plants must keep the surfaces of their leaves clean, despite living in muddy ponds and swamps. The leaves' tiny ridges and bumps keep water droplets from spreading across the surface. As a result, the water beads and slides away, carrying particles of dirt with it.



(Source: How Stuff Works, “Examples of Biomimicry,” http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/evolution/biomimicry2.htm)









Day 3 Design by Team



1. Teams

Form diverse teams of four members.   



With students in teams, introduce teaming and discuss the following concepts:

· Expectations

· Goals and ground rules

· Accountability/Responsibility: Students understand expectations and know that each student will be held individually accountable. 



There can be many roles on a team, depending on number of team members and complexity of task.



For this project, the roles of project manager, recorder, resource manager and librarian/document manager will be assigned.



Project manager: Announces tasks, assigns roles, makes schedule.
Recorder: Records roles, instructions, data and important information, documents team decisions, controls flow of information.
Resource Manager: Explores available options, develops contacts, and acquires resources; identifies external stakeholders who can help the team achieve its goal.
Librarian/Document Manager: Brings team's notes to the meeting, reads information from notes and journals to team during meetings, records research.



Other common roles

Timekeeper: Keeps team mindful of time restraints, keeps track of elapsed time for tasks.
Gate keeper: Keeps all members involved and on track.
Facilitator: Reminds team about process, coaches members, mediates conflict.
Spokesperson: Speaks for the team, asks questions, request clarification for the team.




2. Present the following concepts:

Design Process (NASA Model):  The design process is an organized method of recognizing a problem or need, listing potential solutions, evaluating solutions, refining a solution, building that solution, and communicating that solution to others.  A common Design Process used by NASA is below.



		                       

Steps in the NASA Engineering Design Process
STEP 1: Identify the Problem – State the challenge or problem in clear and concise words that are easy to understand by everyone involved in the project. 

STEP 2: Identify Criteria and Constraints – 

Criteria are design or solution requirements.  For example, design a car that uses an alternative energy source. 



Constraints are limits on the design due to available resources, the environment or other limiting factors.  For example, the car cannot cost more than $20,000 to manufacture.

STEP 3: Brainstorm Possible Solutions – Brainstorming ideas should be open, encouraging and creative.  No ideas should be dismissed and everyone should participate. 



STEP 4: Generate Ideas - The brainstormed ideas are to be evaluated and the team should chose a few ideas for further research. 



STEP 5: Explore Possibilities - The developed ideas should be shared and discussed among the team members. Students should record pros and cons of each idea.

STEP 6: Select An Approach – Teams chose the idea or design that appears to solve the problem the best.  Sketching the solution can help in selecting the correct approach.

STEP 7: Build a Model or Prototype –In this project, teams will design their solution using a CAD program and then build the prototype.  Building a full-size or scale model based on the sketch with common materials can help identify design issues.

STEP 8: Refine the Design – The prototype is evaluated by based on the criteria and constraints.  Peers, potential customers or clients can review the solution and help identify changes that need to be made. Based on criteria and constraints, teams must identify any problems and proposed solutions.
 

Biomimicry 3.8 Design Approach

The diagrams below represent one view of the design process (left) and a corresponding view (right) that embeds a biomimicry focus. After Identifying “what” is to be designed, follow the spiral using natural models (e.g., organisms, physiological systems, ecological communities, etc.) to Interpret, Discover, Abstract, Emulate and Evaluate design ideas. Biomimicry 3.8 has developed a tool for biomimetic design: AskNature.org. 

· Identify a design challenge (for example, make a tape that is sticky but uses no glue and can be reused over and over again)

· Interpret the challenge in terms of biology (How does nature stick things together?)

· Discover strategies in AskNature

· Abstract the principles of the biological strategy (e.g., geckos stick using very fine hairs to create intermolecular attractive forces)

· Emulate by drawing/sketching or otherwise describing your design(s) (the tape)

· Evaluate design(s) against life’s principles, refine, revise, repeat

 

Traditional Design Process



   

Biomimicry Design Approach



Brainstorming: the creative team working process of listing ideas that meet needs or solve a problem.  Team members list ideas without judgment; all ideas are accepted and considered. Teams will narrow ideas, reaching consensus on one idea to pursue as the solution.



Problem statement: A concise description of the issues that need to be addressed by the team.  It is to be stated before trying to solve the problem. The primary purpose is to focus the attention of the problem solving team.  It must be carefully crafted to not be too broad yet not so narrow as to limit creativity and innovation. The statement should not include any solutions.



Problem statement should address all six questions: what, how, where, when, why, and who:

1. What is the problem or situation?

2. How does it occur?

3. Where is it experienced?

4. When does it occur or happen?

5. Why is there a need to solve problem?

6. Who (ie: client, customer, or society) is typically experiencing the problem?



Project: Inspired by Nature

Teams are to design a new product inspired by animals or plants from the following list:



· How to manage urban water runoff that washes fertilizers and surface waste into storm sewers, creeks and rivers

· An improved home air filtration system

· Oil spill clean-up products

· Develop a product using nano-structures create color without pigment

· Develop a new product using silk which is lighter and tougher than steel 

· Or, your team’s own idea!



Teams are to use the design process and follow these steps:

1. Problem Statement

2. Research and brainstorm solutions

3. Select one approach

4. Sketch and label parts

5. Create CAD drawing

6. Develop short presentation including how solution was inspired by nature

7. Review CAD file

Tasks may be divided among members!



		

“Geckos can walk along walls and ceilings, because their feet contain dense clumps of projections, each thinner than a human hair, that end in tufts of tiny fibers called spatula.”



“Spider silk is known to be one of nature's strongest materials — five times stronger than steel by weight. Silk is both stretchy and lightweight. It must be sticky in some places to catch prey, and not sticky in others so that the spider can scuttle across it.” (Source for each: http://www.livescience.com/28873-cool-technologies-inspired-by-nature.html)



TEACHER: Review files and slice.   

Team Presentations

TEACHER: Schedule a time for team presentations.



Teams are to present their projects and explain the challenge that is addressed with their solution inspired by biomimicry principles.  Teams can explain how they used the design process, their research and brainstorming results and how they chose their solution. 
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Appendix 4.3.5.D.B The World's Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition



The World’s Energy- Camp Module 

Day 1- The World’s Resources

1. Have students list as many of the world’s energy resources as possible.  Put these on the board. 

(e.g., fossil fuels- oil, coal; water, wind, solar, thermal, nuclear, geothermal . . .) 



2. As a class, identify each resource as renewable or nonrenewable.

a. A nonrenewable resource is a natural resource that cannot be re-made or re-grown at a scale comparable to its consumption. Nonrenewable resources are petroleum, coal, natural gas, and nuclear energy. None of these can be replenished in a short period of time (comparable to the time that they are consumed.)

b. A renewable resource is a natural resource that can be replenished in a short period of time. Examples include solar, wind, water, geothermal, and biomass.



3. Some natural resources contribute to the release of carbon into the atmosphere. Which of those listed on #2 above contribute most to carbon released into the atmosphere?

On Earth, the nature’s natural cycle adds and removes CO2 (carbon) to keep a balance; humans, however, add extra CO2 without removing any.

(Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal contribute more carbon to the atmosphere than other resources.)



Did you know that the amount of human-created CO2 from fossil fuel is but a small portion of the earth’s carbon cycle?  If so, why is this such a problem?

(The extra CO2 is cumulative because the natural carbon exchange cannot absorb all the additional CO2. So although it is small, it continues to add up over time.)



4. Why is the issue of human-created CO2 a matter of great concern?



+ Read the following article 

“What is Global Warming?”

http://www.livescience.com/37003-global-warming.html

TEACHER: Students will need to understand the “greenhouse effect” and the effect of human-caused global warming.  The ideal temperature of 59 degrees F is increased by human actions, which then leads to negative consequences such as the melting of ice caps and the rise in sea levels.  Students will also need to understand that controversy exists regarding whether human activity is actually contributing to global warming or if this is simply a naturally-occurring event.

There are two major issues here: 1) Do humans contribute to global warming at a level that threatens the planet, and 2) If human actions do threaten the planet, what can we do to lessen that threat.  With that in mind, stress the following section of this article:

  

According to NASA:



Carbon dioxide levels are at 399.2 ppm as of November 2014

The global temperature has risen 14 F (7.8 C) since 1880

The global Arctic ice minimum (the extent of sea ice in warm months) is decreasing by 13.3

percent each decade

Land ice is decreasing by 258 billion tons (234 million kilotons) each year

Due to melting ice, the sea level has risen by 0.12 inches (3.17 millimeters) per year



How to address global warming



A growing number of business leaders, government officials and private citizens are concerned about global warming and its implications, and are proposing steps to reverse the trend.



Many scientists say that reversal is not possible and that certain types of destruction, such as the melting of the polar ice caps, have already gone past the point of no return. Others say that the planet Earth has the ability to heal itself. This takes time, though.



"While some argue that 'the Earth will heal itself,' the natural processes for removing this human-caused CO2 from the atmosphere work on the timescale of hundreds of thousands to millions of years," Werne said. "So, yes, the Earth will heal itself, but not in time for our cultural institutions to be preserved as they are. Therefore, in our own self-interests, we must act in one way or another to deal with the changes in climate we are causing."



There are many steps humans can take to lessen the effects of global warming. NASA is committed to a two-pronged approach:



Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and stabilizing the levels of these gases in the atmosphere

Adapting to the climate change already happening



5. Certainly, controversy and disagreement surrounding global warming and climate change exists.  In this module, however, we will focus our attention on identifying the level we contribute to carbon emissions in the atmosphere and what we can do to lessen those emissions. 



+ Watch the videos

“The Truth About Global Warming - Science & Distortion” (Stop at 5:00)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_eJdX6y4hM

TEACHER: Emphasize the message: the message is biased on both sides; it is not as bad or as good as either says; each side points to the facts that support its position and disregards the facts that do not.



“What You Can Do About Climate Change”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTfgNFz1DBM

TEACHER: Though this video was not produced in the U.S., it provides important facts about how humans impact climate change and what we can do to lessen our “carbon footprints.” Focus on direct and indirect impacts so that students will understand what actions they can take to lessen impacts. 



6. TEACHER: Place students into teams of 4-5.  For this camp, teams will achieve the following:

a. Each team will select one form of renewable energy upon which to design a prototype;

b. Each team will explain how that form of energy works to create the energy we need;

c. Each team will cite and describe three actions they and their peers can take to reduce their carbon footprints.

Assign the following roles:

a. Project manager

b. Recorder

c. Resource manager

d. Librarian

e. Reporter



Click here to access and explanation of Team Roles.  Formatter: please create active link.







		



7. With students still in their teams, watch the video as a class, 

+ Watch the video

“Top 10 Renewable energy sources”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bkyEE2j3qw



Then, have teams select the renewable energy source of their choice.  No source may be duplicated.



8. Now, show students this video

“7 UNBELIEVABLE Solar Powered Creations”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg_RxE-T_jk

This video will provide students with examples of devices used to employ renewable energy.  Remember, teams are required to create prototype devices (6 a. above) that use renewable energy.



9. Direct teams to brainstorm devices to employ the renewable energy source each team selected.



TEACHER: for this lesson, access the following documents:

a. Team Roles

b. Brainstorming

Click here to access Brainstorming.       Formatter: please create active link.





Day 2 3D Printing, the INVENT 3D Printer, and CAD



1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. Present this information to the students--- What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.

3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss with students how roadblocks can be overcome.



The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament







4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



TEACHER: Access information about the INVENT 3D Printer at the following sites:

“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



b. “INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf



TEACHER: You will need to have downloaded and installed the following software programs:

a. 1,2,3 D Design- http://www.123dapp.com/design

(This will need to be installed on all devices students will use. You will need to know whether PC devices are 32 or 64-bit. )

b. Slic3r- http://www.inventorcloud.net/files/invent3d/invent3d-slic3r.exe

(Only YOU need to have this program.)



Learning CAD

1. 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design, a CAD software program.

2. Students will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle

					FORMATTER- Please create an active link. 

Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



TEACHER: Once you are satisfied with each drawing, slice it and send it to the printer.















Days 3 and 4 Energy from Nature



To begin today, we will give students an overview of the potential of energy drawn from several sources.



1. + Read the article

“This Man Wants To Power The World With Tornadoes”

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-06/man-wants-power-world-tornadoes



2. + Watch the video

“The Man who Wants to Power the World with Tornadoes”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ybGcgqQzCM



3. TEACHER: Put students into pairs.  Direct each pair to create a list of things that would NOT work without electricity.  Allow five minutes; place a master list on the board.



4. Watch the video

“Creating Energy from Solar, Wind, and Water Sources”

http://study.com/academy/lesson/creating-energy-from-solar-wind-and-water-sources.html



5. + Read the article and watch the video 

“Are volcanoes the energy source of the future?”

 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/01/05/are-volcanoes-the-energy-source-of-the-future.html



TEACHER: Ask- what other natural events can potentially provide energy or inspire the development of energy?

(hurricanes, earthquakes, lightning, tsunamis , etc.)



6. Place students into their teams.  Hold a team competition to answer the following questions:

a. A great flood is said to have destroyed most of humanity.  Who built an ark to survive the flood? (Noah)

b. During the flood, one species of animal, according to the musical group the Irish Rovers, failed to get onto the ark.  What animal was that? (unicorn)

c. A great natural disaster destroyed Pomepii in AD 79.  What type of disaster was this? (volcanic eruption)

d. This eruption came from Mt. ______________. (Vesuvius)  

e. Earthquakes are common in California; in fact, one hit the Oakland area in the fall of 1989 in the midst of the ___________. (World Series)

f. A massive earthquake which hit Japan in 2011 also spawned a ________ (tsunami); seven years earlier in 2004, one was triggered by an earthquake in the __________ Ocean. (Indian)

g. Hurricane _________  (Katrina) caused massive flooding, damage, and death in the city of ________ (New Orleans) in August of 2005.

			 

h. More than 2,200 people died in the flood of _________, (Johnstown) Pennsylvania on May 31, 1889 after the collapse of the South Fork Dam.  

i. One of the greatest examples of the power of water is the ______ Dam (Hoover), which provides power for public and private utilities in Nevada, Arizona, and California.

	

j. He discovered that lightning was electricity using a _____. 

   (Benjamin Franklin, kite)     

             See the power of lightning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5OTH2hQNRs

 



	+ Watch the video clip from the movie Deep Impact at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



Now, watch an actual tsunami hit a Japanese town. http://abcnews.go.com/International/video/raw-video-tsunami-slams-japanese-town-13130480

Note the tremendous power of water triggered by the tremendous power of an earthquake.



What if we could harness the power we’ve seen?  How much energy, renewable energy, could we create???



In their teams, students are to continue research into the renewable energy source they chose.  They may choose to change, vary, or combine that source after learning of the power potential of nature’s storms and natural disasters.



Refer to the Supplimental Ideas and Resources sheet which will guide the project process.





Day 5 --- Team Presentations



Schedule team presentations.  Allow time between Day 4 and presentation day for prototypes to be printed/built.











Additional Resources

a.Water- “World Water Resources by Country” 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/y4473e/y4473e08.htm



b.Wind- “Wind Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/wind-power



c.Solar- “Solar Energy”

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/solar-power-profile/



d.“Geothermal Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/geothermal-energy
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Applications: ORNL and Local Motors

Applications: ORNL and Local Motors
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Scanning 3D Designs

Scanning 3D Designs
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Systematic Design Process
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Systematic Design Process

General process for development of design solutions can look like this:






Design Failures:

Operational, component, performance, replacement

Systematic Design Process
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Systematic Design Process

Systematic Design includes:

Development and prioritization of design requirements

Identification of Solutions (plural)

Evaluating merit and feasibility of solutions

Identifying 'best' design solution

Early Steps:

Define and document problem

Clear and consistent documentation is very important

Translate into Basis of Design (BOD)

Enables evaluation of criticality of problem and product performance

Systematic Design Process
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Systematic Design Process

Another way of looking at SDP:

Systematic Design Process
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Overview of How to 3D Print

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

Lots of decisions when creating

How Big

Orientation

Integration

Structure

Form/Function

Materials

Internal Geometry

Software/Hardware

Time (how fast)

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

Lots of decisions when creating

How Big – hardware/materials will impact this decision

Orientation – will impact quality

Integration – will impact functionality

Structure – will impact size/time/materials/form/function

Form/Function – driven by motivation for design

Materials – will impact structure/quality/form/function

Internal Geometry – will impact structure/strength

Software/Hardware – will impact overall control

Time (how fast) – impacted by hardware and design

How to 3D Print

3
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Design: Create

How to 3D Print
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Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide	

Appendix 6.2.E

Printer Operating Instructions & Troubleshooting Guide





Version 7




TABLE OF CONTENTS

Overview of Printer Components

Turning the Printer On and Off

Overview of Printer Interface

Loading / Unloading of Filament

Calibrating the Z-Axis End Stop 

Leveling the Print Board

Converting .stl file to G-code

Printing a Part and Removing the Part from the Print Board

Replacing BuildTak

Troubleshooting Guide

· Filament

· Print Quality

· LCD Controller

· Power Issues

· Print Board

· Hot End

· Limit Switch

· Z-Axis



PRINTER VIDEOS (available on YouTube)

· Installing Slic3r: https://youtu.be/-kWy8JPh2IQ

· Keys to Success: https://youtu.be/4-TP87f_Dtk

· Changing Filament: https://youtu.be/GkhGFjlLo9Y

· Part Removal: https://youtu.be/YJ2lwoVA1l4

· Print Board Leveling: https://youtu.be/t5xmp9knYew

· Routine Maintenance: https://youtu.be/GVPg4gXYw9w

· Z-Axis Calibration: https://youtu.be/jwzYRii9fM0



Note: Some components on the Printer have been redesigned since the creation of the above videos. Therefore the Printers displayed in videos may look slightly different. However, functionalities have not changed and all content is relevant to all versions of Printers. 




I. OVERVIEW OF PRINTER COMPONENTS

· X, Y and Z Axes

The Printer, also known as INVENT3D Printer, creates three-dimensional objects by moving the Hot End Assembly and Print Board along X, Y, and Z Axes.  



Z-Axis motor

Y-Axis motor

X-Axis motor

Y-Axis

X-Axis

Z-Axis



· X-Axis:  The Hot End Assembly moves along the X-Axis Rail, located on the top of the Printer.  The 0 position on the X-Axis is the farthest left position along the X-Axis rail, closest to the Z-Axis Lead Screw.  Movement along the X-Axis is powered by the X-Axis Motor, which hangs from the Top Plate on the right side.  

· Y-Axis:  The Print Board itself moves along the Y-Axis Rail. The 0 position on the Y-Axis is the furthest toward the back of the Printer, toward the Power Breakout Board. Movement along the Y-Axis is powered by the Y-Axis Motor, which hangs from the Print Board Plate.

· Z-Axis:  The Print Board Plate moves up and down along the Z-Axis Lead Screw, located on the left side of the Printer.  The 0 position on the Z-Axis is adjustable to wherever the Z-Axis End Stop triggers the Z-Axis Limit Switch.  Movement along the Z-Axis is powered by the Z-Axis Motor, which is attached to the Bottom Plate.

· Limit Switches:  Each of the three axes utilizes a limit switch to detect the 0 point along the Axis.  Each Axis has an end stop that activates the limit switch.  The X-Axis and Y-Axis End Stops are fixed.  The Z-Axis End Stop is adjustable to allow for a wider range of adjustment when leveling the Print Board.  Y-Axis Limit Switch







See Section V for more information on calibrating the Z-Axis End Stop, and Section VI for more information on Print Board Leveling.

· Printer Hot End Assembly



The Printer Hot End Assembly is the mounted on the top of the Printer and moves horizontally along the X-Axis.  The Hot End Assembly is comprised of two main components: the Extruder Motor and the Hot End.  The Extruder Motor sits on top of the Extruder Bottom, and it pushes the filament to the Hot End.  The Hot End sits below the Extruder Motor, and it heats the filament. The filament then passes through the Hot End Nozzle and onto the Print Board. The Hot End has a Thermistor embedded which relays the temperature of the Hot End to the Printer’s operating program, which is referred to as firmware and is located on the RAMBo.


		Extruder Motor



Hot End





Additionally, the Hot End Assembly includes a fan.  The fan turns on when the Hot End temperature rises above 50°C, and turn off when the Hot End temperature drops below 50°C.  The fan runs at a constant speed and cannot be adjusted.  The fan cools the Hot End so that heat from the Heater Block does not transfer up and melt the filament inside the Heat Sink, the part of the Hot End with multiple metal fins. The fan should never be disconnected or turned off while the Hot End is above 50°C. 

Print Board Assembly

Print Board Assembly





The Print Board Assembly is located in the center of the Printer.  The Print Board itself is held in place by three clamps, one in the front and two in the rear.  While the two Rear Board Clamps are fixed in place, the Front Board Clamp can slide out by loosening the Blue Thumbscrew, which allows the Print Board to be removed.  The Print Board should always be securely locked in place while printing and the Print Board should always be removed before removing a part from the Print Board.  The Print Board Plate is held in place by three Red Thumbscrews that are used to adjust the Print Board Leveling in relation to the Hot End. For more information on Print Board Leveling, see Section VI.  The Print Board Plate and Print Board move along the Y-Axis Rail toward the front and rear of the Printer.  The entire Print Board Assembly moves up and down along the Z-Axis Lead Screw. For the best results, the Print Board Assembly should be approximately 2” or more below the Hot End before starting a print.




· Z-Axis Components

Z-Axis Lead Screw

Z-Axis Lock

Z-Axis End Stop

Z-Axis Knob



The Z-Axis components consist of the Z-Axis Motor, Z-Axis Lead Screw, Z-Axis Knob, Z-Axis Lock, and Z-Axis End Stop.  The Z-Axis Motor moves the Print Board Assembly up and down via the Z-Axis Lead Screw.  The Z-Axis Knob sits on top of the Z-Axis Lead Screw, and turning the Z-Axis Knob by hand allows the user to manually raise and lower the Print Board.  The Z-Axis Lock consists of a Yellow Thumbscrew and housing and is located on the Top Plate.  Tightening the Yellow Thumbscrew will lock the Z-Axis Lead Screw in place.  Be sure that the Yellow Thumbscrew is loose before attempting to print. Starting a print with the Z-Axis locked may damage the Printer!  The Z-Axis End Stop is a Black Thumbscrew with a Washer and a Spring located on the Top Plate. The Z-Axis End Stop triggers the Z-Axis Limit Switch, telling the Printer that the 0 position on the Z-Axis has been reached.  The Z-Axis End Stop is calibrated manually to provide for a greater range of adjustment when setting the gap between Hot End and the Print Board during the Print Board Leveling process.




· Wiring

All wired components connect to the RAMBo, which is mounted to the Bottom Plate.  Wired components include the X-Axis Motor, Y-Axis Motor, Z-Axis Motor, Extruder Motor, X-Axis Limit Switch, Y-Axis Limit Switch, Z-Axis Limit Switch, Hot End, Fan, Thermistor, LCD Controller, and Power.  

To ease identification, wiring for the motors and limit switches are color coded using zip ties.  The X-Axis Motor and X-Axis Limit Switch have green zip ties, the Y-Axis Motor and Y-Axis Limit Switch have yellow zip ties, the Z-Axis Motor and Z-Axis Limit Switch have orange zip ties, and the Extruder Motor has a clear zip tie.  

Fan

Power Supply

Thermistor

LCD Display

Limit Switches

Motors



· Filament

The Printer uses 1.75mm PLA, polylactic acid filament.  PLA is a bio-degradable polymer created from various plant products.  PLA is a type of thermoplastic, becoming soft and moldable when heated and returning to solid when cooled.  PLA is available in a wide variety of colors.

The filament spool hangs from the Spool Holder on the left of the Printer.  The side of the filament spool with the deeper cut-out should always be facing the Printer.  Filament runs from the spool, through the Filament Guide, through the Filament Tube, and into the Filament Drive.




II. TURNING THE 3D PRINTER ON AND OFF

To turn on the Printer, plug the Power Cable into the Power Breakout Board Assembly, located at the rear of the Printer and plug the Power Supply into a 120 volt outlet.  To turn off the 3D printer, disconnect the power supply or unplug the Power Cable.  To prevent clogging the Hot End, be sure that the Hot End temperature is less than 50°C before turning the Printer off. 



III. OVERVIEW OF 3D PRINTER INTERFACE

The Printer is controlled by the user via the control knob on the front of the LCD Screen.  Rotate the knob to scroll through menu options.  Push the knob in to select the highlighted field.  Options are either actions or sub menus.

The following section outlines some firmware options. Printer settings and commands in the firmware that should NOT be adjusted are highlighted in red.  It is not recommended that the user select or adjust the fields highlighted in red as doing so may prevent the Printer from functioning properly and can damage the Printer. However, these options are available for experienced users.  

Info Screen

When the Printer is plugged in, the LCD Screen will light up and the Info Screen will be displayed.  The Info Screen is the home screen, and after a short period of inactivity, will return to the Info Screen.  



The Info Screen displays the following information:

· Temperature:  Displays current/target temperature of the Hot End in degrees Celsius.  

· X:  Coordinate of Hot End on the X-Axis.

· Y:  Coordinate of Hot End on the Y-Axis.

· Z:  Coordinate of Hot End on the Z-Axis.

· FR: Feed Rate.  Default is 100%.  Increasing from 100% will increase speed of the printer but lowers print quality.  Decreasing from 100% will decrease speed but slightly improve quality.  Rotating the control knob when on the Info Screen will change the Feed Rate. It is recommended that you do not change the Feed Rate.

· SD:  Completion percentage of the part being printed.

· Print Time:  Time elapsed from start of print.   The time elapsed will stop when the print is complete and display on the Info Screen until another print is started or the INVNET3D Printer is reset.

· Notification: Located at the bottom of the Info Screen, changes based on status of the Printer. 

Home Screen

Pressing the control knob will bring up the Home Screen, which allows the user to select one of three printer sub-menus as follows:

· Prepare:  Prepare Printer to print.

· Control:  View and change print parameters.  It is not recommended to change print parameters from the control screen as changing them could prevent the Printer from operating properly.

· Print from SD:  Print G-code files saved on the SD card.

Prepare Screen

The Prepare Screen allows the user to perform all functions necessary to prepare the Printer to print.  The Prepare Screen allows the user to select from the following options:

· Auto Home:  Hot end moves to coordinate (0, 0, 0).

· Set Home Offsets: This is an advanced feature related to software board leveling. The Printer does not support software board leveling therefore it is highly recommended that you do not select this option.

· Move Axis:  Sub-menu that allows user to move the motors in increments from .1mm to 10 mm.  Used when loading and unloading filament. 

· Disable Steppers:  Cuts power to motors and allows motors to move. 

· Preheat PLA:  Heats hot end to 225°C to allow loading and unloading of filament.

· Cooldown:  Sets target temperature of Hot End to 0°C so it will cool down to room temperature.

Control Screen

It is not recommended that the Control Screen and its submenus be used as changing the print parameters may cause the Printer to malfunction.  Control Screen options are: 

· Temperature:  Changes Printer parameters with respect to temperature.

· Motion:  Changes Printer parameters with respect to motion.

· Filament: Changes Printer parameter with respect to filament.

· Store Memory:  Save changes made in temperature, motion and filament.

· Load Memory:  Restore saved changes previously made in temperature and motion.

· Restore Failsafe:  Restore to default temperature, motion and filament settings.

If any changes are made to temperature, motion and filament settings, they can be undone by selecting Restore Failsafe followed immediately by Store Memory.

Print From SD Card Screen

The Print from SD Card Screen allows the user to select from G-code files that were saved on the SD card. Rotate the control knob to select the desired file to print.  Upon selecting a file the Printer will start the preparations needed to print the file. After preparations are complete it will print the file.

Options Only Available During Print

These options, in addition to Control described above, are only displayed on Home Screen while the Printer is printing

· Tune:  Allows the user to change certain print parameters specifically for the ongoing print:

· Speed:  Changes print speed.  

· Nozzle:  Change temperature of the Hot End. 

· Fan Speed:  The Printer’s fan is hard coded and is not adjustable.

· Flow:  Change flow rate through the Hot End Nozzle.

· Pause Print:   It is not recommended to pause for more than 1 minute as melted filament will drip onto the part.

· Stop Print:  Stops the print, and the print may not be resumed.  The Hot End will not cool down automatically if the print is stopped.  The user will need to navigate to and select the Cooldown option described above to begin the cooling process. 




IV. LOADING / UNLOADING FILAMENT

It is important to remember that the Printer is only compatible with 1.75mm filament.

Loading Filament

1. Place the spool on the Spool Holder.  Most filament spools have one side where the center is recessed; this side should be facing the Printer to ensure that the spool seats correctly on the Spool Holder and that material does not get trapped behind the spool.

2. Locate the end of the filament and cut away any bent or twisted filament from the end.

3. Feed filament through the Filament Guide and Filament Tube.

Filament Guide

Filament Tube



4. Insert filament into Filament Drive Guide Hole.

Filament Drive Guide Hole



5. Turn on the Printer, go to Info Screen, select “Prepare”, and then select “Preheat PLA”.

6. Wait until the temperature of the Hot End reaches 225°C.

7. Go to Info screen, select “Prepare”, and select “Move Axis”.

8. Under the Move Axis sub-menu, select “Move 1mm”, then select “Extruder”. 

9. Rotate the Control Knob until filament comes out of the Hot End nozzel.

10. If filament does not feed through the Hot End then the Hot End might not be seated flush in its mount. Cooldown the Hot End and after it has cooled push the Hot End as far as possible into its mount.

11. If filament still does not feed, remove the Extruder Top that holds the Extruder Motor in place.  Lift up the Extruder Motor and Extrude out about 1” of filament.  Insert filament into the top hole in the Hot End and set the Extruder Motor back on the Extruder Bottom.   Replace the Extruder Top to lock down the Extruder Motor. Go back to Step 6 and try again.



Unloading Filament

1. Turn on the Printer, go to Info screen, select “Prepare”, and then select “Preheat PLA”.

2. Wait until temperature of Hot End reaches 225°C.

3. Go to Info screen, select “Prepare”, and select “Move Axis”.

4. Under the Move Axis submenu, select “Move 1mm”, then select “Extruder”.

5. Rotate the Control Knob counter-clockwise until filament backs out of the Hot End.

6. Do not attempt to unload filament without preheating the Hot End. The Extruder Motor will not function if the Hot End is not at least 200°C.




V. CALIBRATING Z-AXIS END STOP

Calibrating the Z-Axis End Stop is required if the user is unable to level the Print Board using the three Red Thumbscrews, which occurs when are the Red Thumbscrew are so loose they fall out or cannot be tightened any further. Additionally, the Z-Axis End Stop will need to be recalibrated if it is removed from the Printer, thrown out of calibration, or the Hot End is replaced.  The Z-Axis End Stop should only be calibrated when the Hot End is cold.  Refer to Section VI for instructions on Print Board Leveling and setting the Hot End gap. The Printer Assembly Instructions also have information on Print Board Leveling and setting the Hot End gap.




VI. LEVELING THE PRINT BOARD 

It is important to understand each component of the schematic to successfully and easily level the board.



Z-Axis End Stop 

z



Z-Axis Knob





Z-Axis Lock

Hot End



Z-Axis Limit Switch

Print Board



Gap





Print Board     Plate





Red Thumbscrews



Diamond Plate











The Print Board must be level with respect to the Hot End for the Printer to print correctly.  The Hot End is too close if the printed filament is unable to feed or if the Hot End touches the Print Board. The Hot End is too far away if the printed filament is lifting up from the Print Board or accumulating around the Hot End nozzle. Obtaining a level Print Board, with respect to the Hot End, is integral to successful printing and production of high quality parts. Therefore, it is important to check and maintain this calibration of the Print Board before printing begins. 



1. Remove the Print Board.

2. Visually locate the ends of the Red Thumbscrews in the Print Board Plate.

3. Tighten all three Red Thumbscrews until they are flush with top side of the Print Board Plate. 

4. Loosen each Red Thumbscrew 1 ½ turns. Confirm that each screw is recessed the same amount below the surface of the Print Board Plate. 

NOTE: If you are having difficulty determining how much to turn the Red Thumbscrews, re-tighten all three Red Thumbscrews until they are flush with the top of the Print Board Plate, then place a mark on the right side of each Red Thumbscrew. This will give you a visual indicator as you turn the Red Thumbscrews.

5. Grab the Print Board Plate and gently wiggle it up-and-down and back-and-forth to make sure the Wave Springs are properly seated in the Print Board Spacer counterbore, and to check for any loose screws. Tighten any screws that feel loose.

6. Install the Print Board by pressing it firmly into the Rear Board Clamps, then press the Front Print Board Clamp firmly against the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew.

7. Loosen the Z-Axis End Stop so that the end of the screw extends no more than ½” below the Top Plate.

8. Place a standard business card, on the Print Board. Move the Hot End and the Print Board so that the Hot End is located directly over the center of the Print Board. Using the Z-Axis Knob, lift the Print Board until the Hot End lightly touches the business card.  The business card should be moveable with slight resistance against the Hot End. 

NOTE: Try to not press down on the Print Board when moving the card as this will make the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board appear larger than it is. If the Z-Axis End Stop prevents you from lifting the Print Board high enough, loosen the Z-Axis End Stop a little more and go back to Step 8.

9. While holding the Z-Axis Knob, tighten the Yellow Thumbscrew to lock the Z-Axis Lead Screw in place so the Print Board can’t move up or down along the Z-Axis.

10. Move the Hot End and Print Board to position the Hot End at Blue Circle 1 (refer to the picture on the following page) approximately 1” from the right side of the Print Board. Using the business card, check the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board. Adjust only the right Red Thumbscrew, denoted as Red Circle 1 (refer to the picture on the following page). Adjust the right Red Thumbscrew until the business card is moveable with slight resistance against the Hot End.

11. Repeat Step 10, moving the Hot End to Blue Circle 2 in the picture, approximately 1” from the left side of the Print Board, and adjust only the front Red Thumbscrew, Red Circle 2.

12. Repeat Step 10 above, moving the Hot End to Blue Circle 3 in the picture, approximately 1” from the left side of the Print Board, and adjust only the rear Red Thumbscrew, Red Circle 3.



Blue circles tell you where to position the Hot End. Red circles tell you which Red Thumbscrew to adjust with each blue circle position
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13. Repeat the last three steps with each Red Thumbscrew to double-check that you have a consistent gap between the Hot End and the Print Board in all three locations.

14. Gently press and release the Z-Axis Limit Switch and listen for it to click.  Now slowly tighten the Z-Axis End Stop until you hear it click when it presses the Z-Axis Limit Switch.

15. Loosen the Yellow Thumbscrew then use the Z-Axis Knob to lower the Print Board several inches.

16. To check the adjustment of the Z-Axis Limit Switch:

1. Press the LCD button; menu will display.

2. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

3. Go to “Auto Home” and select.

4. The Hot End and Print Board Assembly will move to position (0, 0, 0). 

NOTE: If you hear any unusual or loud noise, stop and troubleshoot.  Causes may include: belts may not be aligned, the Yellow Thumbscrew may not be loosened enough, you may need to apply more grease to the Z-Axis Lead Screw, Limit Switches are not functioning properly, etc.

5. Tighten the Yellow Thumbscrew to lock the Z-Axis Lead Screw so the Print Board can’t move up or down along the Z-Axis.

6. Press LCD button; menu will display.

7. Go to “Prepare” and select; menu will display.

8. Go to “Disable Steppers” and select. This will allow you to move the Hot End and Print Board to check the gap with the business card. The business card should be moveable with only slight resistance.

9. If the gap is correct, you’re done. If the gap is too tight, turn the Z-Axis End Stop Screw ¼ turn clockwise. If the gap is too large, turn the Z-Axis End Stop Screw ¼ turn counter-clockwise.

10. Loosen the Yellow Thumbscrew then use the Z-Axis Knob to lower the Print Board several inches.

11. Re-check the adjustment of the Z-Axis Limit Switch by repeating the previous 10 steps until the gap is correct.

NOTE: This full process for Print Board Leveling typically only needs to be done when you are assembling the Printer from the kit, replacing the Hot End, or if the Print Board goes out of calibration.  For day-to-day use the Print Board should stay level.  Always remove the Print Board before attempting to remove a printed part from the Print Board.  Attempting to remove a part from the Print Board while it is still connected to the Printer is a quick way to get your Print Board out of calibration, and very well may damage the Printer.



VII. CONVERTING .stl FILE TO G-CODE

CAD files saved as .stl must be converted to a G-code file using a slicing program prior to printing on the Printer.  The G-code file tells the Printer how to print a desired part, controlling print parameters such as temperature, speed, orientation, and scale as well as part options such as fill type and support material usage.  Default print parameters are calibrated specifically for the printer and should not be changed.

The recommended slicing program for use with the Printer is Slic3r, an open source slicing program.  Instructions and links for downloading Slic3r are posted on our website: .ast2.net  

NOTE: It is absolutely essential that Slic3r be downloaded from the .ast2.net website to prevent damage to the Printer and provide quality prints. This assures that the settings correspond to the Printer. Using settings designed for any other 3D Printer will damage the printer and/or result in poor quality prints. 

Instructions on how to convert a .stl file to a G-code file using Slic3r:

1. Assuming Slic3r has been successfully downloaded from invent3d.ast2.net and installed, please open Slic3r.

2. Use the Platter screen to set up the print.

1. Select Add and then search for the file to be printed.

2. Select file and click Open.

3. Click on 3D to view the object in 3D if it is not already set.

1.   Be sure the object is facing the direction desired for printing.

2.   If rotation is needed, use the rotate buttons to change model orientation.

4. Scale button allows for increasing or decreasing the size of the part to be printed. The size of the part is shown in millimeters. Verify that the part is sized correctly. 

5. To make a copy of the part, click “+“ to add a copy of the part, or use ”-“ to subtract a copy of the part.

6. The Add button allows adding another file to the same print.

7. Delete / Delete All allows for removal of parts from print.

8. Arrange moves the location of part(s) on the board.  It is recommended to always use this when printing multiple parts.

3. Print Settings to change the print settings of part to be printed. 

NOTE: Changing the Print Settings should only be done by someone with extensive experience with 3D printing. It is recommended to use the default Printer settings for most prints.

4. Go back to Platter, if you are not on that screen.

4.1. Select Export G-code.

4.2. Save the G-code file on the SD card.  

4.3. Insert the SD card into the Printer’s LCD Controller to print.

5. The CAD design must be in millimeters (mm) or the slicing program will show a very small print if the design is in inches.  You may be need to convert from inches to millimeters if that is the case and restart at Step 1.




VIII. PRINTING A PART AND REMOVING THE PART FROM THE PRINT BOARD

To print: 

1. Ensure that the Print Board is at least two inches below the Hot End.  Ensure the Yellow Thumbscrew is loose and is not making contact with the Z-Axis Knob.

2. Go to the main menu and select Print from SD.  Use the control knob to find and select the file to be printed. For normal operations no additional settings or adjustments are needed.

3. Watch the Printer as it performs its start-up routine and begins to print.  The temperature will automatically increase to the default printing temperature.  Once heated, the Printer will move the Hot End to purge some filament to ensure that the Hot End is not clogged.  If any of this material is dragged onto the Print Board, remove it as soon as possible so it does not affect the print.  

4. The Printer will begin with an outline of the object to be printed.  Be sure that the outline is clear and aligns with the part to be printed.  If there are any irregularities, select Stop Print from the Main Menu, and then select the Cooldown command.  Lower the Print Board using Z-Axis Knob.  Remove the Print Board, see Step 8 of this Section, clear the filament from the Print Board, replace the Print Board, and try the print again.  If irregularities persist refer to the Troubleshooting Guide later in this document.

5. Look at the first few layers of the print.  If there are notable spaces between fill lines of the first layer, then the Print Board is too far away from the Hot End.  If the first layer is unable to extrude or there is unusual noise from the Hot End grinding against the first layer as the second layer is printed, then the Print Board is too close to the Hot End.  If the Print Board is either too high or too low, select Stop Print from the Main Menu, and then select Cooldown.  Lower the Print Board using the Z-Axis Knob.  Remove the Print Board, see Step 8 of this Section, clear the Print Board, and replace the Print Board. When the Hot End has cooled down below 50°C perform Print Board Leveling.

6. If the printed object is lifting off of the Print Board on one of the sides, the Print Board is too far away from the Hot End.  Select Stop Print from the Main Menu, and then select Cooldown.  Lower the Print Board by hand using the Z-Axis Knob on top of the Z-Axis Lead Screw. Wait for the Hot End to cool down below 50°C and then perform Print Board Leveling.

7. Upon completion of the print the Hot End will move to the 0 point on the X-Axis and the Hot End will automatically cool down to room temperature.

8. To remove the part from the Print Board, lower the Print Board, loosen the Blue Thumbscrew, and slide the Front Print Board Clamp away from the Print Board. Remove the Print Board.  Slide the angled scraper provided with your Printer underneath the part, be careful not to scratch or gouge the BuildTak.  If the print is difficult to remove and the Print Board is level, adjust the gap by turning Z-Axis End Stop approximately ¼ turn clockwise. This will slightly increase the gap between the Hot End and the Print Board and ease the removal of the next print. This can be repeated until the desired result is achieved. Slide the Print Board back into place by pushing the front of the board while holding the Rear Board Clamps.  Push the Front Board Clamp back into place and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew.  Move the Print Board from side to side to ensure that it is locked in place.



IX. REPLACING BUILDTAK

If the BuildTak Print Board Surface is showing significant wear, holes, or gouges then replace the BuildTak using instructions below. Submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net to order replacement BuildTak.  

1. BuildTak is an adhesive for the Print Board that allows for easy removal of printed parts.  There are other materials that can be used, like painter’s tape, but BuildTak provides ease of use. Parts must be removed carefully to prevent damaging the BuildTak. 

2. Loosen the Blue Thumbscrew and pull the Front Board Clamp away from the Print Board. 

3. Slide Print Board out from the Rear Board Clamps.

4. Remove old BuildTak and if necessary clean the Print Board.

5. Remove the plastic covering from the back of new BuildTak sheet to expose the adhesive.

6. Center over board, start by laying one side down and smoothing the surface as the sheet is laid down.  Apply slowly and avoid bubbles. If necessary, pull a section back up, press out bubbles and smoothly lay it down.

7. Insert the Print Board back into the Rear Board Clamps. Slide the Front Board Clamp against the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew. 

Other Print Board Materials



The optimum material is one that allows the first layer of the printed part to firmly stick to the Print Board and then allows the print to be completed without the part unsticking, moving, or warping.  However, it must also allow for the removal of the printed part when printing is finished without damage.  It has to withstand the heat from the Hot End and extruded filament without burning.  Also, it should not degrade or rupture quickly and the surface finish needs to be smooth.  



Besides BuildTak, there are a few common materials used to coat the surface of the Print Board. A primary alternative is blue painters tape. Other options include glue stick applied to the Print Board, which contains PVA, or “extra hold” hairspray with ingredients such as vinyl, acetate, and copolymer.

BuildTak’s advantages are that the part sticks firmly to the Print Board, but not so firm that it can’t be removed, reduced part warping, more forgiving with Print Board Leveling due to how well parts stick to the surface, easiest to achieve high print quality even on larger parts and with careful removal of parts from board, can be used for many prints. However, BuildTak is more expensive, not as readily available, and it can be gorged or scratched when printed parts are removed. 

Blue painter’s tape can tear very easily and needs to be replaced after every print. Printed parts do not stick easily to blue painter’s tape and there is very little margin for error with Print Board Leveling.  There can be significant warping when printing larger parts. However, it is inexpensive and readily available. 



X. TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Filament

· Not extruding 

· Not sticking to board

· Shavings in extruder

Print quality

· Print stops

· Shifting during print

· Print is hard to remove

· Print part lifts or is warped

LCD Screen

· Blue screen

· Nonsensical characters

Power Issues

· No Power

Print Board

· Not level

· Does not lift to print

Hot End 

· Leaking filament

· Does not maintain temperature

Limit Switch

· Broken

Z-Axis

· Noise when raising on Lead Screw

If the Troubleshooting Guide below does not have information regarding the Printer issue you are facing, or the suggested remedies do not resolve the issue, then please submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net 





FILAMENT

Problem: Filament does not extrude or stops extruding

Probable Cause: Filament not coming off filament roll. 

· Remedy 1: Filament may be wrapped over itself on the spool.  Unwind the filament from the spool until the filament smoothly leaves the spool and the over-wrap is eliminated.  Wind the filament tightly back onto the spool in a back and forth manner, ensuring not to over-wrap again.  The filament spool may need to be removed from the Spool Holder if the over-wrap is deep on the spool.  Be careful that the filament does not break.



· Remedy 2: Filament may be tangled around the Spool Holder.  Remove the spool from the Spool Holder and unwrap the filament from around the Spool Holder.  Wind the filament back onto the spool, being careful not to overlap the filament to ensure that the filament will smoothly unwind from the spool.  When placing the spool back on the Spool Holder, ensure the side with the cutout faces the Printer so that the spool sits flush with the Printer.



· Remedy 3:  Filament may be getting pinched in the Filament Guide.  Ensure that the filament passes through the Filament Guide on the same side that it leaves the spool.  For example, if the filament leaves the spool on the side closest to the rear of the Printer, it should pass through the rear hole in the Filament Guide.  If filament is not passing through the appropriate hole in the Filament Guide, remove the filament and the Filament Tube and pass it through the appropriate hole.  If filament is passing through the proper hole of the Filament Guide but still pinching, ensure that the Filament Tube is seated properly in the hole of the Filament Guide.

Probable Cause 2:  Extruder Motor not turning.

· Remedy 1: The Extruder Motor wire may be unplugged or is not correctly plugged into RAMBo.  Verify that the Extruder Motor wire is correctly and completely plugged into the Extruder Motor.  Facing the front of the Printer, remove the Top Cover to observe the RAMBo. The motor wire ports are located on the right side of the RAMBo.  Verify that the Extruder Motor wire is plugged into the port labeled E0, the motor port closest to the rear of the INVNET3D Printer.  



· Remedy 2: The Hot End may not be preheated.  If so, the Extruder Motor will not turn as a safety precaution in the firmware.  Verify that the Hot End is heated to at least 200°C.



· Remedy 3: Extruder Motor gear may be loose.  While the Extruder Motor is operating observe the rotation of the Extruder Motor’s shaft and gear.  If shaft is rotating but the gear is stationary, the Extruder Motor’s gear is loose and must be tightened.  

To tighten the Extruder Motor’s gear you must remove the filament from the Hot End and Extruder Motor.  Unscrew the Silver Thumbscrews in the Extruder Top to access the Extruder Motor.  Remove the three screws and washers that attach the Filament Drive to the Extruder Motor and remove the Filament Drive.  Use a 1mm Allen wrench to tighten the setscrew that affixes the gear to the Extruder Motor’s shaft. The gear should sit flush with the top of the Extruder Motor’s shaft.  Ensure that the setscrew seats onto the flat side of the Extruder Motor’s shaft, you may need to rotate the gear as required to align the setscrew with the flat side of the Extruder Motor’s shaft.  Once the setscrew is tightened, reattach the Filament Drive to the Extruder Motor, place the Extruder Motor back onto the Extruder Bottom, reinstall the Extruder Top, and tighten the Silver Thumbscrews.



· Remedy 4: Motor may be defective.  Submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net  

Probable Cause 3: Hot End plugged

· Remedy: If the Hot End is plugged DO NOT insert anything into the Hot End, such as a paper clip or tooth pick. Doing so may damage the Hot End. Instead, turn on the Printer, go to the Info screen, and select Preheat PLA.  Once the Hot End is heated, go to the Info screen and select Move Axis, then Move 1mm, then Extruder.  Rotate the LCD Control Knob counter-clockwise to remove the filament from the Hot End.  Cut off the partially melted end of the filament.  Allow the Hot End to sit heated for 10 minutes. Some filament may drip from the Hot End.  After 10 minutes, re-insert the filament into the Filament Drive.  Go to the Info screen and select Move Axis, then Move 1mm, then Extruder.  Rotate the LCD Control Knob clockwise to attempt to push the filament though the Hot End to remove the plug.  If filament extrudes, the issue has been resolved. It may help to raise the temperature of the Hot End to 250°C using the LCD temperature control. Temperature needs to be immediately reset after clearing the filament.   If filament still does not extrude, submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net 



Probable Cause 4: Filament melted between Hot End and Filament Drive.

· Remedy: If the fan that cools the Hot End is not working, either due to malfunction or if it has become unplugged, it may cause the heat from the Hot End to spread up through the Heat Break and melt filament just below the Filament Drive. If the fan is not working, verify that the quick disconnect is completely attached at the top of the Hot End assembly.  If the fan still does not work, submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net

 If filament has melted between the Filament Drive and Hot End, attempt to remove the Extruder Motor and clean the melted filament with a small flathead screwdriver. Fracture the filament both above the Hot End and below the Filament Drive.  Once this filament is cleaned, try to feed the filament back into the Hot End.  If unable to remove the melted filament, submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net



Probable Cause 5: Print Board too close to Hot End.

· Remedy: If the Hot End is touching the Print Board while printing, the Print Board may block the Hot End Nozzle and prevent filament from extruding.  There may be a scraping noise as the Hot End grinds against the Print Board, and scrapes on the BuildTak.  Stop the print and allow the Hot End to cool.  Select “Stop Print” from the Main Menu, then select “Prepare”, and then select “Cooldown.”  Remove the failed print from the Print Board.  If the BuildTak has been significantly damaged, replace the BuildTak.  Once the Hot End is cooled down, perform the Print Board Leveling process and attempt to print again. 







Probable Cause 6: Filament pressure adjustment screw is not tight enough.

· Remedy: If the screw is not tight enough then there will not be sufficient pressure placed on the filament by the Extruder Motor’s gear to pull filament into the Hot End, causing the Extruder Motor’s gear to spin but not drive the filament down into the Hot End.  Facing the front of the Printer, the pressure adjustment screw is on the right hand side of the Filament Drive.  Tightening this screw tightens the Extruder Motor gear against the filament.  As the screw is tightened, the slot in the top of the Filament Drive will narrow; the ideal width is approximately one business card width.  Be careful not to overtighten as it can create filament shavings in the Filament Drive or cause the filament to rupture.



Probable Cause 7: Filament may be bent.

· Remedy: When inserting filament into the Filament Drive for the first time or when changing filament, ensure that the tip of the filament is not significantly bent.  If it is, the filament may not pass through the Filament Drive into the hole in the top of the Hot End.  The filament will not extrude through the Hot End, producing a clicking noise as the Extruder Motor’s gear attempts to drive the filament down into the Hot End.  Back the filament out of the Filament Drive and cut off the bent tip.  Reinsert the filament back into the Filament Drive and attempt to extrude.



Probable Cause 8: Hot End and Filament Drive may be misaligned.

· Remedy: If the filament it not passing from the Filament Drive down into the Hot End when replacing or inserting filament for the first time, there may have an alignment issue with the Filament Drive and Hot End.  Remove the filament from the Filament Drive and allow the Hot End to cool down.  Loosen the Silver Thumbscrews and remove the Extruder Top.  Raise the Extruder Motor.  Check the position of the Hot End in the Extruder Bottom. The Hot End should be fully inserted into the slot in the Extruder Bottom and sit flush with the end of the slot.  If the Hot End does not sit flush, loosen the small Black Thumbscrew at the front of the Extruder Bottom. Once the screw is loose, push the Hot End as far as possible into the slot in the Extruder Bottom. Replace the Extruder Motor on top of the Extruder Bottom. Ensure that the Extruder Motor sits flat on the Extruder Bottom; if the Extruder Motor is angled it may cause an alignment issue. Place the Extruder Top back on the Extruder Motor and tighten the Silver Thumbscrews. Heat the Hot End and feed the filament through the Filament Drive to verify that the issue is corrected.



Probable Cause 9: Filament may be fractured below the Extruder Motor’s gear.

· Remedy:  Loosen the Silver Thumbscrews and remove the Extruder Top.  Remove the Extruder Motor.  While the Hot End is heated, use pliers to grip the top of the filament above the Hot End and pull up to remove.  Replace the Extruder Motor, Extruder Top, and Silver Thumbscrews.  Continue with the filament replacement process.



Probable Cause 10: Filament diameter is inconsistent.

· Remedy: Some spools of filament can have inconsistent diameter. The Printer can tolerate most inconsistencies in filament diameter but sometimes the spool is defective with wild inconsistency in filament quality or it was improperly stored for a long period of time which can have the same effect.  No matter the cause, this can create inconsistency in the filament’s diameter. When a piece of filament with a very narrow diameter passes through the Filament Drive, insufficient pressure is applied to the filament by the Extruder Motor’s gear, causing it to spin freely.  Tighten the pressure adjustment screw slightly then back the filament out of the Filament Drive by selecting “Preheat” from the Info screen and then selecting “Move Axis”, then “1mm” then “Extruder” and rotate the LCD Control Knob counter-clockwise until the filament is out. Loosen the filament pressure adjustment screw back to the standard business card width.  Attempt the print again with a new roll of filament.





Problem:  Filament will not stick to board

Probable Cause 1: Print Board too far from Hot End.

· Remedy: If it appears that the Print Board is level but simply too far from the Hot End, adjust the Z-Axis End Stop counter-clockwise ½ turn so that the Z-Axis Limit Switch engages when the Print Board is closer to the Hot End.  Rotate the Z-Axis End Stop another ½ turn if the problem is not solved.  If filament is not sticking in one specific place, the Print Board may not be leveled properly.  Stop the print, remove the part and allow the Hot End to cool down, then level the Print Board. Initiate a print to verify that the problem is resolved; repeat the Print Board Leveling process if the problem persists.



Probable Cause 2: Wrong Print Board material.

· Remedy: Filament may not stick well if not using BuildTak.  Try to re-level the Print Board to close the distance between the Hot End and Print Board, but the best solution is to apply BuildTak to Print Board.



Problem: Filament shavings in extruder

Probable Cause: Filament pressure adjustment screw too tight.

· Remedy: If there are filament shavings in the Filament Drive, too much tension is being placed on the filament by the Extruder Motor’s gear.  Locate the filament pressure adjustment screw on the top right of the Filament Drive.  Loosen this screw using an Allen wrench until the gap on the top of the Filament Drive is approximately the width of a business card.





PRINT QUALITY 

Problem: Print stops without finishing

Probable Cause 1: Loose power connector.

· Remedy:  Verify that the Power Cable is completely plugged into the Power Breakout Board Assembly located at the back of the Printer.  Check the wire that connects the Power Breakout Board to the RAMBo and verify that the ends are completely inserted.  






Probable Cause 2: Incomplete file on SD card.

· Remedy: During the copy to the SD card from the computer, the SD card was removed before the copy was finish. Re-slice the CAD model and try again. Give the computer and SD card a little extra time to fully complete the save.  



Problem: Print shifts while printing

Probable Cause 1: Print Board moved.

· Remedy:  The Print Board may be loose. Stop the print, remove the Print Board, and remove the part.  When inserting the Print Board, ensure that it seats all the way back into the Rear Board Clamps.  Push the Front Board Clamp tight against the front of the Print Board and tighten the Blue Thumbscrew.  Attempt to wobble the Print Board slightly to verify that the Print Board is locked in place.  Attempt the print again.

Probable Cause 2: Hot End moved.

· Remedy:  Observe the print to see if the Hot End is loose.  If so, stop the print and tighten the small Black Thumbscrew at the front of the Extruder Bottom, which will lock the Hot End in place.  Remove the part and attempt to print again. 



Probable Cause 3: X-Axis or Y-Axis Belts are too loose or too tight.

· Remedy: Belts that are too loose will cause the X-Axis or Y-Axis Motor to skip and cause shifts, belts that are too tight will resist the X-Axis or Y-Axis Motors causing them to overheat and shut down for brief periods of time or skip, both can cause shifts. To remedy this, loosen the belt’s adjustment Idler Bolt, at front of the Printer for the Y-Axis Belt or on the Top Plate for the X-Axis Belt. Pull on the Idler Bolt and tighten bottom nut. Move the Print Board or the Extruder Mount Assembly to test tension. Motion should be smooth with little resistance. 

Problem: Printed part is very hard to remove.

Probable Cause: Print Board too close to Hot End.

· Remedy:  Carefully remove the stuck part so as not to damage the BuildTak.  Place the scraper perfectly flat on the Print Board. Find an edge of the part that appears to be the easiest place to wedge the scraper under the part.  Sharply to tap the end of the scraper to remove the part.  Once the Hot End is cooled down, level the Print Board.  Initiate a print to verify that the Print Board is leveled correctly; repeat Print Board Leveling if necessary.

Problem: Printed part lifts or warps.

Probable Cause 1: Print Board too far from Hot End or Print Board not level on one side.

· Remedy: If the part is lifting off of the Print Board or warping, the Print Board may be too far from the Hot End.  If it appears the Print Board is perfectly level but simply too far from the Hot End, adjust the Z-Axis End Stop counter-clockwise ½ turn so that the Z-Axis Limit Switch engages when the Print Board is closer to the Hot End. Adjust the Z-Axis End Stop counter-clockwise another ½ turn if necessary.




Probable Cause 2: Wrong Print Board material.

· Remedy: If not using BuildTak, there may be increased part warping.  If using blue painter’s tape, try to re-level the Print Board to move the Hot End slightly closer to the tape, although this may not completely correct problem.  It is recommended that BuildTak be used to improve part quality.



Probable Cause 3: Print Board not level.

· Remedy: If a part is warping in one particular place, the Print Board may not be level.  Stop the print, remove the part, and allow the Hot End to cool down. Then level the Print Board.  Initiate a print to verify that the problem has been corrected.

 



LCD 

Problem: LCD displays only blue screen.

Probable Cause:  Incorrectly wired LCD Screen to RAMBo.

· Remedy:  Disconnect power from the Printer and remove the Top Cover to access the RAMBo. Ensure that the LCD ribbon cables are plugged into the correct ports on the RAMBo and orientated with the red stripe toward the front of the Printer.  Return power to the Printer and verify that the LCD screen is working properly.  



Problem: LCD displays nonsensical characters.

Probable Cause: Static charge to LCD Screen.

· Remedy; Disconnecting and reconnecting the Printer’s power supply will cause the LCD Screen to reset and function normally.   If the LCD displays senseless characters during a print, let the print finish, let the Hot End cool down below 50°C, and then disconnect and reconnect the power to the Printer to reset the LCD Screen. The nonsensical characters on the LCD Display will not affect the quality of the print. If it necessary to stop the print, disconnect the power and then reconnect the power, then remove the part from the Print Board and start the print again.



POWER ISSUES

Problem: No power to the Printer.

Probable Cause 1: Electricity is not reaching the Printer.

· Remedy: Make sure Power Cord is plugged into an appropriate power source.  Check the back of the Printer to ensure that the Power Adaptor is connected to the Power  Breakout Board.  Remove the Top Cover and check the Power Breakout Board’s connector cable.  Ensure that one end of this cable is inserted completely into the Power Breakout Board, and ensure that the other end is plugged into the appropriate port on the RAMBo.


Probable Cause 2: Fuse burnt out.

· Remedy: If above remedy does not resolve issue, there may be a burnt out fuse on the RAMBo. Check RAMBo wiring and replace the fuses on the RAMBod with the appropriate new fuse.  Submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net if you need assistance.   

PRINT BOARD

Problem: Print Board will not level.

Probable Cause 1: Red Thumbscrews too far out of adjustment.

· Remedy: If unable to level the Print Board due to not having enough room to turn the Red Thumbscrews due to being either too tight or too loose then the height of the Z-Axis End Stop may not be set properly.  If the Red Thumbscrews cannot be tightened further, adjust the Z-Axis End Stop by turning it clockwise to create more space between the Hot End and Print Board.  If the Red Thumbscrews cannot be loosened further without falling out, adjust the Z-Axis End Stop by turning it counter-clockwise to create less space between the Hot End and the Print Board. Perform the Print Board Leveling process again.

Probable Cause 2: Wave Springs missing or not properly seated.

· Remedy: If it appears that the Z-Axis End Stop is at the appropriate height and you are experiencing a problem with just one of the Red Thumbscrews, check that each of the Red Thumbscrews are compressing a Wave Spring between the Print Board Spacer and the Print Board Plate. Check to see if the Wave Springs are completely seated into the counterbore on the Print Board Spacer. If you are missing a Wave Spring and cannot locate the part, submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net

Probable Cause 3: Print Board is bowed.

· Remedy: If the Print Board has been aggressively clamped over a long period of time, it can bow in the center, making it impossible to level.  If Print Board is bowed, submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net to order a new Print Board.



Probable Cause 4: Loose screws.

· Remedy: Tighten all loose screws on the printer, paying special attention to those around the Print Board Assembly and Z-Axis Rail. Loose screws can cause the Print Board Assembly to shift slightly when you are performing the Print Board Leveling process, making it impossible to level the Print Board.



Problem: Board does not lift high enough to print.

Probable Cause: Z-Axis End Stop not set properly.

· Remedy: If the Print Board is not lifting close enough to the Hot End to print properly, the Z-Axis End Stop may be set too low, creating too large of a gap between the Hot End and Print Board.  Allow the Hot End to cool and perform the Print Board Leveling process to set the Z-Axis End Stop. If you are still experience trouble, please submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net




HOT END 

Problem: Hot End does not maintain temperature.

Probable Cause: Failure of Hot End Thermistor.

· Remedy: If the Hot End does not maintain a constant temperature and the temperature is fluctuating significantly on the LCD Screen, the Thermistor in the Hot End might be defective.  Submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net to further troubleshoot this issue.



LIMIT SWITCH WIRES

Problem: Limit Switch wires are broken.

Probable Cause: Excessive tension or repeated over-flexing of Limit Switch wires.

· Remedy: If the Limit Switch wires are broken then they will need to be replaced.  Submit a Support Ticket at support.ast2.net to order a replacement part.  



Z-AXIS GRINDING 

Problem: Grinding when raising the Print Board.

Probable Cause 1: Yellow Thumbscrew engaged.

· Remedy: If there is a loud grinding noise as the Print Board is being raised on the Z-Axis Lead Screw when starting a print, the Yellow Thumbscrew may be engaged.  Disconnect the power to the Printer and loosen the Yellow Thumbscrew so that the Z-Axis Knob can spin freely.  Re-connect the power and attempt to print again.



Probable Cause 2: Improper alignment of Z-Axis Lead Screw and/or ACME nut.

· Remedy: Repeat the process to align the Z-Axis Lead Screw and embedded ACME nut.



Probable Cause 3: The Z-Axis Knob is grinding or Z-Axis Bearing is not properly seated.

· Remedy: Loosen the setscrew in the Z-Axis Knob, reseat the Z-Axis Bearing, then adjust the height of Z-Axis Knob and tighten the setscrew.
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Challenges in Additive Manufacturing

Process Control

Precision and reliability of process

High number of parameters influence results

Tolerances

Micron-scale accuracy not readily available

Finishes

Difficult to finish products to 'production grade' quality

Validation/Demonstration

Quality control, standards not understood/defined well
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Challenges in Additive Manufacturing

Detection of Imperfections

Most 3D printed parts have small voids and cracks

Traditional metrology will not detect these

Must use more advanced tools, like CT

Geometries can make this difficult

Density of material can make this difficult (scatter)
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Challenges in Additive Manufacturing

Quality Control (NIST Labs)

4 current experiments

Real-time process control

Qualification of materials and parts

Systems integration

 Characterization of materials

AmericaMakes (National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute)

Northern Illinois University
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Challenges in Additive Manufacturing

Standards in Processes and Quality

ISO

Processes

Terms and Definitions

Testing

Quality Parameters

Supply Agreements

American Society for Testing and Materials

Technologies

File Formats

Coordinate Systems
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		[WEEK 2 PROJECT – ENGR 350 – ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING]

		Spring 2016









Name(s):_______________________________	Date:____________________	ENGR 350 –  Week 2





Week 1 Rubric (100)



Video (25)



______(15) Content: The video is complete, descriptive, and demonstrates preparedness and planning.  Video 

                   dialogue is distinct, well supported and is not a re-read of internal or external course material.



	______(5) Tone: An appropriate tone for the video was set by the speaker.  Audio and visual elements of the 

                           video are acceptable and do not detract from the organization and delivery of the video.



	______(5) Time: Video length is less than the 1:00 mark stated in the memo.





Prototype (75)



______(20) Contribution: Prototype represents the work of the individual and was not taken or modified from 

                    an existing source (either internal or external to class)



	______(25) Function: Prototype performs as needed (described in the memo) and 



	______(25) Consideration: Prototype includes consideration to the design challenges of the utilized FDM 	                    process and these known design challenges do not contribute negatively to overall functionality



	______(5) Communication: Questions related to the project were communicated effectively to the instructor



	



	______ TOTAL





Notes/Comments/Justification:



Overall Impression (to be considered with numeric grade above):                           1-Strong -----  5-Weak



CREATIVITY:    1  2  3  4  5    FORM:   1  2  3  4  5    FUNCTION:   1  2  3  4  5    OVERALL:   A  B  C  D  F   


	HR 0011-15-C-0048 Final Report	

Appendix 4.3.5.C.A Repairing the Human Body Student Edition



Repairing the Human Body Module			Student Edition

Grade Level- 11/12



Day 1



INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION: Some people will oppose the printing of human organs, saying it is not man’s prerogative to create human organs. It is also very likely that many WILL oppose other medical/scientific advances such as cloning and genetic engineering. Look at the pros and cons of either of these topics: What are the pros? What are the cons? What are the ethical considerations?  What are the moral considerations?  What are the religious considerations?  What medical difficulties exist in carrying these out?  



3D Printing and the INVENT 3D Printer

1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Let’s Discuss the video



2. What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?



3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm





“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Let’s Discuss how roadblocks can be overcome. 





The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament



4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



 “INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



“INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf





Day 2: 3D Printing and Biomedical Technologies



You will need to have downloaded and installed the following software programs:

1,2,3 D Design- http://www.123dapp.com/design

(This will need to be installed on all devices students will use. You will need to know whether PC devices are 32 or 64-bit. )



Learning CAD

1. As stated yesterday, 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design.

2. Students, you will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle



Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- each of you will create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  You must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.





Biomedical Technologies 



+ Watch the video

“Introduction to the Six Million Dollar Man”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGO57y4td-c

This was far-fetched reality in the 1970s, we have achieved some of these advancements today and are on the verge of attaining others.  Medical technologies in 2016 will allow us to achieve even more than was ever imagined in 1970.



a. What are “medical technologies?”  

+ Read the article

“Medical Technologies”

http://www.ehow.com/about_4672066_medical-technology.html



The sphygmomanometer” is used to measure blood pressure

The spirometer” is used to measure lung capacity



“What is the purpose (function) of medical technologies?”





b. + Read the articles



 “Medical Innovations at the Smithsonian” 

http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/aroundthemall/2011/09/the-list-medical-innovations-at-the-smithsonian/



Provide additional examples of medical innovations in history.  There are a variety of answers. We will list them on the board. Then 



+ Read the article.



“Amazing Science: Top 10 Medical Innovations for 2016”

https://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/10/amazing-science-top-10-medical-innovations-2016/

Within this article, watch the video for #7- Naturally Controlled Artificial Limbs



What does this mean to those living with paralysis or upper arm amputations?



+ Watch the video

“Women Gets Luke Skywalker-Like Robotic Arm”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBl0pyTIZrI





  In this photo, the patient is controlling the artificial arm with her mind.  The artificial arm reacts to her thoughts just our arms do.  Notice that the arm is hard-wired to her brain.  What do you think the next advancement in this technology is? (wireless control)





The Science of Biomedical Engineering

Bioengineering or Biomedical engineering- biological or medical application of engineering principles or engineering equipment).



+ Watch the videos:



“What is Biomedical Engineering?”  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqZYZ_4Lh5Q



“Biomedical Engineering Design Products for the Disabled”  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVxRZh02QTI

Note the products presented.



Days 3 and 4: Replacing Organs 



What do we already know?



1. The first successful heart transplant was performed by Dr. _______ _______ in what country? ______________						



2. In mythology, a vampire can only be killed by driving a ________ stake through the __________. 						



3. Also in mythology, Eros, better known as ________, is the god of love.  He is often pictured 

with a heart and an ________.

                                 

4 The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, commonly called _______, is leading the 

way to improve prosthetic devices.



5. Commissioned by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, DEKA has created the Luke Arm, inspired by _______________ in the movie ___________.

		               







The Human Heart



               

1. We will place you into teams of 4-5 as we begin the study of the human heart.  Assign a project manager and the roles of recorder, reporter, librarian, resource manager. The goal: each team will be to 3D print a human heart and label its parts. 

2. According to WebMD, 2014 - - -

The heart is a muscular organ about the size of a fist, located just behind and slightly left of the breastbone. The heart pumps blood through the network of arteries and veins called the cardiovascular system.  The heart has four chambers:



The right atrium receives blood from the veins and pumps it to the right ventricle.

The right ventricle receives blood from the right atrium and pumps it to the lungs, where it is loaded with oxygen.

The left atrium receives oxygenated blood from the lungs and pumps it to the left ventricle.

The left ventricle (the strongest chamber) pumps oxygen-rich blood to the rest of the body. The left ventricle’s vigorous contractions create our blood pressure.



The coronary arteries run along the surface of the heart and provide oxygen-rich blood to the heart muscle. A web of nerve tissue also runs through the heart, conducting the complex signals that govern contraction and relaxation. Surrounding the heart is a sac called the pericardium.

Teams are to gather information about the human heart.  

Research: The Librarian in each team is to preview each of the sites below and recommend two to his team to complete a detailed sketch of the human heart.



“The Human Heart- Functions, location, anatomy of the heart” a

http://www.the-human-body.net/heart.html



“The Human Heart” 

http://www.mamashealth.com/heart.asp



“Human Heart Diagram”  

http://www.human-body-facts.com/human-heart-diagram.html



“Human Heart Models” 

http://www.3dscience.com/3D_Models/Human_Anatomy/Heart/



Teams are to sketch a human heart, identify each section and part of the heart, and describe the function of each part.



3. Heart Transplantation: Today, the only choice to replace a human heart is a transplant. Of course, in order for a person to receive a human heart in a transplant, someone else has to die.

In addition to this fact, there are many variables that must be overcome in order for the transplant to be successful and lasting.



+ Read the article

“All About Heart Transplantation”

https://www.verywell.com/heart-disease-basics-4014541



4. 3D Printing Human Organs



In the not too distant future, it is extremely likely that we will be using 3D printers to print human organs.  Why can we say this?  We have already begun this process on a smaller scale. Let’s see some of what we are doing:



+ Read the article

“The next frontier in 3-D printing: Human organs”

http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/03/tech/innovation/3-d-printing-human-organs/



As a class, discuss what is already happening.

What are some ethical concerns?

Are there religious concerns?)



+ Watch the video that is incorporated into this article.

Video title: “3-D printing for the human body” (5:47)



5. Place students into their teams again. Students will research the process of harvesting and growing human cells prior to printing organs.  Half of the students in each team are to gather information about the harvesting and half are to gather information about the process of growing cells in a petri dish.















Human Cell



		

Some suggested sites to begin research are below.



“Stem cells: What they are and what they do”

http://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/stem-cell-transplant/in-depth/stem-cells/ART-20048117



“Harvesting Stem Cells”

http://www.cancer.ca/en/cancer-information/diagnosis-and-treatment/stem-cell-transplant/harvesting-stem-cells/?region=on



“STEM cell harvest”

http://www.nhlcyberfamily.org/treatments/collection.htm



“How 4 universities are using 3D printing to create ears, cartilage and blood cells”

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-4-universities-are-using-3d-printing-to-create-ears-cartilage-and-blood-cells/



“3D-Printed Human Embryonic Stem Cells Created for First Time”

http://www.livescience.com/26865-3d-printed-embryonic-stem-cells.html



6. Report

Each team is to report its findings to the class.





Day 5 Prosthetic Devices



1. Prosthetic Limbs

+ Watch the video

“DARPA Luke Arm”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0QJeRuWijs



+ Read the article and watch the video

“Mind-controlled LUKE prosthetic arm is finally coming to market”

http://mashable.com/2016/07/11/luke-arm-to-market/#pvr40tbPLEqf



2. The nuts and bolts of a prosthetic arm

a. Raw materials

b. The Manufacturing Process

+ Read about this process at http://www.madehow.com/Volume-1/Artificial-Limb.html



Look at some examples of 3D printed prosthetics



         





3. What are we already doing- Joint replacement

+ Watch the video

“3D Printers Transforming Joint Replacement”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyECN8mMPJk



4. 3D Printing hand joints

a. We’re high school students! We can’t 3D print a prosthetic! How Can a high school student print a hand?

Go to https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/9-year-old-3d-printing-enthusiast-prints-prosthetic-hand-for-teacher-94006/



b. How to design hand joints- employ 1,2,3 D to design a hand.  Follow along and learn.



5. Project Work Time

The rest of Day 5 is dedicated to the project. Teams are to create a CAD drawing of the human heart or prosthetic.  

For the heart, teams may first create the cavity and then print each part individually or may print the entire heart as one unit on their prototype heart.  Teams creating a heart must also research and report on one of the following: diseases of the heart; treatment of heart disease; functions of the heart.

For the hand, teams should first print a hand and then the finger joints.  It is recommended that one of the team members serves as a model for the prosthetic as 3D printed prosthetics are customized for the user. Teams creating a hand must also research and use a short video of a 3D prosthetic hand in use.



Process

a. Teams will organize, assign responsibilities, and start research.  

b. Teams will sketch a human heart, labeling the sections of the heart.    

c. Teams will describe the dangers in the heart transplants and explain the advantages of 3D printing the heart for a patient.

d. Members will also begin to prepare their presentation. (Presentations will be 15 long.)

e. Teams will finish their CAD drawing on this day.







Day 6 Presentations

Teams will make their presentations.  Allow fifteen (15) minutes for teams to present their findings and display their printed heart.
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What is Additive Manufacturing

Process of joining materials to make objects from a 3D model

Different processes

Different modeling techniques/capabilities

Different end-uses

Different from traditional manufacturing (subtractive process)

Injection molding

CNC Machining

Plastic Forming/Joining
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What is Additive Manufacturing

Traditional (subtractive) Manufacturing:

Top Down









Additive Manufacturing

Bottom Up (literally)
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What is Additive Manufacturing

Used for

Fabrication

Rapid Prototyping

Direct Part Production

Useful when

Object needed does not exist

Object needed is heavily customized

Object needed is difficult to obtain

Used by

Airlines, Healthcare, Military (and many more)
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Types of Additive Manufacturing

Stereolithography

Focused UV light

Transform liquid photopolymers into solid form

Layer-by-layer production



Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

Laser emitting infrared radiation

Fuses (sinters) powder material

Polymers, metals, ceramics, foundry sand, etc.

Layer-by-layer production
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Types of Additive Manufacturing

Laser Cladding

Powder sprayed through nozzle into laser

Layer-by-layer production

Can create very dense, homogeneous structures



Laminated Object Modeling (LOM)

Stack thin, pre-cut sheets

Layer-by-layer production

One of the earliest forms of Additive Manufacturing



What is AM?
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Types of Additive Manufacturing

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

Stream of hot, viscous material (thin thermoplastics)

Layer-by-layer production

Filament is melted, deposited and then hardens



Inkjet Printing (IJP)

Micro-particle binder material

Powder bed

Micro-particles joined to powder

Layer-by-layer production
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Types of Additive Manufacturing

Laser Metal Deposition (LMD)

Metal powder melted using laser

Forms a metallurgical bond

Shares elements: Stereolithography and Laser Cladding

Capable of processing complex metals

Layer-by-layer production
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Plastic

Fused Deposition Modeling
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Metals

Laser Sintering
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Sands and Powders

Laser Sintering and Inkjet Printing
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Others

Ceramics, Food, Skin
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In this module, we will examine the current state of development of AM systems, and market penetration, and industry and consumer acceptance data.





Additive Manufacturing: Now



						2002 – Commercial system for PBF by electron beam Launched













						













						2003- Aircraft engine manufacturers start exploring applications of AM













						













						2011 --  Some Industries switch over to 100% AM operations













						Hearing aid; dental industry













		





						2013 – FDA approves first patient specific cranial device













		





						2014 -- Carbon 3D introduces a continuous photopolymerization system













						Claims it is 100 times faster than commercial 3D printing methods













		





						2015 – GE receives FAA approval for the first AM-produced part for a jet engine
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Slides 2 and 3 summarize the current state of development and acceptance in the industry for a variety of applications – ranging from nutrition, aircraft manufacture to building structure.

Some significant milestones were:

the 100% conversion to AM by the hearing aid industry in 2011, 

FDA approval of a patient specific cranial device in 2013

 FAA approval of jet engine parts in 2015

First building structure under commercial use in 2015

Demonstration of AM’s application in food service industry in 2015, at a trade show in London

First 3D printed biostructures implanted for test in animals in 2016
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						2015 - First ever functional structure using 3D concrete technology













						1400 sq.ft. hotel suite located in Philippines.













						2015 -- First ever 3-D printed, five course meal served













						Prepared in a pop-kitchen at the 3D Printshow 2015, in London













						2016 - First 3D printed tool produced in space













						In Additive Manufacturing Facility aboard the Space Station













						2016 -- First 3D printed bio-structures successfully implanted in test animals













										Ear, bone and muscle structures made by a North Carolina Hospital





















																		2016 – four lasers simultaneously creating one part
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Slides 2 and 3 summarize the current state of development and acceptance in the industry for a variety of applications – ranging from nutrition, aircraft manufacture to building structure.

Some significant milestones were:

the 100% conversion to AM by the hearing aid industry in 2011, 

FDA approval of a patient specific cranial device in 2013

 FAA approval of jet engine parts in 2015

First building structure under commercial use in 2015

Demonstration of AM’s application in food service industry in 2015, at a trade show in London

First 3D printed biostructures implanted for test in animals in 2016
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						Still used for pre-production













								Rapid prototyping (swiftly reprint and test parts)

















								Test and optimize (both internally and externally)

















						Supplement for traditional manufacturing when:













								Parts are highly customized

















								Parts are too difficult or impossible to make traditionally

















								Low volume, high value parts
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AM continues to be used for pre-production work – for rapid prototyping and producing parts for test and optimization.  AM is economically attractive for this type of work because it has replaced laborious, time consuming and expensive manual construction / fabrication of prototypes, molds, dies, etc.

 

AM is also finding increasing use in the manufacture of low volume, highly customized, or complex parts.  AM is providing momentum to a new economic model in manufacturing. It will eventually replace manufacturing based on “economies of scale” with “economy of one.”
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This graphic illustrates the sharp rise of the number of AM machines sold in the period 1988 to 2012.  An unbroken and incessant increase in sales, except for the period representing the great recession of 2006-2008.  Annual sales in 2012 had reached nearly 8000 units.
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Slide 6 shows the trend in the sale of metal-working AM machines.  Like the trend on over sales, this data also show a steady increase in the sale of AM machines that use metal as feed stock.  In 2012, about 190 metal working machines were sold.  The smaller numbers of metal AM machines sold is largely due to the high cost over more simple printers (like FDM). Metal machines are easily into the 6-figures, while an FDM printer is under $1,000 typically.
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These data show the astounding increase in the world-wide sales of desk-top printers, those priced below $5,000 in the four-year period 2012 to 2015.  In 2015 nearly 280,000 printers were sold world-wide.
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How Consumers Use parts built on AM Systems



Wohlers Report, 2014,  Wohler Associates
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The use of AM-made parts in various functions performed in industry and commerce is shown in this pie-chart.  As shown, there is significant use as functional parts (29%), fit and assembly (19.5%), and the combined categories of tooling and patterns.  Tooling and pattern functions use nearly 26 percent of the parts.  Lesser share is used in education, research, visual aids and models.
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Industries Served by AM manufacturers and Service Providers



Wohlers Report, 2014,  Wohler Associates
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This chart shows the breakdown of industries served by AM manufacturers and AM service providers.  The top four industries making the most use of AM are: Industrial / Business Machines (18.5%), Consumer products / Electronic (18%), Motor vehicles (17.4) and aerospace (12.3%) 
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Percentage of Industrial AM System Usage
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This chart shows the use of industrial AM systems by major manufacturing countries.  AM manufacturing has the highest penetration in US, followed by Japan, Germany and China.  

 

Other data show that German companies have the majority share in the worldwide sale of AM machinery and systems.  Germany has 60 to 70 percent of this market.
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Appendix 4.3.7.H UAV Challenge – Solution Sketch



Scenario

Your squadron is using a microUAV (quadcopter) to take measurements of vegetation stress levels for local farmers in an effort to build trust. The current desire is to fly a z-pattern over a 200 yd x 200 yd field, taking images every 50 ft traveled. Conrolled by personal on the ground and staying within line-of-sight, the quadcopter should not exceed a height of 150 meters. The controller has earned permission to stand on the edge of the property of the farmers but has not been given permission to move onto or within the property of the farmers. The quadcopter's in your company's possession, however, are very cheap and there are currently four available for immediate deployment.



Problem

The quadcopter's that you have access to are extremely light-weight. They consume battery power quickly and do not currently have the capacity to carry payload. 



Task

Your task is to review your existing resources to determine which sensor you plan to use to collect data for the farmers. Once the sensor is determined, you must create a prototype to clearly demonstrate capability, using materials-on-hand and your 3D printer kit.



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Must understand quadcopter flight



Things to Consider

- Sensors will have pros and cons that need to be linked with their impact on quadcopter performance

- Battery life on a charge (your quadcopter is not tethered)

- Proof-of-concept should include testing and data collection

- The speed at which you feel you can reliably fly the quadcopter (and why is this important)



Material-on-Hand

- fishing line		- wire coat hangers

- duct tape		- pencil

- gorilla glue		- tape measure

- twine



External Resource

- link to image sensors: https://www.sensefly.com/fileadmin/user_upload/sensefly/newsandpress/isprs-archives-XLI-B1-963-2016.pdf



[Solution Sketch]

The following sketch represents one possible way of conceptualizing, developing, implementing and evaluating the problem. Many alternatives exist.



Design Requirements (likely values/ranges)

	Functionality: 			high criticality and low detection values

	Operational Environment:	mid/low criticality and mid/low detection values

	Health, Safety and Envirn.:	mid/low criticality and low detection values

	Serviceability:			high criticality and mid/high detection values

	Security:			low criticality and low detection

	Interfacing Systems:		high interfacing systems and mid detection values



Potential Design Solution Ideas

	a. Make rotors larger

	b. Brace multiple quad copters together

		i. Soft tether

		ii. Hard tether

	c. Team-lift camera with multiple, unbraced/tethered quad copters

	d. Print new case for camera sensor (presumably will weigh less)

	e. Print a new quad copter frame capable of holding components from multiple quad copters



Compliance Concerns

	a. Need to have steady shot

	b. Need to be able to maintain altitude

	c. If tethered, need to be able to consistently control direction/altitude on multiple quad copters

	d. Flight time concerns (can you travel the path/distance required)



Testing/Data-Collection Needs

	a. Time needed to fly path at given constant speeds

	b. Flight time on a single quad copter battery charge

	c. Quad copter control/response via remote control

	d. Necessary speed/height to obtain quality images on cameras

	e. Lifting limit for quad copters



Relationship to Existing Curriculum

	a. Printer Curriculum: Software, Tolerances, Brainstorming and Filament modules

	b. Reverse Engineering: disect UAV operations, controls, etc. Must have strong understanding 			of UAV build before thougth on extension/expansion can be considered

	c. DTAM: Creative Design and Systematic Design modules

	d. DBAT: functionality, health/safety and service concerns

	e. Printer Kits: use printer kit to print pieces as necessary



Assumption

	a. It is assumed that the quad copter being used is a light-weight quad copter with limited 		  power. An example is included here: http://www.flykolibri.com/discovery-delta-recon.html/ 





Duration

This project is scoped to complete with approximately 13 - 14 hours of project time, which will give project participants the opportunity to work through three full design cycles (design, prototyping, testing and reflection) prior to the final build. It is important to note that project completion time is highly variable, being influenced by team capabilities, prior experience(s) and elimination/reduction of time spent in the iterative design cycle, to name a few. A decrease in project scope from the stated objectives may also shorten completion time if so desired. Note that the time to print a final design ultimately depends on a number of factors, including density, quality, material, etc.



Collaboration

Project debrief's are recommended along the pathway to completion. These project debrief's are meant to provide each project team with the opportunity to review team progress and discuss project goals and timelines. During these debrief opportunities, it is incredibly important to ensure that the project team remains diligent in addressing the stated task and that they are aware of any deviations in their project progress with respect to reaching the task objective(s). Project debrief's also represent an opportunity for the project team to deliberate potential designs and come to consensus on a path forward. Lastly, project debrief time may be used to help ensure appropriate documentation of project progress and potential design solutions (use of DBAT will help to support the project team here).



Tentative Timeline



Individual Thinking: take some time to think individually on the project at hand. Write down questions to gain clarity or address ambiguity in the project details/scope. Use Google and other internet sources to solicit background information and to do research in the project domain. Look for similar projects or solutions already completed by others and use them to assist in composing your plan of attack.



Team Brainstorming: as a group, discuss your individual thinking time, what questions you had and your general ideas for pushing forward. Start to conceptualize some potential design solutions and begin vetting them (use the DBAT tool to assist in your brainstorming and to help begin the documentation process). Coalesce around 2 – 3 design solutions to move forward with.





Team Planning: using the 2 -3 design solutions you developed in brainstorming, assign team roles/responsibilities and individual/sub-team tasks (who is doing what and how do these pieces fit together to address the project as a whole). Assign a duration to each ask and plan to hold each other accountable to those times. Be sure that your project tasks encompass all activities necessary to meet your project goals and that the time you've ascribed will allow for completion within the overall project timeline.



Design: start with pen/pencil and paper. Sketch out your potential design solution from multiple angles and get a better idea of necessary dimensions, pieces/components, etc. Once you are confident with your sketch, move to a CAD program and begin putting your idea into the computer.



Prototyping: build your design. This may (and should) include low-fidelity prototyping such as cardboard, small-scale etc. Especially through the first phase of design, focus on tolerances, part fit, component integration and other major details that relate to project design usability. Finally, take your project to the 3D printer and/or use the materials-at-hand to build your solution.



Testing: know the expectations of use (these should be discussed during team brainstorming and team planning) and how you intend to measure the success of your design solution (e.g., durability, range-of-motion, system integration, etc.). Use your prototype to examine these specifications one-by-one to determine whether your proposed solution will be able to attain the desired form and function.



Reflection: take your observations, thoughts and experiences from design, prototyping and testing to reconsider your protential design solution. How can you address any shortcomings? Are you able to improve the design? Can you simplify it? Discuss these considerations with your team in order to get a more objective perspective and take the collected back into the design cycle (re-design, test and reflect again).
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Pick Any Two

Good quality and fast to market

Will not be cheap

Good quality and inexpensive to develop

Will not be fast

Fast to market and inexpensive to develop

Will not be good

Triangle of Choices
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Pick Any Three?
Robert Swisher

Argument that you must have ALL THREE

Fast and Cheap

Delivering 'low quality' products is almost never an option

Good and Cheap

Adding person-hours to quicken production/developing usually prolongs it further

Fast and Good

Implementation of LEAN manufacturing may enable this to be a 'cheap' option as well

Triangle of Choices
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In this module, we will examine the current state of development of AM systems, and market penetration, and industry and consumer acceptance data.





Additive Manufacturing: Now

2002 – Commercial system for PBF by electron beam Launched



2003- Aircraft engine manufacturers start exploring applications of AM



2011 --  Some Industries switch over to 100% AM operations

Hearing aid; dental industry



2013 – FDA approves first patient specific cranial device



2014 -- Carbon 3D introduces a continuous photopolymerization system

Claims it is 100 times faster than commercial 3D printing methods



2015 – GE receives FAA approval for the first AM-produced part for a jet engine
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Slides 2 and 3 summarize the current state of development and acceptance in the industry for a variety of applications – ranging from nutrition, aircraft manufacture to building structure.

Some significant milestones were:

the 100% conversion to AM by the hearing aid industry in 2011, 

FDA approval of a patient specific cranial device in 2013

 FAA approval of jet engine parts in 2015

First building structure under commercial use in 2015

Demonstration of AM’s application in food service industry in 2015, at a trade show in London

First 3D printed biostructures implanted for test in animals in 2016
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Additive Manufacturing : NOW





2015 - First ever functional structure using 3D concrete technology

1400 sq.ft. hotel suite located in Philippines.

2015 -- First ever 3-D printed, five course meal served

Prepared in a pop-kitchen at the 3D Printshow 2015, in London

2016 - First 3D printed tool produced in space

In Additive Manufacturing Facility aboard the Space Station

2016 -- First 3D printed bio-structures successfully implanted in test animals

Ear, bone and muscle structures made by a North Carolina Hospital

2016 – four lasers simultaneously creating one part
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Slides 2 and 3 summarize the current state of development and acceptance in the industry for a variety of applications – ranging from nutrition, aircraft manufacture to building structure.

Some significant milestones were:

the 100% conversion to AM by the hearing aid industry in 2011, 

FDA approval of a patient specific cranial device in 2013

 FAA approval of jet engine parts in 2015

First building structure under commercial use in 2015

Demonstration of AM’s application in food service industry in 2015, at a trade show in London

First 3D printed biostructures implanted for test in animals in 2016
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Additive Manufacturing: NOW

Still used for pre-production

Rapid prototyping (swiftly reprint and test parts)

Test and optimize (both internally and externally)

Supplement for traditional manufacturing when:

Parts are highly customized

Parts are too difficult or impossible to make traditionally

Low volume, high value parts
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AM continues to be used for pre-production work – for rapid prototyping and producing parts for test and optimization.  AM is economically attractive for this type of work because it has replaced laborious, time consuming and expensive manual construction / fabrication of prototypes, molds, dies, etc.

 

AM is also finding increasing use in the manufacture of low volume, highly customized, or complex parts.  AM is providing momentum to a new economic model in manufacturing. It will eventually replace manufacturing based on “economies of scale” with “economy of one.”





Additive Manufacturing Trends
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This graphic illustrates the sharp rise of the number of AM machines sold in the period 1988 to 2012.  An unbroken and incessant increase in sales, except for the period representing the great recession of 2006-2008.  Annual sales in 2012 had reached nearly 8000 units.
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Slide 6 shows the trend in the sale of metal-working AM machines.  Like the trend on over sales, this data also show a steady increase in the sale of AM machines that use metal as feed stock.  In 2012, about 190 metal working machines were sold.  The smaller numbers of metal AM machines sold is largely due to the high cost over more simple printers (like FDM). Metal machines are easily into the 6-figures, while an FDM printer is under $1,000 typically.
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These data show the astounding increase in the world-wide sales of desk-top printers, those priced below $5,000 in the four-year period 2012 to 2015.  In 2015 nearly 280,000 printers were sold world-wide.
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How Consumers Use parts built on AM Systems

Wohlers Report, 2014,  Wohler Associates
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The use of AM-made parts in various functions performed in industry and commerce is shown in this pie-chart.  As shown, there is significant use as functional parts (29%), fit and assembly (19.5%), and the combined categories of tooling and patterns.  Tooling and pattern functions use nearly 26 percent of the parts.  Lesser share is used in education, research, visual aids and models.
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Additive Manufacturing Trends

Industries Served by AM manufacturers and Service Providers

Wohlers Report, 2014,  Wohler Associates
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This chart shows the breakdown of industries served by AM manufacturers and AM service providers.  The top four industries making the most use of AM are: Industrial / Business Machines (18.5%), Consumer products / Electronic (18%), Motor vehicles (17.4) and aerospace (12.3%) 
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Additive Manufacturing Trends
Percentage of Industrial AM System Usage
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This chart shows the use of industrial AM systems by major manufacturing countries.  AM manufacturing has the highest penetration in US, followed by Japan, Germany and China.  

 

Other data show that German companies have the majority share in the worldwide sale of AM machinery and systems.  Germany has 60 to 70 percent of this market.
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      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.797326e-002 -5.849572e-002 9.959708e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 9.770321e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.591244e-002 -5.287041e-002 9.964237e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 9.770321e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.219453e-002 -5.328199e-002 9.959664e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.192914e-001 -1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738580e-001 -1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.259653e-001 -2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.676597e-001 -2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.914221e-001 -2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.906189e-001 -1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.598972e-001 -1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.491308e-001 -1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.491308e-001 -1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.788327e-001 -1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.622553e-001 -2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.117640e-001 -3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.307912e-001 -3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.243915e-001 -3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.989338e-001 -3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.617150e-001 -3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.205168e-001 -2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.831322e-001 -1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.686789e-002 -6.282246e-002 9.964032e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 9.731388e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.331836e-002 -6.331836e-002 9.959827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.622553e-001 -2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.402966e-001 -3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.853726e-001 -3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.013807e-001 -4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.937554e-001 -4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.691355e-001 -4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.349588e-001 -3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.990080e-001 -2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.689346e-001 -1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.184046e-002 -6.732852e-002 9.963832e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 9.731388e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.826999e-002 -6.771096e-002 9.960019e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 9.731388e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.402966e-001 -3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.130793e-001 -3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.540299e-001 -4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.674886e-001 -4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.592395e-001 -4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.361544e-001 -4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.057702e-001 -4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.758270e-001 -3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.537923e-001 -2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.649813e-002 -7.149705e-002 9.963564e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.287213e-002 -7.163919e-002 9.960283e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.130793e-001 -3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.807557e-001 -4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.179111e-001 -5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.293043e-001 -5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.210369e-001 -5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.001749e-001 -5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.743123e-001 -4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.511035e-001 -3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.377899e-001 -2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.085806e-002 -7.531069e-002 9.963227e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.717197e-002 -7.507377e-002 9.960616e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.807557e-001 -4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.435066e-001 -5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.772182e-001 -5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.870415e-001 -5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.793612e-001 -5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.613982e-001 -5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.407611e-001 -4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.249757e-001 -3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.210170e-001 -2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.493796e-002 -7.875272e-002 9.962818e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.121931e-002 -7.799073e-002 9.961016e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.435066e-001 -5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.015403e-001 -5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.321787e-001 -6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.409364e-001 -6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.344455e-001 -6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.200411e-001 -5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.053043e-001 -4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.975897e-001 -3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.035672e-001 -2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.875602e-002 -8.180710e-002 9.962333e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.506582e-002 -8.037171e-002 9.961480e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.015403e-001 -5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.550914e-001 -6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830447e-001 -6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.912470e-001 -6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.865409e-001 -6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.763351e-001 -5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.681401e-001 -5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.690988e-001 -3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.553832e-002 -2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.260486e-002 -8.436250e-002 9.961787e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.634294e-002 -8.637450e-002 9.961287e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 9.658338e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.897949e-003 -8.784673e-002 9.960848e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.321181e-003 -8.876042e-002 9.960475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.333973e-003 -8.910230e-002 9.960169e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.001266e-002 -8.886478e-002 9.959934e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.665924e-002 -8.804621e-002 9.959771e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.321804e-002 -8.665090e-002 9.959681e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 9.661628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.963402e-002 -8.468915e-002 9.959667e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.585351e-002 -8.217712e-002 9.959726e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.182494e-002 -7.913665e-002 9.959860e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.749944e-002 -7.559492e-002 9.960066e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.283149e-002 -7.158412e-002 9.960344e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 9.722680e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.777947e-002 -6.714096e-002 9.960691e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.230612e-002 -6.230612e-002 9.961104e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.637898e-002 -5.712373e-002 9.961580e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.997066e-002 -5.164070e-002 9.962115e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.192914e-001 -1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.580468e-001 -2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.858890e-001 -3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.989338e-001 -3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.937554e-001 -4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.674886e-001 -4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.179111e-001 -5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.435066e-001 -5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.435066e-001 -5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.807557e-001 -4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.807557e-001 -4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.130793e-001 -3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.117640e-001 -3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.755354e-001 -2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.050565e-001 -1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.029064e-001 -7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.734444e-001 -2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.225654e-001 1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.573596e-001 2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.356569e-002 1.340588e-002 9.964121e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.907123e-002 1.003592e-002 9.959747e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.425384e-002 6.715209e-003 9.964217e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 1.001391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.965481e-002 3.354646e-003 9.959672e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 1.001391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588069e-001 -9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.202023e-001 -4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.638415e-001 -1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.832516e-001 -1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.733618e-001 -2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.307912e-001 -3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.540299e-001 -4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853726e-001 -3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853726e-001 -3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.550914e-001 -6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.044198e-001 -7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.300908e-001 -7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.382511e-001 -7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.359154e-001 -6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.305244e-001 -6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.294763e-001 -5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.396622e-001 -3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.703103e-002 -2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.553832e-002 -2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.044198e-001 -7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.498087e-001 -7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.736131e-001 -7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.822450e-001 -7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.828521e-001 -7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.828652e-001 -6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895292e-001 -5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.094445e-001 -4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814888e-002 -2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.703103e-002 -2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.498087e-001 -7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.915637e-001 -8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.139276e-001 -8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.235421e-001 -8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.276477e-001 -7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.336242e-001 -6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.485222e-001 -5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.861479e-002 -4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.899746e-002 -2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814888e-002 -2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.915637e-001 -8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.300103e-001 -8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.513680e-001 -8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.624705e-001 -8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.706110e-001 -7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.830767e-001 -6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066846e-001 -5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.734543e-002 -4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.683871e-003 -2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.899746e-002 -2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.300103e-001 -8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.654930e-001 -8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.862841e-001 -8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.993719e-001 -8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.120609e-001 -7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.315053e-001 -6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.425033e-002 -5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.581128e-002 -4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.683871e-003 -2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.683871e-003 -2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.654930e-001 -8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.983724e-001 -9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.190400e-001 -9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.345990e-001 -8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.523249e-001 -8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919853e-002 -7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.145678e-002 -5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.581128e-002 -4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.899746e-002 -2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.683871e-003 -2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.983724e-001 -9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.290240e-001 -9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.500117e-001 -9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.685142e-001 -8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.173703e-002 -8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.644881e-002 -7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.145678e-002 -5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.734543e-002 -4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.814888e-002 -2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.899746e-002 -2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.290240e-001 -9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.578355e-001 -9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.795852e-001 -9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.014869e-001 -9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.063612e-002 -8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.644881e-002 -7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.425033e-002 -5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.861479e-002 -4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.703103e-002 -2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.814888e-002 -2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.578355e-001 -9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.852051e-001 -9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081544e-001 -9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.389216e-002 -9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.063612e-002 -8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.919853e-002 -7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.066846e-001 -5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.094445e-001 -4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.553832e-002 -2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.703103e-002 -2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.852051e-001 -9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.115390e-001 -9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.611881e-002 -9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.389216e-002 -9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.173703e-002 -8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.315053e-001 -6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.485222e-001 -5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.396622e-001 -3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.035672e-001 -2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.553832e-002 -2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.115390e-001 -9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.724911e-002 -9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.611881e-002 -9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.014869e-001 -9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.523249e-001 -8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.830767e-001 -6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.895292e-001 -5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.690988e-001 -3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.210170e-001 -2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.035672e-001 -2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.724911e-002 -9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.724911e-002 -9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081544e-001 -9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.685142e-001 -8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.120609e-001 -7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.336242e-001 -6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.294763e-001 -5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.975897e-001 -3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.377899e-001 -2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.210170e-001 -2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.724911e-002 -9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.115390e-001 -9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.795852e-001 -9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.345990e-001 -8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.706110e-001 -7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.828652e-001 -6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.681401e-001 -5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.249757e-001 -3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.537923e-001 -2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.377899e-001 -2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.115390e-001 -9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.852051e-001 -9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.500117e-001 -9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.993719e-001 -8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.276477e-001 -7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.305244e-001 -6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.053043e-001 -4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.511035e-001 -3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.689346e-001 -1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.537923e-001 -2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.852051e-001 -9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.578355e-001 -9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.190400e-001 -9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.624705e-001 -8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.828521e-001 -7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.763351e-001 -5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.407611e-001 -4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.758270e-001 -3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.831322e-001 -1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.689346e-001 -1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.578355e-001 -9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.290240e-001 -9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.862841e-001 -8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.235421e-001 -8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.359154e-001 -6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.200411e-001 -5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.743123e-001 -4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.990080e-001 -2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.963056e-001 -1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.831322e-001 -1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.290240e-001 -9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.983724e-001 -9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.513680e-001 -8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.822450e-001 -7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.865409e-001 -6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.613982e-001 -5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.057702e-001 -4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.205168e-001 -2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.083812e-001 -1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.963056e-001 -1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.983724e-001 -9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.654930e-001 -8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.139276e-001 -8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.382511e-001 -7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.344455e-001 -6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.001749e-001 -5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.349588e-001 -3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.402331e-001 -2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.083812e-001 -1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.654930e-001 -8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.300103e-001 -8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.736131e-001 -7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.912470e-001 -6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.793612e-001 -5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.361544e-001 -4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.617150e-001 -3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.402331e-001 -2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.300103e-001 -8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.915637e-001 -8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.300908e-001 -7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.409364e-001 -6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.210369e-001 -5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.691355e-001 -4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.617150e-001 -3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.915637e-001 -8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.498087e-001 -7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.830447e-001 -6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.870415e-001 -5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.592395e-001 -4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.691355e-001 -4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.498087e-001 -7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.044198e-001 -7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.321787e-001 -6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.293043e-001 -5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.592395e-001 -4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.044198e-001 -7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.550914e-001 -6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.772182e-001 -5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.293043e-001 -5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.550914e-001 -6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.015403e-001 -5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.772182e-001 -5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.015403e-001 -5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.130793e-001 -3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.402966e-001 -3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.330564e-001 -2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.906189e-001 -1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.141887e-001 -9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.068594e-001 -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.734444e-001 2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.202023e-001 4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.544729e-001 4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.242031e-002 2.004754e-002 9.963960e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.791010e-002 1.663349e-002 9.959895e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.402966e-001 -3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622553e-001 -2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.491308e-001 -1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.007216e-001 -1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.187675e-001 -3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.068594e-001 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.702375e-001 6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.154892e-001 7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.501632e-001 6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.081998e-002 2.661579e-002 9.963733e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.618334e-002 2.309276e-002 9.960116e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622553e-001 -2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.788327e-001 -1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.598972e-001 -1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.057871e-001 -3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.187675e-001 3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.029064e-001 7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.638415e-001 1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.084525e-001 1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.444545e-001 8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.876787e-002 3.308639e-002 9.963438e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 1.014827e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.390863e-002 2.936090e-002 9.960408e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.788327e-001 -1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.899361e-001 -1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.652956e-001 -3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.057871e-001 3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.141887e-001 9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.950224e-001 1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.542924e-001 1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991316e-001 1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.373786e-001 1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.626798e-002 3.943528e-002 9.963072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 1.014827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.110907e-002 3.538752e-002 9.960768e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 1.014827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.899361e-001 -1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.955034e-001 -3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.652956e-001 3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.007216e-001 1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.050565e-001 1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.832516e-001 1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.416434e-001 1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.875786e-001 1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.289753e-001 1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.332514e-002 4.563863e-002 9.962633e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.781283e-002 4.112528e-002 9.961194e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.955034e-001 -3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.955034e-001 3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.598972e-001 1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.906189e-001 1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.914221e-001 2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.676597e-001 2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.259653e-001 2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.738580e-001 1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.192914e-001 1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.997066e-002 5.164070e-002 9.962115e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.637898e-002 5.712373e-002 9.961580e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.230612e-002 6.230612e-002 9.961104e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.777947e-002 6.714096e-002 9.960691e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.283149e-002 7.158412e-002 9.960344e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 1.027732e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.749944e-002 7.559492e-002 9.960066e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.182494e-002 7.913665e-002 9.959860e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.585351e-002 8.217712e-002 9.959726e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.963402e-002 8.468915e-002 9.959667e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.321804e-002 8.665090e-002 9.959681e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 1.033837e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.665924e-002 8.804621e-002 9.959771e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.001266e-002 8.886478e-002 9.959934e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.333973e-003 8.910230e-002 9.960169e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.321181e-003 8.876042e-002 9.960475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.897949e-003 8.784673e-002 9.960848e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.634294e-002 8.637450e-002 9.961287e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 1.034166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.260486e-002 8.436250e-002 9.961787e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.553832e-002 2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.396622e-001 3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895292e-001 5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.336242e-001 6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.706110e-001 7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.993719e-001 8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.190400e-001 9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.290240e-001 9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.290240e-001 9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.983724e-001 9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.983724e-001 9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.654930e-001 8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.139276e-001 8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.382511e-001 7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.344455e-001 6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.001749e-001 5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.349588e-001 3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.402331e-001 2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.192914e-001 1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.350728e-002 4.179233e-002 9.964186e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 1.016075e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.594640e-002 4.772028e-002 9.959693e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.989842e-002 4.746229e-002 9.964244e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.219453e-002 5.328199e-002 9.959664e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.963056e-001 1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.990080e-001 2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.743123e-001 4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.200411e-001 5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.359154e-001 6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.235421e-001 8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.862841e-001 8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.513680e-001 8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.513680e-001 8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.955034e-001 3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.899361e-001 1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.491308e-001 1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.755354e-001 2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.733618e-001 2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.483340e-001 2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.073458e-001 2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.580468e-001 2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.083812e-001 1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.192914e-001 1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.899361e-001 1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.788327e-001 1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.330564e-001 2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.555556e-001 2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.509766e-001 3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.253826e-001 3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.858890e-001 3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.402331e-001 2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.963056e-001 1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.083812e-001 1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.788327e-001 1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622553e-001 2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.117640e-001 3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.307912e-001 3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.243915e-001 3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.989338e-001 3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.617150e-001 3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.205168e-001 2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.831322e-001 1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.963056e-001 1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622553e-001 2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.402966e-001 3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853726e-001 3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.013807e-001 4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.937554e-001 4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.691355e-001 4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.349588e-001 3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.990080e-001 2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.689346e-001 1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.831322e-001 1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.402966e-001 3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.130793e-001 3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.540299e-001 4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.674886e-001 4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.592395e-001 4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.361544e-001 4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.057702e-001 4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.758270e-001 3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.537923e-001 2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.689346e-001 1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.130793e-001 3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.807557e-001 4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.179111e-001 5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.293043e-001 5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.210369e-001 5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.001749e-001 5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.743123e-001 4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.511035e-001 3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.377899e-001 2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.537923e-001 2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.807557e-001 4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.435066e-001 5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.772182e-001 5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.870415e-001 5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.793612e-001 5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.613982e-001 5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.407611e-001 4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.249757e-001 3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.210170e-001 2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.377899e-001 2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.435066e-001 5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.015403e-001 5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.321787e-001 6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.409364e-001 6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.344455e-001 6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.200411e-001 5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.053043e-001 4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.975897e-001 3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.035672e-001 2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.210170e-001 2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.015403e-001 5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.550914e-001 6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.830447e-001 6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.912470e-001 6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.865409e-001 6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.763351e-001 5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.681401e-001 5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.690988e-001 3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.553832e-002 2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.035672e-001 2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.550914e-001 6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.044198e-001 7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.300908e-001 7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.382511e-001 7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.359154e-001 6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.305244e-001 6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.294763e-001 5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.396622e-001 3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.703103e-002 2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.553832e-002 2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.044198e-001 7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.498087e-001 7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.736131e-001 7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.822450e-001 7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.828521e-001 7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.828652e-001 6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.895292e-001 5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.094445e-001 4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.814888e-002 2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.703103e-002 2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.498087e-001 7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.915637e-001 8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.139276e-001 8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.235421e-001 8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.276477e-001 7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.336242e-001 6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.485222e-001 5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.861479e-002 4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.899746e-002 2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.814888e-002 2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.915637e-001 8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.300103e-001 8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.513680e-001 8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.624705e-001 8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.706110e-001 7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.830767e-001 6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.066846e-001 5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.734543e-002 4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.683871e-003 2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.899746e-002 2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.300103e-001 8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.654930e-001 8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.862841e-001 8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.993719e-001 8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.120609e-001 7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.315053e-001 6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.425033e-002 5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.581128e-002 4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.683871e-003 2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.683871e-003 2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.654930e-001 8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.983724e-001 9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.190400e-001 9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.345990e-001 8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.523249e-001 8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.919853e-002 7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.145678e-002 5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.581128e-002 4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.899746e-002 2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.683871e-003 2.588069e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.983724e-001 9.130793e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.290240e-001 9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.500117e-001 9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.685142e-001 8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.173703e-002 8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.145678e-002 5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.734543e-002 4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814888e-002 2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.899746e-002 2.573596e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.290240e-001 9.402966e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.578355e-001 9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.795852e-001 9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.014869e-001 9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.063612e-002 8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.425033e-002 5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.861479e-002 4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.703103e-002 2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814888e-002 2.544729e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.578355e-001 9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.852051e-001 9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081544e-001 9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.389216e-002 9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.063612e-002 8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919853e-002 7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066846e-001 5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.094445e-001 4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.703103e-002 2.501632e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.852051e-001 9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.115390e-001 9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.611881e-002 9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.389216e-002 9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.173703e-002 8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.315053e-001 6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.485222e-001 5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.094445e-001 4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.115390e-001 9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.724911e-002 9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.611881e-002 9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.014869e-001 9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.523249e-001 8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.830767e-001 6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.485222e-001 5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.724911e-002 9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.724911e-002 9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081544e-001 9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.685142e-001 8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.120609e-001 7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.830767e-001 6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.724911e-002 9.955034e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.115390e-001 9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.795852e-001 9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.345990e-001 8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.120609e-001 7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.115390e-001 9.899361e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.852051e-001 9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.500117e-001 9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.345990e-001 8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.852051e-001 9.788327e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.578355e-001 9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.500117e-001 9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.578355e-001 9.622553e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.654930e-001 8.807557e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.300103e-001 8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.736131e-001 7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.912470e-001 6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.793612e-001 5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.361544e-001 4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.617150e-001 3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.580468e-001 2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289753e-001 1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.672530e-002 3.588083e-002 9.964064e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 1.016075e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919789e-002 4.185731e-002 9.959797e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 1.016075e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.300103e-001 8.435066e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.915637e-001 8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.300908e-001 7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.409364e-001 6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.210369e-001 5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.691355e-001 4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.858890e-001 3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738580e-001 1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.373786e-001 1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.953951e-002 2.974862e-002 9.963877e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.192329e-002 3.574277e-002 9.959975e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.915637e-001 8.015403e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.498087e-001 7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830447e-001 6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.870415e-001 5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.592395e-001 4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.989338e-001 3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.073458e-001 2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.875786e-001 1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.444545e-001 8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.193774e-002 2.341693e-002 9.963623e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.410241e-002 2.942871e-002 9.960225e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.498087e-001 7.550914e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.044198e-001 7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.321787e-001 6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.293043e-001 5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.937554e-001 4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.253826e-001 3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.259653e-001 2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.991316e-001 1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.501632e-001 6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.390861e-002 1.690737e-002 9.963300e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.572080e-002 2.296882e-002 9.960544e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.044198e-001 7.044198e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.550914e-001 6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.772182e-001 5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.674886e-001 4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.243915e-001 3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.483340e-001 2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.416434e-001 1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.084525e-001 1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.544729e-001 4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.544155e-002 1.024190e-002 9.962905e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.676990e-002 1.641775e-002 9.960931e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.550914e-001 6.498087e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.015403e-001 5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.179111e-001 5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.013807e-001 4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.509766e-001 3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.676597e-001 2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.542924e-001 1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.154892e-001 7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.573596e-001 2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.652677e-002 3.442725e-003 9.962436e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.724701e-002 9.830377e-003 9.961382e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.015403e-001 5.915637e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.435066e-001 5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.540299e-001 4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.307912e-001 3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.733618e-001 2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.832516e-001 1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.638415e-001 1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.202023e-001 4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588069e-001 9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.358682e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.715528e-002 -3.261120e-003 9.961894e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.358682e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.724701e-002 -9.830377e-003 9.961382e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.676990e-002 -1.641775e-002 9.960931e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.572080e-002 -2.296882e-002 9.960544e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.410241e-002 -2.942871e-002 9.960225e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.192329e-002 -3.574277e-002 9.959975e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919789e-002 -4.185731e-002 9.959797e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 9.839246e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.594640e-002 -4.772028e-002 9.959693e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.989842e-002 -4.746229e-002 9.964244e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.435066e-001 5.300103e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.807557e-001 4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.853726e-001 3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.555556e-001 2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.914221e-001 2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.950224e-001 1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.702375e-001 6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225654e-001 1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588069e-001 -9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358682e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588069e-001 9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358682e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.807557e-001 4.654930e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.130793e-001 3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.117640e-001 3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.755354e-001 2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.050565e-001 1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.029064e-001 7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.734444e-001 2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225654e-001 -1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.573596e-001 -2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588069e-001 -9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.130793e-001 3.983724e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.402966e-001 3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.330564e-001 2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.906189e-001 1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.141887e-001 9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.068594e-001 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.734444e-001 -2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.202023e-001 -4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.544729e-001 -4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.573596e-001 -2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.402966e-001 3.290240e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.622553e-001 2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.491308e-001 1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.007216e-001 1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.187675e-001 3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.068594e-001 -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.702375e-001 -6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.154892e-001 -7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.501632e-001 -6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.544729e-001 -4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.622553e-001 2.578355e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.788327e-001 1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.598972e-001 1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.057871e-001 3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.187675e-001 -3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.029064e-001 -7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.638415e-001 -1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.084525e-001 -1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.444545e-001 -8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.501632e-001 -6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.788327e-001 1.852051e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.899361e-001 1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.652956e-001 3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.057871e-001 -3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.141887e-001 -9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.950224e-001 -1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.542924e-001 -1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.991316e-001 -1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.373786e-001 -1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.444545e-001 -8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.899361e-001 1.115390e-001 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.955034e-001 3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.652956e-001 -3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.007216e-001 -1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.050565e-001 -1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.832516e-001 -1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.416434e-001 -1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.875786e-001 -1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289753e-001 -1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.373786e-001 -1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.955034e-001 3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.955034e-001 -3.724911e-002 8.709526e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.598972e-001 -1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.906189e-001 -1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.914221e-001 -2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.676597e-001 -2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.259653e-001 -2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738580e-001 -1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.192914e-001 -1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289753e-001 -1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.715528e-002 3.261120e-003 9.961894e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358682e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.591244e-002 5.287041e-002 9.964237e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.797326e-002 5.849572e-002 9.959708e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.831322e-001 1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.758270e-001 3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.407611e-001 4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.763351e-001 5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.828521e-001 7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.624705e-001 8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.190400e-001 9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.862841e-001 8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.156386e-002 5.799687e-002 9.964167e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.331836e-002 6.331836e-002 9.959827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.689346e-001 1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.511035e-001 3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.053043e-001 4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.305244e-001 6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.276477e-001 7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.993719e-001 8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.624705e-001 8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.686789e-002 6.282246e-002 9.964032e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 1.026861e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.826999e-002 6.771096e-002 9.960019e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 1.026861e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.537923e-001 2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.249757e-001 3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.681401e-001 5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.828652e-001 6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.706110e-001 7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.276477e-001 7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.184046e-002 6.732852e-002 9.963832e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 1.026861e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.287213e-002 7.163919e-002 9.960283e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.377899e-001 2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.975897e-001 3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.294763e-001 5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.336242e-001 6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.828652e-001 6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.649813e-002 7.149705e-002 9.963564e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.717197e-002 7.507377e-002 9.960616e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.210170e-001 2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.690988e-001 3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895292e-001 5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.294763e-001 5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.085806e-002 7.531069e-002 9.963227e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.121931e-002 7.799073e-002 9.961016e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.035672e-001 2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.396622e-001 3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.690988e-001 3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.493796e-002 7.875272e-002 9.962818e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.506582e-002 8.037171e-002 9.961480e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.553832e-002 2.444545e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.035672e-001 2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.875602e-002 8.180710e-002 9.962333e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.876442e-002 8.220400e-002 9.962003e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.210572e-002 8.360696e-002 9.962536e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 1.034166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.529980e-002 8.458234e-002 9.962990e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 1.034166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.487516e-003 8.509101e-002 9.963370e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.693016e-003 8.513559e-002 9.963679e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.035868e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.059564e-003 8.471953e-002 9.963920e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 1.035768e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.174617e-002 8.384714e-002 9.964094e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 1.035468e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.834287e-002 8.252360e-002 9.964203e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 1.033837e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 1.034969e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.482590e-002 8.075499e-002 9.964248e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 1.033837e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 1.034275e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.117175e-002 7.854828e-002 9.964228e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 1.033389e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.735717e-002 7.591132e-002 9.964145e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.335921e-002 7.285281e-002 9.963997e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.915532e-002 6.938229e-002 9.963784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 1.027732e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.472333e-002 6.551011e-002 9.963502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 1.027732e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.004151e-002 6.124737e-002 9.963151e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.508859e-002 5.660590e-002 9.962727e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.984378e-002 5.159815e-002 9.962226e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405272e-002 4.653041e-002 9.961682e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.448337e-002 0.000000e+000 9.964249e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 1.001391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.965481e-002 -3.354646e-003 9.959672e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.573596e-001 -2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.154892e-001 -7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.542924e-001 -1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.676597e-001 -2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.509766e-001 -3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.013807e-001 -4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.179111e-001 -5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.540299e-001 -4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.425384e-002 -6.715209e-003 9.964217e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.907123e-002 -1.003592e-002 9.959747e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.544729e-001 -4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.084525e-001 -1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.416434e-001 -1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.483340e-001 -2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.243915e-001 -3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.674886e-001 -4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.013807e-001 -4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.356569e-002 -1.340588e-002 9.964121e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.791010e-002 -1.663349e-002 9.959895e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.501632e-001 -6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991316e-001 -1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.259653e-001 -2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.253826e-001 -3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.937554e-001 -4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.243915e-001 -3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.242031e-002 -2.004754e-002 9.963960e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.618334e-002 -2.309276e-002 9.960116e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.444545e-001 -8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.875786e-001 -1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.073458e-001 -2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.989338e-001 -3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.253826e-001 -3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.081998e-002 -2.661579e-002 9.963733e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.390863e-002 -2.936090e-002 9.960408e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.373786e-001 -1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.738580e-001 -1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.858890e-001 -3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.073458e-001 -2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.876787e-002 -3.308639e-002 9.963438e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 9.851733e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.110907e-002 -3.538752e-002 9.960768e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 9.851733e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.289753e-001 -1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.580468e-001 -2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.738580e-001 -1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.626798e-002 -3.943528e-002 9.963072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 9.851733e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.781283e-002 -4.112528e-002 9.961194e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.192914e-001 -1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.289753e-001 -1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.332514e-002 -4.563863e-002 9.962633e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405272e-002 -4.653041e-002 9.961682e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.703643e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.984378e-002 -5.159815e-002 9.962226e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.719571e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.508859e-002 -5.660590e-002 9.962727e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.737067e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.004151e-002 -6.124737e-002 9.963151e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.756034e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.472333e-002 -6.551011e-002 9.963502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 9.722680e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.776365e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.915532e-002 -6.938229e-002 9.963784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 9.722680e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.797947e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.335921e-002 -7.285281e-002 9.963997e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.820659e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.735717e-002 -7.591132e-002 9.964145e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.844374e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.117175e-002 -7.854828e-002 9.964228e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.868959e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.482590e-002 -8.075499e-002 9.964248e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 9.661628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894277e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.834287e-002 -8.252360e-002 9.964203e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 9.661628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.920186e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.174617e-002 -8.384714e-002 9.964094e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.946541e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.059564e-003 -8.471953e-002 9.963920e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.973196e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.693016e-003 -8.513559e-002 9.963679e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.641318e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.487516e-003 -8.509101e-002 9.963370e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.026804e+001 9.642321e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.529980e-002 -8.458234e-002 9.962990e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 9.658338e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.053459e+001 9.645324e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.210572e-002 -8.360696e-002 9.962536e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 9.658338e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.079814e+001 9.650311e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.876442e-002 -8.220400e-002 9.962003e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105723e+001 9.657253e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.350728e-002 -4.179233e-002 9.964186e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 9.839246e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 9.820659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.672530e-002 -3.588083e-002 9.964064e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 9.839246e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.953951e-002 -2.974862e-002 9.963877e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.193774e-002 -2.341693e-002 9.963623e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.390861e-002 -1.690737e-002 9.963300e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.544155e-002 -1.024190e-002 9.962905e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.652677e-002 -3.442725e-003 9.962436e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.652956e-001 3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.652956e-001 -3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.399240e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.057871e-001 3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.057871e-001 -3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.396985e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.187675e-001 3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.187675e-001 -3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.393301e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.068594e-001 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.068594e-001 -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.388302e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.734444e-001 2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.734444e-001 -2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.382139e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225654e-001 1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.367101e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225654e-001 -1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.375000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.007216e-001 -1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.141887e-001 -9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.029064e-001 -7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.702375e-001 -6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.202023e-001 -4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.050565e-001 -1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.950224e-001 -1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.638415e-001 -1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.154892e-001 -7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.330564e-001 -2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.755354e-001 -2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.755354e-001 -2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.832516e-001 -1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.542924e-001 -1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.084525e-001 -1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.117640e-001 -3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.555556e-001 -2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.733618e-001 -2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.733618e-001 -2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.416434e-001 -1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.991316e-001 -1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.853726e-001 -3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.307912e-001 -3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.509766e-001 -3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.483340e-001 -2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.483340e-001 -2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.875786e-001 -1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.540299e-001 -4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 9.826776e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.013807e-001 -4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.243915e-001 -3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.253826e-001 -3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.073458e-001 -2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.073458e-001 -2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.179111e-001 -5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 9.800380e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.674886e-001 -4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 9.801508e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.937554e-001 -4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 9.803349e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.989338e-001 -3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 9.805849e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.858890e-001 -3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 9.808930e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.580468e-001 -2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 9.816449e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.580468e-001 -2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 9.812500e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.772182e-001 -5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 9.775100e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.293043e-001 -5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 9.776371e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.592395e-001 -4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 9.778446e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.691355e-001 -4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 9.781262e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.617150e-001 -3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 9.784733e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.402331e-001 -2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 9.788755e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.083812e-001 -1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 9.797947e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.083812e-001 -1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 9.776365e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 9.793205e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.321787e-001 -6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.870415e-001 -5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.210369e-001 -5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.361544e-001 -4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.349588e-001 -3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.205168e-001 -2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.963056e-001 -1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 9.756034e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830447e-001 -6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.409364e-001 -6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.793612e-001 -5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.001749e-001 -5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.057702e-001 -4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.990080e-001 -2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.831322e-001 -1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 9.737067e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.300908e-001 -7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.912470e-001 -6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.344455e-001 -6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.613982e-001 -5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.743123e-001 -4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.758270e-001 -3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.689346e-001 -1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 9.719571e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.736131e-001 -7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.382511e-001 -7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.865409e-001 -6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.200411e-001 -5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.407611e-001 -4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.511035e-001 -3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.537923e-001 -2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 9.703643e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.139276e-001 -8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.822450e-001 -7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.359154e-001 -6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.763351e-001 -5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.053043e-001 -4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.249757e-001 -3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.377899e-001 -2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 9.689372e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.513680e-001 -8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.235421e-001 -8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.828521e-001 -7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.305244e-001 -6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.681401e-001 -5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.975897e-001 -3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.210170e-001 -2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 9.676838e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.862841e-001 -8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173224e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.624705e-001 -8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.276477e-001 -7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.828652e-001 -6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.294763e-001 -5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.690988e-001 -3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.035672e-001 -2.373786e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131041e+001 9.666112e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.134117e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.190400e-001 -9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.145859e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.993719e-001 -8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145035e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.706110e-001 -7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.143689e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.336242e-001 -6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141863e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895292e-001 -5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.139611e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.396622e-001 -3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.108205e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.137003e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.500117e-001 -9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.117678e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.345990e-001 -8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.117013e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.120609e-001 -7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.115928e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.830767e-001 -6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.114454e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.485222e-001 -5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.112638e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.094445e-001 -4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.110533e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.795852e-001 -9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.685142e-001 -8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.523249e-001 -8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.315053e-001 -6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066846e-001 -5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.861479e-002 -4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081544e-001 -9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.014869e-001 -9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.173703e-002 -8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919853e-002 -7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.425033e-002 -5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.734543e-002 -4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.611881e-002 -9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.389216e-002 -9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.063612e-002 -8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.644881e-002 -7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.145678e-002 -5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.581128e-002 -4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.632899e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.611881e-002 -9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600760e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.389216e-002 -9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.603015e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.063612e-002 -8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.606699e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.644881e-002 -7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.611698e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.145678e-002 -5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.617861e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.581128e-002 -4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 9.633925e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.625000e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081544e-001 -9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 9.601876e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.014869e-001 -9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 9.604125e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.173703e-002 -8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 9.607798e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.919853e-002 -7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 9.612784e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.425033e-002 -5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 9.618929e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.734543e-002 -4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 9.636999e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 9.626049e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.795852e-001 -9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 9.605219e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.685142e-001 -8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 9.607449e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.523249e-001 -8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 9.611092e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.315053e-001 -6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 9.616035e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.066846e-001 -5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 9.622129e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.861479e-002 -4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 9.642103e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 9.629188e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.500117e-001 -9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 9.610769e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.345990e-001 -8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 9.612969e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.120609e-001 -7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 9.616560e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.830767e-001 -6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 9.621433e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.485222e-001 -5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 9.627442e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.094445e-001 -4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 9.649208e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 9.634402e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.190400e-001 -9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 9.618497e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.993719e-001 -8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 9.620652e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.706110e-001 -7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 9.624172e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.336242e-001 -6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 9.628949e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.895292e-001 -5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 9.634838e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.396622e-001 -3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 9.658275e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 9.641660e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.862841e-001 -8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 9.628358e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.624705e-001 -8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 9.630457e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.276477e-001 -7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 9.633886e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.828652e-001 -6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 9.638540e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.294763e-001 -5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 9.644276e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.690988e-001 -3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 9.669253e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 9.650922e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.513680e-001 -8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 9.640297e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.235421e-001 -8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 9.642329e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.828521e-001 -7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 9.645648e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.305244e-001 -6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 9.650152e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.681401e-001 -5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 9.655704e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.975897e-001 -3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 9.682081e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 9.662137e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.139276e-001 -8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 9.654248e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.822450e-001 -7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 9.656201e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.359154e-001 -6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 9.659391e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.763351e-001 -5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 9.663720e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.053043e-001 -4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 9.669058e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.249757e-001 -3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 9.696687e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 9.675240e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.736131e-001 -7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 9.670132e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.382511e-001 -7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 9.671996e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.865409e-001 -6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 9.675039e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.200411e-001 -5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 9.679170e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.407611e-001 -4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 9.684262e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.511035e-001 -3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 9.712989e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 9.690160e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.300908e-001 -7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 9.687861e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.912470e-001 -6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 9.689625e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.344455e-001 -6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 9.692505e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.613982e-001 -5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 9.696413e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.743123e-001 -4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 9.701231e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.758270e-001 -3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 9.730896e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 9.706813e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.830447e-001 -6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 9.707336e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.409364e-001 -6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 9.708990e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.793612e-001 -5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 9.711690e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.001749e-001 -5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 9.715354e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.057702e-001 -4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 9.719872e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.990080e-001 -2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 9.750308e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 9.725106e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.321787e-001 -6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 9.728448e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 9.751078e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.870415e-001 -5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 9.729982e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 9.752484e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.210369e-001 -5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 9.732487e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 9.754781e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.361544e-001 -4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 9.735887e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 9.757898e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.349588e-001 -3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 9.740079e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 9.761740e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.205168e-001 -2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 9.771116e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 9.744935e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 9.766191e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.307912e-001 -3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 9.827755e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.509766e-001 -3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 9.829353e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.483340e-001 -2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 9.831522e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.259653e-001 -2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 9.834196e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.875786e-001 -1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 9.837294e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.373786e-001 -1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 9.844374e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 9.840721e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.117640e-001 -3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 9.854141e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.555556e-001 -2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.555556e-001 -2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 9.854965e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.733618e-001 -2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 9.856311e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.676597e-001 -2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 9.858137e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.416434e-001 -1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 9.860389e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991316e-001 -1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 9.862997e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.444545e-001 -8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 9.868959e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 9.865883e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.330564e-001 -2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 9.882322e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.755354e-001 -2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 9.882987e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.914221e-001 -2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.914221e-001 -2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 9.884072e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.832516e-001 -1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 9.885546e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.542924e-001 -1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 9.887362e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.084525e-001 -1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 9.889467e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.501632e-001 -6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 9.894277e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 9.891795e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.491308e-001 -1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 9.911161e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.906189e-001 -1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 9.911663e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.050565e-001 -1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 9.912482e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.950224e-001 -1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.950224e-001 -1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 9.913595e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.638415e-001 -1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 9.914966e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.154892e-001 -7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 9.916555e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.544729e-001 -4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 9.920186e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 9.918312e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.598972e-001 -1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 9.940496e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.007216e-001 -1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 9.940833e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.141887e-001 -9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 9.941381e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.029064e-001 -7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 9.942127e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.702375e-001 -6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.702375e-001 -6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 9.943045e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.202023e-001 -4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 9.944109e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.573596e-001 -2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 9.946541e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 9.945286e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.652956e-001 -3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 9.970165e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.057871e-001 -3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 9.970333e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.187675e-001 -3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 9.970609e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.068594e-001 -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 9.970982e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.734444e-001 -2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 9.971443e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.225654e-001 -1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.225654e-001 -1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 9.971976e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588069e-001 -9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 9.973196e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 9.972567e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.652956e-001 3.611881e-002 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.600760e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.057871e-001 3.389216e-002 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.603015e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.187675e-001 3.063612e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.606699e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.068594e-001 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.611698e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.734444e-001 2.145678e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.617861e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.225654e-001 1.581128e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.625000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588069e-001 9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.641318e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588069e-001 9.683871e-003 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.642321e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.632899e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.598972e-001 1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.601876e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.007216e-001 1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.604125e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.141887e-001 9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.607798e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.029064e-001 7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.612784e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.702375e-001 6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.618929e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.202023e-001 4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.626049e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.573596e-001 2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645324e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.633925e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.491308e-001 1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.605219e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.906189e-001 1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.607449e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.050565e-001 1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.611092e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.950224e-001 1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.616035e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.638415e-001 1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.622129e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.154892e-001 7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.629188e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.544729e-001 4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650311e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.636999e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.330564e-001 2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.610769e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.755354e-001 2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.612969e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.914221e-001 2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.616560e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.832516e-001 1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.621433e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.542924e-001 1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.627442e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.084525e-001 1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.634402e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.501632e-001 6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.657253e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.642103e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.117640e-001 3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.618497e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.555556e-001 2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.620652e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.733618e-001 2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.624172e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.676597e-001 2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.628949e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.416434e-001 1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.634838e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991316e-001 1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.641660e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.444545e-001 8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.666112e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.649208e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853726e-001 3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.628358e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.307912e-001 3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.630457e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.509766e-001 3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.633886e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.483340e-001 2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.638540e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.259653e-001 2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.644276e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.875786e-001 1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.650922e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.373786e-001 1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.676838e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.658275e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.540299e-001 4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.640297e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.013807e-001 4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.642329e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.243915e-001 3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.645648e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.253826e-001 3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.650152e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.073458e-001 2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.655704e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.738580e-001 1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.662137e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.289753e-001 1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689372e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.669253e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.682081e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.179111e-001 5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.654248e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.674886e-001 4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.656201e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.937554e-001 4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.659391e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.989338e-001 3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.663720e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.858890e-001 3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.669058e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.580468e-001 2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696687e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.675240e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.772182e-001 5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.670132e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.293043e-001 5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.671996e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.592395e-001 4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.675039e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.691355e-001 4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.679170e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.617150e-001 3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.684262e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.402331e-001 2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.712989e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.690160e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.321787e-001 6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.687861e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.870415e-001 5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.689625e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.210369e-001 5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.692505e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.361544e-001 4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.696413e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.349588e-001 3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.701231e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.205168e-001 2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.730896e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.706813e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.830447e-001 6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.707336e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.409364e-001 6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.708990e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.793612e-001 5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.711690e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.001749e-001 5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.715354e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.057702e-001 4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.719872e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.990080e-001 2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750308e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.725106e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.300908e-001 7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.728448e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.912470e-001 6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.729982e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.344455e-001 6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.732487e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.613982e-001 5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.735887e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.743123e-001 4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.740079e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.758270e-001 3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.771116e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.744935e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.736131e-001 7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.751078e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.382511e-001 7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.752484e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.865409e-001 6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.754781e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.200411e-001 5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.757898e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.407611e-001 4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.761740e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.511035e-001 3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793205e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.766191e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.139276e-001 8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.775100e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.822450e-001 7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.776371e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.359154e-001 6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.778446e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.763351e-001 5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.781262e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.053043e-001 4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.784733e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.249757e-001 3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816449e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788755e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.513680e-001 8.540299e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.800380e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.235421e-001 8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801508e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.828521e-001 7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.803349e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.305244e-001 6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.805849e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.681401e-001 5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.808930e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.975897e-001 3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.840721e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.862841e-001 8.853726e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.826776e+001 1.035970e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.624705e-001 8.307912e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827755e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.276477e-001 7.509766e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.829353e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.828652e-001 6.483340e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.831522e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.294763e-001 5.259653e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.834196e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.690988e-001 3.875786e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865883e+001 1.034172e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.837294e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.190400e-001 9.117640e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.854141e+001 1.037164e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.993719e-001 8.555556e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.854965e+001 1.036954e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.706110e-001 7.733618e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856311e+001 1.036611e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.336242e-001 6.676597e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.858137e+001 1.036146e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.895292e-001 5.416434e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860389e+001 1.035572e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.396622e-001 3.991316e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.891795e+001 1.035079e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.862997e+001 1.034908e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.500117e-001 9.330564e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.882322e+001 1.038150e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.345990e-001 8.755354e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.882987e+001 1.037935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.120609e-001 7.914221e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884072e+001 1.037583e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.830767e-001 6.832516e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.885546e+001 1.037105e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.485222e-001 5.542924e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.887362e+001 1.036516e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.094445e-001 4.084525e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918312e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.889467e+001 1.035834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.795852e-001 9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.911161e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.685142e-001 8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.911663e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.523249e-001 8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.912482e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.315053e-001 6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913595e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.066846e-001 5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.914966e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.861479e-002 4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.945286e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.916555e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081544e-001 9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.940496e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.014869e-001 9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.940833e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.173703e-002 8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.941381e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.919853e-002 7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.942127e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.425033e-002 5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.943045e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.734543e-002 4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.972567e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944109e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.611881e-002 9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970165e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.389216e-002 9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970333e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.063612e-002 8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970609e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.970982e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.145678e-002 5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.971443e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.581128e-002 4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.036710e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.971976e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.611881e-002 9.652956e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039924e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.389216e-002 9.057871e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039698e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.063612e-002 8.187675e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.039330e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.644881e-002 7.068594e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038830e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.145678e-002 5.734444e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.038214e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.581128e-002 4.225654e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.027433e+001 1.036607e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.037500e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081544e-001 9.598972e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.029835e+001 1.039812e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.014869e-001 9.007216e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.029667e+001 1.039587e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.173703e-002 8.141887e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.029391e+001 1.039220e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.919853e-002 7.029064e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.029018e+001 1.038722e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.425033e-002 5.702375e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.028557e+001 1.038107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.734543e-002 4.202023e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054714e+001 1.036300e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.028024e+001 1.037395e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.795852e-001 9.491308e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.059504e+001 1.039478e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.088839e+001 1.038923e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.685142e-001 8.906189e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.059167e+001 1.039255e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.088337e+001 1.038703e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.523249e-001 8.050565e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058619e+001 1.038891e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.087518e+001 1.038344e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.315053e-001 6.950224e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.057873e+001 1.038397e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.086405e+001 1.037857e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066846e-001 5.638415e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.056955e+001 1.037787e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.085034e+001 1.037256e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.861479e-002 4.154892e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.081688e+001 1.035790e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.055891e+001 1.037081e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.083445e+001 1.036560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.235421e-001 8.013807e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.172245e+001 1.035767e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.828521e-001 7.243915e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.170647e+001 1.035435e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.305244e-001 6.253826e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.168478e+001 1.034985e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.681401e-001 5.073458e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.165804e+001 1.034430e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.975897e-001 3.738580e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.162706e+001 1.033786e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.210170e-001 2.289753e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.155626e+001 1.032316e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.159279e+001 1.033075e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.139276e-001 8.179111e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.199620e+001 1.034575e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.822450e-001 7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.822450e-001 7.674886e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.198492e+001 1.034380e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.359154e-001 6.937554e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.196651e+001 1.034061e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.763351e-001 5.989338e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194151e+001 1.033628e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.053043e-001 4.858890e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.191070e+001 1.033094e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.249757e-001 3.580468e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.032476e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.377899e-001 2.192914e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.179341e+001 1.031063e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.183551e+001 1.031792e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.736131e-001 7.772182e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.224900e+001 1.032987e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.382511e-001 7.293043e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.223629e+001 1.032800e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.865409e-001 6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.865409e-001 6.592395e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.221554e+001 1.032496e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.200411e-001 5.691355e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.218738e+001 1.032083e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.407611e-001 4.617150e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215267e+001 1.031574e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.511035e-001 3.402331e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.211245e+001 1.030984e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.537923e-001 2.083812e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202053e+001 1.029636e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.206795e+001 1.030331e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.300908e-001 7.321787e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.248922e+001 1.031214e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.912470e-001 6.870415e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.247516e+001 1.031038e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.344455e-001 6.210369e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.245219e+001 1.030750e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.613982e-001 5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.613982e-001 5.361544e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.242102e+001 1.030359e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.743123e-001 4.349588e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.238260e+001 1.029877e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.758270e-001 3.205168e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.233809e+001 1.029319e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.689346e-001 1.963056e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.223635e+001 1.028043e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228884e+001 1.028701e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830447e-001 6.830447e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.271552e+001 1.029266e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.409364e-001 6.409364e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.270018e+001 1.029101e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.793612e-001 5.793612e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.267513e+001 1.028831e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.001749e-001 5.001749e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.264113e+001 1.028465e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.057702e-001 4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.057702e-001 4.057702e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.259921e+001 1.028013e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.990080e-001 2.990080e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.255065e+001 1.027489e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.831322e-001 1.831322e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.243966e+001 1.026293e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.249692e+001 1.026910e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.321787e-001 6.300908e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.292664e+001 1.027155e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.870415e-001 5.912470e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.291010e+001 1.027002e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.210369e-001 5.344455e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.288310e+001 1.026751e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.361544e-001 4.613982e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.284646e+001 1.026411e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.349588e-001 3.743123e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.280128e+001 1.025992e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.205168e-001 2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.205168e-001 2.758270e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.274894e+001 1.025506e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.963056e-001 1.689346e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.262933e+001 1.024397e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.269104e+001 1.024969e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.772182e-001 5.736131e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.312139e+001 1.024892e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.293043e-001 5.382511e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.310375e+001 1.024752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.592395e-001 4.865409e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.307495e+001 1.024522e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.691355e-001 4.200411e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.303587e+001 1.024210e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.617150e-001 3.407611e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.298769e+001 1.023826e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.402331e-001 2.511035e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.293187e+001 1.023381e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.083812e-001 1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.280429e+001 1.022363e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.083812e-001 1.537923e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.296357e+001 1.020205e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.287011e+001 1.022888e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.179111e-001 5.139276e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.329868e+001 1.022490e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.674886e-001 4.822450e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.328004e+001 1.022363e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.937554e-001 4.359154e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.324961e+001 1.022155e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.989338e-001 3.763351e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.320830e+001 1.021874e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.858890e-001 3.053043e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.315738e+001 1.021527e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.580468e-001 2.249757e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.309840e+001 1.021125e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.192914e-001 1.377899e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310628e+001 1.017934e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.303313e+001 1.020680e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.540299e-001 4.513680e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.345752e+001 1.019962e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.013807e-001 4.235421e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.343799e+001 1.019849e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.243915e-001 3.828521e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.340609e+001 1.019665e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.253826e-001 3.305244e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.336280e+001 1.019415e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.073458e-001 2.681401e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.330942e+001 1.019107e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738580e-001 1.975897e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.324760e+001 1.018750e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289753e-001 1.210170e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.323162e+001 1.015563e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.317919e+001 1.018355e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.853726e-001 3.862841e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.359703e+001 1.017322e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.307912e-001 3.624705e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.357671e+001 1.017225e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.509766e-001 3.276477e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.354352e+001 1.017065e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.483340e-001 2.828652e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.349848e+001 1.016848e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.259653e-001 2.294763e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.344296e+001 1.016580e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.875786e-001 1.690988e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.337863e+001 1.016271e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.373786e-001 1.035672e-001 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.333888e+001 1.013104e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.330747e+001 1.015928e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.117640e-001 3.190400e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.371642e+001 1.014586e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.555556e-001 2.993719e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.369543e+001 1.014503e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.733618e-001 2.706110e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.366114e+001 1.014369e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.676597e-001 2.336242e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.361460e+001 1.014186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.416434e-001 1.895292e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.355724e+001 1.013961e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.991316e-001 1.396622e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.349078e+001 1.013700e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.444545e-001 8.553832e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.342747e+001 1.010572e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.341725e+001 1.013412e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.330564e-001 2.500117e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.381503e+001 1.011768e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.755354e-001 2.345990e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.379348e+001 1.011701e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.914221e-001 2.120609e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.375828e+001 1.011593e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.832516e-001 1.830767e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.371051e+001 1.011445e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.542924e-001 1.485222e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365162e+001 1.011264e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.084525e-001 1.094445e-001 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.358340e+001 1.011053e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.501632e-001 6.703103e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.349689e+001 1.007981e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.350792e+001 1.010820e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.491308e-001 1.795852e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.389231e+001 1.008884e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.906189e-001 1.685142e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.387031e+001 1.008834e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.050565e-001 1.523249e-001 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383440e+001 1.008752e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.950224e-001 1.315053e-001 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.378567e+001 1.008641e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.638415e-001 1.066846e-001 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.372558e+001 1.008503e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.154892e-001 7.861479e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.365598e+001 1.008345e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.544729e-001 4.814888e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.354676e+001 1.005346e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.357897e+001 1.008169e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.598972e-001 1.081544e-001 2.586502e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.394781e+001 1.005950e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.398124e+001 1.002984e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.007216e-001 1.014869e-001 4.223755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392551e+001 1.005917e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.395875e+001 1.002967e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.141887e-001 9.173703e-002 5.733072e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.388908e+001 1.005862e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.392202e+001 1.002939e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.029064e-001 7.919853e-002 7.068594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.383965e+001 1.005787e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.387216e+001 1.002902e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.702375e-001 6.425033e-002 8.189635e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.377871e+001 1.005695e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.381071e+001 1.002856e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.202023e-001 4.734543e-002 9.061945e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.370812e+001 1.005589e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.373951e+001 1.002802e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.573596e-001 2.899746e-002 9.658805e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.357679e+001 1.002680e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.363001e+001 1.005471e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.366075e+001 1.002743e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 7.805092e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 -1.105267e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 -1.869401e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 8.896713e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 1.348152e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 1.419108e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 9.933754e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 -6.242709e-017
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 -9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 -9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 -9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 -9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 -9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 -9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 -8.841154e-001 -7.812102e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 -8.894859e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 -8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 -8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 -7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 -7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 -6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 -5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 -5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 -4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 -3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 -3.302791e-001 1.104364e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 8.654211e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 -2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 -1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 -1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 -8.651099e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 8.896713e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 1.871895e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 6.251304e-017
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.739119e-002 9.993007e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.119645e-001 9.937122e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.859116e-001 9.825665e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588190e-001 9.659258e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.302791e-001 9.438833e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.998920e-001 9.165623e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.672686e-001 8.841154e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.320321e-001 8.467242e-001 -8.894859e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 -9.927873e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.938202e-001 8.045978e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.522874e-001 7.579717e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.071068e-001 7.071068e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.579717e-001 6.522874e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.045978e-001 5.938202e-001 -1.345179e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 -1.415609e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.467242e-001 5.320321e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.841154e-001 4.672686e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.165623e-001 3.998920e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.438833e-001 3.302791e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.659258e-001 2.588190e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.825665e-001 1.859116e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.937122e-001 1.119645e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.993007e-001 -3.739119e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 1.005544e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 1.016075e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 1.016075e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 1.008272e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 1.010948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 1.013554e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 1.018495e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 1.026861e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 1.026861e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 1.020797e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 1.022968e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 1.024994e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 1.028559e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 1.034166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 1.034166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.030076e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 1.031403e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 1.032532e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 1.033455e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 1.034662e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 1.033837e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 1.033837e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 1.034938e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 1.034993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 1.034827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 1.034441e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 1.033019e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 1.027732e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 1.027732e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 1.031993e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 1.030764e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 1.029341e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 1.025948e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 1.014827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 1.014827e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 1.024000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 1.021900e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 1.019661e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 1.017299e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 1.012261e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 1.001391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 1.001391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 1.009618e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 1.006913e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 1.004166e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.650277e+001 9.986085e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 9.851733e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.682956e+001 9.851733e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.652488e+001 9.958344e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.656896e+001 9.930865e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.663473e+001 9.903824e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.672178e+001 9.877391e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.695738e+001 9.827013e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 9.722680e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.786474e+001 9.722680e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.710444e+001 9.803386e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.726980e+001 9.781002e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.745242e+001 9.760003e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.765116e+001 9.740521e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809182e+001 9.706592e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 9.661628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910534e+001 9.661628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.833096e+001 9.692359e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.858066e+001 9.680071e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.883933e+001 9.669805e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937701e+001 9.655589e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 9.658338e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075943e+001 9.658338e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.965261e+001 9.651728e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.993041e+001 9.650069e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020865e+001 9.650622e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.048557e+001 9.653385e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102848e+001 9.665452e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 9.731388e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.224383e+001 9.731388e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129102e+001 9.674681e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.154541e+001 9.685966e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.699237e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202332e+001 9.714410e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.245015e+001 9.750064e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 9.770321e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 9.770321e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 9.839246e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.310899e+001 9.839246e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.264098e+001 9.770321e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.281511e+001 9.792030e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.297144e+001 9.815053e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.322688e+001 9.864455e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 1.002781e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.350000e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.332437e+001 9.890521e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.340084e+001 9.917279e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.345581e+001 9.944561e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.348894e+001 9.972192e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.916426e-001 -5.376530e-002 1.172789e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.936196e-001 -8.816120e-002 7.033944e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.809563e-001 -1.608196e-001 1.089119e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.809839e-001 -1.754614e-001 8.296954e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 1.004131e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.321456e-001 -2.534552e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 1.004131e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.502651e-001 -3.142137e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405007e-001 -3.508575e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.100470e-001 -3.582350e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.673053e-001 -3.332390e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.213159e-001 -2.750450e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.811425e-001 -1.851951e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.099817e-002 -6.558885e-002 9.959806e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.984599e-002 -6.118488e-002 9.963307e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.670476e-002 -5.909526e-002 9.960212e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 1.016590e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.540716e-002 -5.598824e-002 9.962867e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.109197e-001 -1.504084e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.647231e-001 -2.141746e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.186779e-001 -2.457553e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.635907e-001 -2.452286e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.907075e-001 -2.149975e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.923053e-001 -1.596002e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622090e-001 -8.537422e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.508984e-001 -1.700803e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.508984e-001 -1.700803e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 1.002492e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 1.004131e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.609068e-001 -2.612755e-001 9.161458e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 1.004131e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.060976e-001 -3.348465e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.191676e-001 -3.881307e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.065942e-001 -4.149300e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.759989e-001 -4.107492e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.360249e-001 -3.732354e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.957501e-001 -3.023667e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.640661e-001 -2.004797e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.456254e-002 -7.140456e-002 9.959540e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.398020e-002 -6.596084e-002 9.963610e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 1.018152e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.228714e-001 -3.677056e-001 1.144595e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.016616e-001 -4.272173e-001 6.701995e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.773062e-001 -4.651183e-001 1.183169e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.603569e-001 -5.052234e-001 6.734452e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.864957e-001 -5.608561e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.886307e-001 -5.894648e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.729697e-001 -5.857884e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.480468e-001 -5.474886e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.228196e-001 -4.745629e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.060538e-001 -3.693718e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.057163e-001 -2.365034e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.183786e-002 -8.394953e-002 9.959613e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.472075e-002 -7.767555e-002 9.963739e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.987514e-002 -8.065396e-002 9.959442e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 1.021774e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.140103e-002 -7.421545e-002 9.963825e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.457056e-001 -2.141954e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.678695e-001 -3.273219e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.013321e-001 -4.103108e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.374428e-001 -4.600487e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.671576e-001 -4.757552e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.816590e-001 -4.590100e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.729581e-001 -4.136172e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.329865e-001 -4.891508e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.329865e-001 -4.891508e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 1.008806e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.223105e-001 -5.575404e-001 1.138161e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.118260e-001 -5.789193e-001 7.609886e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.338495e-001 -6.281719e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.338390e-001 -6.480194e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.189555e-001 -6.341352e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.979064e-001 -5.849446e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.796145e-001 -5.012366e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.726023e-001 -3.861375e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.440047e-002 -2.449212e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.349543e-002 -8.629436e-002 9.959926e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.780186e-002 -8.067802e-002 9.963524e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 1.022588e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.582708e-001 -6.440810e-001 1.009205e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.563786e-001 -6.474567e-001 9.322695e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 1.012863e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.754599e-001 -6.905715e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 1.012863e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.740866e-001 -7.015023e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.608798e-001 -6.775190e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.446518e-001 -6.178226e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.342209e-001 -5.239876e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.378000e-001 -3.998810e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.242403e-002 -2.514221e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.497225e-002 -8.766214e-002 9.960377e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.066045e-002 -8.321304e-002 9.963176e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 1.023190e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.969041e-001 -7.124954e-001 8.170088e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 1.012863e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.117839e-001 -7.475664e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.098413e-001 -7.494951e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991971e-001 -7.156004e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.886999e-001 -6.458653e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.869943e-001 -5.426376e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.019193e-001 -4.104950e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.995905e-002 -2.559552e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.394308e-003 -8.804485e-002 9.960960e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.331221e-002 -8.527052e-002 9.962689e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 1.023577e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.009767e-001 -7.905713e-001 1.175755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.612175e-001 -8.250210e-001 6.614599e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.120171e-001 -8.509790e-001 1.169328e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.859429e-001 -8.711008e-001 7.101302e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.942043e-001 -8.818945e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.953272e-001 -8.570080e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.974527e-001 -7.952702e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.091239e-001 -6.989861e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.806628e-002 -5.726896e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.356720e-003 -4.228548e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.859818e-002 -2.574722e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.068227e-002 -8.797642e-002 9.960653e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.565261e-003 -8.611698e-002 9.962391e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.123871e-003 -8.786926e-002 9.961298e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 1.023688e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.934800e-003 -8.743871e-002 9.961680e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 1.022876e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.718133e-002 -2.584852e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 1.022876e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.524086e-002 -4.178963e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.383042e-001 -5.570407e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.304886e-001 -6.688532e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.343902e-001 -7.480812e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.416057e-001 -7.916220e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.433199e-001 -7.987105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.706037e-001 -8.436037e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.706037e-001 -8.436037e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 1.016019e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.174368e-001 -9.022748e-001 1.079203e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.066314e-001 -9.096958e-001 8.428751e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 1.017510e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.147198e-001 -9.132833e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 1.017510e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.184291e-001 -8.797555e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.263940e-001 -8.096091e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.692037e-002 -7.058953e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.269705e-002 -5.738129e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.669205e-002 -4.203731e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.124170e-002 -2.539372e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.924856e-002 -8.710132e-002 9.960135e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.701123e-002 -8.430211e-002 9.962950e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 1.023411e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.244769e-001 -9.415973e-001 9.005109e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 1.017510e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.327722e-001 -9.375245e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.398214e-001 -8.956176e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.434608e-002 -8.176116e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.565034e-002 -7.072798e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.336100e-002 -5.704453e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.366196e-002 -4.146015e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.348417e-002 -2.484147e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.769709e-002 -8.524286e-002 9.959752e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.425798e-002 -8.200459e-002 9.963367e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 1.022916e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.135429e-001 -9.701351e-001 1.150532e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.539050e-001 -9.858288e-001 6.674529e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.073602e-001 -9.871609e-001 1.182675e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.617071e-002 -9.955077e-001 6.771899e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136970e-002 -9.657527e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.000684e-001 -9.009258e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.620820e-001 -8.032258e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.006774e-001 -6.783939e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.108140e-001 -5.338351e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895136e-001 -3.781247e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.360885e-001 -2.204308e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.109882e-002 -7.402942e-002 9.959461e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.464660e-002 -7.231683e-002 9.963819e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.374166e-002 -7.866279e-002 9.959412e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 1.020175e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.809173e-002 -7.600209e-002 9.963798e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.515154e-002 -2.409481e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.199771e-001 -4.055850e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.135291e-001 -5.626132e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.809855e-002 -7.031289e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.812719e-002 -8.192153e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.011952e-002 -9.044703e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.490028e-001 -9.544282e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.406726e-002 -9.638622e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.406726e-002 -9.638622e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 1.018711e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -9.935810e-001 1.131230e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.205620e-002 -9.967778e-001 7.712026e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066394e-001 -9.600849e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.793008e-001 -8.885562e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.324369e-001 -7.857578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.598486e-001 -6.580033e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571694e-001 -5.131143e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.221907e-001 -3.598958e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.550376e-001 -2.075407e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.786620e-002 -6.858739e-002 9.959655e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.093825e-002 -6.818836e-002 9.963712e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 1.018871e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.075816e-001 -9.891968e-001 9.957848e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.098959e-001 -9.894034e-001 9.488812e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 1.018601e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.910745e-001 -9.469031e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 1.018601e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571298e-001 -8.692325e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.009727e-001 -7.621402e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.169862e-001 -6.324630e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.015122e-001 -4.883778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.531288e-001 -3.388503e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.727734e-001 -1.930263e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.394765e-002 -6.242066e-002 9.959992e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.695014e-002 -6.362598e-002 9.963475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 1.017391e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.971603e-001 -9.770622e-001 8.048156e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 1.018601e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.740142e-001 -9.263105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.329465e-001 -8.431059e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.671530e-001 -7.325578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.716429e-001 -6.019728e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.434952e-001 -4.598190e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.820859e-001 -3.151527e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.891570e-001 -1.770013e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.926058e-002 -5.562573e-002 9.960466e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.266569e-002 -5.863862e-002 9.963105e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 1.015749e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.170775e-001 -9.410524e-001 1.178226e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.664954e-001 -9.280603e-001 6.622091e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.170281e-001 -9.013915e-001 1.165372e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.469124e-001 -8.916968e-001 7.173638e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.074585e-001 -8.219616e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.424949e-001 -7.262095e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.464975e-001 -6.105594e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.165673e-001 -4.833713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.521076e-001 -3.535833e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548281e-001 -2.301897e-001 9.061511e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289563e-001 -1.212500e-001 9.658558e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 1.011599e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.794327e-002 -4.090779e-002 9.961182e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.710491e-002 -4.083298e-002 9.961865e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 1.011599e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.317911e-002 -4.747783e-002 9.961881e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 1.011599e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.373770e-002 -4.830918e-002 9.961069e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 1.012040e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.806835e-002 -5.323474e-002 9.962594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 1.013960e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.891570e-001 -1.770013e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.820859e-001 -3.151527e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.434952e-001 -4.598190e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.716429e-001 -6.019728e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.671530e-001 -7.325578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.329465e-001 -8.431059e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.740142e-001 -9.263105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136481e-001 -9.706131e-001 1.107457e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.829829e-001 -9.566295e-001 6.914171e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.126008e-001 -8.519492e-001 1.068787e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.233946e-001 -8.477744e-001 8.565471e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 1.015566e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.781178e-001 -7.738959e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 1.015566e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.045545e-001 -6.754219e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.983203e-001 -5.598706e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.572663e-001 -4.358255e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.815141e-001 -3.123495e-001 8.188907e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738188e-001 -1.979477e-001 9.061326e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.387842e-001 -1.004585e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.217921e-002 -3.345951e-002 9.960557e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.975667e-002 -3.355431e-002 9.962495e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 1.010008e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.961221e-001 -7.979973e-001 8.853657e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 1.015566e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.442525e-001 -7.197734e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.618826e-001 -6.193483e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.454604e-001 -5.048001e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.935287e-001 -3.849794e-001 7.067634e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.072750e-001 -2.685920e-001 8.188592e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.898613e-001 -1.640179e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.467283e-001 -7.896164e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.555676e-002 -2.553059e-002 9.960061e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.182156e-002 -2.618575e-002 9.963029e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 1.007883e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830892e-001 -7.211285e-001 1.155974e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.285618e-001 -6.817424e-001 6.652057e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.568220e-001 -6.428504e-001 1.181686e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.858770e-001 -6.146168e-001 6.814336e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.104945e-001 -5.255790e-001 2.585835e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.011749e-001 -4.240897e-001 4.222165e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.552955e-001 -3.177592e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.737884e-001 -2.156357e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.599640e-001 -1.259475e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.192373e-001 -5.598016e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588021e-001 -1.145890e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.000873e-002 0.000000e+000 9.959410e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.491572e-002 -3.759786e-003 9.963810e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.950790e-002 -8.679276e-003 9.959483e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 1.001147e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.440027e-002 -1.126985e-002 9.963682e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.527415e-001 -5.684678e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.028316e-001 -1.289201e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.290408e-001 -2.225719e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.252478e-001 -3.309957e-001 7.067581e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.874671e-001 -4.458367e-001 5.732527e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.140306e-001 -5.584274e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.053450e-001 -6.600177e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.609173e-001 -5.950965e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.609173e-001 -5.950965e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 1.012242e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.224458e-001 -5.576321e-001 1.123803e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.364784e-001 -5.423838e-001 7.825430e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.537900e-001 -4.518994e-001 2.585144e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.355341e-001 -3.515163e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.804235e-001 -2.497627e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.902097e-001 -1.552424e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.689040e-001 -7.596494e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225443e-001 -1.870886e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588021e-001 1.145890e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.950790e-002 8.679276e-003 9.959483e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.491572e-002 3.759786e-003 9.963810e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.762777e+001 9.988526e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.792491e-001 -4.661484e-001 9.811587e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.797175e-001 -4.655799e-001 9.660523e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 1.008061e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.903993e-001 -3.745985e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 1.008061e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.633316e-001 -2.762961e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.994436e-001 -1.798114e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.012291e-001 -9.363412e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.733916e-001 -2.538788e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225443e-001 1.870886e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.567766e-001 3.428701e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.801470e-002 1.723099e-002 9.959701e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.440027e-002 1.126985e-002 9.963682e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 9.965684e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.188452e-001 -3.865659e-001 7.931166e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 1.008061e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.200221e-001 -2.944391e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.843723e-001 -1.989136e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.122070e-001 -1.084528e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.067605e-001 -3.129301e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.733916e-001 2.538788e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.192373e-001 5.598016e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.527415e-001 5.684678e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.555676e-002 2.553059e-002 9.960061e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.336909e-002 1.875143e-002 9.963423e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 9.943163e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.568159e-001 -2.656586e-001 1.180204e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.734767e-001 -2.189550e-001 6.634577e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.801541e-001 -1.606881e-001 1.160921e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.885934e-001 -1.320055e-001 7.250949e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.650436e-001 -4.272893e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.055790e-001 4.009603e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.122070e-001 1.084528e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.902097e-001 1.552424e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.466415e-001 1.749443e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.898613e-001 1.640179e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289417e-001 1.212311e-001 9.658616e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.173033e-001 1.409841e-001 9.658689e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 9.884014e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.373770e-002 4.830918e-002 9.961069e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.317911e-002 4.747783e-002 9.961881e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 9.884014e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.710491e-002 4.083298e-002 9.961865e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 9.884014e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.794327e-002 4.090779e-002 9.961182e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795282e+001 9.879597e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.975667e-002 3.355431e-002 9.962495e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.467283e-001 7.896164e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.126492e-001 9.281333e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.689040e-001 7.596494e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.067605e-001 3.129301e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.186138e-001 -3.624550e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.984916e-001 -1.199743e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.424444e-001 -2.119752e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.574909e-001 -1.278524e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.574909e-001 -1.278524e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 1.003315e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.929304e-001 -5.383512e-002 1.057872e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.952270e-001 -4.406535e-002 8.707108e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.811740e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.650436e-001 4.272893e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.811740e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.984916e-001 1.199743e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.994436e-001 1.798114e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.737884e-001 2.156357e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.290408e-001 2.225719e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.737980e-001 1.979185e-001 9.061475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548020e-001 2.301727e-001 9.061656e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.040602e-001 1.595909e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.926058e-002 5.562573e-002 9.960466e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.806835e-002 5.323474e-002 9.962594e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807858e+001 9.860401e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.952270e-001 4.406535e-002 8.707108e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.811740e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.574909e-001 1.278524e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.843723e-001 1.989136e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.804235e-001 2.497627e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.520939e-001 2.743414e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.072517e-001 2.685551e-001 8.188857e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814831e-001 3.123294e-001 8.189166e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.331676e-001 2.605629e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.891570e-001 1.770013e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.394765e-002 6.242066e-002 9.959992e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.266569e-002 5.863862e-002 9.963105e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822229e+001 9.842508e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.801541e-001 1.606881e-001 1.160921e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.734767e-001 2.189550e-001 6.634577e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.568159e-001 2.656586e-001 1.180204e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.501697e-001 3.040874e-001 6.861760e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.903993e-001 3.745985e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.011659e-001 4.240462e-001 4.222772e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.605103e-001 4.932067e-001 4.223401e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.454604e-001 5.048001e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.165673e-001 4.833713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.827899e-001 4.276615e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.531288e-001 3.388503e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.360885e-001 2.204308e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.374166e-002 7.866279e-002 9.959412e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.464660e-002 7.231683e-002 9.963819e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.109882e-002 7.402942e-002 9.959461e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.874685e+001 9.798251e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.093825e-002 6.818836e-002 9.963712e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.727734e-001 1.930263e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.088353e-001 2.889887e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.521076e-001 3.535833e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.935437e-001 3.849573e-001 7.067628e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.242310e-001 3.833957e-001 5.731468e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.552955e-001 3.177592e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.633316e-001 2.762961e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.424444e-001 2.119752e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.200221e-001 2.944391e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.200221e-001 2.944391e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 9.950605e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.231749e-001 3.678265e-001 1.115879e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.188452e-001 3.865659e-001 7.931166e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 9.919391e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.537910e-001 4.518586e-001 2.585823e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 9.919391e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.104794e-001 5.255692e-001 2.586509e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.140306e-001 5.584274e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.983203e-001 5.598706e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.718255e-001 5.271341e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.434952e-001 4.598190e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.221907e-001 3.598958e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.160742e-001 2.315957e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.590227e-002 8.241824e-002 9.959509e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.809173e-002 7.600209e-002 9.963798e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 9.787099e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.797175e-001 4.655799e-001 9.660523e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 9.919391e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.792491e-001 4.661484e-001 9.811587e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.224458e-001 5.576321e-001 1.123803e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.568220e-001 6.428504e-001 1.181686e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.830892e-001 7.211285e-001 1.155974e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.018516e-001 7.917222e-001 1.046456e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.233946e-001 8.477744e-001 8.565471e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 9.844341e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.328276e-001 8.635944e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.329465e-001 8.431059e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.324369e-001 7.857578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.399355e-001 6.934751e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.336100e-002 5.704453e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.356720e-003 4.228548e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.718133e-002 2.584852e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 9.771238e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.394308e-003 8.804485e-002 9.960960e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.772205e-003 8.684015e-002 9.962055e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 9.771238e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.934800e-003 8.743871e-002 9.961680e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 9.771238e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.123871e-003 8.786926e-002 9.961298e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 9.762569e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.565261e-003 8.611698e-002 9.962391e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.124170e-002 2.539372e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.199771e-001 4.055850e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.108140e-001 5.338351e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.169862e-001 6.324630e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.304598e-001 6.972422e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.424949e-001 7.262095e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.442525e-001 7.197734e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.651398e-001 7.431092e-001 7.333233e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.364784e-001 5.423838e-001 7.825430e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.609173e-001 5.950965e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.618826e-001 6.193483e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.464975e-001 6.105594e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.233910e-001 5.667713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.015122e-001 4.883778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895136e-001 3.781247e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.515154e-002 2.409481e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.769709e-002 8.524286e-002 9.959752e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.129011e-002 7.923460e-002 9.963648e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 9.777934e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.858770e-001 6.146168e-001 6.814336e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.053450e-001 6.600177e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.045545e-001 6.754219e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.903977e-001 6.564696e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.716429e-001 6.019728e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571694e-001 5.131143e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.553532e-001 3.933943e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.348417e-002 2.484147e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.924856e-002 8.710132e-002 9.960135e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.425798e-002 8.200459e-002 9.963367e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937607e+001 9.770842e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.285618e-001 6.817424e-001 6.652057e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.442525e-001 7.197734e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.424949e-001 7.262095e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.304598e-001 6.972422e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.169862e-001 6.324630e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.108140e-001 5.338351e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.199771e-001 4.055850e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.124170e-002 2.539372e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.068227e-002 8.797642e-002 9.960653e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.982797e+001 9.763124e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.701123e-002 8.430211e-002 9.962950e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.960015e+001 9.765890e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.126008e-001 8.519492e-001 1.068787e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.469124e-001 8.916968e-001 7.173638e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548094e-001 8.984683e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571298e-001 8.692325e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.620820e-001 8.032258e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.809855e-002 7.031289e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.269705e-002 5.738129e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.805184e-002 4.220270e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.995905e-002 2.559552e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.497225e-002 8.766214e-002 9.960377e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.331221e-002 8.527052e-002 9.962689e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.028627e+001 9.764232e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.170281e-001 9.013915e-001 1.165372e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.664954e-001 9.280603e-001 6.622091e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.740142e-001 9.263105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.793008e-001 8.885562e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.045859e-002 8.144075e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.565034e-002 7.072798e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.806628e-002 5.726896e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.524086e-002 4.178963e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.242403e-002 2.514221e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.349543e-002 8.629436e-002 9.959926e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.066045e-002 8.321304e-002 9.963176e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.051249e+001 9.768095e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.170775e-001 9.410524e-001 1.178226e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.829829e-001 9.566295e-001 6.914171e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.910745e-001 9.469031e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.000684e-001 9.009258e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.812719e-002 8.192153e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.692037e-002 7.058953e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853169e-002 5.670843e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.019193e-001 4.104950e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.440047e-002 2.449212e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.183786e-002 8.394953e-002 9.959613e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.780186e-002 8.067802e-002 9.963524e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073392e+001 9.774124e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136481e-001 9.706131e-001 1.107457e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.971603e-001 9.770622e-001 8.048156e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 9.813993e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066394e-001 9.600849e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 9.813993e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.005292e-002 9.062444e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.434608e-002 8.176116e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.091239e-001 6.989861e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.383042e-001 5.570407e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.378000e-001 3.998810e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.057163e-001 2.365034e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.987514e-002 8.065396e-002 9.959442e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.472075e-002 7.767555e-002 9.963739e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.094849e+001 9.782262e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.098959e-001 9.894034e-001 9.488812e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 9.813993e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136970e-002 9.657527e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.011952e-002 9.044703e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.263940e-001 8.096091e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.704733e-001 6.866065e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.869943e-001 5.426376e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.726023e-001 3.861375e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.262049e-001 2.262347e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.748748e-002 7.645188e-002 9.959418e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.140103e-002 7.421545e-002 9.963825e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 9.792433e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 9.935810e-001 1.131230e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.617071e-002 9.955077e-001 6.771899e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.073602e-001 9.871609e-001 1.182675e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.539050e-001 9.858288e-001 6.674529e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.327722e-001 9.375245e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.953272e-001 8.570080e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.343902e-001 7.480812e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.446518e-001 6.178226e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.228196e-001 4.745629e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.678695e-001 3.273219e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.811425e-001 1.851951e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.670476e-002 5.909526e-002 9.960212e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.984599e-002 6.118488e-002 9.963307e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.099817e-002 6.558885e-002 9.959806e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.169955e+001 9.834104e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.398020e-002 6.596084e-002 9.963610e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.457056e-001 2.141954e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.060538e-001 3.693718e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.342209e-001 5.239876e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.304886e-001 6.688532e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.974527e-001 7.952702e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.398214e-001 8.956176e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.406726e-002 9.638622e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.490028e-001 9.544282e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.490028e-001 9.544282e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.020783e+001 9.812891e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.135429e-001 9.701351e-001 1.150532e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.403034e-001 9.678574e-001 7.420485e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.147198e-001 9.132833e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.699140e-001 8.275534e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991971e-001 7.156004e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.979064e-001 5.849446e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.634983e-001 4.441750e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.957501e-001 3.023667e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.968012e-001 1.684610e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.160719e-002 5.202567e-002 9.960752e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.540716e-002 5.598824e-002 9.962867e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 9.851281e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.175882e-001 9.425683e-001 1.034540e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.244769e-001 9.415973e-001 9.005109e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 9.824899e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.942043e-001 8.818945e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 9.824899e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.416057e-001 7.916220e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.608798e-001 6.775190e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.480468e-001 5.474886e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.013321e-001 4.103108e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.213159e-001 2.750450e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.109197e-001 1.504084e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.564630e-002 4.449070e-002 9.961417e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.064720e-002 5.037906e-002 9.962283e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 9.869847e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.066314e-001 9.096958e-001 8.428751e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 9.824899e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.706037e-001 8.436037e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.098413e-001 7.494951e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.189555e-001 6.341352e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.946806e-001 5.057477e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.360249e-001 3.732354e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.443671e-001 2.455708e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.233874e-001 1.311788e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 9.892974e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.852973e-002 3.720826e-002 9.962172e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 9.892974e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.085387e-002 2.987939e-002 9.962780e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.265992e-002 2.247566e-002 9.963243e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.394917e-002 1.501538e-002 9.963569e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.472244e-002 7.517194e-003 9.963762e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.498014e-002 -0.000000e+000 9.963826e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.472244e-002 -7.517194e-003 9.963762e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.394917e-002 -1.501538e-002 9.963569e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.265992e-002 -2.247566e-002 9.963243e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.085387e-002 -2.987939e-002 9.962780e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.852973e-002 -3.720826e-002 9.962172e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 1.010703e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.233874e-001 -1.311788e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 1.010703e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.647231e-001 -2.141746e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.233874e-001 -1.311788e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.109197e-001 -1.504084e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.064720e-002 -5.037906e-002 9.962283e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.564630e-002 -4.449070e-002 9.961417e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.554969e-002 -4.436469e-002 9.961546e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 1.010703e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 1.012448e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.120171e-001 8.509790e-001 1.169328e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.612175e-001 8.250210e-001 6.614599e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.009767e-001 7.905713e-001 1.175755e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.317829e-001 7.720040e-001 6.971566e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.754599e-001 6.905715e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.886307e-001 5.894648e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.671576e-001 4.757552e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.100470e-001 3.582350e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.186779e-001 2.457553e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.967348e-001 1.466125e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.499796e-001 6.797074e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.429941e-001 8.979798e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.429941e-001 8.979798e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.341069e-001 1.109224e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.647231e-001 2.141746e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.673053e-001 3.332390e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.374428e-001 4.600487e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.729697e-001 5.857884e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.740866e-001 7.015023e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.433199e-001 7.987105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.117839e-001 7.475664e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.117839e-001 7.475664e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 9.849177e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.835373e-001 7.216016e-001 1.098537e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.969041e-001 7.124954e-001 8.170088e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 9.871371e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.338495e-001 6.281719e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 9.871371e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.380329e-001 5.262969e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.065942e-001 4.149300e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.393206e-001 3.029172e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.383681e-001 1.989528e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.081399e-001 1.109753e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.550086e-001 4.561154e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.499796e-001 6.797074e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.563786e-001 6.474567e-001 9.322695e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 9.871371e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.864957e-001 5.608561e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.816590e-001 4.590100e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405007e-001 3.508575e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.635907e-001 2.452286e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.538448e-001 1.505933e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.163508e-001 7.446964e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.580419e-001 2.289536e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.550086e-001 4.561154e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.223105e-001 5.575404e-001 1.138161e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.603569e-001 5.052234e-001 6.734452e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.773062e-001 4.651183e-001 1.183169e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.016616e-001 4.272173e-001 6.701995e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.060976e-001 3.348465e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.747081e-001 2.378376e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.066148e-001 1.442733e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.046845e-001 6.252476e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.739533e-001 0.000000e+000 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.213032e-001 -3.738110e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.550086e-001 -4.561154e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.580419e-001 -2.289536e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.580419e-001 -2.289536e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.590556e-001 0.000000e+000 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.213032e-001 3.738110e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.649870e-001 1.010551e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.826672e-001 1.856208e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.686118e-001 2.840390e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.191676e-001 3.881307e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.329865e-001 4.891508e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.729581e-001 4.136172e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.729581e-001 4.136172e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.166397e+001 9.911945e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.228714e-001 3.677056e-001 1.144595e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.353489e-001 3.456563e-001 7.512704e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.321456e-001 2.534552e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.923053e-001 1.596002e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.162093e-001 7.242006e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.074529e-001 0.000000e+000 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.717073e-001 -5.072606e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.163508e-001 -7.446964e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.499796e-001 -6.797074e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.550086e-001 -4.561154e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.585035e-001 2.661272e-001 1.022124e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.609068e-001 2.612755e-001 9.161458e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 9.958689e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.508984e-001 1.700803e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 9.958689e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.029190e-001 8.011358e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.194158e-001 0.000000e+000 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.046845e-001 -6.252476e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.649870e-001 -1.010551e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.081399e-001 -1.109753e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.429941e-001 -8.979798e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.499796e-001 -6.797074e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.809839e-001 1.754614e-001 8.296954e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 9.958689e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622090e-001 8.537422e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.064662e-001 0.000000e+000 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.162093e-001 -7.242006e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.964010e-001 -1.245602e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.538448e-001 -1.505933e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.967348e-001 -1.466125e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.341069e-001 -1.109224e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 1.010703e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.429941e-001 -8.979798e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.916426e-001 5.376530e-002 1.172789e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.978116e-001 0.000000e+000 6.612102e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659891e-001 -0.000000e+000 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.064662e-001 -0.000000e+000 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.659891e-001 0.000000e+000 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622090e-001 8.537422e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.936196e-001 8.816120e-002 7.033944e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 9.991673e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.809563e-001 1.608196e-001 1.089119e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.988338e-002 4.347647e-003 9.959428e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.888404e-002 1.297897e-002 9.959574e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 9.977078e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 9.969715e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.690390e-002 2.141989e-002 9.959864e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 9.954370e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 9.949789e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.397947e-002 2.954849e-002 9.960293e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 9.932088e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 9.930255e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.016413e-002 3.725020e-002 9.960854e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 9.910440e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.554969e-002 4.436469e-002 9.961546e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 9.892974e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 9.889628e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.456254e-002 7.140456e-002 9.959540e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.153150e+001 9.818475e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.782636e-002 7.030741e-002 9.963782e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 9.804541e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.262049e-001 2.262347e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.726023e-001 3.861375e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.869943e-001 5.426376e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.704733e-001 6.866065e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.263940e-001 8.096091e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.011952e-002 9.044703e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136970e-002 9.657527e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.075816e-001 9.891968e-001 9.957848e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.205620e-002 9.967778e-001 7.712026e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.786620e-002 6.858739e-002 9.959655e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855799e+001 9.811288e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.695014e-002 6.362598e-002 9.963475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.838259e+001 9.826086e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.891570e-001 1.770013e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.331676e-001 2.605629e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.815264e-001 3.123316e-001 8.188903e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.252698e-001 3.310376e-001 7.067191e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.520939e-001 2.743414e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.804235e-001 2.497627e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.843723e-001 1.989136e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.574909e-001 1.278524e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.929304e-001 5.383512e-002 1.057872e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.885934e-001 1.320055e-001 7.250949e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.217921e-002 3.345951e-002 9.960557e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.784617e+001 9.899917e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.182156e-002 2.618575e-002 9.963029e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.775963e+001 9.921172e+001 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.527415e-001 5.684678e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.192373e-001 5.598016e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.733916e-001 2.538788e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.067605e-001 -3.129301e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.122070e-001 -1.084528e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.843723e-001 -1.989136e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.200221e-001 -2.944391e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.231749e-001 -3.678265e-001 1.115879e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.501697e-001 -3.040874e-001 6.861760e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.801470e-002 -1.723099e-002 9.959701e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.764992e+001 1.003432e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.336909e-002 -1.875143e-002 9.963423e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.769401e+001 1.005684e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.467283e-001 -7.896164e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.898613e-001 -1.640179e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.072517e-001 -2.685551e-001 8.188857e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.935108e-001 -3.849360e-001 7.068021e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.454604e-001 -5.048001e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.618826e-001 -6.193483e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.442525e-001 -7.197734e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.018516e-001 -7.917222e-001 1.046456e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.651398e-001 -7.431092e-001 7.333233e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.590227e-002 -8.241824e-002 9.959509e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894742e+001 1.021290e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.129011e-002 -7.923460e-002 9.963648e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.915781e+001 1.022207e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.348417e-002 -2.484147e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.366196e-002 -4.146015e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.336100e-002 -5.704453e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.565034e-002 -7.072798e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.434608e-002 -8.176116e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.398214e-001 -8.956176e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.327722e-001 -9.375245e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.175882e-001 -9.425683e-001 1.034540e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.403034e-001 -9.678574e-001 7.420485e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.772205e-003 -8.684015e-002 9.962055e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 1.022876e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.005739e+001 1.023743e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.995905e-002 -2.559552e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.019193e-001 -4.104950e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.869943e-001 -5.426376e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.886999e-001 -6.458653e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991971e-001 -7.156004e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.098413e-001 -7.494951e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.117839e-001 -7.475664e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.835373e-001 -7.216016e-001 1.098537e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.317829e-001 -7.720040e-001 6.971566e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.748748e-002 -7.645188e-002 9.959418e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115421e+001 1.020757e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.782636e-002 -7.030741e-002 9.963782e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.134915e+001 1.019546e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.640661e-001 -2.004797e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.957501e-001 -3.023667e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.360249e-001 -3.732354e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.759989e-001 -4.107492e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.065942e-001 -4.149300e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.191676e-001 -3.881307e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.060976e-001 -3.348465e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.585035e-001 -2.661272e-001 1.022124e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.353489e-001 -3.456563e-001 7.512704e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.160719e-002 -5.202567e-002 9.960752e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185173e+001 1.014872e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.198662e+001 1.013015e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.016413e-002 -3.725020e-002 9.960854e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210296e+001 1.011037e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 1.008873e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.397947e-002 -2.954849e-002 9.960293e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.219966e+001 1.008956e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.217929e+001 1.006974e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.690390e-002 -2.141989e-002 9.959864e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.227583e+001 1.006791e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.223240e+001 1.005021e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.888404e-002 -1.297897e-002 9.959574e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.233075e+001 1.004563e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.226805e+001 1.003028e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.988338e-002 -4.347647e-003 9.959428e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.236391e+001 1.002292e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.237500e+001 1.000000e+002 9.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.650436e-001 -4.272893e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 1.001664e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.811740e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.650436e-001 4.272893e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.811740e+001 1.000000e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.812477e+001 9.983362e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.055790e-001 -4.009603e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.055790e-001 -4.009603e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 1.001684e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.055790e-001 4.009603e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.809485e+001 1.000000e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.186138e-001 -3.624550e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.067605e-001 3.129301e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.186138e-001 3.624550e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.186138e-001 3.624550e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.805801e+001 1.000000e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.800802e+001 1.000000e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.733916e-001 -2.538788e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794639e+001 1.000000e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225443e-001 -1.870886e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.225443e-001 1.870886e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.787500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588021e-001 -1.145890e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.771182e+001 1.000000e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.588021e-001 1.145890e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 9.979777e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779601e+001 1.000000e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.961221e-001 7.979973e-001 8.853657e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 9.844341e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.781178e-001 7.738959e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 9.844341e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.781178e-001 7.738959e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 9.854308e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.147198e-001 9.132833e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 9.824899e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.582708e-001 6.440810e-001 1.009205e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.118260e-001 5.789193e-001 7.609886e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.329865e-001 4.891508e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.191676e-001 3.881307e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.686118e-001 2.840390e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.826672e-001 1.856208e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.649870e-001 1.010551e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.213032e-001 3.738110e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.590556e-001 0.000000e+000 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 1.001012e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.580419e-001 2.289536e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.228594e+001 9.989879e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.321456e-001 2.534552e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 9.958689e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.338495e-001 -6.281719e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 1.012863e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066394e-001 -9.600849e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 1.018601e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.537910e-001 -4.518586e-001 2.585823e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 1.008061e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.622090e-001 -8.537422e-002 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188075e+001 1.000833e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.029190e-001 -8.011358e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.162093e-001 -7.242006e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.029190e-001 -8.011358e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 1.000843e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.194158e-001 0.000000e+000 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 1.000859e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.074529e-001 0.000000e+000 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.046845e-001 -6.252476e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 1.000881e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.739533e-001 0.000000e+000 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.717073e-001 -5.072606e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 1.000908e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.229583e-001 0.000000e+000 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 9.990251e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.229583e-001 -0.000000e+000 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.220183e+001 1.000975e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.213032e-001 -3.738110e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 1.002917e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 1.000940e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.717073e-001 5.072606e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.717073e-001 5.072606e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.212292e+001 9.990600e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.046845e-001 6.252476e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.205160e+001 9.990916e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.162093e-001 7.242006e-002 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.199003e+001 9.991189e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.029190e-001 8.011358e-002 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.190329e+001 9.991573e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.194009e+001 9.991410e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.923053e-001 -1.596002e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 1.002522e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.066148e-001 -1.442733e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.964010e-001 -1.245602e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.066148e-001 -1.442733e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 1.002636e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 1.002570e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.649870e-001 -1.010551e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 1.002718e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.163508e-001 -7.446964e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 1.004836e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 1.002813e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.747081e-001 -2.378376e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.747081e-001 -2.378376e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 1.004181e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.321456e-001 -2.534552e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 1.005738e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 1.004131e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.907075e-001 -2.149975e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 1.004261e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.826672e-001 -1.856208e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.538448e-001 -1.505933e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.826672e-001 -1.856208e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 1.004506e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 1.004371e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.081399e-001 -1.109753e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 1.006718e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 1.004663e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.729581e-001 -4.136172e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 1.007300e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.502651e-001 -3.142137e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 1.007388e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 1.005807e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.686118e-001 -2.840390e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.686118e-001 -2.840390e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 1.005919e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405007e-001 -3.508575e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 1.007531e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.635907e-001 -2.452286e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 1.006072e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.186779e-001 -2.457553e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.822246e-001 -1.811023e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.822246e-001 -1.811023e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.341069e-001 -1.109224e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 1.010309e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 1.010703e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.383681e-001 -1.989528e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.967348e-001 -1.466125e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 1.008547e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 1.006477e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.393206e-001 -3.029172e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.393206e-001 -3.029172e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 1.007725e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.383681e-001 -1.989528e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 1.006260e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 1.007964e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 1.008240e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.816590e-001 -4.590100e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 1.009083e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 1.008911e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.100470e-001 -3.582350e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 1.009317e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.949283e-001 -2.906344e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 1.009939e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.949283e-001 -2.906344e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 1.009605e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.380329e-001 -5.262969e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.380329e-001 -5.262969e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 1.010364e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.864957e-001 -5.608561e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 1.011598e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 1.010242e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.671576e-001 -4.757552e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 1.010837e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 1.010565e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.673053e-001 -3.332390e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 1.011172e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.443671e-001 -2.455708e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 1.011990e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.443671e-001 -2.455708e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 1.011560e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.886307e-001 -5.894648e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 1.011737e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.224996e-001 -5.328569e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.224996e-001 -5.328569e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 1.011964e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.374428e-001 -4.600487e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 1.012651e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 1.012272e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.213159e-001 -2.750450e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 1.013091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.968012e-001 -1.684610e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 1.014096e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.968012e-001 -1.684610e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 1.015634e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 1.013578e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.754599e-001 -6.905715e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 1.014028e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 1.012863e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.338390e-001 -6.480194e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 1.013017e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.740866e-001 -7.015023e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 1.014196e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.729697e-001 -5.857884e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 1.013269e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.189555e-001 -6.341352e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 1.014470e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.946806e-001 -5.057477e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.946806e-001 -5.057477e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 1.013610e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.480468e-001 -5.474886e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 1.014843e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.013321e-001 -4.103108e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 1.014519e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 1.014031e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.678695e-001 -3.273219e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.634983e-001 -4.441750e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.634983e-001 -4.441750e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 1.015302e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 1.015834e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.811425e-001 -1.851951e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 1.016422e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 1.017050e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 1.015059e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.433199e-001 -7.987105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 1.015263e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.112668e+001 1.015082e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.608798e-001 -6.775190e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 1.015558e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.979064e-001 -5.849446e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 1.015959e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.228196e-001 -4.745629e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 1.016452e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.378926e-001 -3.497153e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.378926e-001 -3.497153e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 1.017024e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.457056e-001 -2.141954e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 1.018332e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 1.017657e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.416057e-001 -7.916220e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 1.016524e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 1.016211e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.446518e-001 -6.178226e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 1.016950e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.796145e-001 -5.012366e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 1.017474e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.060538e-001 -3.693718e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 1.018082e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.262049e-001 -2.262347e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 1.019470e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.262049e-001 -2.262347e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 1.020456e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 1.018754e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.699140e-001 -8.275534e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.699140e-001 -8.275534e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 1.017032e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.942043e-001 -8.818945e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 1.017510e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 1.016830e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.343902e-001 -7.480812e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 1.017808e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 1.017361e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.342209e-001 -5.239876e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 1.018359e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.726023e-001 -3.861375e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 1.018998e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.057163e-001 -2.365034e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 1.021282e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 1.019704e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.147198e-001 -9.132833e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 1.018053e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 1.017510e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.669661e-001 -7.747073e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.669661e-001 -7.747073e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 1.018062e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.953272e-001 -8.570080e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 1.017720e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.304886e-001 -6.688532e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 1.019101e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 1.018527e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.378000e-001 -3.998810e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 1.019765e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.440047e-002 -2.449212e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 1.021942e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 1.020499e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.490028e-001 -9.544282e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 1.018454e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.184291e-001 -8.797555e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 1.018675e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 1.018269e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.974527e-001 -7.952702e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 1.018622e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.263940e-001 -8.096091e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 1.019036e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.704733e-001 -6.866065e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.704733e-001 -6.866065e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 1.019102e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.091239e-001 -6.989861e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 1.019526e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.383042e-001 -5.570407e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 1.020377e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 1.019693e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.524086e-002 -4.178963e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853169e-002 -5.670843e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853169e-002 -5.670843e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 1.020130e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 1.020830e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.242403e-002 -2.514221e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 1.021604e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 1.022430e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 1.021135e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.011952e-002 -9.044703e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 1.019301e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 1.018935e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.692037e-002 -7.058953e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 1.019798e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.806628e-002 -5.726896e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 1.020411e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.805184e-002 -4.220270e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.805184e-002 -4.220270e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 1.021120e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.718133e-002 -2.584852e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 1.022876e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 1.022742e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 1.021905e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.005292e-002 -9.062444e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.005292e-002 -9.062444e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 1.019047e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.136970e-002 -9.657527e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 1.018785e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 1.018821e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.812719e-002 -8.192153e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 1.019915e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 1.019415e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.269705e-002 -5.738129e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 1.020531e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.356720e-003 -4.228548e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 1.021245e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.730851e-003 -2.589922e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 1.022876e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.730851e-003 -2.589922e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 1.022831e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 1.022035e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.000684e-001 -9.009258e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 1.019010e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.045859e-002 -8.144075e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.045859e-002 -8.144075e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 1.019377e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.809855e-002 -7.031289e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 1.020491e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 1.019876e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.669205e-002 -4.203731e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 1.021203e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.859818e-002 -2.574722e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 1.022608e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 1.021991e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.910745e-001 -9.469031e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 1.018271e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 1.018601e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.793008e-001 -8.885562e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 1.018824e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571298e-001 -8.692325e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 1.018490e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.620820e-001 -8.032258e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 1.019187e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.324369e-001 -7.857578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 1.018848e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.399355e-001 -6.934751e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.399355e-001 -6.934751e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 1.019681e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.006774e-001 -6.783939e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 1.019333e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.135291e-001 -5.626132e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 1.020996e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 1.020290e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.199771e-001 -4.055850e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.628086e-001 -5.503778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.628086e-001 -5.503778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 1.019931e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 1.020624e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.124170e-002 -2.539372e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 1.021390e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 1.022208e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 1.021776e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548094e-001 -8.984683e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 1.018012e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548094e-001 -8.984683e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 1.017799e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.328276e-001 -8.635944e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.328276e-001 -8.635944e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 1.017187e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.009727e-001 -7.621402e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 1.018360e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.598486e-001 -6.580033e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 1.018833e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.108140e-001 -5.338351e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 1.019416e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.553532e-001 -3.933943e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.553532e-001 -3.933943e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 1.020091e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.515154e-002 -2.409481e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 1.021633e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 1.020837e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.061574e-001 -8.103809e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 1.017729e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.061574e-001 -8.103809e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 1.017393e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.761896e-001 -7.713135e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.761896e-001 -7.713135e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 1.016638e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.169862e-001 -6.324630e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 1.018186e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571694e-001 -5.131143e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 1.018748e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895136e-001 -3.781247e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 1.019400e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.160742e-001 -2.315957e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 1.020890e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.160742e-001 -2.315957e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 1.019983e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 1.020121e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.074585e-001 -8.219616e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 1.015566e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 1.016441e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.304598e-001 -6.972422e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 1.017396e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.304598e-001 -6.972422e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 1.016959e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.903977e-001 -6.564696e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.903977e-001 -6.564696e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 1.016057e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.015122e-001 -4.883778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 1.017934e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.221907e-001 -3.598958e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 1.018558e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.360885e-001 -2.204308e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 1.018919e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 1.019248e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.781178e-001 -7.738959e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880771e+001 1.014569e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 1.015566e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.424949e-001 -7.262095e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 1.015752e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.233910e-001 -5.667713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 1.016980e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.233910e-001 -5.667713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 1.016470e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.718255e-001 -5.271341e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.718255e-001 -5.271341e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 1.015416e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.531288e-001 -3.388503e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 1.017570e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.550376e-001 -2.075407e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 1.017708e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 1.018223e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.053450e-001 -6.600177e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 1.013458e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.045545e-001 -6.754219e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 1.013620e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 1.014744e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.464975e-001 -6.105594e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 1.015029e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.983203e-001 -5.598706e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 1.013883e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.165673e-001 -4.833713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 1.014240e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.827899e-001 -4.276615e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 1.016445e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.827899e-001 -4.276615e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 1.015893e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.190887e-001 -3.921570e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.190887e-001 -3.921570e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 1.014681e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.088353e-001 -2.889887e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.331676e-001 -2.605629e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.331676e-001 -2.605629e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 1.013819e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.088353e-001 -2.889887e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 1.015191e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.727734e-001 -1.930263e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 1.015756e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 1.016358e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 1.017056e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.140306e-001 -5.584274e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 1.012629e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 1.012389e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.572663e-001 -4.358255e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 1.012954e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.521076e-001 -3.535833e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 1.013354e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.040602e-001 -1.595909e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 1.014880e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.040602e-001 -1.595909e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 1.014332e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.173210e-001 -1.409955e-001 9.658633e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 1.011599e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 1.013285e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.173083e-001 -1.409756e-001 9.658690e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 1.012796e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 1.011599e+002 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.605338e-001 -4.932219e-001 4.222801e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.605287e-001 -4.931778e-001 4.223407e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 1.011061e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.104992e-001 -5.255385e-001 2.586512e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 1.009534e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 1.010930e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.874799e-001 -4.458819e-001 5.732021e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 1.011565e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 1.011275e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.814944e-001 -3.123109e-001 8.189170e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 1.011923e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548102e-001 -2.301590e-001 9.061658e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 1.012338e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.011659e-001 -4.240462e-001 4.222772e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 1.009650e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.242310e-001 -3.833957e-001 5.731468e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.242141e-001 -3.833517e-001 5.731976e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 1.009837e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.252698e-001 -3.310376e-001 7.067191e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 1.010406e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 1.010092e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.737980e-001 -1.979185e-001 9.061475e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 1.010769e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289417e-001 -1.212311e-001 9.658616e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 1.009798e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 1.011170e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.903993e-001 -3.745985e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 1.006526e+002 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 1.008061e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.355341e-001 -3.515163e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 1.008157e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.633316e-001 -2.762961e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 1.006604e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.552955e-001 -3.177592e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 1.008315e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.804235e-001 -2.497627e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 1.006732e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.520939e-001 -2.743414e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.520939e-001 -2.743414e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 1.008529e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.737884e-001 -2.156357e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 1.006905e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.290408e-001 -2.225719e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 1.009099e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 1.008793e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.028316e-001 -1.289201e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.466415e-001 -1.749443e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.466415e-001 -1.749443e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 1.007119e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 1.007366e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.387842e-001 -1.004585e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 1.007640e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 1.007932e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 1.009437e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.424444e-001 -2.119752e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 1.004999e+002 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.818336e+001 1.004940e+002 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.994436e-001 -1.798114e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 1.005095e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.902097e-001 -1.552424e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 1.005227e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.599640e-001 -1.259475e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 1.005388e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.126492e-001 -9.281333e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.126492e-001 -9.281333e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 1.005576e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.527415e-001 -5.684678e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 1.006004e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 1.005783e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.984916e-001 -1.199743e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 1.001716e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 1.003419e+002 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 1.003354e+002 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.012291e-001 -9.363412e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 1.003507e+002 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 1.001761e+002 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.689040e-001 -7.596494e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 1.003616e+002 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 1.001815e+002 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.192373e-001 -5.598016e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 1.003741e+002 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 1.001878e+002 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.567766e-001 -3.428701e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 1.004029e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.567766e-001 -3.428701e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 1.001948e+002 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.772078e+001 1.002022e+002 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 1.003881e+002 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.984916e-001 1.199743e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.810230e+001 9.983162e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.122070e-001 1.084528e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.806561e+001 9.982837e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.012291e-001 9.363412e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.012291e-001 9.363412e-002 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.801582e+001 9.982395e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.689040e-001 7.596494e-002 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.788332e+001 9.981219e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.795443e+001 9.981850e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.567766e-001 3.428701e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.774757e+001 9.959712e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.780463e+001 9.980521e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.424444e-001 2.119752e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.812461e+001 9.966456e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.814681e+001 9.966853e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.994436e-001 1.798114e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.808835e+001 9.965808e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.902097e-001 1.552424e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.803914e+001 9.964928e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.599640e-001 1.259475e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.599640e-001 1.259475e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.797848e+001 9.963842e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.126492e-001 9.281333e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.783044e+001 9.961195e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.790820e+001 9.962585e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.633316e-001 2.762961e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.812605e+001 9.949046e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.816159e+001 9.950013e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.737884e-001 2.156357e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807781e+001 9.947735e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.466415e-001 1.749443e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.801834e+001 9.946118e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.028316e-001 1.289201e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.028316e-001 1.289201e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.794945e+001 9.944244e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.467283e-001 7.896164e-002 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.779199e+001 9.939963e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.787323e+001 9.942172e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.355341e-001 3.515163e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.355341e-001 3.515163e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.821297e+001 9.933961e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.903993e-001 3.745985e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829871e+001 9.919391e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.823413e+001 9.934742e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.552955e-001 3.177592e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.813153e+001 9.930951e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.817842e+001 9.932684e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.290408e-001 2.225719e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807372e+001 9.928815e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.898613e-001 1.640179e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800675e+001 9.926340e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.387842e-001 1.004585e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.785369e+001 9.920684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.387842e-001 1.004585e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793266e+001 9.923602e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.537900e-001 4.518994e-001 2.585144e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.827833e+001 9.918425e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.242141e-001 3.833517e-001 5.731976e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.011749e-001 4.240897e-001 4.222165e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.824504e+001 9.916848e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.252478e-001 3.309957e-001 7.067581e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.814417e+001 9.912069e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.819986e+001 9.914707e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.072750e-001 2.685920e-001 8.188592e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.807965e+001 9.909012e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.738188e-001 1.979477e-001 9.061326e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.800827e+001 9.905630e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.289563e-001 1.212500e-001 9.658558e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.802757e+001 9.884014e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.793219e+001 9.902025e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.105145e-001 5.255484e-001 2.585831e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.837668e+001 9.904658e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.605526e-001 4.931933e-001 4.222796e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.835730e+001 9.903503e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.609173e-001 5.950965e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.846721e+001 9.890696e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.874506e-001 4.458629e-001 5.732521e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.874971e-001 4.458562e-001 5.732015e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832562e+001 9.901625e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.140306e-001 5.584274e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.844885e+001 9.889386e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.934967e-001 3.849587e-001 7.068016e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822954e+001 9.895944e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.828259e+001 9.899080e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.454604e-001 5.048001e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.841886e+001 9.887248e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.521076e-001 3.535833e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.572663e-001 4.358255e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.572663e-001 4.358255e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.837816e+001 9.884345e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.832798e+001 9.880767e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548373e-001 2.301766e-001 9.061508e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826985e+001 9.876622e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.816807e+001 9.892313e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.173266e-001 1.409875e-001 9.658632e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.813700e+001 9.867148e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.810006e+001 9.888295e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.040602e-001 1.595909e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826170e+001 9.851202e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.820554e+001 9.872036e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.053450e-001 6.600177e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.868361e+001 9.865416e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.856982e+001 9.877577e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.618826e-001 6.193483e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.855268e+001 9.876110e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.983203e-001 5.598706e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.852470e+001 9.873715e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.190887e-001 3.921570e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.190887e-001 3.921570e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.843990e+001 9.866456e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.165673e-001 4.833713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.848672e+001 9.870464e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.088353e-001 2.889887e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.832566e+001 9.856677e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.838566e+001 9.861814e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.045545e-001 6.754219e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.866784e+001 9.863803e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.879342e+001 9.852563e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.464975e-001 6.105594e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.864208e+001 9.861170e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.718255e-001 5.271341e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.860713e+001 9.857596e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.827899e-001 4.276615e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.856403e+001 9.853191e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.820859e-001 3.151527e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.820859e-001 3.151527e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.851411e+001 9.848087e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.727734e-001 1.930263e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.840001e+001 9.836422e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.845888e+001 9.842440e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.903977e-001 6.564696e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.877009e+001 9.849712e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.233910e-001 5.667713e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.873843e+001 9.845843e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.434952e-001 4.598190e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.869940e+001 9.841074e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.531288e-001 3.388503e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.865419e+001 9.835549e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.550376e-001 2.075407e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.855084e+001 9.822921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.550376e-001 2.075407e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.871302e+001 9.810806e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.860416e+001 9.829436e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.074585e-001 8.219616e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 9.844341e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.061574e-001 8.103809e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.009727e-001 7.621402e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.006774e-001 6.783939e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.135291e-001 5.626132e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.669205e-002 4.203731e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.730851e-003 2.589922e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 9.771238e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.859818e-002 2.574722e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.859818e-002 2.574722e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.984824e+001 9.771686e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.964705e+001 9.773921e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.761896e-001 7.713135e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.890773e+001 9.839430e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.761896e-001 7.713135e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.892845e+001 9.842476e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.328276e-001 8.635944e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.671530e-001 7.325578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.671530e-001 7.325578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.905392e+001 9.830405e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.061574e-001 8.103809e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.716429e-001 6.019728e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.902956e+001 9.826039e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.887961e+001 9.835297e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.015122e-001 4.883778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.884495e+001 9.830201e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571694e-001 5.131143e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.899954e+001 9.820657e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.221907e-001 3.598958e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.880480e+001 9.824298e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.895136e-001 3.781247e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.896476e+001 9.814423e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.360885e-001 2.204308e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.888526e+001 9.800172e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.876037e+001 9.817767e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.160742e-001 2.315957e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.906623e+001 9.791102e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.892628e+001 9.807524e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.074585e-001 8.219616e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.908285e+001 9.835592e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.907186e+001 9.833622e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.894114e+001 9.844341e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.548094e-001 8.984683e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.923174e+001 9.828129e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.329465e-001 8.431059e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.922254e+001 9.826070e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.598486e-001 6.580033e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.916196e+001 9.812517e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.598486e-001 6.580033e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.918711e+001 9.818143e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.009727e-001 7.621402e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.920751e+001 9.822707e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.553532e-001 3.933943e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.913282e+001 9.805999e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.515154e-002 2.409481e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.925451e+001 9.783667e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.910059e+001 9.798788e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.740142e-001 9.263105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.938665e+001 9.822012e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.571298e-001 8.692325e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.937930e+001 9.819879e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.324369e-001 7.857578e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.936730e+001 9.816397e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.628086e-001 5.503778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.930767e+001 9.799094e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.628086e-001 5.503778e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.933093e+001 9.805844e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.006774e-001 6.783939e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.935101e+001 9.811671e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.348417e-002 2.484147e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.944862e+001 9.777925e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.928194e+001 9.791626e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.910745e-001 9.469031e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 9.813993e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.954636e+001 9.817288e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.793008e-001 8.885562e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.954092e+001 9.815099e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.620820e-001 8.032258e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.953204e+001 9.811524e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.399355e-001 6.934751e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.952000e+001 9.806672e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.366196e-002 4.146015e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.946891e+001 9.786095e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.366196e-002 4.146015e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.966004e+001 9.782239e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.948794e+001 9.793762e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.135291e-001 5.626132e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.950515e+001 9.800691e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.066394e-001 9.600849e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987514e+001 9.812155e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.970961e+001 9.813993e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.000684e-001 9.009258e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.970613e+001 9.811765e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.045859e-002 8.144075e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.970045e+001 9.808125e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.809855e-002 7.031289e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.969274e+001 9.803186e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.336100e-002 5.704453e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.968323e+001 9.797097e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.669205e-002 4.203731e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.967222e+001 9.790043e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.406726e-002 9.638622e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004165e+001 9.811786e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.005292e-002 9.062444e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004215e+001 9.809531e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -4.987364e+001 9.809904e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.812719e-002 8.192153e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -4.987120e+001 9.806229e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.434608e-002 8.176116e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004296e+001 9.805849e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.565034e-002 7.072798e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -4.986789e+001 9.801241e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.692037e-002 7.058953e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004407e+001 9.800851e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.269705e-002 5.738129e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -4.986380e+001 9.795092e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.806628e-002 5.726896e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004543e+001 9.794690e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.356720e-003 4.228548e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -4.985906e+001 9.787968e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.805184e-002 4.220270e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.004701e+001 9.787552e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.730851e-003 2.589922e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.005062e+001 9.771238e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -4.985382e+001 9.780086e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.718133e-002 2.584852e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.025260e+001 9.772581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.004876e+001 9.779655e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.398214e-001 8.956176e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021438e+001 9.806988e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.021032e+001 9.810649e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.091239e-001 6.989861e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.021990e+001 9.802020e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.853169e-002 5.670843e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.022671e+001 9.795895e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.524086e-002 4.178963e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.023459e+001 9.788799e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.995905e-002 2.559552e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.045261e+001 9.775703e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.024331e+001 9.780948e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.184291e-001 8.797555e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.184291e-001 8.797555e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.037684e+001 9.813249e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.327722e-001 9.375245e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.053402e+001 9.819473e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.037238e+001 9.815460e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.974527e-001 7.952702e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.039402e+001 9.804738e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.038413e+001 9.809638e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.383042e-001 5.570407e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.040621e+001 9.798697e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.019193e-001 4.104950e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.042033e+001 9.791699e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.242403e-002 2.514221e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.064907e+001 9.780581e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.043595e+001 9.783956e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.953272e-001 8.570080e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.054042e+001 9.817310e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.669661e-001 7.747073e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.669661e-001 7.747073e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.055087e+001 9.813778e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.304886e-001 6.688532e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.058253e+001 9.803075e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.056505e+001 9.808984e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.378000e-001 3.998810e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.060278e+001 9.796229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.440047e-002 2.449212e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084045e+001 9.787176e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.062519e+001 9.788654e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.942043e-001 8.818945e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.069148e+001 9.824899e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.699140e-001 8.275534e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.069977e+001 9.822801e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.343902e-001 7.480812e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.071330e+001 9.819375e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.416057e-001 7.916220e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.085364e+001 9.829679e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.886999e-001 6.458653e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.886999e-001 6.458653e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.073166e+001 9.814726e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.991971e-001 7.156004e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.087014e+001 9.826386e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.342209e-001 5.239876e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.078052e+001 9.802353e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.075429e+001 9.808994e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.446518e-001 6.178226e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.089254e+001 9.821917e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.060538e-001 3.693718e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.796145e-001 5.012366e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.796145e-001 5.012366e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.092015e+001 9.816408e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.095214e+001 9.810025e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.057163e-001 2.365034e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.098753e+001 9.802963e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.102526e+001 9.795437e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.080953e+001 9.795006e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.859429e-001 8.711008e-001 7.101302e-002
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.174368e-001 9.022748e-001 1.079203e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.098413e-001 7.494951e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.740866e-001 7.015023e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.189555e-001 6.341352e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.729697e-001 5.857884e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.946806e-001 5.057477e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.374428e-001 4.600487e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.673053e-001 3.332390e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.647231e-001 2.141746e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.341069e-001 1.109224e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 9.892974e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.210912e+001 9.911267e+001 8.992404e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.233874e-001 1.311788e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202245e+001 9.892974e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.608798e-001 6.775190e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.102017e+001 9.834756e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.116223e+001 9.844419e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.979064e-001 5.849446e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.104644e+001 9.830502e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.228196e-001 4.745629e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.107881e+001 9.825258e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.378926e-001 3.497153e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.378926e-001 3.497153e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.111632e+001 9.819183e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.457056e-001 2.141954e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.120204e+001 9.805299e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.115781e+001 9.812462e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.706037e-001 8.436037e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.084353e+001 9.831696e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.433199e-001 7.987105e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.114018e+001 9.847370e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.100083e+001 9.837890e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.098898e+001 9.839810e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.480468e-001 5.474886e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.119214e+001 9.840414e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.132852e+001 9.851575e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.634983e-001 4.441750e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.122903e+001 9.835477e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.678695e-001 3.273219e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.127175e+001 9.829757e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.640661e-001 2.004797e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.136941e+001 9.816684e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.640661e-001 2.004797e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.152607e+001 9.829504e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.131903e+001 9.823429e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.338390e-001 6.480194e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.129518e+001 9.855300e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.338390e-001 6.480194e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.127061e+001 9.858044e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.754599e-001 6.905715e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 9.871371e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.125557e+001 9.859725e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.013321e-001 4.103108e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.136962e+001 9.846983e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.957501e-001 3.023667e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.141724e+001 9.841663e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.811425e-001 1.851951e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167078e+001 9.843659e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.146992e+001 9.835777e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.338495e-001 6.281719e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.137463e+001 9.871371e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.224996e-001 5.328569e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.145450e+001 9.863897e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.224996e-001 5.328569e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.141800e+001 9.867313e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.886307e-001 5.894648e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.139110e+001 9.869829e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.360249e-001 3.732354e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.149950e+001 9.859686e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.213159e-001 2.750450e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.155163e+001 9.854808e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.968012e-001 1.684610e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.180241e+001 9.859037e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.160931e+001 9.849411e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.864957e-001 5.608561e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.157963e+001 9.897583e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.148294e+001 9.884023e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.380329e-001 5.262969e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.150070e+001 9.882633e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.816590e-001 4.590100e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.159856e+001 9.896356e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.168391e+001 9.910889e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.671576e-001 4.757552e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.152972e+001 9.880364e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.065942e-001 4.149300e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.162947e+001 9.894352e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.759989e-001 4.107492e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.161764e+001 9.873488e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.759989e-001 4.107492e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.156910e+001 9.877284e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.100470e-001 3.582350e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.167141e+001 9.891632e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.949283e-001 2.906344e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.949283e-001 2.906344e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.172312e+001 9.888280e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.443671e-001 2.455708e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.178303e+001 9.884396e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.167388e+001 9.869090e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.109197e-001 1.504084e-001 9.658624e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184931e+001 9.880098e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.191994e+001 9.875519e+001 8.992404e+000
      vertex   -5.173610e+001 9.864223e+001 8.969846e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.405007e-001 3.508575e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.171646e+001 9.909167e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.393206e-001 3.029172e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.176065e+001 9.906828e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.186779e-001 2.457553e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.181512e+001 9.903946e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.822246e-001 1.811023e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.194804e+001 9.896912e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.822246e-001 1.811023e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.203153e+001 9.914532e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.187822e+001 9.900606e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.502651e-001 3.142137e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.179002e+001 9.924692e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.502651e-001 3.142137e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.175607e+001 9.926121e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.060976e-001 3.348465e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.179301e+001 9.942617e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.173528e+001 9.926995e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.635907e-001 2.452286e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.183610e+001 9.922754e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.383681e-001 1.989528e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.189291e+001 9.920364e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.967348e-001 1.466125e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.209911e+001 9.932821e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.195872e+001 9.917595e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.747081e-001 2.378376e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.181450e+001 9.941930e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.907075e-001 2.149975e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189719e+001 9.939283e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.907075e-001 2.149975e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.184958e+001 9.940807e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.538448e-001 1.505933e-001 8.188880e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.195588e+001 9.937405e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.081399e-001 1.109753e-001 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.215027e+001 9.951636e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.202388e+001 9.935229e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.508984e-001 1.700803e-001 2.585827e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186603e+001 9.975083e+001 8.586824e+000
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.183671e+001 9.958689e+001 8.586824e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.923053e-001 1.596002e-001 4.222784e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.188839e+001 9.974785e+001 8.671010e+000
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.185872e+001 9.958194e+001 8.671010e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.066148e-001 1.442733e-001 5.731995e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.192490e+001 9.974297e+001 8.750000e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.189465e+001 9.957385e+001 8.750000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.964010e-001 1.245602e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200355e+001 9.954936e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.964010e-001 1.245602e-001 7.067605e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.203554e+001 9.972820e+001 8.883022e+000
      vertex   -5.194343e+001 9.956288e+001 8.821394e+000
      vertex   -5.197445e+001 9.973635e+001 8.821394e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.163508e-001 7.446964e-002 9.061492e-001
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.210631e+001 9.971875e+001 8.933013e+000
      vertex   -5.218460e+001 9.970829e+001 8.969846e+000
      vertex   -5.207321e+001 9.953369e+001 8.933013e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 -8.946653e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 -1.149997e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 -1.383213e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 -1.809435e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 1.237642e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 8.946653e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 -9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 -9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 -9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 -9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 -8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 -7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 -7.259955e-001 1.149741e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 1.274232e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 -6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 -5.611871e-001 1.383784e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 1.477113e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 -4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 -3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 -2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 -1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 -1.475695e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 -1.274647e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 1.807604e-016
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 1.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 1.081190e-001 9.941380e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 2.149704e-001 9.766206e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 3.193015e-001 9.476532e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 4.198891e-001 9.075754e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 5.155539e-001 8.568572e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.051742e-001 7.960931e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 6.876995e-001 7.259955e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 7.621621e-001 6.473863e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.276890e-001 5.611871e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 8.835120e-001 4.684084e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 -1.236447e-015
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.289767e-001 3.701382e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.635500e-001 2.675283e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.868265e-001 1.617820e-001 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 5.413891e-002 -0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 9.985334e-001 -5.413891e-002 0.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 8.500000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 4.250000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 4.250000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.395532e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.389971e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.360388e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 1.040000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 1.039553e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 1.038997e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 1.018067e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 1.038223e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 1.037235e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 1.017418e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 1.036039e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 1.016566e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 1.034641e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 1.033050e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 1.015519e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 1.031273e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 1.014291e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 1.029322e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 1.027207e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 1.022533e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 1.017355e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 1.008901e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 1.005962e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.600000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.812500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.601118e+001 9.970108e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.813599e+001 9.979728e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.604468e+001 9.940383e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.610029e+001 9.910992e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.816884e+001 9.959693e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.617771e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.822315e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.627651e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.639612e+001 9.826447e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.669504e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.706779e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.727931e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.878615e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.750604e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.774672e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.894777e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.800000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.912173e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.826447e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.853864e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.930599e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.882098e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.949838e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.910992e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.940383e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.000000e+001 9.600000e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.059617e+001 9.604468e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.089008e+001 9.610029e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.050162e+001 9.819334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.117902e+001 9.617771e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.146136e+001 9.627651e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.069401e+001 9.825817e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.173553e+001 9.639612e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.087827e+001 9.834341e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.200000e+001 9.653590e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.225328e+001 9.669504e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.105223e+001 9.844808e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.249396e+001 9.687267e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.121385e+001 9.857095e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.272069e+001 9.706779e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.293221e+001 9.727931e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.330496e+001 9.774672e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 9.921271e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.160661e+001 9.903334e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.346410e+001 9.800000e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.183116e+001 1.004031e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 1.011790e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 1.005987e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 1.014614e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.170170e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.149267e+001 1.011347e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.312733e+001 1.024940e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.136124e+001 1.012894e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.989849e+001 1.018723e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.970108e+001 1.039888e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.969666e+001 1.018503e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.839339e+001 1.009667e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.653590e+001 1.020000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.829830e+001 1.007873e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -4.850733e+001 9.886530e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.687267e+001 9.750604e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -4.863876e+001 9.871056e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.010151e+001 9.812775e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.029892e+001 9.601118e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.030334e+001 9.814970e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal 0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.372349e+001 9.853864e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.382229e+001 9.882098e+001 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.177685e+001 9.940131e+001 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.186401e+001 1.002027e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
  facet normal -0.000000e+000 -0.000000e+000 -1.000000e+000
    outer loop
      vertex   -5.398882e+001 1.002989e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.187500e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
      vertex   -5.400000e+001 1.000000e+002 0.000000e+000
    endloop
  endfacet
endsolid
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Welcome to your online course entitled “Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing.”  This course introduces you to a new way of manufacturing goods and items -- when you need them and where you need them.  The new way is called Additive Manufacturing.  Eventually, as the technology develops and matures, it will allow you to manufacture virtually any item that you can dream up, even if there is nothing like it that currently exists.  

As we will discover and discuss, Additive Manufacturing offers many advantages and benefits that traditional manufacturing methods are unable to deliver.

Before we go too much further, it behooves us to remind ourselves of the current definition of the term “manufacture.”

Since the start of the industrial revolution, the term manufacture has come to mean centralized, systemized, large scale, production of goods and items by means of machinery and employing division of labor.  Division of labor means that an individual worker specializes in and performs a limited number of operations. It also means that individual workers focus on and become expert and skilled in specialized knowledge.

In traditional manufacturing, the means of production (know-how, machinery, buildings, infrastructure, facilities, sales, marketing, etc.) are owned by a single entity – a sole owner, a partnership or an incorporated business.

As you will discover in this course, Additive Manufacturing has the potential of turning the current model of industrial manufacturing on its head: it will permit both central and decentralized production, it will allow and even require the individual worker to become a master of all skills, who is not only the designer but also the engineer, software expert, materials expert, the manufacturer, and the ultimate consumer, user or marketer.
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The course is divided into four modules.  Module 1 introduces you to Additive Manufacturing Technology.

Module 2 digs deeper into the details of the process that starts from conceptualization of the item that you might want to manufacture and ends with the desired finished product.  It discusses the logical steps you must execute, in sequence, to realize the product.  

Module 3 teaches you a systematic approach to design.  The single most crucial activity to achieving a successful realization of the product is careful and thoughtful design carried out in a disciplined, systematic manner.

Module 4 illustrates current and potential applications of AM in several different industries.
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Module 1 covers the following topics:

Definition of AM; Classification scheme for AM technology; History of AM; current state of AM; Advantages and benefits of AM, Challenges facing AM.  

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a quiz.  You are strongly urged to take all quizzes.  If all the quizzes are completed with a passing grade of 66 percent, then a certificate may be printed that attests to your having achieved a basic understanding of AM technology.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Module 2 covers the logical sequence of steps taken to produce the desired product.  It covers creation of a 3-dimensional (3-D) computer model of the product; (a model is a three-dimensional computer drawing of the product)

Design considerations that must be reflected in the 3-D model; design considerations are equivalent to best practices that your design should reflect.  Design considerations are dependent on and are derived from many parameters, which include end-use of the product and its desired performance characteristics, its materials of construction, and the specific AM technology employed in its manufacture.

Manipulation of the computer model and the conversion of its file to a file containing commands to be executed by the “printer”

The actual production of the desired product on a printer;

Post-processing of the product to ensure that it exhibits the desired form, fit and finish characteristics.

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a quiz.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Module 3 teaches the concepts of systematic approach to Design.  Design is the single most important activity to ensure a successful realization of the desired product.  Therefore, it is imperative to follow a disciplined, rigorous and systematic approach to design.

Module 3 introduces you to different approaches to systematic design, it discusses how to develop a problem statement – the problem that your product will solve or resolve;

Module 3 introduces you to various techniques for creative problem solving. 

A Systematic Design Process is introduced.  This process includes the following steps:  developing a critical basis of design, identifying several design solutions, evaluating solutions and selecting one for detailed design and implementation.

KSAA (is this needed for this course – talk to Justin)??

At the end of the module you will have an opportunity to test your understanding by means of a Quiz.  As mentioned earlier, you are strongly urged to take all quizzes.  If all the quizzes are completed with a passing grade of 66 percent, then a certificate may be printed that attests to your having achieved a basic understanding of AM technology.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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Module 4 contains a list of applications of AM technology in selected industries.  Applications in Aerospace, Healthcare, Military, Food and Nutrition, and ?? are shown.

There is no quiz for this section.

Additional information for further self-study may be found in a listing of resources.
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What is AM?

Definition of AM

AM versus Conventional Manufacturing Method

Applications and uses of AM

Categorization of AM processes per ISO/ASTM Standards

Raw materials (feed stock) Used for AM
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This Module defines and describer additive manufacturing.  We will cover the standard definition of AM as per the joint ISO/ASTM standard 52900.

ISO, although not an abbreviation, stands for International Organization for Standards.  It is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies.  ANSI, American National Standards Institute, is USA’s national standards body represented on ISO.

ASTM stands for ASTM International.  It is an international body devoted to the development of voluntary consensus standards used by industry all over the world.  It draws its roots from the American Society for Testing and Materials.

We will briefly review the broad differences between AM and conventional manufacturing methods, followed by a very high-level view of the applications and uses of AM.

There are seven different categories of AM processes. We will review these as defined by ISO Standard 17296-2. Alongside, we will discuss various phenomena used by processes for material addition and material removal 

We will end with a discussion of feedstock materials used for AM.
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Definition of Additive Manufacturing

Per ISO/ASTM Standard 52900:2015, additive manufacturing is defined as:





A process of joining materials to make parts from a 3-D computer model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing or formative manufacturing methodologies.
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ISO standard 52900:2015 define additive manufacturing as a “A process of joining materials to make parts from a 3-D computer model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing or formative manufacturing methodologies.”

 

There are a myriad of ways to make layers of materials and also many different ways of making the layers bond or adhere to each other.  Thus, this gives rise to several different AM techniques.
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What is Additive Manufacturing

AM Techniques are varied:



Different processes

Different modeling techniques/capabilities

Different end-uses

Different materials of construction
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A wide variation in AM techniques and processes exist.  This is so because of the wide range of materials, and physical and chemical phenomena that are used to form layers of material and make the layers bond or adhere to each other.  A strong bond is essential for the manufactured part to serve any useful function.

Another reason for variation in the AM processes is the 3D software used for making the computer model of the part.  This is the first step in manufacturing any part by AM.

The actual technique used in making any part is dependent on the ultimate end use, and functionality of the part. Both taken together determines the material of construction employed in the manufacture of the part.
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What is Additive Manufacturing

AM Manufacturing proceeds from Bottom up:
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AM technology begins the construction of a part from the bottom most layer of the part.  The part is built on a support platform, layer by layer, in a vertical (Z-direction)   The upper left illustration shows a part in construction on the build platform of a 3-D printer, by the  fused deposition modelling technique.

 

The lower right illustration shows a metal part under construction using the powder bed fusion process. One of the laser sintering methods is shown in use.  In this process, metal powder is fused, layer-by-layer by means of a laser.  The unfused powder surrounding the part provides support.  The unused powder can be re-used.
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AM is Different from traditional manufacturing processes, which are:



Subtractive manufacturing, in which the desired shape of the part is achieved by removal of material selectively.



Formative Manufacturing, in which the desired shape of the part is achieved by application of pressure to a body of raw material.
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AM is different from traditional manufacturing method.  The two traditional methods of manufacturing are:  Subtractive Manufacturing and Formative Manufacturing.

In subtractive manufacturing, as the name implies, the desired shape of the part is achieved by removal of material selectively.

In formative manufacturing, the desired shape of the part is achieved by application of pressure to a body of the raw material.

In the next few slides we will review specific examples of each of the two types of traditional methods.
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Examples of Subtractive manufacturing:





 Milling

 Turning

 Drilling

 Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)
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Four commonly used subtractive manufacturing methods are: milling, turning, drilling and electric discharge machining.

{Milling:}

In milling, the work piece is placed and clamped on a table.  A rotary cutting tool is used to remove material from the work piece.  The tool is advanced (or fed) in a direction at an angle with the rotational axis of the cutting tool.  Typically, the tool is advanced perpendicular to its rotational axis. Cutting of the material is achieved using a suitably hardened metal tool possessing several cutting edges.  The tool is advanced through the body of the work piece.  The table may also move in opposition to the tool.  

A milling machine may be used to create flat surfaces or faces via face milling. In peripheral milling, the milled surface ends up receiving the shape of the cutter.  It is used for cutting deep slots, threads and gear teeth. 

Many variations and configurations of the milling machine are possible, depending on the orientation of the spindle, the movement of the table, 

{Turning}

Turning is a machining process in which a cutting tool, typically a non-rotary tool bit, describes a helix toolpath by moving more or less linearly while the workpiece rotates. The tool's axes of movement may be literally a straight line, or it may be along some set of curves or angles, but they are essentially linear. Usually the term "turning" is reserved for the generation of external surfaces by this cutting action, whereas this same essential cutting action when applied to internal surfaces (that is, holes, of one kind or another) is called "boring".  

The turning processes are typically carried out on a lathe, considered to be the oldest machine tool, and can be of four different types such as straight turning, taper turning, profiling or external grooving. Those types of turning processes can produce various shapes of materials such as straight, conical, curved, or grooved workpiece. In general, turning uses simple single-point cutting tools.

 

{Drilling}

Drilling is a cutting process that uses a drill bit to cut a hole of circular cross-section in solid materials. The drill bit is usually a rotary cutting tool, often multipoint. The bit is pressed against the workpiece and rotated at rates from hundreds to thousands of revolutions per minute. This forces the cutting edge against the workpiece, cutting off chips from the hole as it is drilled.

 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)

Electrical discharge machining (EDM), is a manufacturing process whereby a desired shape is obtained by using electrical discharges (sparks).  Material is removed from the workpiece by a series of rapidly recurring current discharges between two electrodes, separated by a dielectric liquid and subject to an electric voltage. One of the electrodes is called the tool-electrode, or simply the "tool" or "electrode," while the other is called the workpiece-electrode, or "workpiece." The process depends upon the tool and workpiece not making actual contact.

Electrical discharge machining is a machining method primarily used for hard metals or those that would be very difficult to machine with traditional techniques. EDM typically works with materials that are electrically conductive.  EDM can cut intricate contours or cavities in pre-hardened steel without the need for heat treatment to soften and re-harden them. This method can be used with any other metal or metal alloy such as titanium, hastelloy, kovar, and inconel.
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The four subtractive manufacturing methods mentioned earlier are shown in these illustrations.  Along the page diagonal, starting from lower left corner, are milling, turning and drilling.  Electrical Discharge Machining, EDM, is illustrated in the lower right corner.
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Examples of Formative Manufacturing:





 Injection molding

 Forging

 Bending

 Casting
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Four commonly used formative manufacturing methods are: injection molding, forging, bending and casting.

{injection molding}

Injection molding is a manufacturing process for producing parts by injecting material into a mold. Injection molding can be performed with a host of materials mainly including metals, (for which the process is called die-casting), glasses, elastomers, confections, and most commonly thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers. Material for the part is fed into a heated barrel, mixed, and forced into a mold cavity, where it cools and hardens to the configuration of the cavity.  After a product is designed, usually by an industrial designer or an engineer, molds are made by a mold-maker (or toolmaker) from metal, usually either steel or aluminium, and precision-machined to form the features of the desired part.

Injection molding is used to create many things such as wire spools, packaging, bottle caps, automotive parts and components, gameboys, pocket combs, some musical instruments (and parts of them), one-piece chairs and small tables, storage containers, mechanical parts (including gears), and most other plastic products available today. Injection molding is the most common modern method of manufacturing plastic parts; it is ideal for producing high volumes of the same object.

 

{Forging}

Forging is a manufacturing process involving the shaping of metal using localized compressive forces. The blows are delivered with a hammer (often a power hammer) or a die. Forging is often classified according to the temperature at which it is performed: cold forging, warm forging, or hot forging. Forged parts can range in weight from less than a kilogram to hundreds of tons.  Forged parts are widely used in mechanisms and machines wherever a component requires high strength; such forgings usually require further processing (such as machining) to achieve a finished part.  Forging is a major worldwide industry

{bending}

Bending is a manufacturing process that produces a V-shape, U-shape, or channel shape along a straight axis in ductile materials, most commonly sheet metal.  Typical products are boxes such as electrical enclosures and rectangular ductwork.

{casting}

Casting is a manufacturing process in which a liquid material is usually poured into a mold, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired shape, and then allowed to solidify. The solidified part is also known as a casting, which is ejected or broken out of the mold to complete the process. Casting materials are usually metals or various cold setting materials that cure after mixing two or more components together; examples are epoxy, concrete, plaster and clay. Casting is most often used for making complex shapes that would be otherwise difficult or uneconomical to make by other methods.
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The four formative manufacturing methods mentioned earlier are shown in these illustrations.  Along the page diagonal, starting from lower left corner, are casting, forging, and bending.  Injection molding is illustrated in the lower right corner.
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Used for

Fabrication

Rapid Prototyping; Rapid Tooling

Direct Part Production

Useful when

Object needed does not exist

Object needed is heavily customized

Object needed is difficult to obtain

Object needed are few in quantity

Object needed rapidly

Used by

Airlines, Healthcare, defense (and many more)
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Coming back to a discussion of additive manufacturing, lets discuss what AM is used for, when or what circumstances or requirements make it an attractive manufacturing process, and who uses it.

AM is used for fabrication, rapid prototyping, rapid tooling and for direct part production.

AM is used when the item needed does not exist, but a CAD model of it can be made; when the object is required in small numbers and/or it is heavily customized; when the object is difficult to obtain, or is needed rapidly.

Currently AM is used in aerospace, automotive, defense, healthcare and other industries.  Over the next 5 to 10 years AM methods will find widespread use in all the major industries.  Projections are that by 2025, 3D-printing could have an economic impact of $230 to $550 billion.  Today, it finds high degree of penetration in dental and hearing aid fields.  In United States, 100 percent of hearing aids are made by AM methods.
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Categorization of AM Processes
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We will now begin a discussion of the seven different categories of AM methods, their feedstock material(s), and principles underlying the bonding layers of the feedstock.
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Categorization of AM Processes

AM Processes may be categorized in a number of different ways, for example:



Based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality

By the feedstock and its physical state

By the layer binding mechanism

By the source of activation of the bond between layers



Module 1a -- What is AM?
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AM processes may be categorized in many ways, depending upon the parameter or characteristic used in the categorization.  For example, it’s possible to categorize based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality, or by the feedstock material and its physical state, or by the layer binding mechanism, or by the source of activation of the bond between layer.
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Categorization of AM Processes

International standards such as ISO and ASTM categorize AM processes --

 

based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality.



There are seven categories of AM processes
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The ISO standard 17296-2, categorizes AM processes based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality. There are seven such categories.  We will adopt the scheme presented in this standard.  The seven categories are discussed in the next two slides.
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Slide 15 presents the first four categories of AM processes.  For each category, we have listed the standardized name, (below which are listed any synonyms and trade marks), a brief description, typical feedstock(s), binding mechanism, source of activation of the binding mechanism, and the typical post processing done on the manufactured part.

Slide 16 presents the remaining three categories of AM processes.

Please review slides 15 and 16 carefully since they contain information on which you will be tested in the quiz.
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Slide 15 presents the first four categories of AM processes.  For each category, we have listed the standardized name, (below which are listed any synonyms and trade marks), a brief description, typical feedstock(s), binding mechanism, source of activation of the binding mechanism, and the typical post processing done on the manufactured part.

Slide 16 presents the remaining three categories of AM processes.

Please review slides 15 and 16 carefully since they contain information on which you will be tested in the quiz.
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Slides 17 and 18 list the main advantages, disadvantages, accuracy and resolution of the various categories of AM processes.

 

Resolution is defined as the smallest thickness of the layer that can be formed.
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Slides 17 and 18 list the main advantages, disadvantages and resolution of the various categories of AM processes.

 

Resolution is defined as the smallest thickness of the layer that can be formed.



 

.
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AM for Bio-fabrication (2011 and earlier)
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Slide 19 summarizes the state-of-the art, as of 2011, in the use of AM in bio-printing and bio-fabrication.  All information is for the specific area of the use of AM in preparation of cell-laden constructs and cell-free scaffolds for tissue engineering.



This slide is provided for information and for those who have an interest in the application of AM to health sciences. 

 

Ref:  Melchels FP, Domingos MA, Klein TJ, Malda J, Bartolo PJ, & Hutmacher DW. 2012. Additive manufacturing of tissues and organs. Progress in Polymer Science, 37(8), 1079-1104.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Plastic







		Used In:
Vat Photopolymerization
Material Jetting
Binder jetting
Powder Bed Fusion
Material Extrusion (FDM)
Sheet Lamination



Module 1a -- What is AM?
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The next three slides illustrate the three common materials – plastic, metal, and ceramic--, and the AM processes in which they have been used.

Slide 20 illustrates items made from plastic feed-stocks.  Plastic is the most versatile feed – it can be used in 6 of the 7 categories of AM processes.  The only category in which plastics are not used is Directed Energy Deposition.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

 Metals

Used In:

Binder jetting

Powder Bed Fusion

Directed Energy Deposition

Sheet Lamination

Module 1a -- What is AM?
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Metal feed stock, as powder or wire, is used in four of the seven categories of AM processes.  These categories are Binder jetting, Powder Bed Fusion, Directed energy deposition, and Sheet Lamination.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Sands and Powders









Used In:

Binder jetting

Powder Bed Fusion

Material Extrusion

Directed Energy Deposition (added as additives)

Module 1a -- What is AM?
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Sands, structural ceramics and powders can be used in three of the 7 AM process categories.  These are: Binder Jetting, Powder Bed Fusion, and Material Extrusion.  Ceramic may also be used as an additive in the Directed Energy Deposition process.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing

Others
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Other feed stock materials that have been used for AM processes are:  food, organic tissue, paper, etc.  Slide 23 illustrates articles made by AM using these materials.
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			Process Category / Synonym or Trade Marks


			Description


			Feedstock


			Binding Mechanism


			Source of Activation


			Secondary Processing





			Vat Photopolymerization /


· Stereolithography


· Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA®)


			Liquid photopolymer is selectively cured by UV


			Liquid or paste; with or without filler


			Chemical Reaction


			Focused UV radiation 


			Cleaning, Support removal, post curing





			Material Jetting


· Polyjet ®


· Smooth Curvature Printing (SCP®)


· Multi-jet Modeling (MJM)


			Droplets of build material are deposited


			Liquid photopolymer; melted wax


			Chemical reaction or Adhesion by solidification


			Radiation for chemical bonding


			Support removal, post curing





			Binder Jetting / 


· Inkjet Printing


· 3DP ®


· 3D printing


			A liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to bind powder


			Powder or powder blend: metal, sand, polymer, ceramics; Liquid adhesive.


			Chemical or thermal reaction


			Chemical reaction


			Removal of loose powder; impregnation or infiltration of liquid material





			Powder Bed Fusion /


· Laser Sintering


· Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS ®)


· Selective Laser Sintering (SLS®)


· Selective Laser Melting (SLM®)


· Selective Heat Sintering 


(SHS ®)


			Thermal energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed


			Thermoplastic polymers; pure metal or alloys; ceramics


			Thermal reaction bonding


			Thermal Energy from laser; electron beam; infrared lamps


			Removal of loose powder; Support removal, operations to improve surface finishing; dimensional accuracy and heat treatment
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 Laser Cladding 
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Plasma 


Transferred 


Arc 
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treatment 


Sheet Lamination / 


 Laminated Object 
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 Selective Deposition 
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Sheets of paper; 
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reaction; 
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treatment; 
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			Process Category / Synonym or Trade Marks


			Description


			Feedstock


			Binding Mechanism


			Source of Activation


			Secondary Processing





			Material Extrusion /


· Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM ®)


· Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)





			Material is dispensed through a nozzle or orifice


			Filament or paste – typically thermoplastics or structural ceramics


			Thermal or chemical reaction bonding


			Heat; ultrasound; chemical reaction


			Support removal





			Directed Energy Deposition/


· Laser Cladding


· Laser Deposition Welding


· Laser Metal Deposition


· Direct Metal Deposition


			Focused thermal energy is used to fuse material by melting


			Powder or wire, typically metal; ceramic particles may be added to base material


			Thermal reaction bonding: melting and solidification


			Laser;


Electron Beam;


Plasma Transferred Arc


			Surface finishing – machining; micro blasting; laser re-melting; grinding; polishing; heat treatment





			Sheet Lamination /


· Laminated Object Modeling (LOM)


· Selective Deposition Lamination (SDL)


· Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing(UAM)


			Sheets of material are bonded


			Sheets of paper; metal foil, polymer or composites


			Thermal reaction;


Chemical reaction;


Ultrasound


			Local or large-scale heating; chemical reaction; ultrasound


			Waste removal; sintering; infiltration; heat treatment; surface finishing
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Vat Photopolymerization /  


 Stereolithography 


 Stereolithography Apparatus 


(SLA®) 
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0.025 – 0.5 mm 


 High accuracy & 


Complexity 


 Smooth finish 


 Large build area 


 Relatively Expensive 


 Lengthy Post-


processing 


 Requires support; post 
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Material Jetting 


 Polyjet ® 


 Smooth Curvature Printing 


(SCP®) 


 Multi-jet Modeling (MJM) 


Droplets of build 


material are 


deposited 


0.016 mm 


 High accuracy 


 Full Color parts 


 Multiple Materials in 


same part 


 Support material 


required 


 Limited to polymers & 


waxes 


Binder Jetting /  


 Inkjet Printing 


 3DP ® 


 3D printing 


A liquid bonding 


agent is selectively 


deposited to bind 


powder 


0.089- 0.203 mm 


 Full color printing 


 High productivity 


 Wide range of 


materials 


 Not suited for 


structural parts 


 Can have lengthy post 


processing 


Powder Bed Fusion / 


 Laser Sintering 


 Direct Metal Laser Sintering 


(DMLS ®) 


 Selective Laser Sintering (SLS®)  


 Selective Laser Melting (SLM®) 


 Selective Heat Sintering  


(SHS ®) 


Thermal energy 


selectively fuses 


regions of a 


powder bed 


0.1 mm 


 High Complexity 


 Feedstock powder is 


the support 


 Wide Range of 


materials 


 Slow Speed 


 Structural properties 


 Size limitation 


 High power usage 


 Finish depends on 


powder size 
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			Process Category / Synonym or Trade Marks


			Description


			Resolution


			Advantages


			Disadvantages





			Vat Photopolymerization /


· Stereolithography


· Stereolithography Apparatus (SLA®)


			Liquid photopolymer is selectively cured by UV


			0.025 – 0.5 mm


			· High accuracy & Complexity


· Smooth finish


· Large build area


			· Relatively Expensive


· Lengthy Post-processing


· Requires support; post curing





			Material Jetting


· Polyjet ®


· Smooth Curvature Printing (SCP®)


· Multi-jet Modeling (MJM)


			Droplets of build material are deposited


			0.016 mm


			· High accuracy


· Full Color parts


· Multiple Materials in same part


			· Support material required


· Limited to polymers & waxes





			Binder Jetting / 


· Inkjet Printing


· 3DP ®


· 3D printing


			A liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to bind powder


			0.089- 0.203 mm


			· Full color printing


· High productivity


· Wide range of materials


			· Not suited for structural parts


· Can have lengthy post processing





			Powder Bed Fusion /


· Laser Sintering


· Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS ®)


· Selective Laser Sintering (SLS®)


· Selective Laser Melting (SLM®)


· Selective Heat Sintering 


(SHS ®)


			Thermal energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed


			0.1 mm


			· High Complexity


· Feedstock powder is the support


· Wide Range of materials


			· Slow Speed


· Structural properties


· Size limitation


· High power usage


· Finish depends on powder size
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Material Extrusion / 


 Fused Deposition 


Modeling (FDM ®) 


 Fused Filament 


Fabrication (FFF) 


 


Material is 


dispensed 


through a 


nozzle or 


orifice 


0.178 - 0.356 mm 


 Inexpensive 


&economical 


 Multiple colors 


 Office use 


 Good Structural 


properties 


 Nozzle radius limits 
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speed 
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reqd. 


Directed Energy 


Deposition/ 


 Laser Cladding 


 Laser Deposition 


Welding 


 Laser Metal Deposition  


 Direct Metal Deposition  


Focused 


thermal 


energy is 


used to fuse 


material by 


melting 


0.089 - 0.5 mm 


 Not limited by 


direction or axis 


 Repairs; add 
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 Multiple materials 


 High deposition 


rate 


 May require post 


finishing 


 Limited materials 


Sheet Lamination / 


 Laminated Object 


Modeling (LOM) 


 Selective Deposition 


Lamination (SDL) 


 Ultrasonic Additive 


Manufacturing(UAM)  


Sheets of 


material are 


bonded 


Thickness of 


single sheet 


0.1 - 0.19 mm 


 High volumetric 


build rate 
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(nonmetals) 
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components 


 Finish is material 


dependent 


 Limited materials 


 Post Processing  
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			Process Category / Synonym or Trade Marks


			Description


			Resolution


			Advantages


			Disadvantages





			Material Extrusion /


· Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM ®)


· Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)





			Material is dispensed through a nozzle or orifice


			0.178 - 0.356 mm


			· Inexpensive &economical


· Multiple colors


· Office use


· Good Structural properties


			· Nozzle radius limits & impacts quality


· Low accuracy & speed


· Constant Pressure reqd.





			Directed Energy Deposition/


· Laser Cladding


· Laser Deposition Welding


· Laser Metal Deposition


· Direct Metal Deposition


			Focused thermal energy is used to fuse material by melting


			0.089 - 0.5 mm


			· Not limited by direction or axis


· Repairs; add features


· Multiple materials


· High deposition rate


			· May require post finishing


· Limited materials





			Sheet Lamination /


· Laminated Object Modeling (LOM)


· Selective Deposition Lamination (SDL)


· Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing(UAM)


			Sheets of material are bonded


			Thickness of single sheet


0.1 - 0.19 mm


			· High volumetric build rate


· Low cost (nonmetals)


· Combine metal foils; embed components


			· Finish is material dependent


· Limited materials


· Post Processing 
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Appendix 4.3.5.C.B Repairing the Human Body Teacher Edition



Repairing the Human Body Module			Teacher Edition

Grade Level- 11/12



Day 1



INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION: Some people will oppose the printing of human organs, saying it is not man’s prerogative to create human organs. It is also very likely that many WILL oppose other medical/scientific advances such as cloning and genetic engineering. Look at the pros and cons of either of these topics: What are the pros? What are the cons? What are the ethical considerations?  What are the moral considerations?  What are the religious considerations?  What medical difficulties exist in carrying these out?  



3D Printing and the INVENT 3D Printer

1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. Present this information to the students--- What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.



3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm







“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss with students how roadblocks can be overcome.



The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament



4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



TEACHER: Access information about the INVENT 3D Printer at the following sites:

“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



b. “INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf







Day 2: 3D Printing and Biomedical Technologies



TEACHER: You will need to have downloaded and installed the following software programs:

a. 1,2,3 D Design- http://www.123dapp.com/design

(This will need to be installed on all devices students will use. You will need to know whether PC devices are 32 or 64-bit. )

b. Slic3r- http://www.inventorcloud.net/files/invent3d/invent3d-slic3r.exe

(Only YOU need to have this program.)



Learning CAD

1. As stated yesterday, 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design.

2. Students will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle



Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



TEACHER: Once you are satisfied with each drawing, slice it and send it to the printer.



Biomedical Technologies 



+ Watch the video

“Introduction to the Six Million Dollar Man”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGO57y4td-c

This was far-fetched reality in the 1970s, we have achieved some of these advancements today and are on the verge of attaining others.  Medical technologies in 2016 will allow us to achieve even more than was ever imagined in 1970.



a. What are “medical technologies?”  

+ Read the article

“Medical Technologies”

http://www.ehow.com/about_4672066_medical-technology.html

(the use of a device or invention to extend the life of patients, relieve pain and reduce risk of disease. Examples of medical technology include medical and surgical procedures, medications, medical devices and diagnostic tests.  It is difficult to think of modern medicine without medical technology.)



Ask, “What was the sphygmomanometer?”  (Used to measure blood pressure)

         “What was the spirometer? (Used to measure lung capacity)



Ask, “What is the purpose (function) of medical technologies?”

(diagnosis of diseases (e.g. X-ray), treatment of diseases (e.g. chemotherapy for cancer), prevention of diseases (e.g. immunization), screening for diseases (e.g. mammography), rehabilitation (e.g. physical therapy), automation and reducing errors (e.g. computerized order physician entry ) and improving quality of life of patients (e.g. artificial legs and arms).









b. + Read the articles



 “Medical Innovations at the Smithsonian” 

http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/aroundthemall/2011/09/the-list-medical-innovations-at-the-smithsonian/



Ask students to provide additional examples of medical innovations in history.  There are a variety of answers. List them on the board. Then read the next article.



“Amazing Science: Top 10 Medical Innovations for 2016”

https://health.clevelandclinic.org/2015/10/amazing-science-top-10-medical-innovations-2016/

Within this article, watch the video for #7- Naturally Controlled Artificial Limbs



TEACHER: Ask--- What does this mean to those living with paralysis or upper arm amputations?



+ Watch the video

“Women Gets Luke Skywalker-Like Robotic Arm”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBl0pyTIZrI





  In this photo, the patient is controlling the artificial arm with her mind.  The artificial arm reacts to her thoughts just our arms do.  Notice that the arm is hard-wired to her brain.  What do you think the next advancement in this technology is? (wireless control)





The Science of Biomedical Engineering

Bioengineering or Biomedical engineering- biological or medical application of engineering principles or engineering equipment).



+ Watch the videos:



“What is Biomedical Engineering?”  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqZYZ_4Lh5Q



“Biomedical Engineering Design Products for the Disabled”  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVxRZh02QTI

Note the products presented.



Days 3 and 4: Replacing Organs 



What do we already know?



1. The first successful heart transplant was performed by Dr. _______ _______ in what country? ______________						(Christian Bernard)

  (South Africa)



2. In mythology, a vampire can only be killed by driving a ________ stake through the __________. 						        (wooden)

(heart)



3. Also in mythology, Eros, better known as ________, is the god of love.  He is often pictured 

                                                                       (Cupid)

with a heart and an ________.

                                 (arrow)

4 The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, commonly called _______, is leading the 

                                                                                                                 (DARPA)   

way to improve prosthetic devices.



5. Commissioned by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, DEKA has created the Luke Arm, inspired by _______________ in the movie ___________.

		               (Luke Skywalker)		     (Star Wars)







The Human Heart



               

1. Place students into teams of 4-5 as we begin the study of the human heart.  Assign a project manager and the roles of recorder, reporter, librarian, resource manager. The goal: each team will 3D print a human heart and label its parts. 



2. According to WebMD, 2014 - - -

The heart is a muscular organ about the size of a fist, located just behind and slightly left of the breastbone. The heart pumps blood through the network of arteries and veins called the cardiovascular system.  The heart has four chambers:



The right atrium receives blood from the veins and pumps it to the right ventricle.

The right ventricle receives blood from the right atrium and pumps it to the lungs, where it is loaded with oxygen.

The left atrium receives oxygenated blood from the lungs and pumps it to the left ventricle.

The left ventricle (the strongest chamber) pumps oxygen-rich blood to the rest of the body. The left ventricle’s vigorous contractions create our blood pressure.



The coronary arteries run along the surface of the heart and provide oxygen-rich blood to the heart muscle. A web of nerve tissue also runs through the heart, conducting the complex signals that govern contraction and relaxation. Surrounding the heart is a sac called the pericardium.

Teams are to gather information about the human heart.  

Research: The Librarian in each team is to preview each of the sites below and recommend two to his team to complete a detailed sketch of the human heart.



“The Human Heart- Functions, location, anatomy of the heart” a

http://www.the-human-body.net/heart.html



“The Human Heart” 

http://www.mamashealth.com/heart.asp



“Human Heart Diagram”  

http://www.human-body-facts.com/human-heart-diagram.html



“Human Heart Models” 

http://www.3dscience.com/3D_Models/Human_Anatomy/Heart/



Teams are to sketch a human heart, identify each section and part of the heart, and describe the function of each part.



3. Heart Transplantation: Today, the only choice to replace a human heart is a transplant. Of course, in order for a person to receive a human heart in a transplant, someone else has to die.

In addition to this fact, there are many variables that must be overcome in order for the transplant to be successful and lasting.



+ Read the article

“All About Heart Transplantation”

https://www.verywell.com/heart-disease-basics-4014541



4. 3D Printing Human Organs



In the not too distant future, it is extremely likely that we will be using 3D printers to print human organs.  Why can we say this?  We have already begun this process on a smaller scale. Let’s see some of what we are doing:



+ Read the article

“The next frontier in 3-D printing: Human organs”

http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/03/tech/innovation/3-d-printing-human-organs/



TEACHER: Discuss what is already happening.

(medical researchers have been reproducing human cells in laboratories <by hand> to create blood vessels, urine tubes, skin tissue; scientists are already using the machines to print tiny strips of organ tissue; a 2-year-old girl in Illinois, born without a trachea, received a windpipe built with her own stem cells; a company named Organovo has printed strips of human liver tissue in its labs)

How would the process of 3D printing an organ work?

(Scientists harvest human cells from biopsies or stem cells, then allow them to multiply in a petri dish. The resulting mixture, a sort of biological ink, is fed into a 3-D printer, which is programmed to arrange different cell types, along with other materials, into a precise three-dimensional shape. Note: the organ printed is customized to the patient.)

What are some ethical concerns?

(What happens when complex 'enhanced' organs involving nonhuman cells are made? 

Who will control the ability to produce them? Will there be some governmental agency or will each company and medical organization be on its own?

Who will ensure the quality of the resulting organs?  How will this process be regulated?

Bioprinted organs are also likely to be expensive, which could put them out of reach of all but the wealthiest patients. What about the poor and middle class patients?  Are there religious concerns?)



+ Watch the video that is incorporated into this article.

Video title: “3-D printing for the human body” (5:47)



5. Place students into their teams again. Students will research the process of harvesting and growing human cells prior to printing organs.  Half of the students in each team are to gather information about the harvesting and half are to gather information about the process of growing cells in a petri dish.



Human Cell



		

Some suggested sites to begin research are below.



“Stem cells: What they are and what they do”

http://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/stem-cell-transplant/in-depth/stem-cells/ART-20048117



“Harvesting Stem Cells”

http://www.cancer.ca/en/cancer-information/diagnosis-and-treatment/stem-cell-transplant/harvesting-stem-cells/?region=on



“STEM cell harvest”

http://www.nhlcyberfamily.org/treatments/collection.htm



“How 4 universities are using 3D printing to create ears, cartilage and blood cells”

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/how-4-universities-are-using-3d-printing-to-create-ears-cartilage-and-blood-cells/



“3D-Printed Human Embryonic Stem Cells Created for First Time”

http://www.livescience.com/26865-3d-printed-embryonic-stem-cells.html



6. Report

Each team is to report its findings to the class.





Day 5 Prosthetic Devices



1. Prosthetic Limbs

+ Watch the video

“DARPA Luke Arm”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0QJeRuWijs



+ Read the article and watch the video

“Mind-controlled LUKE prosthetic arm is finally coming to market”

http://mashable.com/2016/07/11/luke-arm-to-market/#pvr40tbPLEqf



2. The nuts and bolts of a prosthetic arm

a. Raw materials

b. The Manufacturing Process

+ Read about this process at http://www.madehow.com/Volume-1/Artificial-Limb.html



Look at some examples of 3D printed prosthetics



         





3. What are we already doing- Joint replacement

+ Watch the video

“3D Printers Transforming Joint Replacement”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyECN8mMPJk



4. 3D Printing hand joints

a. We’re high school students! We can’t 3D print a prosthetic! How Can a high school student print a hand?

Go to https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/9-year-old-3d-printing-enthusiast-prints-prosthetic-hand-for-teacher-94006/



b. How to design hand joints- employ 1,2,3 D to design a hand.  Follow along and learn.

TEACHER: Provide specific instruction or schedule a session with the INVENTORcloud for specific instruction into creating a CAD drawing of a hand and fingers.





5. Project Work Time

The rest of Day 5 is dedicated to the project. Teams are to create a CAD drawing of the human heart or prosthetic.  

For the heart, teams may first create the cavity and then print each part individually or may print the entire heart as one unit on their prototype heart.  Teams creating a heart must also research and report on one of the following: diseases of the heart; treatment of heart disease; functions of the heart.

For the hand, teams should first print a hand and then the finger joints.  It is recommended that one of the team members serves as a model for the prosthetic as 3D printed prosthetics are customized for the user. Teams creating a hand must also research and use a short video of a 3D prosthetic hand in use.



TEACHER: Assign a project manager and the roles of recorder, reporter, and resource manager. Require that teams make regular progress and report to the class 90 minutes.

Process

a. Teams will organize, assign responsibilities, and start research.  

b. Teams will sketch a human heart, labeling the sections of the heart.    

c. Teams will describe the dangers in the heart transplants and explain the advantages of 3D printing the heart for a patient.

d. Members will also begin to prepare their presentation. (Presentations will be 15 long.)

e. Teams will finish their CAD drawing on this day.



TEACHER: Review CAD drawings.  When you are satisfied that the drawings are accurate and meet size criteria for printing, guide teams to save drawing as an STL file.  Submit the files to the INVENTORcloud lab via the ticketing system..







Day 6 Presentations

Teams will make their presentations.  Allow fifteen (15) minutes for teams to present their findings and display their printed heart.
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Appendix 4.3.7.E Rudder Control Lever



Scenario

Your Coast Guard cutter is 500 miles out on a 1,000 mile mission and has lost its rudder control arm unexpectedly. The rudder control arm is located in the helm of the cutter and is used to steer the ship by controlling the angle of the rudder. A picture of the helm and control arm is included as follows.





















  





Problem

The rudder control arm break has occurred at the swivel point where the arm and rotating top coupling have separated from the remainder of the aparatus. The base of the rudder control arm is still in tact and attached to the cutter. Using the ship's wifi, you've been able to obtain the following rudder control arm schematics, which also include dimension and range-of-motion data.





Task

Your task is to develop a solution to regain manual control of the cutter through the rudder control arm. On board, you have the included 'Materials-on-Hand' and a working Fuse Deposition Model 3D Printer.  



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.

Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Use schematics provided



Things to Consider

- Maintain rudder control range-of-motion

- The operating environment of the cutter

- Ergonomics



Material-on-Hand

- 2 x 4 x 2 piece of spare lumber		- Utility knife

- Duct Tape					- 1/2" 3-strand mooring line



External Resource

- link to rudder control arm vendor: http://www.nauticexpo.com/prod/jastram-engineering/product-24931-120851.html 
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	4c. Applications in Manufacturing

	

Automobile Applications


"3D Printed Car Coming Soon” (1:10)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02QOYSLgrG8


"Ford 3D printing” (2:00)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S6OZXdRoogY



"3D Printing for the Car Industry- An Audi Example”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IiYssaoP24
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Appendix 4.3.7.C Humid Climate



Scenario

Standard issue Army and Air Force Belt Weather Kits contain a Sling Psychrometer to measure relative humidity. Accurate humidity measurement is critical when operating in adverse weather environments as excessive humidity may significantly reduce air craft propulsion effectiveness, limit ballistics operations and lead to the advancement of countless health risks (e.g., fungus growth and immersion foot to name a few). 



A Sling Psychrometer generally consists of two thermostats connected on a flexible/jointed arm. One thermostat bulb is kept dry while the other is moistened/wet. The wet bulb is swung on the joint for a short period of time (30 seconds to one minute) providing an opportunity for the moisture on the bulb to evaporate. Any resulting moisture on the thermostat bulb will affect temperature reading, with the difference in temperatures between the wet and dry bulb enabling the user to calculate relative humidity (see external references). A picture of a typical sling-type psychrometer is provided.



Problem

Your Sling Psychrometer was not replaced after its last use and has been lost during a recent re-deployment. While there are no other units deployed within your vicinity (and thus no way to easily secure another psychrometer), your unit was able to locate three analog thermometers (pictured).











Task

Design, build and test a new Sling Psychrometer.



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Use schematics provided



Things to Consider

- Demonstrate accuracy of humidity readings is critical

- Proven durability and ease-of-use (i.e., repeatability of use)

- Size/Compactness (essential for storage and travel)







External Resource

a. Psychrometer Table obtained from your FALOP (Forward Area Limited Observing Program).



b. Army Field Manual 34-81 – Weather Support for Army Tactical Operations

http://usacac.army.mil/sites/default/files/misc/doctrine/CDG/cdg_resources/manuals/fm/fm34_81.pdf 
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Applications of 3-D Printing

3-D printing is a rapidly maturing technology, finding new applications every year, in every conceivable industry.



Activity:  Review material in Module 1, with emphasis on Advantages, Limitations, Barriers and Challenges.
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Applications of 3-D Printing

Currently it is used in:

Aerospace / Aircraft

Automotive

Medical / healthcare

Defense

Architecture & Building Construction

Energy

Entertainment – prop manufacture

Consumer Items, Food & Apparel

Future Developments:

Amorphous Metallic Glass

Hybrid Manufacturing systems (AM & CM)

Integrated Systems
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Applications of 3-D Printing
Equipment Manufacturers Market Share



Wohler Report 2015.  Auburn Univ.
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Applications of 3-D Printing
Rapid Prototyping in Industry

Wohler Report 2015.  Auburn Univ.
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Applications in Aerospace

Aircraft fuselage and external components

Fixed and rotary wing aircraft

Combustor liners

Rocket engine manifolds

Fuel injectors

Cabin interior: fitting / fixtures / ductwork / hardware

Full-scale turbo prop

NASA rover

Functional prototypes
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Applications in Aerospace
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Aerospace Industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Aerospace Industry
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Applications in Aerospace



Fuel injector: Conventional Process 4-6 months; DMLS: 10 days

Venturi Nozzle made by DMLS





Swirler for Gas Turbine



Titanium spar part– part of Airbus wing structure



 Titanium bracket installed on an A350 XWB pylon.

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Automotive

Rapid Prototyping

Tooling

Jigs and Fixtures

Production Parts

Concept Car

Urbee Hybrid

Strati Car

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Automotive
Volkswagen Case Study

1,000 — parts designed and 3D printed last year (2016) by Volkswagen Europe.

100,000 — cars produced annually at the manufacturing plant

100% — return on investment (ROI) realized within two months of implementing 3D printing

$165,000 — cost savings in 2016

$275,000 — expected 2017 cost savings
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Applications in Automotive



The Urbee Hybrid: All body components by AM; 3-wheeler



The Strati all-electric: All body components by AM



Wheel protection jig cost reduced 40 fold.



Window gauge cost reduced 5 fold.
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Applications in Automotive
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Automotive Industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Automotive Industry
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Applications in Healthcare

Regenerative Medicine

Prosthetics

Drug Delivery Systems

Cancer Therapies

Bio-manufacturing

Bio-printing

Dental Devices

Surgical tools

Orthopedic Implant Devices

Education and Training Tools

A report by Market Data Forecast, “Global Medical Device 3D Printing Market,” says that the global medical device 3D printing market was worth $826 million in 2015 and is on track to reach $2,368 million in 2020, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23.45 percent.
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Applications in Healthcare



108 Acetabular cups in a single build—used for hip replacement

Finger splint – custom scanned & printed in space





3-D printed, fast dissolving epilepsy pills; FDA approved



Maxillofacial Implant



CT scanned model of facial fracture – tool for surgery planning

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Healthcare
Dental Care









Bridge made from Cobalt Chrome Molybdenum alloy



Dental Aligner System – custom made for each patient via 3D scanning

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Healthcare
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Healthcare Industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Healthcare Industry
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Applications in Defense

Repair & maintenance in austere environments

Custom tools/castings

For one-off or unique parts

Custom made prosthetics to treat battlefield injury

Custom tailored meals in field kitchens to meet individuals’ nutrient needs.
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Applications in Defense





Hyrel 3D printer can convert to print paste & food materials

Repair of turbine blade

Various Military Parts





Fablab - deployed



Iterative design, based on user feedback, of a breaching tool

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Defense
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Defense Industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Defense Industry
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Applications in Architecture & Building Construction

Architectural Scale Model

Rapid Building Construction
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Applications in Architecture & Building Construction



Intricate model of an office building. Expensive or not feasible with conventional methods



Exhibition pavilion.  Columns made from unfired clay



2150 sq.ft. DFAB house under construction



3-D CAD rendering of the DFAB house, Zurich, Switzerland



Detailed model of downtown Detroit reconstruction

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Architecture & Building Construction
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to this industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to this Industry





Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Energy





Solar Panels

Micro turbines

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) stack

Wind Turbine blades and molds



Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Energy



Hybrid inkjet/SLA process for SOFC manufacture



Microfluidic light steering solar panel. Will reduce collection area by 5 -10 fold



Vertical axis water turbine for rivers and canals.  Each generating 50kW.

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Energy

Mold for a 43-ft. long wind turbine blade with integrated channels for hot air circulation.  Conventional methods cannot make the air channels.  Instead manually applied heating tape is used.





Sections of the windmill blade mold and the blade

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Energy
Exercise





Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Energy industry.



Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Energy Industry





Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Consumer Items, Food & Apparel

Daily use items

Sports Apparel

Shoes

Sports garments

Various snack and desert items





Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Consumer Items, Food & Apparel











Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Entertainment



Movie studios and special effects artists now use 3D printing to make concept models, and full-size props, set-pieces, and costumes.



Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications in Entertainment



3 meter Death Star from Star Wars



3-D printed puppets used in the stop-motion film “Kubo and the Two Strings”



Various props from recent movies

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications of 3-D Printing
Next Generation Developments --BMG

Amorphous Metal, or Bulk Metallic Glass (BMG) – up to three times the strength of normal alloys, virtually scratch and corrosion proof, high electrical conductivity, and energy-absorbing.

Promise of weight reduction in products made from BMG. 

Promise of reduced BMG cost due to simplification in manufacturing steps 





Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications of 3-D Printing
Next Generation Developments –Hybrid Systems

Development of hybrid systems – combine 3D printing with CNC milling machines.

DMG Mori Lasertec 65 3D combines a Direct Energy Deposition system with a five-axis milling machine.

Build rates are 10-20 times that of PBF systems.





Source: Roland Berger

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Applications of 3-D Printing
Next Generation Concepts –Integrated Systems

Automated unloading of the finished part, along with emptying of build chamber

Fully integrated systems combining two AM stations, heat treatment, automated build plate handling and storage





Source:  Additive Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands

Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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Resources

The following web sites offer updated news about the 3D printing industry and new applications.

https://3dprint.com/

https://3dprintingindustry.com/

https://www.3dprintpulse.com/

Following sites are service providers but they have good technical information

https://www.3dhubs.com/

https://www.sculpteo.com/en/







Applications of 3-D Printing (Module 4)
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4.3.3.D Explanation of Metrics and Calculations

Suggest changes to the report-out such that one ‘global’ Design Requirement value (#1 below) and five Design Solution-specific values (#’s 2 – 6 below) are presented to the decision-maker for assessment. Of the five solution-specific values, two correspond with compliance and three correspond with implementation. Interpretation and calculations for all six values are presented below.



Additionally, I propose a change of the weights in the original model to a scaled user-assessment of the detection likelihood of impact in each of the six given design requirement categories. In this sense, User’s would rank detection in the 1 – 6 range (currently, what we refer to this ranking as weights. I am proposing a re-branding of these weights to better align with Risk literature).



[1. WIDR – Weighted Importance of Design Requirements]



	Status			Global Variable



	Calculation		((((Σ Criticality * Detection) - 6 )/ (144 – 6)) * 5) + 1



	Output			1 – 6 Continuous



	Interpretation		Represents global importance of design requirements.

				6 is a very critical job with high mission importance/priority

				1 is a simpler job with low mission importance/priority



[2. PSDC – Potential Design Solution Compliance]



	Status			Individual to Design Solution



	Calculation		(Σ Compliance) / 6



	Output			1 – 4 Continuous



	Interpretation		Straight average/mean of compliance scores per design solution

				4 is high compliance to design requirements

				1 is low compliance to design requirements

				

[3. RPSDC – Relative Potential Design Solution Compliance]



	Status			Individual to Design Solution



	Calculation		[(Σ Criticality * Detection * Compliance) * 4] / (Σ Criticality * Detect. * 4)



	Output			1 – 4 Continuous



	Interpretation		Relative compliance, which emphasizes compliance to critical DR higher

				4 is high relative compliance to design requirements

				1 is low relative compliance to design requirements







[4. PDSI-A – Potential Design Solution Implementation - Average]



	Status			Individual to Design Solution



	Calculation		(Σ KSAA + Planning + Innovation) / 3



	Output			1 – 4 Continous



	Interpretation		Straight average/mean of combination scores per design solution

				4 is high implementation likelihood to design requirements

				1 is low implementation likelihood to design requirements

				

[5. PDSI-S – Potential Design Solution Implementation – Spread]



	Status			Individual to Design Solution



	Based on		Standard Deviation [KSAA, Planning, Innovation]

		



	Output			Positive Continuous Number

				Maximum Observable Standard Deviation Value = 1.732

				PDSI-S maps Standard Deviation (0 – 1.732) into range (1 - 4)



	Interpretation		Representation of disparity between implementation components

				4 indicates complete consistency among implementation components

				1 indicates worst-case disparity (spread) of implementation components



[6. PDSI-M – Potential Design Solution Implementation – Maximum]



	Status			Individual to Design Solution



	Calculation		Max [KSAA, Planning, Innovation]



	

	Output			1 – 4 Integer



	Interpretation		The maximum observed number of these three observations

				Gives an indication of overall competency and helps establish reference

				Meant to be used in conjunction with PDSI-A and PDSI-S

				4 is best, indicating at least one easy or straight-forward component

				1 is worst indicating that all components are difficult and/or of concern







[Alternative – Same Scale]

It is noted that each of the selected six metrics yield values on a scale consistent with the current rating and weighting scale (namely, either 1 – 4 or 1 – 6 respectively). In this instance, the end-user or decision-maker must know the numeric values (min and max) of the respected metrics in order to realize value in the report-out.



As an alternative, we could normalize each value such that all reported metrics are on the same 0 – 1 scale. This would effectively lead to the interpretation of each number as a percentage of its value against the total possible range of values. As an example, a score of 75 on a scale of 1 – 100 would return an output of .74747474 ((75 – 1) / (100 – 1)). A score of 75 on a scale of 50 – 100 would return an output of 0.5 ((75 – 50) / (100 – 50)).



The benefit here is that every metric output would be interpreted the same way with a known scale of 0 as the lowerbound and 1.0 as the upperbound. The negative here is that the specific values are not known to the decision-maker and the metrics are one degree removed from their original values (which may impact perception on design solutions or otherwise psychologically impact decision making).
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Overview of JAMR



JAMR was established by SPAWAR 5.0 in 2015 in response to DoD-wide calls for more rapid adoption of advanced technology to improve national economic competitiveness, preparedness and mobilization for security and defense

JAMR is a Navy-led, Joint, Interagency and Industry Integrated Product Team that is designed to provide confederated, regional beta-test environments for continuous experimentation and prototype demonstrations leading to new market creation and manufacturing value-chain improvements

JAMR is specifically focused on orchestrating risk reduction prototypes that represent the design, testing, security and integration requirements for components of an emergent Smart Manufacturing Grid

JAMR will facilitate the discovery of, and risk reduction prototyping for, processes, people and policies that support the reshoring of manufacturing back to the United States or to areas that reduce the cost of and risk to the global supply chain and improve military readiness. 





Defense AT&L Magazine: JAMR Article

November 2016
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SECNAV Tasking Memo

Additive Manufacturing / 3D Printing



DoN AM Implementation Plan Goals:

Increase development and integration of AM systems

Develop the ability to qualify and certify AM parts

Standardize the digital AM framework and tools and enable end to end process integration

Establish DON advanced integrated digital manufacturing grid

Formalize access to AM education, training, and certifications for the DON workforce






Advanced Manufacturing is the Cornerstone of both Economic Security & Naval Modernization
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Why AM Matters?

AM presents a previously unobtainable design space

Enables new ‘material – geometric – functional’ combinations that were previously un-manufacturable 

AM augments and extends existing manufacturing processes 

Better, faster, cheaper in some cases

Design for ADVANCED Manufacturability NOT simply Design for Manufacturability

AM is a popular case study representing broader megatrends

Distributed, Digital, Smart Manufacturing 

Connected World:  Industrial Internet of Things













ABS Gradient Bending Resonator design for SONAR stealth in 0.5 – 5 kHz range for submarine coating. 

(Source: Prof Amirkhizi of University of Massachusetts at Lowell)
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Advanced Manufacturing

Diversified Portfolio







Advanced 

Manufacturing 

Applications

Mechanical

Materials

Electrical

Engineered & 

       Structured

            Materials

AM Technology Development

3D Structural Electronics
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AM: The Perfect Storm







Outcome: What can be made today, could never be made before…

and we are at the beginning of this megatrend

Revolutions in Production Technology

A Convergence of IT and OT







The future is here. This is the Age of Autonomy

We are in the midst a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and interact. 

The speed of current breakthroughs has no historical precedent 

These changes herald the transformation of entire systems of production, management, governance – AND one thing is clear: our response must be integrated and comprehensive, involving all stakeholders from both the public and private sectors.



Revolutions in Production Technology

Material Science

Alloys, cements, composites,  nano, macro

Digital Design and supply chain

3D Multi-media digital workflow

Remote and embedded sensing

High fidelity,  low cost,  networked

Manufacturing Tools and Techniques

Additive 

Advanced Subtractive

Hybrid

A Convergence of IT and OT

Information Technology 

On-demand computing 

Cloud – Apps – Big Data – Analytics 

Control Technology 

Industrial Control Systems,  SCADA
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Economic Competitiveness

and National Security Linkages













As a nation, our ability to keep pace with this technological transformation has implications in terms not only economic competitiveness, but there are also massive ramifications to national security involving:



Mobilization and the Defense Industrial Base Surge Capacity 

Defending the Homeland via Critical Infrastructure Protection 

Cybersecurity Readiness 
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Smart Manufacturing Grid

Digital Manufacturing Network

Distributed Manufacturing Topology

On-Demand Value Chain Management

Information Technology

Operational Technology

Cyber-Physical Systems

Node Location

Physical Logistics

Capacity / Mix Optimization

eProcurement

eCommerce

ERP / SCM / PLM







(Source: Committee on National Security Systems Instruction (CNSSI) No. 1253) 



(Source: http://www.gsa.gov/portal/category/25574) 





Smart Manufacturing Grid provides the resilient, secure, digital and physical critical infrastructure that will support the "reshoring" of emerging advanced manufacturing capabilities back to the United States. 





In manufacturing, location matters



As we just saw, local talent, local resources, local value chains create the opportunity for robustness and resiliency



The EXMAN is simply the first node in what Navy envisions as the National Smart Manufacturing Grid consisting of:

A distributed manufacturing topology 

Overlaid with a digital manufacturing network

To ultimately provide on-demand value chain management



The National Smart Manufacturing Grid provides the resilient, secure, digital and physical critical infrastructure that will simultaneously bolster both economic competitiveness and national security.

simultaneously bolstering both economic competitiveness and national security.



*************

Competitiveness Infrastructure

Public-Private Partnerships
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Smart Manufacturing Ecosystem
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Smart Maintenance, Repair & Operations

Sensors

Security

Test 

Beds

Automation

Workflows

Analytics

Combines advanced control and information technologies with new production tools,  methods and materials  

Augments existing manual processes that are reducing the profitability and competitiveness of manufacturers



Creates a new hybrid supply chain of complimentary digital and physical components   
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Expeditionary Manufacturing

EXMAN TB-100



TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION







STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY



EXMAN TB-100 is a Fleet Marine Force focused effort:

Endorsed by the Commandant of the Marine Corps

Commissioned by the Marine Corps Deputy Commandant of Installations and Logistics

In collaboration with Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command

EXMAN TB-100 was used as an innovation case study by:

White House Office of Science and Technology Policy

Deputy Undersecretary of the Navy for Management

Navy’s Director for Material Readiness and Logistics





Expeditionary Manufacturing Mobile Test Bed (EXMAN TB-100) is a prototype mobile facility designed to support the continuous experimentation, technology adoption, and risk reduction of advanced manufacturing tactics, techniques, and procedures under actual operational conditions

BENEFITS 



Timely restorations of critical materiel requirements

Availability of long-lead time parts

A materiel solution to obsolete or unprocurable parts

Decentralized manufacturing to aid in product improvements

Increased readiness and decreased reliance













PROBLEM STATEMENT



Supply chain availability issues impact materiel readiness

Rapidly changing environments call for innovative supply chain and maintenance sustainment solutions 

DoD must keep pace with technological advancements in materials and manufacturing methods









JAMR has been working on advanced manufacturing technology adoption as well as risk reduction with the Marines of 1st Maintenance Battalion in which we have co-developed the Expeditionary Manufacturing Mobile Test-Bed known as EXMAN. 



The EXMAN is a reconfigurable, ISO certified, road-tested, ruggedized shelter optimized for digital design and physical production as well as for data processing, storage, and communication



The EXMAN is a prototype deployable MOFAC designed to support the continuous experimentation of AM TTPs under ACTUAL OPERATIONAL OR COMBAT CONDITIONS.

Experimentation will ensure that the EXMAN’s EMI protected shelter isolates the internal processes from external interferences

The EXMAN concept compliments efforts such as the Navy FAB LAB and other maker-space oriented efforts by transitioning initial lessons learned into TTPs through risk-reduction field experimentation

The EXMAN is in support of the Department of the Navy Additive Manufacturing Implementation Plan 

 Goal #4: Establish DON integrated digital manufacturing grid
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08 DEC 2015

MCLOG Innovation Kickoff – Introduction of JAMR / EXMAN
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27 JAN 2016

AM Exploratory Visit to UTEP Keck Center for 3D Innovation
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01 MAR 2016

EXMAN transported to USMC 1st Maintenance Battalion
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15 MAR 2016

Design workstations installed in EXMAN
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16 & 18 MAR 2016

SolidWorks and CAMWorks Training at GoEngineer
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29 MAR 2016

AST2 INVENT3D Printer Training conducted at RMC





Courtesy of Gug Sresty and Nick Mazurek at AST2
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Commandant Neller

----- Original Message -----

From: Neller Gen Robert B

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 08:04 PM

To: Dana LtGen Michael G

Cc: Walters LtGen Glenn M; Benedict Col Scott F; Giltz Col John R; Coglianese MajGen Vincent A; Bowers Col William J; Giltz Col John R; Paxton Gen John M; Laster LtGen James B; Glynn BGen James F; Green SgtMaj Ronald L

Subject: RE: Shot of the Day

 

The Marines built the printer?

Press on!!!!!

There is a story here for the PA office.

V/R Neller

 

 

-----Original Message-----

From: Dana LtGen Michael G

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 6:00 PM

To: Neller Gen Robert B

Cc: Walters LtGen Glenn M; Benedict Col Scott F; Giltz Col John R; Coglianese MajGen Vincent A; Bowers Col William J; Giltz Col John R; Paxton Gen John M; Laster LtGen James B

Subject: FW: Shot of the Day

 

Commandant,  in the spirit of a picture being worth a thousand words......a

picture of Marines from 1st Maintenance Battalion using a 3D printer.    v/r

Mike 
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04 APR 2016
IMEF CG Berger and  1st MLG CG Ottignon Visit EXMAN
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13 APR 2016

Assistant Deputy Commandant I&L Tours EXMAN









"It is more than just parts, it's about changing the way we think.“



Major General Coglianese
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18 MAY 2016

Briefed EXMAN to GEMSC
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24 MAY 2016

Commandant of the Marine Corps Tours EXMAN











“It’s going to change everything.“

- General Neller
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06 JUN 2016

GE Global Research (Industrial Internet Consortium) Tours EXMAN
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20 JUN 2016

JAMR Briefs at WH Maker-to-Manufacturer Stakeholder Event
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11 JUL 2016

Acquire Alternate 1 TEU Shelter from DRMO with Entryway Dimensions to Accommodate EXMAN BOM without Structural Modifications
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15 – 18 AUG 2016

SolidWorks Advanced Training at GoEngineer
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16 AUG 2016

EXMAN Team Receives SPAWAR’s Lightning Bolt Award
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1 SEPT 2016

Congressional Tour of EXMAN
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30 SEPT 2016

EXMAN TB-100 Wired | BOM Received at RMC



Stratasys Fortus 250 3D Printer

Build Envelope: 10” x 10” x 12”

Accuracy: 0.0095”

Material: Production-grade ABSplus thermoplastic

Creaform GoScan 50 Portable 3D Scanner

Scanning Area: 15” x 15”

Accuracy: 0.004”

SolidWorks, CAMWorks, and laptop work stations

Professional software versions 

Tormach 1100 Personal CNC Mill

Four axis mill with duality lathe attachment

Material

Supply of 3D printing material and support material cartridges

Tablets with Intel RealSense Cameras

Coupled with image recognition software to locate design file on computer / in repository
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Continuous Experimentation

Measurable Return on Investment (ROI)

AN/VRC-110 Vehicular Amplifier Unit (VAU)

1/40 have this plastic RT-1916 holder part broken

This part is non-procurable through the supply system 

Previously, this entire $1588 VAU was disposed of







		Design Time		0 hr 45 min

		Print Time		1 hr 15 min

		Material Cost		$2.00







Approved for use following review by MCSC and CMC legal teams

AN/VRC-110 Vehicular Amplifier Unit (VAU)

1/4 have this plastic cable shield part broken

Procurable part through the supply system at $8.10 

Candidate for durability design improvements



		Design Time		1 hr 30 min

		Print Time		5 hr 30 min

		Material Cost		$2.00









Approved for use following review by MCSC and CMC legal teams

Harris RT 1694 and 1796

This COMSEC port part allows the radio to retain a cryptographic fill, once removed, the fill is zeroed. 

This part is broken on 75% of RTs

Procurable part through the supply system at $78.54 





		Design Time		0 hr 30 min

		Print Time		0 hr 45 min

		Material Cost		$1.00







Approved for use following review by MCSC and CMC legal teams

Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV) Power Take Off (PTO) Yoke Shifter

After a few tolerance adjustments, the plastic prototype was subtractively machined

This part is procurable through the supply system but the customer wait time exceeds 200 days









		Design Time		1 hr 0 min

		Print Time		2 hr 30 min

		Material Cost		$3.00





Readiness Improvement:

199 DAYS!!!
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Strategic Challenge:   We Need Risk Reduction Gears
Optimize High Speed Tech Lifecycle with Low Speed Acquisition

Sensing and Collection


Processing and Analytics 


Networking and Storage 


Cyber-physical Security


Transport and Communication



Spectrum Management 



MVAP*: Maximize security,  Minimize time

to field desired increment of capability

MVAP*: Minimum Viable Acquisition Process



Advanced Manufacturing



Electronic Warfare



Logistics



Planning



Integrated Fires



GIS / ISR 



HM&E


Medical 

IIoT

UxV

Smart 

RTOS Mobile

Autonomy 

Cyber Responsiveness

Technology Lifecycle: A

Translate/Adopt

Operational Lifecycle: B



Digital Mission Thread











Phase 2:

Partnering with Industry and Academia

Cyber Security for Advanced Manufacturing 

The protection of the entire advanced manufacturing domain is of paramount importance.  The DON cannot afford to invest in AM and leave any room for vulnerability of the network or the data.

30-year RDT&E Plan Signed December 2015

AM is a key enabler that covers the entire spectrum of life cycle logistics from design to disposal.  It will be critical to partner with industry. The challenge will be to leverage the work of others, be efficient with investments and prevent duplication of effort.







Intel

OSML

GE
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Flexible Hybrid Electronics (FHE)

Wearables

Printed Electronics

Dissolvables for Secure Military Use
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Phase 2:

Improving Maritime Infrastructure Resiliency
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Industrial Internet Portfolio





Industrial Preparedness Index – Maritime

SDSC





Joint Advanced Manufacturing Region (JAMR) 

AMPSoCal

AM EXCOMM (5.0 Support)





Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC)

GE, Intel, etc

250+





Secure Digital Thread

Cyber-Physical

NIST Reference Architecture





Embarkable Manufacturing Afloat

CANES Experimentation





Smart Industrial Grid Test Beds

HQMC, OSML, GE, Intel, SDSC
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Advantages of AM

Advantages of AM
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Benefits of Additive Manufacturing

Parts are much lighter

Materials

Design

Parts retain strength

No assembly needed/required

Less time to market (faster fabrication)

Large materials cost savings (little to no waste)

Infinite design possibilities



Advantages of AM
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Advantages of AM
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Appendix 4.3.5.D.A The World's Energy Camp Module Student Edition



The World’s Energy- Camp Module 			Student Edition

Day 1- The World’s Resources

1. Have students list as many of the world’s energy resources as possible.  Put these on the board. 

(e.g., fossil fuels- oil, coal; water, wind, solar, thermal, nuclear, geothermal . . .) 



2. As a class, identify each resource as renewable or nonrenewable.

a. A nonrenewable resource is a natural resource that cannot be re-made or re-grown at a scale comparable to its consumption. Nonrenewable resources are petroleum, coal, natural gas, and nuclear energy. None of these can be replenished in a short period of time (comparable to the time that they are consumed.)

b. A renewable resource is a natural resource that can be replenished in a short period of time. Examples include solar, wind, water, geothermal, and biomass.



3. Some natural resources contribute to the release of carbon into the atmosphere. Which of those listed on #2 above contribute most to carbon released into the atmosphere?

On Earth, the nature’s natural cycle adds and removes CO2 (carbon) to keep a balance; humans, however, add extra CO2 without removing any.

(Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal contribute more carbon to the atmosphere than other resources.)



Did you know that the amount of human-created CO2 from fossil fuel is but a small portion of the earth’s carbon cycle?  If so, why is this such a problem?

(The extra CO2 is cumulative because the natural carbon exchange cannot absorb all the additional CO2. So although it is small, it continues to add up over time.)



4. Why is the issue of human-created CO2 a matter of great concern?



+ Read the following article 

“What is Global Warming?”

http://www.livescience.com/37003-global-warming.html

There are two major issues here: 1) Do humans contribute to global warming at a level that threatens the planet, and 2) If human actions do threaten the planet, what can we do to lessen that threat.  With that in mind, stress the following section of this article:

  

According to NASA:



Carbon dioxide levels are at 399.2 ppm as of November 2014

The global temperature has risen 14 F (7.8 C) since 1880

The global Arctic ice minimum (the extent of sea ice in warm months) is decreasing by 13.3

percent each decade

Land ice is decreasing by 258 billion tons (234 million kilotons) each year

Due to melting ice, the sea level has risen by 0.12 inches (3.17 millimeters) per year



How to address global warming



A growing number of business leaders, government officials and private citizens are concerned about global warming and its implications, and are proposing steps to reverse the trend.



Many scientists say that reversal is not possible and that certain types of destruction, such as the melting of the polar ice caps, have already gone past the point of no return. Others say that the planet Earth has the ability to heal itself. This takes time, though.



"While some argue that 'the Earth will heal itself,' the natural processes for removing this human-caused CO2 from the atmosphere work on the timescale of hundreds of thousands to millions of years," Werne said. "So, yes, the Earth will heal itself, but not in time for our cultural institutions to be preserved as they are. Therefore, in our own self-interests, we must act in one way or another to deal with the changes in climate we are causing."



There are many steps humans can take to lessen the effects of global warming. NASA is committed to a two-pronged approach:



Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and stabilizing the levels of these gases in the atmosphere

Adapting to the climate change already happening



5. Certainly, controversy and disagreement surrounding global warming and climate change exists.  In this module, however, we will focus our attention on identifying the level we contribute to carbon emissions in the atmosphere and what we can do to lessen those emissions. 



+ Watch the videos

“The Truth About Global Warming - Science & Distortion” (Stop at 5:00)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_eJdX6y4hM



“What You Can Do About Climate Change”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTfgNFz1DBM



6. Place students into teams of 4-5.  For this camp, teams will achieve the following:

a. Each team will select one form of renewable energy upon which to design a prototype;

b. Each team will explain how that form of energy works to create the energy we need;

c. Each team will cite and describe three actions they and their peers can take to reduce their carbon footprints.

Assign the following roles:

a. Project manager

b. Recorder

c. Resource manager

d. Librarian

e. Reporter



Click here to access Team Roles.









		



7. With students still in their teams, watch the video as a class, 

+ Watch the video

“Top 10 Renewable energy sources”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bkyEE2j3qw



Teams will select the renewable energy source of their choice.  No source may be duplicated.



8. Now, show students this video

“7 UNBELIEVABLE Solar Powered Creations”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg_RxE-T_jk

This video will provide you with examples of devices used to employ renewable energy.  Remember, teams are required to create prototype devices (6 a. above) that use renewable energy.



9. Teams are to brainstorm devices to employ the renewable energy source each team selected.



For this lesson, access the following documents:

a. Team Roles

b. Brainstorming



Click here to access Brainstorming.       





Day 2 3D Printing, the INVENT 3D Printer, and CAD



1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. Present this information to the students--- What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.

3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss with students how roadblocks can be overcome.



The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament







4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



Access information about the INVENT 3D Printer at the following sites:

“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



b. “INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf





Learning CAD

1. 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design, a CAD software program.

2. Students will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle

					 

Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



Once your teacher is satisfied with each drawing, he/she will slice it and send it to the printer.



























Days 3 and 4 Energy from Nature



To begin today, we will give students an overview of the potential of energy drawn from several sources.



1. + Read the article

“This Man Wants To Power The World With Tornadoes”

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-06/man-wants-power-world-tornadoes



2. + Watch the video

“The Man who Wants to Power the World with Tornadoes”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ybGcgqQzCM



3. Now, you will work in pairs to create a list of things that would NOT work without electricity.  You will have five minutes; a master list will be placed on the board.



4. Watch the video

“Creating Energy from Solar, Wind, and Water Sources”

http://study.com/academy/lesson/creating-energy-from-solar-wind-and-water-sources.html



5. + Read the article and watch the video 

“Are volcanoes the energy source of the future?”

 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/01/05/are-volcanoes-the-energy-source-of-the-future.html



What other natural events can potentially provide energy or inspire the development of energy?



6. Place students into their teams.  Hold a team competition to answer the following questions:

a. A great flood is said to have destroyed most of humanity.  Who built an ark to survive the flood? 

b. During the flood, one species of animal, according to the musical group the Irish Rovers, failed to get onto the ark.  What animal was that? 

c. A great natural disaster destroyed Pomepii in AD 79.  What type of disaster was this? 

d. This eruption came from Mt. ______________.  

e. Earthquakes are common in California; in fact, one hit the Oakland area in the fall of 1989 in the midst of the ___________. 

f. A massive earthquake which hit Japan in 2011 also spawned a ________ ; seven years earlier in 2004, one was triggered by an earthquake in the __________ Ocean. 

g. Hurricane _________  caused massive flooding, damage, and death in the city of ________ in August of 2005.

			 

h. More than 2,200 people died in the flood of _________, Pennsylvania on May 31, 1889 after the collapse of the South Fork Dam.  

i. One of the greatest examples of the power of water is the ______ Dam, which provides power for public and private utilities in Nevada, Arizona, and California.

	

j. He discovered that lightning was electricity using a _____. 

 

See the power of lightning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5OTH2hQNRs

 

	+ Watch the video clip from the movie Deep Impact at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



Now, watch an actual tsunami hit a Japanese town. http://abcnews.go.com/International/video/raw-video-tsunami-slams-japanese-town-13130480

Note the tremendous power of water triggered by the tremendous power of an earthquake.



What if we could harness the power we’ve seen?  How much energy, renewable energy, could we create???



In their teams, students are to continue research into the renewable energy source they chose.  They may choose to change, vary, or combine that source after learning of the power potential of nature’s storms and natural disasters.



Refer to the Supplimental Ideas and Resources sheet which will guide the project process.







Day 5 --- Team Presentations



Team presentations will be scheduled, allowing time between Day 4 and presentation day for prototypes to be printed/built.





















Additional Resources

a.Water- “World Water Resources by Country” 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/y4473e/y4473e08.htm



b.Wind- “Wind Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/wind-power



c.Solar- “Solar Energy”

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/solar-power-profile/



d.“Geothermal Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/geothermal-energy
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	4d. Applications in Military

	

Defense Applications


"3D Printers Open Up New Options in Aviation” - Click to PDF
http://defensetech.org/2013/06/20/3d-printers-open-up-new-options-in-aviation/


"3D printed repairs can improve Military response time” - Click to PDF
http://www.engineering.com/3DPrinting/3DPrintingArticles/ArticleID/6330/3-D-printed-repairs-can-improve-Military-response-time.aspx


"From brains to planes, 3D printing opens world of possibilities for the military” - Click to PDF
http://www.stripes.com/news/from-brains-to-planes-3-d-printing-opens-world-of-possibilities-for-military-1.231068


"3D printing experts: NASA and the U.S. military (6:44)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyYRu8NSJfs 

"In Tomorrow's Wars, Battles Will Be Fought With a 3D Printer” - Click to PDF
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2013/05/military-3d-printers/



portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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	          2d1. Advanced Design Techniques

	

Advanced Design Techniques



The cantilever is the most common snap-fit joint and consists of a protrusion (some type of bead or hook) at one end of the beam and a structural support at the other end. This protrusion is inserted into a cut-out or slot and deflects upon insertion. Once fully inserted the protrusion bends back locking the connection into place. Cantilever snap-fits are easy to design and intuitive for the user during assembly and disassembly. In many cases, it is the cheapest method of joining two parts together.



The annular snap-fit utilizes hoop-strain to hold a pressed part in place. Common examples of annular snap-fits are bottle and pen caps. With annular snap-fits, it is possible to achieve a waterproof seal around the joint.



In general, snap-fits will encounter the most stress during attachment and should return to their neutral position once the joining process is completed. Once the parts are mated, an undercut holds them together. Depending on the shape of the undercut, snap-fit assemblies can also be designed to be permanent. A well designed snap-fit with suitable material can be used many times without any noticeable fatigue.

Good design practice

Several design features can be implemented to reduce stress and strain on the snap-fit assembly. These include:



Taper the design

A snap-fit cantilever with constant cross section has an uneven distribution of strain (top image). A good design tip is to diminish the cross section of cantilever beam over its length (bottom image). This uses less material and results in a more even distribution of strain in the cantilever.







Filleting the base of the cantilever

The addition of a fillet at the base of the cantilever can help to distribute the stress over a broader area making the connection stronger. The radius of the fillet should be at least of 0.5x the thickness of the base of the cantilever.



Increase width

Increasing the width of the clip will add strength to the design (if this is feasible in the design constraints). This may require trial and error to achieve the correct stiffness however the clip should be at least 5mm wide.



Final position

To help reduce stress and improve the strength of the connection ensure that the snap-fit cantilever is only deflected during the assembly and not when the components are connected together.



Build direction

It is important to consider build direction. If possible try to avoid designing snap-fit cantilevers that are built up from the bed vertically (in the z direction) as these are inherently weaker due to the anisotropic nature of 3D printing. A snap fit built in the direction shown in the image to the left will be much stronger.



Add lugs

Consider adding lugs into your assembly to assist with alignment of components and to transfer some of the shear loads that the clips may be subjected to.

Preceding Content Published At:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-snap-fit-joints-3d-printing



Most 3D printer users know that objects printed on desktop FDM printers are significantly more susceptible to failure in tension along the Z axis (pointing out of the build plate) than in X and Y, because of the inter-layer boundaries. Since snap fits usually have thin cross-sections (to reduce bending moment of the clip), 3D printed snap fits must be printed “laying down” on the build plate, lest they risk shearing after repeated use.

The diagram shows an exaggerated visualization of the layers of a printed snap fit. When printed upright (pictured at left), the forces that deflect the snap fit also put tension between the layers, making it significantly more likely to break. Printed on its back (pictured at center), a snap fit will definitely be stronger, but still has a shear plane running between the tooth and the arm. Printed laying down on its side (pictured at right), however, the snap fit has no layer boundaries within its cross-section, giving it more predictable strength. And, if the snap fit is big enough, printing it on its side would allow fiber to be routed into the tooth, thereby utilizing the full strength of a Markforged part. This same rule applies for gear teeth, ratchet teeth, and any other protrusion that needs to hold significant load.



[Ball Joints]

Ball joints work as snap-fit components and cannot be 3D printed together as the friction required to make the parts pose-able would result in the parts being fused together.  When designing ball joints it is best to make them an ‘exact fit’ where the positive part (the ball) and the negative part (the socket) are the exact same circumference.  You need to ensure the socket component is not entirely enclosed, more like a C shape to allow the part to expand slightly to snap it into place.  



It is important that the material chosen for a ball joint is strong enough to withstand the stress of being snapped into place. A slightly granular surface also helps to make the parts grip together.



Preceding Content Published At:

https://www.shapeways.com/blog/archives/2238-how-to-design-snap-fit-ball-joints-for-3d-printing-with-shapeways.html



[Dovetail]

When it comes to constraining two parts, many people think in right angles. And this is efficient, especially when thinking about machining; right angles are generally much easier and faster to make than odd angles, requiring fewer setups and no special bits or indexing tables. To a 3D printer, however, dovetails and straight walls are all the same. With no extra effort, you can constrain another degree of freedom. This comes in handy everywhere, whether you want a sliding assembly or a fastener-less T-joint.

When thinking in angles, bear in mind that the established dovetail shape isn’t the only application. The two-part sliding box shown on the slide accomplishes the same restraint as a dovetail, but looks more like a plate with angled sides. This allows it to slide together with the other half of the box easily, and even includes a little detent at the end to snap it shut.

[Linear Ratchet]

A linear ratchet with angled walls (to keep them from slipping apart) and teeth to set the width of the holder is pictured. This would be a very difficult interface to machine make by most other means, but it was quite easy and quick to print!

[A Note on Tolerances]

As with anything, joinery requires designing in your tolerances. For most general purposes, a .08mm gap between each wall (.16mm diametrically) is enough to allow two pieces to consistently achieve a sliding fit. If one of your surfaces is held up by support material, try bumping up the gap to .15mm or so.



[Injection Molding]

Injection molding is the most common method for producing plastic parts. While traditionally 3D printing was only used for verifying prototypes of parts that were later going to be injection molded, developments in printer accuracy and materials now allow 3D printers to print injection molds directly.

Injection molding is the process of injecting (under pressure) a thermoplastic or thermoset in a melted liquid form into a die. The plastic fills the empty cavities of the die and cools until it has solidified. The solid plastic part is then ejected from the die and the process is repeated again.

The high initial setup costs associated with injection molding do not make it cost effective at low volumes. The high level of design, engineering and machining required to produce an injection mold can result in the cost ranging from $10,000 to $100,000. Because of this injection molding is typically used to produce high volumes (sometimes in the millions) of the same part at a low cost. Low-run injection molding typically applies to runs of 10 - 100.

Whether a mold is going to be used to make 20 part or 20,000 parts is an important consideration; historically molds needed to be machined to a very high tolerance from a solid block of metal (most commonly aluminium or steel). These materials provided good wear resistance to the repeated injecting, opening and closing, and temperature gradients that they were exposed to during the injection molding process however do require large investments at the setup stage.

For low-run molding, wear resistance is no longer a critical factor. 3D printing technologies are able to produce parts to a high accuracy with excellent surface finish. This property, coupled with temperature resistance and design freedom mean that 3D printed molds are now a viable method for low-run production injection molding. 3D printed molds also allow verification of injection mold designs before investing in expensive metal molds.

3D printed molds are best suited for:

· Complex geometry would make traditional tooling difficult

· Applications where production quantities are low

· Designs where changes or iterations are probable

· Verification of mold designs before investing in expensive tooling

[Materials]

The 3 main material characteristics that will govern whether a 3D printed low run injection mold will work are:

· High temperature resistance - A high HDT temperature is required to withstand the molten melt that is injected into the mold and still produce accurate parts.

· High stiffness/toughness - Removing parts from the mold repetitively requires material that is tough with a high stiffness to maintain mold accuracy.

· High level of detail - One of the main requirements of an injection mold is high accuracy. High accuracy molds produce high accuracy parts.

Because of these characteristics, SLA and Polyjet are the technologies best suited for the production of injection molds. SLA and Polyjet are the 3D printing technologies that produce parts to the highest level of accuracy and are ideal for prints with intricate details and features. In particular, materials like Formlabs High Temp resin or Stratasys Digital ABS are ideal for mold and tooling applications. An outline of the properties relevant to injection mold printing for these two materials is shown below.

[Mold design]

Specific technical design of gates, runners, air vent etc. is out of the scope of this article. A quick internet search will reveal a large amount of information on mold design.

Some general rules that can be followed when designing 3D printed injection molds include:

· When designing the mold to be made via SLA printing ensure the faces with the cavities are orientated so that no support is in contact with them. This will prevent having support marks inside the cavity and make post-print processing easier.

· Including shallow air vents (0.05 mm deep) from the edge of the cavity to the edge of the mold will help expel air trapped during the molding process.

· If the 3D printed mold is to be used for more than 20 mold runs consider including channels in the mold design to embed metal tubes. These can be filled with aluminium-filled epoxy to help reinforce the mold, reduce warpage, and improve cooling time.

· Reducing the layer height the mold is printed at will help reduce the likelihood of print lines showing on the final molded parts.

· Embossed and engraved details should be offset from the surface by at least 1 mm.

[Designing parts for injection molding]

As with conventional injection mold design consider:

· Adding a draft angle of 1 - 3 degrees to aid in removal of the part after printing

· Maintaining a uniform wall thickness across the entire part

· Keeping all walls and features as thin as possible.

· Including radii on all edges and corners.

· Including thin ribs and gussets to add strength to a part rather than increasing wall thickness.

Draft angle design for injection molding

[Reducing flash]

Flash is the name given to the material that comes out between the halves of the mold during the injection process. This generally occurs when the two mold halves do not mate perfectly together, are not perfectly flush and flat or the mold is overfilled. Runners are used in mold design to help reduce the likelihood of flash occurring.

If designing for an aluminum frame, add 0.125mm of extra thickness to the back of the mold plates to account for compression forces and to ensure a complete seal. Increasing clamping force in the vise can also help mitigate flash, as can polishing the mold’s split plane to give it as flat a surface as possible.

Due to the fragile nature of the materials used to 3D print injection molds when compared to traditional mold materials, struggling to remove a part from the mold can lead to rapid mold deterioration. Including a release compound on the mold cavity surfaced before the injection stage can assist with part removal.



Preceding Content Published At:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/3d-printing-low-run-injection-molds



[Hinges]

While injection molded living hinges are designed to withstand thousands of cycles without breaking, the nature of 3D printing (anisotropic, brittle, layer-by-layer construction) means that 3D printed living hinges are typically used for prototyping or proof-of-concept models where a small number of cycles are needed. This makes 3D printed living hinges best suited for the verification of a design before needing to invest in expensive injection molding tooling.

The main benefits of 3D printing a living hinge are:

· No need for expensive tooling.

· The design does not need to incorporate features essential to injection molded parts such as gates, runners or sprues.

· Designs can easily be altered and iterated to achieve the optimal design.

· 3D printing is able to produce parts quickly further accelerating the design process.

As with other 3D printed features, performance will vary based on design, material, printer calibrations and layer thickness. Because of this, finding the optimal living hinge for a specific design and technology is often an iterative process. This section offers several design recommendations as a starting point.

[Print direction]

Due to the additive, layer-by-layer nature of 3D printing the parts that are produced are typically anisotropic. To improve the likelihood of a living hinge performing successfully, parts should be orientated so that the width of the hinge rather than the length is built up one layer at a time (the central axis of the hinge is orientated in the z-direction). This will often mean producing the part in the vertical build direction (as shown in the image below).

As a hinge is closed the outer surface is placed under tension while the inner surface is compressed. This stretches the outer surface of the hinge. To account for this, a good living hinge design has a long curve length on the outer surface and a short inner surface. The image below illustrates a standard injection molded living hinge dimensions (all dimensions are in mm).



Recommended dimensions for a living hinge designed for injection molding

For 3D printing, more material and a stiffer hinge is generally desirable to improve the number of cycles before failure (however hinge thickness will increase the tensile stress then outer surface is subjected to). The figure below shows the dimensions of an FDM printed living hinge that achieved 25-30 cycles before failure (all dimensions are in mm).



Dimensions for successfully printed FDM living hinge. Dimensions will vary by technology (see below for recommended dimensions by technology)

Preceding Content Published At:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-living-hinges-3d-printing
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	4.2.B STORM Software Download

	



	Storm software developed under this contract consists of the client and host software client.  The version finished by the completion of this contract is version 3.3.  The compiled version of this software is included as Appendix 4.2.B.A.  The source code (Java programming language) is included as a zip file (Appendix 4.2.B.B).



4.2.B.A StormTool-33.exe    



4.2.B.B StormTool Source.zip 
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Design & 3-D Printing Process
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Steps of 3-D Printing Process

Step 1: CAD.

Step 2: Conversion to STL

Step 3:  Convert STL file to G-code by means of a slicer program, e.g. Slic3r

Step 4: Machine Setup

Step 5: Build

Step 6: Removal

Step 7: Postprocessing

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Steps of 3-D Printing Process (Contd.)

Step 1: CAD -- Produce a 3-D model using computer-aided design (CAD) software. The software may provide some hint as to the structural integrity you can expect in the finished product

Step 2: Conversion to STL -- Convert the CAD drawing to the STL format. STL, which is an acronym for standard tessellation language, is a file format developed for use by stereolithography apparatus (SLA) machines.  Most 3-D printers can use STL files.
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Steps of 3-D Printing Process (contd.)

Step 3: Convert STL file to G-code -- The g-code file contains printer instructions for printing each layer.  A slicer program is required to create the g-code file.

Step 4: Machine Setup -- Each machine has its own requirements for how to prepare for a new print job. This includes refilling the consumable supplies the printer will use, and installing appropriate bed plates, calibration, etc.
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Steps of 3-D Printing Process(Contd.)



Step 5: Build -- The build process is mostly automatic. Each layer is usually about 0.1 mm thick, though it can be much thinner or thicker. Depending on the object's size, the machine and the materials used, this process could take several hours.

Step 6: Removal -- Remove the printed object (or multiple objects in some cases) from the machine.

Step 7: Post-processing -- Many 3-D printers will require some amount of post-processing for the printed object. This could include brushing off any remaining powder, support removal, surface finishing, heat-treatment, etc.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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3-D Modelling Software





3-D CAD Software

3-D Object Scanning Software
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3-D CAD Software

Three Types of CAD Software:



Solid Modeling

Surface Modeling

Sculpting

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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3-D CAD Software – Solid Modeling

Solid modeling creates solid 3D models as if they are actual parts.

Solid modeling is usually parametric. This is very useful as it allows features of the model to be quickly modified without needing to create the part from scratch.

Parametric models are built from a set of mathematical equations.  Changing the parameters in the equation changes the model.

Assembly modeling is also an important stage in solid modeling, allowing individual parts to be assembled together, forming complex models.



3D Rendering of a Jet Engine Turbine:



3D Rendering showing internal cross section:

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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3-D CAD Software – Surface Modeling

Surface modeling is usually used for more aesthetic features of a product. It is much easier to create more organic and free-form geometry using this type of CAD software.

Surface modeling only contains surfaces of the part, with no solid interior. However once the part has enough surfaces to close the part, it can be filled and then used for 3D printing.

When developing designs using surface modeling, it can be hard to go back and make changes because usually the model is not parametric.

Surface Modeling a free form shape
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3-D CAD Software – Sculpting

Sculpting or organic modeling, is mainly used for creating freeform surfaces with intricate details such as characters, jewelry or organic shapes found in nature such as trees or rock formations.

The software allows sculptors to start from a simulated ball of clay and use a pressure sensitive drawing tablet or monitor to manipulate their object with brushes that reflect classic sculpting tools such as a small rake or thumbs to move, add or remove material from their object.

Character Sculpting with ZBrush
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Free 3-D Modelling Software

		Name		Level		Operating System		Type		File Formats

		Clara.io1,2		Intermediate		Browser		Surface,
Sculpting		3dm, 3ds, cd, dae, dgn, dwg, emf, fbx, gf, gdf, gts, igs, kmz, lwo, rws, obj, off, ply, pm, sat, scn, skp, slc, sldprt, stp, stl, x3dv, xaml, vda, vrml, x_t, x, xgl, zpr

		SketchUp1,2		Intermediate		Windows and Mac		Parametric		dwg, dxf, 3ds, dae, dem, def, ifc, kmz, stl

		3D Slash1,2		Beginner		Windows, Mac, Linux, Raspberry Pi or Browser		Parametric,
Sculpting		3dslash, obj, stl

		SculptGL1		Beginner		Browser, Windows, Linux		Sculpting,
Surface		obj, ply, sgl, stl

		TinkerCAD1		Beginner		Browser		Parametric		123dx, 3ds, c4d, mb, obj, svg, stl

		FreeCAD1		Intermediate		Windows, Mac and Linux		Parametric		step, iges, obj, stl, dxf, svg, dae, ifc, off, nastran, Fcstd

		MakeHuman1		Intermediate		Windows, Mac, Linux		Parametric		dae, fbx, obj, STL

		Meshmixer1		Intermediate		Windows, Mac and Linux		Sculpting,
Surface		amf, mix, obj, off, stl

		OpenSCAD1		Intermediate		Windows, Mac and Linux		Parametric		dxf, off, stl

		Sculptris1		Intermediate		Windows and Mac		Sculpting		obj, goz

		Blender1		Professional		Windows, Mac and Linux		Sculpting		3ds, dae, fbx, dxf, obj, x, lwo, svg, ply, stl, vrml, vrml97, x3d



1  Free. 2 Pro or Premium available for purchase or license.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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3-D CAD Software Screen Shots

Tinkercad

123D Design

Minecraft, a gaming software, has the capability to create stl files for 3D printing. 
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3-D Scanners

3D scanners are tri-dimensional measuring devices that quickly capture information about a physical object.

Accuracy of the scanners depends on type and price.

Information is represented as cloud point data which, using algorithms, is fused into a high resolution polygon mesh

Resulting 3D mesh model is immediately usable for 3D printing, visualizations and quality-control testing.

The model can also be manually converted into a solid object, and exported into any CAD software. 

Ultrasound and CT scan can be used to model internal structures.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Applications of 3-D Scanning

Quickly and accurately capture all external physical measurements of any object;

Fastest method of reverse engineering existing parts which are completely accessible to the scan;  optical scanners will not scan internal components

Speed up prototyping by reducing the number of design cycles;

Incorporate modern manufacturing optimization into older, pre-CAD designs;

Ensure that designed parts will fit together;

Perform engineering analysis on modified parts;

Use as part of a QA/QC system, for first article inspection and part-to-CAD analysis;

Means of preserving historical and cultural artifacts, and museum collections
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Types of 3D Scanners

Contact – scanner probes the subject through physical touch

Non-Contact, Active

Time-of flight laser range finder

Triangulation based 3D Laser Scanner – hand held scanners use this principle

Structured Light –a light pattern is projected on the object; a camera images the distortion in the pattern

Modulated Light-uses a continually changing light while a camera takes images.
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Types of 3D Scanners



Non-Contact, Passive

Stereoscopic – uses two video cameras

Photometric – one camera takes images under varying light conditions

Activity: read the article at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_scanner and discuss advantages and short comings of each method
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Creating 3D CAD Model

Many decisions when creating the model:



How Big

Orientation

Integration

Structure

Form/Function

Materials

Internal Geometry

Software/Hardware

Time (how fast)

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Creating 3D CAD Model

Impact of decisions when creating the model

How Big – hardware/materials will impact this decision

Orientation – will impact build quality & strength

Integration – will impact functionality

Structure – will impact size / time / materials / form / function

Form/Function – driven by motivation for design

Materials – will impact structure/quality/form/function

Internal Geometry – will impact structure/strength

Software/Hardware – will impact overall control

Time (how fast) – impacted by hardware and design

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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File Conversion: 3-D CAD Model to 3-D Printer Instructions


3-D CAD

Model

3-D CAD

Model  Exported to STL File Format

Slicer Program Generates Printer Instructions 

(G-Code file)

Export STL file

STL file to Slicer

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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The STL File

The purpose of the STL file is to encode the surface geometry of a 3D object.  It encodes this information by a simple concept called “tessellation.”  Hence the name Standard Tessellation File (STL)

Tessellation is the process of tiling a surface with one or more geometric shapes such that there are no overlaps or gaps.  A tiled floor or wall is an example of tessellation.

STL tessellates the 2D outer surface of 3D models by using tiny 2D triangles.  Information about each triangle is stored in the STL file.
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STL File: Representation of Triangles
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Trade-offs with Triangle Size





File Size: 308 kB

File Size: 77 kB
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Trade-offs with Triangle Size
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STL File Rules

The vertex rule:  each triangle must share two vertices with its neighboring triangles.

The orientation rule: the orientation (which way is “in” the object and which way is “out) of each triangle must be specified in two ways: coordinates of the three vertices and the outward normal

The all positive octant rule: the coordinates of the triangle vertices must be all positive.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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User Specified STL File Settings

The tessellations are an approximation of the actual surface of the model.  The facets (triangles) introduce coarseness to the model.  Two settings that control coarseness are:

Chord height or tolerance.

Angular Deviation of angular tolerance

Depending upon the CAD software exporting to STL format, there are up to 5 additional user changeable setting.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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User Specified STL File Settings

The chord height is the maximum distance from the surface of the original design and the STL mesh.

Cord height is set in the range of 0.01 to 0.001 mm
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User Specified STL File Settings

Angular tolerance limits the angle between the normal of adjacent triangles.

Decreasing this tolerance improves print resolution
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G-Code Creation by Slicer Software

A slicer software program converts a STL file to a G-code file.

The G-Code file contains printer instructions on how to build the object layer by layer.

G-Code visualizer software is available to view how the printer will create the layers.  These programs can be used to determine flaws in the G-code prior to printing.
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Concept of the Slicer Program
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Concept of the Slicer Program
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Slicer Software

		Software		User		Price		OS

		3DPrinterOS		Beginners, Advanced Users		Freemium		Browser, Windows, Mac

		Astroprint		Beginners, Advanced Users		Freemium		Browser, Raspberry Pi, pcDuino

		Craftware		Beginners, Advanced Users		Free		Windows, Mac

		Cura		Beginners, Advanced Users		Free		Windows, Mac, Linux

		IceSL		Advanced Users		Free		Windows, Linux

		KISSlicer		Beginners, Advanced Users		Free/$35		Windows, Mac, Linux, Raspberry Pie

		MakerBot Print		Beginners		Free		Windows, Mac

		MatterControl		Beginners, Advanced Users		Free		Windows, Mac, Linux

		Netfabb Standard		Intermediate Users, Advanced Users		$1,000 to $4,300 (annual subscription)		Windows

		OctoPrint		Intermediate Users, Advanced Users		Free		Raspberry Pi, Windows, Mac Linux

		Repetier		Intermediate Users, Advanced Users		Free		Windows, Mac, Linux

		Simplify3D		Beginners, Advanced Users		$150 		Windows, Mac

		Slic3r		Advanced Users, Professional Users		Free		Windows, Mac, Linux

		SliceCrafter		Advanced Users		Free		Browser

		Tinkerine Suite		Beginners		Free		Windows, Mac

		Z-Suite		Beginners		Free		Windows, Mac
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Design Considerations and Tips





General

Supports

Orientation

Tolerances and Thresholds
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Rule of thumb for overhangs (varies from printer to printer):

Limit overhang angle to 45 degrees. Less than that, support is required.

As overhang angle decreases, upward curling may occur.





45°
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Bridge

Any horizontal feature that spans an unsupported distance is a bridge.

There are limitations on the length of unsupported spans.  Longer spans need temporary supports. Note how the columns lean to the left as the span increases.
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Physical Size:

Table below gives the build volume for a few different printing technologies. As build volume increases, industrial scale technology is used with a dramatic increase in price.



		Technology		Maximum build volume

		Desktop FDM (Ultimaker 2+)		220 mm x 223 mm x 205 mm

		SLA (Form 2)		145 mm x 145 mm x 175 mm

		SLS (EOS P 396 printer)		340 mm x 340 mm x 600 mm

		Industrial FDM (Fortus 900mc)		914 mm x 610 mm x 914 mm
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Element Thickness

The minimum printable feature varies by printing technology, and it can be as small as 0.3 mm with SLA.

See infographic on next slide for design rules for six different AM technologies.
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Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Water tightness

Models must be completely watertight (manifolded).  Every edge on the model should have exactly two polygons attached to it and include no holes.

Models that are not watertight, may get misinterpreted by the slicer software, this may result in the object having holes, inconsistent layers and may cause the model to be unprintable.

Very thin features can cause water tightness issues.

Special analyzer software is available to analyze the model for water tightness.

See the link below for an explanation of water tightness:

http://download.autodesk.com/us/algor/userguides/mergedProjects/Meshing_Overview/meshing_overview-index.htm#meshing_cad_solid_models/Tracking_Down_Watertight_Problems.htm
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Design Considerations and Tips
General

Warping

Heating and cooling can cause warping. Long flat surfaces are prone to warping.  Use correct machine calibration and have adequate surface adhesion with the print bed.

Details

FDM has issues showing features below 0.8 mm, whereas SLA and Polyjet can show details down to 0.2 mm. Materials also impact printability of detail.
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Design Considerations and Tips:
General

Activity:  Read technology specific design guidelines given in the articles at the following links.



FDM:  

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-parts-fdm-3d-printing

https://www.stratasysdirect.com/resources/fused-deposition-modeling

SLA:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-parts-sla-3d-printing

SLS:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-parts-sls-3d-printing

For Metal Printers:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-design-parts-metal-3d-printing
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Support Structures

For two functions:





Structural Support 

Plate Adhesion



Note: All supports are temporary and meant to be removed during post-processing of the object.  Supports enable accurate printing of the desired geometry, and they have no other functional purpose.

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support

Because AM creates objects layer-by-layer from the bottom up, this poses a challenge when printing overhanging, or protruding features, or long unsupported spans. Supports are needed to assure accuracy, and provide temporary shoring until the printing process is completed.

Supports are built off the print bed.  In some instances both ends of the support are attached to the object, with no contact with the print bed.
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support

Support requirement is determined by the part geometry (as well as print orientation) and the 3D print technology.

SLS never requires support.  The powder itself provides the support

Binder jetting does not require support

Metal printing always requires support

Other processes may require support depending upon part geometry



Exercise: Write down at least three disadvantages of supports.
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support

Rules of thumb for determining support requirements are given below.  Actual need for supports is determined on a case-by-case basis, depending upon the geometry and the AM printing technology.

Support Rules for FDM:

Needed whenever the overhang is less than 45 degrees

When maximum unsupported span is 5 mm or more

Support Rules for Metal Printing

Self supporting angle less than 45 degrees, measured from the build plate

Any design with an overhang of more than 0.5 mm needs support

Bridge spans can be no more than 2 mm

Internal holes and channels can be no more than 8 mm.  Similar to unsupported structure, the downward facing surfaces will distort as diameter increases

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support- Metal Rules Illustrated
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support- Metal Rules Illustrated
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support Examples
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Structural Support Examples
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Platform Adhesion Supports

A raft is a horizontal grid laid down on the print bed. A raft supports the first layer deposited on a non-heated print bed. They are used to prevent warping.

Rafts are also useful when printing objects that have small parts in the bottom layer.

Rafts leave rough edges on the bottom surface of the object. 
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Platform Adhesion Supports

Brims are lines around the bottom of the object which keeps the corners of the model down. 

 Unlike rafts, brims do not leave marks on the bottom surface of the model.  

Brims are also useful to stabilize delicate parts of the object that are isolated from the rest of the object.
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Part Orientation

Build orientation of the part effects the following characteristics:



Part Accuracy

Print Time

Part Strength

Support Requirements

Surface Finish



Binder Jetting is the only AM process where orientation is not an issue.





Vertical cylinder is more accurate, with better finish than horizontal

Activity:  Read the linked article on importance of part orientation:



https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/how-does-part-orientation-affect-3d-print
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds




From:  https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/selecting-right-3d-printing-material
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds





All engineering tolerances should be symmetric;  See example to the right



Source: Basic Design Rules for Additive Manufacturing, EOS GmbH
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds





For sliding fits, the gap should be 0.1 mm



Source: Basic Design Rules for Additive Manufacturing, EOS GmbH
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds





The minimum size of a gap or slot depends on the wall thickness of the part



Source: Basic Design Rules for Additive Manufacturing, EOS GmbH
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds





The minimum diameter of a hole also depends on the wall thickness of the part

Source: Basic Design Rules for Additive Manufacturing, EOS GmbH
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds

Exercise:  



Why is the minimum hole or slot size dependent on wall thickness of the part?



Why does the quality of hole or slot decrease as the wall thickness increases?
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds

Design Guidelines for Threads:

ACME thread design with rounded roots and crests works well

Small threads produced from the FDM process are not recommended and not possible for holes or posts smaller than a 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) diameter. 

Design with a dog point of at least 1/32 in (0.8 mm):

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Design Considerations and Tips:
Tolerances and Thresholds

Design Guidelines for Fillets:

Fillets are not necessary in FDM parts, they can be used to reduce stress concentrations and increase the overall strength of the part.

Design fillets with an outer radius equal to the inner radius plus the wall thickness to maintain consistent thickness 
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Dimensional accuracy issues:

Caused by using a high extrusion rate on the initial layer – may be mitigated by using a raft base.

Caused by using 100% infill and this may also cause warping during curing process. 85% works best rather than 100% infill

Layer height in z-direction has a direct correlation to dimensional accuracy.  Optimize layer thickness and perimeter speed.
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Horizontal Surface Finish

Its often material specific, with PLA giving a particularly poor surface finish.

Reduce the top and bottom layer extrusion speed to 15 to 30 mm/s.

Increase count of top /bottom layers to five.

Post-processing

Vertical Surface Finish

Depends upon extrusion speed and layer height. Layer height between 100-200 micron yields acceptable results. However, wise to optimize.
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Overhangs

Layer height adjustment and lower extrusion speeds are helpful

Design with chamfers or fillets on smaller models

Smaller the angle to the horizontal, rougher the surface (Slides 35 & 46 show how the overhang angle is measured)
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Stringing

Depends upon retraction length and speed settings



Often apparent when printing more than one model or when a model or part has large gaps or negative space.
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Bridging

Span depends on material and printing speed.  Best speed range is 20-30 mm/s.  Faster the speed, greater the chance for filament sags. Spans of 5 mm can be commonly done. Trial and error is required to get good results.



Wide unsupported spans may be successfully printed by changing the build orientation of the object, e.g., printing a chair upside down.
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Negative Space Tolerance

Becomes an issue when printing parts together in  one assembly.  Design, and trial and error mitigate these issues.  Correct Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T) is required in the CAD design.

Activity: Read embedded document, pages 1-18, 28 for  review of GD&T
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How to avoid common printing Issues

Z-axis artifacts in Extrusion-based printing

Z-wobble

Z-ribbing

Irregular Banding

Activity:  Read article for causes & cures: https://www.evernote.com/shard/s211/sh/701c36c4-ddd5-4669-a482-953d8924c71d/1ef992988295487c98c268dcdd2d687e









Z-ribbing

Z-wobble

Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Additional Resources

An extensive collection of tutorials is found at:

https://www.3dhubs.com/knowledge-base/supports-3d-printing-technology-overview#introduction



Topics covered are:

Designing Snap-fit joints

Threaded fasteners

Interlocking parts

Living hinges



Overview of How to 3D Print (Module 2)
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Fundamentals of Computer Aided Design



Geometrical Dimensioning & 
Tolerancing (GD&T) 



MEM 201
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Today’s Objectives…..



• Tolerances and why do we need them.
• Different types of tolerances.
• To learn how to effectively tolerance parts 



in engineering drawings.
• Allowance/Clearance 
• Expressing tolerances in AutoCAD.
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Tolerancing
• Definition: “Allowance for a specific variation in the size and 



geometry of part.”



• Why is it needed: No one or thing is perfect !



• Hence, engineers have come up with a way to make things 
close to perfect by specifying Tolerances !
– Since variation from the drawing is inevitable the 



acceptable degree of variation must be specified.
– Large variation may affect the functionality of the part
– Small variation will effect the cost of the part



• requires precise manufacturing.
• requires inspection and the rejection of parts.
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When does Tolerances become important



• Assemblies: Parts will often not fit together if their 
dimensions do not fall with in a certain range of values.



• Interchangeability: If a replacement part is used it must be 
a duplicate of the original part within certain limits of 
deviation.



• The relationship between functionality and size or shape 
of an object varies from part to part.



Tolerances are important here !Tolerances do not affect its function
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Food for thought: Tolerance levels in this mechanism?
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Tolerance in relation to $$$$
• Cost generally increases with smaller tolerance



– Small tolerances cause an exponential increase in cost 



– Therefore your duty as an engineer have to consider : Do 
you need Φ1.0001in or is 1.01in good enough? 



• Parts with small tolerances often require special methods of 
manufacturing.



• Parts with small tolerances often require greater inspection 
and call for the rejection of parts Greater Quality 
Inspection Greater cost. 



• Do not specify a smaller tolerance than is necessary!
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How are Tolerances Specified



• Size
– Limits specifying the allowed variation in each 



dimension (length, width, height, diameter, 
etc.) are given on the drawing



• Geometry
– Geometric Tolerancing



• Allows for specification of tolerance for the 
geometry of a part separate from its size



• GDT (Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing) 
uses special symbols to control different geometric 
features of a part
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Value of Tolerance



• The tolerance for a single dimension may be specified 
with the dimension and then the tolerance.
– The tolerance is total variation between the upper and lower 



limits.
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General Tolerances



• These are specified when all dimension in the drawings 
have the same tolerance.



• These notes are used to reduce the number of 
dimensions required on a drawing and to promote 
drawing clarity.



1



2
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Tolerances specified for size



• Limit Tolerances – (12.75/12.25 )
• Plus/Minus Tolerances



– Unilateral Tolerances - (12.00 + or - xxx)
– Bilateral Tolerances - (12.00 +xxx/- xxx)



These tolerance values indicate the:



MMC: Maximum Material Condition



LMC: Least Material Condition
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Limit Tolerances



MMC: Maximum Material Condition



LMC: Least Material Condition
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Limit Tolerances
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Plus/Minus Tolerances
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Allowance and Clearance



• ALLOWANCE
• Allowance is defined as an intentional difference between the maximum 



material limits of mating parts. Allowance is the minimum clearance (positive 
allowance), or maximum interference (negative allowance) between mating 
parts. The calculation formula for allowance is:



ALLOWANCE = MMC HOLE – MMC SHAFT



• CLEARANCE
• Clearance is defined as the loosest fit or maximum intended difference 



between mating parts.
• The calculation formula for clearance is:



CLEARANCE = LMC HOLE – LMC SHAFT
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Types of Fit
• Types of Fit



– Clearance fit
• The parts are toleranced such that the largest shaft is 



smaller than the smallest hole
• The allowance is positive and greater than zero



– Interference fit
• The max. clearance is always negative
• The parts must always be forced together



– Transition fit
• The parts are toleranced such that the allowance is 



negative and the max. clearance is positive
• The parts may be loose or forced together
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BASIC FITS OF MATING PARTS
Standard ANSI Fits:



Running and Sliding fits  (RC) are intended to provide a running 
performance with suitable lubrication allowance. The range is from RC1 to 
RC9.



Force fits (FN) or Shrink fits constitute a special type of interference fit 
characterized by maintenance of constant pressure. The range is from FN1 
to FN5.



A force fit is referred to as interference fit or a shrink fit. The smallest 
amount of interference is:



MIN INTERFERENCE = LMC SHAFT - LMC HOLE



The greatest amount of interference is: 



MAX INTERFERENCE  = MMC SHAFT - MMC HOLE



Locational fits are intended to determine only the location of the mating 
parts.
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Sample Calculation
Given: Diameter of shaft: 1.5mm



Upper Limit Tolerance: 0.03mm



Lower Limit Tolerance : 0.04mm



Given: Diameter of Hole: 1.48mm



Upper Limit Tolerance : 0.03mm



Lower Limit Tolerance : 0.05mm



Answer



Allowance: -0.1mm



Clearance: 0.05mm



Type of Fit: Transition Fit



Allowance: MMC-Hole  - MMC-Shaft



= 1.43 – 1.53 = - 0.1mm



Clearance: LMC-Hole – LMC-Shaft



= 1.51 – 1.46 = 0.05mm
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Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing 
(GD&T)
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Tolerance of Form
Straightness



Straightness Tolerance Zone



Straightness Tolerance
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Tolerance of Form



Note: 0.16 < 0.5 (size tolerance) 



FLATNESS
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Tolerance of Form



Circularity Tolerance Zone



Circularity Tolerance



Circularity
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Tolerance of Form



Cylindricity Tolerance Zone



Cylindricity Tolerance



Cylindricity
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Tolerance of Orientation



Perpendicularity Perpendicularity Tolerance Zone



Perpendicularity Tolerance
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Tolerance of Orientation
Parallelism



Parallelism Tolerance Zone



Parallelism Tolerance



T: Tangent Plane
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Tolerances in AutoCAD
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Tolerances in AutoCAD
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Tolerances in AutoCAD
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GEOMETRY DIMESIONING AND TOLERANCE 
FOR CADD/CAM



Some dimensioning and tolerance guidelines for use in conjunction with CADD/CAM:



• Geometry tolerancing is necessary to control specific geometric form and location.
• Major features of the part should be used to establish the basic coordinate system, but are not 



necessary defined as datum.
• Subcoordinated systems that are related to the major coordinates are used to locate and orient 



features on a part.
• Define part features in relation to three mutually perpendicular reference plans, and along features 



that are parallel to the motion of CAM equipment.
• Establish datum related to the function of the part, and relate datum features in order of precedence 



as a basis for CAM usage.
• Completely and accurately dimension geometric shapes. Regular geometric shapes may be defined 



by mathematical formulas. A profile feature that is defined with mathematical formulas should not 
have coordinate dimensions unless required for inspection or reference.



• Coordinate or tabular dimensions should be used to identify approximate dimensions on an arbitrary 
profile.



• Use the same type of coordinate dimensioning system on the entire drawing.
• Continuity of profile is necessary for CADD. Clearly define contour changes at the change or point of 



tangency. Define at least four points along an irregular profile.
• Circular hole patterns may be defined with polar coordinate dimensioning.
• When possible, dimension angles in degrees and decimal parts of degrees. 
• Base dimensions at the mean of a tolerance because the computer numerical control (CNC) 



programmer normally splits a tolerance and works to the mean. While this is theoretically desirable, 
one can not predict where the part will be made. Dimensions should always be based on design 
requirements. If it is known that a part will be produced always by CNC methods, then establish 
dimensions without limits that conform to CNC machine capabilities. Bilateral profile tolerances are 
also recommended for the same reason. 
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Further Reading……
• Interpretation of Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing by Daniel E. 



Puncochar



• Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing by Alex Krulikowski



• Geo-Metrics III : The Application of Geometric Dimensioning and 
Tolerancing Techniques (Using the Customary Inch Systems) by 
Lowell W. Foster 



• Tolerance design : a handbook for developing optimal specifications  
by C.M. Creveling. 



• Dimensioning and Tolerancing Handbook by Paul J. Drake 



• Inspection and Gaging by Clifford W. Kennedy 



• Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing by Cecil H. Jensen 



• Tolerance Stack-Up Analysis by James D. Meadows 
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Home Work #2



1. Find TH, Ts, Allowance, Cmax, Cmin, and what kind of fit it is ?
 Hole F 66 upper deviation +0.051, lower deviation 0.0
 Shaft F 66 upper deviation -0.024, lower deviation -0.050
2. Find TH, Ts, Allowance , Cmax, Imax, and what kind of fit it is ?
 Hole F 32 upper deviation +0.021, lower deviation 0.0
 Shaft F 32 upper deviation +0.029, lower deviation +0.016



3. If a shaft is 10±0.05 inch what is its maximum and least material 
conditions.



4. Please draw circularity and perpendicularity symbol blocks   
with geometric tolerance of 0.005 for each, and sketch their
tolerance zones for a cylinder and a upside down T shape block 
respectively.
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Home Work #2 contd..



• Refer Notes and AutoCAD text book for help in solving problems.



• Home works should include your names and the section you belong to.



• Will be due during the next Lecture Class.



Th= tolerance of hole
Ts= Tolerance of shaft
Cmax= Maximum clearance
Cmin= Minimum clearance
Imax= Maxiumum interference



F66 and F32 indicates the nominal dimensions of the hole or shaft
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Appendix 4.3.7.J Mission Modeling – Solution Sketch



Scenario

Having just been notified of an impending deployment, you and your unit are undergoing routine preparations and planning. In addition to inventory, packing and staging, there is a significant amount of mission modeling that will be required. Various configurations and movements for deployment are being tested against a series of anticipated enemy counter-offenses. Planning is made difficult by the extreme terrain in the region you are deploying to, complicating line-of-sight, communications, logistics and maneuverability. 



Problem

Typically, mission modeling has been done with a map in two dimensions. Your commanding officer, having knowledge of 3D printing, wants to see the degree to which the technology can enhance planning efforts. New knowledge will need to be generated along with new methods for creating mission modeling at-scale (the desktop 3D printers you possess are fused filament fabrication and typically have small build-plates while mission planning may easily take up a table top).



Task

Create a functional, proof-of-concept mission planning station using 3D printing. This station will include the map, friendly and adversary forces, and a definition of the procedures that define the method for creating the modeling station (i.e., the ‘instruction manual’ others may follow).



Team Roles

In this project, you will subdivide into specific team roles. Each role has a specialty that will contribute directly to the overall success of the project. Positive collaboration is essential in addressing the task at hand. It’s important to note that ALL TEAM MEMBERS are responsible for the contents of the final manual created (all members contribute to its development and sign off on its contents).



Team 1 - Printing, Slicing and Printer Maintenance: responsible for ensuring that the printer is functioning and that all generated .stl files are prepared appropriately for the printer model being used. Team will address any print quality issues and will understand and communicate printer abilities/limitations to the STL Generation teams.



Team 2 - Map Selection and STL Generation: responsible for managing .stl generation of the physical terrain and any necessary integration. Team will review available software and evaluate to select the most appropriate tool for the case assigned. Team will work with Printer team to ensure generated files are printable.



Team 3 - Support Component STL Generation: responsible for designing, creating and generating .stl all supporting .stl files separate from terrain. Such files may include objects representing personnel, equipment, transport, surveillance, etc. or any objects which enhance or augment the physical terrain space (e.g., bridges, trees, structures, etc.).



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Design Requirements and Creative Problem Solving

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2d and Problem Solving – Sourcing Errors

- Reverse Engineering: Internet, Field Manuals, etc. (reverse engineer the mission modeling process)



Things to Consider

- Terrain map generation has many user-options (e.g., vertical scaling, base height, etc.)

- Trade-offs in map size v. file size v. integration v. print quality

- How will map pieces integrate/join (how durable is the chosen method)



External Resource: http://jthatch.com/Terrain2STL/

[Solution Sketch]

The following sketch represents one possible way of conceptualizing, developing, implementing and evaluating the problem. Many alternatives exist.



Design Requirements (likely values/ranges)

	Functionality: 			low criticality and low detection values

	Operational Environment:	low criticality and low detection values

	Health, Safety and Envirn.:	mid criticality and mid detection values

	Serviceability:			low criticality and mid detection values

	Security:			low criticality and low detection

	Interfacing Systems:		mid/high interfacing systems and mid detection values



Potential Design Solution Ideas

	a. Use the external resource and print the largest possible mapping surface on the 3D printer

		- add supporting objects as necessary

	b. Use the external resource and print small pieces of terrain that can be joined (like a puzzle)

		- add supporting objects as necessary

	c. Use a CAD program to create your own ‘terrain interpretations’ from an existing 2D map

		- add supporting objects as necessary



Compliance Concerns

	a. Large, flat surface area for map may result in warping of final product

		- this would impact functionality and durability as well as aesthetics

	b. Integrating/Joining method will have direct impact on product sustainability

	c. Documentation needs to be strong, lest Interfacing Systems compliance fail



Testing/Data-Collection Needs

	a. Must understand mission modeling and what is critical to the modeling system

		- a fair amount of external fact-gathering is necessary

		- may also wish to gather internal information through Q&A with officers/commanders

	b. Test durability/reliability of integration/joining methods through repeated-use tests

		- should include testing of design at different density/in-fill pattern settings

	c. Collect data on build times



Relationship to Existing Curriculum

	a. Printer Curriculum: Brainstorming and Troubleshooting

	b. Reverse Engineering: Research through the Internet

	c. DTAM: Advanced Design Techniques

	d. DBAT: interfacing systems concerns

	e. Printer Kits: use printer kit to print pieces as necessary



Duration

This project is scoped to complete with approximately 15 – 16 hours of project time, which will give project participants the opportunity to work through five progressive design cycles (design, prototyping, testing and reflection). The early iterations of the design cycle should be spent on small-scale testing and proof-of-concept modeling for the major project components (e.g., terrain, integration/joining). Work in these early stages should emphasize functionality and testing, with prints designed to test tolerances and to evaluate performance abilities. Often times, these early-stage prints are smaller than the final product will be and less dense. Reducing size and density assists in reducing overall print time, allowing for the printer to be used as a rapid prototyping machine generating various design concepts (often times, these early prints can be completed in 20 – 30 minutes, allowing or rapid succession from design to testing and enabling the designer to evaluate many different designs early in the process). As the design concept solidifies and coalesces, the later iterations will involve more detailed prints at larger scales and with more detail, working towards full-scale modeling.



It is important to note that project completion time is highly variable, being influenced by team capabilities, prior experience(s) and elimination/reduction of time spent in the iterative design cycle, to name a few. A decrease in project scope from the stated objectives may also shorten completion time if so desired. Note that the time to print a final design ultimately depends on a number of factors, including density, quality, material, etc.



Collaboration

Project debrief's are recommended along the pathway to completion. These project debrief's are meant to provide each project team with the opportunity to review team progress and discuss project goals and timelines. During these debrief opportunities, it is incredibly important to ensure that the project team remains diligent in addressing the stated task and that they are aware of any deviations in their project progress with respect to reaching the task objective(s). Project debrief's also represent an opportunity for the project team to deliberate potential designs and come to consensus on a path forward. Lastly, project debrief time may be used to help ensure appropriate documentation of project progress and potential design solutions (use of DBAT will help to support the project team here).



Tentative Timeline





Individual Thinking: take some time to think individually on the project at hand. Write down questions to gain clarity or address ambiguity in the project details/scope. Use Google and other internet sources to solicit background information and to do research in the project domain. Look for similar projects or solutions already completed by others and use them to assist in composing your plan of attack.



Team Brainstorming: as a group, discuss your individual thinking time, what questions you had and your general ideas for pushing forward. Start to conceptualize some potential design solutions and begin vetting them (use the DBAT tool to assist in your brainstorming and to help begin the documentation process). Coalesce around 2 – 3 design solutions to move forward with.



Team Planning: using the 2 -3 design solutions you developed in brainstorming, assign team roles/responsibilities and individual/sub-team tasks (who is doing what and how do these pieces fit together to address the project as a whole). Assign a duration to each ask and plan to hold each other accountable to those times. Be sure that your project tasks encompass all activities necessary to meet your project goals and that the time you've ascribed will allow for completion within the overall project timeline.



Design: start with pen/pencil and paper. Sketch out your potential design solution from multiple angles and get a better idea of necessary dimensions, pieces/components, etc. Once you are confident with your sketch, move to a CAD program and begin putting your idea into the computer.



Prototyping: build your design. This may (and should) include low-fidelity prototyping such as cardboard, small-scale etc. Especially through the first phase of design, focus on tolerances, part fit, component integration and other major details that relate to project design usability. Finally, take your project to the 3D printer and/or use the materials-at-hand to build your solution.



Testing: know the expectations of use (these should be discussed during team brainstorming and team planning) and how you intend to measure the success of your design solution (e.g., durability, range-of-motion, system integration, etc.). Use your prototype to examine these specifications one-by-one to determine whether your proposed solution will be able to attain the desired form and function.



Reflection: take your observations, thoughts and experiences from design, prototyping and testing to reconsider your protential design solution. How can you address any shortcomings? Are you able to improve the design? Can you simplify it? Discuss these considerations with your team in order to get a more objective perspective and take the collected back into the design cycle (re-design, test and reflect again).



Sample Terrain Inside Slic3r






Design in 10 Steps

Design in 10 Steps

1
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Design: 10 Steps (+/-)

Identify Need

Research Problem

Brainstorm Ideas

Draft 'Design Brief(s)'

Refine Preferred Design

Prepare Design Requirements

CAD

Build Prototype

Test, Evaluate and Refine

Communicate Solution (to stakeholders)

Design in 10 Steps

2
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Design: 10 Steps (+/-)

Brainstorming

Multiple concepts/ideas

Think Big

'Do Nothing' always an option

Design Requirements

How will you measure success (what metrics, standards)

Must-have's versus wants

Testing and Evaluation

How will you assess success (what tests, methods)

More than just function here

Design in 10 Steps

3
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Design: Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a way to:

Generate wide/broad array of solution options

Integrate a variety of perspectives into design options

Focus goals/objectives of team

Assist in idea/solution selection



Brainstorming IS NOT a way to:

Instill your personal ideology on a group

Work individually and combine ideas at the end

Insist on 'your way or the highway'

Design in 10 Steps

4
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Design: Brainstorming

Major Brainstorming Rules/Guidelines

Stay focused on the objective(s)

Treat everyone as equals

Listen respectfully to everyone's input

Participate honestly and candidly

Ask Questions (no 'dumb' questions)

Ensure everything relevant gets written down

Discuss and agree upon decision/voting techniques

Start and end ontime

Treat everything as a guideline that can be customized

Design in 10 Steps

5
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Project Resource Sheet		Project 1: First Robotics

Teacher

[MEMORANDUM]



DATE:		17 January 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Production Issues and Workaround



I received a phone call earlier this morning from one of my colleagues in the education department.  It seems that she may have unknowingly committed some of the education students at Francis Marion University to assist some local Florence District #1 students in the First Robotics competition coming up in March.  The issue is that the 'promised support' includes production of robot components to be used in competition.



We need to brainstorm ways to support the First Robotics students.  Pull together your thoughts and send to me in a short (3 min. or less) video.  Assume that everything (traditional and additive manufacturing) is currently on the table.  Be sure to include a recommendation on how we should proceed with assisting the First Robotics students, what methods we should (or shouldn't consider) and what assumptions (if any) you are making in your initial analysis.  We'll refine ideas once we actually meet with the First Robotics students, but for now we need to generate some ideas on feasibility and get an answer back to our education colleagues.



Due Date: 20 Jan 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: Video in .mp4 or .wmv format with naming convention LastName.mp4 or LastName.wmv



Rubric Provided: Yes



[BACKGROUND] http://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc/what-is-first-robotics-competition



First Robotics Competition is a High-School competition that challenges teams of students to raise funds, design a team, build and program industrial-size robots to play specific game-like challenges against similarly composed opponents.  Professional mentors volunteer to assist teams in this six-week competition.  Teams are often composed of 20 or more students, many of whom have little to no direct knowledge or application in engineering/robotics.

























[WHERE TO START]



Historic challenges for the First Robotics Competition include the Recycle Rush, Aerial Assist, Ultimate Ascent and Logo Motion to name a few.  Competition rules and FAQ may be found at: http://www.firstinspires.org/resource-library/frc/archived-game-documentation.  In this project, you are encouraged to review past First Robotics Competition entries.  These robots are complex machines that are controlled through RC or wireless technology and contain an immense amount of parts (some static, some moving).  Look at some specific robots and try to identify areas where: (a) parts may be exposed to abnormal wear and tear, thus shortening their lifespan or requiring their replacement during the course of competition, (b) parts/functions may benefit from customization to streamline the robot, increase functionality/performance, or decrease weight/size/cost, (c) the team might benefit from special tools to assist in the manufacturing/repairing of their robot, or (d) where 3D printing could be used to expand/augment the “brand” of the team (logos, handouts, decorative, etc.).



[EXPANDING YOUR ANALYSIS]



It's important to understand tradeoffs in any engineering context.  In the case above, think about how your suggested uses of 3D printing in the First Robotics Competition may help AND hinder team capability/performance?  What are the tradeoffs in cost, time, east-of-use, ease-of-implementation, risk/reward, etc. when implementing your solutions versus those that the team(s) pursued with their robot?  Are there ways to mitigate the negative impacts of 3D printing use in First Robotics, either through extensive planning and project management, resource purchases/investment, or some other means?  What are some of the other barriers to 3D printing use on the team aside from materials and printers?



Given that First Robotics is a team-based competition, how would you (as a member of a First Robotics Team) approach your colleagues to talk to them about using 3D printing in support of your team efforts?  How would you try to persuade them that 3D printing would be beneficial to the team?  What arguments would you make?  How do you feel your thoughts/vision would be received by the team?  How would you see the team making a decision (majority vote, team leaders dictate, etc.)?  If the team ultimately decides not to adopt 3D printing methods in their approach to the competition, how do you think your participation in the team would be impacted?  What if it was a different team member's idea to use 3D printing and you were against its use?  How would you convey your thoughts/feelings to that member?  How do you think your conversation would impact that team member's performance on the team moving forward?



[MATERIALS FOR PROJECT]



- Internet Access (Google or some other search engine)

- Team Workspace

- Paper/Whiteboard/Blackboard (where teams may collect thoughts and discuss)
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Executive Summary

MENTOR2 Program’s overall objectives are to develop and deploy tools and curricula for collaborative design and digital manufacturing, and to instill innovative problem-solving skills through effective design and manufacturing.  The program builds upon progress achieved during MENTOR1 and other programs during 2011 to ’13; AST2 developed Virtual Collaborative Learning Environment (VCLE) during MENTOR1, and subsequently developed a number of education and training programs and a rapid prototyping laboratory.  Through these, we are reaching thousands of users, primarily in high schools, and created an innovative learning curriculum.  Under MENTOR2, we leveraged these efforts and developed hardware, software and training programs, and utilized them to train civilians and military personnel to address problems methodically and to develop solutions through effective design and manufacturing.  Marines and sailors have shown exceptional enthusiasm and ability to leverage these tools and training, both under normal and combat situations, and solved numerous problems that improved both operational readiness and efficiency while simultaneously achieving cost savings.  We have successfully transitioned products from MENTOR2 to US Marine Corps (USMC) and US Navy (USN), Veterans Administration (VA), academic institutions, and are laying the foundation to create a nationally accredited training and certification program in additive manufacturing (AM).

Digital manufacturing is revolutionizing both manufacturing and sustainment.  Virtually all manufacturing processes are now (or can be) digitally controlled.  Developments over the past two decades created bench-scale digital manufacturing tools; a noteworthy example is AM, also known as 3D printing.  As recognized during MENTOR1, AM has the potential to change the way designers and engineers produce systems and reduce development/ production cycles and costs, particularly in the defense industry.  It allows production of small batches (even a single item) without the expense of tooling.  We made AM the focal element of our effort under MENTOR2 due to these advantages while simultaneously integrating other digital manufacturing technologies to provide a full suite of digital manufacturing technologies.

Even though AM is known for over 20 years, it is still a mystery for most.  This was a problem we had to overcome to enable students, veterans and military personnel develop comfort and utilize AM to create and produce solutions.  Additionally, most small 3D printers were not reliable and manufacturers offered little or no maintenance support (recent commercial developments have addressed this to a significant extent).  These was addressed, during MENTOR2, by developing a kit, known as INVENT3D printer kit, that can be assembled by users.  Assembling and troubleshooting a printer created a high level of comfort, and facilitated users to utilize the technology and training to produce products within a few hours.

1.1 Hardware Development

A small bench-top 3D printer for fused deposition molding (FDM) using polymer materials was developed under MENTOR2.  It is designed as a kit that can be assembled (and disassembled and reassembled as needed) and made operational in about 8 hours.  All components are designed for easy maintenance and most components can be replaced in less than 30 min.  Over 100 printer kits were produced by AST2, and deployed for education, training and sustainment operations in both civilian and defense sector.

1.2 Software and Other Products Developed

Major products developed under MENTOR2 are summarized below; it must be noted that some of the products were codeveloped utilizing a number of parallel programs, in collaboration with and funding from other organizations, including Northrup Grumman (printer kit), AmericaMakes (Boot Camps), University of Texas El Paso (UTEP, curriculum), NAVAIR (digital manufacturing), and the VA (vocational therapy and projects).

STORM:  The virtual collaboration learning environment (VCLE) too, developed during MENTOR1, has been significantly augmented during MENTOR2 to allow two-way audio and video communication, and to enable virtual use of digital manufacturing equipment.

Printer Curriculum:  A detailed instruction manual was developed describing how 3D printers work, the role of each component, how to maintain and operate 3D printers, and the process of converting design files (STL format) into a three-dimensional arrays for printing (called slicing).

Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM):  A workshop format course was developed that instills design thinking for the creation of practical solutions using AM, what items can be produced (and what cannot be) with AM, basics of designing and slicing for AM, and the leaning through hands-on projects, in small teams.

Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT):  In collaboration with NAVSEA and NAVAIR representatives, the formal engineering processes employed by large corporations were simplified and codified to help DoD personnel develop sound basis for design solutions.  The tool also produces a document that includes the analyses for peer review and approval.

Reverse Engineering:  Working with marines and sailors, we recognized that sustainment operations may require reverse engineering of components when engineering designs are not available.  Hence, we developed a module that aids in reverse engineering, and provides guidance on utilizingg 3D scanners or similar equipment to assist in reverse engineering.  The module can be used in combination with DTAM and/or DBAT.

Hands-on Projects:  Hands-on projects, exemplifying the development of solutions, were found to be a valuable tool to enthuse enlisted personnel in the learning process.  Utilizing the feedback that we received during our collaborative effort with sailors and marines, we developed a series of hands-on projects, ranging in complexity and required diversity of digital manufacturing equipment.

STEM Workshops:  Developed stimulating 3- to 4-day STEM workshops for delivery to high school students or junior defense personnel.  The courses cover topics ranging from energy, biology and physics, and involve group project design and production using AM.

1.3 Transitioning Activities

Primary focus of our transitioning effort has been aimed at military personnel; however, we have transitioned the products for civilian use and veterans as well.  A summary of these activities is provided below.

Printer Kit/DTAM:  We conducted a number of training sessions with groups ranging from 10 to 30, and in formats ranging from week-long boot camps, visits to military installations and virtual training.  Important transitioning activities include:

· Visited military installations including MARMC (Navy’s Mid Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center), Camp Pendleton and Camp Lejeune (USMC).  Groups of about 10 enlisted and civilian personnel were trained at each location over 2- to 5-day sessions.  The scope was adjusted to accommodate time allowed, and faculty from Old Dominion University (Dr. Jennifer Michaeli) and Francis Marion University (Dr. Justin Yates) supported in the delivery of the courses. “The Marines built the printer?  Press on!!!!!” 

General Neller, Commandant, USMC, March 31, 2016





· Boot camps were conducted, in collaboration with a number of organizations including AmericaMakes, Youngstown State University (YSU) and UTEP in Youngstown (OH) and El Paso (TX).  The Youngstown training was attended by several members of USMC and USN.

· Professional development courses were conducted in Youngstown in class rooms as well as virtually to ‘train the trainers.’  Continuing education units (CEUs) were provided when appropriate.

Digital Manufacturing:  The printer curriculum and training program was extended to cover a wide variety of digital manufacturing technologies (the effort expanded using funding from NAVAIR and USMC).  Week-long training sessions were conducted at 3 NAVAIR locations; Patuxent River, Oceana and New Orleans.  Approximately 40 civilians and sailors were trained in design and production using hands-on projects.  One training session was also conducted at Camp Pendleton covering a smaller set of digital fabrication equipment.

Printer Kit/DTAM for Vocational Therapy:  Under a SEED grant from the VA, we explored the use of printer assembly and DTAM to provide vocational therapy and job skills to veterans.  The first session at White River Junction, VT, engaged VA staff and veterans from the drug rehab program.  The effort was quite successful with the veterans utilizing printers regularly and training other veterans.  A second session is planned at Chillicothe, OH.

Printer Kit/Fleet Maker:  We are supporting ODU under a program funded by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) to train expeditionary forces in the use of AM.  To date five 2-day (Friday and Saturday) workshops were conducted at ODU; each workshop typically trained two teams of 10 sailors each from 2 separate ships or Naval organizations.  A EMNTOR-developed 3D printer is provided to each team for use during subsequent deployments.

STEM Workshops/Printer Kit/DTAM for JROTC:  Conducted a 3-day workshop at Camp Lejeune High School for children of marine families enrolled in Junior ROTC program.  The workshop focused on biomimicry; students designed relevant projects and produced them using assembled printers.

1.4 Deployment

We also worked in collaboration with other agencies to deploy systems and programs, developed under MENTOR2, including under combat situations.  Highlights of our deployment efforts are summarized below.“We have a part called the TruClip.  It was designed by three sailors on Truman, half a world away on deployment” VADM Phil Cullom, Deputy CNO, 6/22/2016





· Developed mini Fab Labs involving an INVENT3D printer, a small CNC (computer numerically controlled) mill and a design station.  Sailors on USS Truman produced a number of mission critical components, improved operational readiness, reduced work stoppages, and lowered costs.

· MENTOR 3D printer and DTAM were the first activities during the development of EXMAN (expeditionary manufacturing unit), in collaboration with SPAWAR.  First Maintenance Battalion at Camp Pendleton produced a number of components and spare parts using EXMAN.



· 3D printers deployed on Naval vessels including USS Wasp and USS Truman were used to produce numerous items required on the ships, while at sea.  Sailors from USS Kearsarge reported that the printer was used daily during a 6-month deployment. 

· A 3D printer kit was deployed to USMC in Kuwait to support operations; marines assembled the printer and are using it since January 2017.

· Fully integrated Fab Labs have been designed and deployed to four NAVAIR operations; all integrated several MENTOR products such as the 3D printer, virtual use through STORM, and training products.

1.5 Special Comments

Deployment of products developed under MENTOR2 to both sailors and marines demonstrated their ability to learn and utilize the knowledge, almost instantaneously, to produce solutions.  Our experience, in collaboration with other organizations, in working with over 100 defense personnel and many civilians is summarized below.

· Even a few days of stimulating training will instill problem solving skills among military personnel

· Training is much more effective when combined with team work and hands-on projects that address real life challenges that members of military are likely to encounter

· Digital manufacturing, additive manufacturing in particular, offers a unique way to develop manufacturing solutions

· In virtually every case, defense personnel were enthused to learn problem solving skills; sought next levels of training and deeper knowledge

· Enlisted personnel created innovative and economic solutions with available tools and equipment 

· Even small and simple equipment can be used to stimulate design thinking and to produce solutions




1.6 Implications for Further Research

Products developed under MENTOR2 have been successfully transitioned to both military and civilian sectors.  This successful adaptation shows a promising area where even small investments can produce critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and lasting impacts on operational readiness of deployed forces.  Additional efforts in developing and deploying tools that result in utilization of basic STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) knowledge will significantly enhance problem solving skills of deployed forces and produce significant benefits.




2. Test Objectives

MENTOR2 Program’s overall objectives are to develop and deploy tools and curricula for collaborative design and digital manufacturing, and to instill innovative problem-solving skills through effective design and manufacturing.  Specifically, the program had the following objectives.

1. Develop a Design Basis Analysis Tool for use by DoD personnel/students that will inculcate the process of developing and understanding the “why” of the system/component design into problem solving approach.  The tool will be incorporated into the project challenges that provide an opportunity for applying and reinforcing this skill.  

1. Develop the next generation of STORM that can be embedded in a variety of computer/tablet platforms without the need for a STORM:BOX (hardware). This will significantly enhance deployment, especially in austere environments.

1. Create interactive MENTOR2 learning modules, full curriculum, and project challenges for military and civilian use including for education in high schools.

1. Develop project kits to assist education and training with 3D printing and its utilization with other tools to solve practical problems.

AST2 has successfully accomplished the above objectives as described in the report.  Additionally, during the project activities, we have learned that transitioning the MENTOR2 developed tools to the military personnel required hands-on equipment training as well as workshop-format training to develop required critical thinking and problem-solving skills.  Hence, a significant portion of the project efforts were dedicated towards this goal; additional efforts were funded by other agencies to continue transition of the technologies which furthered Program’s overall objectives.




3. Problems Encountered

We have encountered some broad technical challenges and other problems during the program; however, we were able to successfully address them through program efforts.  The problems and our approach to addressing the problems is discussed below.

1. Unreliable and inexpensive 3D printers:  At the beginning of the program, many of the 3D printers within the price range that can be afforded by K to 12 schools were not reliable and susceptible to frequent malfunctioning, and technical support from manufacturers was often expensive or unavailable.  It must be noted that this problem has been satisfactorily addressed by the commercial sector in the past 2 years and many reliable printers are currently available at a cost in the range of $1,000 to 2,000.  AST2 addressed the challenge in an innovative way to turn the problem into a learning opportunity.  We developed a printer kit, supplied to users in a reusable container, that is assembled by the users using directions and support from AST2 (face to face, via video conferencing, STORM meetings and other techniques).  Assembling the printer provided benefits beyond maintainability.  Working with enlisted personnel and high school students, we learned that putting the printer together removed the mystery surrounding 3D printing, developed ownership and resulted in members trying to start designing and printing immediately following printer assembly.  We have used the printer kits for training at multiple locations with over 100 civilians and military personnel.

1. Hot End Challenges and Printer Temperature Overshoot:  Hot Ends in 3D printers are one of the most critical items and are notorious for maintenance problems and temperature overshoots.  The small mass of hot end coupled with significant heat input for heating the filament has caused a number of reported temperature excursions and fire accidents.  We explored and experimented with a number of hot ends during this program.  One of the hot ends we used, an integrated unit with a built-in fan, performed well and was used in a number of printers.  A thermistor in the hot end from a printer supplied to Youngstown State University (YSU) dislocated, out of position, resulting in continuous heat input, temperature overshoot and a fire accident.  The thermistor was a separate component inserted into the hot end.  How it became displaced at YSU is not known.  This required us to perform a significant root cause analysis.  We replaced all the hot ends, at our own cost.  Additionally, we updated the firmware to provide an extra layer of protection.  We worked with stakeholders to ensure that appropriate fixes were applied.  We have not had any reported problems since the fixes were implemented in January, 2017.

1. Design Software and Internet Connectivity:  Our initial default software for design training was Autodesk 123D.  The software was discontinued during early part of 2017.  Simultaneously, over the course of the program, most of the cost-effective design software programs have been transitioning to the ‘Software As A Service’ (SAAS) model requiring internet connectivity, at least on a periodic basis.  This was a challenge at most of the DoD locations during our training sessions; internet service was either not available or was restricted.  We overcame this problem by using Creo, a high-end software for NAVAIR.  We also identified an open source software, On Shape, that is simple to use and versatile for use with both PC and MAC versions, as well as with mobile computing.

1. Lack of Standards for Training:  Training and certifications standards do not currently exist for additive manufacturing (AM) or other rapid prototyping technologies.  ASTM International, AmericaMakes and other community members are working on this effort.  A number of performers on the MENTOR2 program have developed a significant amount of training material that can potentially be turned into standardized training.  AST2 has initiated such efforts in collaboration with other organizations, and to explore credentialing AM training through an apprenticeship program approved by the US Department of Labor (DOL).




4. Technical Results

Technical work performed under MENTOR2 program is broadly grouped into four items; hardware, software, training and curriculum, and transitioning of products to civilian and military users.  Highlights of the activities under each of the four groups are presented below, followed by a description of technical results in subsequent subsections.  Additional details of technical data are referenced in individual subsections, and provided in respective appendices.

AST2 has successfully transitioned the hardware and deployed a number of the training programs, described below, through different formats, and has trained a number of military personnel, educators and others; examples of transitioning these programs are provided in Sections 4.4 and 5.  We are also working with USMC to build on the efforts and develop additional content and make it accessible to all members via self-learnt, web-based modules.  AST2 also secured a contract under General Service Administration (GSA)’s multiple-award schedules to provide continued access to the products following the conclusion of the MENTOR2 program.

Hardware:  Development of a rugged 3D printer for education and training was a key activity and result of the program.  The printer development, started under earlier finding from Northrop Grumman, advanced significantly under MENTOR2, and AST2 started deploying the printers during late 2015.  The printer was subsequently modified as a kit, under the program, for training users on its assembly, troubleshooting, operation, and maintenance.  Over 100 printers and kits were deployed to both civilian and military users during 2015 and ‘16, and used for training by AST2 and others.

In collaboration with the Navy, we have also developed, first a Mini-Fab Lab, and subsequently a full-scope, transportable digital Fabrication Laboratory (TDFL).  Both have been successfully deployed by the Navy.

Software:  Software development during MENTOR2 focused on prior work, conducted under MENTOR1, for creating a virtual collaboration learning environment (VCLE).  The developed software, known as STORM, was modified to work with newer versions of the code and to add multiple features to improve stability and usefulness.  It is currently used by a number of academic institutions and has also been installed into TDFL.  It is noted that utilization of STORM by the military will require resolution of internet connectivity.

Training and Curriculum:  In collaboration with a number of separately funded programs and organizations, we have developed curricula and deployed a number of training programs to both the military and civilian members.  They range from in basics of 3D printing to advanced design/engineering software.  To date, the training programs have been utilized to train over 150 marines and sailors.

Transitioning of Products to Civilian and Military Users:  The second half of the program focused on transitioning the products, including hardware, software and training, to both civilians and military personnel.  The transitioning efforts continued through the whole program duration, and we anticipate that these will be sustained over the following years under separately funded contracts.  Transitioning has been very effective, and successfully met the program goal for teaching practical problem-solving skills through innovative design and manufacturing to both students and military personnel.

4.1 Hardware

We developed three separate hardware packages during the program period.  These are summarized below, and are further discussed in Section 5.

3D Printer and Kit:  AST2 expended significant effort towards the development of a 3D printer, rugged and maintainable, for use by member with a competence equivalent to high school students.  The printer was subsequently modified into a kit form; 3D printers can be assembled and disassembled, from the kits, repetitively for training, use and transportation.  The printer kit proved to be a useful tool during training. 

Mini Fab Labs:  We developed mini Fab Labs, in collaboration with and funding from MARMC, and fielded two such units on USS Truman and USS Kearsarge.  The fab labs consisted of a 3D printer, a CNC mill (Othermill) and a design station on a transportable cart.  The deployed labs were extensively used, and sailors on USS Truman have demonstrated ability to produce operationally critical components under combat conditions, improved operational readiness, reduced work stoppages, and achieved cost savings.

Transportable Digital Fabrication Laboratory (TDFL):  In collaboration with and under a separate contract with NAVAIR, we integrated MENTOR efforts to produce conceptual designs and to fabricate TDFLs.  Each TDFL contained a full suite of digital manufacturing technologies, virtual use via STORM, and was designed for use both as a training trailer as well as to support sustainment and maintenance activities.  Four such units were developed, and delivered to Navy; each is currently in use.

4.2 STORM

The STORM:Tool software (also known as STORM) was initially developed during the MENTOR1 contract to assist with virtual collaboration in designing materials and for use of advanced pieces of equipment remotely (especially when such equipment is rare, expensive, or otherwise unavailable).  This tool was the basis for virtual collaborative learning environment (VCLE) that AST2 deployed to numerous schools and other users.  During MENTOR2, the software was updated to improve its performance on current operating systems.  Additional feature improvements were introduced to utilize STORM for troubleshooting, instruction, and virtual presence (as is provided by multiple webcam views of equipment).  Development effort and current state of the software are discussed in this section along with its transitioning activities for both military and civilian use.

4.2.1 Software Development

STORM:Tool is a Java based software program based on Jitsi, an open source software (located at https://desktop.jitsi.org/) similar to Skype which includes the ability to remotely view and control a computer.  

STORM, prior to the MENTOR2 contact, was developed to allow scheduled use of a remote computer for a set duration, start date and time, and entry passcode.  During a session, a user acquired the following controls:

· View and control of a computer allowing for remote operation of equipment (attached to that computer)

· Ability to view all aspects of that machine (with multiple webcams)

· Ability to gesture to the operator (via drawing on the screen) instructing that operator to manipulate physical controls on the machine.

Before and during the MENTOR2 contract, this software was and is being used by a number of high schools (hundreds) to assist them in contacting AST2 staff for curriculum assistance and equipment access.  Additionally, the software was and is currently being used to assist in support related calls for the 3D printer.

STORM’s modification of the Jitsi code required that Jitsi be extensively modified.  Jitsi modifications, to allow for its operation with modern PCs and to eliminate notable bugs, introduced a development hurdle for STORM.  Additionally, STORM required significant rewrites to allow for its integration with Jitsi’s newer code.  As that development proceeded, additional features were added to STORM; we also undertook additional testing and troubleshooting to identify and eliminate bugs.  The added features are described in section 4.2.2, below.

Current version of STORM is written with Jitsi version 2.8 as its base code.  We are monitoring current/planned updates to Jitsi with consideration for migration of STORM code to the latest Jitsi version, when Jitsi adds significant new features or when notable bugs are addressed with successive revisions.

4.2.2 STORM Feature Improvements

A summary including a point by point analysis of notable additional features or software changes implemented during the MENTOR2 contract, is provided below.

STORM Desktop (as referenced below) is the virtual presence aspect of STORM.  This allows for webcams to be seen and accessed by remote users.

· Base code updated to Jitsi v2.8 fixing bugs which improved stability.

· User interface updates

· Changes made to main window

· Storm now provided as a unified program, eliminating the need for a separate “Learn Tool” and “Teach Tool” program.  Computers needing both tools (to allow for both outgoing and incoming sessions) now require half the installation space and now only run one program.

· Functionality of Learn Tool and Teach Tool from STORM:Tool 2 has been replaced with a ‘toggle checkbox’ on the main interface called Learn Mode. When toggle checkbox is checked, STORM:Tool 2 will behave like the old Learn Tool, and when unchecked, it will behave like the old Teach Tool. This checkbox is checked, by default, and locked during calls or if the user does not have call hosting privileges as a resource. 

· Added a new button for the host called ‘Reload Storm Desktop’ under the tools dropdown. This button reloads STORM Desktop as if the application has been restarted.  It will apply any changes made to the StormSessionDesktop.properties file to be seen. This saves time when configuring cameras for STORM Desktop or if something happens to STORM Desktop causing it to malfunction, it can be easily restored by using this option.  This option is disabled during a call.

· Changes made to caller interface

· Button to view yourself, only works in VideoBack mode to view yourself in a small corner window in order to center your camera or show what is being sent to the host. 

· Technical Call Information button, symbolized with an “I” for information was added. This button shows call information and statistics useful in debugging call issues.

· File Transfer button was added. This button prompts the user to choose a file to be transferred to the host. The host then chooses to accept or deny it. This method for in call file transfer is slow, but useful for text documents or other small files under 2MB. 

· Changes made to call host interface

· Buttons added to Storm Desktop

· VideoBack button added. During a call, clicking this button will switch off all desktop sharing and remote control, and then change the session into webcam style two-way chat. When this mode becomes active, the desktop sharing button will unlock and the clicked button will lock, telling the user that it they can switch to the other state if they wish.

· Desktop sharing button added. During a call, this button will switch off all video viewing and rebuild the call, for stability reasons, and the host will share desktop with the caller with remote control off, by default. When this mode becomes active, the video button will unlock and the button clicked will lock, telling the user that they can switch to the other state if they wish.

· Remote View button added.  During desktop sharing the host may click this button and toggle on and off the caller’s webcam, allowing the host to see the caller on his own window if the host desires.  

· Remote Control button added. During desktop sharing, clicking this button will toggle remote control (the ability for a calling person to manipulate the remote computer) on and off.  Button’s color changes from green to red, and back again, to indicate to the user visually that the remote control is on by seeing the button as green or off when it is red

· Add Session Window Changes

· VideoBack checkbox added. Checking this box will cause the session to start in a two-way webcam style call instead of STORM:Tool’s default host side desktop sharing.

· STORM Relay checkbox added. This box is checked on, by default, to use Storm’s relay for handling video and audio packets. Unchecking this box will enable Jitsi’s relay, which handles packets differently from STORM:Tool’s, and in some cases, will work when STORM:Tool’s’s relay will not work.  

4.2.3 Transitioning and Implementation

STORM software continues to be used for assisting the curriculum and equipment access with high schools.  Efforts to use this software at military installations were unsuccessful since authorization could not be granted (this failed effort lead to the on-site instructions during our training programs at USN and USMC locations, in particular at Camp Lejeune High School during the delivery of the Biomimicry module).  The software continues to be used for troubleshooting of the 3D printers and others. 

4.2.4 Appendices

4.2.B STORM Software Download

4.2.A StormTool-33.exe    

4.2.C StormTool Source.zip  

4.3 Training and Curriculum

4.3.1 Printer Curriculum

Even though 3D printing has been known for over 20 years, its operation and maintenance are still a mystery to many users.  3D printers have a number of moving components, controlled by motors and belts, and require maintenance.  Upkeeping of 3D printers is a significant challenge due to inadequate support from companies that sell inexpensive ($2,000 or lower cost range) printers and/or high cost of maintenance support.  We noticed that a number of 3D printers, particularly those purchased by high schools, are often not maintained and are thus inoperative.  Hence, one of the early efforts of the program, in combination with the printer development discussed in Section 4.1, was to develop a training program that focuses on basics of 3D printers, its components and their functionality, theory behind 3D printing, operation, trouble shooting, and maintenance of 3D printers.

The program entitled, “Your 3D Printer is Not Rocket Science,” has been used to train a number of civilians and military personnel through boot camps (held in Youngstown, OH and El Paso, TX), professional development programs for high school teachers, and via STORM.  Most of the sessions were aimed at ‘training the trainers’ so that the trained participants can teach 3D printing to others.  When appropriate, we were also able to award continuing education units (CEU).

Appedix 4.3.1.A provides full curriculum in Microsoft Word.  Even though many of the graphics, included to explain printer operations, are from the MENTOR-developed printer, the content is applicable to all printers.  In particular, the curriculum is aimed at fused deposition molding (FDM) printers.

4.3.1.1 Appendix

4.3.1.A Printer Curriculum

4.3.2 Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM)

The Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM) curriculum was developed to meet one of the primary objectives of the program; develop innovative tools to assist military personnel in developing problem-solving skills.  DTAM provides a generalized introduction to additive manufacturing paired with advanced methods in design thinking. The curriculum is meant to facilitate the training of individuals or groups and consists of instruction materials and additive manufacturing projects. Moreover, it is meant to build application skills in the training of practitioners. DTAM training materials may be used as a single-document (i.e., textbook), in whole or as modified by the instructor, or in a modular manner (i.e., on-line course).

DTAM has been used by AST2 for training both sailors and marines; we have also worked with other educators from ODU and other organizations to adapt DTAM and to deliver the program to military personnel.  Our experience, coupled with survey results, show DTAM to be a stimulating workshop that facilitates participants to apply design and manufacturing techniques to solve practical problems (see Section 4.4.3 as an example).

4.3.2.1 DTAM Content

The DTAM workshop teaches how to create practical solutions using AM, what items can be produced (and what cannot be) with AM, and emphasizes good design practices.  The course was developed in three versions: 

1) a text base course with included activities, reading assignments and exercises.  This course was designed for an instructor led class room setting.; 

2) A modular, workshop format course consisting of a slide-deck for each topic, led by an instructor.  This course can be tailored by the instructor depending upon the teaching goals of the workshop; and

3) A self-paced, web-based course.

The curriculum in DTAM does not require or presuppose any prior experience in additive manufacturing or design.  Participants in the workshop are expected to have a high-school education (GED or diploma) or higher and should have access to a computer capable of running a CAD program (the curriculum is not built to any specific CAD program.  Many free, open-source versions exist in addition to commercially available CAD software).  Similarly, the curriculum does not require purchase of any specific 3D printer brand, but does assume that students will have access to a FDM printer for completion of the assigned projects (3D printers are not required to proceed through the course content). 

4.3.2.2 Development History

Curriculum development began in the second half of 2015, beginning with development of the single-document text curriculum.  Transition to the modular course was started in January 2016 and completed in March 2016.  This transition included a more formal definition of hands-on projects and added project rubrics to assist trainers in evaluating participant performance.  Adaptation of the modular workshop to a web-based course began in July 2017 with the creation of 'instructor scripts' based on the self-paced modular curriculum.  The final web-based DTAM course will consist of a series of videos with voiceover recorded to the module slide decks.

As discussed, DTAM was originally developed as a classroom training material; classroom training is perhaps the preferred mode to learn DTAM.  We recognize that it may not be practical in all cases; hence, we developed the slide decks with quizzes, etc.  Our experience with sailors from over 10 ships, as part of the ODU program, has shown great benefit from such training.  Under the MENTOR program, we have developed a wide range of training modules with the intent that the instructor would pick and choose content, based on participants, and customize the training program.  Similarly, we have also identified and catalogued a number of training aids in the form of videos and self-study materiel.  We are providing a number of such files, as part of appendices, that could be used by instructors.  The content can be easily downloaded and utilized by any instructor.  We recognize that providing some 100 files under DTAM can be overwhelming; we organized the content in a logical manner, in respective appendices, to make their utilization and learning as easy and convenient as possible.

4.3.2.3 Transition Status and Use

Marines and Navy personnel have been trained for using DTAM curriculum in multiple events, including multi-day training efforts at Camp Lejeune and at MARMC, Norfolk, VA.  Feedback from events is collected formally (survey's, report-out from the sponsor, etc.) and informally (conversations, observations, etc.) to enable improvements and revisions to the curriculum, as appropriate.

Training sessions conducted with military personnel to date involved following activities:

a. Introduction to 3D printing

b. Assembling MENTOR-developed 3-D printers

c. Introduction to CAD (when required)

d. Teams of participants picking projects that are relevant to their roles in the military, and developing the project design

e. Brain storming their ideas followed by presentations to the entire group

f. Production of the projects using assembled printers

Two to 3 days (two-day training was assessed to not provide enough time by several marines, and thus a three-day program is probably the preferred duration) was adequate for participants to develop the thinking skills to create solutions to practical problems utilizing design and 3D printing.  When additional time was available (example MARMC), participants had opportunity to practice and perform problem solving, design and production, and gain further experience.  Since 3D printers were available to the participants following the training, they often continued to create solutions as exemplified by marines from the First Maintenance Battalion, Camp Pendleton.  Marines from the 2nd Maintenance Battalion also reported additional use of the printers during field exercises.




4.3.2.4 Appendices – Self Learning Modules

4.3.2.A Module 0 DTAM Course Objectives Slide Deck    

4.3.2.AA Instructor Led DTAM Modular Curriculum files

1a_WhatisAM     

1a_WhatisAM     

1b_HistoryOfAM  

1b_HistoryOfAM  

1c_AMToday

1c_AMToday

1d_AdvantagesOfAM     

1d_AdvantagesOfAM     

1e_DisadvantagesOfAM  

1e_DisadvantagesOfAM  

1f_ChallengesOfAM     

1f_ChallengesOfAM     

2a_HowTo3DPrint 

2a_HowTo3DPrint 

2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware   

2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware   

2c_TolerancesAndThresholds  

2c_TolerancesAndThresholds  

2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques

2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques

2d_SupportStructures  

2d_SupportStructures  

2e_TriangleOfChoices  

2e_TriangleOfChoices  

2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns

2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns

2g_Scanning3DDesigns  

2g_Scanning3DDesigns  

3a_IterativeDesign    

3a_IterativeDesign    

3b_DesignIn10Steps    

3b_DesignIn10Steps    

3c_DesignRequirements 

3c_DesignRequirements 

3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement    

3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement    

3e_CreativeProblemSolving   

3e_CreativeProblemSolving   

3f_SystematicDesign   

3f_SystematicDesign   

3g_KSAA   

3g_KSAA   

4a_ApplicationsInAerospace  

4a_ApplicationsInAerospace  

4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare 

4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare 

4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing    

4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing    

4d_ApplicationsInMilitary   

4d_ApplicationsInMilitary   

4e_ApplicationsInFood 

4e_ApplicationsInFood 

4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors 

4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors 

4g_MakerMovement

4g_MakerMovement

NASA AAQ References

4.3.2.BB Instructor Led DTAM Modular Projects Rubrics and Resource Guides

Project1Memo    

Project1ResourceGuide 

Project1Rubric  

Project2Memo    

Project2ResourceGuide 

Project2Rubric  

Project3Memo    

Project3Rubric  

Project4Memo    

Project4Rubric

4.3.2.B Module 1a What is AM Slide Deck   

4.3.2.C Module 1b History of AM Slide Deck

4.3.2.CC Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Syllabus 

4.3.2.D Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Schedules  

4.3.2.D Module 1c AM Today Slide Deck     

4.3.2.DD DTAM Course Full Curriculum     

4.3.2.E Module 1d Advantages of AM Slide Deck   

4.3.2.EE DTAM Course Appendix- CAD and SLIC3R Training 

4.3.2.F Module 1e Challenges of AM Slide Deck   

4.3.2.FF Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Schedules 

4.3.2.G Module 2_HowTo3DPrint_Ver A Rev 2

4.3.2.G Module 4_Applications of 3D printing Ver A Rev 0   

4.3.2.G_Module  0a_Course Objectives GCS Rev   

4.3.2.G_Module 1a_WhatisAM 2 

4.3.2.G_Module 1b_HistoryOfAM2     

4.3.2.G_Module 1c_AMToday2   

4.3.2.G_Module 1d_AdvantagesOfAM2  

4.3.2.G_Module 1e_Limitation Barriers Challenges Of AM2    

4.3.2.G_Module 3_Design2 Ver B Rev 0     

4.3.2.H Module 3 The Design Process Slide Deck  

4.3.2.H Quizzes for Slide Deck Module 3   

4.3.2.I Module 4 Applications of 3D Printing Slide Deck     

4.3.2.J Quizzes for Slide Decks Modules 1 and 2

4.3.3 Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT)

The Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT) was developed to improve the ability of users to produce sound engineering and design solutions.  The tool follows a systematic approach to design thinking that encourages critical analysis of the problem(s) faced and facilitates the comparative analysis of proposed design solutions.  It codifies processes commonly used by large engineering corporations to develop a ‘design solution’ for a project requirement – a process that normally involves pulling together a team of multi-disciplinary engineers to arrive at design solutions, evaluations of the developed solutions and consensus on the recommended solution, and review and approval of the recommended solution by peers and supervisors.  Such an established process has been simplified and codified as DBAT; the process can be completed with relative ease, by a small team, within a few hours to develop a solution for a simple, noncritical component.  Additionally, DBAT automatically creates the documentation required for peer review and approval for production/use.

DBAT uses a combination of quantitative methods to support the decision-making process, and allows for the generation of project reports, helping to standardize documentation and improve the transfer of knowledge both horizontal and vertically within decision groups.  The ultimate goal of DBAT is to improve design solutions by inculcating a thought process of strategic, systematic design in trainees.  DBAT is currently implemented as a system-independent executable software program capable of running on most (PC-compatible) desktop/laptops.

Design solutions developed through DBAT (or similar processes) by the military may be catalogued and stored at a secure website; such a repository of frequently required replacement parts’ designs can be downloaded, as and when required, produced using in-house prototyping equipment or a local fabrication facility, and used as a replacement.  This will save significant time and cost associated with procuring items that are not stored in local inventory, and reduce logistics burden.

0. 4.3.3.1 DBAT Content

DBAT analysis begins with the definition of a series of Design Requirements surrounding six major categories: Functionality, Health & Safety, Security, Serviceability, Operational Environment and Interfacing Systems.  Users determine significance/importance of the design to each of these six categories by assigning two ratings: criticality score and detection score.  Once the Design Requirements are input, the user begins creating their Potential Design Solutions. DBAT provides users with the ability to upload design files directly into the program to aid with transparency during the evaluation process.  Each Potential Design Solution is again evaluated by the designer through the assignment of a compliance score, a score for Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Attitudes (KSAA), a score for planning and a score for implementation.  In all cases of designer scoring, detailed justifications and supportive explanation must be provided by the designer.

The output of DBAT is a report that collects and presents the designers justifications and ultimate decision in a systematic, single-file PDF report.  Additionally, six metrics are used to quantitatively represent the perceived design problem and potential solutions.  These metrics are discussed in detail in the appendices and are presented graphically in the generated PDF report.

0. 4.3.3.2 Development History

The bulk of DBAT development took place in Mar – October 2015 and included a series of participants, internal and external to AST2.   A number of representatives from NAVSEA (MARMC and DC-area) and NAVAIR participated extensively both in its development and in ensuring that the tool is useful for military use, and incorporates Navy’s common practices; AST2 is grateful for their participation and support.




DBAT began as a conceptual framework for design thinking collected in a series of slide decks.  These slide decks were unified after a series of group discussions/meetings to gain consensus on the systematic approach of DBAT.  The unified slide deck served as reference for the development of an Excel-based DBAT prototype that included a basic graphic user interface and excluded the auto-generated PDF report-out functionality.  Further iterations were made on DBAT and the finalized Excel-based version was transitioned to a stand-alone executable file written in Python Kivy.  The Kivy tool was further modified to improve the user interface and eliminate bugs.  The current DBAT tool is capable of being run on most laptops/desktops, features a uniform user interface, and includes automatic report generation functionality.

0. 4.3.3.3 Transition Status and Use

Navy personnel, in collaboration with AST2, used a development version of DBAT to test it for the design of an improved Motor Mount that was known to fail during ship usage.  Navy personnel formed three separate groups and undertook a design modification through the use of DBAT; all three teams completed their designs, produced consensus designs using DARPA-developed 3D printers.  We incorporated lessons learned from this exercise in further development of DBAT.  Even though the Motor Mount was relatively simple, it was a good test case in the development process.

The DBAT tool is ready for beta testing; further verification, prior to its use, will require one or two such exercises with a team of USN/USMC personnel and incorporation of lessons learned.  A tool, such as DBAT, would develop standardized processes.  Additionally, such tools can support the development of design repositories.

0. 4.3.3.4 Appendices

4.3.3.A DBAT Spreadsheet-based Tool 

4.3.3.B DBAT Executable.exe 

4.3.3.C DBAT Tutorial with Questions and Case Studies

4.3.3.D DBAT Explanation of Metrics and Calculations  

4.3.3.E DBAT Source.zip   

4.3.4 Reverse Engineering Curriculum

The Reverse Engineering curriculum is meant to act as a sub-module capable of integrating with DTAM or the Printer Curriculum to provide additional skills and methods training.  The curriculum is meant to facilitate the training of individuals or groups and consists of one instructor presentation and one collection of instructor notes.  The curriculum is structured as a two-day lesson which includes group projects to reinforce and apply the skills and methods learned.  Content areas in this training include an introduction to reverse engineering, ethics and legality, approaches and best practices and review of the DBAT (an integrated product created under this DARPA MENTOR2 program).

4.3.4.1 Curriculum Content

The curriculum in the Reverse Engineering module assumes introductory knowledge in additive manufacturing (3D printing) techniques.  Participants or trainees are expected to have a high-school education (GED or diploma) or higher and should have access to a computer capable of running a CAD program (the module is not built to any specific CAD program.  Many free, open-source versions exist in addition to commercially available CAD software).  Similarly, the curriculum does not require purchase of any specific 3D printer brand, but does make the assumption that participants will have access to a FDM printer for completion of the assigned projects (if 3D printers are not available, projects may be shortened and completed through the design phase).  The module also benefits from use of the DBAT, a software program meant to assist in the inculcation of formal design thinking and to aid in decision-making and reporting.

4.3.4.2 Development History

Curriculum development began in March 2017 and was completed in August 2017.  Content for the course was pulled from published resources (cited as indicated) and from the requisite knowledge and expertise of the project lead.

4.3.4.3 Transition Status and Use

The curriculum has not been transitioned to either civilian or military customers.  AST2 has included this in its GSA Schedule to provide access to Government agencies.

4.3.4.4 Appendices

4.3.4.A Reverse Engineering Slide Deck    

4.3.4.B Reverse Engineering Instructor Notes    

4.3.4.C Reverse Engineering Small Group Project 

4.3.4.D Reverse Engineering Team Design   

4.3.4.D Reverse Engineering Team Design    

4.3.4.E Reverse Engineering Sample Training Schedule

4.3.5 STEM Short Courses

Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) are generally seen as difficult subjects in school, and the traditional teaching methods do not always relate the subjects and the usefulness of the information to day-to-day activities.  AST2 has spent considerable effort, under DARPA and other programs, addressed this challenge and developed project oriented, cross-cutting curricula that is exciting and stimulating to immerse students in a learning environment.  The curricula were offered as semester-long courses in a number of high schools, primarily in OH.  In order to broaden the application of such curricula to other schools, particularly those attended by children of military families (such as high schools managed by DOD Educational Authority or DODEA), we developed content for short courses that can be offered as STEM camps.  We developed 5 such topics for STEM camps, each integrating problem-solving approach through STEM; they are summarized below and details are provided in appendices.  First camp, based on biomimicry, was offered at Camp Lejeune High School to Junior ROTC students, and received excellent response.  AST2 will seek other opportunities to deliver the STEM camps at other schools.

1. Biomimicry:  This course looks at innovations that are inspired by nature.  Lessons focus on how nature has provided us with new ways of looking at problems and solutions. Biomimicry is “an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.”  Biomimicry is based on the belief that nature has already solved many of the problems with which we humans are grappling today.  Well known examples include Velcro and shark-skin like swim suits.

2. Asteroid Threat:  This course looks at the real-life threats and opportunities asteroids bring.  Based on National Air and Space Administration (NASA)’s plans to capture an asteroid, lessons focus on asteroids, and how they both threaten life on Earth and provide us with a variety of opportunities. Like the asteroid that struck Earth 65 million years ago, asteroids threaten life on Earth; however, they also provide us with opportunities to both learn about our solar system and profit from the minerals we suspect exist there.

3. Repairing the Human Body:  This course looks at the role of existing and ever-changing technologies in human health.  Specifically, lessons focus on using technology to diagnose and treat ailments and injuries, to design and build 21st Century prosthetics, and to 3D print human organs.  In addition, the course also looks as some of the ethical and moral issues raised by employing these technologies and abilities.

4. World’s Energy:  As the earth’s population continues to increase, humanity faces crises from water to food to energy and everything between.  How we create and use the planet’s energy resources will greatly affect the future of the human race.  This course studies energy resources, renewable and non-renewable, and traditional and alternative.  Students will also investigate the role humans play in climate change/global warming and how we can decrease any effects humans have on the earth’s climate.

5. Robotics:  A four-phase module that progressively teaches about robots, and how to make and program the robots.  Industrial applications of robots, current state of technology, Hollywood demonstrations and a host of other topics are covered with the aid of publicly available videos.

The above STEM camps can be delivered over a 3- to 5-day duration, with course content that can be adjusted based on camp duration.  Each course includes class room coaching followed by team projects to develop solutions to a problem.  Students also learn to design the solution using simple CAD tools and print the solution.  The projects enhance students’ learning to work together as teams, develop creative solutions, and in cultivating problem solving skills utilizing STEM knowledge.

4.3.5.1 Appendices

4.3.5.A Biomicry 

4.3.5.A.A Biomimicry and 3D Printing     

4.3.5.A.B Biomimicry Discovery     

4.3.5.A.C Awesome Inventions 

4.3.5.A.D Biomimicry Support 

4.3.5.A.E Lesson Schedule    

4.3.5.B.A The Asteroid Threat Student Edition  

4.3.5.B.B The Asteroid Threat Teacher Edition  

4.3.5.B.C Asteroid Capture Resource Sheet

4.3.5.C.A Repairing the Human Body Student Edition   

4.3.5.C.B Repairing the Human Body Teacher Edition   

4.3.5.C.C Supplemental Ideas for Repairing the Body  

4.3.5.C.D Repairing the Human Body Resource Sheet    

4.3.5.D.A The World's Energy Camp Module Student Edition   

4.3.5.D.A The World_s Energy Camp Module Student Edition   

4.3.5.D.B The World's Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition   

4.3.5.D.B The World_s Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition   

4.3.5.D.C Supplemental Ideas and Resources     

4.3.5.E Robotics Module

4.3.6 Job Worker Card (JWC)

Wide industrial adaptation of AM requires the establishment of standards and credentialization of users; as a manufacturing method, 3D printing operators may obtain skills and credentials similar to other machinists.  In parallel to efforts by organizations such as the ASTM International (ASTM) that are focusing on developing technical standards for production and quality control (ASTM Committee F-42) of components made using AM, worker training, certification and credentialing are important.

AST2 initiated an effort to develop a standard for the JWC during August, 2017.  We recognize that developing the standard for JWC and getting its approval through Department of Labor (DOL)’s apprenticeship program, and the development of related technical instructions as well as creating on-the-job training (OJT) programs in coordination with employers is a long process and will not be completed prior to completion of MENTOR2 program.  However, beginning of this effort is included in this report as the JWC will integrate a significant portion of 3D printer training programs developed under MENTOR2 program.

4.3.7 Integrated Projects

During the transitioning efforts conducted by AST2 and others, we learned that hands-on projects are integral to creating the innovative problem-solving skills as well as to practice the curriculum using digital manufacturing equipment.  Even though participants should be encouraged to develop projects utilizing their creative skills, providing some challenges that can be improvised is helpful.  Based on the efforts of MENTOR2 program and training, we developed a few integrated hands-on projects; they are summarized below with detailed information provided in appendices.  Problem statement, and aids in developing solutions are provided as separate appendices.  The projects leverage some or all of curriculum developed under MENTOR including DTAM, DBAT and Reverse Engineering.

The hands-on projects are also structured to involve only 3D printing for simplicity; however, other technologies can be easily incorporated by participants.  They are also of increasing complexity.  Each project presents a scenario a deployed person may experience, how they can conceive an innovative, temporary solution, and regain use of the equipment to complete their mission.  The process integrates several of the training programs discussed in this report; thus, they stimulate problem-solving skills utilizing innovative design and digital manufacturing concepts.

4.3.7.1 3D Printer Bracket Replacement

This project is a hands-on project to design and produce a 3D printer component, a bracket.  The project walks users through the problem, reasons for components’ failing, improvements to design to rectify identified flaws, and to create solution and produce components.  Use of modules from both DTAM and DBAT are integrated to assist in the process.  

4.3.7.2 Creation of a Sling Psychrometer

Military personnel are often faced with a missing piece and are required to improvise with what is available under combat conditions.  This hands-on project discusses a scenario of a missing sling psychrometer, and how its function can be recreated using conventional analog thermometers and psychrometric charts.

4.3.7.3 Replacing a Rudder Control Valve

The project presents a scenario of a coast guard vessel losing rudder control far from the coast.  The project discusses downloading designs from the manufacturer (may also be done by reverse engineering in similar scenarios), designing and producing a replacement to gain rudder control.

4.3.7.4 UAV Challenge

The project presents a requirement to improvise available inexpensive quadcopters to perform a task they were not designed for.  The project also covers identifying an appropriate sensor, potential improvements to the quadcopter utilizing available material, and testing.

4.3.7.5 Mission Modeling

The project represents the planning activities of a mission, that are usually done on a piece or paper with a map to draw out and visualize scenarios, utilizing 3D printers to create 3-D renderings to help in planning.  Project can integrate various configurations and movements for deployment to test against a series of anticipated enemy counter-offenses.  Participants can integrate extreme terrain in the region and any other challenges.

4.3.7.6 Appendices

4.3.7.A 3D Printer Part 

4.3.7.B 3D Printer Part - Solution Sketch 

4.3.7.C Humid Climate   

4.3.7.D Humid Climate - Solution Sketch   

4.3.7.E Rudder Control Lever  

4.3.7.F Rudder Control Lever - Solution Sketch  

4.3.7.G UAV Challenge   

4.3.7.H UAV Challenge - Solution Sketch   

4.3.7.I Mission Modeling

4.3.7.J Mission Modeling - Solution Sketch

4.4 Transitioning Products to Civilian and Military Users

Transitioning of products developed under MENTOR2 program was a significant program focus, particularly during the second and third years.  In collaboration with DARPA program management staff and other DOD collaborators, primarily from USMC and USN, we were successful in transitioning the products to the military.  Examples of transitioning are summarized in this subsection.

4.4.1 3D Printer and DTAM Programs with Camp Pendleton

First Maintenance Battalion of USMC, located at Camp Pendleton, was in the process of initiating a program, during early 2016, to create a capability to augment sustainment efforts via rapid prototyping. The program, entitled EXMAN or expeditionary manufacturing unit, was focused on solving significant maintenance and sustainment issues associated with hard-to-procure or non-procurable components that were impacting operational readiness and efficiency.  AST2, in collaboration with USN’s Space and Air Warfare Center (SPAWAR), had the opportunity to utilize a number of MENTOR2-developed products to support this effort.  Within the first six months of our support, the First Maintenance Battalion successfully adapted 3D printing and other rapid prototyping technologies, developed EXMAN, developed solutions to a number of maintenance and sustainment issues, and demonstrated that these technologies can indeed enhance both operational efficiency and readiness.  They have also won SPAWAR’s highest award, Lightning Bolt Award, for their exceptional efforts. 

4.4.4.1 Training, Support and Printer Use

Working with the First Maintenance Battalion was our first attempt for transitioning the 3D printer kits and printer curriculum; both items were still in the development stage at that time and hands-on working with the marines was quite helpful in the development efforts.  

Marines that participated in the training program included experienced machinists and maintenance members with significant expertise.  The team was also provided a weeklong Solidworks CAD training course by SPAWAR in preparation for the EXMAN program.  Their experience and CAD training helped our efforts significantly, and the training program achieved success beyond our expectations.

We assembled 4 printer kits, a large set of spare parts, filament and other supplies for the training program.  About 12 marines participated.  Even though the marine team was experienced in machining and maintenance, they were not exposed to 3D printing prior to this training.  Every member participated with great enthusiasm and contributed.

The first day of training involved the construction of 4 kit printers following the assembly instruction developed under MENTOR2.  Since most of the participants were experienced, they were able to complete printer assembly, trouble shooting and leveling in about 6 hours; we had estimated 8 to 10 hours for the task.  That allowed additional time for operation and maintenance training. 

The second day of training was focused entirely on computer aided manufacturing (CAM), maintenance, and troubleshooting of the 3D printers.  The maintenance and troubleshooting guides were developed integral to the printer kit curriculum, as separate appendices, and were utilized for this instruction.  Some elements of DTAM were discussed in parallel as the discussions quickly elevated to the design process.  

Camp Pendleton training did not include group projects, normally included in such programs, due to the accelerated timeframe.  Marines were encouraged to bring in their own designs to print which inevitably reinforces the troubleshooting process.  All of them came back the next morning with projects they completed overnight.  All the marines downloaded AutoCad 123 overnight (if they did not already have it) at their residences, worked on designs and brought them the next morning.  This was a clear testament to their enthusiasm to learn from the program and excitement about using the 3D printers.  We were able to print the projects using assembled printers.

We left behind printers for their use and provided telephone support.  During a subsequent visit the following week (to support visit by MG Berger), we were surprised to witness the number of components they had designed and produced to support maintenance activities.

4.4.1.2 Production Using Printers and transition to EXMAN"It is more than just parts, it's about changing the way we think.“

Major General Coglianese



MENTOR printers were used by the First Maintenance Battalion for a few months, and were useful in creating a number of solutions and improving performance.  Marines moved to production scale printers in the EXMAN after using the MENTOR printers for about 5 months; EXMAN was subsequently equipped with a Fortus 250 printer and other digital manufacturing equipment.  Table 1 provides a few highlights of replacement components that were designed and produced using both MENTOR printers and subsequently using EXMAN’s full-scale equipment.  Many of them have already approved for use by the Marine Corps and are in use.  A detailed presentation, prepared by SPAWAR is attached as an appendix.

		Maintenance and Sustainment Challenge

			Solution and Benefits	



		Over 2% of RT 1916 components broken in AN/VRC-100 Vehicular Amplifier Units

		· Design completed in 45 min

· Each part production time 1 hr 45 min

· Cost of material $2.00 vs. $1599 for replacing the broken component



		Over 75% of the Harris 1694 and 1796 have broken COSMIC port parts that retain cryptographic fill

		· Design completed in 30 min

· Each part production time 45 min

· Cost of material $1.00 vs. $1599 for replacing the broken component



		Over 25% plastic cable shield broken in AN/VRC-110

		· Design completed in 90 min

· Each part production time 5 hr 30 min

· Cost of material $2.00 vs. $8 for replacing the broken component



		Hard to procure Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV)’s broken power take off Yoke Shifter

		· Designed replacement part in 1 hour

· Print time 2 hr 30 min

· Improved operational readiness by 199 days 





Table 1.  Examples of Components Produced at Camp Pendleton



A significant observation to be made from information presented in Table 1 is the improvement in operational readiness; it is challenging to replace small components through normal logistics processes and units are often saddled with reduced performance.  Digital manufacturing offers an excellent solution, as demonstrated by the First Maintenance Battalion.



4.4.1.3 Lessons Learned

Every transitioning effort we undertook was an opportunity to improve the products from lessons learned.  Since Camp Pendleton effort was our first with the Printer Kit and DTAM, we learned a lot.  Important items are summarized below.

· Lack of internet access, and even cell phone coverage, was a significant challenge.  We had difficulty in transferring the files developed by marines at their homes to printers.  We utilized a two-step process to overcome this.  First, marines accessed the files via internet and stored them on their smart phones.  We were able to transfer the files through the SD cards.  This was not an easy task; using SD cards as the main printing driver was problematic. The lack of SD card readers and ports on military personnel computers was just further evidence that a work around was necessary for sustained use. 

· The second lesson was around the capabilities of standard polylactic acid (PLA) filament used in 3D printers.  The kit printer kits, at that time, did not have the capability to equip them with a heated bed, the materials that can be adhered to the printer surface are limited. This was something that the marines voiced as a concern very early.  AST2 addressed this and incorporated a heated bed into the printer design and to print using alternate materials such as ABS.

4.4.1.4 Appendix

4.4.1.A AM Way Ahead, Dr. Kristin Holzworth, SPAWAR, October 3, 2016

4.4.2 Training at MARMC

AST2 organized a training session for sailors at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center (MARMC) during early March 2016, immediately following the training program at Camp Pendleton.  This session was week-long and included sailors that had some familiarity with design and AM.  Hence, we focused more on discussing design thinking.  Additionally, in order to get an independent evaluation of the training program and to evaluate if others can deliver the program, AST2 subcontracted Old Dominion University (ODU) for the training at MARMC.

A summary of the report prepared by ODU is presented in this section.

A week-long seminar on additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, took place at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center (MARMC) from March 7-11, 2016. The purpose behind the instruction was to get students familiar with general principles behind additive manufacturing so they may pass on the instruction to future students and students. 

4.4.2.1 Review of the course outline

A summary of the DTAM’s relevant sections, utilized at MARMC, is provided below along with observations made by ODU.

Section 1 is an introduction to AM.  The introduction was received well.   During the discussion with sailors, including those who had some prior experience with 3D printing, many were still amazed to learn some of the things they didn’t know (i.e.: history behind 3D printing, advantages vs. disadvantages, material properties of plastic grades, etc).   AST2 noticed this during other training sessions as wee; even though participants use 3D printers, general and relevant information on 3D printing is still lacking.

Section 2 discusses 3D Modeling and CAD software.  Several sailors that participated in the session were familiar with CAD models.  Hence, this was not covered in detail at MARMC.

Design process discussion begins in Section 4 and continues into Section 6.  Emphasizing the process of design through this step-by-step process (i.e.: brainstorming, iterations, etc.) is helpful for the sailors to gain familiarity with the process as well as practice these steps to improve design skills. 

As covered in Sections 9 and 11, learning about the different types of additive manufacturing techniques is important.  The discussion on widespread applicability of 3D printing from biomedical to aerospace applications enhanced sailors’ curiosity.  Additionally, the discussion on the steps to prepare a part for 3D printing, as well its advantages/disadvantages and the different types of additive manufacturing techniques that exist, inspired creativity and innovation to use resources beyond what may be currently available. 

4.4.4.2 Projects

The training program started with the sailors building printers from the kits, and was followed by hands-on projects.  Assembling and troubleshooting printers from kits started on the first day and continued into the second day.  Following a CAD training session, sailors began drawing items of their choice and developing designs.  Additional instructions were provided on converting a pdf image into a CAD file (an exercise that can be useful during reverse engineering if only paper drawings are available). One sailor designed a Spongebob Squarepants figurine as well as a car, and was able to get the car printed on one of the newly constructed printers.  A number of such projects were successfully performed during the training program.

4.4.2.3 Course Assessment

Students were asked to complete a post-assessment survey.  Feedback on the short course was overwhelmingly positive, and are summarized in Table 2.  




Table2: Student Assessment for MARMC Training

		

		Factor

		Highly Disagree

		Disagree

		Neither Agree nor Disagree

		Agree

		Highly Agree



		1

		The course was well organized.

		0

		25%

		0

		75%

		0



		2

		The course gave a good introductory overview of additive manufacturing.

		0

		0

		25%

		50%

		25%



		3

		The topics covered in this course are relevant to my job.

		0

		0

		0

		75%

		25%



		4

		The course objectives met my training needs.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		5

		The activities used in the course were appropriate and helped me to learn.

		0

		0

		25%

		75%

		0



		6

		The instructor was knowledgeable on the subject.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		7

		The instructor presented the material clearly.

		0

		0

		25%

		75%

		0



		8

		The course materials were presented on an appropriate level for the introductory course.

		0

		0

		50%

		25%

		25%



		9

		Overall the course was valuable to me.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		10

		I would recommend this course to my colleagues.  

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0







4.4.2.4 Appendix

4.4.2.A ODU Summary Report.  Technical Workshop on Naval Applications for Additive Manufacturing, Dr. J Michaeli and M. Polanco, June 22, 2016

4.4.3 Printer Assembly and DTAM Training at Camp Lejeune

After successful training of the First Maintenance Battalion, we organized an additional training session with the Second Maintenance Battalion at Camp Lejeune.  The group of marines were selected to have a wide diversity of job functions at the Camp even though the Maintenance Battalion hosted the session.  The diversity was planned to seek feedback from a broader group of marines, beyond those involved in maintenance functions.  The group indeed represented a wide diversity from supply chain staff to electronics technicians, and even included two medics from the Navy stationed at the Camp.  This proved to be extremely valuable, and provided feedback on how marines and Navy medics, of diverse duties and experience, could utilize the training material and develop critical problem-solving skills and practical solutions.

Training of Marines was conducted on 1 and 2 June 2016.  Content was selected from the DTAM curriculum (Section 4.3.2).  Marines had limited to no prior experience in 3D printing or CAD.  Over the course of this two-day training, Marines assembled a 3D printer from a kit, calibrated and tested the 3D printer, were introduced to Additive Manufacturing concepts, learned introductory skills in CAD and pursued team projects.

4.4.3.1 Training Summary

Maine Corps assembled a team of 10 marines and 2 sailors with a wide range of backgrounds.  They were actually a great test group for the training, based on the following observations:

· None of them had any exposure to additive manufacturing

· Only 5 had machining experience (few had familiarity with design) and one is a welder.

· Job duties within USMC/USN included supply administration, medic, driver, armament.

· All had only high school education

· All male

· Average age was probably 20 (only one marine and a Navy medic had more than a few years experience)

The group at Camp Lejeune was a better ‘test sample’ than the group at Camp Pendleton; a number of the marines we trained at Camp Pendleton had years of experience and were of higher rank.  It was easier for Pendleton marines to pick up information.  Camp Lejeune marines, on the other hand, were closer to young recruits with little experience (3 of them had less than 6 months in the Marine Corps).  Including the team from outside the 2nd Maintenance Battalion was a great benefit; they not only provided diversity of backgrounds, but provided insights into what marines can do, a broader input than what only machinists could have provided.  In fact, the Medic wanted to start using the printers to produce parts they need right away.  Marine from the supply chain was talking about how it could make supply chain easier to maintain.  The interaction between the maintenance Marines and others was also a great benefit as they were learning about how they could help each other.

Most of the Day 1 morning was spent going over additive manufacturing, what can be done using the technology, what its limitations are, some examples of items that have been produced using AM, etc.  Modules selected for use from the DTAM curriculum were:

1a. What is AM		2b. Overview of Software		3a. Iterative Design

1b. History of AM		2c. Tolerances				3b. Design in 10 Steps

1c. AM Today			2d. Support Structures			3c. Design Requirements

1d. Advantages of AM	2e. Triangle of Choices		3d. Problem Statements

1e. Disadvantages of AM						3e. Creative Problem Solving

Day 2 emphasized 3D design with students using a free, open-sourced CAD program (123D) to create their 3D designs.  The second half of Day 2 was spent pursuing a project in small groups of 2 – 3 marines.  Each team identified a theme and created an object centered around that theme (i.e., one team used a medical theme to design a holder for various small tools that otherwise lay separate from one another).  Iterative design and the use of 3D printing to enable/enhance rapid prototyping was a major point of emphasis during the team project.

Marines absorbed the material, and did not immediately jump into design (being Type A) utilizing the training they received during the previous day.  Most of the teams spent about an hour or more talking to each other before deciding how to proceed.  It also gave us an opportunity to download 123D and install it on each of the computers.  Marines learned CAD software usage readily, and started designs.

One team picked medical supplies as a theme.  They designed a plastic holder that can be used with multiple types of scalpels.  Produced two with varying thicknesses (the first one was too thin and weak).  We discussed methods to make the scalpel holder stronger (higher density or thicker); the team improvised and produced a good holder.  We learned that there are a lot of small plastic parts that are not readily available, particularly for practicing skin related surgeries.  We also had discussions on what materials might be suitable for sterilization in an autoclave or the possibility of chemical sterilization.

The second team picked light weight drones as a theme.  They were excited about how they could utilize 3D printing to produce lower density components and attendant benefits in flying such drones.  They designed propellers and other items and started to produce them.

The third team picked a complex item – a Vernier caliper; they included marking units and had a sliding caliper.  The design was completed in about 2 hours.  Printing was deferred to the following day.

4.4.3.2 Feedback and Evaluations

We used pre- and post-course evaluation forms.  We were able to collect all the pre- forms, and most of the post-evaluation forms back; some of the team members had to leave for other assignments and could not fill them.

Overall the training received positive reactions from the participants.  Except for one marine, the participants saw the training having an impact on their jobs.  They were universal in saying that we rushed through (a valid criticism) and did not provide adequate time on most topics.

4.4.3.3 Lessons Learned

Lessons learned at Camp Lejeune were similar to those from Camp Pendleton, and are summarized below.

· General consensus from the Marines was that the time spent training was too short. They would have preferred a full week in order to more completely master the concepts and gain exposure/experience with the printers.

· Loading 123D on USMC laptops proved more challenging than expected.  Required software should be installed on all computers to be used during training prior to the start of Day 1.

4.4.4 JROTC Training at Camp Lejeune DODEA High School

AST2 has been successful in transitioning MENTOR1- and MENTOR2-efforts to educational institutions, particularly high schools in OH and PA.  We wanted to transition the efforts to high schools administered by the Department of Defense Educational Authority (DODEA) as well so that the children of military families, attending these schools, also benefit from the program efforts.  We coordinated meetings with DODEA HQ in collaboration with DARPA and one of its high schools at Camp Lejeune in collaboration with USMC.  We learned that implementing a semester-long or other activity as part of the regular curriculum requires an extensive planning and approval process.  However, the local high school management and others at Camp Lejeune were excited about the idea and suggested working with JROTC to explore potential for incorporating program efforts and its benefits.  We devised a 3-day program and delivered for JROTC students with exceptional feedback; demonstrated the value of MENTOR2 efforts in improving STEM experience at DODEA high schools.

4.4.4.1 Biomimicry Curriculum

The 3-day program, consisting of biomimicry curriculum content, integrated with elements from our 3D printing boot camps, was offered to 27 students at Camp Lejeune High School in October 2016.  It consisted of approximately 19 hours of classroom time.  The curriculum used video presentations, document presentations, and curriculum presentations along with a decent amount of lecture material which took up approximately half of the course (10 hours).

A detailed content is provided in an appendix (Biomicry), and a summary is provided below.

· Day 1:  3D Printing and Printer Assembly:  Students learn basics of 3D printing via lecture and reading of published articles, assemble 3D printers from kits.  We used 3 kits and formed 3 student teams to work with each kit.

· Day 2:  Biomimicry and CAD Training:  Students learn about biomimicry in nature, how humans have utilized it in design for enhanced efficiency using a number of examples, and proceed to learn about CAD.

· Day 3:  Projects:  Students form teams with defined roles for individual team members, follow a methodical process to develop project designs, review published articles for suggestions, and present projects.

The module emphasized group work by utilizing three projects during the class.  Students successfully completed their tasks which included construction of printers (one printer per team with three teams) from printer kits, basic instruction in a CAD software (123D Design), and presentation of three team projects.  Each team 3D printed an object to represent their team using the printer they have assembled.  Camp Lejeune high school also acquired one of the printer kits for continued education and classroom use.

Surveys were held before and after the course.  Due to changing student population (some students did not attend all days of course), there were only 18 students that could be analyzed for improvements in their education level.

4.4.4.2 Learning Printer Assembly and Design

Students constructed the 3D printers from kits.  The kits were fully disassembled units requiring full assembly, testing and calibration before use.  Student teams were able to successfully construct their printers (including testing and calibration) in roughly 4 hours (with 2 teams being successful in construction by 4 hours and 1 team needing an additional hour).  The printers were further utilized to print one project file (roughly 1.5 hours printing time).  During the assembly time, students were rotated away from printer assembly to complete a self-paced CAD instruction module based around the Autodesk 123D Design CAD software.  This module takes around 30 minutes to complete.  Students had to design a CAD model for printing (an object to represent their team) as well as an object for visual presentation for their team project final deliverable.  Each team was able to competently design both objects.

4.4.4.3 Biomimicry and Group Projects

The module instructed students on developments and inventions based on analyzing nature’s advantages at handling certain problems.  Student population at this camp consisted of JROTC students who are experienced in group work.  The students were presented with a variety of group work elements in a larger team context. 

Student groups consisted of approximately 6-10 students (number varies due to varying student population on each day of the course).  The group work consisted of one main project (covering all 3 days) and one smaller project (covering the last 2 days).  The main project had students creating a useful element for business, commercial, or military use.  Students were required to present their work via a CAD model (visual presentation only), a PowerPoint presentation, and a verbal presentation/defense of their project.

The smaller project (2 day) was to design an object to represent their team.  This object was then printed after being designed and had to successfully print.  The team then presented their experiences with the 123D Design CAD software as well as presenting their designed part.  One team printed a kangaroo and two printed medallion disks that featured their team names.

The main project was to think of an object that would be developed after viewing a specific element from nature.  A video of an element from nature (a hovering leaf in the wind) was shown to the class before their course work.  Groups then presenting what they believed would be invented from that element.  This presentation only involved a verbal presentation/defense due to the shorted duration.  The teams presented armadillo like defensive armor pieces, a tail like balancing apparatus, and armadillo like flexible armor.

All projects were presented successfully on the third day of the camp.

4.4.4.4 Assessment and Lessons Learned

The module was well received by both students and teachers; and we received a letter of appreciation from LTC Valore.

Assessments were issued both before and after the course.  There were 18 students that were present both at the beginning and end of the course.  General analysis shows only 2 students did not have a positive reaction to the.  Sixteen of the 18 students provided positive feedback encouraging us to proceed forward. The questionnaire used was an abbreviated version of the survey developed by Carnegie Mellon for evaluation of INVENTORcloud program’s effectiveness under the Gates Foundation grant.

Quantitatively, average score of the students in being able to and willing to self-learn, perform design and conduct innovative programs increased from 3.8 prior to the workshop to 4.2 after the workshop.  Qualitatively, the most frequent comment we received as a result of workshop was – “yes, I can.”  Students gained self-confidence and developed curiosity.

The mixed team approach (with one large team being broken into 3 sub-teams with each sub-team having specific goals) was successful and the overall project approach (where teams were making projects to compete with the other teams) assisted in keeping students interested in the program.

4.3.5 Training of Naval Expeditionary Forces

ODU has adapted some of the training curriculum and 3D printer developed under MENTOR2 program to train expeditionary forces under a ONR Grant (No. N00014-16-1-2819), ‘Creating the Fleet Maker.’  The main purpose of this program is to advance STEM education and outreach to active duty military personnel, improving the Navy ‘s STEM workforce. Key project components are: 

1. Engagement of active duty personnel in a Maker environment

2. Informal STEM learning through collaborative workshops

3. Workforce development for both active duty STEM and non-STEM professionals interested in technologies such as 3D printing, 3D scanning and meshing, computer aided design, geometric modeling and computer integrated systems.

AST2 is a member of the ODU team, and MENTOR-developed 3D printer and some of the curricula have been incorporated into the program.  The program has trained about 100 sailors to date, and is an additional successful transition of MENTOR efforts.

4.4.5.1 Workshops

ODU has completed 5 workshops through the first year (ending in June 2017), and plans to conduct 10 additional workshops.  A total of 300 to 400 sailors would be trained through these programs.  Constitution of participants for the first 5 workshops are presented in Table 3.  Five additional workshops have also been scheduled for the 2nd year.  Each workshop aims participation of about 10 sailors from two separate ships or organizations, and is conducted over Friday and Saturday.

Table 3:  Fleet Maker Training Participants

		Workshop

		Schedule

		Participants



		Workshop # 1

		January 27 – 28, 2017

		USS San Jacinto (CG 56)

USS Kearsarge (LHD 3)



		Workshop # 2

		March 17 – 18, 2017

		USS Mason (DDG-87)

USS Normandy (CG-60)



		Workshop # 3

		April 14 – 15, 2017

		Naval Station Norfolk

USS Whidbey Island (LSD-41)



		Workshop # 4

		May 12 – 13, 2017

		USS WASP (LHD 1)

U.S. Navy Sealift Command



		Workshop # 5

		June 2 – 3, 2017

		USS Monterrey





4.4.5.2 AST2 Participation in Workshop # 4

AST2 supported all workshops, and was able to participate in Workshop # 4.  Participants were two teams of sailors (5 female and 15 male) from USS Wasp and Navy Sealift Command (NSC), each with 10 participants.  Participants represented significant diversity ranging from ordnance inspection to IT specialists.  Both crews were somewhat unique and provided valuable insight in terms of going forward.  The Wasp team were mostly young sailors and included one senior member, a maintenance chief, who had a good perspective as the Wasp team was lent one of the MENTOR-developed 3D printers from MARMC during a six-month deployment in 2016.  As a result, he was aware of its use on the ship during the deployment.  The Wasp sailors were glad that they could keep the printer now.  The NSC team included both junior and senior sailors including a CDR, a senior supply chain officer at NSC.  Having been both an enlisted member and an officer, the CDR had good insight into how rapid prototyping could help in supply chain management.  

During the 2-day training program; every sailor was totally engaged and enthused.  Just as we noticed earlier with marines from Camp Pendleton and Camp Lejeune, sailors absorbed the information like sponge and developed skills very quickly.

4.4.5.3 Observations and Lessons Learned

The most important observation and lesson learned was the limitation on what sailors could do on the ship with the printer without a design station.  Even though there are computers on the ships, sailors are unlikely to be able to download design software or even be allowed to use the ship computers.  Future plans should include a dedicated laptop with a CAD software with the printer (as it was during 2015 deployments on USS Truman and USS Kearsarge).

Even though the training was with the MENTOR-developed 3D printer, it is just as relevant to any simple 3D printer.  Few sailors needed help with leveling, but most learned to use them in less than 30 min.  

Virtually all expressed that they would benefit from additional training on other types of digital manufacturing equipment.  A number of applications for use of 3D printers and other equipment, while ships are sailing, were identified.

4.4.6 Vocational Therapy for Veterans

Physical therapy during rehab is often monotonous.  AST2 wanted to explore potential of 3D printer programs to enhance therapy.  Assembling the printer kits would engage mind as well as body, and subsequent use of the printers could provide skills for entrepreneurship or employment.  We explored the potential of this concept with the Veterans Administration (VA), and obtained a SEED grant to evaluate at two different VA Medical Centers; White River Junction (WRJ), VT and Chillicothe, OH.  We completed the training program at WRJ, and are scheduled to conduct training at Chillicothe starting in October, 2017.

The first training session at WRJ was extremely rewarding, and VA has expressed interest in implementing the program broadly across the Nation.

4.4.6.1 WRJ Training

The week-long training held at the WRJ was attended by a number of veterans engaged in a drug rehab programs and staff from the medical center.  It was based around the concept of teaching art therapy using 3D printing.  We utilized MENTOR-developed printer kits, printer curriculum and DTAM.

Training program started with small teams of veterans assembling three printers from kits. Once assembled, general operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting were discussed.  Veterans were also introduced to the slicing software for computer aided manufacturing (CAM). 

The veterans were also taught parametric modeling (CAD) using Onshape.  The CAD classes utilized generic premade curriculum, but adjusted to accommodate participants’ ability to absorb the material.  This allowed the trainers to gauge the skill level and modify the approach whenever necessary.  The scope and duration of the training program did not allow for deep learning of the software, but provided adequate time for veterans to gain knowledge and learn the basics and to access additional resources when one runs into a challenge. 

Veterans practiced some basic designs during the CAD instruction; however, the main focus was creating a project that they would find useful or one would benefit the VA in some way.  Maintaining the projects as open as possible empowered all of the veterans to be creative without restrictions.  Once their concepts were put together, AST2 staff supported their efforts to learn what was achievable via 3D printing and what would need post processing (hardware, painting, etc.). 

Creating the project was the best avenue for veterans’ teams to implement what they learned during the training programs, including about 3D printing process and the design process. We integrated best practices from DTAM, and encouraged veterans to first draw their design on paper before starting to design on the computer. This simple step accelerated the design thinking process and allowed them to see what they were doing from a wider perspective. Veterans also had to be creative to achieve some of their goals as the limitations of 3D printing became more apparent.  Some examples of completed projects are: painted duck (displayed at WRJVT), fidget spinner, hand-bike (1/10 scale), and an empty magazine flag insert.

4.4.6.2 Observations and Lessons Learned

The main lesson learned involved hardware restrictions from the VA and the limitations of Onshape, CAD software used during training. The initial goal was to use iPad mini’s for the CAD modeling tasks. This proved to be extremely difficult due to the mobility and control limitations of some of the veterans. Using laptop computers was a far more manageable method for the design work. 

Internet usage wasn’t consistent at the medical center. The computers were regularly removed from the network for random intervals of time. Since Onshape is web-based, this presented significant challenges.

Participating veterans found the program to be very useful, and started teaching other veterans within 2 weeks after the training program.  In addition to the main purpose of vocational therapy, several members immediately realized that the program could help in creating products for sale or gain employment.  A video prepared by the VA is included in an appendix. “This will make people useful and give them a sense of accomplishment,”

Mitzi Frazzetta, Veteran



4.4.6.3 Appendix

4.4.A WRJ Training Video

4.4.7 AM Boot Camps

In collaboration with and funding from AmericaMakes and University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP), AST2 conducted two separate week-long boot camps where participants learned about 3D printing.  MENTOR-developed printer kits and curriculum were integrated into the Boot Camps.

The first boot camp, held in Youngstown, had the following main objectives:

· Train members on AM processes

· Printer operation and maintenance training involving the assembly and operation of the printer kit

· Train the trainers to transfer the training to others in schools or military

An additional objective of the boot camp was to evaluate how easy the printer kit was to assemble and use by members with wide technical backgrounds.  Observations by AST2 staff and feedback received from the attendees was quite helpful in revising the printer design, assembly/disassembly manual, and organization of the kit.  The finalized printer kit benefited from the feedback we received during the boot camp.

All attendees were given a tour of the rapid prototyping laboratory (developed subsequent to MENTOR1 program), and introduced to the entire range of bench-top prototyping equipment.

The boot camp was interspersed with lectures from notable experts in AM including several faculty from YSU and UTEP.  The attendees were a mix of school teachers (of all grade levels) and DoD personnel (both active duty and civilians) from USN and USMC.  The concept for the military personnel is same as for the one for teachers; they would become trainers that would instruct colleagues the basics of AM, design and production.

AST2, in collaboration with UTEP and AmericaMakes, conducted a second boot camp in El Paso, TX during October 2016.  The El Paso camp targeted school teachers with primary focus towards training teachers to incorporate AM education into regular curriculum.  AST2 continues to instruct in the use of AM and occasionally uses printer kits to assist in these endeavors. 

4.4.7.1 3D printer assembly/disassembly

All attendees participated in the assembly of a printer from the kit, its use and final disassembly.  We shipped the printer kits to all the attendees for their subsequent use and training purposes. 

Assembly of the printer required that the attendees to render the printer operational for use during other segments of the camp, this required the attendees to troubleshoot the printer if they assembled the printer incorrectly.  An assembly manual was provided, and experienced personnel were available to assist in the activity.

At the end of the camp, the printers were disassembled back into kit form, using disassembly portion of the manual, ready for future trainings and ease of transport.  Disassembly of the printers emphasized the correct reconstruction of the kit container allowing for future successful constructions.

AST2 staff observed the assembly and disassembly procedures and denoted when instructions were unclear or led to undesirable actions taken by the attendees.  When staff observed issues, they stepped in to provide individual instruction and assistance.  Modifications were made to the supporting documentation to assist with continued development and redesign of the printer kit.

A video documenting the Youngstown Bootcamp is provided in the appendix.

4.4.7.2 Project Designs

All attendees were instructed on free CAD software appropriate for beginning users.  The software used at that time was Autodesk 123D (discontinued as of the writing of this document) and BlocksCAD.  CAD instruction was necessary so that teams could develop and print projects by the end of the camp.

Attendees used the assembled printers to print projects.  Each group was challenged to make an interesting project, which was used as a stimulating tool, in daily discussions about their progress towards designing the project in CAD as well as their final result on the last day of the camp.  Attendees subsequently used the printers to produce their designs.  AST2 personnel assisted where needed.  All participants successfully completed their projects and presented them on the final day.

4.4.7.3 Feedback and Lessons Learned

In addition to the informal feedback during the boot camp, we used surveys to capture more quantitative data.  It is noted that only some of the attendees answered the survey.  We received positive feedback (summarized below), and comments on the needed improvements to both printer design and assembly/disassembly instructions.  All required improvements in the printer kit design and documentation were implemented prior to the second boot camp at El Paso, TX.

Most members expressed that the boot camp enabled them and provided confidence in their ability to build and operate 3D printers.  Except for one, all responders expressed confidence in building 3D printers from kits.  All responders expressed confidence in operating 3D printers.

Assembly documentation was found to be generally satisfactory; disassembly documentation was found to be inadequate with suggestions for improvement

All members felt they learned to use CAD to design for AM.  Some felt that an additional day of CAD and another project would have been helpful.




Hands-on projects were favored over class room lectures (a recurring theme from most sessions); we utilized this feedback to focus on learning through projects for Navy and Marine Corps training.

4.4.7.4 Appendix

4.4.7.A Summary video of the Youngstown Boot Camp



5. 
Significant Hardware Development

5.1 Mini Fab Labs

Working with MARMC, we created simple fab labs to determine how simple rapid prototyping laboratories, mini Fab Labs, would find an application on naval vessels and to evaluate their functioning during voyage on open seas.  A simple design comprising a MENTOR-developed 3D printer, a small CNC mill, Othermill, and a design station consisting of a lap top computer with 123D CAD software and a large screen monitor, all installed on a mobile cart for easy transportation on ships was selected.  We fabricated 2 such mini Fab Labs and they were provided to USS Truman and USS Kearsarge for use and evaluations.  

Sailors from both ships reported extensive use of the mini Fab Lab.  Equipment performed well during voyage.  Sailors from USS Truman have reported extensive use, and reverse engineering and production of a number of components that were used on USS Truman, and subsequently by other Navy organizations.  Notable examples include:

· The development of a clip, TruClip, that is used by sailors on ships to carry radios:  The part gets usually broken, and the whole unit requires replacement.  Truman sailors designed and produced the clips saving over $14,000 in replacement costs over 2 months.  USS Truman spent $146,000 over a two-year period to replace the radios due to the broken part, each replacement clip can be printed at a cost of 6 cents per clip (as opposed to $615 to replace the radio).  The design was also selected as the top winner in Navy’s Apollo Project challenge, and its design was transmitted to the International Space Station for printing under zero gravity conditions.

· Enabled surgeries:  Designed and produced broken waste gas coupling critical for anesthesiologists to perform life-saving surgery.

· Reduced work stoppages:  Prevented 7- to 10-day work stoppage by designing/fabricating a fitting for the nitrogen purge kit so the corroded wrap around panel brackets on F/A-18 aircraft could be replaced.

A number of other items, including non-procurable items such as a clamp for the Air Plenum Fixture for the Radar Test Bench Set were designed and produced on Truman.

The 3D printer has been subsequently deployed for extended periods on several ships (as discussed in Section 4.4.5) though MARMC and ODU.

5.2 3D Printer and Printer Kit

AST2 began development of a rugged 3D printer, particularly for use in high schools to aid in education, during 2014.  Initial printer development was funded by Northrop Grumman Corporation, and the effort provided the foundation for the development of first a printer and subsequently a kit under MENTOR2 program.  The need for the printer was identified when we noticed that most of the schools were not able to maintain the printers purchased commercially, and thus has nonworking 3D printers.  The quality of inexpensive 3D printers, used by high schools, was poor and maintenance was difficult.  Hence, we began the development and production of printers as a part of after school program for high school kids; the goal was to make printers that high school students can operate and maintain.

The 3D printer was originally designed and produced as an assembled unit. This allowed for complete testing and troubleshooting, and eased the support burden. Assembling the printer also allowed for proper alignment of the hot end and filament drive. The initial design however was intended to be a repeatable assembly process, and this quickly evolved into the development of a kit that can be assembled and disassembled, repetitively, for training, operation and transportation.  

5.2.1 Printer Design

The structural frame braces were made of square solid and the support channels were made from structural aluminum.  All the frame components were made of quarter inch aluminum and the linear rails are made of hardened steel.  This robust design proved to be a solid foundation to adapt the 3D printer into an unassembled kit. 

Before significant time was invested into the kit making process, the printer, its components and process needed to be evaluated at every level to eliminate any deficiencies in the process that could create confusion or problems during printer assembly or use.  To properly evaluate what could be assembled with a high reliability of performance, we held test builds during certain sections of the assembly process to evaluate their repeatability versus complexity. We held these efforts with various age groups and competency levels.

The data collected from these efforts indicated a need for reduced use of hand tools.  Initially, some of the younger groups were unfamiliar with the tools necessary to complete the assembly, and this required the development of a section in the instructions explaining how to properly use hand tools. To eliminate that recurring problem and to speed up the assembly, thumb screws were developed using existing hardware.  These thumb screws encased the bolts with a 3D printed head that allowed for hand tightening as opposed to requiring the use of a hand tool.  The concept was not successful as structural thumb screws still needed the use of a hand tool to ensure proper tightness. 

Thumb screws were assimilated into the head design as well.  The 3D printer development involved a significant amount of effort towards making the hot end and print head easily accessible, as they are known to require maintenance during normal operations.  This approach was necessary for troubleshooting and alignment.  Two thumb screws were implemented into the head mounting bracket to allow easy removal of the driving motor.  This method proved to be fairly reliable although the thumb screws needed to be tightened with a hand tool for final tightening. 

The frame remained secured by non-thumb screw type hardware.  The internal mounting blocks were pre-assembled.  This was done to maintain repeatability in the building process because flat head hardware is likely to strip.

Printer designs and the kit assembly/disassembly instructions are provided in appendices.  Printer designs are provided as STL files; they can be downloaded and used for production of printer or any component.

5.2.2 Printer Production and Deployment

We produced over 100 printers and kits; approximately half of them were supplied to educational institutions and the remaining were used in Boot Camps or supplied to military organizations.  We also used printer kits for training over 100 civilian and military members.  Using the kit as a training tool was found to be extremely useful, particularly when working with members that had no prior knowledge of 3D printing.  Assembling printers removed the mystery surrounding 3D printing, and made members comfortable in designing and producing items with 3D printers.

5.2.3 Printer Fire

The original hot end manufacturer for the Invent3D discontinued making the V3B hot end.  We explored alternate hot end suppliers, and tested several models including the Pico Hybrid from B3 Innovations and the E3D V6 All-Metal.  Failures seemed extremely common amongst both but more so for the Pico Hybrid.  That failure was magnified by a complete printer malfunction resulting in printer fire with a printer deployed at YSU.

AST2 spent considerable effort to investigate the cause for fire; it is believed that the thermistor that is inserted into the hot end was displaced.  As a result, heating continued and the hot end temperature increased eventually causing fire due to the plastic filament and parts in the printer.  AST2 performed a root cause investigation, and developed a two-level redundant process to eliminate temperature runaway.  First, we replaced all the hot ends with a different unit that includes a built-in thermistor.  Additionally, we modified the firmware to avoid continuous power input.  Printers seem to be functioning well, and we have not received any reports of such incidents since January 2017.

5.2.4 Current Status

After producing and deploying over 100 printers and kits, AST2 stopped production of printers.  As the technology has already been demonstrated, printer production became a commercial venture and does not align with AST2 interests in providing services, particularly associated with digital manufacturing and workforce training.  Additionally, a number of rugged commercial printers have come into market during 2016 thereby providing a multitude of options to acquire rugged, inexpensive printers.

5.2.5 Appendices

5.2.A Printed Part Design files

belt clamp x-axis.stl     

belt clamp y-axis.stl     

belt stop.stl 

end stop.stl  

extruder bottom E3D.stl   

extruder top.stl    

feet.stl

filament drive.stl  

filament guide.stl  

HB clamp front.STL  

HB clamp rear L.STL 

HB clamp rear R.STL 

INVENT3D Printer Kit Parts List Alphabetically V7b.docx 

LCD cover.stl 

LCD knob.stl  

power plug adapter.STL    

print board spacer.STL    

side clamps.stl     

spoolholder.stl     

t-scr blu_bla_o_y.stl     

t-scr gr_s.stl

t-scr M3 black.stl  

t-scr M3 gold.stl   

t-scr M4 white.stl  

t-scr M5 red flat.stl     

t-scr M5 red.stl    

z motor bottom.stl  

z trigger.stl 

z-axis knob.stl     

z-lock plate.STL    

6.2.B Invent3D Printer Assembly Instructions V.7     

6.2.C Printer Disassembly Instructions V.7     

6.2.D Printer Parts List and Kit Organization  

6.2.E Printer Operating Instructions _ Trouble Shooting Guide

5.3 Fab Labs for Navy and Marine Corps

Demonstrated success in adapting MENTOR’s and other training programs, and demonstration by both sailors and marines (Truman, MARMC, Camp Pendleton, for example) to leverage the training to create innovative solutions for sustainment and maintenance enhancements have led the Navy and the Marine Corps to further the deployment of such equipment.  Several MENTOR2 performers including AST2, Fab Foundation (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and TIES (Teaching Institute for Excellence in STEM) developed and delivered the training programs.  

AST2 received a contract to create, fabricate and deploy broader digital fabrication equipment and training.  For USMC, the program included providing equipment to three locations; 29 Palms, Camp Pendleton and Quantico.  The Fab Lab at 29 Palms was modeled after Fab Foundation’s laboratory design, similar to the one established at MARMC under MENTOR2.  We worked with the Fab Foundation and TIES to establish the laboratory.  For the Navy, the program included four transportable digital fab labs (TDFLs) with one of them being a modification of the Fab Foundation specifications.  TDFLs were deployed to NAVAIR facilities at Patuxent River, Oceana and New Orleans.

5.3.1 Transportable Digital Fabrication Laboratory

The TDFL was configured with several goals in mind.  Its main goal was to streamline as many processes as possible with the given set of equipment and to optimize the limited space available.  Additionally, transportability via a large pick-up truck (as opposed to a tractor) was considered important to allow for easy transportation of the laboratory over short distances.  Hence, we selected a standard 34-ft trailer as the base configuration, and modified it extensively for its intended use with climate control, power distribution, work and storage areas, etc.  The trailer has two zones, design/teaching and prototyping/manufacturing.  These zones were necessary to ensure the protection of computers and other sensitive equipment.  The layout of the trailer allowed for optimized use of STORM virtualization technology.  It also allows for multi-functional use as one group can be training while another can be working.  The design layout of the trailer can be seen in the figure below. 





Fabrication equipment for the TDFL was selected to allow working with the most feasible materials in an enclosed trailer.  TDFL was thus designed to allow digital manufacturing utilizing electronics, polymers and wood as the “base materials”.  Equipment list was subsequently developed, in collaboration with the Navy, to provide as much high-end equipment as possible while still ensuring the equipment’s safety during transport and use. 

Ability to digitally integrate and remotely operate (such as via STORM virtualization) was also a factor in selecting the equipment.  Virtual access to the equipment, at a minimum, for remote monitoring using overhead cameras was necessary for training.  The space available inside the trailer for training is limited; hence, the remote monitoring is an advantage to hold training sessions outside the trailer. Networking also played a role in design as each piece of equipment and design station must be able to connect to the network. The network storage needed to be positioned at a locale where the network points converge but also have access to the power cable ports in case the client wants to bring hardline internet into the trailer. 

5.3.2 Training

The training provided to each TDFL was based around four days of curriculum. The goal of the training was to ensure proper use of the trailer and its systems but also the equipment inside. The TDFL overall has a set up and tear down protocol for transport so that instruction carried the most value. Secondary instruction was focused on learning all the details of operation and maintenance for the equipment inside. This covered how to set up the equipment for travel and staged protocol to reinforce its importance. 

Software instruction was another significant area of focus. With the limited amount of time, computer aided design (CAD) training was restricted to quick walk-throughs.  Proprietary software, like V-Carve Pro, was focused heavily to ensure computer aided manufacturing (CAM) processes were being set up correctly. This ensured that the equipment would be operated in a safe manner.  We also provided CAD training using Creo in some locations.

5.3.3 Projects

A significant amount of training time was utilized to learning via performing projects.  Even though we prepared training programs around equipment, project-based training was more appealing to Navy participants.  There were two forms of projects used, prescribed projects and self-guided projects.  Prescribed projects were used as a vehicle to illustrate the software, machine set up, and maintenance.  Self-guided projects, on the other hand, were devised to teach creative problem solving. When participants bring a project idea in to TDFL during training, we found that only a portion of that project can be accomplished inside the TDFL. The instructors would then work with participants do develop a creative solution to achieve their goal through a varied approach, different equipment, post processing, etc.  Such collaborative, hands-on working incubated the collaborative and innovative problem-solving skills.

5.3.4 Lessons learned

· Software proved to be quite the bottleneck as many software companies moving toward annual renewal instead of purchased stand-alone copies (as mentioned earlier with other training programs in Section 4).  In a place where internet isn’t always available, this proved to be a significant challenge.  Licensing aside, software selection was also an issue. There is no standard CAD software among the different military groups so deciding on a software to serve the largest mass was difficult.  Future deployments of Fab Labs shall include a variety of software tools that are commonly utilized by the service agency and those that can operate without continuous internet connectivity should be integrated into the laboratories.

· Internet in the trailer was an issue that came up fairly early in the design discussions (another recurring theme). The limited internet availability on base combined with security risks of bringing in our own internet was a concern.  The decision was made to make the trailer as network friendly as possible to an outside internet source.  This allowed for the liability to be on the customer in terms of any security issues or base concerns.  A solution implemented at 29 Palms could be a potential approach.  An independent, commercial internet service was added in the Fab Lab with a local router; this created an isolated local area network for the computers and equipment that are integral to the Fab Lab.

· Availability of power was the last major lesson learned. Relying on the bases to set up site power was complicated and a fairly long process. None of the bases had power set up by the time training was organized (even several months after TDFL delivery).  A built-in generator would have overcome this problem even though it has its own logistic challenges (noise, pollution, diesel supply, etc.).  The generator would also make it easier to transport and set-up at another location.




6. Special Comments

MENTOR2 program produced a number of products including hardware, software and training, all focused on stimulating innovation and problem-solving skills.  The products assist users in analyzing a problem and creating an innovative solution through design and engineering.  This was demonstrated through our working with users of diverse backgrounds ranging from high school students at Camp Lejeune High School to skilled machinists from the First Maintenance Battalion at Camp Pendleton or high school educators during Boot Camps to experienced military engineers or training at NAVAIR.

Most of the products (hardware, software and training) developed are based on or leverage 3D printing.  3D printers offer an easy and quick method to transform ones’ imagination to a physical form, necessary to visualize, share and utilize.  We utilized 3D printers (or other digital equipment) as a tool to stimulate such innovation and problem-solving skills.  The process utilized is the creative component and is important with the projects as learning tools; the process can then be utilized to address many problems they may encounter.

Few observations to be noted from our work with military personnel include:

· Even a few days of stimulating discussions will instill problem solving skills among military personnel

· Training is much more effective when combined with team work and hands-on projects that address (and simulate) problems members of military are likely to encounter

· Digital manufacturing, additive manufacturing in particular, offers a unique way to develop manufacturing solutions

· In virtually every case, defense personnel were enthused to learn problem solving skills; sought next levels of training and deeper knowledge

· Enlisted personnel created innovative and economic solutions with available tools and equipment 

· Even small and simple equipment can be used to stimulate thinking and to produce solutions

MENTOR2 has been a great team effort that integrated our customer, DARPA, participating members from USN and USMC, other performers and numerous collaborators.  A few team members deserve special mentioning; their active participation was a key factor in making the program successful.  AST2 thanks Mr. Tim Bailey, DARPA contractor and project manager, LT Todd Coursey of USN, LTC Howie Marotto, LTC Greg Pace and CAPT Chris Wood of USMC, and Dan Green of SPAWAR.

ASTM project team included Messrs. Jack Scott, Nick Mazurek, Craig Richards, Joe Moran, Julie Smith, Bill Scott, Rob Bagzis, Justin Yates, Harsh Dev and Al Unione.  Their diligent efforts are acknowledged.

7. Implications for Further Research

Collaborative working with service organizations, particularly nearly 100 enlisted personnel, showed that the military and the Nation have a significant untapped resource – creative minds that can be tapped to create innovative solutions.  It does not take a lot to stimulate them.  Cultivating this opportunity should be a significant focus for future efforts; research should integrate service organizations and deployment to ensure that research does not remain as a research report.  This will integrate a ‘Silicon Valley innovation’ into our military personnel, and enhance preparedness and operating efficiency.
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	1b. History of AM



[Historical Roots of 3D Printing]

The roots of the printing industry have been traced by some researchers back to Gutenberg around 1439. Later, Ottmar Mergenthaler invented machine typesetting and the linotype line-casting machine during the industrial revolution. In 1872, The Hyatt brothers invented the injection molding method for polymer parts, which has been widely used by many industries (Figure 1). In 1903, Ira Washington Rubel invented the offset press for printing on paper. In 1978, Xerox and IBM presented the digital black & white printer on the publishing market. In 1993, digital color printers were presented by Indigo and Xeikon (Geraedts et al, 2012).

 

                               

                Figure 1. Examples of products manufactured through injection molding method

 

By the 1980s, the traditional drawing techniques with ink pens and transparencies were used in designing processes by designers and engineers. In the 1940s, Numerical controlled (NC) machine tools were utilized in production processes in many different industries before Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machines were presented (Figure 2). In 1946, James Watson Hendry used the first screw injection machine. In 1979, Ross Householder used Selective Laser Sintering for the first time as the first AM technology in a patent (Geraedts et al, 2012).

 

                     

Figure 2. Numerical controlled (NC) machines

 

The roots of modern AM trace back about 40 years. However, the early practices of AM go back to the 1800s in topography and to the 1900s in photosculpture. Blanther (1890) suggested a layered method for topographical relief maps. Perrera (1940) patented his method for making a relief map. His method cuts contour lines on sheets, stacks and pastes cut sheets to form a three-dimensional map. In the 1970s, Matsubara of Mitsubishi Motors worked on a topographical process that uses photo-hardening materials. “In this process, a photopolymer resin is coated onto refractory particles (e.g., graphite powder or sand). These coated particles are then spread into a layer and heated to form a coherent sheet. Light (e.g., mercury vapor lamp) is then selectively projected or scanned onto this sheet to harden a defined portion of it. The unscanned, unhardened portion is dissolved away by a solvent. The thin layers formed in this way are subsequently stacked together to form a casting mold (Bourell et al. 2009: 6)”. At the same time, DiMatteo (1976) suggested that the same stacking techniques can be implemented to produce surfaces that would be difficult to produce by standard machining operations (Bourell et al, 2009).

Along with the developments in topography, François Willème invented photosculpture technology in 1860. In his study, an object was placed in a circular room and photographed by 24 cameras simultaneously. Then, a silhouette of each photograph was transferred on a panel (Figure 3). After Willème's studies, Baese advanced photosculpture technology using light and water to expand the photograph (Figure 4).

 



Fig. 3. Willème’s photosculpture (Bourell et al, 2009)

 



Figure 4. Baese's photosculpture technique (Bourell et al, 2009)

 

The first successful AM process was effectively a powder deposition method with an energy beam proposed by Ciraud in 1972 (Bourell et al, 2009). “To produce an object, small particles are applied to a matrix by gravity, magnetostatics, electrostatics, or positioned by a nozzle located near the matrix. A laser, electron beam, or plasma beam then heats the particles locally. As a consequence of this heating, the particles adhere to each other to form a continuous layer” (Bourell et al, 2009: 8) (Figure 5).

 



Figure 5. Ciraud's Powder SFF process (Bourell et al, 2009)

 

Hideo Kodama (1981) from the Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research Institute worked on a functional photopolymer rapid prototyping system. Kodama’s method produces a solid model manufactured by building up a part in layers as given in Figure 6 (Bourell et al, 2009: 9).

 



Figure 6. Kodama’s product (Bourell et al, 2009)

 

Herbert worked on a system that directs a UV laser beam to a photopolymer layer by means of a mirror system on an x-y plotter. In his study, a laser beam was applied on a layer, and each new layer was created by liquid photopolymer as shown in Figure 7 (Bourell et al, 2009).

 



Figure 7. Herbert's laser leam system (Bourell et al, 2009)

After all these developments and discoveries, 3D Printing was originally developed at MIT. After the 1990s, AM and 3D printing were employed and implemented in relevant manufacturing systems. AM was generated from the Rapid Prototyping era. The first 3D printing technology, stereolithography, was utilized to visualize the prototypes in a better way in design and marketing functions. Furthermore, the performance of the 3D printing resulted in producing functional prototypes to be used in fully functioning systems (Campell et al. 2007).

AM has been used in various industries with a huge economic impact on today’s global business world. According to The Economist, a new industrial revolution may be on the way, lead by AM.
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	4e. Applications in Food

	





- instructor to populate as s/he sees most fitting -
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	1c. AM Today



What is the economic portrait of AM?

According to “Additive Manufacturing and 3D Printing State of the Industry – Annual Worldwide Progress Report,” the global market for AM products and services in 2012 grew 28.6% to $2.204 billion. In 2008 worldwide AM products and services reached almost $1.2 billion. The value of parts and services has risen by about 10% annually for the last five years (Wohlers, 2009). Figure 1 demonstrates the trend of AM system sales globally between 1988 and 2012. According to Berger (2013), the total market of AM in 2012 was around 1.7 billion Euros and only 10% of the total market belonged to the industries that work on metal material. It is projected that the total AM market will expand 4 times by 2020 (Berger, 2013). McKinsey Global Institute research suggests that it could have an impact of up to $550 billion per year by 2025.



In particular, the aerospace & defense industries contributed about 10.2% of AM's $2.2 billion global revenues in 2012 (http://dupress.com/articles/additive-manufacturing-3d-opportunity-in-aerospace/).





Figure 1. The total sales of AM systems between 1988 and 2012



Figure 2 shows the trend of metal-based AM machines unit sales by year between 2000 and 2012. According to the same report, sales of laser- and electronic beam-based metal equipment show an increasing trend in recent years.



From 2008 to 2011, the sales of personal 3D printers grew 346%. According to the same Annual Worldwide Progress Report, those AM machines were bought by engineering students, educational institutes, hobbyists, etc.



Figure 2. The total numbers of sales of personal 3D printers between 2000 and 2012



As seen from Figure 3, the use of AM machines for frinal product part production grew rapidly in the last decade. While the figure was around 4% in 2003, the percentage of AM usage has raised up to 28.3% of the total product and service revenues from AM globally.







Figure 3. The percentage of AM product and service revenues coming from the production of parts for final products between 2003 and 2012



According to Figure 4, the highest percentage of industrial AM system usage between 1988 and 2012 is in the U.S. with 38%, among many developed countries. The same report also states that 1,600 scholarly articles about additive manufacturing were published in 2011, and the number of published articles rose up to 16,000 in 2012.







Figure 4. The percentage of industrial AM system usage between 1988 and 2012

Petrick and Simpson (2013) emphasize that the traditional economy-of-scale model is not applicable with 3D printing. Instead they suggest a new term called “economy-of-one” for the economic analysis of 3D printing.



Therefore, Conner et al (2014) point out that typical conventions for product selection and design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA) may not directly apply to AM.  In terms of micro level economic analysis, Horn & Harrysson (2012) and Hopkinson & Dickens (2001) report that small lot sizes are more feasible in AM because of elimination of tooling and reduction of processing and lead time.



Additive Manufacturing Today

 What is the "current” state of AM? What is current today can be out-of-date tomorrow!

The Replicator: Can scan an object and tell a machine in a different geographical location how to build a copy.

Smaller models: daVinci and MakerBot are smaller, personal consumer machines that are being used in homes and small businesses that are on the market now for $1,300-$3,000.

Advances in AM



1. Focus on metals; recent trends and future outlook

· Lasers and electronic beams

· Dental industry and medical implants

· Additive vs. CNC machining- often depends on cost and volume that can be produced

· Can use different metals

· Lightweight, fine latticed structures, strength with limited material, complex shapes and geometric structures

· Business models like co-design and co-creation

· As patents expire, growth is certain



Links and Resources



Video on Solid Printing Today

"Additive Manufacturing- Solid Print” - Click to PDF
http://www.economist.com/node/21552892

Video on Printing Functional Tools

"3D printer can print functional tools”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmDz7Q9_h6c



Video on Advances in Additive Manufacturing

"Additive Manufacturing Advances” - Click to PDF
http://www.sme.org/MEMagazine/Article.aspx?id=49511

Video on a Current 3D Printing Application

Pratt &Whitney AM Center at UC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXF3aWWfRKI
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MEMORANDUM



DATE:		24 January 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Immediate Prototype Needed



Jane Smith from International Corporate Exteriors (ICE) e-mailed late yesterday afternoon asking if we could develop a prototype belt extension for her workers that would include the capability to individually carry nails/screws of different size diameters when attached to the wearer's belt.  Not wanting to lose an opportunity to build a business relationship, I quickly told her we could but that we'd need one week to get back with her on a prototype.  Additionally, I told her there were likely some limiting specs (either software, hardware or build-related) that would limit the capabilities of the belt and the variety of contents it's capable of holding and that we'd get back to her in 2 days on this.



Please develop and build your prototype for ICE so that we may have something to show her next week at the scheduled GoToMeeting.  Additionally, send me a short (1 min or less) video within 2 days explaining the design concerns and limitations you see being a factor here.  I've agreed with our facilities management to the use of our FDM printers for this prototype task, so please plan on using them.



Due Date Video: 26 January 2016 by 11:59pm

Due Date Prototype:  31 Jan 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: 	(a) Video in .mp4 or .wmv format with naming convention LastName.mp4 or LastName.wmv

		(b) Part files with naming convention LastName.ext

		(c) Finished prototype printed in PLA



Rubric Provided: Yes
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Appendix 4.3.5.D.B The World's Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition



The World’s Energy- Camp Module 

Day 1- The World’s Resources

1. Have students list as many of the world’s energy resources as possible.  Put these on the board. 

(e.g., fossil fuels- oil, coal; water, wind, solar, thermal, nuclear, geothermal . . .) 



2. As a class, identify each resource as renewable or nonrenewable.

a. A nonrenewable resource is a natural resource that cannot be re-made or re-grown at a scale comparable to its consumption. Nonrenewable resources are petroleum, coal, natural gas, and nuclear energy. None of these can be replenished in a short period of time (comparable to the time that they are consumed.)

b. A renewable resource is a natural resource that can be replenished in a short period of time. Examples include solar, wind, water, geothermal, and biomass.



3. Some natural resources contribute to the release of carbon into the atmosphere. Which of those listed on #2 above contribute most to carbon released into the atmosphere?

On Earth, the nature’s natural cycle adds and removes CO2 (carbon) to keep a balance; humans, however, add extra CO2 without removing any.

(Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal contribute more carbon to the atmosphere than other resources.)



Did you know that the amount of human-created CO2 from fossil fuel is but a small portion of the earth’s carbon cycle?  If so, why is this such a problem?

(The extra CO2 is cumulative because the natural carbon exchange cannot absorb all the additional CO2. So although it is small, it continues to add up over time.)



4. Why is the issue of human-created CO2 a matter of great concern?



+ Read the following article 

“What is Global Warming?”

http://www.livescience.com/37003-global-warming.html

TEACHER: Students will need to understand the “greenhouse effect” and the effect of human-caused global warming.  The ideal temperature of 59 degrees F is increased by human actions, which then leads to negative consequences such as the melting of ice caps and the rise in sea levels.  Students will also need to understand that controversy exists regarding whether human activity is actually contributing to global warming or if this is simply a naturally-occurring event.

There are two major issues here: 1) Do humans contribute to global warming at a level that threatens the planet, and 2) If human actions do threaten the planet, what can we do to lessen that threat.  With that in mind, stress the following section of this article:

  

According to NASA:



Carbon dioxide levels are at 399.2 ppm as of November 2014

The global temperature has risen 14 F (7.8 C) since 1880

The global Arctic ice minimum (the extent of sea ice in warm months) is decreasing by 13.3

percent each decade

Land ice is decreasing by 258 billion tons (234 million kilotons) each year

Due to melting ice, the sea level has risen by 0.12 inches (3.17 millimeters) per year



How to address global warming



A growing number of business leaders, government officials and private citizens are concerned about global warming and its implications, and are proposing steps to reverse the trend.



Many scientists say that reversal is not possible and that certain types of destruction, such as the melting of the polar ice caps, have already gone past the point of no return. Others say that the planet Earth has the ability to heal itself. This takes time, though.



"While some argue that 'the Earth will heal itself,' the natural processes for removing this human-caused CO2 from the atmosphere work on the timescale of hundreds of thousands to millions of years," Werne said. "So, yes, the Earth will heal itself, but not in time for our cultural institutions to be preserved as they are. Therefore, in our own self-interests, we must act in one way or another to deal with the changes in climate we are causing."



There are many steps humans can take to lessen the effects of global warming. NASA is committed to a two-pronged approach:



Reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and stabilizing the levels of these gases in the atmosphere

Adapting to the climate change already happening



5. Certainly, controversy and disagreement surrounding global warming and climate change exists.  In this module, however, we will focus our attention on identifying the level we contribute to carbon emissions in the atmosphere and what we can do to lessen those emissions. 



+ Watch the videos

“The Truth About Global Warming - Science & Distortion” (Stop at 5:00)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_eJdX6y4hM

TEACHER: Emphasize the message: the message is biased on both sides; it is not as bad or as good as either says; each side points to the facts that support its position and disregards the facts that do not.



“What You Can Do About Climate Change”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTfgNFz1DBM

TEACHER: Though this video was not produced in the U.S., it provides important facts about how humans impact climate change and what we can do to lessen our “carbon footprints.” Focus on direct and indirect impacts so that students will understand what actions they can take to lessen impacts. 



6. TEACHER: Place students into teams of 4-5.  For this camp, teams will achieve the following:

a. Each team will select one form of renewable energy upon which to design a prototype;

b. Each team will explain how that form of energy works to create the energy we need;

c. Each team will cite and describe three actions they and their peers can take to reduce their carbon footprints.

Assign the following roles:

a. Project manager

b. Recorder

c. Resource manager

d. Librarian

e. Reporter



Click here to access and explanation of Team Roles.  Formatter: please create active link.







		



7. With students still in their teams, watch the video as a class, 

+ Watch the video

“Top 10 Renewable energy sources”

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bkyEE2j3qw



Then, have teams select the renewable energy source of their choice.  No source may be duplicated.



8. Now, show students this video

“7 UNBELIEVABLE Solar Powered Creations”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg_RxE-T_jk

This video will provide students with examples of devices used to employ renewable energy.  Remember, teams are required to create prototype devices (6 a. above) that use renewable energy.



9. Direct teams to brainstorm devices to employ the renewable energy source each team selected.



TEACHER: for this lesson, access the following documents:

a. Team Roles

b. Brainstorming

Click here to access Brainstorming.       Formatter: please create active link.





Day 2 3D Printing, the INVENT 3D Printer, and CAD



1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. Present this information to the students--- What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.

3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss with students how roadblocks can be overcome.



The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2	



INVENT3D Printer Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament







4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



TEACHER: Access information about the INVENT 3D Printer at the following sites:

“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



b. “INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf



TEACHER: You will need to have downloaded and installed the following software programs:

a. 1,2,3 D Design- http://www.123dapp.com/design

(This will need to be installed on all devices students will use. You will need to know whether PC devices are 32 or 64-bit. )

b. Slic3r- http://www.inventorcloud.net/files/invent3d/invent3d-slic3r.exe

(Only YOU need to have this program.)



Learning CAD

1. 3D printing begins with the creation of a CAD drawing.  To begin today, we will learn to use 1,2,3 D Design, a CAD software program.

2. Students will learn to use the primary Sketch Bar, extrusion, text, and merge tools.

Using the primary Sketch Bar

Drawing a rectangle

Drawing a circle

Extruding a rectangle

Extruding a circle

Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

Adding text to the rectangle

Selecting a name

Selecting the font and size of the text

Extruding the text

Moving the text to the rectangle

Merging the text to the rectangle

					FORMATTER- Please create an active link. 

Resources:     1,2,3 D Tutorial- Basic Drawing- Click Here to access

		1,2,3 D Learning Instructions (name tag)- Click Here to access

		

3. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



TEACHER: Once you are satisfied with each drawing, slice it and send it to the printer.















Days 3 and 4 Energy from Nature



To begin today, we will give students an overview of the potential of energy drawn from several sources.



1. + Read the article

“This Man Wants To Power The World With Tornadoes”

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-06/man-wants-power-world-tornadoes



2. + Watch the video

“The Man who Wants to Power the World with Tornadoes”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ybGcgqQzCM



3. TEACHER: Put students into pairs.  Direct each pair to create a list of things that would NOT work without electricity.  Allow five minutes; place a master list on the board.



4. Watch the video

“Creating Energy from Solar, Wind, and Water Sources”

http://study.com/academy/lesson/creating-energy-from-solar-wind-and-water-sources.html



5. + Read the article and watch the video 

“Are volcanoes the energy source of the future?”

 http://www.cnbc.com/2015/01/05/are-volcanoes-the-energy-source-of-the-future.html



TEACHER: Ask- what other natural events can potentially provide energy or inspire the development of energy?

(hurricanes, earthquakes, lightning, tsunamis , etc.)



6. Place students into their teams.  Hold a team competition to answer the following questions:

a. A great flood is said to have destroyed most of humanity.  Who built an ark to survive the flood? (Noah)

b. During the flood, one species of animal, according to the musical group the Irish Rovers, failed to get onto the ark.  What animal was that? (unicorn)

c. A great natural disaster destroyed Pomepii in AD 79.  What type of disaster was this? (volcanic eruption)

d. This eruption came from Mt. ______________. (Vesuvius)  

e. Earthquakes are common in California; in fact, one hit the Oakland area in the fall of 1989 in the midst of the ___________. (World Series)

f. A massive earthquake which hit Japan in 2011 also spawned a ________ (tsunami); seven years earlier in 2004, one was triggered by an earthquake in the __________ Ocean. (Indian)

g. Hurricane _________  (Katrina) caused massive flooding, damage, and death in the city of ________ (New Orleans) in August of 2005.

			 

h. More than 2,200 people died in the flood of _________, (Johnstown) Pennsylvania on May 31, 1889 after the collapse of the South Fork Dam.  

i. One of the greatest examples of the power of water is the ______ Dam (Hoover), which provides power for public and private utilities in Nevada, Arizona, and California.

	

j. He discovered that lightning was electricity using a _____. 

   (Benjamin Franklin, kite)     

             See the power of lightning: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5OTH2hQNRs

 



	+ Watch the video clip from the movie Deep Impact at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



Now, watch an actual tsunami hit a Japanese town. http://abcnews.go.com/International/video/raw-video-tsunami-slams-japanese-town-13130480

Note the tremendous power of water triggered by the tremendous power of an earthquake.



What if we could harness the power we’ve seen?  How much energy, renewable energy, could we create???



In their teams, students are to continue research into the renewable energy source they chose.  They may choose to change, vary, or combine that source after learning of the power potential of nature’s storms and natural disasters.



Refer to the Supplimental Ideas and Resources sheet which will guide the project process.





Day 5 --- Team Presentations



Schedule team presentations.  Allow time between Day 4 and presentation day for prototypes to be printed/built.











Additional Resources

a.Water- “World Water Resources by Country” 

http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/y4473e/y4473e08.htm



b.Wind- “Wind Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/wind-power



c.Solar- “Solar Energy”

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/solar-power-profile/



d.“Geothermal Energy”

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/tech/geothermal-energy
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Appendix 4.3.7.B 3D Printer Part – Solution Sketch



Overview

Your 3D printer kit comes with all the parts, pieces, wires and boards to create the Invent3D. As you put together the kit, you see that some of the parts that go on the 3D pritner are themselves 3D printed. One of these parts plays a critical role: holding the hot-end, cradling the extruder motor, and joining it to the linear rail to enable horizontal movement along the x-axis. There is a second part that cradles the top of the extruder gear and joins to the bottom bracket piece. The role of this top piece is to facilitate proper feed of the filament through the extruder barrel by holding the extruder motor in place. Without this top, the force generated from the extruder gear feeding solid filament through the barrel would not be enough to successfully move the heated filament through the smaller diameter (usually 0.35mm) extruder nozzle and the entire extruder motor would push upwards (away) from the printer.



Problem

There are known issues associated with the bottom bracket on these Invent3D printers. First, it is prone to cracking/splitting/breaking where the cradle arms meet the base of the bottom bracket. This problem often arises due to other problems with printing (incorrect print temperature, clogged barrel, etc.) but also presents itself through normal wear and tear due to frequent printing. Second, brackets are subject to failure if the hex screws joining the bottom and top bracket parts are overtightened. This problem is mainly due to the material properties of ABS (the thermoplastic these brackets are originally printed in) and the orientation of the part (bottom to top) during printing which causes natural weak points parallel with the layers. As a result of these two issues, it is good practice to have multiple brackets on hand and ready for use.



Task

Your task is to work in teams to design a replacement bracket for the Invent3D printer. The new design must maintain all of the functionality of the original bracket pair (top and bottom) while attempting to adress the discussed design flaws. You may design and print only the bottom bracket or the top/bottom bracket pair. 



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 - Design

- Printer: Section 2 - Hardware Basics and Section 3 Component Parts

- Reverse Engineering: Chinese Wall



Things to Consider

- Stresses on the bracket

- Tolerances on the bracket and adjoining parts

- Ease-of-Use and Ease-of-Access

- Aesthetics and bracket form



[Solution Sketch]

The following sketch represents one possible way of conceptualizing, developing, implementing and evaluating a problem solution. Many alternatives exist.



Design Requirements (likely values/ranges)

	Functionality: 			high criticality and low detection values

	Operational Environment:	mid/high criticality and mid detection values

	Health, Safety and Envirn.:	low criticality and mid/high detection values

	Serviceability:			high criticality and mid detection values

	Security:			low criticality and low detection

	Interfacing Systems:		high interfacing systems and high detection values



Potential Design Solution Ideas

	a. Reverse Engineer and create a part with similar functional and form characteristics

	b. Create a single-piece bracket where the extruder motor slides in/out

	c. Keep the original two-piece bracket design but change the orientation of bolts/fasteners

		- instead of vertical bolt position, make bolt position horizontal

	d. Create a single-piece bracket with 'clip' to accept extruder motor

	e. Fill-pattern and fill-density could be changed 



Compliance Concerns

	a. Bracket must accept extruder motor

	b. Bracket may not inhibit printer motion along x-axis

	c. Bracket must be able to withstand multiple prints (high durability)

	d. Bracket tolerance must conform to bolt/fastener needs

	e. Hot end must fit within bracket and hold steadily

	f. Bracket must be able to accept printer fans

	g. Ease-of-use and ease-of-replacement should be strongly considered in design



Testing/Data-Collection Needs

	a. Time to print, consumption of materials to print

	b. Estimates or tests on durability (stress tests, print tests, etc.)

	c. Time to replace a bracket

	d. Time to remove/re-affix components on bracket (e.g., hot end, fans)



Relationship to Existing Curriculum

	a. Printer Curriculum: Hardware and Component Parts modules

	b. Reverse Engineering: Chinese Wall method  

	c. DTAM: Systematic Design method implementation

	d. DBAT: functional criticality, many possible design solutions

	e. Printer Kits: kit assembly will help identify functionality concerns with bracket. Printing.



Duration

This project is scoped to complete with approximately 9 - 10 hours of project time, which will give project participants the opportunity to work through three full design cycles (design, prototyping, testing and reflection) prior to the final build. It is important to note that project completion time is highly variable, being influenced by team capabilities, prior experience(s) and elimination/reduction of time spent in the iterative design cycle, to name a few. A decrease in project scope from the stated objectives may also shorten completion time if so desired. Note that the time to print a final design ultimately depends on a number of factors, including density, quality, material, etc.



Collaboration

Project debrief's are recommended along the pathway to completion. These project debrief's are meant to provide each project team with the opportunity to review team progress and discuss project goals and timelines. During these debrief opportunities, it is incredibly important to ensure that the project team remains diligent in addressing the stated task and that they are aware of any deviations in their project progress with respect to reaching the task objective(s). Project debrief's also represent an opportunity for the project team to deliberate potential designs and come to consensus on a path forward. Lastly, project debrief time may be used to help ensure appropriate documentation of project progress and potential design solutions (use of DBAT will help to support the project team here).



Tentative Timeline



Individual Thinking: take some time to think individually on the project at hand. Write down questions to gain clarity or address ambiguity in the project details/scope. Use Google and other internet sources to solicit background information and to do research in the project domain. Look for similar projects or solutions already completed by others and use them to assist in composing your plan of attack.



Team Brainstorming: as a group, discuss your individual thinking time, what questions you had and your general ideas for pushing forward. Start to conceptualize some potential design solutions and begin vetting them (use the DBAT tool to assist in your brainstorming and to help begin the documentation process). Coalesce around 2 – 3 design solutions to move forward with.



Team Planning: using the 2 -3 design solutions you developed in brainstorming, assign team roles/responsibilities and individual/sub-team tasks (who is doing what and how do these pieces fit together to address the project as a whole). Assign a duration to each ask and plan to hold each other accountable to those times. Be sure that your project tasks encompass all activities necessary to meet your project goals and that the time you've ascribed will allow for completion within the overall project timeline.



Design: start with pen/pencil and paper. Sketch out your potential design solution from multiple angles and get a better idea of necessary dimensions, pieces/components, etc. Once you are confident with your sketch, move to a CAD program and begin putting your idea into the computer.



Prototyping: build your design. This may (and should) include low-fidelity prototyping such as cardboard, small-scale etc. Especially through the first phase of design, focus on tolerances, part fit, component integration and other major details that relate to project design usability. Finally, take your project to the 3D printer and/or use the materials-at-hand to build your solution.



Testing: know the expectations of use (these should be discussed during team brainstorming and team planning) and how you intend to measure the success of your design solution (e.g., durability, range-of-motion, system integration, etc.). Use your prototype to examine these specifications one-by-one to determine whether your proposed solution will be able to attain the desired form and function.



Reflection: take your observations, thoughts and experiences from design, prototyping and testing to reconsider your potential design solution. How can you address any shortcomings? Are you able to improve the design? Can you simplify it? Discuss these considerations with your team in order to get a more objective perspective and take the collected back into the design cycle (re-design, test and reflect again).



Sample Bottom Bracket Design







How to Scan Objects for 3D Printing



It is possible to capture existing objects into the computer so they can be modified or simply re-created using a 3D printer. This is particularly useful in the case of artwork or other unique formations that could not otherwise be designed easily in a computer model.



The Glen Rose dinosaur track, for example, came from a laser scan of the original fossilized impression, which was used to create an electronic copy of the track that can be shared without risk to the original.



Optical scanning captures only the outer shape of an object, but it is possible to use ultrasound imaging or CT scan data to create models of internal structures as well. Researchers have recently created a model of the first exposed full skeleton of a living animal, for example, by 3D-printing the bone structure taken from a CT scan of the subject.



Similar data is being used to reconstruct the facial features of mummified remains in Egypt and of the newly discovered remains of King Richard III. Using CT scans and a stereolithographic system, researchers at the University of Dundee were able to print King Richard III’s skull into solid form, re-creating what this long-dead former monarch looked like in life.



Early 3D capturing systems relied on a probe that contacted the printed object at many different locations, defining a “point cloud” around the object's shape to define its basic geometry, which is then filled in with greater detail as the scanner measures finer points between the original markers. These systems are still used in machinery analysis and other durable environments.



More recent scanners use illumination from lasers or structured light — projections that measure the distance from the camera to different parts of an object, so there is no risk of harm to the object under investigation from the contact points of the scanner. A handheld self-contained scanner provided by Creaform was used to scan a human face.



Coupled with software on a computer, this structured-light scanner can build a 3D model from repeated measurements of an object's surface structure as the scanner is simply waved above an object of interest.





Optical scanners can have difficulty scanning highly reflective surfaces or scanning objects lacking in detailed features. While a mirrored surface would appear as just a longer path to whatever is reflected, a large sphere would appear identical to the scanner from one point to another; the software would have trouble stitching the various different angles together to create a whole model.



When scanning large objects with limited features, it is possible to help the scanner by attaching small reflective dots to the object in various locations; the scanner can use the dots to calculate the orientation of various parts of the scan.





Commercial 3D scanners provide very high-resolution models of scanned objects; such devices can be as small as a handheld scanner or can involve larger, more complex systems that map multiple angles at the same time.

Scanners can image the inside surface of pipes, map out mineshafts and subterranean caverns, or even scan entire build sites for large structures, using laser tools similar to RADAR called LiDAR. Such systems are used to map mining operations to calculate ore removal, or in surveying to create digital terrain maps.



Commercial systems such as Creaform, FARO, Artec, XYZ/RGB, and a host of other alternatives provide very high-resolution object models suitable for industrial applications and manufacturing. However, a home user can use inexpensive lower-resolution scanners — like the Kinect video game controller — to model objects for 3D printing. Together with software such as SCENECT, ReconstructMe, or Microsoft Fusion, the Kinect game controller can be used to generate scanned 3D models at home.



Here are eight things to know about the state of 3D scanning and the advancement of the technology. To sum it up: we're getting there.

1. 3D scanning is part of what's holding 3D printing back

We've written before about the fact that accessible, user-friendly software is one of the aspects of 3D printing that is underdeveloped, and is really what's been holding the technology back. Part of that issue is scanning, because it's difficult to figure out how to turn any object into a 3D model that can be manipulated, customized, and then printed.



As the technology develops and someone develops easier to use software systems for 3D scanning and design, and as 3D printers drop in price, hopefully the same thing happens with scanners. To catch on with the public, they have to be extremely user friendly. And, of course, cheap.
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2. Most of them are still pretty expensive

That leads us to the next issue — how expensive 3D scanners are. Generally, most 3D scanners are too large and expensive to be used by consumers. That's at odds with the culture of 3D printing right now, considering most of the developments are in desktop 3D printers made for home use. Most of the 3D scanners out there are more than $1,000, which, when added to the expense of the actual 3D printer, is a huge extra investment.

One cheap alternative is the Peachy Printer, a successfully funded Kickstarter campaign for a $100 3D printer and scanner. It has its own software and scans using lasers, and then prints with the same machine.



3. Handheld scanners are now an option

Fuel3D developed Scanify, a portable, handheld 3D scanner that scans high res images for 3D printing, 3D art, and game development. It can scan high texture surfaces, the human form, plants and animals, and virtually any object. Scanify runs at about $1200 US dollars.







3D Systems also makes a handheld 3D scanner called Sense, which can scan objects of any size and shape. It's fully integrated with Cubify.com and the Cube desktop printers, so the entire process is fairly simple. Sense runs at about $400.



4. 3D scanning is a powerful educational tool

One of the most interesting uses for 3D printing is for education. The Smithsonian has been scanning and archiving its artifacts, and then releasing the designs online for people to download and print. It is a great use for educational purposes — teachers and students can combine engineering, math, and history together for lessons inside and outside of the classroom.



5. 3D scanning makes 3D printing much more useful

Most people use open source platforms like Thingiverse to download designs to 3D print. It's free, it's easy, and there's an infinite amount of weird stuff to print for fun. To move forward with the technology, however, 3D printing has to move past the novelty stage and become more useful in everyday life — think 3D printed parts, tools, or other objects that are easier and cheaper to print than buy.



Scanners open up new opportunities in 3D printing, because instead of having to search for something you want on an online marketplace — which in a way, defeats the purpose of being able to make anything you want from thin air — you can find whatever you want, or part of what you want, and scan it.



6. Matter and Form is a solid, agnostic choice that's popular

If you aren't sure what brand to buy, and you aren't married to any particular 3D printer company, Matter and Form's 3D scanner could be a good option for you. It was a crowdfunded product that now runs at $600, and is probably one of the cheapest laser scanners on the market. It uses a turntable to scan the object and create a three dimensional point cloud, and then it can be downloaded and manipulated on your computer.



7. Companies are beginning to patent 3D scanning

As the market continues to get more crowded, MakerBot has applied for patients for its Digitizer 3D scanner, which is now $799, to make 3D printing more accessible and simple to use — two things they've proven to be good at. One patent is about the way the Digitizer calibrates, and the second is for the software, which makes it easy for the user to choose settings for the scan. Time will tell if other companies will start to patent their system as well, but MakerBot is again setting the precedent for the industry.



8. Your smartphone may soon function as a scanner

Apparently, Caltech scientists have developed a laser chip that determines the distance and size of an object by measuring the laser light reflected off of it. Since it's only about a millimeter in size, it may be ideal for fitting in smartphones to 3D scan images with a camera — which makes 3D printing seem much easier and more efficient.
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APPENDIX:  CAD AND SLIC3R SOFTWARE TRAINING

A.1   CAD Software Basics (123D or other)

1. Class will conduct a virtual session with INVENT3D Maker Space staff for introduction to solid modeling and CAD programming.  Students will learn how they will work with INVENT3D Maker Space Staff. 

2. Discuss how ICDT projects will be developed and flow using this flow chart: INVENTORcloud Workflow
 

3. Begin teaching Computer Aided Design (CAD) with Autodesk 123D

Teacher Note: You may use any CAD program that supports 3D printing. If your school does not have a CAD program, Autodesk's 123D is suggested. Contact INVENT3D Maker Space Lab for instructional assistance or tips for designing object for 3D printing and key concepts of which to be aware.

Click HERE for 123D Download Information

123D Video Tutorials

http://www.123dapp.com/howto/design

Click to 123D Instructions with sample project

Step-by-Step instructions to demonstrate basic tools that are used in INVENTORcloud Projects. Teach students basic shapes such as to "draw” a circle, rectangle, and ellipse using the shapes from the sketch bar (pencil icon on the top) and extrude each.  Next, teach students to add text (T icon on the top right), move the text, extrude the text, and merge text and the shape (circle, rectangle, sphere).





A.2  Design Project:  Designing a 3D Name Tag in 123D Design







Moving around the interface

1. Start the 123D Design program if it is not already started.  If a dialog box appears, click on Start a New Project.


· To change your viewing perspective, use the View Cube at the top right of the interface by clicking on various parts of the cube (such as FRONT). 


· Hover your mouse over the View Cube and notice that additional items appear around the view cube.  Try clicking on all the items and see what they do.  When finished, click on the house to return to your home view.


· To move around the grid, click on the Pan tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the grid and drag your mouse cursor (and release when done moving).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· To orbit around an object (changing your view perspective), click on the Orbit tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the center of the screen and drag your mouse cursor (and release when done orbiting).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· To zoom in and out, click on the Zoom tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the center of the screen and drag your mouse forwards and backwards (and release when done zooming).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· Before proceeding to the next section, go to your home view (refer to step 3).

		Pro Tip



		If you want, you can move around the grid with the Right mouse button, rotate the grid with the Middle mouse button, and zoom in and out with the mouse wheel.







Know how to Undo your mistakes


· We will place a cube on the grid and then undo our actions.  Remember that you can always Undo what you have done in case you have made a mistake.  Move your mouse to the Primatives menu  at the top and then left click on the Box tool .


· Move your mouse over the grid.  Notice that a Box follows your mouse cursor on the grid.  Left click on the grid to place your box down.


· Click on the Undo tool  to undo your last action (so that steps 8 and 9 are undone).  Now click on the Redo tool  and notice that the square has reappeared (we have undone what the undo tool did).


· To get started with the next section, click on the Undo tool  and return back to an empty grid.



Draw a 2D Box


· By using the View Cube, go to a top down perspective by clicking on the word TOP at the top of the View Cube (the word TOP will be showing and will be right side up).  Use the View Cube controls as needed to orient your view appropriately.


· Move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Polyline tool .


· Move your mouse to the grid and then left click.  Now move your mouse to any location on the grid and left click to define a starting point for your new line.


· Move your mouse cursor straight down.  This action will draw a new line going down.  You want a line that is 50 mm long.




		Pro Tip



		You can type on your keyboard the number 50 and hit enter.  This will force the line to be exactly 50 mm.  After doing that, you can proceed to Step 16.  This procedure can be done any time when you need to specify an exact length.







· Left click your mouse and then move your mouse to the right.  You will start drawing a line to the right.  Make this line 50 mm.




· Continue drawing lines (as shown in step 12) going up and left to complete a box shape.  When you have finished drawing your box, hit Esc on your keyboard.


·  Notice that the completed box is a darker shade of blue than the grid.  This indicates that you have a completely defined shape.  If you do not have this completed shape color then ask for assistance.



Draw top of badge features


· We are now going to add semi-circular features to the top of our part.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Three Point Arch tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edges of the box.  The box’s edges will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.




· Define the starting point of the arch by moving your mouse cursor to the top left corner of the box and then left clicking.


· Define the ending point of the arch by moving your mouse cursor to the top center of the box (25 mm to the right) and left clicking.


· Define how tall the arch will be by positioning your mouse cursor approximately half way between the start and end and approximately 2 squares higher (shown as the | line in the picture below).  Left click your mouse.



· The area below the arch will shade in blue and the tool is ready to be used again.  Using the top right corner of your box instead of the top left, repeat step 21.  Then repeat step 22 (by going to the left) and step 23.  When finished, hit Esc on your keyboard.  The end result is shown to the right.



Draw bottom of badge features


· We are now going to add and refine the bottom parts of our part.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Polyline tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edge lines of the box you initially drew.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.



· Define the starting point of your shape by moving your mouse cursor to the bottom left corner of the box and then left clicking.


· Drag your mouse down and right at a 45 degree angle going 3 squares down and 3 squares right (for a length of 21.213 mm).  After doing that, left click.



· Drag the mouse cursor straight up until you reach the bottom of the box (a line of 15 mm).  After doing that, left click.  The shape you just drew will now be shaded in with a blue color.  If it is not shaded in then please ask for assistance.


· Draw another triangle on the right by repeating Step 27 (starting at the bottom right), Step 28 (going down and left), and Step 29.  After doing those steps, hit Esc on the keyboard.  The final results are shown to the right.










Clean up the drawing

· Next we are going to trim away excess lines that were generated to this point.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Trim tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edge lines of the box you initially drew.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.


· Move your mouse to the line below the semicircle at the top left.  The line will now have a red highlight.  Left click to remove that line.



· Repeat Step 33 for the line under the semi-circle at the top right, the line above the triangle at the bottom left, and the line above the triangle at the bottom right.  When done with those steps, hit Esc on your keyboard.


Add a keyring hole


· We are now going to make a keyring hole in our 2 dimensional drawing.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Sketch Circle tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over the edge of the shape.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click.


· Notice the presence of two small circles at the top of your part.  These are small alignment circles.  Move your mouse to the top right small alignment circle icon and then left click to start drawing.


· Drag your mouse to change the size of the circle you are drawing.  You want a circle that is around 12 mm in diameter.  Left click to finish drawing the circle and then hit Esc on your keyboard to exit this tool.


Fillet (round out) bottom triangles


· We will now fillet (round out) the triangles on the bottom of our part.  To do this, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Sketch Fillet tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over the edge of the shape.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.


· Move the mouse to the left most diagonal line of the bottom left triangle.  Notice that the line highlights in black.  Left click your mouse.  Now move your mouse to the vertical line of that triangle.  Notice that the line highlights in black and a red arch appears.  Left click your mouse.



· A dialog box is currently at the bottom of the window asking you to define a Fillet Radius.  Left click in the text entry area of that box and type in a value of 2 then hit enter.


· Repeat Step 41 and Step 42 using the bottom right triangle.



Taking your design into 3D


· Tilt your view back by going to the View Cube and clicking below the word TOP as shown in the reference image below.




· Move your mouse to the Construct menu  at the top and then left click on the Extrude tool .


· Move your mouse cursor to the center of the shape and left click.  Type an “8” on your keyboard and hit Enter (to make the object 8 mm thick).


· From this point forward, we are going to hide the 2d sketch that we drew and only work with the 3d object.  To do this, move your mouse to the Hide/Show menu on the right side of the screen and then left click on Hide Sketches.

Fillet (round out) the keyhole


· Move your mouse to the Modify menu  at the top and then left click on the Fillet tool .


· Move your mouse to the top edge of the keyhole circle you drew earlier.  The top edge will have a green glow and the text “Select edge/s of a solid to Fillet” will appear.  Left click.


· At the bottom of the screen is a Fillet Radius box.  Left click in the text entry area and enter a value of 3 and then hit Enter.


Emboss your name into the part


· Click on the Text tool  at the top of the screen.  Left click on the center of your part (to define what your text will be printed on) then left click where you want your text to be placed.


· A dialog box (called Text) will appear on the right.  Put your name in the Text blank at the top and you may alter other things (like the Font) if you want.  When finished, look back at the part and notice a small gray circle near your text.  Left click and drag that circle to reposition your text.  When finished positioning your text, go back to the dialog box and click OK.


· We will select the text you just created.  To do this, move your mouse over the text so that the part isn’t highlighted (the left image below) and the text is highlighted (the right image below).  When your mouse is in the correct position, left click.

		

		



		Part highlighted, don’t click.

		Text highlighted, click now.







· Notice that your text is now highlighted in Orange and a Gear Icon  has appeared nearby (below and to the right).  Hover your mouse over the Gear Icon  and left click on the Extrude Text  tool.  Type in a value of -4 on your keyboard and hit Enter.


· Repeat Step 53.  After doing that, hit Backspace on your keyboard to delete the written text and reveal the embossed cut in your part.


		Pro Tip



		The gear menu will commonly appear when you select objects allowing you to do many things we covered thus far in a different way.








Save your design


· In order to edit your part in the future, you need to save it in 123DX format.  Move your mouse to the Autodesk Menu at the top left of the screen (button shown to the right).  Next, move your mouse to Save menu and then left click on To My Computer.  Now save your 123D file to your computer. 


· In order to print your part, you will need to save it in STL format.  Move your mouse to the Autodesk Menu at the top left of the screen.  Next, move your mouse to Export menu and then left click on STL.  Proceed to step 54.


· A new dialog box appears asking you to specify the quality of the exported STL file.  Ensure that Fine is selected.  At the bottom of this dialog box, you may see an option to Combine Objects.  If that option is present, click on the selection box to select it.  It is ok if the option is not there.  Now click OK.  Now save your STL file to your computer.



Congratulations


· You have finished our tutorial.  There are many areas of the program that we have not covered.  We challenge you to take the part you have just built and make it better by using the various tools in 123D (feel free to experiment).  Good luck!



2.4  Design Project:  Designing a Cannon in SolidWorks (Optional)

This sheet is provided in order to remind the student of the basics of SolidWorks.  There is a duplicate of this sheet in the back of this packet.  It is recommended that you tear the back sheet off for use during the construction of the cannon.

Basic Commands

1. To rotate the image-----Hold down a middle click and move the mouse.

· To move the image up, down, left, and right from the current view-----hold down the control button and a middle click and move the mouse.

· To zoom in and out from the current view-----hold down the shift button and move the mouse or just role the middle roller ball.

· For each entity created (line, circle, etc.) you left click to place and left click again to finish the entity.

· After this, you must right click→”select” anywhere on the drawing window to finish the entity and move on to something new.

· If you mess up and want to go back----- click on the back arrow  at the top of the screen.

· The model tree is rectangular box that runs down the left side of the screen (as seen in the picture below)



1. For centers of circles and other things to snap onto to appear-----You will have to hover your mouse over the outside of the feature

· For example, if you want the center of a circle, hover the mouse over the outside of the circle and the center point of the circle will appear for placement of entities.

· A quick way to dimension the length of an entity is to click on the entity and edit the length from the model tree.

· If you want to view the object from different angles-----Click on Display Style at the top of the drawing screen and select the view you want.



Building The Cannon



1. Open the SolidWorks program if it is not already opened.

· Click on file → new document from the top of the screen.

· By default “3D Representation of Single Design Component” should be selected.

· Select “Ok”

· Click on “Revolved Boss”  from the features tab.

· Left click on the front plane.



· Click on “Circle”  from the sketch tab.

· Begin the circle anywhere on the plane by left clicking to place and left clicking again to finish the circle.

· Click on the outer edge of the circle just created and dimension it to a radius of 0.35 inches (The radius dimension is highlighted in the model tree).

· Draw a line (located in the sketch tab)  from the bottom of the circle going upwards through the top of the circle.



· Dimension the vertical line to 1.5 inches by clicking on the line and editing the length (the length should be highlighted in the model tree).

· Create another line from the end of the last line created that is horizontal, and dimension it to 0.25 inches.

· Dimension the same way that you have been (right click→“Select” and then click on the entity and change the length from the model tree).

· Make a line starting from the end of the last line created, and attach it tangent to the right edge of the circle (anywhere is fine as long as it is in the relative area to where it is placed in the picture).

· When placing the line, you will get a small image like this that shows up near the placement of the line.  This means that the line is tangent and coincident.

· Zoom in to where you are placing the line on the circle and make sure that the image  pops up next to the placement of the line (this small image can be seen in the screen shot at the top of the page).

· Select “Trim Entities”  in the sketch tab.

·  In the model tree, select “Trim to closest.” 

·  Trim away lines that are not shown in the picture on the next page by simply clicking on them.



· Select “Exit Sketch”  and select the vertical line as the axis of rotation by clicking on it.

· Make sure the object will revolve 360 degrees (this is under Direction1 in the model tree and this should be 360 degrees by default).

· Click “Ok”  

· Click “Extruded Cut”  from the features tab and click the surface of the top circle (top of the cannon).

· You may have to reorient the object for a better view.

· Draw a circle from the center of the circular surface selected that has a radius of 0.125 inches.

· Make sure to hover over the outside of the circular surface for the center point to appear.

· Exit the sketch 

· Set the depth of the extrusion cut to 1.0 inches and select “Ok.” 

· This will be under “Direction1” in the model tree and it should be highlighted.

· Click the front plane from the model tree, and then click “Extruded Boss”  in the features tab.

· Select “Circle” and hold the cursor over the spherical bottom until the center point appears.

· You may need to reorient the model to a view like the one seen on the top of the next page.

· Place the circle on the center point that appears (image on next page).

· The black circle with the “x” in it, the center point, may appear above or below the horizontal line of the spherical bottom of the cannon.

· This is normal and just changes based on where tangent lines were placed earlier in the procedure.



· Dimension the circle to a radius of 0.125 inches. 

· Click “Ok”  and exit the sketch.

· On the left side of the screen in the model tree under “Direction1” select “Mid Plane” from the drop down menu.

· Edit the distance to 1.00 inches and click “Ok.” 

· This should be the default distance.

· Click on “Extruded Boss”  in the features tab and select the surface of one end of rod that was just created.

· Create a circle with the same center point as the surface selected.

· Remember to hover over the outer edge as noted in the cheat sheet.

· Dimension the circle to a radius of 0.3 inches.

· Click “Ok.” 

· Create a line tangent to the left side of the circle just above the yellow diamond and pull it down in the general direction as shown in the picture on the next page.



· Dimension the line to a length of 0.62 inches.

· This is highlighted in the model tree when the line is selected

· Now you need to dimension the angle of the first line created (the line that is tangent to the left side of the circle).

· To do this, click on “Smart Dimension”  

· Left click select the tangent line and left click select the horizontal line which is the top edge of the spherical bottom of the cannon (this edge is highlighted in the image below).

· Drag this dimension down and to the right (as seen in the image below).



· The angle between the two lines needs to be edited to 130 degrees.

· This can be done by double clicking the current angle between the two lines that was just created.

· Click on the “Flip” button under “Primary Value” in the model tree to reorient the dimension until it makes the line go in the direction as seen in the picture above.

· Clicking it once flips the dimension to the other side.  Clicking it twice flips it back to the original way it was.

· Create another line attached to the end of the line just created that is just slightly less than 90 degrees to the last line created (as seen in the picture below).

· You may want to reorient the model to really get a good look at the angle.





· Edit the length of the line just created to 1.03 inches.

· Create another line attached from the last line created and attach it tangent and coincident to the right side of the circle.

· The attachment point should be in the general area that is shown in the picture on the next page.

· It should be just above the yellow diamond that appears on the right side of the circle.

· Remember to zoom in to see the small tangent and coincident images pop up next to the attachment.



· Go to “Trim Entities”  and trim away unwanted lines and click “Ok”  when finished.

· The way you want it to look can be seen in the image below.



· Exit the sketch

· Edit the extrusion distance to 0.25 inches and click “Ok.” 

· This should be highlighted in the model tree.

· Go to the features tab and select “Mirror.”   

· Make sure the last entity extruded is still highlighted.

· Don’t worry, it may be hard to see, but it should still be highlighted.



· Click on “FeatureManager design tree”  in the top of the model tree.

· It should be right above the “Ok”  check mark.

· Select the front plane and click “Ok.” 

· The front plane can easily be selected by choosing it from the branch that pops up in the drawing window.

· This branch is in the top left part of the drawing window next to the model tree.

· Click “File”, “Save”, and save as a “stl.” file to the designated folder.

Tips

· To rotate the image-----Hold down a middle click and move the mouse.

· To move the image up, down, left, and right from the current view-----hold down the control button and a middle click and move the mouse.

· To zoom in and out from the current view-----hold down the shift button and move the mouse or just role the middle roller ball.

· For each entity created (line, circle, etc.) you left click to place and left click again to finish the entity.

· After this, you must right click→”select” anywhere on the drawing window to finish the entity and move on to something new.

· If you mess up and want to go back----- click on the back arrow  at the top of the screen.

· The model tree is rectangular box that runs down the left side of the screen (as seen in the picture below)



· For centers of circles and other things to snap onto to appear-----You will have to hover your mouse over the outside of the feature

· For example, if you want the center of a circle, hover the mouse over the outside of the circle and the center point of the circle will appear for placement of entities.

· A quick way to dimension the length of an entity is to click on the entity and edit the length from the model tree.

· If you want to view the object from different angles-----Click on Display Style at the top of the drawing screen and select the view you want.



A.4  Using Slic3r to Convert an STL File to G-Code



This section will explain how to take a stl file and convert it to g-code using slic3r.  There are a variety of slicing programs available, but this text will focus on using slicer as it is free open source software.  It will be assumed that the part will be printed on an INVENT3D printer.  The same principles apply to other 3d printers and slicing programs.  It is important to use a slicer program that supports the type of 3D printer you are using or you risk damaging the printer.  For example, the INVENT3D printer is supported by slic3r and Simplify3D.   



Instructions for downloading slic3r are posted to the INVENTORcloud Team Up site under Teacher Resources.  Downloading sli3r from the INVENTORcloud site will ensure that the software comes pre-loaded with INVENT3D settings.  Some print parameters are calibrated specifically for use with the INVENT3D printer and cannot be changed.  The print settings defined in slic3r program will always take precedent over the settings programmed into the INVENT3D printer.



As you follow along with the instructions presented below it is also important that you cross-reference the Slicer User Manual “Simple Mode” section found that the following link:



http://manual.slic3r.org/simple-mode/simple-mode#filament-settings



The following instructions detail how to convert a .stl file to a g-code file using slic3r:

1. Open slic3r from desktop button

· Use the Platter screen to set up the print

· Select Add, then search for the file you want to print

· Select file and click Open

· Double click on drawing to view in 3d

·   Be sure the object is facing the direction you want the part to print

·   If rotation is needed, use the Rotate buttons change model orientation

· Scale button allows you to increase or decrease the size of the part you want to print

· To copy part you can click “+“ to add a copy of the part, or you can use ”-“ to subtract a copy of the part

· The Add button allows you to add another file to the same print

· Delete / Delete All will allow you to remove parts from print

· Arrange moves part(s) to center of board.  It is recommended to always use this when printing multiple parts.

· Use Print Settings to change parameters of part to be printed.

· Layer Height alters the height for each individual layer.  It can be used to change print speed.  A layer height of 0.15 is recommended.

· Infill – 20 to 40% recommended, 100% will give complete solid

·   Fill Pattern –Changes the pattern of the fill of the part. Rectilinear is recommended,

·   Top/Bottom Fill – Changes the pattern of the fill of the top and bottom of the part to be printed.  Rectilinear is recommended.

·   Combine Infill Every – Should be set at 1 layer

·   Solid Infill Every – Should be set at 0 layers

·   Fill Angle – Should be set at 45 degrees.

·   Solid Infill Threshold Area – Should be set at 70mm.

·   Only Retract When Crossing Perimeters – Should be checked.

· Skirt and Brims – It is not recommended to change defaults

· Support material

·   Generate Support Material - Should always be checked

·   Raft – Do not use.  It should always be 0

·   Pattern – Changes the pattern of the support material.  Pillars is recommended

·   Pattern Spacing – A setting of 4 mm is recommended

·   Don’t Support Bridges – Should be checked.

· Notes – Notes are not needed.

· Output options – It is not recommended to change default settings.

· Multiple Extruders – It is not recommended to change default settings.

· Advanced – It is not recommended to change default settings.

·   Filament Settings is used to change the parameters of the filament to be used for the print.  It is recommended to leave default settings as they are programmed for the INVENT3D Printer.

· Filament

·   Diameter – Should be set at 1.75mm.

·   Extrusion Multiplier – Should be set at 0.95.

·   Temperature – Should be set at 230 C / 230 C.  It is recommended to change temperature using the 3D printer itself and not in the slic3r program.

·   Bed – Should be set at 0 C /0 C.  The INVENT3D printer does not use a heated bed.

· Cooling – It is recommended not to change default settings.

· Printer Settings – It is recommended not to change default settings as they have been programmed for the INVENT3D printer.

· Go back to Platter when finished with the various Settings

· Select Export G-code

· Save file on SD card

· Insert SD into INVENT3D printer to print
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Appendix 4.3.5.A.A Biomimicry and 3D Printing



Biomimicry and 3D Printing: A Three-Day Module

Content Areas: Technology and Science	   Software Programs:  1,2,3 D Design

Subject Matter: 3D Printing and Biomimicry	   http://www.123dapp.com/design

Grade Level: 11-12							Slice 3r						                           http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/software/invent3d-slic3r.exe

	

				

Day 1 Introduction to 3D Printing and the INVENT 3D Printer

1.+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA

Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.



2. What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



b. One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object). 



c. Once a design is created in a CAD file, the user must save the design and then export it to an STL file.  Then, he/she must “slice” the STL file so that it can be read by the 3D printer. The “sliced” file is then transferred to the 3D printer directly from the user’s computer or saved to an SD card that is placed into the printer.



3. Promise and Concerns with 3D printing.

As with anything new and different, there are many questions, hopes, and concerns.  What does 3D printing mean to us in the future?  What can we expect to see in the short term? In the long term?  How will 3D printing effect manufacturing?  How will it affect medicine and health care?  Will we “print” food?  How ill intellectual property concerns (e.g., copyright) affect advancements in 3D printing?  What materials can be printed?  Are there ethical and moral considerations?



+ Read the articles

“Long-term Promises of 3d Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Long-term-Promises-Of-3d-Printing.htm



“Roadblocks and Implications for 3d Printing - The Future of 3D Printing”

http://3d.about.com/od/3d-Electronics/tp/Roadblocks-And-Implications-For-3d-Printing-The-Future-Of-3d-Printing.htm

Discuss how roadblocks can be overcome.















4. The INVENT 3D Printer by AST 2



                                                                   

.  

INVENT3D Features 

1. Developed specifically for students and the educational market 

2. High quality 3D printing at an affordable price    

3. Can be operated independent from a computer with the included LCD  

4. Unequaled, real-time virtual training and instruction on printing, solid modeling, and repair and maintenance 

5. INVENT3D Printer Technical Specs 

a. Print Volume:   Nominal 8” x 9” x 7.5” 

b. Print Speed:  Up to 300mm/sec  

c. Axis resolution:  .1mm to .25mm 

d. All-in-one, open source electronics 

e. CNC precision machined anodized aluminum 

f. Precision, stainless steel linear bearings and rails 

g. Uses economical PLA bulk filament



4. Let’s focus on the INVENT 3D printer.  The printer can come fully assembled or in its most recent iteration, in its “Build it Again” kit that allows students to build the printer themselves.  The advantage of the kit is that students learn not only how to assemble the printer, but how to address problems that may arise with it over the course of its life.



“INVENT3DTM Printer Operating Instructions and Troubleshooting Guide”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Operating-Instructions-V6.pdf



“INVENT3D Printer Kit Assembly Instructions”

http://www.ast2.net/invent3d/documents/INVENT3D-Printer-Assembly-Instructions-V6.pdf















Day 2 Introduction to CAD and Biomimicry

1. Learning the Basics of 1,2,3 D Design CAD Program 

Students can download the program at http://www.123dapp.com/design

Students must know whether their PC device is 32 or 64-bit.

a. Using the primary Sketch Bar

1. Drawing a rectangle

2. Drawing a circle

3. Extruding a rectangle

4. Extruding a circle

5. Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle

b. Adding text to the rectangle

1. Selecting a name

2. Selecting the font and size of the text

3. Extruding the text

4. Moving the text to the rectangle

5. Merging the text to the rectangle



2. Creating a name tag- Have each student create a 3D drawing of a name tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.

TEACHER: Once you are satisfied with each drawing, slice it and send it to the printer.





3. What is biomimicry? According to the Biomimicry Institute, “biomimicry is an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies—new ways of living—that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.”

(Source: Biomimicry Institute, https://biomimicry.org/what-is-biomimicry/#.V6UB3DVUVn0,

2015)  Note that the idea is not just to copy something in nature but to do so in a way that is environmentally sustainable and will be successful well into the future.)





4. Let’s look at some examples of biomimicry.

a. Sharkskin- The skin of a shark is covered with tiny V-shaped scales called dermal denticles, which are covered in grooves, that decrease drag and turbulence, allowing the shark to swim faster. 

“Now, scientists have fabricated the most realistic artificial shark skin yet. Their findings in the Journal of Experimental Biology confirm that the structure can improve swimming performance. The team attached samples of artificial shark skin to both sides of a flexible sheet that could flap like a swimming fish. In their tests, the team found that their artificial shark skin could increase swimming speed by 6.6 percent and reduce the energy expended by 5.9 percent.”

(Source: “Shark Skin Will Inspire Faster Swimsuits and Airplanes,” May 15, 2014, Popular Mechanics)



The German Lufthansa Technik AG is preparing to test the new paint system 

using a lacquer applied to sections of two Airbus planes to test the durability of an aircraft surface coating that mimics shark skin under real-life flying conditions. By altering the microstructure of the surface of an airplane, the aerodynamics can be improved, lowering the amount of energy and fuel needed.

(Source: “Shark Skin Inspires Aircraft Coatings,” February 27, 2013, Paint Square News)



b. Velcro- The first touch fasteners were developed by Swiss electrical engineer George de Mestral, who in 1941, went for a walk in the woods and wondered if the burrs that clung to his trousers — and his dog — could be turned into something useful.

(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velcro)



c. Bullet train- The Shinkansen bullet train may not have become the engineering and design marvel that it is if not for a small newspaper advertisement that caught the lead engineer’s eye one day. Eiji Nakatsu, an amateur birdwatcher and lead engineer for high-speed train firm JR West, saw a tiny notice for a lecture an aviation engineer was giving at a Wild Bird Society meeting nearby. He and his team had been wrestling with how to lessen noise from the trains, both from traveling at high speeds and from the loud sonic boom that happened when trains exited tunnels. From this lecture, he realized he and his team could glean solutions by studying birds. By incorporating design inspiration from owls in flight and the shape of a kingfisher’s beak, the team designed the Shinkansen trains to travel even faster and more quietly, while using less electricity than before.

(Source: “From the bullet train to Velcro, nature inspires design,” April 13, 2016, Green Biz)



		



	

5. What are some other examples?  

Can you explain each of the items listed below?

a. Ultracane

TEACHER: In the same way that bats can “see” in the dark using ultrasonic echoes that reveal the location of obstacles, the Ultracane warns blind users of objects in their path. A number of sensors on the cane even make it possible for users to sense objects higher than head height.

b. Lotus Plant

TEACHER: The flower's micro-rough surface naturally repels dust and dirt particles, keeping its petals sparkling clean. If you've ever looked at a lotus leaf under a microscope, you've seen a sea of tiny nail-like protuberances that can fend off specks of dust. When water rolls over a lotus leaf, it collects anything on the surface, leaving a clean and healthy leaf behind.  A German company spent four years researching this phenomenon and has developed a paint with similar properties. The micro-rough surface of the paint pushes away dust and dirt, diminishing the need to wash the outside of a house.

c. Flesh-grabbing worms

TEACHER: A new technique for attaching skin grafts— transplants used to treat wounds or burns — takes its design from a parasitic worm, of all things. The spiny-headed worm Pomphorhynchus laevispierces the intestines of its hosts with a razorlike spine, then inflates its cactuslike head inside the tissue to latch on. Similarly, the skin graft adhesive consists of a patch of tiny needles whose tips swell up when exposed to water, keeping the graft in place. The material is three times as strong as surgical staples, researchers say.

d. Spider Silk

TEACHER: 

Spider silk is known to be one of nature's strongest materials — five times stronger than steel by weight. Silk is both stretchy and lightweight. It must be sticky in some places to catch prey, and not sticky in others so that the spider can scuttle across it.  Scientists have created a medical product that mimics this property: a flexible tape that can be peeled off a wound without damaging the tissue underneath. The sticky material could be useful for attaching tubes or sensors to the delicate skin of newborns and the elderly.



TEACHER: Give students an opportunity to come up with some examples of which they may be aware.  Then, list the four examples above.  If students don’t know about these four examples, allow them a few minutes to research; then, have students report to the class.



6. + Watch the videos  (TEACHER: You may select one or two of the following.)

“Biomimicry - Discovery World” (1:24)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BiMZYdVLqME

“Biomimicry (explained with drawings & examples)” (4:20)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHb_XNgIHFY

“Nature Is Smarter Than Us” (3:07)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vq8ci4RTUs



7. Biomimicry is NOT just imitating nature; biomimicry is “an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create products, processes, and policies—new ways of living—that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long haul.” (Source: Biomimicry Institute, 2015)



Day 3 Biomimicry and Design

1.The Biomimicry Institute presents this photo.



Obviously, we can learn from nature how to better conserve energy, meaning more of it is available for all of humanity for a longer period of time- and in a way that does not harm the earth.



Biomimicry is based on the belief that nature has already solved many of the problems with which humans are grappling today. The earth and its creatures have had billions of years of research and development; hence, what we see all around is the secret to our survival and the survival of the planet.



Let’s look at bombardier beetles. They have evolved to squirt a heated, explosive stream of venom at predators.  What can we learn from studying these beetles?  What can we invent or improve upon?

(Teacher: hoses or fire extinguishers with longer ranges)



Biomimicry allows us to meet many of our needs.

The need: Auto manufacturers want to develop an anti-collision system.

Biomimicry based on locusts that avoid running into each other in swarms by using highly evolved eyes that allow these insects to see in several directions simultaneously.



The need: Home owners and companies want a self-cleaning coat of paint.

In nature, lotus plants must keep the surfaces of their leaves clean, despite living in muddy ponds and swamps. The leaves' tiny ridges and bumps keep water droplets from spreading across the surface. As a result, the water beads and slides away, carrying particles of dirt with it.

(Source: How Stuff Works, “Examples of Biomimicry,” http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/evolution/biomimicry2.htm)





2. TEACHER: Put students of varying ability levels into teams of four.  Assign roles that include Project manager, Recorder, Resource manager, and Librarian.  (See Team Up, Teacher Resources, Professional Development for an explanation of each.)



3. Present the following concepts:

a. Design Process- the design process is an organized method of recognizing a problem or need, listing potential solutions, evaluating solutions, refining a solution, building that solution, and communicating that solution to others.  A common Design Process used by NASA is below.



		                       

b. Brainstorming- the creative team working process of listing ideas that meet needs or solve a problem.  Team members list ideas without judgment; all ideas are accepted and considered. Teams will narrow ideas, reaching consensus on one idea to pursue as the solution.



ACTIVITY

4. Let’s try.  The problem: The landscaping company Albert & Alice builds brick patios.  Between the bricks, they use sand as a “grout.” It looks great, but every spring and summer moss grows from the sand between the bricks.  Homeowners have to scrape the moss from between the bricks 2-3 times every year, and they aren’t happy about it.  Because of this, Albert & Alice is losing a lot of business.  How can they solve this problem?

Teams: Follow the design process through Step 6.

TEACHER: Require each team to brainstorm a list of at least seven (7) ideas/potential solutions before narrowing the list to two and then reaching consensus on one idea. Have each team report its ideas, results of exploration of ideas, and final idea.





5. Building the Solution

a. Next, teams will design, sketch, model, and build a prototype of an invention/innovation inspired by one of the objects in #5 below.

b. Prior to starting, you will learn the next techniques to designing using 1,2,3 D Design, a free CAD software program available on line.  



TEACHER: Instruct students in the following techniques of 1,2,3 D Design:

Drawing tools- Spline, Polyline, 2-point arc, 3-point arc, Trim, Filet, Chamfer, Press/Pull, Snap. 

(See Team Up, Teacher Resources, Printing Resources, 123D basic drawing doc x OR schedule a remote session with the INVENTORcloud lab where staff can assist you with the instruction or provide the instruction if you wish.)



6. Students- Now it’s your turn.  Inspired by this, what can you create that has NOT yet been invented?  Working in teams, begin by brainstorming ideas; discuss and narrow your ideas to two; discuss further and research; reach consensus on one idea.  Make sure you can explain how the object in nature inspires your creation.  Create a sketch and label the parts; review it together and then create a CAD drawing.  Review the sketch and CAD drawing with your teacher before printing it.

		

“Geckos can walk along walls and ceilings, because their feet contain dense clumps of projections, each thinner than a human hair, that end in tufts of tiny fibers called spatula.”



“Spider silkis known to be one of nature's strongest materials — five times stronger than steel by weight. Silk is both stretchy and lightweight. It must be sticky in some places to catch prey, and not sticky in others so that the spider can scuttle across it.” (Source for each: http://www.livescience.com/28873-cool-technologies-inspired-by-nature.html)

Team Presentations

Teacher: Allow several days for all of the team projects to be printed and sent to you.  Schedule team presentations for 3-4 days after Day 3 of this lesson. 

	7	
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	1e. Disadvantages of AM

	

The technology is rapidly evolving and processes that are not possible today may become available in the next 10 years. As a result, the limitations given below are referenced to the year of 2015.

 

Size Limitation Since AM processes use liquid polymers or powders comprised of resin or plaster and large size parts are more likely to have a lack of material strength, current AM technology is not capable of producing large-sized parts (Huang et al. 2013). At that point, the large-sized part term refers to the items such as aircraft wings and other similar parts.



Imperfection Parts produced using AM processes may have rough and ribbed surface finishes. The materials used in the process may result in an unfinished look and need additional processing.



Cost The cost of starting a manufacturing process including AM technology may require a costly investment (Huang et al. 2013). Entry level 3D printers start around $1,000 and can go up to more than $50,000 for more advanced models.



Quality Control Many AM systems do not have subsystems to monitor the manufacturing process in real time. Part-to-part and machine-to-machine variation are more likely to appear in the entire AM process. Futhermore, implementing advanced quality control requirements seem difficult in particular materials (Petrick & Simpson, 2013).



Materials On the basis of recent AM technology, some materials are not usable in AM. For example, while metal used in AM is recyclable, some other materials, such as polymers, are not convenient for AM technology.



Software and Data Storage It was stated in the meeting of The Royal Academy of Engineering that current software technologies and computer memories are not enough for the data used in AM processes. In addition to the machine technology needing improvements, advancements in software for future AM applications are necessary and inevitable.



Speed  AM technology functions more effectively with lower production volumes, as compared to higher volumes.



Reliability Reliability and reproducibility are seen as an issue with current AM technologies by practitioners. Graham Bennett states that “for companies looking for a rejection rate of just a few parts per million, there is no way our technology can come close to that”.



Standards The developments in AM will require higher and improved standards in AM in the future.



Affordability The financial aspect of AM may be a deterrent factor for managers and owners.



Education The current curricula at educational institutions need improvement in terms of teaching AM technology. While some colleges and universities have already integrated AM into the curriculum, some others are at the beginning of integrating AM into the curriculum.



· Accelerated new product development cycle

· Less material waste in production steps

· Weight reduction

· Assembly cost reduction

· Waste reduction

· Production at or near the point of use

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)			1 of 1
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Appendix 4.3.7.D Humid Climate – Solution Sketch



Scenario

Standard issue Army and Air Force Belt Weather Kits contain a Sling Psychrometer to measure relative humidity. Accurate humidity measurement is critical when operating in adverse weather environments as excessive humidity may significantly reduce air craft propulsion effectiveness, limit ballistics operations and lead to the advancement of countless health risks (e.g., fungus growth and immersion foot to name a few). 



A Sling Psychrometer generally consists of two thermostats connected on a flexible/jointed arm. One thermostat bulb is kept dry while the other is moistened/wet. The wet bulb is swung on the joint for a short period of time (30 seconds to one minute) providing an opportunity for the moisture on the bulb to evaporate. Any resulting moisture on the thermostat bulb will affect temperature reading, with the difference in temperatures between the wet and dry bulb enabling the user to calculate relative humidity (see external references). A picture of a typical sling-type psychrometer is provided.



Problem

Your Sling Psychrometer was not replaced after its last use and has been lost during a recent re-deployment. While there are no other units deployed within your vicinity (and thus no way to easily secure another psychrometer), your unit was able to locate three analog thermometers (pictured).











Task

Design, build and test a new Sling Psychrometer.



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Use schematics provided



Things to Consider

- Demonstrate accuracy of humidity readings is critical

- Proven durability and ease-of-use (i.e., repeatability of use)

- Size/Compactness (essential for storage and travel)





External Resource

a. Psychrometer Table obtained from your FALOP (Forward Area Limited Observing Program).



b. Army Field Manual 34-81 – Weather Support for Army Tactical Operations

http://usacac.army.mil/sites/default/files/misc/doctrine/CDG/cdg_resources/manuals/fm/fm34_81.pdf 

[Solution Sketch]

The following sketch represents one possible way of conceptualizing, developing, implementing and evaluating the problem. Many alternatives exist.



Design Requirements (likely values/ranges)

	Functionality: 			low criticality and high detection values

	Operational Environment:	low criticality and high detection values

	Health, Safety and Envirn.:	mid/high criticality and mid detection values

	Serviceability:			mid criticality and low/mid detection values

	Security:			low criticality and low detection

	Interfacing Systems:		low interfacing systems and low detection values



Potential Design Solution Ideas

	a. Create holder for one thermometer with a way to affix a string of printer material to spin

		- the ‘raw’ printer material would act as a surrogate for string

	b. Design a jointed, two-thermometer sling psychometer (mimicking original design)

	c. Use a hinged design instead of jointed design for (b)

	d. Design a two-thermometer holder without jointing

		- instead of rotating psychometer, individual would swing hang/arm

		- this design would look similar to the grip on a sword or knife



Compliance Concerns

	a. Must be accurate, otherwise ability to understand operating environment suffers

	b. Function, specifically the ability to maintain possession of thermometer(s), is critical

	c. Must balance ease-of-use, ease-of-production, reliability and accuracy simultaneously



Testing/Data-Collection Needs

	a. Requires an experimental design to build confidence in accuracy

		- label thermometers A, B and C and check for initial consistency in readings

		- set-up a traditional psychrometer for baseline data

		- use the decided-upon design solution and rotate all ‘good’ thermometers

		- evaluate results to determine if readings are consistent through all pairings

	b. Test durability/reliability through stress testing and/or repeated-use tests

		- should include testing of design at different density/in-fill pattern settings

	c. Collect data on build times



Relationship to Existing Curriculum

	a. Printer Curriculum: Tolerances and Brainstorming

	b. Reverse Engineering: Computer-Aided Reverse Engineering (CARE)

	c. DTAM: Advanced Design Techniques

	d. DBAT: functionality, health/safety and serviceability concerns

	e. Printer Kits: use printer kit to print pieces as necessary



Duration

This project is scoped to complete with approximately 15 – 16 hours of project time, which will give project participants the opportunity to work through three full design cycles (design, prototyping, testing and reflection) prior to the final build. It is important to note that project completion time is highly variable, being influenced by team capabilities, prior experience(s) and elimination/reduction of time spent in the iterative design cycle, to name a few. A decrease in project scope from the stated objectives may also shorten completion time if so desired. Note that the time to print a final design ultimately depends on a number of factors, including density, quality, material, etc.



Collaboration

Project debrief's are recommended along the pathway to completion. These project debrief's are meant to provide each project team with the opportunity to review team progress and discuss project goals and timelines. During these debrief opportunities, it is incredibly important to ensure that the project team remains diligent in addressing the stated task and that they are aware of any deviations in their project progress with respect to reaching the task objective(s). Project debrief's also represent an opportunity for the project team to deliberate potential designs and come to consensus on a path forward. Lastly, project debrief time may be used to help ensure appropriate documentation of project progress and potential design solutions (use of DBAT will help to support the project team here).



Tentative Timeline



Individual Thinking: take some time to think individually on the project at hand. Write down questions to gain clarity or address ambiguity in the project details/scope. Use Google and other internet sources to solicit background information and to do research in the project domain. Look for similar projects or solutions already completed by others and use them to assist in composing your plan of attack.



Team Brainstorming: as a group, discuss your individual thinking time, what questions you had and your general ideas for pushing forward. Start to conceptualize some potential design solutions and begin vetting them (use the DBAT tool to assist in your brainstorming and to help begin the documentation process). Coalesce around 2 – 3 design solutions to move forward with.



Team Planning: using the 2 -3 design solutions you developed in brainstorming, assign team roles/responsibilities and individual/sub-team tasks (who is doing what and how do these pieces fit together to address the project as a whole). Assign a duration to each ask and plan to hold each other accountable to those times. Be sure that your project tasks encompass all activities necessary to meet your project goals and that the time you've ascribed will allow for completion within the overall project timeline.



Design: start with pen/pencil and paper. Sketch out your potential design solution from multiple angles and get a better idea of necessary dimensions, pieces/components, etc. Once you are confident with your sketch, move to a CAD program and begin putting your idea into the computer.



Prototyping: build your design. This may (and should) include low-fidelity prototyping such as cardboard, small-scale etc. Especially through the first phase of design, focus on tolerances, part fit, component integration and other major details that relate to project design usability. Finally, take your project to the 3D printer and/or use the materials-at-hand to build your solution.



Testing: know the expectations of use (these should be discussed during team brainstorming and team planning) and how you intend to measure the success of your design solution (e.g., durability, range-of-motion, system integration, etc.). Use your prototype to examine these specifications one-by-one to determine whether your proposed solution will be able to attain the desired form and function.



Reflection: take your observations, thoughts and experiences from design, prototyping and testing to reconsider your potential design solution. How can you address any shortcomings? Are you able to improve the design? Can you simplify it? Discuss these considerations with your team in order to get a more objective perspective and take the collected back into the design cycle (re-design, test and reflect again).






Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Aptitude
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Appendix: 4.3.4.E Reverse Engineering Sample Training Schedule





Reverse Engineering Module
- This module will be 1 - 2 days (depending on the rest of training and how we slot it in)
- Objective is the build basic knowledge and skills in reverse engineering (start to finish)

- Day 1 Morning:
a. Background and Basic Information on Reverse Engineering
b. Product Examples (from history, military, health/healthcare, business, etc.)
c. Discuss Patent versus Copyright (important for next topic)
d. Ethics v. Legality (where does Reverse Engineering fit in)
e. Small-group exercise (some form of Case Study with discussion) on Ethics v. Legality (30 minutes)
f. Approaches to address Ethics and Legality concerns (differences between hardware and software)
g. Work thought a simple Reverse Engineering project (illustrations only, practice techniques in (f))
      - projects could include a tripod, tape dispenser, computer mouse, shopping cart, coffee french press, etc.

- Day 1 Afternoon:
a. Review the DBA Tool and it's usefulness to Reverse Engineering (awesome tool, by the way...love the way it finished)
b. Rapid Prototyping Review: How 3D Printers can help you here (don't just print long runs)
c. Team Exercise - Reverse Engineer a Faucet (I need to test that solid plastic will support this and not just leak everywhere)

- Day 2 Morning: 
a. Engineering Design Process Implementation (build, test, improve, redesign, repeat)
b. Finalize Designs

- Day 2 Afternoon:
a. Group Debrief of project designs
b. Show designs and products and how you arrived at the end result
c. Close-out


AM Today

AM Today

1
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Additive Manufacturing: NOW

2010 – today

Still used for pre-production

Rapid prototyping (swiftly reprint and test parts)

Test and optimize (both internally and externally)

Supplement for traditional manufacturing when:

Parts are highly customized

Parts are too difficult to make traditionally
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Additive Manufacturing Trends
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	3a. Iterative Design

	

Introduction to Design

9 characteristics of good design (listed by Knovel).

1. Good Design is Innovative

1. Good Design makes a product useful

2. Good Design Makes a Product Understandable

3. Good Design is Aesthetic 

4. Good Design Makes Products Easy to Transport, Store, and Maintain

5. Good Design is Long-Lasting 

6. Good Design is Environmentally Friendly 

7. Good Design is Less Design 

8. Good Design is Thorough, Down to the Last Detail



Discuss these characteristics of good design:

• Ease of understanding 

• Ease of implementation 

• Ease of testing 

• Ease of modification 

• Satisfies requirements of customer/user

Examples of Design Opportunities
The website "Bad Designs," details many "bad designs" including those listed below.

1. Coffee machine:  http://www.baddesigns.com/starbucks.html

· Toothpaste tube:  http://www.baddesigns.com/tube.html

· Doors/doorway:  http://www.baddesigns.com/doors.html

· Hair dryer:  http://www.baddesigns.com/plug.html

Copyright Michael J. Darnell,
1996-2010



Important Definitions

	Affordances: Properties of an object that determine how the object could be used.
	Mappings: The relationship between two things.
	Conceptual models: A user's mental image of an object and how it works.
	Visibility: Clues to the proper use of an object.
	Feedback: Sending back to the user information about what action has actually been done, what result 		has been accomplished.

Iteration and Iterative Design
Iteration: The act of repeating a process usually with the aim of approaching a desired goal or target or result. Each repetition of the process is also called an "iteration" and the results of one iteration are used as the starting point for the next iteration.
 
Iterative design: A design methodology based on a cyclic process of protyping testing, analyzing, and refining a product or process. Based on the results of testing the most recent iteration of a design, changes and refinements are made. This process is intended to ultimately improve the quality and functionality of a design. In iterative design, interaction with the designed system is used as a form of research for informing and evolving a project, as successive versions, or iterations of a design are implemented.


Key elements of interative design

1. New system requirements are defined in as much detail as possible.

1. A preliminary design is created.

2. A first prototype is created and evaluated.

3. A second prototype is evolved from the first and evaluated.

This process continues in an iterative fashion until a final product is created.



Iterative Design – Similarity with Fine Arts

Integration of concepts, practices and techniques related to engineering and the fine arts will focus initially on the adaptation of the iterative design process common to both disciplines.  Figure 2 illustrates one predominant conceptualization of the Engineering Design Process while Figure 3 shows a common representation of the Fine Arts Design Process [Noble and Bestley].  There exists striking similarity between engineering design and artistic design.  As seen through the figures, both processes are dependent on an iterative approach to problem identification, solution development, testing and improvement.  Both processes also emphasize the existence of multiple acceptable solutions and the implementation of multiple methods/techniques/tools to achieve the desired solution.  Skills required in successful implementation of iterative design include (but are not limited to): (a) establishing clear product goals and constraints, (b) identifying alternatives ('Do Nothing' is nearly an alternative) that are distinct and differ from one another, (c) knowing when to transition between components of the process (i.e., when have we identified enough potential solutions to move forward confidently) and (d) how to create, establish, collect data, analyze and make decisions through sound experimental testing.  Developing teacher knowledge and confidence in applying such an iterative design process to physical science curriculum components can lead to simultaneous or subsequent development of a bevy of 21st Century Skills that are not content/curriculum-specific and which include critical thinking, creative thinking, collaboration/communication, information and technology literacy and flexibility.  





Figure 2: Engineering Design Process



 

Figure 3: Fine Arts Design Process









		



















[Links and Additional Resources]

"Nine Characteristics of Good Design” 755 words
http://knovelblogs.com/2012/07/03/9-characteristics-of-good-design/
PDF 



IDEO - The Power of Design
PDF


The Design of Everyday Things - Chapter One



"Iterative Design”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iterative_design


"Benefits"
PDF



Iterative Design and Development
http://webucateus.com/desktop/?p=84&utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=iterative-design-and-development-in-elearning

PDF



"How Does a New Product Go Through the Prototyping Process?”
http://home.howstuffworks.com/product-prototyping-process3.htm

PDF

Testing Products
PDF



"Rapid Prototyping: The Wright Way to Fail”
http://method.com/about/10x10/detail/10x10/rapid-prototyping-wright-fail

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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Design: Creative Problem Solving
Don Kobert and Jim Bagnall



Acceptance





Analysis



Definition



Ideation



Selection



Implementation



Evaluation



Creative Problem Solving

2
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Stage 1: Acceptance

Getting started and staying involved.

Absolutely necessary step; without it there is no motivation to continue the process.

Methods for Accepting the Problem:

Listing the benefits.

Success at first!

Give it up.

By accepting the problem, you take responsibility, commit energies to the issue… and move on to next stage.

Creative Problem Solving

3
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Stage 2:  Analysis

Gathering Information

Often overlooked as an early or initial stage in the process.

Methods of gathering information:

Insight vs. Outsight

Idea-Dump

Any related knowledge at-a-glance.

Quickly aware of what you don’t know, yet…

Look it up!

Under a Rock

Goal:  Research the topic, to become familiar with the problem.

Creative Problem Solving

4
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Stage 3:  Definition

A single definition: good enough to live with for the length of project.

Translation of findings from stage 2 into meaning and direction – I.e. Mission.

Strategies for defining a problem:

Paraphrased connections

Priorities

Recipes and Formulae

Goal: To objectives and specify standards for success.



Creative Problem Solving
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Stage 4:  Ideation

Brainstorming

Ideas = options, alternatives

Lots of ideas, better than just a few.

Logically follows definition stage, but could change previous decisions.

Methods for Ideation:

Brainstorming: individually or group

Lateral thinking

Goal:  Generate possibilities.

Creative Problem Solving

6
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Stage 5:  Selection

Matching what is possible with what is desired.

If either is uncertain, this becomes difficult.

Methods for choosing between options:

Try them all

Rank and weigh

Potpourri method

Goal:  Determine the most likely path to success.

Creative Problem Solving

7
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Stage 6:  Implementation

Fulfill the expectation (previously defined) with the best idea.

Final test of the plan.

Action; give physical form to the idea

Strategies for implementation:

Advocate for solution

Performance specification

Goal: To Go for it!







Creative Problem Solving
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Stage 7:  Evaluation

Measure accomplishments against expectations.

3 areas to evaluate:

Goals

Achievements

Plans for improvement

Methods:

Jury of peers

Over period of time

Goal: Qualify as a solution or return to selection stage.

Creative Problem Solving

9
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Benefits

Creative Problem Solvers seem to bound over barriers.

No limit of options.

Creative Problem Solvers have a positive attitude

With a consistent process, anything is possible.

Creative Problem Solvers change the world.

By bringing unique alternatives to life’s problems

Creative Problem Solving

10
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Continuous Improvement

Deming Cycle (or PDCA Cycle)



Creative Problem Solving
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	1f. Challenges in AM

	

“The debate is actually being had as far as quality control of 3D parts.  The only way to do it is with a CT (scanner).” - Giles Gaskell, applications manager for Wenzel America (Wixom, MI) 

Kevin Bresnahan, West Coast business development manager for the international non-destructive testing company North Star Imaging (Irvine, CA), agrees.

“Most 3D-printed samples will have small interior voids and cracks that a traditional metrology tool will not be able to evaluate,” says Bresnahan. “By using CT, we can quantify the size and location of each void or discontinuity and produce a report for the customer to make an educated decision about passing or rejecting their sample.”

Prior to industrial CT, the manufacturer would have to make cross sections of the sample, destroying the sample, Bresnahan points out.

It comes as no surprise that CT scanning a part takes knowledge and skill,
given the complex 3D-printed part geometries, materials variations, varied capabilities of different industrial CT scanners, and stringent regulatory and safety requirements.

“The FDA will want you to measure that part before it goes to the operating room,” he says. “Not only is CT faster and more reliable, it eliminates lots of manual intervention.”

That manual intervention creates the possibility of altering and ruining the part.

Telesz explains further: “When we deal with a lot of super dense metals, like inconels or chromium cobalt, when the radiation hits it it scatters, and your image gets blurry so it gets really hard to give yourself a good measurement.”

Steel, aluminum, composites and multi-material parts are also prone to create scatter on images, according to GE.

“Even one degree of tilt increases the probability of finding a bubble because of the change in attenuation of the X-ray beam (as it passes through the void),” he says. “Even better, tilt it 10 to 15 degrees.  You go test-drive a car before you buy it,” she says. “You make sure you really understand what you’re seeing, what you’re getting.  Why shouldn’t you do the same thing on the industrial side? Go test drive the equipment.” 



What impact could Additive Manufacturing have on the economy/exports/jobs?
One expected long-term impact is in highly customized manufacturing, where the technique can be more cost-effective than traditional methods. Instead of the difficulty of customizing a mold, for example, a manufacturer could just start with a powder and build a component directly. If you can imagine it, you can make it.



What is NIST doing to accelerate use and innovation with additive manufacturing?
From performing its own in-house additive manufacturing research to funding projects elsewhere, NIST is advancing additive manufacturing in a number of ways.



In NIST’s Engineering Laboratory, the Measurement Science for Additive Manufacturing Program has four projects in metal-based additive manufacturing:

· Real-Time Control of Additive Manufacturing Processes involves improving the quality of the finished manufactured parts. At this point, high-quality parts can be made, but ensuring consistency is difficult. This project will develop process metrology, in-process sensing methods and real-time process control approaches to maximize part quality and minimize variability.

· Qualification for Additive Manufacturing Materials, Processes and Parts aims to improve the process for ensuring the quality of manufactured pieces of critical importance, such as a turbine blade in an aircraft engine or medical parts for implantation in the body. The quality assurance process is currently rather long and expensive, so this project will develop methods and protocols that will reduce the time and cost.

· Systems Integration for Additive Manufacturing aims to coordinate the various parts of the additive manufacturing process, such as the software used for design and the machine control software that creates the finished part. This project will establish an “architecture” for how these parts of the process fit together effectively, including metrics and validation methods to shorten the design-to-product cycle time.

· Characterization of Additive Manufacturing Materials involves developing measurements and standards for characterizing powdered metals—raw materials for additive manufacturing—in terms of particle size and shape, chemical consistency and size consistency. NIST is concentrating on metal powders right now and helping develop methods so that industry can rigorously verify that two nominally identical powders are in fact identical. This will lead to parts with better and more consistent properties. NIST's aim is to develop characterization test methods for the raw powder materials used, as well as the final products fabricated by the process.



Built like a real dog nose, the detector reaches out and “grabs” vapor from ahead of itself – the reason why a dog is such an amazing chemical detector.

Credit: NIST





NIST also has awarded two large grants to fund research projects aimed at improving measurement and standards for additive manufacturing: $5 million to the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute in Youngstown, Ohio, for a collaborative research effort involving 27 companies, universities and national laboratories, and $2.4 million to Northern Illinois University to develop tools for process control and qualifying parts made with additive manufacturing processes. NIST has also made several smaller cooperative agreements with various groups. These competitively awarded grants will support industry’s high priority objective of ensuring that quality parts are produced and certified for use in products made by a variety of industries and their supply chains. For more information, visit http://manufacturing.gov/msam_awards.html.



Research Highlight: The artificial dog nose
Researchers from NIST and Penn State have developed the first anatomically correct dog nose that realistically sniffs. The artificial dog nose, created on a 3D printer, enables real-time flow visualization studies of how dogs employ aerodynamics to sample smells. To sniff, the nose expels two turbulent airjets, which suck fresh odor-laden air from several centimeters ahead towards the nose. The new vapor sample is immediately inhaled and “analyzed.” This process repeats five times per second. Lessons learned from this active aerodynamic sampling system are being integrated into next-generation vapor sampling devices.



Standards in Additive Manufacturing

Two main institutions, International Standardization Organization (ISO) and American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), globally prepare, publish, and develop standards about AM.

 

ISO Standards

ISO has a technical committee, ISO/TC 261, working on AM. The scope of the committee is to standardize the field of AM concerning their processes, terms and definitions, process chains, test procedures, quality parameters, supply agreements and other fundamentals. (http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_technical_committee?commid=629086).

Standards developed under ISO/TC 261 are as follows:

· ISO 17296-3:2014
Additive manufacturing -- General principles -- Part 3: Main characteristics and corresponding test methods

· ISO 17296-4:2014
Additive manufacturing -- General principles -- Part 4: Overview of data processing

· ISO/ASTM 52915:2013
Standard specification for additive manufacturing file format (AMF) Version 1.1

· ISO/ASTM 52921:2013
Standard terminology for additive manufacturing -- Coordinate systems and test methodologies

 

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standards

ASTM International Technical Committee F42 on AM Technologies is a non-profit organization working on AM. The scope of the committee is to promote knowledge, stimulate research and implement technology through the development of standards for additive manufacturing technologies. Standards developed by F42 are:

 

· F2792 Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing Technologies

· F2915 Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing File Format (AMF)

· F2921 Standard Terminology for Additive Manufacturing--Coordinate Systems and Nomenclature

· F2924 Standard Specification for Additive Manufacturing Titanium-6 Aluminum-4 Vanadium with Powder Bed Fusion.

 

A proposed new ASTM International standard will serve as a guide to determine specific mechanical properties of materials made with an AM process. WK43112, Guide for Evaluating Mechanical Properties of Materials Made via Additive Manufacturing Processes, is being developed by Subcommittee F42.01 on Test Methods, part of ASTM International Committee F42 on AM Technologies.

 

In addition to WK43112, F42.01 is currently developing two other proposed standards:

· WK30107, Practice for Reporting Results of Testing of Specimens Prepared by Additive Manufacturing

· WK40419, Test Methods for Performance Evaluation of Additive Manufacturing Systems Through Measurement of a Manufactured Test Piece.



Certain early adopters and service providers have utilized additive technologies to produce end-use parts for well over a decade. In order to do so, pioneers like David Leigh, founder of Harvest Technologies and now VP of emerging technologies at Stratasys, addressed a seemingly simple question – “What does it take to make a high-quality part?”. Today interest in AM for end-use part production is growing at an unprecedented pace, so the solution to that all-important question is now more relevant than ever.

One key to answering this question is standardization. David Leigh is also vice-chair of ASTM Committee F42 and shares insight on how this committee plans to facilitate broader adoption through manufacturing standards development:

1. In 2009, ASTM International, a global leader in standards development, established Committee F42 on Additive Manufacturing Technologies. Generally speaking, how was this committee brought together?

As the (additive manufacturing) industry has grown in popularity and adoption, there was quite a bit of confusion around the basic premise of what the technology was about.  The Society of Manufacturing Engineers created an association to help coordinate and focus efforts in this area in the 1990s. This association, the Rapid Prototyping Association, changed over the years and realized that the technology being used wasn’t just for “prototyping.”  The current Rapid Technologies and Additive Manufacturing (RTAM) steering committee worked with ASTM to start a new group of industry experts to help coalesce and focus key standards through ASTM’s F42 committee.

2. What ASTM standards apply to the additive manufacturing industry?

The first set of standards revolved around terminology. Ironically, the term “Additive Manufacturing” was adopted as more inclusive for the industry and “3D Printing” was acknowledged as a subset of additive manufacturing for lower cost “printers”.  As the media hype started driving the conversation, 3D Printing has become the accepted umbrella term for the industry and additive manufacturing implies more of an end-use part or more complex process.  We are now in an industry where we “print” when we used to make “equipment or machines”.

In addition to terminology, work has been done to standardize testing standards, materials standards, and process standards.

3. Why is standardization important to the future of additive manufacturing?

The adoption of a technology for end-use parts requires a level of standardization that had not been part of the early rapid prototyping movement. Vendors would define success and it would create an apples-and-oranges comparison between similar parts made with conventional technologies. One of the greatest impacts of the effort to standardize is that we have become more technology agnostic (encompassing multiple 3D printing technologies, including Laser Sintering, Fused Deposition Modeling, DMLS, etc.) and have become more application-focused.

Standards allow engineers to design to a known set of parameters and build a level of trust in the fulfillment and manufacturing process. At this point, most major companies using additive manufacturing for end-use part production have to create their own set of materials and processing guidelines. In addition, most of the design tools do not account for the advantages and disadvantages of 3D printing – creating a need for design standards.

Standards are part of the necessary evolution of technology.

4. Does additive manufacturing have any inherent difficulties adhering to current ASTM standards?

There is still limited adoption, so the conversation is typically driven by the OEM vendor or the end-use applications. There is a perception that many of the processes used to make parts give a particular company a competitive advantage. Managing the tension between individual gain and global standardization is not an easy thing. There are no requirements of adhering to standards and it has been stated by more than one company that one major hiccup like a failed part on a critical application could cause doubt within the whole industry.

5. How will the standards developed by Committee F42 impact the advancement and adoption of additive manufacturing? Does it add a certain level of legitimacy?

Multiple organizations have seen 3D printing’s inherent variability impact key stakeholders and realize there is little to no governance of the industry. We are relying on other design for manufacturability standards to apply to 3D printing, but there is a large chasm between additive and conventional manufacturing. Since the ASTM F42 committee was one of the first to try and tackle this issue, there has been quite a bit of collaboration with other standards groups across the globe.



[Links and Additional Resources]

Quality:
http://www.nist.gov/public_affairs/factsheet/additive-manufacturing.cfm

http://www.sme.org/MEMagazine/Article.aspx?id=8589937653&taxid=1424

Standards:
http://www.astm.org/Standards/additive-manufacturing-technology-standards.html

http://aaq.auburn.edu/node/1355

https://www.stratasysdirect.com/blog/astm-standards/

http://www.iso.org/iso/standards_development/technical_committees/other_bodies/iso_technical_committee.htm?commid=629086
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		[WEEK 4 PROJECT – ENGR 350 – ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING]

		Spring 2016









Name(s):_______________________________	Date:____________________	ENGR 350 –  Week 4





Week 4 Rubric (100)



Portfolio Aesthetics (25)



______(10) Content: The portfolio material is organized in a clear and well founded manner



	______(10) Quality: Material quality is acceptable and consistent with expectations for a formal project in an 		   academic course.  Material quality does not unduly and negatively impact the portfolio



	______(5) Supporting Files: Associated design files were submitted with the portfolio





Solution Methods/Results (75)



______(20) Contribution: Solution represents the work of the team and was not taken or modified from 

                    an existing source (either internal or external to class)



	______(25) Function: Solution performs as needed (described in the memo) and integrates with existing 		     hardware in an appropriate way to allow for continued and unsupervised usage



	______(25) Methodology: Demonstrated utilization of the Systematic Design Process is evident through the 		     documents supplied in the Project Portfolio.  Multiple solution approaches were identified, vetted 		     and pursued with supported intent and assessed for performance in a formal way



	______(5) Communication: Questions related to the project were communicated effectively to the instructor



	



	______ TOTAL





Notes/Comments/Justification:



Overall Impression (to be considered with numeric grade above):                           1-Strong -----  5-Weak



CREATIVITY:    1  2  3  4  5    FORM:   1  2  3  4  5    FUNCTION:   1  2  3  4  5    OVERALL:   A  B  C  D  F   
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	1a. What is AM?

	

What is Additive Manufacturing (AM)?

“As an example, let’s consider the possibility of machining a ship inside a bottle. How would you produce the ship while it is still inside the bottle? Most likely you would machine both elements separately and work out a way to combine them together as an assembly process. With AM you can build the ship and bottle all at once (Gibson et al, 2010: 10)”.

 



Figure 1. An illustrative view of a ship in the bottle

 

AM is a technology and process that manufactures a 3D-solid object from a digital model. AM machines and 3D printers generate 3D solid objects, submit to testing, or assemble working mechanisms. AM is an alternative to machine tooling. Reduced hard tooling processes may provide opportunities for manufacturers to present customized products. AM technology has the potential to change the way we add value in various manufacturing settings. For low-volume production demand, AM provides faster lead times than conventional manufacturing methods. Manufacturing systems that have low-volume production, prototyping, and mold mastering implement AM systems (Geraedts et al, 2012).

“Unlike most conventional manufacturing techniques, AM forms objects by building matter up, rather than removing it. Paired with computer-aided design (CAD) software, this technique affords the creation of new types of object with unique material properties. But while AM is widely billed as ‘the next industrial revolution’, in reality there are still significant hurdles for successful commercialization of the technologies” (Royal Academy of Engineering, 2013).

AM systems have been utilized by Fortune 500 companies for a decade, and major progress has been achieved in AM over the last few decades. AM is proving to be an essential element for product designers and engineers. AM users anticipate that, in the future, AM will compete with mass production systems. It proposes new alternatives in shape and function for production (Geraedts et al, 2012).



Additive manufacturing:  The official industry standard term for all applications of the technology. It is defined as the process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies. Synonyms are additive fabrication, additive processes, additive techniques, additive layer manufacturing, layer manufacturing, and freeform fabrication.” (Wohlers Associates)

According to Wohlers Associates, recognized as one of the industry's leading experts on AM, "The primary applications of additive fabrication are design/modeling, fit and function prototyping, and direct part production. Around the world, AM is changing the way organizations design and manufacture products. When used correctly, it can save impressive amounts of time and money. Companies maintain that AM has helped trim weeks, even months, of design, prototyping, and manufacturing time, while avoiding costly errors and enhancing product quality.”

What are the methods used in Additive Manufacturing?

Each technology used in AM has different processing capabilities, advantages, and limitations. The factors that need to be considered to select the technology for AM are material, build volume, processing speed, part quality (mechanical performance, dimensional accuracy and surface finish), and the amount of post-processing required to improve the material properties, surface finish, and/or dimensional accuracy (Conner et al. 2014).

AM applies similar physical and chemical phenomena to progressively add material in production processes (Kruth et al. 1998) as given in Table 1.

 

Table 1. Physical and chemical phenomena in material removal and material addition manufacturing

		Phenomena

		Material removal processes

		Material addition processes



		Chemical processes

		Chemical machining

Electro-chemical machining

 

		Stereolithography

Laser-induced CVD



		Thermo-physical processes

		Laser beam machining

Plasma beam machining

Electro beam machining

Electro discharge machining

		Selective laser sintering

Plasma spraying

Electron beam sintering

Electro-discharge deposition



		Liquid jet processes

		Water jet machining

		3D ink jet printing



		Solid jet processes

		Abrasive jet machining

		Powder jet laser cladding





 



The basic manufacturing systems in AM are:

1. layer generation by liquid-based systems (polymerisation of resin - stereolithography, solid ground curing, inkjet deposition),

2. solid-based systems (fused deposition modeling, laminated object manufacturing) and

3. powder-based systems (sintering or melting of powder - selective laser sintering, electron beam melting) (Kruth et al. 1998).

Stereolithography

Stereolithography is a method using focused UV light to transform liquid photopolymers into solid form. The process in stereolithography flows on a moveable platform above a reservoir of the photopolymer plastic. The platform plunges into the reservoir to create a thin layer of liquid. An ultraviolet laser flows on the liquid to create the first layer of the object. Each layer is attached to the previous one to build the object (Hausman and Horne, 2014).

Melchels et al. (2012) state that the sub-processes in stereolithography contain two distinct methods of irradiation. In the first method, an image is transferred to a liquid polymer by irradiating through a patterned mask. In the second method, a focused UV beam produces polymer structures in a direct writing process.



Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

SLS produces parts by fusing or sintering together successive layers of powder material (Kruth et al. 1998: 535). SLS technology is presented as the lowest-cost 3D printing method by Royal Academy of Engineering Report. One of the strongest features of SLS is that it is able to process a very wide range of materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics, foundry sand, etc. (Kruth et al. 1998: 535).

 

According to Melchels et al. (2012), SLS is a technique using laser emitting infrared radiation to heat powder material just beyond its melting point. The laser works on giving the shape to each cross-section of the model, sintering powder in a thin layer. After the layer is hardened, the piston takes a new position and a new layer is built.

Hopkinson and Dickens (2001) reported that SLS as a manufacturing process was better suited to small parts due to machine speed. They also stated that small parts were more suitable for rapid manufacturing.
 

Laser cladding

In laser generating, CMB (Controlled Metal Build-up), LENS (Laser Engineered Net Shape), SDM (Shape Deposition Modeling) and LAPSJ (Laser Aided Power Solidification with powder Jet) processes, the powder material is sprayed through a nozzle into the spot of a laser beam focused on the part as shown in Figure 1 (Kruth et al. 1998). “The advantage of laser cladding is that through melting of the powder permits the generative manufacture of a metallic part with a dense homogeneous structure” (Kruth et al. 1998: 536).

 



Figure 1. Powder fed into laser spot in CMB (IPT-Aachen) (Klocke & Clemens, 1997).

 

Laminated Object Modeling (LOM)

In LOM, stacking thin sheets are built layer by layer on top of each other. Parts are cut according to the part’s cross section as given in Figure 2.

 



Figure 2. Laminated object modeling process (Kruth et al. 1998)

 

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

FDM builds parts by depositing a stream of hot viscous material onto a base plate or previously deposited material.



FDM is a process in which thin thermoplastic filaments or granules are melted by heating and guided by a robotic device. The material leaves the extruder in a liquid form and hardens immediately. The previously formed layer as a base for the next layer is kept at a temperature below the solidification point of the thermoplastic material. By doing so, good interlayer adhesion is maintained (Melchels, 2012: 1085). Melted thermoplastics are squeezed through a nozzle to produce the designed product (Hausman and Horne, 2014).

 

Inkjet printing (IJP)

In this method, micro-particles of a binder material are deposited over the surface of a powder bed. Micro-particles are joined, and then the powder bed is lowered to build a new layer on the previous layer produced (Melchels, 2012: 1085).

 

Laser metal deposition

Laser metal deposition (LMD) is an AM technology in which metal powder is melted using a laser beam to form a metallurgical bond. LMD systems can be installed at locations where repairs of high-value aerospace parts are expected (http://dupress.com/articles/additive-manufacturing-3d-opportunity-in-aerospace).



LMD is a technology containing some of the characteristics of stereo-lithography and laser cladding. It has a capability of processing complex metal components, using CAD files through 3D printers. LDM includes all possible general advantages of AM, such as shorter lead time and lower investment cost (Long et al. 2008).



Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)

Khaing et al. (2001) define DMLS as an AM method employing metal prototypes and tools directly from a CAD file. They state that DMLS is preferred by manufacturers using metal as a material when metal powder can be used to produce metal parts.



A comparison (Table 2) done by Melchels et al. (2012) helps determine the differences between AM methods. The materials, advantages, and disadvantages of the methods are briefly given in the table.

 



 Table 2. Comparison of AM methods (Melchels et al. 2012)



AM with Plastic



    

    

  

AM with Metals


  

  

Various metals can be 3D printed and are being used in many industries.  Class will review some examples of these innovative applications.

AM with Sand & Powder



AM with Other Materials



Material Extrusion

Fuse deposition modelling (FDM) is a common material extrusion process and is trademarked by the company Stratasys.  Material is drawn through a nozzle, where it is heated and is then deposited layer by layer. The nozzle can move horizontally and a platform moves up and down vertically after each new layer is deposited. It is a commonly used technique used on many inexpensive, domestic and hobby 3D printers, including the INVENT3D printer.

The process has many factors that influence the final model quality but has great potential and viability when these factors are controlled successfully. Whilst FDM is similar to all other 3D printing processes, as it builds layer by layer, it varies in the fact that material is added through a nozzle under constant pressure and in a continuous stream. This pressure must be kept steady and at a constant speed to enable accurate results. Material layers can be bonded by temperature control or through the use of chemical agents. Material is often added to the machine in spool form as shown in the diagram.



Description of process:

1. First layer is built as nozzle deposits material where required onto the cross sectional area of first object slice.

· The following layers are added on top of previous layers.

· Layers are fused together upon deposition as the material is in a melted state.

Materials:

· Polymers and plastics such as PLA, ABS, and nylon

Advantages:

· Widespread and inexpensive process

· ABS plastic can be used, which has good structural properties and is easily accessible

Disadvantages:

1. The nozzle radius limits and reduces the final quality

· Accuracy and speed are low when compared to other processes and accuracy of the final model is limited to material nozzle thickness

· Constant pressure of material is required in order to increase quality of finish

Applications:

1. Prototyping

· Medical tissue construction

· Aerospace and aviation

Example Machines:

1. INVENT3D

· Makerbot

· Maker Gear

Photos:





Powder Bed Fusion

The Powder Bed Fusion process includes the following commonly used printing techniques: Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), Electron beam melting (EBM), Selective heat sintering (SHS), Selective laser melting (SLM) and Selective laser sintering (SLS).



Powder bed fusion (PBF) methods use either a laser or electron beam to melt and fuse material powder together. Electron beam melting (EBM), methods require a vacuum but can be used with metals and alloys in the creation of functional parts. All PBF processes involve the spreading of the powder material over previous layers. There are different mechanisms to enable this, including a roller or a blade. A hopper or a reservoir below of aside the bed provides fresh material supply. Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is the same as SLS, but with the use of metals and not plastics. The process sinters the powder, layer by layer. Selective Heat Sintering differs from other processes by way of using a heated thermal print head to fuse powder material together. As before, layers are added with a roller in between fusion of layers. A platform lowers the model accordingly.



Description of process:



1. A layer, typically 0.1mm thick of material is spread over the build platform.

· A laser fuses the first layer or first cross section of the model.

· A new layer of powder is spread across the previous layer using a roller.

· Further layers or cross sections are fused and added.

· The process repeats until the entire model is created. Loose, unfused powder is remains in position but is removed during post processing.



Materials:



1. Any powder-based materials, including common metals and plastics

· SHS: Nylon DMLS, SLS, SLM: Stainless Steel, Titanium, Aluminum, Cobalt Chrome, Steel

· EBM: Titanium, Cobalt Chrome, Steel, Aluminum, Copper



Advantages:



· Relatively inexpensive

· Suitable for visual models and prototypes

· Ability to integrate technology into small scale, office sized machine (SHS)

· Powder acts as an integrated support structure

· Large range of material options



Disadvantages:



1. Relatively slow speed (SHS)

· Lack of structural properties in materials

· Size limitations

· High power usage

· Finish is dependent on powder grain size



Applications:



1. Limited-runs of end use parts

· Art

Example Machines:

1. Blueprinter M3 (SHS)

· Protocam (SLS)

Photos:







Material Jetting

Material jetting creates objects in a similar method to a two dimensional ink jet printer. Material is jetted onto a build platform using either a continuous or Drop on Demand (DOD) approach.



Material is jetted onto the build surface or platform, where it solidifies and the model is built layer by layer. Material is deposited from a nozzle which moves horizontally across the build platform. Machines vary in complexity and in their methods of controlling the deposition of material. The material layers are then cured or hardened using ultraviolet (UV) light.



As material must be deposited in drops, the number of materials available to use is limited. Polymers and waxes are suitable and commonly used materials, due to their viscous nature and ability to form drops.



Description of process:



1. The print head is positioned above build platform.

· Droplets of material are deposited from the print head onto surface where required, using either thermal or piezoelectric method.

· Droplets of material solidify and make up the first layer.

· Further layers are built up as before on top of the previous.

· Layers are allowed to cool and harden or are cured by UV light. Post processing includes removal of support material

Materials:

1. Polymers and plastics

Advantages:

· The process benefits from a high accuracy of deposition of droplets and therefore low waste

· The process allows for multiple material parts and colours under one process

Disadvantages:

1. Support material is often required

· A high accuracy can be achieved but materials are limited and only polymers and waxes can be used

Applications:

1. Prototypes for visual and form / fit testing

· Casting patterns with good accuracy and surface finishes; particularly useful for lost wax casting in medical, dental, and jewelry industries

Example Machines:

1. Objet 500 Connex 3

Photos:







Binder Jetting

The binder jetting process uses two materials; a powder based material and a binder. The binder acts as an adhesive between powder layers. The binder is usually in liquid form and the build material in powder form. A print head moves horizontally along the x and y axes of the machine and deposits alternating layers of the build material and the binding material. After each layer, the object being printed is lowered on its build platform.



Due to the method of binding, the material characteristics are not always suitable for structural parts and despite the relative speed of printing, additional post processing (see below) can add significant time to the overall process.



As with other powder based manufacturing methods, the object being printed is self-supported within the powder bed and is removed from the unbound powder once completed. The technology is often referred to as 3DP technology and is copyrighted under this name.



Description of Process:



· Powder material is spread over the build platform using a roller.

· The print head deposits the binder adhesive on top of the powder where required.

· The build platform is lowered by the model’s layer thickness.

· Another layer of powder is spread over the previous layer. The object is formed where the powder is bound to the liquid.

· Unbound powder remains in position surrounding the object.

· The process is repeated until the entire object has been made.

Materials:

1. Metals: Stainless steel

· Polymers: ABS, PA, PC

· Ceramics: Glass

Advantages:

1. Parts can be made with a range of different colors

· Uses a range of materials: metal, polymers and ceramics

· The process is generally faster than others

· The two material method allows for a large number of different binder-powder combinations and various mechanical properties

Disadvantages:

1. Not always suitable for structural parts, due to the use of binder material

· Additional post processing can add significant time to the overall process

Applications:

1. Bobbleheads for baseball marketing campaigns

· Rapid Prototyping for the industrial industry

· Models for scientific applications

· Automotive industry

Example Machines:

1. M Flex

· Ex One

Photos:







Directed Energy Deposition

Directed Energy Deposition (DED) covers a range of terminology: ‘Laser engineered net shaping, directed light fabrication, direct metal deposition, 3D laser cladding’ It is a more complex printing process commonly used to repair or add additional material to existing components (Gibson et al., 2010).



A typical DED machine consists of a nozzle mounted on a multi axis arm, which deposits melted material onto the specified surface, where it solidifies. The process is similar in principle to material extrusion, but the nozzle can move in multiple directions and is not fixed to a specific axis. The material, which can be deposited from any angle due to 4 and 5 axis machines, is melted upon deposition with a laser or electron beam. The process can be used with polymers, ceramics but is typically used with metals, in the form of either powder or wire.



Description of Process:



1. A4 or 5 axis arm with nozzle moves around a fixed object.

· Material is deposited from the nozzle onto existing surfaces of the object.

· Material is either provided in wire or powder form.

· Material is melted using a laser, electron beam or plasma arc upon deposition.

· Further material is added layer by layer and solidifies, creating or repairing new material features on the existing object.

Materials:

1. Metals: Cobalt Chrome, Titanium

Advantages:

· Ability to control the grain structure to a high degree, which lends the process to repair work of high quality, functional parts

· A balance is needed between surface quality and speed, although with repair applications, speed can often be sacrificed for a high accuracy and a pre-determined microstructure

Disadvantages:

1. Finishes can vary depending on paper or plastic material but may require post processing to achieve desired effect

· Limited material use

· Fusion processes require more research to further advance the process into a more mainstream positioning

Applications:

1. Repairing and maintaining structural parts

Example Machines:

· Insstek MX3

Photos:







Vat Photo-Polymerization

Vat polymerization uses a vat of liquid photopolymer resin, out of which the model is constructed layer by layer. An ultraviolet (UV) light is used to cure or harden the resin where required, whilst a platform moves the object being made downwards after each new layer is cured.



As the process uses liquid to form objects, there is no structural support from the material during the build phase, unlike powder based methods, where support is given from the unbound material. In this case, support structures will often need to be added. Resins are cured using a process of photo polymerization or UV light, where the light is directed across the surface of the resin with the use of motor controlled mirrors. Where the resin comes in contact with the light, it cures or hardens.



Description of Process:



· The build platform is lowered from the top of the resin vat downwards by the layer thickness.

· A UV light cures the resin layer by layer. The platform continues to move downwards and additional layers are built on top of the previous.

· Some machines use a blade which moves between layers in order to provide a smooth resin base to build the next layer on.

· After completion, the vat is drained of resin and the object removed.



Materials:

1. Polymers: UV-curable Photopolymer resin

· Resins: Visijet range (3D systems)

Advantages:

1. High level of accuracy and good finish

· Relatively quick process

· Typically large build areas: objet 1000: 1000 x 800 x 500 and max model weight of 200 kg

Disadvantages:

1. Relatively expensive

· Lengthy post processing time and removal from resin

· Limited material use of photo-resins

· Often requires support structures and post curing for parts to be strong enough for structural use

Applications:

1. Biomedical

Example Machines:

1. 3D Systems ProX 950

Photos:







Sheet Lamination

Sheet lamination processes include ultrasonic additive manufacturing (UAM) and laminated object manufacturing (LOM). The Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing process uses sheets or ribbons of metal, which are bound together using ultrasonic welding. The process does require additional CNC machining and removal of the unbound metal, often during the welding process. Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) uses a similar layer by layer approach but uses paper as material and adhesive instead of welding. The LOM process uses a cross hatching method during the printing process to allow for easy removal post build. Laminated objects are often used for aesthetic and visual models and are not suitable for structural use. UAM uses metals and includes aluminum, copper, stainless steel and titanium (Ultrasonic Additive Manufacturing Overview, 2014). The process is low temperature and allows for internal geometries to be created.  The process can bond different materials and requires relatively little energy, as the metal is not melted.

Description of Process

· The material is positioned in place on the cutting bed.

· The material is bonded in place, over the previous layer, using the adhesive.

· The required shape is then cut from the layer, by laser or knife.

· The next layer is added.

· Steps two and three can be reversed and alternatively, the material can be cut before being positioned and bonded.

Materials:

1. Effectively any sheet material capable of being rolled such as paper, plastic and some sheet metals.

· The most commonly used material is A4 paper.

Advantages:

1. Benefits include speed, low cost, ease of material handling, but the strength and integrity of models is reliant on the adhesive used

· Cutting can be very fast due to the cutting route only being that of the shape outline, not the entire cross sectional area

Disadvantages:

1. Finishes can vary depending on paper or plastic material but may require post processing to achieve desired effect

· Limited material use

· Fusion processes require more research to further advance the process into a more mainstream positioning

Applications:

1. Educational Models

· Surgical Planning

· GIS Maps

Example Machines:

1. MCor Matrix 300 plus

Photos:











[Links and Additional Resources]

"What is Additive Manufacturing” - Click to PDF
http://additivemanufacturing.com/basics/

3D printing objects in plastic - Click to PDF
http://3dprinting.com/materials/plastics/

Recycling plastic with 3D printing - Click to PDF
http://reviews.cnet.com/3d-printers/filabot-reclaimer/4505-33809_7-35569235.html#!



Fused Deposition Modeling - Click to PDF
http://www.livescience.com/39810-fused-deposition-modeling.html

"3D Metal Printing”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6Px6RSL9Ac



"3D printing with metal, titanium, and aluminum demo by EOS, 2013” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zApmGFDA6ow



"3D Printing of Liquid Metals at Room Temperature” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql3pXn8-sHA


European Space Agency
http://www.space.com/23276-3d-printing-space-metal-europe.html

Renishaw
http://3dprintingsystems.com/additive-manufacturing-using-metals/

ExOne
http://www.exone.com/materialization/services

Ford, General Electric, Mattel - Click to PDF
http://www.smartplanet.com/blog/bulletin/how-three-companies-are-using-3d-printing/21228


Printing 3D metals in space (8:30)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TM856bgWC5I 


Article on additive manufacturing at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory: https://manufacturing.llnl.gov/additive-manufacturing/metal-additive-manufacturing


3D Printing with Sand - Click to PDF
http://www.creativeapplications.net/android/stonespray-3d-printing-with-sand/

"Solar-powered 3D printer uses sand to make glass” - Click to PDF
http://www.scidev.net/global/energy/news/solar-powered-3d-printer-uses-sand-to-make-glass-1.html


"3D Printing at Protofacturing”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6-A1c0fr6c 


"Amazing 3D Printer in Action: Watch a Working Wrench Made from Powder”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jQ-aWFYT_SU 


Click to PDF

Videos on Different Materials in 3D Printing

3D printing ceramics
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxNzo3ckVOo
 
3D printing food
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQni3wb0tyM 
 
3D printed food coming soon 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgE_AaWE1M4
 
3D Printed Food is the Future!?!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuqABhx55og
 
3D printing buildings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YiPLjozLdU

Article on Engineered Materials

https://manufacturing.llnl.gov/additive-manufacturing/designer-engineered-materials

Videos on Material Extrusion:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9#   (Lesson 3.3)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jo7YjRAn_vE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHO6G67GJbM

Videos on Powder Bed Infusion:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.4 and 3.5)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHPgkzCJt6Q

Videos on Material Jetting:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9#  (Lesson 3.2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePhzUQ0IXFE

Videos on Binder Jetting:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.6)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQgbMMw1GHo

Videos Directed Energy Deposition:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.8)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2foaRi4nxM

Videos:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.1)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ehlWYfdS70

Videos Sheet Lamination:

https://dap.dau.mil/daustream/pages/AssetList.aspx?init-id=9# (Lesson 3.7)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVzRyKxD6Zc
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Making of layered items of commercial importance has a history that goes back thousands of years.  For example, single sheets of paper were made by forming (via filtration on a screen) and drying a layer of fiber made from pulp.  Since the beginning of industrial revolution, multiply boxboard has been made by making continuous individual layers of fiber, with each layer being combined with the subsequent layer in continuous box-board making machines.

AM processes are different because they employ a variety of materials and unlike the manufacture of paper and paperboard, there are no restrictions on the geometry, shape and internal structure of the part.  The location, shape, thickness and internal structure of each layer is always under positive control of the AM system.

We explore the history of AM, beginning with two precursor technologies that form the root of modern AM practice.  These precursors were 3-dimensional relief maps from the field of topography and sculpture made from multiple photographs of the object (or subject), taken in the round.  This gave rise to techniques of photosculpture.





History of Additive Manufacturing –Then
From topography and photo sculpture

1860: Willeme (US Patent US43822 A, 1864)

Photosculpture method to recreate pictures in 3D

1890: Blanther (US Patent US473901 A)

Layered method to create topographical relief maps

1951: Munz (US Patent US2775758 A)

Basis of stereolithography techniques introduced

1968: Swainson (US Patent US4041476 A, 1971)

3D polymerization with laser beams

1971: Ciraud (FRG Disclosure Publication 2263777)

Powder process proposed
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The use of photography to make an exact 3-dimensional replica of an object predates the development of 3-dimensional relief maps by nearly 30 years. In 1860 one particularly successful embodiment of this technique was developed by François Willeme, and patent in the US in 1864.

In Willeme’s method, the subject was placed in circular room and simultaneously photographed by 24 cameras placed equally about the circumference of the room. An artisan then carved a 1/24th cylindrical portion of the figure using a silhouette of each photograph.

Blanther suggested a layered method for making a mold for topographical relief maps. He obtained a US patent in 1890. The method consisted of impressing topographical contour lines on a series of wax plates and cutting these wax plates along the contour lines.  After stacking and smoothing these wax sections, Blanther obtained a positive and negative three-dimensional forms with a surface that corresponds to the terrain indicated by the contour lines. A paper map was pressed between the positive and negative forms to create a raised relief map.

Munz proposed a system that has features of present day stereolithography techniques.  Munz received a US patent in 1951.

In 1968, Swainson proposed a process to directly fabricate a plastic pattern by selective, three-dimensional polymerization of photosensitive polymer at the intersection of two laser beams. Swainson received a US patent in 1971.

In 1971, Ciraud disclosed a process that has all the features of modern direct deposition AM techniques.  His technique fused small particles of material using a laser, electron beam or a plasma beam to heat and melt the particles locally.  Consequently, the particles adhere to each other when cooled and solidified.  His process was disclosed in an FRG Disclosure.





History of Additive Manufacturing

1972: Matsubara (Mitsubishi Motors)

Photo-hardening materials

1979: Nakagawa (Tokyo University)

Laminating techniques to create functional tools

1979: Householder (US Patent US4247508 A)

Earliest description of powder laser sintering – never commercialized

1986: Hull (US Patent 4,575,330)

Coined the term Stereolithography

1989 Deckard (US Patent US4863538 A)

First commercial use of Selective Laser Sintering (a DARPA project)

1980's – today:

Advancements in processes, CAD, file storage/structure, materials, technology (machines) and development of Additive Manufacturing community; development of the Maker Movement
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Matsubara, in 1972, proposed a topographical process that used photo-hardening of materials to create thin sheets of a desired shape from a photopolymer material.  These sheets were then stacked together to make a casting mold.

In 1979, Nakagawa, used lamination techniques to produce tools, used for blank forming, press forming and injection molding.  Also in a 1979 US patent, Householder presented the earliest description of a powder laser sintering process. He revealed sequentially depositing planar layers and solidifying a portion of each layer selectively. This method was never commercialized.

In 1986, Hull revealed a method for creation of 3-D object, in layers, by using Stereo-lithography.  Hull described stereolithography as a method for making solid objects by successively “printing” thin layers of a curable material.  A programmed moving beam of UV light is directed on the thin layer, selectively hardening areas of the layer to create a hardened slice of the object’s cross-section. By repeated layering and hardening of successive cross- sections, the entire object can be created.

In a 1989 patent, Deckard revealed a system for producing part by selective sintering of powder layers, using a scanning laser.  The powder can be made of plastic, metal, ceramic or a polymer.  Deckard demonstrated the first commercial use of Selective Laser Sintering.

In the 1980s and continuing, AM processes saw major developments in software, storage, materials, machine systems and the growth of AM Community and the Maker Movement.





Additive Manufacturing: Now

1980’s – 2000s

Mainly pre-production applications

Prototyping

Proof of concept

Manufacturability and Repeatability demonstration

Optimization of the manufacturing process

Verification and internal testing

External units (> 100) for customer testing
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In the two decades from 1980 to 2000, AM saw commercial applications in pre-production activities.  These include prototyping, demonstrating proof of concept, engineering scale demonstration necessary to build confidence in the industry; production of small batch runs of parts for testing and validation purposes.
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Outline of This Module

Characteristics of a Good Design

Iterative Nature of Design

Design is a Process and a Mindset – Design Thinking
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Design Thinking

What is Design Thinking

What does Design Thinking Entail

Where did it come from – history/background

Case study

Design Process

Three Different  Design Process Models
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Outline of This Module (contd.)

Design Techniques and Tools

Problem Statement Definition

What Does it Contain

How do you Develop It

Design Requirement Statement

What Does it Contain

Tips for writing requirement

Design Brief

Brainstorming

Prototyping

Systematic Evaluation of Potential Design Solutions – Design Basis Analysis
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Characteristics of a Good Design

Design is the most critical piece of Additive Manuf.

Good Design:

Is Innovative

Is Aesthetic

Is Long-Lasting

Is Environmentally Friendly

Is Less Design

Is Thorough

Makes products Useful and Understandable

The Design Process
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Characteristics of a Good Design

Read the article in the attached file (double click on icon)



In your Journal:

Describe and define design, how good design incorporates innovation, makes a product understandable, and environmentally friendly
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Design: Characteristics

Satisfies Requirements of Customer/User

Ease of Understanding

Ease of Implementation

Ease of Testing

Ease of Modification

The Design Process
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Properties that make objects “user friendly”
(these relate to the interface between the user and the object)

Affordances 

Conceptual Models 

Visibility 

Mapping

Feedback



Activity: Read attached for more detailed description and examples (to open, double click icon)

Exercise: Analyze and Evaluate the above properties of: an oven, cooking range, washing machine, laptop
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Constraints
(properties, characteristics, or cultural factors
that limit choice or what is possible)

Physical constraints

Semantic constraints

Cultural constraints

Logical constraints

Activity:  Read the attached file (double click icon to open)

Exercise: Find at least one example of the above constraints in:

Cell phone (hardware and software)

Microwave oven
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9

Students are to place terms and definitions in their student journals.



Characteristics of a Good Design

Print the form in the attached file (double click on icon)



Complete the Exercise given in the form

From the site http://www.baddesigns.com/examples.html select one example and complete exercise steps 3 to 5.

In example you selected: identify which of the design properties and constraints listed in Slides 8 and 9 are absent or could be improved.
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Design: Formal Process

The Design Process
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Design: Formal Process

Iterative

Repeating entire process until goal/target is reached

Improves quality/functionality (when done right)

Enter Anywhere in the Loop

Do not have to start with problem definition

Team and teammates can enter/leave at any time

Key Element of Iterative Design

Easier to critique and improve an existing design iteratively than to create a single, exceptional design

The Design Process
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Iterative Nature of Design

Read the linked article (double click on icon)

Exercise:

Select an item that you own and use frequently (e.g. cell phone).

List design shortcomings that you have experienced in its use

Discuss what design changes you  would recommend in the next version of this product. 
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Design is a Process & a Mindset

Mindset – Design Thinking

Process

Tools and Techniques

Framework for Systematic Selection of Solutions

The Design Process
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“Design Thinking”

It is a framework for a mindset with which the designer approaches the customer’s problem.

It is applicable to every step of the design process

It is particularly important during problem. identification

It is applicable to the design of everything.

The Design Process
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“Design Thinking”

View the video at the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAinLaT42xY



Journal:  Difference between “Design” and “Design Thinking”



The Design Process
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What does Design Thinking Entail?

Become the “customer” – by living in the customer’s shoes

Take Quick Decisions

Rapid Action

Rapid Prototyping

Brainstorm with strict and rigid discipline
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What does Design Thinking Entail?

Activity:

View the video at the link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZH70qhmEso

Exercise:

View each Item below.  Compare each to today’s version and list changes and why the changes are improvements:
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Design Thinking
A case study in long-range planning
(nation’s largest HMO)



Initial Solution: Build new buildings and infrastructure. 

Implemented Solution: Redesign interior of existing buildings

Achieved intended result as well as time and cost saving

Achieved by “becoming the customer”

The Design Process
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The Design Processes

Several models for a design process:

Design in 10 Steps

Alternate 10 Steps in Design Process

Creative Problem Solving (CPS; also called the Universal Traveler Model)

The Design Process
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		Design in 10 Steps		Alternate: 10 Steps in Design Process		Creative Problem Solving

		1.  Identify Need		1.  Identify the Problem		1.  Acceptance (of problem)

		2.  Research Problem		2.  Define Criteria		2.  Analysis (learn about the problem)

		3.  Brainstorm Ideas		3.  Research and Gather Information		3.  Definition (set objectives, and design and success criteria)

		4.  Draft Design Brief(s)		4.  Brainstorm		4.  Ideation (Brainstorm solutions)

		5.  Refine Preferred Design		5.  Analyze Potential Solutions		5.  Select (potential design solution)

		6.  Prepare Design Requirements		6.  Develop and test models		6.  Implementation (of best potential design)

		CAD		7.  Make a Decision (select one)		7.  Evaluation (certify solution or iterate to selection state)

		8.  Build Prototype		8.  Communicate and Specify		

		9.  Test, Evaluate and Refine		9.  Build Test and Refine		

		10.  Communicate Solution (to stakeholders)		10.  Implement (final product)		



The Three Design Process Models

The Design Process
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Design Techniques and Tools
Steps Common to the three design process models

Even though steps do not have the same names, and sequence, each model has the following common features: 

Problem Statement Definition

Design Requirement Statement

Design Brief

Brainstorming

Prototyping
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Problem Statement





What Does it Contain

How do you Develop it

The Design Process
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The Problem Statement
What Does it Contain

Description of issues

Why is the team needed to address the issue?

What is the problem

How/When does the problem occur

Whose problem is it (stakeholders)?

Who needs solution

Who decides problem has been solved
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The Problem Statement
What Does it Contain

What form can solution take?

Scope

Limitations

Time

Money

Resources

Technology
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The Problem Statement
What Does it Contain

 Why use a problem statement

To focus attention of the individual/team

Well Defined problem is half-way to being solved

Assess creative and innovative limits

Scope too narrow/limited, narrow opportunities

Should not have an active/evident solution

If it does, then:

Your problem assessment is incorrect/incomplete

You should use the existing solution and move on
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The Problem Statement -- Exercise

Write need statements that would lead to the following solutions as the best possible ones:

High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)

Jeep

Apple iPhone

Motorcycle

For each item, write at least 10 need statements.
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The Problem Statement
How do you make it?



With fresh eyes

By breaking it down

By changing the perspective

By going on a fact finding mission

The Design Process
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The Problem Statement
How do you make it?

Activity:

Read the linked article on how to define a problem (to open, double click on the icon)
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Revisit Need Statement Exercise

Re-write need statements that would lead to the following solutions as the best possible ones:

High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)

Jeep

Apple iPhone

Motorcycle

For each item, write at least 10 need statements (without looking at your previous answers)

Compare your answers with those you gave earlier.  Discuss what changed and why you changed it.

The Design Process
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“Become the Customer”

Purpose of this technique is to experience the customers’ problem through their shoes.  Done by:

Interview the customer: obtain first hand information from the ultimate end-user who is facing the problem

Shadow the customer: observe customer using the product or facing the problem

“Extreme User”– interview personnel who really know everything about the problem and those who know nothing about the problem

“Unfocus Group” Interview a diverse group of people to explore the problem
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“Become the Customer”

Exercise:



Ask one of your buddies to be the customer for a wall switch cover plate.

Now by “becoming the customer” determine and write down what your customer’s problems and needs are for a cover plate are.

Examine the problem in all its myriad forms.  Can a restatement of the problem lead to a better solution or a different solution?
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The Design Process
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Design Requirements

Functionality

Quality

Safety

Ergonomics

Appearance/Aesthetics

Economics

Environment

The Design Process
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Design Requirements

Functionality – does product fulfill purpose

Quality – does product meet/exceed standards

Safety – does product meet codes/regulations

Ergonomics – built for ease of use

Appearance/Aesthetics – pleasing to senses

Economics – product cost (make + purchase)

Environment – issues and impacts

The Design Process
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Design Requirements

Types of Requirements:

Cost target

Schedule target

Geometry

Physical Characteristics

Capacity

Performance Characteristics
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Design Requirements

Types of Requirements:

Manufacturing Considerations

Environmental Considerations

Materials, Energy, Water requirements

Reliability & Maintainability requirements

Specific requirements unique to the product-area 

Read about design requirements at the following link: 

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/engineering-design-process/design-requirements-examples
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Design Requirements

What does a good requirement statement have:



Who benefits from the requirement

What is the desirable end state 

How do we test/measure the requirement – that is, how do we know that it was achieved

The Design Process
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Design Requirements
Tips for Writing

Activity:

Read the tips for writing design requirements at the link below:

http://businessanalystlearnings.com/blog/2013/7/26/15-tips-for-writing-better-requirements 


Exercise:

Create a Design requirement for a domestic wall switch cover plate.

Create a design requirement for a FDM 3-D printer
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Design Requirement
Crescent Wrench

Study the two alternative statements of a design requirement for a crescent wrench.  State which is a poor example and which is the better one.  Write down what makes each statement good or poor. 

Alternative 1:

comfortable hand hold

tighten bolts

withstand repeated use

 Alternative 2:

handle long enough for average male and average female hand width

double-ended crescent for hex and square bolts

one end 10mm bolts, one end 15mm bolts

withstand 2 ft-lbs of torque

withstand 200+ individual uses
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Design Requirement
Hanging Planter

Study the two alternative statements of a design requirement for a hanging planter.  State which is a poor example and which is the better one.  Write down what makes each statement good or poor. 

Alternative 1:

hang outside on porch

include holes for drainage

hold a medium sized plant

 Alternative 2:

hang from single-eye hook in ceiling of porch

include 3 hooks on top rim of planter for fastening

max weight 10 lbs

cylindrical planter with bottom diameter 6 inches, top diameter 10 inches

include 3 one-inch diameter drainage holes (equidistant from one another)
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Design Brief

Single sheet of paper

Four major elements

Problem Statement

Description, constraints, budget, time, problem needs

Goals

What you plan to accomplish, due dates/milestones

Solution Analysis

Risk/benefit, planned solutions, sketches

Synopsis

Evaluation, conclusion/summary
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Design Brief -- Example

Activity:  Review an example of a design brief.  (double click icon to open file)


Exercise:

Prepare a Design Brief for a switch cover plate – base it on results of cover plate exercises done earlier
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Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a way to:

Generate wide/broad array of solution options

Integrate a variety of perspectives into design options

Focus goals/objectives of team

Assist in idea/solution selection



Brainstorming IS NOT a way to:

Instill personal ideology on a group

Work individually and combine ideas at the end

Insist on 'your way or the highway'

The Design Process
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Brainstorming

 Brainstorming Rules/Guidelines



Appoint a facilitator

Do not solve the problem

Do not evaluate offered solutions

Do not criticize anyone or any solution

Stay focused on the objective(s)

Treat everyone as equals

Listen respectfully to everyone's input

Refrain from side conversations
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Brainstorming

Major Brainstorming Rules/Guidelines



Participate honestly and candidly

Ask questions (there is no 'dumb' question)

Ensure everything relevant gets written down

Start and end on time

Treat everything as a guideline that can be customized

Evaluate, prioritize, decide, vote, etc. in a separate meeting/session

Enforce rules strictly
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Prototyping

Mock-up everything

Go fast

No frills

Let customer view and experience the prototype

Revise, re-design and refine prototype based on inputs from stakeholders.  Let customer review the refined prototype
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Prototyping

Activity:  Read the attached article. (to open, double click on the icon)



Exercise:

List benefits of making a prototype.

What are the differences between a prototype and the final product.

Discuss what cannot be tested by means of a prototype
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Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions (PDS)
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Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions

Three different design process models discussed earlier

All have a step which explicitly or implicitly requires evaluation of design alternatives prior to prototyping and further development of design:













		Design Process Model		Design Selection or Refinement step

		Design in 10 Steps		Refine Preferred Design

		Alternate 10 Step in Design process		Analyze Potential Solutions

		Creative Problem Solving		Select (potential design solution)
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Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions



A systematic process is required to evaluate and prioritize the potential design solutions.

Use Design Basis Analysis (DBA) to compare and select a PDS.

DBA, and an accompanying tool (DBAT) is the subject of another training course

A brief overview and summary  of DBA is presented here.
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DBA Flow Chart
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview

DBA involves eight steps to yield a semi-quantitative scoring of PDS.

Design Requirements (DR) are translated into Basis of Design (BOD) Categories:

Functionality

Operational Environment

Health, Safety & Environment

Service Life Manageability

Security

Interfacing Systems 
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Each Design Requirement is assigned to its appropriate BOD category.

Every category in BOD is given a criticality score from 1 to 4 depending upon the importance of meeting the requirements of the category.









		Criticality Score		Impact

		4		Critical

		3		Significant

		2		Limited

		1		No Impact
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Every PDS is evaluated against the DRs categorized in the BOD per a template:



		DR Category		DR		Advantages of Design		Constraints
of Design		Compliance Basis		Compliance Score

		Functionality										

		Operational Environment										

		Health, Safety, & Environment										

		Service Life Manageability										

		Security										

		Interfacing Systems										
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

For every PDS, each BOD category is given a compliance score from 1 to 4:



		Compliance Score		Degree of Compliance

		4		Full Compliance

		3		Significant Compliance

		2		Limited Compliance

		1		Not Compliant
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Another factor that determines the success of the PDS design is its implementability.

Implementability is determined by three factors:



Level of engineering proficiency of design team, measured by knowledge, skills and aptitude (KSA) of the design team

Planning effort needed to qualify & implement the PDS

Design challenges requiring innovation
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Scoring Implementability



For every PDS, each of the three factors are scored

Overall implementability is derived by averaging scores for the three factors.
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Scoring Rules for Implementability Factors

		KSA Score		KSA Level1		Planning Score		Degree of Planning		Innovation Score		Level of Innovation

		4		Apprentice / Entry level		4		Minimal		4		Minimal Reqd.

		3		Artisan / Journeyman level		3		Limited		3		Improvement Reqd.

		2		Sr. Field Technician		2		Significant		2		Significant Improvement in current paradigm

		1		Subject Matter Expert		1		Extensive		1		Contradictions and Limitations



1 KSA Scores are inverse of the other two factors.  Higher KSA score implies lower level of KSA in the design team.
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Compare PDS for Compliance and implementability



Each PDS is evaluated against the others along the dimensions of compliance with the BOD and ease of implementability



Decide which PDS moves on to the next step in the design process
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview (contd.)

Design Evaluation Report



Document the reasons a PDS was selected for further implementation



Document the reasons for rejecting the PDS(s) that were eliminated.
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Design Basis Analysis
An Overview

DBA is used to prioritize PDS and choose one most optimal PDS for further implementation.

There are similarities and some overlap between the 8 steps of DBA and the steps in the design process models discussed earlier.

Following table compares the areas of overlap between DBA steps and the design process steps.
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How do DBA steps relate to Design Process Model Steps.

		DBA Step No.		DBA Step Description		Design in 10 Steps		Alternate 10 Steps in Design		CPS Step

		1		Problem Identified and Detailed		1. Identify Need		1. Identify the Problem		Acceptance

		2		Problem Translated to BOD categories – DR are assigned a BOD category		2. Research problem
3. Brainstorm Ideas
4. Design Brief
6. Prepare DR		2. Define Criteria
3. Research & Gather Info.
4. Brainstorm		2. Analysis
3. Definition
4. Ideation

		3		Every BOD category is given a criticality score						5. Select Potential Design Solution
6. Implement
7.Evaluate and accept as final product or iterate.

		4		PDS are identified and described		5. Refine Preferred Design
7. CAD
8. Build Prototype
9. Test, Evaluate and Refine		5.Analyze Potential solutions
6. Develop and Test Models
7. Select One
8.  Build, Test and Refine		

		5		PDS Evaluated for Compliance with BOD						

		6		PDS evaluated for implemetability						

		7		Compare PDS for compliance with BOD & ease of implementation						

		8		Select optimal PDS; prepare DER; (test selected PDS, and repeat steps 4 to 8 as required)						
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There is often a trade-off between good design and price: the better the design, the higher



the price. Yet companies like IKEA and Target succeed because they make well designed



products accessible. The following characteristics–inspired by a list of 10 principles of



good design created by designer Dieter Rams–are fundamental rules for sizing up good



design.



Good design makes a product useful –  A product is bought to be used. Good design



emphasizes the usefulness of a product while disregarding anything that could possibly



detract from its usefulness.



Good Design is Innovative – Innovation does not only imply something new,  it also



means product refinement. Good design usually comes from resourceful and creative



people who take inventions and perfect them. In 1779, Samuel Crompton of Lancashire 



invented the spinning mule, which made possible the mechanization of cotton



manufacture. Yet the innovation was continued by Henry Stones, of Horwich, who added



metal rollers to the mule; and James Hargreaves, of Tottington, who figured out how to



smooth the acceleration and deceleration of the spinning wheel; and William Kelly, of



Glasgow, who worked out how to add water power to the draw stroke; and John Kennedy,



of Manchester, who adapted the wheel to turn out fine counts; and, finally, Richard



Roberts, also of Manchester, a master of precision machine tooling who created the



“automatic” spinning mule: an exacting, high-speed, reliable rethinking of Crompton’s



original creation. Such men provided the micro inventions necessary to make macro



inventions highly productive.



Good Design Makes a Product Understandable – Good design emphasizes simplicity



and clarifies the product’s structure and use. At best, it is self-explanatory and intuitive.



No one likes things that are tricky to operate. Good design typically provides a high



quality user manual, instructions, or user interface.



Good Design is Aesthetic – The aesthetic quality of a product is integral to its



usefulness because products we use every day affect our well-being. Objects of beauty



generate feelings of delight and pleasure, but only well-executed objects can be



beautiful.



Good Design Makes Products Easy to Transport, Store, and Maintain – Good design



reduces or eliminates tedious drudgery associated with the maintenance of a product



(i.e., the cleaning of the object is designed to be quick and easy). Good design packages a



product in a way that is small, stackable, standardized, easy to load on a truck or train



and therefore easy to transport.





http://www.knovelblogs.com/2012/07/03/9-characteristics-of-good-design/


http://www.knovelblogs.com/2012/07/03/9-characteristics-of-good-design/


http://www.vitsoe.com/en/gb/about/dieterrams/gooddesign


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dieter_Rams
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Good Design is Long-Lasting – Unlike fashionable design, products with good design are



built to last many years. Planned obsolescence is when a product or part is made that is



designed to fail, or become less desirable over time or after a certain amount of use. Our



culture is trending toward a throwaway society based on over-consumption and



excessive production of short-lived or disposable items. Non-durable goods (products



used less than three years) make up 27% of all municipal solid waste, with durable goods



making up 16%. Economic growth built on made-to-break products, planned



obsolescence, and fashion is wasteful.



Good Design is Environmentally Friendly – The population is 7 billion, and we’re



expected to reach 9.2 billion by 2050. The planet is naturally able to absorb and cleanse a



certain amount of pollution, but with this many people on the earth, we risk



environmental degradation. Good design makes an important contribution to the



preservation of the environment. It conserves resources and minimizes physical and



visual pollution throughout the lifecycle of the product. Products that take into account



the environment are easy to recycle, made sustainably, and use materials with optimal



properties. Architects are now designing buildings and communities using green



architecture techniques. Architects and designers need to take a leadership role in



designing buildings and communities that encourage the cultural change required to



restore environmental sustainability. Poor design is responsible for many, if not most, of



our environmental problems. Good design minimizes a product’s packaging; containers



and packaging now represent 32% of all municipal solid waste.



Good Design is Less Design – Less is more. Good design is well-edited, concentrating



only on the essentials. Truly great products are sleek, essential and easy to use.  There’s



an honesty in good design–it does not try to make a product more innovative, powerful or



valuable than it really is. It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer.



Good Design is Thorough, Down to the Last Detail – Nothing is arbitrary. Care and



accuracy in the design process shows respect towards the consumer.



 What do you think about this list? Are there any other characteristics of good design that



you would add?



9 Characteristics of Good Design, 3.0 out of 5 based on 5 ratings



Original URL:



http://www.knovelblogs.com/2012/07/03/9-characteristics-of-good-design/
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The Design of Everyday 
Things



Donald A. Norman



Common Objects



Understandable or Frustrating?



PPT 1 











The Design



• Well-Designed Objects



Easy to interpret



Easy to understand



Visible clues to 
operation



• Poorly-Designed Objects



Difficult to use



Frustrating to use



No clues or false clues to 
operation



Thwart process of 
interpretation and lead to 
error











Pull, Push, or Slide???











Visibility



• Clues to the Door Mystery



Signal user where to push – a vertical plate on 
the side to be pushed- nothing on the other



Signal which side to push – supporting pillar 
with hinges signals user to push opposite of 
the pillar and hinges.











Affordances



• Affordances are properties of a thing that help 
determine how the thing could be used.
Plates – pushing
Knobs – turning
Slots – inserting things
Balls – throwing or bouncing
Glass – seeing through



These are simple things that need no instructions or 
labels.  When simple things need labels, the design 
has failed.











Why are Affordances Important?



• There are 20,000 – 30,000 everyday objects.



Imagine needing to read labels or instructions in 
order to learn how to use each one!



(Chilling, isn’t  it???)











Let’s Look at Some Everyday 



Objects



The Object



• Ink pen



• Digital wristwatch



• Shower knob



• Umbrella



• Lamp



Give an Example of a poor design



• Do you pull out? Or turn?











What are these?











Conceptual Models



• A user’s “conceptual” model allows him/her to see 
an image of the object in his/her mind. 



• A good design provides a conceptual model that 
allows us to predict the effects of our actions.



• See the bicycle on the next slide.  You will know 
whether or not it will work because you will have a 
conceptual model of it and will be able to mentally 
simulate its operation.  Will it work?  



Why or Why Not?











Will it Work?











Visibility 



• In a design, VISIBILITY provides clues to the 
proper use of an object.  A good design makes 
relevant parts visible.  In a row of light 
switches, how do know which to use?











Mapping



• In Design, “mapping” is a technical term 
meaning the relationship between two things-
in this case between the controls and their 
movements and the results in the world.  See 
the stove with controls on the right





http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stove-square.jpg








Feedback



• Feedback- sending back to the user 
information about what action has actually 
been done, what result has been 
accomplished.  



• A very simple example: a pencil that leaves no 
mark.  There is no feedback.



• Elevator button- when the button engages the 
system, it lights up.
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The Design of Everyday Things
Donald A. Norman



Knowing What to Do



PP 3











Constraints



• Physical constraints- limitations that constrain possible 
operations; limited number of possible actions.



• Semantic constraints- the meaning of a situation controls 
the set of possible actions.



• Cultural constraints- set of allowable operations for 
social situations based upon the customs of a people.



• Logical constraints- relationship between the spatial or 
functional layout of components and the things they 
affect or are affected by.  Logic prevails- two switches, 
two lights: the left switch controls the left light; the right 
switch controls the right light.











Constraints Explained



• Go to and read the article at the link:



http://dc-



bdps.wikispaces.asu.edu/file/view/The+De



sign+of+Everyday+Things+-



+Don+Norman+-+Chp+4.pdf





http://dc-bdps.wikispaces.asu.edu/file/view/The+Design+of+Everyday+Things+-+Don+Norman+-+Chp+4.pdf








Where do you push?











Where do you push?











Where do you push?



• A good design provides clues to its 



operation.  The design of the panic bar on 



the second slide of doors tells the user to 



push on the right side of the bar.











Visibility



• Visibility – make relevant parts visible.



A cabinet door without handles or hinges gives 
no clues to opening the door.



Television today makes good use of visibility.  
Today, one knows what program is on AND 
what is about when information appears on 
screen when the watcher tunes to the program.  
30 years ago, one wouldn’t know the name of 
the program let alone what it was about.











Sound



• Sound often replaces visibility



The whistle of a tea kettle when the water 
boils.



The increase in pitch when a vacuum 
cleaner is plugged.



The “click” when the dead bolt on a door 
slides home.



The “tinny” sound when a car door doesn’t 
close tightly.











Sounds that convey information



• List ten sounds that convey information.
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TeamUp



Unit 2: Student Worksheet: Searching for
Designs



Tagged: Teacher



STUDENT WORKSHEET: SEARCHING FOR DESIGNS



 



Name ______________________________________



 



Designs are ev ery where.  This activ ity  will teach y ou to observ e and recognize common designs,



consider what works well and what doesn’t, and suggest improv ements that don’t work well.



 



Your class will take a walking tour around the school campus and/or another close facility .  On this trip,



observ e closely  common objects and look at how they  work.  For example, in y our school, what security



measures hav e been taken at entrances and exits?  How does one enter the building and get from that



entry  point to other locations in the building? How do doors open?  Are there directions giv en for proper



use of objects?  How do lockers work?  What regulates the temperature in indiv idual classrooms?  How



do y ou pay  for y our school lunch?  How are lunch lines designed?  How does the nearest stop light work? 



What is the design of the parking lot? Of traffic flow in and out of the school in the mornings?  At



dismissal time? 



    



Are there any  objects whose designs confuse or agitate y ou? What would y ou do to improv e them?



Using this worksheet, consider the following:



 



1 . Work well and are user-friendly :



 



 



 



 



 



2 . Are hard to work, work poorly , or are confusing to use:



 



 



 



 



 



 



3 . Select one of the items y ou listed in #2 and suggest design improv ements that would improv e its



efficiency  and/or ease of use. 



 



 





http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/user/17


http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/node/572


http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/taxonomy/term/39








 



 



 



 



 



 



 



4 . List the professions or subject matter experts who could answer questions or prov ide adv ice to the



suggestions listed in #3.



 



 



 



 



 



5. For the item y ou presented in #3  abov e, consider the following:



            a. Is there another material from which the item can be made?



            b. Is there something that can be added to the design to make it better?



            c. Is there something that can be deleted from the design to make it better?



            d. Is there something that can be expanded or further dev eloped?



            e. Can it be adapted to fit a different purpose?



            f. Can it be used for something other than its identified purpose?
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Unit 5: Design Evaluation and Iterative
Improvements Worksheet



Tagged: Teacher



DESIGN EVALUTION AND ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENTS



 



Ev aluation of the Solution



1 . Design Teams should consider the following items when ev aluating their solutions:



1 . What is the purpose of the product?  



2 . What does the user's think about the product?  



3 . Does the product meet the user's needs?  



4. Is the product safe?



5. Where will the product be used?



2. When surv ey ing users, the design team should ask:



1 . What do y ou like and dislike about this product?  



2 . What do y ou think this product should do?  



3 . What could be done to make y ou want to use this product more?  



4. What do y ou think of the way  this product’s appearance?  



5. Is this product efficient?



6. Is the product safe to use?



7 . If not, how could it be improv ed to make it more ergonomic?  



8. Do y ou see any  problems with this product?  If y es, what can be done to solv e these problems?



9. Does the product work the way  it is supposed to work?



Class discussion how students will use the feedback from the user testing.



Sample Questions



1 . What do y ou like and dislike about this product?



2. What do y ou think this product should do?



3. What could be done to make y ou want to use this product more?



4. What do y ou think of the way  this product looks?



5. Is this product efficient, safe, and comfortable to use?



6. If the product is not efficient, safe, and easy  to use, how could it be improv ed?



7 . Do y ou see any  some problems with this product?



8. If y ou see problems, what can be done to solv e these problems?



Procedures



1 . Create and utilize a chart that will help measure whether or not y our team has been successful.





http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/user/17


http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/node/600


http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/curriculum/taxonomy/term/39








2. Next, plan rev isions y ou will make and how y ou will make these changes.



3 . Utilize the feedback y ou hav e receiv ed from y our peers.



4. Are there additional materials y ou will need?  How does this effect y our budget?



5. Make refinements on y our prototy pe.



Your teacher will rev iew y our team’s chart and help y ou determine what changes can be made. 



Answer the below questions based on user testing, based on user responses and y our observ ations.



Product:



Problem:



User Profile:



Product Purpose:



Product Appearance:



Product Function:



Product Ease of Use:



Product Safety:



Product Problems:
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Design Brief – Example 



 



[Problem Statement] 



Need to create a 3D printed apparatus capable of being connected to a small quad copter for the 



purpose of moving Styrofoam objects to a given target area. Objects will start on the floor of a room. 



Target areas may be at floor level (requiring ‘pushing’ of the object) or may be at elevation (requiring 



‘pick-up’ or ‘lifting’ of the object). 



 



The final deliverable must be presented in three days. External materials may be used, but you may not 



spend more than $5 on the total build (excluding the cost of PLA for the 3D printer). The apparatus 



created may be affixed to the quad copter by hand, but no physical contact is allowed during Styrofoam 



object movement (e.g., release of objects into targets cannot be triggered by human interaction). There 



will be a three-minute window to run the course and put as many objects into targets as possible. 



 



[Goals] 



Apparatus will be able to consistently ‘push’ all objects as desired. Ability to ‘pick-up’ will be 



considered as time permits, but may not be as consistent. Final printing will begin in the AM on Day 3 



and conclude with enough time to allow at least two hours of dedicating final testing. 



 



Tentative Schedule:  Day 1 AM: Brainstorm and Build Design Alternatives 



   Day 1 PM: Select Design and Begin CAD. Proof-of-Concept components 



   Day 2 AM: Print small-scale prototype. Test capabilities and redesign 



   Day 2 PM: Continue to prototype and iterate on design 



   Day 3 AM: Finalize Design. Begin printing. 



   Day 3 PM: Final testing and go live 



 



[Solution Analysis] 



Complicated designs will take longer to print and run a higher risk of exhibiting quality issues 



(physically with respect to the print). ‘Pick-up’ objects requires a more complex design with ability to 



pick-up, maintain, and release objects solely through control of the quad copter. A lighter design is 



better (will not limit quad copter mobility as much and will help preserve battery life), but design must 



be solid enough to handle ‘rotor wash’ from the quad copter and maintain stability during flight. 



 



[Synopsis] 



Design A is a ‘closed’ container (only one open-face for 



entry/exit of objects). Design B uses fence-like walls 



with open top and sides. Design B uses less material and 



will print more quickly, which is desirable given the time 



period (there will be more ability to iterate with Design 



B). Design A currently modeled with singe loop 



connecting apparatus to quad copter. Concerns with 



stability and control may require a significant redesign. 



 



Select Design B to pursue. 
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Making of layered items of commercial importance has a history that goes back thousands of years.  For example, single sheets of paper were made by forming (via filtration on a screen) and drying a layer of fiber made from pulp.  Since the beginning of industrial revolution, multiply boxboard has been made by making continuous individual layers of fiber, with each layer being combined with the subsequent layer in continuous box-board making machines.

AM processes are different because they employ a variety of materials and unlike the manufacture of paper and paperboard, there are no restrictions on the geometry, shape and internal structure of the part.  The location, shape, thickness and internal structure of each layer is always under positive control of the AM system.

We explore the history of AM, beginning with two precursor technologies that form the root of modern AM practice.  These precursors were 3-dimensional relief maps from the field of topography and sculpture made from multiple photographs of the object (or subject), taken in the round.  This gave rise to techniques of photosculpture.





History of Additive Manufacturing –Then

From topography and photo sculpture



		1860: Willeme (US Patent US43822 A, 1864)





						Photosculpture method to recreate pictures in 3D













		1890: Blanther (US Patent US473901 A)





						Layered method to create topographical relief maps













		1951: Munz (US Patent US2775758 A)





						Basis of stereolithography techniques introduced













		1968: Swainson (US Patent US4041476 A, 1971)





						3D polymerization with laser beams













		1971: Ciraud (FRG Disclosure Publication 2263777)





						Powder process proposed
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The use of photography to make an exact 3-dimensional replica of an object predates the development of 3-dimensional relief maps by nearly 30 years. In 1860 one particularly successful embodiment of this technique was developed by François Willeme, and patent in the US in 1864.

In Willeme’s method, the subject was placed in circular room and simultaneously photographed by 24 cameras placed equally about the circumference of the room. An artisan then carved a 1/24th cylindrical portion of the figure using a silhouette of each photograph.

Blanther suggested a layered method for making a mold for topographical relief maps. He obtained a US patent in 1890. The method consisted of impressing topographical contour lines on a series of wax plates and cutting these wax plates along the contour lines.  After stacking and smoothing these wax sections, Blanther obtained a positive and negative three-dimensional forms with a surface that corresponds to the terrain indicated by the contour lines. A paper map was pressed between the positive and negative forms to create a raised relief map.

Munz proposed a system that has features of present day stereolithography techniques.  Munz received a US patent in 1951.

In 1968, Swainson proposed a process to directly fabricate a plastic pattern by selective, three-dimensional polymerization of photosensitive polymer at the intersection of two laser beams. Swainson received a US patent in 1971.

In 1971, Ciraud disclosed a process that has all the features of modern direct deposition AM techniques.  His technique fused small particles of material using a laser, electron beam or a plasma beam to heat and melt the particles locally.  Consequently, the particles adhere to each other when cooled and solidified.  His process was disclosed in an FRG Disclosure.





History of Additive Manufacturing



		1972: Matsubara (Mitsubishi Motors)





						Photo-hardening materials













		1979: Nakagawa (Tokyo University)





						Laminating techniques to create functional tools













		1979: Householder (US Patent US4247508 A)





						Earliest description of powder laser sintering – never commercialized













		1986: Hull (US Patent 4,575,330)





						Coined the term Stereolithography













						1989 Deckard (US Patent US4863538 A)













						First commercial use of Selective Laser Sintering (a DARPA project)













		1980's – today:





						Advancements in processes, CAD, file storage/structure, materials, technology (machines) and development of Additive Manufacturing community; development of the Maker Movement
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Matsubara, in 1972, proposed a topographical process that used photo-hardening of materials to create thin sheets of a desired shape from a photopolymer material.  These sheets were then stacked together to make a casting mold.

In 1979, Nakagawa, used lamination techniques to produce tools, used for blank forming, press forming and injection molding.  Also in a 1979 US patent, Householder presented the earliest description of a powder laser sintering process. He revealed sequentially depositing planar layers and solidifying a portion of each layer selectively. This method was never commercialized.

In 1986, Hull revealed a method for creation of 3-D object, in layers, by using Stereo-lithography.  Hull described stereolithography as a method for making solid objects by successively “printing” thin layers of a curable material.  A programmed moving beam of UV light is directed on the thin layer, selectively hardening areas of the layer to create a hardened slice of the object’s cross-section. By repeated layering and hardening of successive cross- sections, the entire object can be created.

In a 1989 patent, Deckard revealed a system for producing part by selective sintering of powder layers, using a scanning laser.  The powder can be made of plastic, metal, ceramic or a polymer.  Deckard demonstrated the first commercial use of Selective Laser Sintering.

In the 1980s and continuing, AM processes saw major developments in software, storage, materials, machine systems and the growth of AM Community and the Maker Movement.





Additive Manufacturing: Now



		1980’s – 2000s





						Mainly pre-production applications













								Prototyping

















								Proof of concept

















								Manufacturability and Repeatability demonstration

















								Optimization of the manufacturing process

















								Verification and internal testing

















								External units (> 100) for customer testing
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In the two decades from 1980 to 2000, AM saw commercial applications in pre-production activities.  These include prototyping, demonstrating proof of concept, engineering scale demonstration necessary to build confidence in the industry; production of small batch runs of parts for testing and validation purposes.
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Slide 5 – What is Reverse Engineering



Introduce the basic idea of Reverse Engineering by referencing the following definitions pulled from the web. Note the subtle differences between definitions and that application (web v. physical) has an impact on the interpretation of Reverse Engineering.



[Merriam-Webster]

to disassemble and examine or analyze in detail (a product or device) to discover the concepts involved in manufacture usually in order to produce something similar



https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/reverse%20engineer



[Techopedia]

Reverse engineering, in computer programming, is a technique used to analyze software in order to identify and understand the parts it is composed of. The usual reasons for reverse engineering a piece of software are to recreate the program, to build something similar to it, to exploit its weaknesses or strengthen its defenses.



https://www.techopedia.com/definition/3868/reverse-engineering



[Wikipedia]

Reverse engineering, also called back engineering, is the processes of extracting knowledge or design information from anything man-made and re-producing it or re-producing anything based on the extracted information.[1]:3 The process often involves disassembling something (a mechanical device, electronic component, computer program, or biological, chemical, or organic matter) and analyzing its components and workings in detail.



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_engineering



[New World Encyclopedia]

Reverse engineering (RE) is the process of discovering the technological principles of a device, object or system through analysis of its structure, function, and operation. It often involves taking something (for example a mechanical device, electronic component, or software program) apart and analyzing its workings in detail, usually to try to make a new device or program that does the same thing without copying anything from the original.



http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Reverse_engineering



[Interaction Design Foundation]

Reverse engineering (or sometimes back-engineering) is a process that is designed to extract enough data from a product and then to be able to reproduce that product. It may involve moving to creating a product from scratch or from pre-developed components. It can be applied to any product (such as computer technology, manufactured products, biological products, chemical products, etc.) to determine how the components are put together and how it works.



https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/reverse-engineering-conceptual-definition-heading-back-to-where-we-started



Slide 6 – What is Reverse Engineering



Pull together some of the main themes derived from the definitions and concept of Reverse Engineering. Most notably, that Reverse Engineering (regardless of web v. physical) emphasizes functionality. Specifically, the mimicking, improving and modernizing of functionality. People pursue Reverse Engineering to gain a better understanding of products, competitors or the general marketplace within which a company is operating. Essentially, we Reverse Engineering to better understand how things work and how we can use this knowledge to gain a stronger competitive advantage or improve the functionality of the product(s) we are Reverse Engineering.



The reasons for employing reverse engineering are myriad. Some are legal and ethical and many are not. It can, for example, be applied by the creator of a product when they are unable to remember the steps they employed to create the product in the first place. Equally, it can be used to clone the product and manufacture it more cheaply than the original which may be a more legally and ethically concerning use of reverse engineering.

Common reasons for reverse engineering include:

		Developing interfaces for system interoperability. This may often be used when legacy systems are involved or if original documentation is unavailable.



		Corporate and/or military espionage. Reverse engineering may enable the cloning of competitor’s products or an understanding of how to develop market or military counter-measures for that product.



		Improving product documentation. If product documentation supplied doesn’t mean the standards for easy use, it may be that reverse engineering the product can help articulate the documentation to a higher standard.



		Factoring out obsolescence. Many components of products have a short commercial lifespan; if an existing component cannot be purchased it may be possible to reverse engineer it so that a replacement can be constructed with materials currently available. Reverse engineering may also be required when the original manufacturer no longer supports maintenance of a particular product but maintenance is required.



		Modernizing of software products. Legacy systems may benefit from reverse engineering when the original knowledge of how a specific challenge was tackled has been lost to a business. Reverse engineering can also help with migrating legacy systems to new platforms.



		Security adaptions. Reverse engineering can benefit piracy and copying of systems by removing rights management and it may also be used to develop stricter security protocols by better understanding the operation of the product.



		Fixing product flaws. If you reverse engineer a product, particularly those which are not supported by their original creators, you can often fix problems with the product.



		Cloning. Creating (often illegal) copies of the original product.



		Education. Reverse engineering can serve as an educational tool that enables understanding of successful (and unsuccessful) designs so that this knowledge can be built upon in the future.



		Cost reduction. By understanding what goes into a product – cheaper alternatives may be sourced as replacement parts.



		Redesign/repurposing. Products that are no longer useful may be reverse engineered so that they can be improved upon and made useful once again.



		Competitor intelligence. Learning what your competitors are actually doing as opposed to what they publicly state they are doing.





https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/reverse-engineering-conceptual-definition-heading-back-to-where-we-started



Slide 7 – What is Reverse Engineering



There are a myriad of ways in which Reverse Engineering could be used. Some are good (altruistic) and some a bad (nefarious). It's important to understand not just the positive aspects of Reverse Engineering, but also the negative. In the same way that economic principles (e.g., depreciation) can be used to improve corporate tax returns, they can also be used to 'game' the system unethically (we will talk about ethics in later slides). There is a great case study with Waste Management on engineering economics being used nefariously.



Slide 8 – What is Reverse Engineering



The main delineation made with Reverse Engineering is between Hardware and Software. It's important for individuals to understand that Reverse Engineering is not a process applied only to physical parts. We can Reverse Engineer software for the same purposes (understanding functionality, improving capability, etc.) and using the same methodological approach. Obviously, there is a significantly stronger push to Reverse Engineer software as data-driven, service-oriented companies have seen great gains by incorporating apps (think Uber, Facebook) into their user's everyday life.



Reverse-engineering is used for many purposes: as a learning tool; as a way to make new, compatible products that are cheaper than what's currently on the market; for making software interoperate more effectively or to bridge data between different operating systems or databases; and to uncover the undocumented features of commercial products.



http://www.computerworld.com/article/2585652/app-development/reverse-engineering.html



Slide 9 – What is Reverse Engineering



Regardless of the end-use, Reverse Engineering is a process. It's methodical. We can make reference here to the Engineering Design Process or the Scientific Method. You don't Reverse Engineer by grabbing a screwdriver and taking something apart. You have a plan not only to take apart but also to inspect and access the mechanics (either hardware or software). A critical part of Reverse Engineering is also the ability to re-create and/or re-assemble. To this degree, many companies and individuals have started to regularly incorporate scanning or digitizing of parts/pieces along with a detailed set of re-assembly instructions. The benefits of scanning or digitizing are two fold. First, documentation, storage and data management become increasingly easier with digitization (though the tradeoff is security. Computers and files are much more vulnerable to hacking than a physical document). Second, re-creation of the product or simplification of the re-design is supported with digitizing or scanning. Instead of designing the part/product from scratch, you simply take the scan and edit.























http://www.middleweb.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/stem-engineering-design-process.jpg



As computer-aided design has become more popular, reverse engineering has become a viable method to create a 3D virtual model of an existing physical part for use in 3D CAD, CAM, CAE and other software.[1] The reverse engineering process involves measuring an object and then reconstructing it as a 3D model. The physical object can be measured using 3D scanning technologies like CMMs, laser scanners, structured light digitizers, or computed tomography. The measured data alone, usually represented as a point cloud, lacks topological information and is therefore often processed and modeled into a more usable format such as a triangular faced mesh, a set of NURBS surfaces or a CAD model. Applications like Imageware, PolyWorks, Rapidform, or Geomagic are used to process the point clouds themselves into formats usable in other applications such as 3D CAD, CAM, CAE or visualization.

Reverse engineering is also used by businesses to bring existing physical geometry into digital product development environments, to make a digital 3D record of their own products or assess competitors' products. It is used to analyze, for instance, how a product works, what it does, what components it consists of, estimate costs, identify potential patent infringement, etc.

Value engineering is a related activity also used by business. It involves deconstructing and analyzing products, but the objective is to find opportunities for cost cutting.

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Reverse_engineering









According to A Methodology for Reverse Engineering, reverse engineering consists of the following steps:

		Observe and assess the mechanisms that make the device work.



		Dissect and study the inner workings of a mechanical device.



		Compare the actual device to your observations and suggest improvement.





Through reverse engineering, a researcher can gather the technical data necessary for the documentation of the operation of a technology or component of a system. When reverse engineering software, researchers are able to examine the strength of systems and identify their weaknesses in terms of performance, security, and interoperability. The reverse engineering process allows researchers to understand both how a program works and also what aspects of the program contribute to its not working. Independent manufacturers can participate in a competitive market that rewards the improvements made on dominant products. For example, security audits, which allow users of software to better protect their systems and networks by revealing security flaws, require reverse engineering. The creation of better designs and the interoperability of existing products often begin with reverse engineering.

https://ethics.csc.ncsu.edu/intellectual/reverse/study.php

https://www.asme.org/engineering-topics/articles/modeling-computational-methods/the-rise-of-reverse-engineering

Slide 10 – Where is Reverse Engineering



The following slides (Slides 10 – 14) give examples of famous Reverse Engineering projects. Additional examples are included with Slide 14. Understanding the breadth of Reverse Engineering will help individuals better comprehend its significance. Additionally, the diversity in examples showcase the value of strong Reverse Engineering skills.
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Slide 12 – Where is Reverse Engineering























http://media-channel.nationalgeographic.com/media/uploads/photos/content/video/2012/05/01/16423441_B-29_Superfortress.jpg







http://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/imgs/tupolev-tu4-bull.jpg
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google human genome



Slide 14 – Where is Reverse Engineering















google samba



Additional examples and articles discussing famous Reverse Engineering projects are presented.



[Military]



http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/1699756-7-military-weapons-china-copied-from-the-united-states/



http://www.popularmechanics.com/military/a746/3319656/



https://historylist.wordpress.com/2008/05/06/reverse-engineering-for-war/



https://www.lce.com/Mechanical-Component-Reverse-Engineering-Project-Examples-328.html



Jerry can: British and American forces noticed that the Germans had gasoline cans with an excellent design. They reverse engineered copies of those cans. The cans were popularly known as "Jerry cans."

		Tupolev Tu-4: Three American B-29 bombers on missions over Japan were forced to land in the USSR. The Soviets, who did not have a similar strategic bomber, decided to copy the B-29. Within a few years they had developed the Tu-4, a near perfect copy.



		V2 Rocket: Technical documents for the V2 and related technologies were captured by the Western Allies at the end of the war. Soviet and captured German engineers had to reproduce technical documents and plans, working from captured hardware, in order to make their clone of the rocket, the R-1, which began the postwar Soviet rocket program that led to the R-7 and the beginning of the space race.



		K-13/R-3S missile (NATO reporting name AA-2 Atoll), a Soviet reverse-engineered copy of the AIM-9 Sidewinder, made possible after a Taiwanese AIM-9B hit a Chinese MiG-17 without exploding; amazingly, the missile became lodged within the airframe, the pilot returning to base with what Russian scientists would describe as a university course in missile development.



		BGM-71_TOW Missile: In May 1975, negotiations between Iran and Hughes Missile Systems on co-production of the TOW and Maverick missiles stalled over disagreements in the pricing structure. The subsequent 1979 revolution ended all plans for such co-production. Iran was successful in reverse engineering the missile, and are currently producing their own copy: The Toophan.





http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Reverse_engineering



[Health]



The Human Genome Project is perhaps the most famous example of scientific reverse engineering, wherein scientists try to decipher human DNA to learn more about how we work as a species.



https://www.thesoftwareguild.com/blog/what-is-reverse-engineering/



[Software]



To protect against charges of having simply (and illegally) copied IBM's BIOS, Phoenix reverse-engineered it using what's called a "clean room," or "Chinese wall," approach. First, a team of engineers studied the IBM BIOS—about 8KB of code—and described everything it did as completely as possible without using or referencing any actual code. Then Phoenix brought in a second team of programmers who had no prior knowledge of the IBM BIOS and had never seen its code. Working only from the first team's functional specifications, the second team wrote a new BIOS that operated as specified.



http://www.computerworld.com/article/2585652/app-development/reverse-engineering.html



Slide 15 – Topic Title Slide



It's important for individuals to understand that there are legal/moral/ethical questions with respect to Reverse Engineering. Referencing the age-old saying, 'Just because you CAN doesn't mean you SHOULD', Reverse Engineering is a process that should be entered into intentionally and for the right motives. Laws vary from country to country, but many include various legal repercussions for the nefarious use of Reverse Engineering.



In the United States and many other countries, even if an artifact or process is protected by trade secrets, reverse-engineering the artifact or process is often lawful as long as it is obtained legitimately. Patents, on the other hand, need a public disclosure of an invention, and therefore patented items do not necessarily have to be reverse engineered to be studied. One common motivation of reverse engineers is to determine whether a competitor's product contains patent infringements or copyright infringements.

Reverse engineering software or hardware systems which is done for the purposes of interoperability (for example, to support undocumented file formats or undocumented hardware peripherals), is mostly believed to be legal, though patent owners often contest this and attempt to stifle any reverse engineering of their products for any reason.

"…[W]here disassembly is the only way to gain access to the ideas and functional elements embodied in a copyrighted computer program and where there is a legitimate reason for seeking such access, disassembly is a fair use of the copyrighted work, as a matter of law."[9]

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Reverse_engineering



Slide 16 – Is Reverse Engineering Legal



There are two basic legalities associated with reverse engineering:

		a. Copyright Protection - protects only the look and shape of a product.



		b. Patent Protection - protects the the idea behind the functioning of a new product.





According to npd-solutions a patent is no more than a warning sign to a competitor to discourage competition. Also npd-solutions says that if there is merit in an idea, a competitor will do one of the following:

		Negotiate a license to use the idea.



		Claim that the idea is not novel and is an obvious step for anyone experienced in the particular field.



		Make a subtle change and claim that the changed product is not protected by patent.





Commonly, RE is performed using the clean-room or Chinese wall. Clean-room, reverse engineering is conducted in a sequential manner:

		a team of engineers are sent to disassmble the product to investigate and describe what it does in as much detail as possible at a somewhat high level of abstraction.



		description is given to another group who has no previous or current knowledge of the product.



		second party then builds product from the given description. This product might achieve the same end effect but will probaby have a different solution approach.





New court cases reveal that reverse engineering practices which are used to achieve interoperability with an independantly created computer program, are legal and ethical. In December, 2002, Lexmark filed suit against SCC, accusing it of violating copyright law as well as the DMCA. SCC reverse engineered the code contained in Lexmark printer cartidge so that it could manufacture compatible cartiges. According to Computerworld , Lexmark "alleged that SCC's Smartek chips include Lexmark software that is protected by copyright. The software handles communication between Lexmark printers and toner cartidges; without it, refurbished toner cartidges won't work with Lexmark's printers." The court ruled that "copyright law shouldn't be used to inhibit interoperability between one vendor's products and those of its rivals. In a ruling from the U.S. Copyright Office in October 2003, the Copyright Office said "the DMCA doesn't block software develpers from using reverse engineering to access digitally protected copyright material if they do so to achieve interoperability with an independently created computer program."

This issue is largely debated and does not seem to have a clear cut answer. The number one argument against reverse engineering is that of intellectual property. If an individual or an organization produces a product or idea, is it ok for others to "disassemble" the product in order to discover the inner workings? Lexmark does not think so. Since Lexmark and companies like them spend time and money to develop products, they find it unethical that others can reverse engineer their products. There are also products like Bit Keeper that have been hurt by reverse engineering practices. Why should companies and individuals spend major resources to gather intellectual property that may be reversed engineered by competitors at a fraction of the cost?



There are also benefits to reverse engineering. Reverse engineering might be used as a way to allow products to interoperate. Also reverse engineering can be used as a check so that computer software isn't performing harmful, unethical, or illegal activities.

https://ethics.csc.ncsu.edu/intellectual/reverse/study.php



Jon Johansen, a leading proponent of open source design, says; “Basically, if reverse engineering is banned, then a lot of the open source community is doomed to fail.”

Slide 17 – Is Reverse Engineering Legal?

As you might expect, reverse engineering is a complicated subject in law. Firstly, it is important to note that there is little point in reverse engineering a patented process to duplicate it. Patents are a matter of public record and the process is fully documented. However, many patents are reverse engineered in order to examine whether they impinge on the patents (or copyright) of other intellectual property.

The legal environment for reverse engineering differs from country to country (and sometimes from state to state). This means that before conducting any form of reverse engineering in a design or development project; you should take legal advice. Even seemingly ethical reverse engineering projects may be in contravention of this complex area of law. The last thing you need on any project is to leave you and/or your business open to civil and/or criminal liability.

In the same respect if you believe your own intellectual property has been reverse engineered and either your copyright or patents infringed upon – you should take legal advice as to what means of redress are open to you. Be prepared for large legal fees which may, for smaller businesses at least, make it difficult if not impossible to remedy the situation through the courts.



https://www.interaction-design.org/literature/article/reverse-engineering-conceptual-definition-heading-back-to-where-we-started



Slide 18 – Is Reverse Engineering Legal?



This is a patent obtained from the US Patent Office for a faucet. See that there would be little need to Reverse Engineer this product as the patent clearly indicates functionality, form, etc.





https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/pages/US1212806-0.png









Slide 19 – Is Reverse Engineering Ethical?



Stop and brainstorm. Have some discussion. Point out the differences between legal and ethical.



Slide 20 – Topic Title Slide



Slide 21 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



Reinforce that Reverse Engineering is a process. Like any good process, there are standards and accepted methods for implementation. One of the main Reverse Engineering approaches, seen especially in the Reverse Engineering of software, is the 'Clean Room' design. The main idea here is that you incorporate degrees of separation into the Reverse Engineering process. As an example, Person 1 would 'take apart' the product or software by writing down key functions, aspects, properties and capabilities of the product. This description would be in words only and would then be passed to Person 2, who would re-create the product based on what they read in Person 1's description. One of the key points in the Clean Room approach is that Person 2 never actually touches, sees, or operates the product. They are completely removed from the actual product by the 'Chinese Wall' that only allows the passing of written description.



















http://www.computerworld.com/article/2585652/app-development/reverse-engineering.html



Slide 22 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



The 'Clean Room' approach is especially useful as it helps companies avoid copyright infringement. As copyright generally deals with the aesthetics of a product, the 'Chinese Wall' prevents the passing of such information to Person 2 and thereby offers a stronger opportunity for only functionality/capability to be mimicked and not the look/feel (note that this is not a guaranteed and that there is a 'gray area' in copyright law that is open to interpretation). This approach provides for human variation to enter the design, as well, again creating an opportunity for divergence between the original and Reverse Engineered product.



Slide 23 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



Slides 23 – 25 are adapted from the textbook 'Reverse Engineering' edited by Vinesh Raja and Kiran J. Fernandes and published as part of the Springer Series in Advanced Manufacturing.



Slide 24 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



Slide 25 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



Slide 26 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



There is a Small-group exercise document 'smallGroupDay1.pdf' that details a 'Clean Room' project. The project is meant to give individuals the experience of being on each side of the 'Chinese Wall' and includes time for discussion/interpretation in small-groups and to the larger group as a whole.



Slide 27 – How to Approach Reverse Engineering



Debrief on the previous topics. Have individuals ask questions. You could include some time here to have people bring out computers/phones and Google their own Reverse Engineering examples or try to find some additional information to supplement the talk to this point. Recap with some discussion on what was learned. Was there new content introduced? Was there content that you thought you knew but found out through the lecture materials that your interpretation was incomplete or incorrect? Try to have at least three to four share (obviously, the more the better).



Slide 28 – Topic Title Slide



Slide 29 – Design, Basis, Analysis Tool



If desired, this is where we would introduce the DBAT and walk them through it. We can use the same Small Group project done previously to come up with a second design that needs to be entered into DBAT. This would give more opportunity for team work and brainstorming and would allow the individuals to practice with the DBAT tool as well (thereby reinforcing Reverse Engineering concepts while learning the new DBAT skill).



Slide 30 – Topic Title Slide



Slide 31 – Reverse Engineering Challenge



There is a document entitled 'teamMainDay1.pdf' which contains this project. The project is mainly based on 3D printing, so efforts would need to be made to modify the project if additional manufacturing tools (e.g., milling, CNC, etc.) are to be included in the project. It is expected that this project would be at least one day and likely longer. It's best if there is enough time for teams to work through an initial design and have it printing before they leave for the day. It's also beneficial to instruct teams on best practices for using 3D printers. Namely, that you can use the 3D printers to test 'proof-of-concept' for functionality/form/fit by printing smaller parts, decreasing density, increasing print speed, etc. This is a great way to also discuss the trade-offs in 3D printing (e.g., increasing print speed means I get the part faster but may result in a part that is not as 'clean' or 'polished').



Important to note that this is an actual project that could be purchased (cheaply, via Amazon) and actually Reversed Engineered. We could compare the 3D printed parts to the actual part.









Cooler Faucet – Reverse Engineering Project



https://www.amazon.com/Tomlinson-Replacement-Cooler-Faucet-White/dp/B000BARBGK/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1489591223&sr=8-3&keywords=plastic+faucet
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	4b. Applications in Healthcare

	

Medical Applications
"3D Printer makes live body parts” (2:18)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6dDmuxYrsw


"Bioprinting” (4:45)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9D749wZSlb0 

"Top 9 Medical Applications for 3D Printing” - Click to PDF
http://on3dprinting.com/2013/08/30/3d-printing-and-medical-applications-a-full-roundup/



Drug delivery
http://web.mit.edu/tdp/www/medical.html



Hearing aids and orthopedic implants - Click to PDF
http://i.materialise.com/blog/entry/3d-printing-in-medicine-what-is-happening-right-now-in-patients



"Robohands” - Click to PDF
http://www.cbsnews.com/2300-202_162-10018226.html


Prosthetics - Boy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGSo_I86_lQ



Prosthetics - Duck

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccu2bE1W7Dc

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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Outline of This Module



		Characteristics of a Good Design





		Iterative Nature of Design





		Design is a Process and a Mindset – Design Thinking
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Outline of This Module (contd.)



		Design Thinking





				What is Design Thinking









				What does Design Thinking Entail









				Where did it come from – history/background









				Case study









		Design Process





		Three Different  Design Process Models
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Outline of This Module (contd.)



		Design Techniques and Tools





						Problem Statement Definition













						What Does it Contain













						How do you Develop It













						Design Requirement Statement













						What Does it Contain













						Tips for writing requirement













						Design Brief













						Brainstorming













						Prototyping













				Systematic Evaluation of Potential Design Solutions – Design Basis Analysis
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Characteristics of a Good Design



		Design is the most critical piece of Additive Manuf.





		Good Design:





						Is Innovative













						Is Aesthetic













						Is Long-Lasting













						Is Environmentally Friendly













						Is Less Design













						Is Thorough













						Makes products Useful and Understandable
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Characteristics of a Good Design



		Read the article in the attached file (double click on icon)





		





		In your Journal:





		Describe and define design, how good design incorporates innovation, makes a product understandable, and environmentally friendly





		





		.
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Design: Characteristics



		Satisfies Requirements of Customer/User





		Ease of Understanding





		Ease of Implementation





		Ease of Testing





		Ease of Modification







The Design Process













Properties that make objects “user friendly”

(these relate to the interface between the user and the object)



		Affordances 





		Conceptual Models 





		Visibility 





		Mapping





		Feedback





		





		Activity: Read attached for more detailed description and examples (to open, double click icon)





		Exercise: Analyze and Evaluate the above properties of: an oven, cooking range, washing machine, laptop
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Constraints

(properties, characteristics, or cultural factors

that limit choice or what is possible)



		Physical constraints





		Semantic constraints





		Cultural constraints





		Logical constraints





		Activity:  Read the attached file (double click icon to open)





		Exercise: Find at least one example of the above constraints in:





		Cell phone (hardware and software)





		Microwave oven











Students are to place terms and definitions in their student journals.



Characteristics of a Good Design



		Print the form in the attached file (double click on icon)





		





		Complete the Exercise given in the form





		From the site http://www.baddesigns.com/examples.html select one example and complete exercise steps 3 to 5.





		In example you selected: identify which of the design properties and constraints listed in Slides 8 and 9 are absent or could be improved.
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Design: Formal Process



The Design Process













Design: Formal Process



		Iterative





						Repeating entire process until goal/target is reached













						Improves quality/functionality (when done right)













		Enter Anywhere in the Loop





						Do not have to start with problem definition













						Team and teammates can enter/leave at any time













		Key Element of Iterative Design





						Easier to critique and improve an existing design iteratively than to create a single, exceptional design
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Iterative Nature of Design



		Read the linked article (double click on icon)





		Exercise:





		Select an item that you own and use frequently (e.g. cell phone).





		List design shortcomings that you have experienced in its use





		Discuss what design changes you  would recommend in the next version of this product. 







Design is a Process & a Mindset



		Mindset – Design Thinking





		Process





		Tools and Techniques





		Framework for Systematic Selection of Solutions







The Design Process







“Design Thinking”



		It is a framework for a mindset with which the designer approaches the customer’s problem.





		It is applicable to every step of the design process





		It is particularly important during problem. identification





		It is applicable to the design of everything.







The Design Process







“Design Thinking”



		View the video at the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAinLaT42xY





		





		Journal:  Difference between “Design” and “Design Thinking”





		







What does Design Thinking Entail?



		Become the “customer” – by living in the customer’s shoes





		Take Quick Decisions





		Rapid Action





		Rapid Prototyping





		Brainstorm with strict and rigid discipline
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What does Design Thinking Entail?



		Activity:





		View the video at the link:





		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZH70qhmEso





		Exercise:





		View each Item below.  Compare each to today’s version and list changes and why the changes are improvements:
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http://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/files/idct/2.6%20radio.jpghttp://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/files/idct/2.6%20vintage-telephone.jpghttp://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/files/idct/2.6%20camera.jpghttp://www.inventorcloud.net/teamup/files/idct/2.6%20blackboard.jpgDesign Thinking

A case study in long-range planning

(nation’s largest HMO)



		





		Initial Solution: Build new buildings and infrastructure. 





		Implemented Solution: Redesign interior of existing buildings





		Achieved intended result as well as time and cost saving





		Achieved by “becoming the customer”
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The Design Processes



		Several models for a design process:





		Design in 10 Steps





		Alternate 10 Steps in Design Process





		Creative Problem Solving (CPS; also called the Universal Traveler Model)







The Design Process







				Design in 10 Steps





				Alternate: 10 Steps in Design Process





				Creative Problem Solving







				1.  Identify Need





				1.  Identify the Problem





				1.  Acceptance (of problem)







				2.  Research Problem





				2.  Define Criteria





				2.  Analysis (learn about the problem)







				3.  Brainstorm Ideas





				3.  Research and Gather Information





				3.  Definition (set objectives, and design and success criteria)







				4.  Draft Design Brief(s)





		4.  Brainstorm

				4.  Ideation (Brainstorm solutions)







				5.  Refine Preferred Design





				5.  Analyze Potential Solutions





				5.  Select (potential design solution)







				6.  Prepare Design Requirements





				6.  Develop and test models





				6.  Implementation (of best potential design)







				CAD





				7.  Make a Decision (select one)





				7.  Evaluation (certify solution or iterate to selection state)







				8.  Build Prototype





				8.  Communicate and Specify





				







				9.  Test, Evaluate and Refine





				9.  Build Test and Refine





				







				10.  Communicate Solution (to stakeholders)





				10.  Implement (final product)





				









The Three Design Process Models
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Design Techniques and Tools

Steps Common to the three design process models



		Even though steps do not have the same names, and sequence, each model has the following common features: 





		Problem Statement Definition





		Design Requirement Statement





		Design Brief





		Brainstorming





		Prototyping
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Problem Statement



		





		





		What Does it Contain





		How do you Develop it
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The Problem Statement

What Does it Contain



		Description of issues





						Why is the team needed to address the issue?













								What is the problem

















								How/When does the problem occur

















						Whose problem is it (stakeholders)?













								Who needs solution

















								Who decides problem has been solved
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The Problem Statement

What Does it Contain



						What form can solution take?













								Scope

















								Limitations

















										Time





















										Money





















										Resources





















										Technology
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The Problem Statement

What Does it Contain



		 Why use a problem statement





						To focus attention of the individual/team













						Well Defined problem is half-way to being solved













						Assess creative and innovative limits













								Scope too narrow/limited, narrow opportunities

















		Should not have an active/evident solution





						If it does, then:













								Your problem assessment is incorrect/incomplete

















								You should use the existing solution and move on
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The Problem Statement -- Exercise



		Write need statements that would lead to the following solutions as the best possible ones:





		High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)





		Jeep





		Apple iPhone





		Motorcycle





		For each item, write at least 10 need statements.





		







The Problem Statement

How do you make it?



		





		With fresh eyes





		By breaking it down





		By changing the perspective





		By going on a fact finding mission
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The Problem Statement

How do you make it?



		Activity:





		Read the linked article on how to define a problem (to open, double click on the icon)
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Revisit Need Statement Exercise



		Re-write need statements that would lead to the following solutions as the best possible ones:





		High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV)





		Jeep





		Apple iPhone





		Motorcycle





		For each item, write at least 10 need statements (without looking at your previous answers)





		Compare your answers with those you gave earlier.  Discuss what changed and why you changed it.







“Become the Customer”



		Purpose of this technique is to experience the customers’ problem through their shoes.  Done by:





		Interview the customer: obtain first hand information from the ultimate end-user who is facing the problem





		Shadow the customer: observe customer using the product or facing the problem





		“Extreme User”– interview personnel who really know everything about the problem and those who know nothing about the problem





		“Unfocus Group” Interview a diverse group of people to explore the problem
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“Become the Customer”



		Exercise:





		





		Ask one of your buddies to be the customer for a wall switch cover plate.





		Now by “becoming the customer” determine and write down what your customer’s problems and needs are for a cover plate are.





		Examine the problem in all its myriad forms.  Can a restatement of the problem lead to a better solution or a different solution?
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		DESIGN REQUIREMENTS







The Design Process







Design Requirements



		Functionality





		Quality





		Safety





		Ergonomics





		Appearance/Aesthetics





		Economics





		Environment
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Design Requirements



		Functionality – does product fulfill purpose





		Quality – does product meet/exceed standards





		Safety – does product meet codes/regulations





		Ergonomics – built for ease of use





		Appearance/Aesthetics – pleasing to senses





		Economics – product cost (make + purchase)





		Environment – issues and impacts
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Design Requirements



		Types of Requirements:





		Cost target





		Schedule target





		Geometry





		Physical Characteristics





		Capacity





		Performance Characteristics
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Design Requirements



		Types of Requirements:





		Manufacturing Considerations





		Environmental Considerations





		Materials, Energy, Water requirements





		Reliability & Maintainability requirements





		Specific requirements unique to the product-area 





		Read about design requirements at the following link: 





		https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/engineering-design-process/design-requirements-examples
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Design Requirements



		What does a good requirement statement have:





		





		Who benefits from the requirement





		What is the desirable end state 





		How do we test/measure the requirement – that is, how do we know that it was achieved
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Design Requirements

Tips for Writing



		Activity:





		Read the tips for writing design requirements at the link below:





		http://businessanalystlearnings.com/blog/2013/7/26/15-tips-for-writing-better-requirements 





		





		Exercise:





		Create a Design requirement for a domestic wall switch cover plate.





		Create a design requirement for a FDM 3-D printer
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Design Requirement

Crescent Wrench



		Study the two alternative statements of a design requirement for a crescent wrench.  State which is a poor example and which is the better one.  Write down what makes each statement good or poor. 





		Alternative 1:





				comfortable hand hold









				tighten bolts









				withstand repeated use









		 Alternative 2:





				handle long enough for average male and average female hand width









				double-ended crescent for hex and square bolts









				one end 10mm bolts, one end 15mm bolts









				withstand 2 ft-lbs of torque









				withstand 200+ individual uses









		







Design Requirement

Hanging Planter



		Study the two alternative statements of a design requirement for a hanging planter.  State which is a poor example and which is the better one.  Write down what makes each statement good or poor. 





		Alternative 1:





				hang outside on porch









				include holes for drainage









				hold a medium sized plant









		 Alternative 2:





				hang from single-eye hook in ceiling of porch









				include 3 hooks on top rim of planter for fastening









				max weight 10 lbs









				cylindrical planter with bottom diameter 6 inches, top diameter 10 inches









				include 3 one-inch diameter drainage holes (equidistant from one another)









		







Design Brief



		Single sheet of paper





		Four major elements





						Problem Statement













								Description, constraints, budget, time, problem needs

















						Goals













								What you plan to accomplish, due dates/milestones

















						Solution Analysis













								Risk/benefit, planned solutions, sketches

















						Synopsis













								Evaluation, conclusion/summary
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Design Brief -- Example



		Activity:  Review an example of a design brief.  (double click icon to open file)





		





		Exercise:





		Prepare a Design Brief for a switch cover plate – base it on results of cover plate exercises done earlier







The Design Process







Brainstorming



		Brainstorming is a way to:





						Generate wide/broad array of solution options













						Integrate a variety of perspectives into design options













						Focus goals/objectives of team













						Assist in idea/solution selection













						













		Brainstorming IS NOT a way to:





						Instill personal ideology on a group













						Work individually and combine ideas at the end













						Insist on 'your way or the highway'















The Design Process







Brainstorming



		 Brainstorming Rules/Guidelines





						













						Appoint a facilitator













						Do not solve the problem













						Do not evaluate offered solutions













						Do not criticize anyone or any solution













						Stay focused on the objective(s)













						Treat everyone as equals













						Listen respectfully to everyone's input













						Refrain from side conversations













		







The Design Process







Brainstorming



		Major Brainstorming Rules/Guidelines





						













						Participate honestly and candidly













						Ask questions (there is no 'dumb' question)













						Ensure everything relevant gets written down













						Start and end on time













						Treat everything as a guideline that can be customized













						Evaluate, prioritize, decide, vote, etc. in a separate meeting/session













						Enforce rules strictly
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Prototyping



		Mock-up everything





		Go fast





		No frills





		Let customer view and experience the prototype





		Revise, re-design and refine prototype based on inputs from stakeholders.  Let customer review the refined prototype





		







The Design Process







Prototyping



		Activity:  Read the attached article. (to open, double click on the icon)





		





		Exercise:





		List benefits of making a prototype.





		What are the differences between a prototype and the final product.





		Discuss what cannot be tested by means of a prototype
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The Design Process







		





		





		Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions (PDS)







Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions



		Three different design process models discussed earlier





		All have a step which explicitly or implicitly requires evaluation of design alternatives prior to prototyping and further development of design:





		





		





		





		





		





		







The Design Process







				Design Process Model





				Design Selection or Refinement step







		Design in 10 Steps

				Refine Preferred Design







		Alternate 10 Step in Design process

				Analyze Potential Solutions







				Creative Problem Solving





		Select (potential design solution)





Framework for Systematic Selection of Potential Design Solutions



		





		A systematic process is required to evaluate and prioritize the potential design solutions.





		Use Design Basis Analysis (DBA) to compare and select a PDS.





		DBA, and an accompanying tool (DBAT) is the subject of another training course





		A brief overview and summary  of DBA is presented here.





		







The Design Process







DBA Flow Chart



Design Basis Analysis

An Overview



		DBA involves eight steps to yield a semi-quantitative scoring of PDS.





		Design Requirements (DR) are translated into Basis of Design (BOD) Categories:





				Functionality









				Operational Environment









				Health, Safety & Environment









				Service Life Manageability









				Security









				Interfacing Systems 









		







Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Each Design Requirement is assigned to its appropriate BOD category.





		Every category in BOD is given a criticality score from 1 to 4 depending upon the importance of meeting the requirements of the category.





		





		





		





		







				Criticality Score





				Impact







				4





				Critical







				3





				Significant







				2





				Limited







				1





				No Impact
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Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Every PDS is evaluated against the DRs categorized in the BOD per a template:





		







				DR Category





				DR





				Advantages of Design





				Constraints





		of Design





				Compliance Basis





				Compliance Score







				Functionality





				





				





				





				





				







				Operational Environment





				





				





				





				





				







				Health, Safety, & Environment





				





				





				





				





				







				Service Life Manageability





				





				





				





				





				







				Security





				





				





				





				





				







				Interfacing Systems





				





				





				





				





				









Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		For every PDS, each BOD category is given a compliance score from 1 to 4:





		







				Compliance Score





				Degree of Compliance







				4





				Full Compliance







				3





				Significant Compliance







				2





				Limited Compliance







				1





				Not Compliant









Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Another factor that determines the success of the PDS design is its implementability.





		Implementability is determined by three factors:





		





		Level of engineering proficiency of design team, measured by knowledge, skills and aptitude (KSA) of the design team





		Planning effort needed to qualify & implement the PDS





		Design challenges requiring innovation
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Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Scoring Implementability





		





				For every PDS, each of the three factors are scored









				Overall implementability is derived by averaging scores for the three factors.
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Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Scoring Rules for Implementability Factors







The Design Process







				KSA Score





				KSA Level1





				Planning Score





				Degree of Planning





				Innovation Score





				Level of Innovation







				4





				Apprentice / Entry level





				4





				Minimal





				4





				Minimal Reqd.







				3





				Artisan / Journeyman level





				3





				Limited





				3





				Improvement Reqd.







				2





				Sr. Field Technician





				2





				Significant





				2





				Significant Improvement in current paradigm







				1





				Subject Matter Expert





				1





				Extensive





				1





				Contradictions and Limitations









1 KSA Scores are inverse of the other two factors.  Higher KSA score implies lower level of KSA in the design team.



Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Compare PDS for Compliance and implementability





		





				Each PDS is evaluated against the others along the dimensions of compliance with the BOD and ease of implementability









				









				Decide which PDS moves on to the next step in the design process
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Design Basis Analysis

An Overview (contd.)



		Design Evaluation Report





		





				Document the reasons a PDS was selected for further implementation









				









				Document the reasons for rejecting the PDS(s) that were eliminated.
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Design Basis Analysis

An Overview



		DBA is used to prioritize PDS and choose one most optimal PDS for further implementation.





		There are similarities and some overlap between the 8 steps of DBA and the steps in the design process models discussed earlier.





		Following table compares the areas of overlap between DBA steps and the design process steps.





		







How do DBA steps relate to Design Process Model Steps.



				DBA Step No.





				DBA Step Description





				Design in 10 Steps





				Alternate 10 Steps in Design





				CPS Step







				1





				Problem Identified and Detailed





				1. Identify Need





		1. Identify the Problem

				Acceptance







				2





				Problem Translated to BOD categories – DR are assigned a BOD category





				2. Research problem





		3. Brainstorm Ideas





		4. Design Brief





		6. Prepare DR





				2. Define Criteria





		3. Research & Gather Info.





		4. Brainstorm





				2. Analysis





		3. Definition





		4. Ideation







				3





				Every BOD category is given a criticality score





				5. Select Potential Design Solution





		6. Implement





		7.Evaluate and accept as final product or iterate.







				4





				PDS are identified and described





				5. Refine Preferred Design





		7. CAD





		8. Build Prototype





		9. Test, Evaluate and Refine





				5.Analyze Potential solutions





		6. Develop and Test Models





		7. Select One





		8.  Build, Test and Refine







				5





				PDS Evaluated for Compliance with BOD







				6





				PDS evaluated for implemetability







				7





				Compare PDS for compliance with BOD & ease of implementation







				8





				Select optimal PDS; prepare DER; (test selected PDS, and repeat steps 4 to 8 as required)
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I.  OVERVIEW OF 3D PRINTERS

1.  Summary of How 3D Printers Function

· 3D printing starts with a 3D digital design (also known as a solid model) of the item to be printed which can be created by:

· Designing with a solid modeling software often referred to as CAD (computer aided design).

· Downloading from the Internet.

· Using a digitizing technique and computer program to create the solid model. 

· 3D printers build the item in thin layers approximately as thick as a piece of paper.

· A slicer program creates a digital model for each layer (100 layers means 100 digital models).

· The slicer program defines the tool path which directs the print head on how to deposit the material to create the layer.

· Each layer is “welded” to the layer below it in accordance with the digital model for that layer.

· The slicer program creates “G-code” which identifies each transition point in the printer head movement by giving an x, y, z location in space from a reference 0,0,0 location.

· G-code also gives instruction for functions such as heat-up, initiate feed, maintain temperature, turn on or off fans and speed of the head.

· G-code provides complete instructions on how to print the part.

· This G-code is specific to the printer for which the slicer program has been programmed.  These instructions are not interchangeable with another printer.

· Firmware printer control software

· Firmware software is installed on the controlling Arduino (RAMBO) that is programmed to understand the G-code.

· This firmware is specific to the printer it has been installed on and cannot operate another printer properly.

· The G-code is transferred to the RAMBO by either an SD card from the LCD controller, or continuously from a computer via a USB printer cable.  Since the RAMBO has no memory to store this G-code, any interruption in data transfer will stop the print.

· Printing the part

· The G-code is synchronized to provide step-by-step instructions to enable printer to print the part one layer at a time.

· There are almost an infinite number of ways the printer can create the part.  Most slicer programs allow for the adjustment of the individual steps and corresponding G-code to optimize print time as well as print quality.  

· Generally, default settings are pre-programmed into the firmware specific to the printer that will provide a quality print with no modifications necessary.

·  Another printer’s default program or a default program downloaded directly from the Internet not specific to 3D Printer in use will not provide satisfactory print quality and can cause damage to the printer.

· The print time is a function of the volume of material required to print the part.  Depending on intended use and quality desired, this volume can be changed by adjusting the density of the printed part.

· As printers print one layer at a time, it is a slow process that can take hours, not minutes. 




II.  CHARACTERISTICS AND FUNCTION OF 3D PRINTER COMPONENTS 

1.  Fasteners

1.1  Bolts, thumb screws, nuts, and lock washers

1.1.1  Fasteners – differences and uses.

Fasteners are hardware used to mechanically connect two or more objects.  Bolts, screws, nails, washers, nuts, pins, staples, buttons, zippers, clamps, clips, flanges, grommets, ties, bands, rivets, latches, and pegs are fasteners.  Other ways to connect two objects include welding, soldering, gluing, cementing, crimping, brazing, taping, use of other adhesives, and use of forces such as magnetism, vacuum, or friction.  Fasteners have the advantage of being typically easier to undo or disconnect, allowing for disassembly.

3D printers primarily use engineering fasteners such as screws, nuts, and washers.  These fasteners are available in both metric and English units and are typically made of metals, specifically steel.  The types of steel used include stainless steel (200 series, 300 series, and 400 series), carbon steel, and alloy steel.

A screw is a nail that is threaded. Screws consist of a body and a head.  The body is the part with the thread, and head is the part that has a surface to allow the screw to be turned by a tool.  The head is typically larger than the body to prevent the screw from being driven deeper than the length of the screw as well as provide a bearing surface.  Heads come in a variety of styles including flat, oval, pan, truss, round, hex, hex washer, slotted hex washer, socket cap, and button.  Screws also have various drive types including Phillips and Frearson; slotted; combination; socket, hex, or Allen; one way; square; and torx.  The majority of screws are tightened via clockwise rotation.  Screws can be partial thread, where the thread does not extend all the way to the head, or full thread, where the thread extends to the head.

A washer is a thin plate with a hole in the middle and used in conjunction with a screw or other threaded fastener.  A washer is typically circular with an outer diameter about twice the width of the inner diameter.  Washers are primarily used to distribute the load from a screw or other threaded fastener but may also be used as spacers, as a locking device, or to reduce vibration.  Washers styles include flat, fender, finishing, lock, square, dock, ogee, and sealing.  

A nut is a fastener with a threaded hole that is used to mate with a screw or bolt to affix two objects together.  The most common nut shape is hexagonal but there are other styles such as lock, jam, wing, acorn, flange, tee, square, prevailing torque lock, castle, k-lock, slotted, and coupling. 





1.1.2 Fasteners Typically Used in 3D Printers

Types of fasteners typically used in 3D printers are as follows:

· Socket cap screws have a cylindrical head and are typically driven by Allen wrenches.  For socket cap screws, the length specification does not include the head of the screw.  With few exceptions, screws longer than 25mm are typically partial thread as the cost is more economical.  Socket head cap screws in thumbscrew assemblies.



· Flat head screws seat into countersinks, allowing for precise alignment and a tight fit.  Unlike socket cap screws, the length specification for flat head screws include the head of the screw. Flat head screws.



· Set screws are small headless threaded screws that are tightened through a  threaded hole until they are firmly pressed against a surface, connecting the component with the threaded hole to the component that the set screw is pressing against.  In 3D printers set screws are typically used to connect the x-axis, y-axis, and extruder gears to their respective motor shafts.Set screw used to attach motor gear to motor shaft.



· Tight tolerance shoulder drive screws are manufactured to very strict dimensional specifications to allow for a precise fit.     

· Hitch pins are long shafts without threads that have two small balls on the end which compress under pressure, allowing for quick connection and disconnection.

· Idler bolts are large bolts with hexagonal heads that serve as vertical shafts for bearings around which the x-axis and y-axis belts run.  The combination of bolts and bearings form pulleys used to facilitate motion of the belts as well as place tension on the belts.Hit pin used to attach printer foot.



· Hex nuts are used in a several places on the printer to hold screws tightly in place.  Nuts are occasionally embedded in places to facilitate ease of assembly and ensure that the nut is firmly locked in place in the proper position.

· Lock nuts are used on the printer in lieu of standard hex nuts in places were vibration and part movement could cause a hex nut to loosen.Idler bolt with hex nuts.



· Washers are typically used on 3D printers to provide a barrier between screw heads and softer components, such as 3D printed parts.  Washers allow better distribution of force of the tightened screw head to reduce or prevent warping and deformation of the 3D printed parts around the screw head. 

· Lock washers are used to prevent screws from loosening in areas where lock nuts cannot be used, such as locations where screws terminate inside certain components.




2. Motors and Drives

2.1  Stepper motor

2.1.1 What is a stepper motor?

A stepper motor is a brushless, synchronous electric motor that operates by converting digital pulses into mechanical shaft rotations. Each rotation of a stepper motor is divided into a set number of steps, sometimes as many as 200 steps. The stepper motor must be sent a separate pulse for each step. The stepper motor can only receive one pulse and take one step at a time and each step must be the same length. Since each pulse results in the motor rotating a precise angle — typically 1.8 degrees — you can precisely control the position of the stepper motor without any feedback mechanism.Example of stepper motor used in FFF printers.



As the digital pulses from the controller increase in frequency, the stepping movement converts into a continuous rotation with the velocity of the rotation directly proportional to the frequency of the control pulses. Stepper motors are widely used because of low cost, high reliability, and high torque at low speeds. Their rugged construction enables use in a range of environments and applications.

2.1.2 How do stepper motors work?

The stepper motor is controlled by a stepper motor driver board. The stepper motor driver receives step and direction signals from a control system, typically a computer, and converts them into electronic signals which run the stepper motor. One pulse is needed for every step of the stepper motor shaft. For example, in full-step mode and assuming a standard 200 step motor, 200 steps or pulses completes one revolution of the stepping motor shaft. The speed and rotation of the stepper motor shaft is directly proportional to the frequency of the pulse.

The speed and torque of a stepper motor is determined by the flow of current from the stepper motor driver to the stepper motor winding. Inductance reduces the flow or limits the time it takes for the current to energize the winding. Most stepper motor driver circuits are designed to supply a more voltage than the stepper motor's rated voltage. The higher the output voltage from the stepper motor driver, the higher the level of torque versus speed. In general, the stepper motor driver's output voltage, also known as bus voltage, should be rated five to ten times higher than the stepper motor's voltage rating. To protect the stepper motor, the step motor controller's current should be limited to the stepper motor current rating.

2.1.3 Types of stepper motors

There are three kinds of stepper motors: permanent magnet, hybrid, and variable reluctance. Hybrid stepper motors offer the most versatility and combine the best characteristics of variable reluctance and permanent magnet stepper motors. Hybrids are constructed with multi-toothed stator poles and a permanent magnet rotor. A standard hybrid stepper motor has 200 rotor teeth and rotates 1.8 degrees per step. Hybrid stepper motors provide high static and dynamic torque and run at very high step rates.  Uses include computer disk drives and CD players.  They are widely used in industrial and scientific applications such as robotics, motion control, automated wire cutting, and even in high-speed fluid dispensers.

2.1.4 Why are stepper motors used in 3D printers?

Stepper motors are used for linear motion control using a lead screw or gear drive.  In 3D printers, stepper motors provide linear motion control along the x, y and z axes.  A stepper motors is also used to drive the filament through the hot end.  

For a stepper motor with lead screw, the pitch of the lead screw controls the amount of linear distance traveled in one revolution of the screw. If the lead is equal to one inch per revolution and there are 200 full steps in one revolution of the stepper motor shaft, then the resolution of the lead screw system would be 0.005 inches per step. Finer resolutions can be attained using the stepper motor and stepper motor driver combination in microstep mode.  Lead screws are typically used for vertical motion along the z-axis. 

Stepper motors with gear drives and lead screw typically used in FFF 3D printers.



Stepper motors provide distinct advantages for use in 3D printers:

a) A wide range of rotational speeds can be utilized since the speed of a stepper motor is proportional to the frequency of the input pulses from the controller.

b) Precise open-loop positional control is possible with a stepper motor without any feedback mechanism.

c) Very low speed rotation is possible with a load that is coupled directly to the shaft of the stepper motor.

d) A stepper motor is reliable because there are no contact brushes. Generally, the life of a stepper motor is determined by the life of the stepper motor bearing.

e) A stepper motor is very good at starting, stopping, and reversing direction.

f) A stepper motor provides precise positioning and repeatability of movement.

g) An energized stepper motor maintains full torque at standstill position. 



Typical stepper motor locations.

extruder motor

z-axis motor

y-axis motor

x-axis motor



2.2 Drive gear and beltDrive gear on 3D printer.



2.2.1  What is a drive gear?

In a gear assembly, a drive gear is connected directly to a power source used to power the assembly.  A drive gear is also known as the input gear.

2.2.2 Motion transfer using a belt and drive gear

On 3D printers, belt and gear configurations are used to transfer the rotational motion of a gear attached to a motor to linear motion along the belt.  A drive gear is mounted directly on a motor shaft via a set screw and rotates clockwise and counterclockwise as the motor operates.  The belt that connects to the gear has teeth on one side with the same profile as the teeth on the drive gear so that they match perfectly.  The belt loop is placed around the drive gear and one or more idler bolts; one of these idler bolts is seated in a slotted hole and is used to put tension on the belt so that it will not slip as the gear rotates.  Idler bolts have bearings that allow smooth movement of the belt. Drive gear and belt assembly on 3D printer.  Rotation of the gear is translated by the belt to linear motion along the rail.



When the drive gear rotates one revolution, the belt moves a distance equal to the circumference of the drive gear.  The belt parallels a linear rail with rail carriage, and the belt clamp is aligned with the rail carriage.  The printer component driven by the belt is connected to both the rail carriage and the belt to ensure that movement is perfectly linear.  As the drive gear rotates clockwise and counterclockwise, the printer component attached to the belt moves left and right linearly along the rail.

2.2.3 How to select a drive gear

A drive gear is selected based on its diameter and tooth profile.  Drive gear diameter is important for several reasons.  The belt will travel a distance equal to the circumference of the drive gear for every rotation of the drive gear, so a larger diameter drive gear will cause the belt travel a larger distance for every rotation of the motor.  As a result, the belt will move at a higher speed when using a larger diameter drive gear and at a lower speed when smaller diameter drive gear.  Increasing the diameter of the drive gear will increase the torque exerted as the gear rotates due to increasing the lever length from the center of rotation.  Tooth profile is important as it must match the tooth profile of the belt to ensure smooth motion transfer without slipping.

When selecting a drive gear for a gear and belt configuration, it is important to consider operational requirements of the application including movement speed and torque as well as tooth profile to ensure proper matching of gear to belt.

2.2.4 What is important about matching a drive gear to a belt?

It is important that the tooth profile of the gear matches the tooth profile of the belt to ensure that the belt doesn’t slip and that there is smooth power transmission.  It is imperative to maintain tension on the belt against the drive gear to prevent slipping. 

2.2.5 Where are belts used in 3D printers and what is their purpose?

Typically in 3D printers belts are used to guide linear motion along the x-axis and y-axis, translating the rotational motion of the x-axis and y-axis motors to linear motion along their respective axes.  The x-axis belt is usually located on the top of the printer frame and facilitates motion of the print head along the x-axis.  The y-axis belt is normally located in the center of the printer just below the print bed and facilitates motion of the print bed along the y-axis.Y-axis drive gear and belt.



2.3 Gear reducer

2.3.1 What is a gear reducer?

A gear reducer is a gear, sprocket or pulley used to reduce the output speed and to increase the output torque of a power source.  Gear reducers are used because the output speed of a motor is typically too fast for normal use, or the output torque is too low.  For example, a steam turbine aboard a ship needs to operate at a relatively high rpm (revolutions per minute) to have high efficiency, but the propeller driven by the steam turbine needs to operate at a relatively low rpm function correctly.  In this situation, a gear reducer is used to reduce the high speed motion of the steam turbine to the low rpm range required by the propeller.

Gear reducers may consist of a single gear or an assembly of several gears, known as a reduction gear assembly or reduction gearbox.  The number of gears needed depends on the output requirements of the application.  A reduction gear assembly can result in a greater reduction of output speed or increase in torque than a single gear can realistically provide due to size requirements.

2.3.2 How do gear reducers work?

Gear reducers work by mating a smaller gear attached to a power source such as a motor shaft to a larger gear to create a mechanical advantage to reduce speed and increase torque.  When mating two gears, each of the gears must have identical tooth profiles to prevent slipping and ensure smooth power transmission from gear to gear.   The larger gear naturally has more teeth than the smaller gear as its circumference is larger.  As the smaller driving gear, sometimes referred to as a pinion, completes one revolution, the larger driven gear will have only completed some smaller portion of a revolution due to having a larger circumference.  The larger gear will thus rotate at a slower speed than the input gear.  The larger gear will also have more torque than the smaller gear simply due to having a larger radius.

Single Stage Gear Reduction



Gear reducers may involve more than two gears, a configuration known as single stage gear reduction, when higher mechanical advantages are required.  For many applications, achieving a mechanical advantage of more than two is impractical due to size constraints, as the driven gear would need to be more than twice as large as the driving gear.   Two stage gear reduction employs a third gear to obtain a higher mechanical advantage than a single stage gear reduction could provide.  

2.3.3 The extrusion motor has a 5:1 gear reduction, what does this mean?

A 5:1 gear reduction means that the output gear will rotate once for every five rotations of the input gear.  This means the input gear is travelling five times as fast as the output gear.  This is expressed as a gear ratio.  Gear ratio is the ratio of the input speed to the output speed of a gear assembly, written as ωin:ωout.  

2.3.4 Why is a gear reducer used with the extrusion motor?

A gear reducer is used with the extrusion motor because the angular velocity of the extruder motor shaft is too high to drive the printer filament directly.  Filament needs to be driven very slowly through the hot end as each layer of the printed part is very thin.  Using the extruder motor to drive the filament directly without a gear reducer would push too much filament through the hot end to achieve the thin layers required.

2.4 Filament extrusion gear

2.4.1 Role of the extrusion gear on the extruder motor?

The role of the extrusion gear is to push the filament through the hot end as the extruder motor spins while a part is printed.Filament extrusion gear attached to extruder motor.



2.4.2 What are the important characteristics of this gear for this application?

An important characteristic is that the gear teeth are sufficiently pointed so they grip and push the filament through the hot end and out the hot end nozzle without significantly damaging or deforming the filament.  It is important that the gear not slip as the extruder motor is spinning as any slippage will significantly impact print quality.

2.5 Bearings and bushings

2.5.1 What is the difference between a bushing and a bearing?

A bushing is a sleeve-shaped lining utilized to reduce friction and wear between mechanical parts or to restrain or constrain the motion of the parts. Also called plain bearings, mechanical bushings are used to line a hole in a stationary part of a mechanism and are effective in spreading friction and wear over the surface of the bushing as opposed to directing it to one spot. Mechanically, a bushing is identical to a bearing except that a bushing is usually a one-part device whereas a bearing may have two or more parts.

Bushing drawing and sample photo

   

Bearings are machine elements that allow components to move with respect to each other.  Without bearings, everything would grind to a halt, including people, whose joints are comprised of sliding contact bearings. There are two types of bearings, contact and noncontact. Contact-type bearings have mechanical contact between elements, and they include sliding, rolling, and flexural bearings. Mechanical contact means that stiffness normal to the direction of motion can be very high, but wear or fatigue can limit their life. Non-contact bearings include externally pressurized and hydrodynamic fluid-film (liquid, air, mixed phase) and magnetic bearings. The lack of mechanical contact means that static friction can be eliminated, although viscous drag occurs when fluids are present; however, life can be virtually infinite if the external power units required to operate them do not fail. 

                             Typical bearing 

Rail carriage lined with ball bearings





2.5.2 How and what types of bearings are used in the printer?

Each type of bearing has a specific use scenario so engineers must be familiar with different types of bearings, and their applications and limitations. Bearings are selected base on the type of motion (linear, rotary) required. On 3D printers, ball bearings and linear motion guides are used for rotary motion and linear motion, respectively.Bearing used to facilitate rotation of lead screw



Linear motion guides have an essentially rectangular cross section rail and rectangular box-shaped carriages that contain recirculating balls that roll in curved raceways on the rails and in the carriage. Three of these are typically used on 3D printers for motion along the x, y, and z axes. 

One ball bearing normally located on the top of the lead screw. This bearing serves two purposes by securing the lead screw in position and allowing it to rotate smoothly without warbling.

2.6 Lead screw (worm screw)

2.6.1 Translation of rotational motion to linear motion though use of a lead screw.

Every movement on a 3D printer is made through the use of motors. Motors produce rotary motion and rotary motion must be translated to linear motion. The z–axis rotary motion is translated to linear motion through the use of lead screw and bronze nut.  Lead screw uses the helix angle of the thread to convert rotary motion to linear motion. Z-axis motor with lead screw used on FFF 3D printer



The performance of a lead screw is heavily dependent on the coefficient of friction between the nut and the screw. This coefficient is affected by the material used for the nut and screw. Lead screws typically use nuts made of internally lubricated plastic or bearing-grade bronze. Bronze nuts are preferred on a 3D printer because the lead screw connected to the z- axis motor is made of carbon steel screws. The bronze nut is connected to the linear motion guides bearings on the z-axis rails and y –axis carriage to cause the print bed to move up and down along the z-axis. 

2.6.2 What are the differences in thread design for lead screws?

Lead screws are available with a variety of thread designs that directly influence their performance.  Three significant design elements for lead screws are thread shape, TPI (threads per inch), and helix angle.

Thread shape is the geometric profile of the lead screw thread.  Three common lead screw thread shapes are square thread, ACME thread, and buttress thread.  Square threads have a square profile, and are the most efficient thread shape due to having the least friction, making them ideal for high power applications.  Square threads are also the most difficult to machine and, therefore, are the most expensive shape.  ACME screws have a 29 degree thread angle, which makes them easier to machine and less expensive. However, ACME are less efficient than square threads due to increased friction from the thread angle.  ACME thread is the most common thread type for lead screws.  Buttress threads are shaped like a right triangle and as such are only used in applications where the lead screw experiences load in one direction.  For these applications, they are as efficient as square threads but easier to manufacture, making them more economical.

2.6.3 Why is lead screw superior to gear and belt in 3D printers?

The advantage of a lead screw over gear and belt drive is that the 3D printer print beds need to be positioned with a high level of accuracy along the z-axis to be able to maintain equal layer thickness. A lead screw with a low helix angle is able to maintain high positioning resolution better than gear and belt drives.

The use of a wide range of leads can deliver a wide variation in jog speeds up to 70 inches per second. This lead screw feature can provide advantages in many applications. Other applications benefit from fast jog speeds and low screw RPM, providing quiet operation and long life. Lead screw assemblies that use bronze nuts have higher load capacities. Lead screws are known for their relatively low cost. The trapezoidal threads of lead screws are made of carbon, alloy or stainless steel and are available in a wide variety of diameters and leads.

2.6.4 Why alignment of the lead screw is important?.

The alignment is essential for good print quality. If the lead screw is tilted the z-axis motor would not be able to consistently move the print bed the appropriate distance. 

2.6.5 What is the role of the lead screw nut?

The role of the lead screw nut is to translate the rotary motion from the z-axis motor to linear motion. It also carries the entire load on the y-axis carriage and stabilizes the lead screw at any point.

Diagram showing lead screw nut on lead screw



2.7 Linear rail and carriage

2.7.1 The role of a linear rail and carriage in a 3D printer.

The role of linear rails and carriages in the 3D printers is to guide movement in a straight line in the x, y, and/or z directions.  The x-axis rail and carriage move the print head horizontally along the x-axis, the y-axis rail and carriage move the print bed horizontally along the y-axis, and the z-axis and carriage move the entire print bed and y-axis subassembly vertically along the z-axis.  The z-axis rail and carriage is typically larger than the x-axis and y-axis carriages because it needs to support a greater load than the x and y rails and carriages.

2.7.2 Advantages of linear rails over other linear guides?

In addition to linear rails there are two other common linear guides:  cross roller guide and linear rods with ball splines.  Examples of cross roller guides and linear rods with ball splines are shown below: 

Cross roller guides

Linear rods with ball splines



 

The linear rail is preferable to a cross roller guide for use in 3D printers because the cross roller has an open design that is susceptible to contamination and the cross roller is long in relation to distance travelled.  For use in 3D printers the linear rail is preferable to the linear rod with ball spline because the linear rod is less precise and less rigid.  The linear rail has a closed design that prevents contamination and rigidity and precision necessary for accurate printing.

2.7.3 Design and maintenance of the carriage.

X, y, and/or z axis carriages all have the similar designs –mounting screw holes positioned on the top and a cutout for the rail along the bottom with ball bearings lined along each side of the rail cutout to facilitate fluid motion along the rail.  When sliding a carriage off of its rail there is always a risk of popping one or more ball bearings out of the carriage, potentially rendering it useless.  For this reason it is never recommended to remove a carriage from a rail.

Maintenance of carriages simply consists of cleaning the rail periodically to remove dust and debris that could become trapped in the ball bearings on the bottom of the carriage.  After cleaning it is recommended to spray WD40 on a rag and apply it along the rail to keep the carriage sliding smoothly along the rail.






3. Printer Box

3.1 Manufacturing tolerances

3.1.1 What is manufacturing tolerance and how is it measured?Definitions associated with manufacturing tolerances



Manufacturing tolerance becomes important only when parts are to be assembled or mated with another part. It is virtually impossible to manufacture two parts that have precisely the same dimensions. The permissible or acceptable variation in the dimension (height, width, diameter, angles of a part is known as the manufacturing tolerance. Surfaces that are free and not functional typically do not need close dimensional tolerance. Thus, for example the holes for a part such as connecting rod are far more critical than the accuracy of the rod’s width and the thickness at various locations along its length. Tolerances are written as 40+ 0.05mm, with the plus and minus denoting the maximum limit and minimum limit respectively. The tolerance is the difference between the maximum and minimum limits. This can be shown as upper and lower limits (40.05over39.95)or an allowable amount above and below a nominal dimension. In this example, a finished part is acceptable when its dimension is anywhere between 40.05mm and 39.95mm.; outside of this range, it is rejected. This range of allowable dimensions is the tolerance band.

Typical desktop 3D printers can produce a shaft for a 40mm diameter with a tolerance of+0.000mm or 0.127mm depending on the type of fit one requires. Producing a shaft of 40.00mm for 40mm may result in interference, where the hole is slightly smaller than the shaft diameter, which prevents the parts from sliding together. They might have to be pressed together, but if too large of an interference exists, it will degrade performance of the part. It is always advisable to designed a close to the lower limit(39.873) to obtain a perfect fit.

3.1.2 Why is it not possible to make something exactly to size?

It is impossible to make something exactly to size because, first, of all the measuring instruments (calipers, micrometers, gauges) used in the workshops and labs do not measure the size of a part perfectly. To quantify this point, calipers for instance have an error associated with them of approximately 0.001” per one inch of measurement. That means if we measure a 1” part dimension, that measurement is really 1.000 ± 0.001”. This is not a big deal to us because we often use a tolerance of ± 0.005” on features that need to be accurately located. But what happens when we use a measuring instrument of similar accuracy to check a part that is 10” in length? Now our measurement is really 10.000 ± 0.010. So if we still require this part to be within the ± 0.005” tolerance, it should be obvious we now have a serious problem. The same problem exists with digital calipers, digital read outs on machine tools, and position feedback encoders on CNC machines.

Again, inconsistent extrusion can affect the part affect the size of the parts. This problem is due the overuse of the extruder hot end which result in the inability to maintain consistent temperature and also the increase in the size of the nozzle. 

Furthermore, inefficient cooling fans for the part being printed can affect the size of the part that is being printed. The sides of the printed part which are not having cooling will experience unusual expansion which will end up with bad surface finish and increase in size of the part.

Improper levelling of a 3D printer bed can potentially affect the size of the object printed. Whenever the print bed is too close to the extruder hot end, the extruded filament becomes pasty on the board which can affect the size of the part being produced to the exact dimension. On the other hand when parts are too far from the hot end the extrusion becomes wiggly on the board swaying the bottom part of the object off the exact dimension.

3.1.3 What are the tolerances typical in machining operations required for manufacturing of 3D printer metal parts?Machined component of FFF printer



The machining operations performed on 3D printer metal parts includes, milling, boring, drilling, threading, and cutting. 3D printer metal parts are usually made of aluminum and steel. The aluminum parts are typically frame components and the steel parts are the rails(x,y,z). These parts produced using precision CNC milling machine. The tolerances typical in machining operations for manufacturing of the printer metal part is +-0.005’’ which is standard tolerance  for most  drilling and boring and boring operations. One of the most critical considerations for applying this tolerance is the kind of fits for the holes on the metal parts as well as expertise and cost required for manufacture. The holes drilled on 3D printers are mostly pilot holes for motors and screws which the require clearance fit. 

3.1.4 How could these affect the operation of the printer?

The tolerance used in the operations involved in manufacturing the metal part is standard and they ensure that parts of the 3D printer will fit properly and work as designed within an assembly, be it a sliding or press fit. A +-0.005’’ tolerance is typical of desktop 3D printers so as reduce costs. Unnecessarily tight tolerances make parts more expensive to produce. There is no reason to apply a ±0.0002 tolerance when ±0.005 will do. The tolerance used in the manufacture of the metal parts makes the printer part easy to install and maintain which of course reduces the time spent for the procedures. The  metal parts are the main frame of the 3D printer and the tolerance use on the threaded hole makes the frame rigid and square to withstand the vibrations as a result of movement of the printer head.

3.1.5 Discuss the two primary approaches to squareness; very tight tolerances and alignment pins vs. less rigid requirements and compensating measures.

The tighter the tolerance value, the higher the overall cost to produce the workpiece. Generally, when a tolerance is tightened, the cost of the tolerance increases exponentially to its benefit. A tolerance twice as tight might actually cost five times as much to produce.

The manufacturability of a tolerance, the ability of the available manufacturing methods to achieve a tolerance, is also a critical factor. A simple hole, for example, if tolerance to ±.050", can be punched. If, however, the tolerance is ±.010", the hole requires drilling. Likewise, if the tolerance is tightened to ±.002", the hole then requires drilling and reaming. Finally, with a tolerance of ±.0003", the hole must be drilled, reamed, and lapped to ensure the required size.

One other factor to consider in the manufacturability of a tolerance is whether the tolerance specified can be manufactured within the capability of the tool room. A tolerance of .00001" is very easy to indicate on a drawing, but is impossible to achieve in the vast majority of tool rooms.

Metal components of most 3D printers are manufactured with MODERATE tightened tolerances with compensating measures. For instance threaded holes on 3D printers are usually countersunk. The heads of the countersunk screws helps maintain the squareness of the printer frame. The screws are also well positioned to balance the clamping forces on the printer metal frame.







Top frame plate of FFF printer with countersunk holes to ensure squareness of frame



3.2 Squareness and board leveling

3.2.1 Why is it important that the metal printer frame be square?

A slight error in squareness exhibits a significant inaccuracy in any multiaxis machine tool. The inaccuracy of machine tool badly influences the product quality.

In essence, your parts will only be as square as the machine. Any deviation in squareness of the machine will translate directly to your parts.

It is important that a metal printer frame be square because rails (x, y, z) are mounted on the top and side metal frames. The printer bed is levelled in relation to the squareness of the metal frame of the printer. Therefore anything apart from the frame being square will not affect the movement of the stepper motors but the levelling of the board would be difficult if not impossible.

Square frame of an FFF 3D printer.  Flat head screws fit in countersunk holes on the bottom frame plate to ensure squareness.



3.2.2 How can squareness be measured? 

The measurement of squareness (angle of 90°) in structures is probably the most important angle in engineering applications. There are several ways of measuring squareness which include indicator method, engineers square, optical testing, focusing telescope, etc., but basic machinist square is preferred with for assembly of FFF 3d printers. The basic machinist square has a number of variations, the most common being the hardened steel square used to check right angles and set up milling and drilling machines. The hardened steel square consists of a thin blade and a thick beam that are set at precise right angles to each other. The square has no scales and is not useful for linear measurements. To evaluate the right angle, the user holds the thick beam on the reference surface and the blade against the side of the part. The user then looks for light between the blade and the part or slips feeler stock between the two. These types of squares are usually used on work where tolerances of 0.001 inch are called out.

3.2.3 What is the impact of manufacturing tolerances on squareness?

Manufacturing tolerances prevent the ability to achieve a perfect square with respect to a 3D printer frame.  Each machined component of a printer frame is slightly imperfect due to manufacturing tolerances associated with each piece of manufacturing equipment.  It is therefore imperative to have some method of compensating for lack of perfect squareness of the printer frame, specifically via print board adjustment and leveling.

3.2.4 What does it mean for the print board to be level?

The print board is levelled if it is parallel to the top frame of the 3D printer which carries the head of the printer and perpendicular to the side frame on which the z axis rail is mounted. The extruder hot end is typically used as a datum for leveling the print board. When the print board of a 3D printer is levelled there is equal distance between the tip of the hot end nozzle and the board when moved on various positions on the printed bed. This gap should be approximately 1.25mm between the board and the printed in order to obtain a good print.

If the is gap is narrower at some point on the print bed the filament extruded will be pasty on the board and in the worst cases gauge into damage the board. Narrow gap between the extruder nozzles can prevent the melted filament from coming out of the extruder which may result in back pressure in the extruder head and eventually clog the extruder. Sometimes the printer is able survive the first layer but in second and third layer the extruder would be grinding the first and second layers which will generate unusual noise from the printer. Even though this will eventually stop, it is recommended that proper levelling should be obtained before printing.

When the gap is wider than normal the extrusion becomes wiggly on the board and may not stick to the board. This can potentially cause the part printed to either break off from the board or warp.

3.2.5 How does board leveling compensate for lack of squareness in the frame?

The print bed of a 3D printer is typically mounted on an adjustable plate. Therefore any error in the squareness of the of the printer frame along the x and y axis can be compensated for by the upwards and downwards movements of this plate.

3.2.6 How is board leveling accomplished for a 3D printer?

The process for leveling a print board varies depending on the make and model of the 3D printer.  Some 3D printers feature spring loaded adjustable thumb screws at the bottom of the print board.  The hot end is manually moved over various points on the print board, and the thumb screws are adjusted to either increase or decrease the gap between the hot end and the print board at each position on the board.  Other 3D printers feature an automated board leveling process where the hot end automatically or manually is moved to selected positions on the print board and a probe or laser measures the hot end gap.  Adjustments to the hot end gap can be automated or inputted by the user until the printer displays a signal that the proper distance between the hot end and print board has been achieved.

Thumbscrews used to adjust board level on the FFF printer.






4. Printer Control and Software

4.1 Cartesian coordinates

4.1.1 How do Cartesian coordinates locate objects in space?

“A Cartesian coordinate system is a coordinate system that specifies each point uniquely in a plane by a pair of numerical coordinates, which are the signed distances to the point from two fixed perpendicular directed lines, measured in the same unit of length. Each reference line is called a coordinate axis or just axis of the system, and the point where they meet is its origin, usually at ordered pair (0, 0). The coordinates can also be defined as the positions of the perpendicular projections of the point onto the two axes, expressed as signed distances from the origin.

One can use the same principle to specify the position of any point in three-dimensional space by three Cartesian coordinates, its signed distances to three mutually perpendicular planes (or, equivalently, by its perpendicular projection onto three mutually perpendicular lines).”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartesian_coordinate_system 

  Illustration of Cartesian coordinate plane



4.1.2 How do 3D printer drive motors relate to Cartesian coordinates? 

3D printers create three dimensional objects by moving the printer hot end assembly and print board along x, y, and z axes.  The Cartesian coordinate system for a typical desktop 3D printer is shown and described below. 

Cartesian coordinate axes with respect to FFF 3D printer.

x-axis motor

y-axis motor

z-axis motor

x-axis

y-axis

z-axis



· X-axis:  The printer hot end assembly moves along the x-axis, located on the top of the printer.  The 0 position on the x-axis is the farthest left position along the x-axis rail, closest to the Z-axis lead screw.  Movement along the x-axis is powered by the x-axis motor, which hangs from the top of the printer on the right side.  

· Y-axis:  The print board itself moves along the y-axis rail toward the front or back of the printer.  The 0 position on the y-axis is the furthest toward the back of the printer, toward the power plug.  Movement along the y-axis rail is powered by the y-axis motor, which hangs from the print board assembly.

· Z-axis:  The print board assembly moves up and down along the z-axis lead screw, located on the left side of the printer.  The 0 position on the z-axis is the uppermost position on the lead screw.  Movement along the z-axis is powered by the z-axis motor, which is attached to the bottom frame plate.

4.1.3 What is the importance of 0,0,0 in determining location of the printer head?

Determining the (0,0,0) position, also known as the ‘Home’ position, of the print head is incredibly important as that is the point from which the printer references all distances in the x, y, and z directions while printing the part.  On a 3D printer the (0,0,0) position is the point at which all limit switches engage.  When starting any print you can observe a 3D printer send the print head to the (0,0,0) position before printing commences.

4.1.4 How does the range of x, y, and z for a 3D printer affect the size of what can be printed?

The range of x, y, and z on a 3D printer directly correlates is to the size of the part that can be printed.  For example, a range of 8”, 8”, and 8”, respectively, means that the maximum size of a part that can be printed is 8” x 8” x 8”.

4.2 Limit switch

4.2.1 What is a limit switch and how do they work?

A limit switch, also known as an end stop when discussing 3D printers, is an electromechanical switch operated by the motion of a machine part or presence of an object to prevent movement past the point that the switch activates.  A limit switch consists of an actuator that is mechanically linked to a set of contacts.  When the an object comes into contact with the actuator and activates the switch, the device operates the contacts to make or break an electrical connection.

Typical limit switches used on 3D printers



4.2.2 What type of limit switch is used on the printer?

Limit switch performance depends on a variety of factors including operational parameters, mechanical specifications, size, mounting method, force capacity, and stroke rate involved in the operating process.  Common types of limit switches used in industrial applications include heavy-duty precision oil-tight, heavy-duty oil-tight and foundry, miniature enclosed reed, snap switch, and gravity return.

The type of limit switch normally used on a desktop 3D printer is a snap switch.  A snap switch is designed to instantly trigger as soon as the mechanism attached to the switch moves a predetermined distance.  It does not depend on the speed at which the moving part travels.  These types of limit switches are commonly used for applications that require only basic contact parameters and can work with or without an operator.  Snap switches are most effective in machines that feature short movements or a slow rate of operation.

4.2.3 What is the function of the limit switches in finding 0,0,0

Limit switches detect the 0 points of the x, y and z axes of a 3D printer.  Each axis has a limit switch as well as a limit switch trigger that activates the limit switch at the 0 point of that axis.  The x-axis and y-axis limit switch triggers are typically fixed, whereas the z-axis limit switch trigger point is typically adjustable to allow for a range of adjustment when leveling the print board.  

Y-axis limit switch on an FFF printer.





4.3 Arduino

4.3.1 What is an Arduino?

An Arduino is a hardware part for a 3D printer.  This is the brains of a printer and contains the printer’s firmware.  Other hardware components, like motors and sensors, are connected to the Ardiuno in order to function properly and to receive power from the power supply (which is also connected to the Arduino).

Arduino mounted to 3D printer.



4.3.2 How is an Arduino different from a computer?

Computers do many different things at the same time such as running multiple applications, communicating on the Internet, and playing music.  This means that computers may be interrupted when doing any specific thing (“freezing”) and computers are more complicated to build and more expensive to obtain.  Computers are general purpose devices designed to do a large variety of things well enough for most uses.

Arduinos are simple circuit boards that only do one specific thing at a time.  They tend to be slower and have more limited resources when compared to a computer.  However, they are not interrupted when carrying out their tasks (they do not “freeze”), they are cheaper than a computer, and they are easier to manufacture.  Arduinos are specifically designed to do a limited number of things but they do those things very well, better than a computer usually.

A 3D printer cannot be interrupted when printing an object.  For that reason, an Arduino can operate a 3D printer reliably while a computer is unable to do so.

4.3.3 How is an Arduino programmed?

Software programmers write firmware for the Arduino boards using the Arduino IDE.  The Arduino uses a unique programming language based on Processing, Wiring, C, and C++.  This language allows for interaction with physical components such as motors, sensors, and displays.  The programming language files, called sketches, are compiled and then flashed to the Arduino board typically over USB.

Additional communication with the board for the purposes of troubleshooting and interaction can be handled as Serial over USB.  Other interaction mechanisms such as LEDs, displays, buttons, and knobs may also be integrated into the firmware.

4.3.4 What is unique about the RAMBo Arduino?

The Arduino is an open source circuit board design.  Anybody may take the design files for an Arduino and make modifications to it to create a new product.  While an Arduino may be used to operate a 3D printer, the Arduino itself was not specifically made to carry out such a task.  Improvements can be made to allow the Arduino to work better as the brains for a 3D printer.

The RAMBo board (RepRap Arduino-compatible Mother Board) was designed for convenience, reliability, and performance when used as the brains for a 3D printer.  Programmed in the same way as an Arduino board, the RAMBo board has specific connectors for components used in 3D printing (motors, sensors, displays, heaters) while also eliminating components that are not used for 3D printing (traditional analog and digital input and output headers).  Fuses were also added in the RAMBo to provide additional safety when using high current power supplies.

While the Arduino board is specialized which allows it to be the brains for a 3D printer, the RAMBo board was specifically built to be the brains for the 3D printer and does that job better than a traditional Arduino.   RAMBo boards are available in both full size and miniature versions.

 Mini-RAMBo Attached to 3D Printer





4.3.5 How does the RAMBo board get its input from the printer components?

Like an Arduino, the RAMBo receives input by reading electrical values in from various sensors.  These sensors are limit switches, thermistors, and rotary/push button controls.  These items manipulate electricity going into them and the manipulated value is read by the RAMBo.

A limit switch simply interrupts or completes an electrical circuit.  When depressed, the limit switch completes the circuit and the RAMBo notifies the firmware of this new state.  Actions are then taken such as stopping a motor (since a maximum or minimum limit was reached in regards to the motor’s travel).

Thermistors work upon a range of resistance.  A table of resistance values is referred to by the firmware where a certain resistance value translates to a certain temperature value.  This temperature value is then utilized by the firmware for various functions (such as displaying the temperature and starting the print when the hot end is sufficiently warmed up).

More complicated mechanisms such as push wheel input devices (for users to interact with a menu provided by the Arduino to a display) and SD card reading devices (reading electrical values and writing electrical values to an SD card) are present as well.  Interacting with such input devices is usually done with the assistance of programming functions specifically designed for that sort of interaction and which are called by the programmer when writing their specific firmware.

To summarize, these input devices allow a 3D printer to operate correctly.  These are mechanical devices and are subject to hardware failure over time.  A poorly operating printer may simply have a failed sensor of some sort which is usually a simple item to replace.  Furthermore, interfering with a sensor on the printer (such as a limit switch) will lead to undesirable behavior so be careful when near a 3D printer.















RAMBo and Mini-RAMBo Layouts







4.4 Firmware

4.4.1 What is firmware and what does it do?

Where an Arduino is similar to a physical brain, the firmware is the knowledge that is contained within that brain.  The brain’s knowledge helps it understand instructions and carry them out correctly.  To that same end, the firmware loaded into an Arduino board helps it understand directions and carry them out correctly. 

4.4.2 What is the Marlin firmware used for 3D printers?Marlin Firmware Logo



The firmware is created with a programming language and that development effort is named by its’ developers.  Each different firmware project creates firmware that is significantly different by having different features and different behaviors.

The Marlin firmware project is a well-known open source project creating firmware for a large variety of printers.  All Marlin printers behave in a similar (but not identical) fashion and have similar (but not identical) features.  Printers featuring Marlin firmware are more similar to each other than they are to printers using different firmware. 

You can obtain the Marlin source code from https://github.com/MarlinFirmware/Marlin

4.4.3 How does firmware interface with a slicer program?

A slicer program writes directions for a 3D printer in a language called G-Code.  These G-Code instructions are understood by a printer’s firmware, and a printer will carry those directions out one instruction at a time.  These instructions are carried out literally; a printer’s firmware trusts that the G-Code instructions it is reading is appropriate for it.  A printer trusts that the slicer program used correct settings when generating that G-Code.

It is imperative that the settings within the slicer program are appropriate for the specific printer type to be used.  Two different printers can use Marlin firmware, each having a different board size (one board is 100 mm larger than the other), different hot end (one hot end prints best at 20 C hotter than the other one), and one printer has a heated bed.  Settings cannot be shared between these printers because the motor will ram the board into the side of the printer (board too small), the part will print poorly (the hot end is 20 C too hot), and it is likely that nothing will print at all (the missing heated bed never got hot enough to start printing). 

Using appropriate settings, a printer will carry out all instructions and successfully print a part.

4.4.4 What is G-code?

G-Code is a programming language used for control automated machine tools.  Using this language, the machine tool is told how to make a part.  The machine tool is told where to move, how fast to move, what path it should take to move, and other similar instructions.  This programming language, developed in the 1950s, is defined by standards such as the EIA Standard RS-274-D.  The programming language was developed before 3D printers were developed.

The programming language uses letters and numbers to define a command, such as T1.  Defined in the language is commands starting with G, meaning proprietary not standardized codes, and M, meaning miscellaneous not standardized codes.  The language in use today for a 3D printer almost entirely uses codes which start with G and codes which start with M, both are not standardized and those commands can be interpreted by any firmware as that firmware sees fit (since there is no standardization for G and M commands).

Being that the Marlin firmware (like other firmware) are open source, you can read what each command sequence does at the following URL as desired (http://reprap.org/wiki/G-code).  As mentioned before, the slicer program generates this G-Code programming language for a printer so that you do not have to write it yourself.  This allows the user to load a 3D model into a slicer program and have it handle writing G-Code.

4.4.5 The “tool path” for the print head

The print head travels along a path from a starting point to an ending point.  Such a path is not always straight and may curve or take many curves.  Such a path is not always traveled at a consistent speed either, the head may slow down or speed up along the path.  The path taken is controlled by the Arduino board and consequently the firmware contained within and therefore this is a toolpath.

A machinist may, with a different type of mechanical tool, guide the head by using their hands.  This is considered being “offhand” or “freehand” and this is not a “toolpath”.  The differences between these terms all relates to if the machine is being directed by G-Code instructions or if the machine is being physically manipulated by a machinist’s hand.

4.4.6 How is G-code used to determine a tool path for printing?

G-Code commands specify where to move, how fast to move, what path the head should take to move, and other similar instructions.  These commands are interpreted line by line.  The physical toolpath is defined by following these directions.

Below is a subset of directions from http://reprap.org/wiki/G-code and will clarify how the head behaves.

		Command

		Description



		M109 S230

		Instructs the head to heat up to 230 C.  The next command will not be read until the head reaches 230 C.  A command of M190 means that the bed will be heated instead of the head.



		M108 S255

		Defines that a manually controlled cooling fan should run at full speed.  Full speed is defined as 255 and lower numbers indicate that the fan should run at a lower speed with 0 meaning that the fan should turn off.



		G21

		Specifies that all commands following this one that use anything related to distance will have those distances defined in millimeters.  If this command was G20 instead then all distances would be in inches.



		G90

		All 3D coordinates below this instruction are defined absolutely.  That means that the grid of 3D coordinates is defined where 0, 0, 0 is always in the same location.  A command of G91 means that all coordinates below that instruction are relatively defined.  That means that 0, 0, 0 is always defined as where the head starts to move.



		M82

		Defines that all plastic extrusion distances in all instructions that follow (amount of material used thus far in printing a part) is defined absolutely (the number will constantly increase during the print).  A command of M83 means that this value will be reset to 0 after every single command (all distances are relative to the amount of material present now).



		G1 X190 Y50 Z0.1 E1.0 F1200

		Directs the head to move (G1) to a specific 3D coordinate (X Y Z) while extruding some plastic (E) and to do these commands a specific speed (F).



		G1 X113.982 Y107.366 E3.78869

		Similar to the prior command.  Any missing elements (Z, F) are defined to be the same as the last time they were used (in prior commands) or is defined by a default value (programmed into the firmware).







Curves are defined by multiple G1 commands instructing the head to move to each point.  By going through those points, the head approximates moving along a curved path.  Typical G-Code files consist of tens of thousands of individual commands and only takes moments for a slicer program to generate.

4.5 LCD DisplayLCD display of FFF printer



4.5.1 What is the role of an LCD display? 

An LCD display allows a 3D printer to interact with the user.  Using that display, the printer shows text menus and allows the user to provide a response by selecting various menu options.  The display is a quick and easy way to interact with a printer.

4.5.2 How does it interface with the Arduino?

The Arduino, via its firmware, provides all the intelligence behind the LCD display.  The firmware, contained on the Arduino, decides what text is displayed and what to do when certain menu options are selected.  The display is connected to the Arduino in order to allow the Arduino to display text, sense when controls are used, and to interact with the SD card interface behind the LCD.LCD display mounted to 3D printer



4.5.3 What can be controlled by the LCD?

The LCD allows the user to interact with the printer’s firmware. Each specific firmware will provide different options for to select and use on the display.  Typical operations are to start and stop a printing operation from the SD card, warm up and cool down the hot end or bed, move any motors (X, Y, Z, E) and power down those motors, display printer status, and allow customization of default firmware settings.

4.5.4 If the printer is controlled directly by a computer, what will be the functionality of the LCD?

The LCD is the primary way to control a 3d printer and the recommended way to control a 3d printer.  Depending on the make and model of the 3D printer, the user can choose to control a 3d printer from a direct computer connection.  In this situation, the user can control the printer using both mechanisms (the LCD display and the computer connection).  It is preferred that one mechanism is used as much as possible (such as the computer connection in this example) to avoid the printer behaving strangely.

Certain functionality may be missing or difficult to carry out using a specific mechanism.  Things such as the loading material procedure and changing firmware settings is typically easier to carry out when using the LCD display.  In those situations, the user can use the display even with the computer connection in place and then return to using the computer connection for other options. Information displayed on LCD screen



The LCD will always show current printer status.  As such, even if a computer connection is used, the LCD will always show current temperature values and temperature set points.

4.6 SD card

4.6.1 Explain the purpose and use of the SD card

A printer’s firmware will carry out G-Code instructions on command if those instructions are available.  One way to provide those instructions is to load them on an SD card and put the SD card into the printer.  When a 3D printer is instructed to print a part using a G-Code file on an SD card, the printer will read the SD card file, follow the instructions in that file, and print the part.

Instructions are read one line at a time which requires that the SD card remain inserted into the printer during the whole printing operation for that specific part.

4.6.2 How do SD cards work?

An SD card is a storage medium typically used for portable devices, 3D printers, and computer storage.  They share similar components with USB flash memory drives and work in a similar fashion.  This overview of how SD cards work is a high level summation and additional information is available in various literature.

The interior of storage mediums such as SD cards follow a similar pattern.  There is a storage medium, a controller, and the interface to an external device.  The specific implementation of these elements differs between types of devices (such as hard drives and USB flash drives) however these elements are always present in some fashion.

The storage medium for an SD card is flash memory and is the physical representation of data (the physical 1s and 0s).  The controller is similar to an Arduino/firmware combination in that the controller has the knowledge of how to interact with the flash memory (how to write to and read from the storage medium) and with the interface (read in and transmit electrical data).  The controller speaks a specific language on the interface and translates that to flash memory specific instructions (and vice versa).

SD card specifications define how another device (such as a computer or 3D printer) must communicate with the SD card’s interface.  Anything wanting to communicate with the SD card must follow these specifications in order to send data to the controller and consequently the flash memory (and receive data as well).  The firmware on a 3D printer contains appropriate programming to interact, according to specifications, with the SD card.  The firmware has additional programming to understand the data communicated from the SD card (specifically the file system which is how data is arranged and the file encoding which is how the file was assembled).

4.6.3 What SD cards can be used

SD cards are defined by their size (which determines what slots it can fit in), their storage capacity (with larger cards requiring a different interface specification to communicate with), and their speed (read/write speed).  SD cards come in all sizes with older cards having less storage and being slower than modern cards.  Increased storage capacity and speed usually defines a more expensive SD card. In relation to a 3D printer, SD card speed does not matter.  Types of SD cards with dimensions



The size of the card must be the same as a full SD card.  Cards can come in many sizes such as Micro SD, Mini SD, and standard SD.  Smaller cards (Micro and Mini) can be inserted into an adapter and converted to a larger size (such as standard SD).  Standard SD cards are usually referred to simply by calling them SD cards.  A desktop 3D printer typically requires a standard SD card to operate.

SD card communications are defined by specifications.  Older SD cards simply used the SD card protocol and supported a maximum size of 2 Gb and used speed classifications default speed and high speed.  An older standard, MMC, could support more data (512 Gb) but used an inefficient communication mechanism.  Newer cards, capable of storing more information, includes SDHC and SDXC which used speed classifications UHS-I and UHS-II.  Another type of card, SDIO, defines a special type of SD card not typically used.

3D printers normally support SD and SDHC cards.  SDHC cards should communicate using the SPI communications bus which means that cards from well-known manufacturers will work (since those manufacturers follow specifications) and less known cards may not work (since those manufacturers may not build the cards to specification).  Other cards, such as SDXC, may not work.

If a user is not able to identify what type of card they have (MMC, SD, SDHC, SDXC, SDIO) then they can usually refer to the card’s storage capacity.  Cards with lower storage capacities use simpler communications mechanisms (a 1 Gb card will use the SD communications mechanism).  Anything 8 Gb or less will work fine for desktop 3D printers, while larger cards may not work.

Even though SD cards can be a complicated discussion topic, in practice people will simply try different SD cards to see if they work or do not work.  SD cards provide a long service life and require infrequent replacement.

4.6.4 How is the stl. file transferred to the SD card?

Remember that STL files are not transferred to an SD card for printing.  3D printers require that G-Code files are used, and printers cannot understand STL files.  A slicer program must be used to translate an STL file into a G-Code file, and the G-Code file is saved to the computer used for slicing.  This file is then transferred that to an SD card.

SD cards have an interface to an external device such as a computer.  A computer has various hardware elements attached to it to allow it to do additional things such as read CDs and read/write to SD cards.  These hardware devices tend to connect to a computer’s USB bus (and sometimes are simple USB devices that plug in to a computer).  An SD card reader is used to access an SD card and transfer files to the card.

4.6.5 How can one tell if the SD card is corrupted?

Typical desktop 3D printers are designed to work with small files which have small names.  A 3D printer may be confused by putting a large amount of files on the SD card and/or using very large file names.  If the printer behaves oddly during a print (such as not completing the print or not starting the print) then the culprit may be an SD card that confuses the 3D printer.

To avoid or correct the problems described above, be sure to only store a small amount of files on the SD card.  Use small file names or rename files to make their names smaller. Also avoid putting files inside of directories.  The SD card can be formatted and the files re-transferred to help clean up the drive.

An SD card can be damaged.  Such damage may be easy to correct or may be impossible to correct.  Damage is avoided so long as the card is safely ejected from a computer before physically removing it.  Safely ejecting a card is done via an operating system command (such as selecting Safely Eject when bringing up the SD card context menu in Windows, moving the SD card to the trash on a Macintosh operating system).

SD card damage in this case is called corruption.  Symptoms include the drive not showing up in an operating system (usually meaning the drive is irreversibly destroyed), the drive showing up but cannot be entered (usually meaning the file system is corrupt and the SD card must be reformatted), or files not working on the 3D printer (cannot start print or print doesn’t complete, need to transfer the file again from computer to the SD card).  These corruption problems may be encountered on any removable storage device (which is why backups are made of any valuable data on those devices).

Remember that many headaches can be avoided with an SD card by only keeping a few files on the card, using small file names, not storing those files in directories, and safely ejecting the SD card from a computer before physically removing it.

4.6.6 Explain the ground rules of naming a file

Typical desktop 3D printers like files that are named in a specific way.  While files named in different ways will usually work, naming files in such a fashion may lead to SD card headaches as defined previously.  Using these file naming tips will help avoid any problems.  These file naming techniques are something that early computers (DOS computers) liked as well so the same rules apply here.

File names should be kept short.  Where possible, try to keep your names to 8 letters or less.  If more than 8 letters must be used, strive to use as few characters as possible.  Letters and numbers are fine to use, but anything else (such as spaces and special characters) should be avoided where possible.

Files on Windows (and DOS) PCs use file extensions.  Extensions are 3 characters or less (for FILENAME.EXT, the part that says EXT is the extension).  Use of a single letter extension, such as “g,” is preferred.  Some programs try using a DOS unfriendly extension gcode (5 characters).  That extension should be 3 characters or less and therefore should be changed to “g” or another letter where possible.

Remember that while files that do not follow this naming technique may be printed, those files may cause problems with the 3D printer.  If files are named according to the techniques above then SD card reading problems will tend to be avoided.

4.7 Printer USB cablePrinter USB Cable



4.7.1 What is a USB printer cable and how does it connect the printer to a computer?

USB cable specifications define different types of connector ends.  These ends have many different names with the typical end (which you usually think of) being called Type A.  A special type of end is used to connect inkjet printers to your computer (Type B) and is also used to connect a 3D printer to a computer.

Like how an inkjet printer requires drivers to connect to a computer, a 3D printer also requires drivers.  Different from an inkjet printer, a 3D printer requires software to allow a computer to communicate with a 3D printer.  That communication software provides a computer with appropriate 3D printer drivers and handles 3D printer communications.  Like with an inkjet printer, install the 3D printer communication software before connecting a 3D printer to a computer using the USB cable.

Similar to an inkjet printer, simply plug in both ends of the cable into the appropriate ports on each device.  The Type B (printer port style) port is typically located on the printer circuit board.  

Note that certain support software, such as software to update a printer’s firmware, will require the use of the USB cable.

4.7.2 How can a computer be used to control a 3D printer?

A computer uses a communication software to talk to a 3D printer.  That software provides necessary drivers to allow that software to talk to a printer.  Using a variety of protocols (Serial over USB), the software communicates with a printer by issuing it G-Code instruction lines (one at a time).  The software provides the end user with a nice interface allowing them to select what they want done on their printer so that the software can issue the appropriate commands.

Note that this type of communication requires specific settings (to specify how the Serial over USB will be used).  Software must have the same settings as the printer or else communication does not work.  Only use software which contains settings appropriate for your 3D printer.

Slicing programs are the typical software used to control a 3D printer from a computer.  Slicing software that can be used to control a 3D printer via a computer include Simplify3D and MatterControl, however Slic3r does not offer this functionality.

4.7.3 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of using a computer to control a 3D printer

A 3D printer’s firmware allows the user to carry out many functions on their 3D printer and is ideal for most use cases.  However certain operations, such as pausing a print, does not work as well or at all from a printer’s LCD display.  Additional functionality, such as printing files submitted on a website, are functions only available on a computer (which handles network communication).  In certain situations, computer control of a 3D printer may be desirable or required.

A computer handles many different things, as mentioned before it can do such things as communicate on a network.  That means that a computer may be handing so many different things that it may delay doing a specific thing (like 3D printing) for a short period of time (like a second or two).  Any interruption of a print will cause that print to fail (the printer will completely stop printing the object).  This drawback is rarely encountered but it is encountered (and complicated programs like CAD programs may cause this type of interruption).  Additionally, a computer must remain on for the entire print process.  One computer can control only one 3D printer at a time.

SD card printing, assuming no SD card corruption, allows a 3D printer to complete printing operations without any chance of interruption.  For long term print projects, an SD card is preferred.  Also using multiple printers is easily done with SD card printing and is difficult to carry out with computer control only (requiring one computer for each 3D printer).

The benefits are related to the features gained.  One can, with certain software, submit an STL file to a website causing your printer to immediately begin printing that file (with the software handling STL to G-Code translation then commanding the printer to print).  You can pause a print, change filament, then resume the print.  You can print without using an SD card or worrying about any SD card corruption.

For situations where the benefits for a computer connection outweigh the drawbacks, you are likely to use a computer connection where possible.  However, SD card printing is more than sufficient for most use cases.

4.7.4 What is the role of the LCD when controlling the printer from the computer?

An LCD display controls a 3D printer however with a USB connection a computer also controls the printer.  Some operations are easier done with the LCD display (such as changing material and changing firmware settings) and other operations are easier done with a computer (pausing a print).  Since both mechanisms control the printer when a computer is connected, it is best to use one mechanism at a time (and prefer to use one mechanism where possible).

The LCD display will continue to show printer status while a computer is connected.  However users will tend to use computer control most of the time during a connection.  Conflicting commands (such as asking to start a print on a computer then asking on the LCD display to start an SD card print) will confuse a 3D printer and lead to unexpected behavior.  Be sure not to issue conflicting commands.

While many LCD functions are now more usefully carried out by the computer connection, some commands will still be issued by LCD (such as changing material).  So while the LCD display’s role is now secondary to the computer connection, the LCD display still carries out a similar role.

4.7.5 Are there minimum requirements for the computer to be able to be used?

Connecting a computer to a 3D printer requires specific software to allow for that and a USB port.  Satisfy the requirements provided by that software.

General software requirements for control software require a relatively modern computer (Windows Vista and higher).

4.8 DC power; amps and current

4.8.1 Explain the difference between AC and DC electrical power

Electrical power for a circuit in general requires two electrical connections to enable the flow of electrons to the electrical load (the device using the electricity) and back to the power supply.  This path of electricity is called a “circuit” because the electrons must move in a complete path between the power supply and the load.

Most people are familiar with the concept of a positive (+) and negative (-) connection for a power supply.  The negative connection is electron-rich and the positive connection is electron-deficient; so electrons can flow from negative to positive.  This type of power supply is said to provide “direct current” (DC) power to the circuit because the electrons move in only one direction.  Batteries are a common source of direct current.

However, another type of power supply can be used in which the polarity of the connections reverses multiple times.  This means that for a fraction of a second, an electrical connection could be positive and then it would switch to being negative.  This is referred to as “alternating current” (AC).  In the United States, our wall sockets provide alternating current where the polarity switches back and forth sixty times per second (60 hertz).  In other countries, the frequency may be different (in many European countries, the wall sockets provide alternating current with a frequency of 50 hertz).  

The graph below shows the difference between direct current and alternating current.  On the x-axis of the graph are units of time (the numbers themselves have no real significance in this graph other than to show elapsed time).  The y-axis shows how the change in polarity of the electricity.  In this example, the direct current has a value of 12.  The alternating current fluctuates back and forth between +15 and -15 and follows a sinusoidal mathematical function.  So the AC electricity has a positive and negative pole that keeps flipping back and forth; this is in contrast to the steady value of the DC electricity.

Comparison of Direct Current and Alternating Current





Alternating current and direct current both have their place in the world of electronics.  It is easier for power plants to transfer electricity to homes and businesses if the electricity is alternating current; however, many of the devices in our home actually operate on direct current.  We can use batteries for some of those gadgets; however, if we do not want to rely solely on batteries, we would like to be able to power our DC electronic circuits using wall current.  So many of the electronic gadgets in our home have a first stage that is an AC to DC converter that takes the wall current that is AC and converts it over to DC.  One of the simplest of these type converters is a “wall wart” that is used in small electronic devices for charging batteries and operating the device when the internal battery is dead.

4.8.2 Explain current, voltage, and resistance

While the concepts of electricity can seem mysterious, it is sometimes helpful to compare electricity to the flow of water moving in a pipe.  

Current

Water “current” is used to describe the volume of water that passes a point per unit time and can be measured in units of gallons per minute.  Likewise, electric “current” is used to describe the amount of electrons that pass a point per unit time.  The electrical unit of current is the ampere (A), which is equivalent to 6.25x1018 electrons per second.  The “amp” (shortened from ampere) is a relatively large unit of electricity when dealing with most common electronic circuits.  Most of the individual components in a circuit typically use currents that are fractions of an amp; so it may be necessary to quantify the currents in units of “milliamps” or 1/1000 of an amp.

Some components consume more current.  For example, motors and heating elements will tend to use larger amounts of current.  In general, when larger currents are consumed in a circuit, there is the possibility of generating large amounts of heat that can damage components or melt wiring.  Therefore, it is critical to always know the maximum current that a component will use and also how much total current all the components in the circuit will use.  

Voltage

Just as water requires a force to push it through a water pipe, electrons require a force to push them through a circuit.  We use the concept of “voltage” to describe this electromotive force.  

Most electronic circuits use voltages that are range from as little as 1.5 volts up to as much as 36 volts.  As discussed above, the voltage can be used to propel either direct current or alternating current.  Batteries provide a DC voltage; wall sockets provide AC voltage.  In the United States, the wall sockets provide 110 volts AC (sometimes written as 110 VAC).  

Many people wrongly assume that “voltage” is the most dangerous electrical quantity because of warnings about high voltage.  However, we need to realize that it is the current that either does the work or generates the heat or harms us (in the case of electrocution).  For example, when sliding across a fabric car seat to get out of a car on days with low humidity, a person can generate several thousand volts; however, there is only a tiny amount of current that transfers when the person touches the car door handle and therefore the person feels only a tiny shock.  As mentioned above, a wall socket provides 110 VAC, but there is more than enough current provided in the socket to electrocute a person.  

Low-voltage systems (typically 12 volts or less) generally pose less risk to users in terms of electrocution because the voltage is insufficient to push enough current through the human body to cause harm.  Nevertheless, we should always be careful when working with electricity.

Resistance

Just as water encounters friction when moving through a pipe, electricity encounters “resistance” when moving through a wire or through an electrical component.  Sometimes, this resistance is desirable; a heating element heats up because of the current being pushed through the resistance of the component.  However, if we want to use more current in a component, we want to have a lower resistance.  So we design our circuits in such a way that we are using our electricity more efficiently and not wasting it in generating heat.

The unit for resistance is the “ohm,” which is abbreviated with the capital Greek letter omega ().  So a resistance of 150 ohms would be written as 150 .  Sometimes, the resistance is so large that we use the unit of kilo-ohms (thousands of ohms), which is abbreviated as k, or we might use mega-ohms (millions of ohms), which is abbreviated as M.  

We sometimes use devices called resistors that intentionally provide a known amount of resistance to keep from using too much current; these use a color code of stripes on the resistor to show how much resistance they should provide.  These are desirable resistances.  However, the wires that connect our components or that go from our power supply to our circuit also have resistance.  The resistance of a wire depends on three main factors:

· The material that the wire is made of will affect its resistance.  Most of the wire we use is made of copper which has a relatively low inherent resistance.  However, in some cases, aluminum wire might be used, and it has a much higher inherent resistance.  

· The diameter of the wire affects its resistance.  Smaller wires have more resistance, much like a smaller diameter wire restricts water flow through it. Larger diameter wires have less resistance but can be more difficult to work with and will cost more financially.  So it is important to use the right diameter wire to optimize all these principles.

· The length of the wire affects its resistance.  Longer wires have more resistance; so it is important not to use excessively long wires in a circuit.  Also, when long wires are used, the excess should never be coiled up tightly because that will concentrate any heat that is generated by the resistance of the wire.  

4.8.3 How does an AC to DC power converter work?

As discussed earlier, much of our electronic circuitry relies on DC power that can be provided by batteries; however, it would be more convenient for us to use wall socket AC power to provide electricity to our circuits.  To produce DC power from the AC wall socket power, we use a device that is called various things:  a “power converter,” a “power supply,” or a “power adapter.”  Typical AC adapter used for FFF printers



There are many different designs to a power supply, but a good power supply should do the following three things:

· Rectify – the AC electricity must be changed so that it has a single positive connection and a single negative connection instead of flipping back and forth.  The process of rectifying the electricity takes the negative portion of the voltage and flips it so that the voltage is never negative.  It is still fluctuating; however, the positive connection is now always positive, as shown below.

Comparison of the Original Alternating Current to the Rectified Current.



· Filter – after being rectified, the electricity still varies with time.  This is not useful in most circuits where we want a steady value of electricity.  Therefore, a good power supply will filter the rectified current so that it has a steady value much like the direct current graph shown above.

· Regulation – after being filtered, the DC electricity must be set to a proper steady voltage for use with the circuit.   A voltage regulator inside the power supply is used to both set the voltage level and to ensure that it maintains that steady value much like what would come from a battery.

4.8.4 How much voltage and how much current does a typical desktop 3D printer power adapter provide?

Desktop 3D printers typically use a power supply that is similar to a laptop charger, typically around 20V and a range of 3 to 6 amps.  This does not mean that a 3D printer uses all of this current, only that the power supply is capable of providing up to that amount of current.

4.8.5 How does this effect the selection of components for the printer?

Designing any circuit with a power supply can be a trial-and-error process.  Once a circuit is designed, the amount of current that it requires must be determined.  That will dictate what type of power supply can be used.  If no suitable power supply can provide the necessary electricity, then the circuit may need to be re-designed.  Even if a power supply can be found, it may prove to be too expensive and that could require a re-design of the circuit.

If the first design of a circuit uses too much current, then the designer can look for components that may not use as much electricity.  So it is important to know which components in the device use the most power.  In the 3D printer, this might typically be the heater element or the various motors.  Once the high-current components are identified, then the designer can search for different components that accomplish the same task with less current.

4.8.6 What are the safety considerations of DC power?

The two main safety issues with electricity are (a) overheating/fire hazards and (b) electrocution hazards.  

The placement and selection of components along with the choice of wire sizes affects how much heat is generated inside the device.  If too much heat is generated that is not dissipated properly, or if the heat is concentrated in a small area, then components or wiring could overheat, resulting in melting and possibly the combustion of materials.   It is also critical to avoid “short circuits,” whereby a metal conductor accidentally touches a part of the circuit and provides a low-resistance, high-current  path back to the negative connection of the power supply, because this can generate large amounts of heat as well.

The device must also be designed in such a way that the user of the device is not able to easily come into contact with bare electrical connections.  Because the power supply uses 110 VAC as its input power, it can be particularly dangerous.  However, even in the device itself, the user should not touch bare electrical connections, so that the risk of electrocution is minimized.

4.8.7 Why is DC power particularly useful in operation of the printer?

3D printers use DC power for a variety of reasons.  First, a lot of the circuitry that controls the operation of the printer uses what are called “integrated circuit” devices.  These may be standalone chips as shown below, or they may be soldered onto a circuit board with other components.  These integrated circuits almost always rely on DC power for their operation instead of AC power. 

Illustration of an Integrated Circuit



Secondly, some of the other components, such as the motors that control the exact placement of the printer head, can be controlled more precisely with DC power.   The four motors that are used in a 3D printer are called “stepper motors” and can position the printer head within fractions of a millimeter; such control is easiest with DC power because of how the motors are constructed.  Also, motors that operate on DC power can be spun either direction easily by simply reversing the electrical connections to the motor.  Such control is not as easy with AC power.

Thirdly, 3D printers operate on what is called “digital logic.”  This means that the internal processor and the flow of information in the printer itself is based on signals that are either “off” or “on.”  A common way of doing this is to use 5 V pulses; when the signal is 5 V, it is considered “on” or a digital value of “1.”  When the signal is 0 V, it is considered “off” or a digital “0.”  AC power fluctuates naturally all the time and cannot be used in this way; so DC power is the only option.

4.9 Wire size and type

4.9.1 How is the size and type of wire designated?

Wire is usually designated based on its intended use.  The three main parameters to consider are the wire diameter, its insulation, and the type of metal in the wire.  

The wire diameter is usually specified in terms of its “gauge.”  Although it is not intuitive, the bigger the gauge number on the wire, the smaller the wire size.  The figure below shows some common gauge numbers and the diameter of the wire.

Wire Gauge Information for a Variety of Gauge Sizes (Not Drawn to Scale)



For components in the circuit that need larger currents, a larger diameter wire would be used based on the current rating for the wire.  Smaller currents can be carried suitably by smaller diameter wire.  The difficulty with larger diameter wire is that it can be more difficult to bend to place it in needed locations; smaller wire might be easier to bend but is also more prone to accidental breakage.

Secondly, wire is labeled based on its intended use.  Wiring that is designed for common DC circuits may be labeled as “low-voltage” wire, indicating that the insulation on the wire is not as thick as would be required if it were being connected to 110 VAC.  Wire that is designed for audio applications may be labeled as “speaker wire”; while it is suitable for the relatively small current of a stereo system, it may not have sufficient insulation for other applications.  The proper type wire should always be used for the intended application.  

Thirdly, the material in the wire should be considered.  For most electronic circuitry, copper wire is best because it offers the least amount of resistance and accidental heating.  Aluminum wire can be encountered on occasion where copper wire may be too expensive.  However, because aluminum has more inherent resistance, a larger diameter wire would be necessary to prevent overheating.

4.9.2 What factors decide the right size of wire to use?

In a 3D printer, the size of wire is based on the amount of current that is needed to be carried along with the flexibility or rigidity that is needed if the wire must be bent to reach the component.  For some components, a larger diameter wire is needed for the larger currents, typically for the motors and the heating elements.  However, using a diameter wire that is too large may cause the wire to break from back and forth motion.   Lower-current components may use smaller diameter wire, but the smaller size wires may be too fragile and could easily break as well.  So the decision on which wire size to use is a combination of needing to have the right size to carry the current and having the necessary flexibility/strength to withstand the rigors of operation.

4.9.3 What size and types of wire are typically used for desktop 3D printers?

Desktop 3D printers typically use only stranded wire, as repetitive motion of the printer could cause a solid wire to rupture.  The following sizes and types wires are typically used:

· Thermistor:  24 gauge stranded wire

· Hot end:  20 gauge stranded wire

· Fans:  22 gauge stranded wire

· Power plug wire:  16 gauge stranded wire

· Limit switches:  22 gauge stranded wire

· Heated bed: 14 to 20 gauge stranded wire

4.10  LED Lights

An LED (light emitting diode) is a semiconductor with two terminals (an anode and a cathode) that allows the flow of current in one direction and produces light when activated.  LEDs make use of an effect called electroluminescence, where the passage of electrical current causes a material to emit light.  

An LED is a type of diode known as p-n junction diode, which features positively (p) and negatively (n) charged conductive materials separated by a boundary.  The p side contains an excess of electron holes in the outer rings of the atoms that compose the conductive material, and the n side contains an excess of electrons in the outer rings of the atoms of the conductive material.  When a suitable voltage is applied to an LED, electrons pass from the n side to the holes in the p side, in the process releasing energy in the form of photons.  

The photons emitted possess a wavelength that falls within the visible spectrum of light.  Different conductive materials produce different wavelengths of light.  These different wavelengths correspond to different colors, from red, with a wavelength ranging from 610 nm to 760 nm, to violet, with a wavelength ranging from 400 nm to 450 nm.

LED schematic



LED lights can be used to indicate status of various components of 3D printers.  For example, an LED on the circuit board can indicate that the board is receiving power and operating as intended, or an LED on a limit switch can indicate that the switch is engaged.








5. Print Head

5.1 Filament

5.1.1 What is 3D printing filament?

Filament used with fused deposition modeling (FFF) 3D printers is the material that is heated and extruded by the printer and ultimately used to make the part that is printed.  It is available in a wide variety materials, colors, and sizes as discussed below.  Filament is circular in cross section and sold on spools or in coils.

5.1.2 What materials can be used for filament?

Thermoplastics are the type of material typically used for FFF 3D printing.  A thermoplastic is a material, usually a plastic polymer, which becomes soft when heated and hard when cooled. Thermoplastic materials can be cooled and heated several times. They can be recycled. When thermoplastics are heated, they melt to a liquid. (https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermoplastic)

The two most common types of thermoplastics used in 3D printing are ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) and PLA (Polylactic Acid).  

ABS consistently melts around 225 C and cools to form a relatively strong part with a relatively high transition temperature (100 C) which allows it to be used in environments that are exposed to higher temperature such as sunlight and hot water.  Additionally it is dissolvable in acetone which allows for smoothing of parts to reduce or eliminate the appearance of layers.  The downsides to ABS are that it produces an unpleasant and toxic odor when it is melted, it suffers greatly from part shrinkage when the part is cooled too quickly which causes warping and necessitates the use of a heated print bed, and the bonding between layers isn’t always perfect.

Example of ABS Warping



PLA is a biodegradable plastic made from corn starch or sugar cane.  PLA typically melts between 190 C and 210 C and does not produce a foul smelling or toxic odor.  PLA flows better than ABS when melted and as such it can be used to print parts with much finer details, especially sharp corners, at higher speeds than ABS.  Furthermore PLA is less prone to shrinkage and warping so it can be printed without a heated bed.  The downsides to PLA are that the printed part is more brittle than a part made of ABS and that the it has a low transition temperature of 60 C.  As a result parts made of PLA should not be used for high stress or high temperature environments or for functional parts that need to last a while.

PLA (left) vs. ABS (right)



There are many PLA blend materials that are available that change the appearance and/or characteristics of the printed part.  These blends include PLA + wood, PLA + bamboo, PLA + brick, PLA + bronze, and PLA + copper.

Example of PLA + wood



Beyond ABS and PLA there are several other types of less common thermoplastic materials used for FFF 3D printing that provide specialized material properties including high strength, flexible, dissolvable, and porous.  

High strength materials include PET or PETG (PolyEthylene Terephthalate) and nylon.  PET is the same material that plastic bottles are made of and produces a stiff, lightweight, and impact resistant part.  Nylon can be used when very high strength is required and typically prints white and at a high temperature (about 245 C).

Example of Part Printed with PET



Flexible filament result in rubber-like printed parts.  When using flexible filament there is a tradeoff between softness and printability as harder materials are typically easier to print than softer materials.  Flexible filament materials include TPE (thermoplastic elastomer), Flexible PLA (also known as Soft PLA), and TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane).  





Example of Part Printed with TPE



Dissolvable filaments are typically used to print support structures with dual extruder printers.  Dissolvable filaments include PVA (polyvinyl acetate) and HIPS (high impact polystyrene).  PVA is a water-soluble material that is typically found in glues and is typically used in conjunction with PLA.  HIPS is dissolvable in limonene and typically used with ABS.  

Example of PVE and PLA Part



Porous filaments are foamy, felty filaments that allow for printing porous, flexible objects.  Types of filaments include foamy filament, jelly filament, and felty filament.  These types of materials allow for soft rubber like objects and semi-permeable membranes and filters.

5.1.3 What size filaments are available and what size does this printer use?

Filament size refers to the diameter of the filament.  There are two standard sizes for 3D printer filament:  3mm and 1.75mm.   For 3mm filament the maximum diameter of the filament should not exceed 3mm, and many filament suppliers use a 2.88mm nominal diameter.  For 1.75mm filament the nominal diameter is 1.75mm and not a maximum.

5.1.4 What is PLA and why does some 3D printers use only PLA?

As previously discussed, PLA (polylactic acid) is a biodegradable plastic made from corn starch or sugar cane.  PLA typically melts between 190 C and 210 C and does not produce a foul smelling or toxic odor.  PLA flows better than ABS when melted and as such it can be used to print parts with much finer details, especially sharp corners, at higher speeds than ABS.  Furthermore PLA is less prone to shrinkage and warping so it can be printed without a heated bed.  The downsides to PLA are that the printed part is more brittle than a part made of ABS and that the it has a low transition temperature of 60 C.  As a result parts made of PLA should not be used for high stress or high temperature environments or for functional parts that need to last a while.

Some 3D printers use PLA as opposed to ABS for several reasons.  One reason is that the printer does not come equipped with a heated bed needed to prevent warping with ABS.  PLA is a more environmentally friendly material than ABS and does not give off foul smelling and potentially harmful fumes when melting.  Furthermore as an educational tool the finer details and faster printing afforded by PLA is preferred to the stronger and more heat resistant ABS.

5.1.5 What needs to be done to a PLA-exclusive printer to run filament material other than PLA?

To run other filament material other than PLA, modifications to a PLA-exclusive printer are required.  The first area of concern is the print bed.  Some materials such as ABS require a heated bed to prevent warping as the part is cooling.  To accommodate a heated bed, the print bed material needs to be changed to glass and a heating mechanism must be physically added to the printer as well as included in the printer control firmware.  Another change to the print bed would be changing the surface material from BuildTak to another type of material such as painters tape or no material at all.  This change would allow the part to better adhere to the print surface without being too difficult to remove.

The print temperature would need to be modified depending on the material used.  For example ABS is best printed at a temperature of 225 C whereas PLA is is best printed at a temperature of about 200 C.

A final change that may be required would be to adjust the extruder tensioner accommodate any slight changes the diameter of the filament.  Slippage of the filament in the extruder would impact the flow of filament in the hot end and result inconsistent or poor print quality.

5.1.6 Is PLA different depending on the source, and what runs best?

PLA quality varies depending on the source.  Generally speaking more expensive filament is worth the additional money.  Cheap, low quality filament is prone to breaking, results in a poor finish after printer, and may clog the extruder nozzle.  Additionally the diameter of the cheap filament may vary substantially to the point where the printer stops printing due to being overly loose or overly tight while entering the extruder.

High quality filament should always be used when possible.  Use of low quality filament may void a 3D printer’s warranty.

Filament diameter may vary slightly between suppliers and as such the extruder tensioner should be adjusted to fix any feeding issues.

5.1.7 What temperature is best used for melting PLA prior to extrusion?

The recommended temperature for printing PLA is 200 C.  Temperatures ranging from 190 C to 225 C may be used to achieve desired print quality.

5.1.8 What differences does extrusion temperature make?

Extrusion temperature plays a large role in print quality.  If the temperature is set too high you may see strings form between separate parts of the print, filament drooping before it cools, and/or leakage from the nozzle as the print head moves around the part, and the part may be very difficult to remove from the print bed.  If the temperature is set too low you may observe that the layers of filament are not sticking and the part may be pulled apart easily.  Another effect that may be observed is change in surface finish from matte at lower temperatures to glossy at higher temperatures.  If a change in print temperature is desired, it is recommended that the print start at 200 C and then gradually adjust the temperature in 5 degree increments higher or lower.

5.1.9  	What is support material and how is it used?

Support material is utilized during 3D printing to allow manufacture of unsupported features of the printed part.  Examples of unsupported features include overhangs, cavities, and arches.  As a part is printed layer by layer, the recently extruded material is a viscous fluid prone to deformation until sufficient time passes to allow the material to cool and harden.  3D printers can generally print to a degree of overhang depending on factors such as layer height and extrusion width.  This is usually around 45 degrees from vertical.  Elements featuring overhang of more than 45 degrees require support material.  The support material provides a structure to allow the material to cool and harden without sagging or dripping.  

Support material is generally hollow in cross section and designed to be removed after the part is printed.  Support material can be removed with your hand, pliers, small flat head screwdrivers, or other hand tools as necessary.

Support material settings are input in the slicing program that is used to create g-code from the CAD model .stl file.  There is no need to manually design support material when modeling the part to be printed in CAD.  After opening an .stl file in a slicing program, locate the support material settings to toggle generation of support material on and off.  If the option to generate support material is on, support material will automatically be generated by the slicer program.  The user may enter certain thresholds such as degree of overhang that must be surpassed prior to generation of support material, or the user can leave those fields blank and allow the software to automatically generate support material.

Slicing software also allows the user to select the type of pattern to be used for support material as well as parameters such as spacing and angle.  Pattern types include rectilinear, rectilinear grid, and honeycomb.  Rectilinear is typically recommended as it is the easiest to remove, however rectilinear grid or honeycomb can be used if required, depending on the geometry of the part to be printed as well as level of support needed.  Pattern spacing determines the distance between support lines and is used to make the support material more or less dense as necessary.  Pattern angle rotates the support material layout clockwise on the plane of the print bed and can be used to ensure that the support material is easier to remove based on part geometry.  For example, rectilinear support material that runs parallel to a wall can be difficult to remove, and thus rotating the angle of the support material will make the support material easier to remove.

There are a few downsides to using support material.  Support material causes more material to be used during the print; material that is ultimately wasted.  As a result of using more material, time to print and cost to print increase.  Additionally, the quality of the surface finish is decreased, sometimes significantly, on the side of the part where support material is removed.  

Due to these downsides, it is recommended to minimize the use of support material whenever possible.  Use of support material can be minimized by changing part orientation with respect to the print bed.  It can also be minimized by modifying part geometry within the CAD software used to design the part, ensuring that there are no overhangs with an angle greater than 45 degrees from vertical.

5.2 Hot end groove mount and barrel

5.2.1 What is the hot end groove mount and barrel?

The groove mount is the mounting collar attached to the hot end that allows it to be mounted to the 3D printer. The barrel is the tube that the filament rides in as it approaches the hot end. It is brass and provides a heat gradient for the filament to flow through.

5.2.2 What is the function of the groove mount and barrel in 3D printing?

The PEEK insert in the groove mount is the primary component in the extruder assembly. It allows for minimal friction as the filament is driven through the extruder. The brass barrel threads into the groove mount and is a smooth transition for the filament. It also introduces the filament to the heat provided by the heater.B3 hot end with cooling fans and wires



5.2.3 How is the size of the barrel determined?

The size of the barrel is solely a function of the extruder. Most extruders are made to accept a wide range of filaments. The barrel is machined to a length of 27mm and a width of 16mm. 

5.2.4 What causes the barrel to plug and how can plugging be minimized?

Many things can cause the barrel to clog. Improper use of the printer is the most common reason and can be remedied by staying current on the printers operating procedures. Other reasons vary from the hot end not being hot enough to thoroughly melt the filament or using materials that are not approved for this printer.  

5.2.5 What printing operational parameters are affected by the barrel size?

None.

5.3  Extrusion nozzle

5.3.1 How does the extrusion nozzle attach to the barrel?

The nozzle for the extruder attaches to the brass barrel by tightening two nuts against each other 2/3 of the way along the shaft. Then use the rear nut to help tighten the brass nozzle against the barrel. Once it is tightened, the nuts are then broken loose and the heater is screwed on. Extruder nozzle as part of M2 hot end assembly



5.3.2 What are the critical factors in building up the extruder to assure good operation?

The main issue in hot end construction is making sure that the nozzle is snug against the bottom of the barrel. Failure to do so will result in seepage out of the top of the nozzle. Improper tightening of the groove mount is also a common problem area. If the groove mount isn’t tightened enough, seepage will occur at the base.

5.3.3 What size orifices (openings) in the nozzle are available?

The available sizes for extrusion nozzles are: 0.25mm, 0.35mm, 0.4mm, 0.5mm. Other sizes are available for other printers but typical desktop 3D printers are limited to those four.

5.3.4 What determines the size of the extruder nozzle for printing?

Resolution is the most common reason for determining nozzle diameter. Other reasons could be printing speed and time.

5.3.5 What size nozzle do typical desktop 3D printers typically use?

Typical desktop printers normally use a 0.35mm nozzle. This provides optimal resolution in relation to printer efficiency.

5.3.6 Can the nozzle size be changed?

Yes, it can. To do so, simply remove filament from the filament drive. Then disassemble the hot end entirely and rebuild it using the nozzle with the new diameter. Sometimes filament may get on the threads and make the process difficult.

5.3.7 Is there a best way to unplug a clogged nozzle?

Typically, unclogging a nozzle is circumstantial. Knowledge of what was happening when it clogged and the associated temperatures and materials will lead to the user making an educated decision on how to approach a fix. Usually if the filament backs out that is a good start. Once it’s backed out, manually feeding the filament into the heated hot end will illuminate whether this is something that can be unclogged or if it needs to be serviced be a professional. 

5.4 Hot end resistance heating

5.4.1 What is the temperature range of the hot end in a 3D printer?

The hot end for typical 3D printers have a range of 0-290° C. Hot ends can physically heat to higher temperatures but will melt the PEEK material in the groove mount resulting in a hot end failure. 

5.4.2 How is the hot end heated to desired temperature?

The hot end is heated through resistance heating. Essentially it is sending current through a coil of wire. The wire has resistance in it and begins to heat as the current continues to flow. The more wire coiled in the heater, the more current it can withstand, thus the more stable a range of heating.

Schematic of Typical 3D Printer Hot End with Resistance Heating



5.4.3 How does resistance heating work?

Resistance heating, also known as Joule heating, is a process by which electric current passes through a conductive material with resistance and creates heat.  Greater resistances result in more heat.  The heat generated corresponds to the work done by charge carriers (usually electrons) to travel to a lower potential.  Heat output is a function of supply voltage and the resistance of the conductor as defined by the following formula:

P = V2 / R, where P is the power converted from electrical energy to thermal energy, V is voltage, and R is resistance.

The most commonly used material for heating elements are metal wires or ribbons, commonly referred to as resistance wire.  These wires can be coiled or in strips depending on application, and a longer wire will generate more heat.  Coiled resistance wire is used to heat the hot end of typical desktop 3D printers.

5.4.4 Safety considerations for the hot endHot temperature warning sign



The main safety concern with using a hot end is that the temperature for extrusion is in the range of 200°C. This means that it is extremely quick to burn skin if you were to accidently touch it. Not only is there a concern for being burnt by the hot end, the filament being extruded is extremely hot. Sometimes the purge pile of filament maintains heat so when removing it from the board after the wipe function, you could potentially get burnt. 

5.5 Thermistor

5.5.1 What is a thermistor?

A thermistor is a thermally sensitive semiconductor whose resistance varies with temperature.  It is made of metallic oxides (commonly manganese, nickel, and cobalt), pressed into a bead, disk, or cylindrical shape and then encapsulated with an impermeable material such as epoxy or glass.  

There are two main types of thermistors: negative temperature coefficient (NTC), where resistance decreases with temperature, and positive temperature coefficient (PTC), where resistance increases with temperature.  NTC thermistors, such as the one in the hot end 3D printers, are mainly used to measure temperature, while PTC thermistors are used to limit current for circuit protection and as heating devices in small ovens.  NTC thermistors are more commonly used than PTC thermistors.  

Thermistors typically have resistances in the 100 to 450,000 ohm-cm range. Since the resistivity of the thermistors is very high the resistance of the circuit in which they are connected for measurement of temperature can be measured easily and very accurately.

5.5.2 How does a thermistor work?

The thermistor acts as the temperature sensor, and it is placed on the body whose temperature is to be measured. It is also connected in the electric circuit. When the temperature of the body changes, the resistance of the thermistor also changes, which is indicated by the circuit directly as the temperature since resistance is calibrated against the temperature. The thermistor can also be used for some control which is dependent on the temperature.

5.5.3 What happens if a thermistor fails to operate?

There may be a variety of consequences if the thermistor of a 3D printer fails to operate correctly.  The hot end may not heat properly or may not heat at all.  The temperature reading displayed on the LCD screen may jump all over and not show one consistent temperature or the correct temperature.  The temperature displayed on the LCD screen may hold steady at a temperature less than the desired temperature.  Cooling fans may not operate properly.

5.6 Filament drive tensioner

5.6.1 What is the purpose of the filament drive tensioner?

The filament drive tensioner controls the distance between the extruder drive bearing and the extruder motor gear, thereby controlling the pressure exerted on the filament from the bearing and the motor gear.

5.6.2 How is the drive pressure adjusted?

The drive pressure is typically adjusted via a screw on the top of the filament drive.  Tightening this screw (rotating clockwise) increases the pressure on the filament, and loosening the screw (rotating counter-clockwise) decreases the pressure on the filament.Filament drive tensioner is the screw at the top of the filament drive



5.6.3 What is the right pressure for the best printing? 

The ideal pressure for the printing is neither too tight nor too loose.  Too much pressure will cause filament to break, and too little pressure will prevent the extruder motor from pushing the filament through the hot end.

5.6.4 What happens if the tension is wrong?

If the tension is wrong, filament will not feed to the hot end.  Overtightening will restrict the movement of the filament, potentially causing damage to the extruder motor or causing the filament to break.  In this case the filament flow to the hot end will be very low or cut off completely.  Not tightening the tension enough will cause filament to slip against the extruder motor gear or not be driven by the gear at all, causing intermittent or no feeding through the hot end.

5.7 Cooling fans

5.7.1 What is the purpose of the cooling fan(s) on a 3D printer?

There are typically two cooling fans on a desktop 3D printer:  a front fan and a side fan.  The purpose of the front fan is to cool the extruder motor drive such that heat from the hot end does not cause the filament to melt above the hot end in the extruder drive.  The purpose of the side fan is to cool the layers of the printed part to improve surface finish of unsupported areas of the printed part.  Both fans turn on automatically when the hot end temperature exceeds a certain temperature (normally 50 C) and turn off when the hot end temperature is below a certain temperature (typically 50 C).

5.7.2 What happens if a cooling fan malfunctions?

A malfunction of the front cooling fan could cause serious damage to the printer.  Filament may begin to melt above the hot end while it is in the extruder drive.  The melted filament would then cause a blockage in the extruder drive which would prevent rotation of the extruder motor and impede feeding of filament to the hot end.  This scenario could potentially cause serious damage to the extruder motor, extruder motor gear, and/or hot end.  If a malfunction of the front fan is observed the print should be immediately stopped and the hot end cooled down to room temperature.

A malfunction of the side fan is not a serious issue, only potentially impacting print quality.  If the side fan malfunctions you may observe drippage or hanging of unsupported or spherical part geometries.






6. Print BedPLA printed on BuildTak



6.1 Print bed

6.1.1 What are the important characteristics of the print bed?

The most important characteristic of the print bed, or print board, is that it is as flat as possible with no high points, low points, or defects.  It is essential that the distance of the print bed to the hot end nozzle remain as constant as possible over the entirety of the print bed as any fluctuations will degrade print quality.

The print bed must be able to be adjusted vertically to calibrate the distance from the print bed to the hot end – a procedure called board leveling.  Some printers have thumb screws located below the print bed that allow for board leveling.  Tightening these screws increases the distance from the print bed to the hot end, while loosening these screws decreases the distance from the print bed to the hot end.  Other printers provide for an automated or semi-automated board leveling process.

The print bed must be able to withstand the heat from the hot end and extruded plastic without degrading, warping, or burning.  If using a heated bed the print board material must transmit heat evenly and safely.

Finally the print bed must be removable to allow for removal of the printed part without disrupting board leveling.  Depending on the printer the print board may be removed.

6.1.2 Why can’t you print directly on an acrylic print bed?

When using a 3D printer with an acrylic print bed you should never print directly onto the print bed without using some type of coating as discussed below.  The primary reason that you shouldn’t print directly onto the acrylic bed is that over time the acrylic will warp due to heat from the extruded plastic.  A secondary reason is that the part will firmly stick to the print surface, making it almost impossible to remove without damaging the part and/or the print bed.

6.1.3 What print bed surfaces can be printed on?

Glass and acrylic are two common print board materials.  Glass is typically used with heated beds, whereas acrylic is typically used without heated beds.  While it is possible to print directly onto a glass bed, it is generally not as preferable as putting a coating or material onto the surface of the print bed.  It is never advisable to print directly onto an acrylic print bed as discussed above.

There are a few common types of materials that are used to coat the surface of a glass or acrylic print bed.  If you are not using a heated bed, blue painters tape is a common and relatively inexpensive option.  A better performing, more durable, and more expensive option to blue painters tape is BuildTak from Ideal Jacobs, and unlike blue painters tape it may be used with both heated and unheated beds.  Another relatively common coating material for both heated and unheated beds is a glue stick, which contains PVA and is simply painted onto the build surface.  Finally hairspray may be used on both heated and unheated beds by spraying it onto the print surface.  When using hairspray it is important to select those marked as ‘extra hold’ with ingredients such as vinyl, acetate, and copolymer.

6.1.4 What is the optimum material to apply to the surface of the print bed?

The optimum material to apply to the surface of the print bed is one that allows the first layer of the printed part to firmly stick to the print bed and then allows the print to be completed without the part unsticking, moving, or warping.  At the same time the print surface must allow the part to be removed when printing is finished without resorting to damaging the part.  It must be able to withstand the heat from the hot end and extruded plastic without burning.  It is also preferable that this material does not degrade or rupture quickly and that its surface finish is smooth.  Acrylic print bed with BuildTak



In our experience using a wide variety of materials to cover the surface of the print bed, the material that yields the optimum results in BuildTak.

6.1.5 What are the advantages and disadvantages of the different options for print bed surface?

The two primary options for print bed surface for the most desktop 3D printers are BuildTak and blue painters tape.  The advantages and disadvantages to each are outlined below:

· BuildTak

· Advantages

· Part sticks firmly to print bed, but not so firm that it can’t be removed

· Reduced part warping at edges

· More margin for error in board leveling due to how well part sticks to surface

· Easiest to achieve high print quality even on larger parts

· Can be used for many prints without sustaining damage if care is used with removing part

· Disadvantages

· Relatively expensive

· Not readily available

· Can be scratched and ripped easily if care is not taken when removing part

· Blue Painters Tape

· Advantages

· Inexpensive

· Readily available at any hardware store

· Can achieve high print quality for smaller prints

· Disadvantages

· Tears very easily and needs to be replaced after every print

· Printed part does not stick easily to tape

· Print bed must be perfectly level for part to stick properly – no margin for error in board leveling

· Significant warping when printing larger parts

6.1.6 Why do some FFF printers use a heated bed?

Heated beds are used in 3D printing to improve print quality.  A printed part shrinks slightly as it cools.  A part printed without a heated bed cools faster on the edges than in the center due to exposure to the atmosphere, causing the part to cool unevenly and warp as a result.  This warping most often takes the form of the part lifting off of the print bed along the edges and corners.  Using a heated bed allows the printed part to stay warm and maintain a constant temperature, allowing the part to cool evenly.  The temperature of the heated bed is typically at or slightly above the heat deflection temperature of the printed material.  This typically results in a flatter, higher quality finish along the bottom of the part.

Heated beds can be used with either ABS or PLA, however ABS is almost exclusively printed on heated beds due to its propensity to warp significantly; using a heated bed minimizes this effect but some warping still typically occurs.  The temperature of the heated bed is different depending on if PLA or ABS is being used.  The temperature of the heated bed with PLA is usually 50 C to 60 C, whereas the temperature is 100 C to 110 C with ABS.

Heated beds are made of glass as opposed to acrylic.  The glass bed should be thermally insulated to protect plastic components touching or below the bed.  

There are some drawbacks to using heated beds.  Printers that use heated beds consume significantly more power.  Printed parts do not stick as easily to a printed bed, and as a result can dislodge and move during printing.  If the part moves during printing, the print will fail causing increased manufacturing time and wasted material.  Additionally printers with heated beds are more expensive than those that do not feature heated beds.

6.1.7 How is the print typically removed from the print bed?

To remove the part from an acrylic print board, remove the print board if possible.  A paint scraper may be used to find a seam underneath the part, and then slide the scraper underneath the part.  If necessary use a hammer to gently tap the top of the paint scraper while ensuring edge of scraper is completely flat against the print bed and touching part.  Be careful not to scratch or gouge the print bed surface.

Glass print beds are typically heated and are not removable.  However, the printed parts normally do not stick to a glass print bed as firmly as an acrylic print bed.  In many cases, once the bed cools, the part should simply lift off the glass by applying linear or rotational force to the part.
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In this module, we will discuss the advantages of AM processes.  There are three main areas where AM offers improvements and benefits over traditional manufacturing processes.  These are:  technical and quality, economics and logistics.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing

Parts Consolidation

Allows for greater customization

Encourages innovation and allows for greater design freedom

Complexity for free. Unlike traditional methods, part complexity only increases production cost marginally.

In metal printing, AM can create new alloys and/or change alloy composition layer-to-layer 
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There are several technical and quality related benefits offered by AM processes.

One of the most important benefits of AM techniques is parts consolidation, that is, it allows product design with fewer, more complex parts rather than many simpler parts.  Reducing the number of parts in an assembly immediately cuts the overhead associated with documentation, production planning and control.  It is also possible to produce complete assemblies that contain moving parts.  Fewer parts mean less time and labor required for assembling the product, again contributing to a reduction in overall manufacturing costs. The “footprint” of the assembly line may also become smaller.

AM offers more opportunities for greater customization of parts.  The main reason for this is that AM can produce parts while side stepping many of the time consuming and expensive pre-production activities necessary in the traditional manufacturing process.  For example, AM permits rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, and in some instances, eliminates entirely the use of molds, dies, and forms.  It allows designers, engineers and end-users to iterate product design rapidly, and economically, thereby permitting economical tailoring and customization of parts.  AM allows for “economy-of-one” as opposed to traditional manufacturing which relies on economies-of-scale to reduce unit cost.

AM production systems allow designs with novel geometries, design features and internal structures that would be difficult or impossible to achieve by conventional manufacturing processes.  For example, with AM processes it is possible to have parts with undercuts, variable wall thickness and deep channel features.  AM permits twisted and contorted shapes, “blind holes,” lattices, and topologically optimized shapes.    Such novel geometries can improve a component’s technical performance.  Novel geometries also enable economic and environmental benefits, such as reduction in raw material use, in component weight, in energy consumption and near elimination of waste. 

AM with metal can create new alloys and/or change alloy composition from layer to layer.

Even while permitting complex shapes and parts to be readily produced, AM techniques increase production cost marginally with increasing complexity.  Thus affording “complexity for free.”





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing





Reduced weight  -- in aerospace applications reduces the all-important measure, the buy-to-fly ratio. 

Cost effective at small scale

Lower energy Intensity 

Less Waste
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In aerospace applications, reduction in weight is of paramount importance.  Weight reduction is readily feasible by AM processes because of the ability to make components with internal lattice structures that reduce weight without compromising performance.  In aerospace applications AM can reduce the all-important performance measure, the buy-to-fly ratio.  This measures the amount of raw material consumed by the process to produce a unit weight of flight hardware. A lower ratio produces economic benefits throughout the life cycle of the component.  Later in this module, we will examine two examples of weight reduction in aerospace components.

As mentioned previously, by eliminating or drastically reducing the scope of pre-production activities and allowing for more efficient manufacturing steps, AM is cost effective even with low production volume.

AM permits production with lower energy intensity.  AM saves energy by eliminating production steps, by using substantially less material, by enabling re-use of by-products, and by producing lighter products.  Remanufacturing parts through advanced AM manufacturing and surface treatment processes can also return end-of-life products to as-new conditions, using only 2-25% of the energy required to make new parts.

Less Waste:  Building objects layer-by-layer instead of traditional machining processes that cut away material can reduce material needs and costs by up to 90%.  In metals manufacturing, scrap rates are only about 1 to 3 percent, and with further advancements, they are projected to approach zero.  AM can also reduce the “cradle-to-grave” environmental footprint of component manufacturing through avoidance of tools, dies, and material scraps associated with conventional manufacturing.  Additionally, AM reduces waste by lowering human error in production.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing



Side-steps many design and manufacturing constraints

Lower defect rate and higher quality consistency

Can eliminate many steps in traditional manufacturing, even for complex objects, e.g.,



Procurement of individual parts

Molds and tooling

Machining

Welding parts and components

Assembly



Eliminates many steps in traditional metal production chain
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Side-steps many design and manufacturing constraints.

Lower Defect rate and higher quality consistency:  AM has the potential to reduce product defect rate due to elimination of many pre-production and in-production processes, thus reducing opportunities for errors, omissions and conditions that lead to defective products.

AM processes can eliminate many steps in traditional manufacturing, even for complex parts. For example, it can eliminate procurement of individual parts, molds and tooling, machining, welding and assembly operations.

In metals manufacturing industry, AM can eliminate many steps in the traditional metals value chain.  AM processes for metals requires only three steps.  The first is producing the metal itself using conventional smelting and casting processes.  The second step is the production of raw material for the printer, which takes the form of either powder or wire. The third step is 3-D printing of the desired product with some finishing steps required afterwards.  Conventional metal production stages such as hot rolling, cold rolling, cutting, stamping, deburring, bending, welding and assembly become largely obsolete. Consequently, there is little need for standard inventory methods, complex logistics and lengthy supply chains.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing

Just in time inventory control

Agility – permits rapid response to changing market conditions and demands

Shorter product development cycle and shorter time to market – by eliminating need for expensive and time consuming part tooling and prototype fabrication

Reduced logistics support -- manufacture at point of use
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Just-in time inventory control: AM production can be ramped up rapidly, even for small series production, thus enabling manufacturers to operate on leaner inventory and exert better control over the inventory held in storage.

Agility:  AM techniques enable rapid response to changing market conditions and create new production options outside of factories, such as mobile units that can be placed near the source of local materials or near the end user.  The ability to rapidly establish just in time production, makes AM particularly appealing to those manufacturing small batches of highly customized parts who want to scale production as needed.  Spare parts can be produced on demand, reducing or eliminating the need for stockpile and complex supply chains.

Shorter Product Development Cycle and shorter time to market.  AM eliminates need for expensive and time-consuming tooling, and prototype fabrication.  Parts can be produced as soon as there is a 3-D design file available.  Rapid production of prototypes, without tooling, permits economical and rapid iterations in part design until the optimized design is developed for production.

Reduced logistics support – AM advantages ultimately reduce the footprint for logistics support.  It has all round benefits from sourcing, procurement, transportation, storage and inventory of raw materials, spares, management of change, design control and documentation.  Manufacturing at point of use is economical.





Benefits of AM
Case Study:  Aircraft Bracket
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This slide presents a case study illustrating the benefits of AM versus conventional machining in the production of an aircraft bracket.  There is a reduction of buy-to-fly ratio from 8:1 to 1.5:1.  A reduction of over 80%.  There is a reduction of 65percent in product weight; a reduction of 93 percent in use of raw material and a reduction of life-cycle energy consumption of 66 percent.







Benefits of AM
Case Study:  Aircraft Belt Buckle

		AM Optimized (left) versus Conventional Design

		Conventional Buckle weighs 0.34 lb (or 0.26 lb when made from aluminum)

		Titanium buckle made by AM weighs 0.15 lb – reduction of 55 percent

		For an Airbus 380, with all economy seating of 853 seats, this would mean a reduction of 160 lbs

		Over the aircraft’s lifetime, this would result in fuel savings of 872,000 gall.

		Project participants: Plunkett Associates, Crucible Industrial Design, EOS, 3T, PRD, Delcam, University of Exeter.
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This slide presents a case study illustrating the benefits of AM versus conventional manufacturing in the production of an aircraft belt buckle.  By switching from a convention buckle to a lattice design in titanium, there was a weight reduction of about 55 percent.  For an Airbus 380 aircraft, configured with 100% economy seating for 853 passengers, this represents a weight reduction of 160 lbs.  Over the life of the aircraft this will result in fuel saving of 872,000 gallons.
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In most 3D modeling software, when exporting a file you will be asked to define the tolerance for the export. This tolerance is defined as the maximum distance between the original shape and the STL mesh you are exporting. We advise choosing 0.01 mm for a good export. Exporting with a tolerance smaller than 0.01 mm does not make sense because the 3D printers cannot print at this level of detail. When exporting with a tolerance larger than 0.01 mm, triangles might become visible in the 3D print. You can read more about this in our blog post about file resolution where we also point out the 40 other 3D files that we support.



Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

Design Guideline

These guidelines are to be used as a starting point in understanding the basic aspects of part design and preparation for FDM components. When designing a part to be built using FDM technology, build process must be considered. FDM is accomplished by extruding thin layers of molten thermoplastic layer by layer until a part is produced. Because FDM produces parts with specific characteristics and capabilities different from those of other prototyping processes, the systems have become increasingly used as a tool for producing manufactured products.



FDM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The following information builds from conventional plastic part design to explain design considerations for manufacturing high-quality FDM parts.





SHRINKAGE

Stratasys Direct Manufacturing automatically adds shrink rates to the part when processed, so shrink factors do not have to be designed in. Default values can also be adjusted to fit specific geometries when large production runs of similar part designs are needed.



WARP

Since FDM systems add small amounts of molten material in a heated environment, warp is not a common problem. However, to avoid potential warping (deformation of vertical walls) when building thin-walled sections of a model, designers might select to add ribs to the walls (similar to what would be done with standard injection molding processes).



HOLES

Holes (those in bosses as well) on an FDM part are generally fractionally undersized. When tight tolerances are required, holes will be drilled or reamed to ensure the diameter is accurate.



COLUMNS AND PINS

Minimum pin or column size is a function of part orientation, tip size, and length. The Stratasys Direct Manufacturing Project Engineering team can expand a column or pin to a minimum size based on the selected slice thickness. Custom groups can also be used to create smaller features down to 0.019 in. (0.48 mm).



WALL THICKNESS

Minimum wall thickness for FDM parts varies depending upon the slice thickness that will be used to build the part.

		Single Contour Width



		Slice Thickness IN. (MM)

		Minimum Wall IN. (MM)



		0.007 (0.18)

		0.014 (0.36)



		0.010 (0.25)

		0.020 (0.50)



		0.013 (0.33)

		0.026 (0.66)







These wall thickness figures (above) are a single contour width. Note: building multiple layers while using the minimum contour width will cause the feature to be brittle. (Note that warping may occur if there are large extents of minimum–thickness, vertical walls without support features like ribs or a support material tower.)







Stratasys Direct Manufacturing encourages the use of the recommended minimum wall thickness

 (below), which will eliminate brittleness.



		General Recommendation



		Slice Thickness IN. (MM)

		Minimum Wall IN. (MM)



		0.007 (0.18)

		0.028 (0.71)



		0.010 (0.25)

		0.040 (1.02)



		0.013 (0.33)

		0.052 (1.32)







THREADS

When designing built-in threads, avoid sharp edges and include a radius on the root. Sharp edges can be stress concentrators in plastic parts. Creating an ACME thread design with rounded roots and crests has been found to work well when using FDM. Also, use a “dog point” head of at least 1/32 in. (0.8 mm). This dog point design makes starting the thread much easier. Small threads produced from the FDM process are not recommended and not possible for holes or posts smaller than a 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) diameter. An easy alternative is to use a tap or die to thread holes or posts.







UNDERCUTS

Because FDM is an additive process, undercuts for design features such as O-ring grooves are easily handled without causing manufacturing issues.



FILLETS

Although fillets are not necessary in FDM parts, they can be used to reduce stress concentrations and increase the overall strength of the part. Design fillets with an outer radius equal to the inner radius plus the wall thickness to maintain consistent thickness.







DRAFT ANGLE

Draft is unnecessary in FDM parts.



SIZE AND ORIENTATION

Stratasys Direct Manufacturing can make single FDM parts as large as 36 in. x 24 in. x 36 in. (X, Y, and Z) (914 mm x 610 mm x 914 mm). Designers should note that extruded plastic has its strongest strength in the tensile mode along the x-y plane. Since the layers are held together by “hot flow” across the strands (one strand is cooling while the other is laid upon it), the lowest strength is in the Z-direction for both tensile and shear modes.

The Z-dimension brings another consideration to the FDM process. Overhanging non-supported features, such as the top of a closed box, require a foundation of support material to be built, which increases build time and material usage. Because of this, build orientation is usually determined by the part processor. For example, half of a box-shaped casing will be built with the main exterior facing down, so that no internal support is needed.



ASSEMBLIES

Proper clearance should be given between mating assembly parts to prevent them from fusing together. The standard guideline for creating clearances on assemblies being produced fully assembled is a minimum Z clearance of the slice thickness. The X/Y clearance is at least the default extrusion width based on a suggested minimum wall thickness. The minimum clearance needed for mating parts, when not producing the components fully assembled, is equal to the tolerance of the FDM machine itself.



SECTIONING PARTS

Parts may be sectioned (prior to manufacturing) in CAD, commercial rapid prototyping software applications, or by the Stratasys Direct Manufacturing team. Sectioning can be used to:

· Build parts that are too big for the build chamber. (Cut parts into sections.)

· Eliminate excessive amounts of support structure.

· Cut overhanging features from the top of the part (in its build orientation) and build separately.

· Preserve fragile features that may be damaged in post processing.

· Section fragile features from the part and build them separately. (Once fragile features are removed they can be built in an orientation that produces a stronger part. There are a number of bonding methods to reattach features and join sectioned parts.)



LIVING HINGE

Living hinges made from FDM materials can be used for a small number of cycles. If additional cycles are required consider using a different hinge design.







FASTENING HARDWARE

When using fastening hardware, Stratasys Direct Manufacturing suggests designers use a cap screw or a flanged cap screw. The flat surface eliminates multidirectional stresses from cracking the part. Washers can also be used to spread the load over the largest possible surface area. Lock nuts, embedded nuts, or metal inserts are all stronger fastening options than adding threads to the FDM plastic.



BOSSES AND RIBS

Many times the design of FDM parts can be solid rather than using a hollowed out design supported by bosses and ribs. This can reduce build time and use less support material. It is not necessary to reduce wall thickness of a boss, rib, or gusset in FDM parts. Generally bosses can be the same size as the part thickness or up to 0.02 in. (0.5 mm) less. It is also important to use gussets or ribs to support the bosses in FDM parts. This will increase the amount of stress the feature can withstand.



TEXT

Minimum suggested text size on the top or bottom build plane of a FDM model is 16 point boldface. Minimum suggested text size on vertical walls is 10 point bold. In most cases the supports generated to support text on a vertical wall can be eliminated to save time and material.



FINISHING & SECONDARY OPERATIONS

Since the FDM process uses engineering-grade thermoplastics, the parts produced are capable of withstanding a number of post-manufacturing processes, including machining operations such as drilling and tapping, sawing, turning, and milling. (Note that heat is easily built up in plastic parts, so removing the material slowly and using coolant keeps the part from distorting.) Other post processing operations may include smoothing, burnishing, sealing, joining, bonding, and plating.



Direct Metal Laser Sintering

Size

Common maximum build size for parts built by direct metal laser sintering:

· Normal resolution is 9.68 in. by 9.68 in. by 10.8 in. (246mm by 246mm by 274mm).

· High resolution is 3.5 in. by 3.5 in. by 2.9 in. (88mm by 88mm by 73mm).



Resolution

DMLS parts are built in two resolutions:

	HR 0011-15-C-0048 Final Report	

	2c. Tolerances and Thresholds

	



portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359), https://i.materialise.com/blog/5-mistakes-to-avoid-when-designing-a-3d-model-for-3d-printing, https://www.stratasysdirect.com/resources/fused-deposition-modeling/,



	1 of 2



Normal Resolution:

Layer thickness of 0.0012 in. (30 microns) with minimum feature size of 0.015 in.

High Resolution:

Layer thickness of 0.0008 in. (20 microns) with minimum feature size of 0.006 in.





Tolerances

Typically, tolerances of ±0.003 in. (0.076mm), plus an additional 0.001 in./in. (0.001mm/mm), are expected and achieved on well-designed parts.



Surface finishes

Due to the powdered metal origin of the direct metal process, the surface finish of DMLS parts are slightly rough. Expect roughness values on the order of 200 to 400 µin Ra, depending on material and resolution. Select surfaces can be machined or highly polished upon request.



Surface finishes
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		AM versus Conventional Manufacturing Method





		Applications and uses of AM





		Categorization of AM processes per ISO/ASTM Standards





		Raw materials (feed stock) Used for AM
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This Module defines and describer additive manufacturing.  We will cover the standard definition of AM as per the joint ISO/ASTM standard 52900.

ISO, although not an abbreviation, stands for International Organization for Standards.  It is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies.  ANSI, American National Standards Institute, is USA’s national standards body represented on ISO.

ASTM stands for ASTM International.  It is an international body devoted to the development of voluntary consensus standards used by industry all over the world.  It draws its roots from the American Society for Testing and Materials.

We will briefly review the broad differences between AM and conventional manufacturing methods, followed by a very high-level view of the applications and uses of AM.

There are seven different categories of AM processes. We will review these as defined by ISO Standard 17296-2. Alongside, we will discuss various phenomena used by processes for material addition and material removal 

We will end with a discussion of feedstock materials used for AM.
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Definition of Additive Manufacturing



Per ISO/ASTM Standard 52900:2015, additive manufacturing is defined as:





A process of joining materials to make parts from a 3-D computer model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing or formative manufacturing methodologies.
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ISO standard 52900:2015 define additive manufacturing as a “A process of joining materials to make parts from a 3-D computer model data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing or formative manufacturing methodologies.”

 

There are a myriad of ways to make layers of materials and also many different ways of making the layers bond or adhere to each other.  Thus, this gives rise to several different AM techniques.







What is Additive Manufacturing



		AM Techniques are varied:





		





						Different processes













						Different modeling techniques/capabilities













						Different end-uses













						Different materials of construction
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A wide variation in AM techniques and processes exist.  This is so because of the wide range of materials, and physical and chemical phenomena that are used to form layers of material and make the layers bond or adhere to each other.  A strong bond is essential for the manufactured part to serve any useful function.

Another reason for variation in the AM processes is the 3D software used for making the computer model of the part.  This is the first step in manufacturing any part by AM.

The actual technique used in making any part is dependent on the ultimate end use, and functionality of the part. Both taken together determines the material of construction employed in the manufacture of the part.
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What is Additive Manufacturing



		AM Manufacturing proceeds from Bottom up:
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AM technology begins the construction of a part from the bottom most layer of the part.  The part is built on a support platform, layer by layer, in a vertical (Z-direction)  The upper left illustration shows a part in construction on the build platform of a 3-D printer, by the  fused deposition modelling technique.

 

The lower right illustration shows a metal part under construction using the powder bed fusion process. One of the laser sintering methods is shown in use.  In this process, metal powder is fused, layer-by-layer by means of a laser.  The unfused powder surrounding the part provides support.  The unused powder can be re-used.
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AM is Different from traditional manufacturing processes, which are:



Subtractive manufacturing, in which the desired shape of the part is achieved by removal of material selectively.

		





Formative Manufacturing, in which the desired shape of the part is achieved by application of pressure to a body of raw material.
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AM is different from traditional manufacturing method.  The two traditional methods of manufacturing are:  Subtractive Manufacturing and Formative Manufacturing.

In subtractive manufacturing, as the name implies, the desired shape of the part is achieved by removal of material selectively.

In formative manufacturing, the desired shape of the part is achieved by application of pressure to a body of the raw material.

In the next few slides we will review specific examples of each of the two types of traditional methods.











		Examples of Subtractive manufacturing:





		





		





						 Milling













						 Turning













						 Drilling













						 Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)
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Four commonly used subtractive manufacturing methods are: milling, turning, drilling and electric discharge machining.

{Milling:}

In milling, the work piece is placed and clamped on a table.  A rotary cutting tool is used to remove material from the work piece.  The tool is advanced (or fed) in a direction at an angle with the rotational axis of the cutting tool.  Typically, the tool is advanced perpendicular to its rotational axis. Cutting of the material is achieved using a suitably hardened metal tool possessing several cutting edges.  The tool is advanced through the body of the work piece.  The table may also move in opposition to the tool.  

A milling machine may be used to create flat surfaces or faces via face milling. In peripheral milling, the milled surface ends up receiving the shape of the cutter.  It is used for cutting deep slots, threads and gear teeth. 

Many variations and configurations of the milling machine are possible, depending on the orientation of the spindle, the movement of the table, 

{Turning}

Turning is a machining process in which a cutting tool, typically a non-rotary tool bit, describes a helix toolpath by moving more or less linearly while the workpiece rotates. The tool's axes of movement may be literally a straight line, or it may be along some set of curves or angles, but they are essentially linear. Usually the term "turning" is reserved for the generation of external surfaces by this cutting action, whereas this same essential cutting action when applied to internal surfaces (that is, holes, of one kind or another) is called "boring".  

The turning processes are typically carried out on a lathe, considered to be the oldest machine tool, and can be of four different types such as straight turning, taper turning, profiling or external grooving. Those types of turning processes can produce various shapes of materials such as straight, conical, curved, or grooved workpiece. In general, turning uses simple single-point cutting tools.

 

{Drilling}

Drilling is a cutting process that uses a drill bit to cut a hole of circular cross-section in solid materials. The drill bit is usually a rotary cutting tool, often multipoint. The bit is pressed against the workpiece and rotated at rates from hundreds to thousands of revolutions per minute. This forces the cutting edge against the workpiece, cutting off chips from the hole as it is drilled.

 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)

Electrical discharge machining (EDM), is a manufacturing process whereby a desired shape is obtained by using electrical discharges (sparks).  Material is removed from the workpiece by a series of rapidly recurring current discharges between two electrodes, separated by a dielectric liquid and subject to an electric voltage. One of the electrodes is called the tool-electrode, or simply the "tool" or "electrode," while the other is called the workpiece-electrode, or "workpiece." The process depends upon the tool and workpiece not making actual contact.

Electrical discharge machining is a machining method primarily used for hard metals or those that would be very difficult to machine with traditional techniques. EDM typically works with materials that are electrically conductive.  EDM can cut intricate contours or cavities in pre-hardened steel without the need for heat treatment to soften and re-harden them. This method can be used with any other metal or metal alloy such as titanium, hastelloy, kovar, and inconel.
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The four subtractive manufacturing methods mentioned earlier are shown in these illustrations.  Along the page diagonal, starting from lower left corner, are milling, turning and drilling.  Electrical Discharge Machining, EDM, is illustrated in the lower right corner.









Examples of Formative Manufacturing:





						 Injection molding













						 Forging













						 Bending













						 Casting
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Four commonly used formative manufacturing methods are: injection molding, forging, bending and casting.

{injection molding}

Injection molding is a manufacturing process for producing parts by injecting material into a mold. Injection molding can be performed with a host of materials mainly including metals, (for which the process is called die-casting), glasses, elastomers, confections, and most commonly thermoplastic and thermosetting polymers. Material for the part is fed into a heated barrel, mixed, and forced into a mold cavity, where it cools and hardens to the configuration of the cavity.  After a product is designed, usually by an industrial designer or an engineer, molds are made by a mold-maker (or toolmaker) from metal, usually either steel or aluminium, and precision-machined to form the features of the desired part.

Injection molding is used to create many things such as wire spools, packaging, bottle caps, automotive parts and components, gameboys, pocket combs, some musical instruments (and parts of them), one-piece chairs and small tables, storage containers, mechanical parts (including gears), and most other plastic products available today. Injection molding is the most common modern method of manufacturing plastic parts; it is ideal for producing high volumes of the same object.

 

{Forging}

Forging is a manufacturing process involving the shaping of metal using localized compressive forces. The blows are delivered with a hammer (often a power hammer) or a die. Forging is often classified according to the temperature at which it is performed: cold forging, warm forging, or hot forging. Forged parts can range in weight from less than a kilogram to hundreds of tons.  Forged parts are widely used in mechanisms and machines wherever a component requires high strength; such forgings usually require further processing (such as machining) to achieve a finished part.  Forging is a major worldwide industry

{bending}

Bending is a manufacturing process that produces a V-shape, U-shape, or channel shape along a straight axis in ductile materials, most commonly sheet metal.  Typical products are boxes such as electrical enclosures and rectangular ductwork.

{casting}

Casting is a manufacturing process in which a liquid material is usually poured into a mold, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired shape, and then allowed to solidify. The solidified part is also known as a casting, which is ejected or broken out of the mold to complete the process. Casting materials are usually metals or various cold setting materials that cure after mixing two or more components together; examples are epoxy, concrete, plaster and clay. Casting is most often used for making complex shapes that would be otherwise difficult or uneconomical to make by other methods.
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The four formative manufacturing methods mentioned earlier are shown in these illustrations.  Along the page diagonal, starting from lower left corner, are casting, forging, and bending.  Injection molding is illustrated in the lower right corner.







What is Additive Manufacturing



		Used for





						Fabrication













						Rapid Prototyping; Rapid Tooling













						Direct Part Production













		Useful when





						Object needed does not exist













						Object needed is heavily customized













						Object needed is difficult to obtain













						Object needed are few in quantity













						Object needed rapidly













		Used by





						Airlines, Healthcare, defense (and many more)
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Coming back to a discussion of additive manufacturing, lets discuss what AM is used for, when or what circumstances or requirements make it an attractive manufacturing process, and who uses it.

AM is used for fabrication, rapid prototyping, rapid tooling and for direct part production.

AM is used when the item needed does not exist, but a CAD model of it can be made; when the object is required in small numbers and/or it is heavily customized; when the object is difficult to obtain, or is needed rapidly.

Currently AM is used in aerospace, automotive, defense, healthcare and other industries.  Over the next 5 to 10 years AM methods will find widespread use in all the major industries.  Projections are that by 2025, 3D-printing could have an economic impact of $230 to $550 billion.  Today, it finds high degree of penetration in dental and hearing aid fields.  In United States, 100 percent of hearing aids are made by AM methods.
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Categorization of AM Processes
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We will now begin a discussion of the seven different categories of AM methods, their feedstock material(s), and principles underlying the bonding layers of the feedstock.
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Categorization of AM Processes



AM Processes may be categorized in a number of different ways, for example:



		Based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality





		By the feedstock and its physical state





		By the layer binding mechanism





		By the source of activation of the bond between layers
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AM processes may be categorized in many ways, depending upon the parameter or characteristic used in the categorization.  For example, it’s possible to categorize based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality, or by the feedstock material and its physical state, or by the layer binding mechanism, or by the source of activation of the bond between layer.
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Categorization of AM Processes



International standards such as ISO and ASTM categorize AM processes --

 

based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality.



There are seven categories of AM processes
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The ISO standard 17296-2, categorizes AM processes based on the fundamental parts of the machine’s functionality. There are seven such categories.  We will adopt the scheme presented in this standard.  The seven categories are discussed in the next two slides.
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Slide 15 presents the first four categories of AM processes.  For each category, we have listed the standardized name, (below which are listed any synonyms and trade marks), a brief description, typical feedstock(s), binding mechanism, source of activation of the binding mechanism, and the typical post processing done on the manufactured part.

Slide 16 presents the remaining three categories of AM processes.

Please review slides 15 and 16 carefully since they contain information on which you will be tested in the quiz.
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Categorization of AM Processes
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Slide 15 presents the first four categories of AM processes.  For each category, we have listed the standardized name, (below which are listed any synonyms and trade marks), a brief description, typical feedstock(s), binding mechanism, source of activation of the binding mechanism, and the typical post processing done on the manufactured part.

Slide 16 presents the remaining three categories of AM processes.

Please review slides 15 and 16 carefully since they contain information on which you will be tested in the quiz.
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Characteristics of AM Processes
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Slides 17 and 18 list the main advantages, disadvantages, accuracy and resolution of the various categories of AM processes.

 

Resolution is defined as the smallest thickness of the layer that can be formed.
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Characteristics of AM Processes
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Slides 17 and 18 list the main advantages, disadvantages and resolution of the various categories of AM processes.

 

Resolution is defined as the smallest thickness of the layer that can be formed.



 

.









AM for Bio-fabrication (2011 and earlier)
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Slide 19 summarizes the state-of-the art, as of 2011, in the use of AM in bio-printing and bio-fabrication.  All information is for the specific area of the use of AM in preparation of cell-laden constructs and cell-free scaffolds for tissue engineering.



This slide is provided for information and for those who have an interest in the application of AM to health sciences. 

 

Ref:  Melchels FP, Domingos MA, Klein TJ, Malda J, Bartolo PJ, & Hutmacher DW. 2012. Additive manufacturing of tissues and organs. Progress in Polymer Science, 37(8), 1079-1104.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing



		Plastic
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				Used In:





		Vat Photopolymerization





		Material Jetting





		Binder jetting





		Powder Bed Fusion





		Material Extrusion (FDM)





		Sheet Lamination
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The next three slides illustrate the three common materials – plastic, metal, and ceramic--, and the AM processes in which they have been used.

Slide 20 illustrates items made from plastic feed-stocks.  Plastic is the most versatile feed – it can be used in 6 of the 7 categories of AM processes.  The only category in which plastics are not used is Directed Energy Deposition.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing



		 Metals
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Used In:

Binder jetting

Powder Bed Fusion

Directed Energy Deposition

Sheet Lamination

Module 1a -- What is AM?











Metal feed stock, as powder or wire, is used in four of the seven categories of AM processes.  These categories are Binder jetting, Powder Bed Fusion, Directed energy deposition, and Sheet Lamination.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing



		Sands and Powders
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Used In:

Binder jetting

Powder Bed Fusion

Material Extrusion

Directed Energy Deposition (added as additives)
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Sands, structural ceramics and powders can be used in three of the 7 AM process categories.  These are: Binder Jetting, Powder Bed Fusion, and Material Extrusion.  Ceramic may also be used as an additive in the Directed Energy Deposition process.
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Materials for Additive Manufacturing



		Others
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Other feed stock materials that have been used for AM processes are:  food, organic tissue, paper, etc.  Slide 23 illustrates articles made by AM using these materials.
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		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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Click to edit Master title style



Click to edit Master subtitle style
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Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles
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Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles







Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























		Edit Master text styles







Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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Click to edit Master title style
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Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























		Edit Master text styles
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Click to edit Master title style







		Edit Master text styles
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Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level
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		[WEEK 1 PROJECT – ENGR 350 – ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING]

		Spring 2016









Name(s):_______________________________	Date:____________________	ENGR 350 –  Week 1









Week 1 Rubric (40)



	______(15) Organization: There is a logical clarity to the video’s discussion.  There is a natural point or points 

		     of interest that comprise the video’s motivation and this is easily noted through viewing.



______(15) Delivery: The video is delivered in a way that demonstrates preparedness and planning.  Video 

                   dialogue is distinct, well supported and is not a re-read of internal or external course material.



	______(5) Tone: An appropriate tone for the video was set by the speaker.  Audio and visual elements of the 

                           video are acceptable and do not detract from the organization and delivery of the video.



	______(5) Time: Video length is within the 1:30 – 3:00 mark stated in the syllabus.





	______ TOTAL





Notes/Comments/Justification:



Overall Impression (to be considered with numeric grade above):                           1-Strong -----  5-Weak



CREATIVITY:    1  2  3  4  5    FORM:   1  2  3  4  5    FUNCTION:   1  2  3  4  5    OVERALL:   A  B  C  D  F   


	               PARTS LIST ALPHABETICALLY 











		Acrylic Back Cover

		Layer 4



		Acrylic Front Cover

		Layer 4



		Acrylic Top Cover

		Layer 4



		Bottom Plate

		Layer 2



		Diamond Plate

		Layer 1



		Extruder Bottom

		Layer 1



		Extruder Motor

		Layer 3



		Extruder Top

		Layer 1



		Filament Drive

		Layer 1



		Filament Guide

		Layer 3



		Filament Tube

		Layer 3



		Grease

		Layer 1



		Hot End with Fan and Wires

		Layer 3



		Idler Bolts

		Layer 1



		LCD Controller with Cables

		Layer 2



		Left Side Assembly

		Layer 2



		Left Side Channel

		Layer 2



		L-Plate with Bronze Acme Nut

		Layer 2



		Power Cord

		Layer 3



		Power Breakout Board Assembly

		Layer 3



		Power Supply

		Layer 3



		Print Board 

		Layer 4



		Print Board Clamp, front

		Layer 1



		Print Board Clamp, rear

		Layer 1



		Print Board Plate Assembly

		Layer 3



		Printer Foot (4)

		Layer 4



		Printer Leg and Side Clamp

		Layer 1



		RAMBo

		Layer 1



		Right Side Assembly

		Layer 2



		Right Side Channel

		Layer 2



		Screws, M5x18

		Layer 1



		Spoolholder

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Blue

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Front

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Green

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Orange

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Silver

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, White

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Yellow

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrews, Black 

		Layer 2



		Thumbscrews, Gold

		Layer 3



		USB Cable

		Layer 3



		Wire Sleeve Long

		Layer 3



		Wire Sleeve Short

		Layer 3



		X-Axis Belt

		Layer 1



		X-Axis Motor

		Layer 3



		X-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 2



		Y-Axis Assembly

		Layer 3



		Y-Axis Belt

		Layer 1



		Y-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Bearing

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop Spring

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop Washer

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis Motor

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Motor Mount

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 2



		Zip Ties

		Layer 1
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Appendix: 4.3.4.E Reverse Engineering Sample Training Schedule



Reverse Engineering Module

- This module will be 1 - 2 days (depending on the rest of training and how we slot it in)

- Objective is the build basic knowledge and skills in reverse engineering (start to finish)



- Day 1 Morning:

a. Background and Basic Information on Reverse Engineering

b. Product Examples (from history, military, health/healthcare, business, etc.)

c. Discuss Patent versus Copyright (important for next topic)

d. Ethics v. Legality (where does Reverse Engineering fit in)

e. Small-group exercise (some form of Case Study with discussion) on Ethics v. Legality (30 minutes)

f. Approaches to address Ethics and Legality concerns (differences between hardware and software)

g. Work thought a simple Reverse Engineering project (illustrations only, practice techniques in (f))

      - projects could include a tripod, tape dispenser, computer mouse, shopping cart, coffee french press, etc.



- Day 1 Afternoon:

a. Review the DBA Tool and it's usefulness to Reverse Engineering (awesome tool, by the way...love the way it finished)

b. Rapid Prototyping Review: How 3D Printers can help you here (don't just print long runs)

c. Team Exercise - Reverse Engineer a Faucet (I need to test that solid plastic will support this and not just leak everywhere)



- Day 2 Morning: 

a. Engineering Design Process Implementation (build, test, improve, redesign, repeat)

b. Finalize Designs



- Day 2 Afternoon:

a. Group Debrief of project designs

b. Show designs and products and how you arrived at the end result

c. Close-out


Applications in Food
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- instructor to populate as s/he sees most fitting -
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	2b. Overview of 3D Printing Software

	

CAD Software Basics (123D or other)

Begin teaching Computer Aided Design (CAD) with Autodesk 123D



Teacher Note: You may use any CAD program that supports 3D printing. If your school does not have a CAD program, Autodesk's 123D is suggested. Contact INVENT3D Maker Space Lab for instructional assistance or tips for designing object for 3D printing and key concepts of which to be aware.



Design Project:  Designing a 3D Name Tag in 123D Design







Moving around the interface

· Start the 123D Design program if it is not already started.  If a dialog box appears, click on Start a New Project.


· To change your viewing perspective, use the View Cube at the top right of the interface by clicking on various parts of the cube (such as FRONT). 


· Hover your mouse over the View Cube and notice that additional items appear around the view cube.  Try clicking on all the items and see what they do.  When finished, click on the house to return to your home view.


· To move around the grid, click on the Pan tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the grid and drag your mouse cursor (and release when done moving).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· To orbit around an object (changing your view perspective), click on the Orbit tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the center of the screen and drag your mouse cursor (and release when done orbiting).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· To zoom in and out, click on the Zoom tool  on the right side of the screen then left click on the center of the screen and drag your mouse forwards and backwards (and release when done zooming).  When finished with this tool, hit Esc.


· Before proceeding to the next section, go to your home view (refer to step 3).

		Pro Tip



		If you want, you can move around the grid with the Right mouse button, rotate the grid with the Middle mouse button, and zoom in and out with the mouse wheel.







Know how to Undo your mistakes


· We will place a cube on the grid and then undo our actions.  Remember that you can always Undo what you have done in case you have made a mistake.  Move your mouse to the Primatives menu  at the top and then left click on the Box tool .


· Move your mouse over the grid.  Notice that a Box follows your mouse cursor on the grid.  Left click on the grid to place your box down.


· Click on the Undo tool  to undo your last action (so that steps 8 and 9 are undone).  Now click on the Redo tool  and notice that the square has reappeared (we have undone what the undo tool did).


· To get started with the next section, click on the Undo tool  and return back to an empty grid.







Draw a 2D Box


· By using the View Cube, go to a top down perspective by clicking on the word TOP at the top of the View Cube (the word TOP will be showing and will be right side up).  Use the View Cube controls as needed to orient your view appropriately.


· Move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Polyline tool .


· Move your mouse to the grid and then left click.  Now move your mouse to any location on the grid and left click to define a starting point for your new line.


· Move your mouse cursor straight down.  This action will draw a new line going down.  You want a line that is 50 mm long.




		Pro Tip



		You can type on your keyboard the number 50 and hit enter.  This will force the line to be exactly 50 mm.  After doing that, you can proceed to Step 16.  This procedure can be done any time when you need to specify an exact length.







· Left click your mouse and then move your mouse to the right.  You will start drawing a line to the right.  Make this line 50 mm.




· Continue drawing lines (as shown in step 12) going up and left to complete a box shape.  When you have finished drawing your box, hit Esc on your keyboard.


·  Notice that the completed box is a darker shade of blue than the grid.  This indicates that you have a completely defined shape.  If you do not have this completed shape color then ask for assistance.



Draw top of badge features


· We are now going to add semi-circular features to the top of our part.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Three Point Arch tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edges of the box.  The box’s edges will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.




· Define the starting point of the arch by moving your mouse cursor to the top left corner of the box and then left clicking.


· Define the ending point of the arch by moving your mouse cursor to the top center of the box (25 mm to the right) and left clicking.


· Define how tall the arch will be by positioning your mouse cursor approximately half way between the start and end and approximately 2 squares higher (shown as the | line in the picture below).  Left click your mouse.



· The area below the arch will shade in blue and the tool is ready to be used again.  Using the top right corner of your box instead of the top left, repeat step 21.  Then repeat step 22 (by going to the left) and step 23.  When finished, hit Esc on your keyboard.  The end result is shown to the right.







Draw bottom of badge features


· We are now going to add and refine the bottom parts of our part.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Polyline tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edge lines of the box you initially drew.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.



· Define the starting point of your shape by moving your mouse cursor to the bottom left corner of the box and then left clicking.


· Drag your mouse down and right at a 45 degree angle going 3 squares down and 3 squares right (for a length of 21.213 mm).  After doing that, left click.



· Drag the mouse cursor straight up until you reach the bottom of the box (a line of 15 mm).  After doing that, left click.  The shape you just drew will now be shaded in with a blue color.  If it is not shaded in then please ask for assistance.


· Draw another triangle on the right by repeating Step 27 (starting at the bottom right), Step 28 (going down and left), and Step 29.  After doing those steps, hit Esc on the keyboard.  The final results are shown to the right.










Clean up the drawing

· Next we are going to trim away excess lines that were generated to this point.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Trim tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over one of the edge lines of the box you initially drew.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.


· Move your mouse to the line below the semicircle at the top left.  The line will now have a red highlight.  Left click to remove that line.



· Repeat Step 33 for the line under the semi-circle at the top right, the line above the triangle at the bottom left, and the line above the triangle at the bottom right.  When done with those steps, hit Esc on your keyboard.


Add a keyring hole


· We are now going to make a keyring hole in our 2 dimensional drawing.  To do that, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Sketch Circle tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over the edge of the shape.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click.


· Notice the presence of two small circles at the top of your part.  These are small alignment circles.  Move your mouse to the top right small alignment circle icon and then left click to start drawing.


· Drag your mouse to change the size of the circle you are drawing.  You want a circle that is around 12 mm in diameter.  Left click to finish drawing the circle and then hit Esc on your keyboard to exit this tool.






Fillet (round out) bottom triangles


· We will now fillet (round out) the triangles on the bottom of our part.  To do this, move your mouse to the Sketch menu  at the top and then left click on the Sketch Fillet tool .


· Move your mouse so that the mouse cursor is over the edge of the shape.  The outside edge of the entire shape will glow green and the text Click to edit sketch will appear.  Left click your mouse.


· Move the mouse to the left most diagonal line of the bottom left triangle.  Notice that the line highlights in black.  Left click your mouse.  Now move your mouse to the vertical line of that triangle.  Notice that the line highlights in black and a red arch appears.  Left click your mouse.



· A dialog box is currently at the bottom of the window asking you to define a Fillet Radius.  Left click in the text entry area of that box and type in a value of 2 then hit enter.


· Repeat Step 41 and Step 42 using the bottom right triangle.



Taking your design into 3D


· Tilt your view back by going to the View Cube and clicking below the word TOP as shown in the reference image below.




· Move your mouse to the Construct menu  at the top and then left click on the Extrude tool .


· Move your mouse cursor to the center of the shape and left click.  Type an “8” on your keyboard and hit Enter (to make the object 8 mm thick).


· From this point forward, we are going to hide the 2d sketch that we drew and only work with the 3d object.  To do this, move your mouse to the Hide/Show menu on the right side of the screen and then left click on Hide Sketches.

Fillet (round out) the keyhole


· Move your mouse to the Modify menu  at the top and then left click on the Fillet tool .


· Move your mouse to the top edge of the keyhole circle you drew earlier.  The top edge will have a green glow and the text “Select edge/s of a solid to Fillet” will appear.  Left click.


· At the bottom of the screen is a Fillet Radius box.  Left click in the text entry area and enter a value of 3 and then hit Enter.


Emboss your name into the part


· Click on the Text tool  at the top of the screen.  Left click on the center of your part (to define what your text will be printed on) then left click where you want your text to be placed.


· A dialog box (called Text) will appear on the right.  Put your name in the Text blank at the top and you may alter other things (like the Font) if you want.  When finished, look back at the part and notice a small gray circle near your text.  Left click and drag that circle to reposition your text.  When finished positioning your text, go back to the dialog box and click OK.


· We will select the text you just created.  To do this, move your mouse over the text so that the part isn’t highlighted (the left image below) and the text is highlighted (the right image below).  When your mouse is in the correct position, left click.

		

		



		Part highlighted, don’t click.

		Text highlighted, click now.







· Notice that your text is now highlighted in Orange and a Gear Icon  has appeared nearby (below and to the right).  Hover your mouse over the Gear Icon  and left click on the Extrude Text  tool.  Type in a value of -4 on your keyboard and hit Enter.


· Repeat Step 53.  After doing that, hit Backspace on your keyboard to delete the written text and reveal the embossed cut in your part.


		Pro Tip



		The gear menu will commonly appear when you select objects allowing you to do many things we covered thus far in a different way.








Save your design


· In order to edit your part in the future, you need to save it in 123DX format.  Move your mouse to the Autodesk Menu at the top left of the screen (button shown to the right).  Next, move your mouse to Save menu and then left click on To My Computer.  Now save your 123D file to your computer. 


· In order to print your part, you will need to save it in STL format.  Move your mouse to the Autodesk Menu at the top left of the screen.  Next, move your mouse to Export menu and then left click on STL.  Proceed to step 54.


· A new dialog box appears asking you to specify the quality of the exported STL file.  Ensure that Fine is selected.  At the bottom of this dialog box, you may see an option to Combine Objects.  If that option is present, click on the selection box to select it.  It is ok if the option is not there.  Now click OK.  Now save your STL file to your computer.



Congratulations


· You have finished our tutorial.  There are many areas of the program that we have not covered. We challenge you to take the part you have just built and make it better by using the various tools in 123D (feel free to experiment).  Good luck!



2.4  Design Project:  Designing a Cannon in SolidWorks (Optional)

This sheet is provided in order to remind the student of the basics of SolidWorks.  There is a duplicate of this sheet in the back of this packet.  It is recommended that you tear the back sheet off for use during the construction of the cannon.

Basic Commands

· To rotate the image-----Hold down a middle click and move the mouse.

· To move the image up, down, left, and right from the current view-----hold down the control button and a middle click and move the mouse.

· To zoom in and out from the current view-----hold down the shift button and move the mouse or just role the middle roller ball.

· For each entity created (line, circle, etc.) you left click to place and left click again to finish the entity.

· After this, you must right click→”select” anywhere on the drawing window to finish the entity and move on to something new.

· If you mess up and want to go back----- click on the back arrow  at the top of the screen. 

· The model tree is rectangular box that runs down the left side of the screen (as seen in the picture below)



· For centers of circles and other things to snap onto to appear-----You will have to hover your mouse over the outside of the feature

· For example, if you want the center of a circle, hover the mouse over the outside of the circle and the center point of the circle will appear for placement of entities.

· A quick way to dimension the length of an entity is to click on the entity and edit the length from the model tree.

· If you want to view the object from different angles-----Click on Display Style at the top of the drawing screen and select the view you want.



Building The Cannon



· Open the SolidWorks program if it is not already opened.

· Click on file → new document from the top of the screen.

· By default “3D Representation of Single Design Component” should be selected.

· Select “Ok” 

· Click on “Revolved Boss”  from the features tab.

· Left click on the front plane.



· Click on “Circle”  from the sketch tab.

· Begin the circle anywhere on the plane by left clicking to place and left clicking again to finish the circle.

· Click on the outer edge of the circle just created and dimension it to a radius of 0.35 inches (The radius dimension is highlighted in the model tree).

· Draw a line (located in the sketch tab)  from the bottom of the circle going upwards through the top of the circle.



· Dimension the vertical line to 1.5 inches by clicking on the line and editing the length (the length should be highlighted in the model tree).

· Create another line from the end of the last line created that is horizontal, and dimension it to 0.25 inches. 

· Dimension the same way that you have been (right click→“Select” and then click on the entity and change the length from the model tree).

· Make a line starting from the end of the last line created, and attach it tangent to the right edge of the circle (anywhere is fine as long as it is in the relative area to where it is placed in the picture).

· When placing the line, you will get a small image like this that shows up near the placement of the line.  This means that the line is tangent and coincident.

· Zoom in to where you are placing the line on the circle and make sure that the image  pops up next to the placement of the line (this small image can be seen in the screen shot at the top of the page).

· Select “Trim Entities”  in the sketch tab.

·  In the model tree, select “Trim to closest.” 

·  Trim away lines that are not shown in the picture on the next page by simply clicking on them.



· Select “Exit Sketch”  and select the vertical line as the axis of rotation by clicking on it.

· Make sure the object will revolve 360 degrees (this is under Direction1 in the model tree and this should be 360 degrees by default).

· Click “Ok”  

· Click “Extruded Cut”  from the features tab and click the surface of the top circle (top of the cannon).

· You may have to reorient the object for a better view.

· Draw a circle from the center of the circular surface selected that has a radius of 0.125 inches.

· Make sure to hover over the outside of the circular surface for the center point to appear.

· Exit the sketch 

· Set the depth of the extrusion cut to 1.0 inches and select “Ok.” 

· This will be under “Direction1” in the model tree and it should be highlighted.

· Click the front plane from the model tree, and then click “Extruded Boss”  in the features tab.

· Select “Circle” and hold the cursor over the spherical bottom until the center point appears.

· You may need to reorient the model to a view like the one seen on the top of the next page.

· Place the circle on the center point that appears (image on next page). 

· The black circle with the “x” in it, the center point, may appear above or below the horizontal line of the spherical bottom of the cannon.

· This is normal and just changes based on where tangent lines were placed earlier in the procedure.



· Dimension the circle to a radius of 0.125 inches. 

· Click “Ok”  and exit the sketch.

· On the left side of the screen in the model tree under “Direction1” select “Mid Plane” from the drop down menu.

· Edit the distance to 1.00 inches and click “Ok.” 

· This should be the default distance.

· Click on “Extruded Boss”  in the features tab and select the surface of one end of rod that was just created.

· Create a circle with the same center point as the surface selected. 

· Remember to hover over the outer edge as noted in the cheat sheet.

· Dimension the circle to a radius of 0.3 inches.

· Click “Ok.” 

· Create a line tangent to the left side of the circle just above the yellow diamond and pull it down in the general direction as shown in the picture on the next page.





· Dimension the line to a length of 0.62 inches. 

· This is highlighted in the model tree when the line is selected

· Now you need to dimension the angle of the first line created (the line that is tangent to the left side of the circle).

· To do this, click on “Smart Dimension”  

· Left click select the tangent line and left click select the horizontal line which is the top edge of the spherical bottom of the cannon (this edge is highlighted in the image below).

· Drag this dimension down and to the right (as seen in the image below).





· The angle between the two lines needs to be edited to 130 degrees.

· This can be done by double clicking the current angle between the two lines that was just created.

· Click on the “Flip” button under “Primary Value” in the model tree to reorient the dimension until it makes the line go in the direction as seen in the picture above.

· Clicking it once flips the dimension to the other side.  Clicking it twice flips it back to the original way it was.

· Create another line attached to the end of the line just created that is just slightly less than 90 degrees to the last line created (as seen in the picture below). 

· You may want to reorient the model to really get a good look at the angle.







· Edit the length of the line just created to 1.03 inches.

· Create another line attached from the last line created and attach it tangent and coincident to the right side of the circle. 

· The attachment point should be in the general area that is shown in the picture on the next page.

· It should be just above the yellow diamond that appears on the right side of the circle.

· Remember to zoom in to see the small tangent and coincident images pop up next to the attachment.



· Go to “Trim Entities”  and trim away unwanted lines and click “Ok”  when finished.

· The way you want it to look can be seen in the image below.





· Exit the sketch 

· Edit the extrusion distance to 0.25 inches and click “Ok.” 

· This should be highlighted in the model tree.

· Go to the features tab and select “Mirror.”   

· Make sure the last entity extruded is still highlighted.

· Don’t worry, it may be hard to see, but it should still be highlighted.



· Click on “FeatureManager design tree”  in the top of the model tree.

· It should be right above the “Ok”  check mark.

· Select the front plane and click “Ok.” 

· The front plane can easily be selected by choosing it from the branch that pops up in the drawing window.

· This branch is in the top left part of the drawing window next to the model tree.

· Click “File”, “Save”, and save as a “stl.” file to the designated folder.

Tips

· To rotate the image-----Hold down a middle click and move the mouse.

· To move the image up, down, left, and right from the current view-----hold down the control button and a middle click and move the mouse.

· To zoom in and out from the current view-----hold down the shift button and move the mouse or just role the middle roller ball.

· For each entity created (line, circle, etc.) you left click to place and left click again to finish the entity.

· After this, you must right click→”select” anywhere on the drawing window to finish the entity and move on to something new.

· If you mess up and want to go back----- click on the back arrow  at the top of the screen. 

· The model tree is rectangular box that runs down the left side of the screen (as seen in the picture below)





· For centers of circles and other things to snap onto to appear-----You will have to hover your mouse over the outside of the feature

· For example, if you want the center of a circle, hover the mouse over the outside of the circle and the center point of the circle will appear for placement of entities.

· A quick way to dimension the length of an entity is to click on the entity and edit the length from the model tree.

· If you want to view the object from different angles-----Click on Display Style at the top of the drawing screen and select the view you want.



[Links and Additional Resources]

123D Video Tutorials

http://www.123dapp.com/howto/design

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM



Module 1e -- Limitations, Barriers and Challenges











This module discusses the limitation, barriers and challenges facing AM technology as it gains wider acceptance and penetration in manufacturing industry.  Due to its relatively recent and continuing adoption into mainstream manufacturing, it still offers many opportunities for improvement and development.  Thus, every one of the limitations, barriers and challenges discussed in this module offer new opportunities to the entire value and supply chain associated with AM.





Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM



Broad Areas:



		Machinery Systems, Software, and Feedstock Materials





		Quality Control (QC) / Quality Assurance (QA) & Validation





		Institutional / Regulatory / Legal









Module 1e -- Limitations, Barriers and Challenges







We will discuss limitations, barriers and challenges facing AM in three broad areas.  The first area focuses on technical issues relating to machinery systems, software and feedstock materials.

The second area focusses on Quality Control, Quality Assurance and validation.

The third area focusses on Institutional, Regulatory, and Legal Issues.









		Machinery Systems:





				









				Slow build speed









				Limitations on part size.  Large scale build chambers just coming on line (Cincinnati Corporation: BAAM system)









				Small production runs and scalability limitations









				Needs new process sensors (for process, shape, precision, surface finish) that can operate in the build-chamber environment.









				High cost of industrial scale AM machinery and feed stock









				Some processes have low object strength, requiring post processing









				Ability to use mixed-materials in the same object









				Directional dependence of material properties (anisotropy) in the z-direction









				Volume contraction 
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We lead off with a discussion of technical issues relating to machinery systems, software and feedstock materials.

Since AM technology is still developing and penetrating the manufacturing industry, it offers several areas for improvement and development.  These include build speed, maximum object size, run or manufacturing batch / lot size.  Print size is constantly improving year-to-year with cost per unit of print space decreasing dramatically.  

Machinery systems require new, real time process sensors that can operate in the build chamber environment.  For example, sensors are needed for process control, shape detection and control, precision, surface finish, and layer-by-layer void detection.

High cost is an impediment to more rapid adoption. Advanced, industrial scale AM printers can cost up to $2 million dollars each.  Feed stock costs are also high, although they are coming down.

Some processes have low object strength requiring post processing to improve strength properties.  Some processes have low green strength and require either metal infiltration or heat treatment to attain the desired strength characteristics.  Heat treatment is also necessary in some conventional metal manufacturing operations.

In its current state of development, most AM processes are unable to mix materials in the same object in the same print run.  Ability to mix materials in the same object has many advantages, for example, the DragonFly 2020 is a 3D printer capable of printing circuit boards, combing conductive and dielectric inks.

Because AM builds objects layer-by-layer, there is an inherent tendency of the physical properties of the material to have directional dependence, that is anisotropy, particularly in the z-direction.  The designers must carefully consider the build orientation and direction to assure that the resulting anisotropy does not detract from the required performance.  Some properties that may have directional dependence are tensile, compressive, and shear strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, and optical properties.

Some build materials may undergo volume contraction as the object cools or polymers cure.  The designers must be aware of such behavior and must account for it in the 3D CAD models. The print software that controls the printer must allow and compensate for volume contraction.





		Software Systems





				









		Need improved software to implement simulation-driven design approaches.  Improved software for:





		





				Topology optimization (generation of outer shape)









				Lattice Generation (generation of the  internal shape)









				









				Integration of product design and machine control software









				Standards for Specialized AM software
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There are several areas in software improvements.  Improved software is needed to implement simulation driven design approaches.  Software is needed for topology optimization (that is generation of the outer shape) and lattice generation (that is generation of the internal shape and structure of the wall).

There is a need for integration between product design (for example 3-D CAD software) and machine control software.

And finally, industry wide standards are need for specialized AM software.





		





		Feed Stock





		





				Limited choice of materials









				Lack of consistency in feed stock material production process leads to low yield (50% for some atomized powders) and pushes feed stock cost higher.









				Lack of industry accepted specifications on feedstock material; each AM machinery manufacturer sets its own specification and produces feedstock tailored to its machines.









				Many machinery manufacturers require their own certified material
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There are currently several limitations and challenges, and therefor opportunities, when it comes to feedstock for the various AM processes. One big limitation is in the choice and availability of feedstock materials. Feedstock in only a handful of metals is currently available.  For example, the aerospace industry, capitalizing on the high product yield from feedstock, has focused its development on expensive heat-resistant alloys.

There is a lack of consistency in the feed stock material production process that leads to low yield of acceptable feedstock material.  For example, for some atomized powders, the yield of acceptable feed stock is only 50%.  This increases the cost of the feed stock.  In metal powders, the main reason for this low yield rate is irregular and inconsistent particle size.  Most existing powder atomizers produce powders that are too coarse for many AM applications.

There is a need for industry accepted specifications and standard for feedstock.  Currently, each AM machinery manufacturer produces its own feedstock to its own specifications, which are tailored to the machinery it manufactures.  Many machinery manufacturers require their own certified feedstock material to honor their performance guarantees and claims.





		 Process Control





						Precision and reliability of process













						High number of parameters influence results













						Need for in process sensing and real time feed back process control













						Process Repeatability issues













		Tolerances / Accuracy / Resolution





						Micron-scale accuracy not readily available













						Requires post processing













		 Finishes





						Difficult to finish products to 'production grade' quality
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In QA/QC and validation, there are several areas that offer opportunity for improvement and standardization.

Process control is an area of intense activity.  Systems are needed for real time process control with active feedback so that in-process adjustments may be made.  There is a need for in-process sensors and sensor systems.  These systems are needed to improve the precision and reliability of the process and to increase through put of quality product by overcoming process repeatability issues.  Manufacture of an object via AM techniques require several steps each of which contain parameters that can affect the accuracy, surface quality and material properties of the finished product.  The main steps are: Material Selection, Design, Layout on the build platform, printer process parameters, and post processing.  There are over 180 parameters in all that could have a potential impact on the quality of the final product.

AM processes are currently not capable of achieving micron-scale accuracy.  Post-processing is required to attain such accuracy levels

The surface finishes of products manufactured using AM techniques require further refinement.  With improved geometric accuracy, finishes may impart corrosion and wear resistance.





		 Validation/Demonstration





				Quality control parameters not understood /or defined well.









				Standards needed for feedstock, process, machines, post-processing and quality









				Lack of consensus protocols and data for qualification and certifications









		 Part Inspection





				Lack of reliable, and economical non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques and protocols for complex defect and part geometry









				Traditional metrology will not detect hidden defects – voids & cracks









				Must use advanced systems like CT x-ray.  Requires high level of operator knowledge and skill.  Dense materials are difficult.
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Continuing our survey of Quality and Validation issues, there is a need for validation of all aspects of the material, design, and printer process parameters.  Providing a high level of confidence in the structural integrity of components built with AM techniques will require extensive testing, demonstration, data collection and eventual standardization of practices through published standards and specifications.

Validated rules are needed for design, materials, print-platform layout, and machine process parameters.  Qualification and certification standards are needed for materials and processes.

Effort are underway to adopt a standardized “test piece” to assess and validate the performance of an AM process.

Effective quality control requires inspection, both in-process and of the finished product.  New techniques of nondestructive examination (NDE) of the end product are needed to assess the quality of the product and to establish process parameters and control limits.  Computed tomography (CT) has been used to examine parts for inclusions, voids, and other internal faults.  However, CT does not work reliably with dense materials, and it is subject to variances depending upon the placement orientation of the test article in the CT scanner.  CT scanning requires higher level of knowledge, training and skill on the part of the operator.





		Institutional





		





				AM will have a disruptive effect on the labor force knowledge, education and skill requirements









				AM will require modified organizational management and control structures.









				Major initial patents have expired or will expire soon, creating challenges and opportunities for business









				AM technology and industry will have a disruptive effect  on existing supply chains









				The “power dynamics” in the supply chain will shift; middlemen may be left out in the cold – front end feed stock producers and back end designers will garner influence and power
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As mentioned at the beginning of this module, there are limitations and barriers to acceptance and market penetration of AM techniques into manufacturing industry which have nothing to do with technical parameters or economics.  These institutional, regulatory or legal issues can create hindrance in the growth of AM industry.

Among the institutional concerns is the effect on labor force knowledge, education and skill requirements.  Academia, industry and equipment manufacturer need to coordinate and develop course curricula such that a trained and skilled workforce is available to support the industry’s needs.

Even within the manufacturing organization, AM will require modified management and control structures.  As the industry grows and matures, many of the current functions in manufacturing industry will either be eliminated or will have a reduced scope.

Many of the initial patents in the AM field have expired or will expire soon.  This will create challenges as well as opportunities for new business.

AM technology and the industry will have a disruptive effect on the existing supply and value chain.  The main drivers of the market and industry might be the front-end feed stock manufacturers and the back-end designers and user.  The middlemen in the value chain may become obsolete.





		 Institutional:





		





				Business institutions have to decide when and where to enter the AM industry process chain – feedstock producer, printing end products; servicing printer setups, or developing and selling printing hardware and systems









				Concerns with how and when to switch from conventional manufacturing to AM; and how deeply to dive into the new AM eco-system









				Managing transition from conventional manufacturing (CM) to AM without “breaking a step.”









				Internal barrier to institutions adopting a new technology and manage associated disruptions --  the power of status quo and conventional manufacturing bias.









				Re-thinking existing tooling and manufacturing methods









				Unlocking capital investment and resources to learn and adopt new design and manufacturing techniques









				An eco-system needs to emerge, similar to that for personal computing, music industry and office services
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Continuing with our discussion on the impact of AM industry on institutions, there are several issues relating to transitioning from conventional manufacturing to additive manufacturing.  Business institutions will have to decide when and where to enter the AM industry process chain – feedstock producer, printing end-products, servicing printer set-ups, or developing new printer machinery and systems.  Each player in the conventional manufacturing chain will have to assess how and when to switch and how deeply to dive into the AM eco-system.

As conventional manufacturing switches over to AM, management will have to develop procedures and processes to make the conversion without “breaking a step”, that is, production volumes and revenue streams would have to be maintained as manufacturing transitions to the new technology and paradigm.

Internal organizational inertia, the power of status quo, and conventional manufacturing bias are anticipated to give rise to another set of concerns relating to the transition phase.  Senior management will not only have to learn about the new economy of AM industry, but they will also have to create an environment where personnel will readily and enthusiastically adapt to a new way of doing business.  AM will require re-thinking every step of the manufacturing process and many functions (e.g. prototyping, mold and die making) will become obsolete, leading to not only to changes in the labor mix but also in the infrastructure footprint.

Organizations will have to unlock capital investment and resources to learn and adopt the design and manufacturing techniques.  Again, there may be considerable inertia in risking capital towards a new and emerging field with many uncertainties and lack of data to assess the risk.

Finally, for AM to take a firm root in the economy, an eco-system needs to emerge, like that for personal computing, music industry, and office services.





		Regulatory Concerns and how to address them without stifling innovation and value creation





		





				Lack of regulatory frame work addressing AM industry









				Approval of new materials









				Issues about environmental impact of the AM eco-system









				









		 Legal / Ethical Issues





		





				Intellectual Property protection and privacy issues









				Concerns about use of bio-printing of human cells









				Concerns about unregulated 3D printing of weapons









				Laws assigning legal responsibility for problems and accidents
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Every new industry creates its own set of regulatory and legal requirements and constraints.  Intertwined with these concerns are ethical issues relating to the use, purpose and applications of the new technology.

Currently, there is a lack of regulatory framework addressing AM industry.  Aerospace and health care has probably made the greatest strides in obtaining some regulatory approvals.  For example, Boeing has flight qualified 200 different parts for ten aircraft platforms.  GE has developed LEAP engine fuel nozzles. These are being used in 8,500 Leap engines.  FDA has approved cranial implants, and hip-replacement sockets.  Over 40,000 sockets have been manufactured.  The entire US hearing aid industry has moved to AM processes.  One dental appliance maker produces 50,000 to 60,000 appliances per day using stereolithograhy printers.

There will be a need for other regulatory approval of materials, and processes as AM technology permeates through other regulated industries.

Even though AM techniques have the potential to reduce waste generation to near zero levels, there will be new environmental concerns due to new materials being used in the AM industry.  For example, increasing use of sub-micron sized and even smaller particles will create new issues with respect to protection of general and worker population.

AM industry will give rise to its own legal and ethical issues, many of which yet unrealized and unforeseen.  New issues will arise with respect to application of intellectual property rights relating to the feedstock, the enabling software, the 3-D CAD designs and the printers. Ethical issues will arise with respect to bio-printing of human cells, organs and tissue.

Physical and life safety concerns are already present, since AM techniques have been used to print unregulated weapons.  There is potential for weapons “cottage industry” to take hold, using personal 3-D printers and moderately priced commercial systems.

Laws are needed assigning legal responsibility for problems and accidents.
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		- overhands, bridges, etc., every machine is different...makermag

								

				d. Support Structures

		- when needed, when to use

								

				e. Triangle of Choices

		- good/fast/cheap (pick one), cost v function v quality

								

				f. Examples of 3D Designs

		- repositories (one way to obtain a 3D model...could use or edit/use)

								

				g. Scanning

		- another way to generate 3D models

								

				

		III. Design (Conceptual)

								

				a. Iterative Design

		- Eng design process, good v bad designs

								

				b. 10 Steps in Design

		- reinforce iterative nature

								

				c. Design Requirements

		- how to identify, how to articulate/measure/test

								

				d. Developing a Problem Statement

								

				e. Creative Problem Solving

								

				f. Systematic Design Process

								

				g. KSAA

								

				

		IV. Applications in 3D Printing

								

				a. Aerospace

		- cubesats, GE fuel injector

								

				b. Healthcare

		- skin, organs, ears

								

				c. Manufacturing

		- custom jobs, tools

								

				d. Military

		- austere environments

								

				e. Food

								

				f. ORNL and LocalMotors

								

				g. Maker Movement
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	3b. Design in 10 Steps

	

Approach 1: 10 Step Design Process

1. Identify the need for a design
Identify the Problem.  Opportunities to design new products are everywhere. 

2. Research the problem
Gather information about the nature of the problem. Do many people experience problem? Were there previous attempts to solve the problem? Write a problem statement.

3. Brainstorm possible solutions to the problem
Brainstorm ideas. Then, narrow down ideas based upon factors including feasibility, expense, etc. and choose one to three for further analysis. 

4.  Draft a design brief
Write a design brief to clarify the problem. A design brief is a working document that is dynamic. 

5. Research and refine preferred solution
Considering lessons from Unit 4, analyze solution for feasibility, safety, and practicality.

6. Prepare design requirements
Define the criteria the solution must satisfy, including constraints.  Sketch the solution. 

7. Convert sketch into CAD
Consider materials and methods for building a prototype. 

8. Build a solution prototype
Develop detailed project specifications, consider material properties required, choose materials, and create a working prototype.

9. Test, evaluate, and refine the solution
Evaluate the prototype for function, feasibility, safety, aesthetics, and other criteria. Consider how it could be improved. Modify the prototype.

10. Communicate the solution
Present design solution to an audience. Gather feedback, revise and redesign prototype as necessary.

Approach 2: "Steps of the Design Process” 

1. Identification of the Problem, Constraints, and Criteria

1. Identify problem and any constraints (limitations) Met or Not Met

· Criteria (requirements) - characteristics of final design. 

· Evaluated on a scale; minimum level is specified



2. Describe goal

3. Research

1. Identify needs of stakeholders

· Identify environmental issues

· Identify materials, deadlines, funds, access



3.Ideation

1. Identify risks and benefits

· Brainstorming process



4. Analysis of Ideas

1. Critique and critical thinking

· Communicate benefits and drawbacks

· Rank options that meet design constraints and defined criteria



5. Testing and Refinement

1. Improve the design

1. Documentation

2. Evaluate prototype and tested under all conditions

3. Prototype- working model

4. Apply science, math, and technology to develop design idea



6. Communication and Metacognition

1. Metacognition refers to a person's awareness of his/her knowledge and skills and the ability to reflect on one's own thinking. Awareness relates to the learners' understanding of where they are in the learning process; of their factual and conceptual knowledge; of their personal learning strategies; of what has been and still needs to be done to meet their cognitive goals.

1. Four styles of communication

2. Communicate in both layman's terms and technical terminology



Approach 3: Alternate Ten Steps in Design Process

1: Identify the problem.  In engineering, for example, problems can be those of the customers. "Problems” are not necessarily negative; building a new building or designing a new car can be stated as "problems” but they are really challenges.  It is also necessary to identify resources to help understand the nature and scope of the problem.

2: Define criteria, constraints, and goals. In this step, the requirements or standards that will be used throughout the design process and the constraints or limitations are identified. Goals are also established for the project.

Criteria can include cost, size of the object, ease of use, safety, durability, sustainability of the product, what becomes of the product at the end of its useful life?, production processes, etc.

3: Research and gather information.  This information helps define and understand the problem.  It helps to understand if potential solutions can work, what the advantages and disadvantages of each potential solution are, what legal and environmental issues exist, and how much time and money will have to be spent to achieve a solution.

4: Brainstorm.  The goal of brainstorming is to generate as many ideas as possible, encouraging creative ideas.  In brainstorming, generating as many ideas as possible is important; the goal is quantity, not quality of ideas.

5: Analyze potential solutions. Following brainstorming, those ideas must be researched and discussed. The list of ideas is narrowed to a few which are then researched in more detail.   The ideas are reviewed, duplicates eliminated, remaining ideas clarified and evaluated.  Remaining ideas are compared to the overall goal(s) of the project to determine if they are feasible and if each potential solution meets the criteria (#3 above).

6: Develop and test models.  Models are created of the best potential solution(s), tested the models against the goals, criteria, and constraints of the project.   Models can include diagrams, charts, flow charts, computer simulations, computer models (CAD drawings), and prototypes.  Models are tested for durability, ease of assembly and use, strength, reliability, functionality, safety, appearance, cost, and environmental sustainability.

7: Make a decision.  Test results are evaluated and consensus reached on one solution. Cost; production ease/difficulty; size, weight, strength, and durability; appearance; ease of use; safety; recyclability; legal issues (if any); customer appeal all must be considered.

8: Communicate and specify.  The details of the project must be communicated to those working on it, the customer and the audience/end user. Solid modeling/CAD drawings, list of materials, equipment and other information is necessary.

9: Build, test, and refine.  A prototype is built, using the identified equipment which must be tested and evaluated, and then any needed refinements are made.  This is called iteration.

10: Implement.  After iteration and evaluation is complete, a final product is built.



Short Exercise

Compare today's version of the object to the version in the photo, citing changes made on the objects and why these changes represent improvements.


    








[Links and Additional Resources]



Stanford Educator Design Teaching Guide 
https://dschool.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/k12/wiki/14340/attachments/e55cd/teacher%20takeaway.pdf?sessionID=3aef201dd47c21f9d3b15018eb59b4252eb821be



Steps in the Design Process - Video  6:45

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCpnbvZ9YRY



"Stanford Design Thinking Process”  7:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZH70qhmEso

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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		Applications of 3-D Printing





		(Module 4)







Applications of 3-D Printing



		3-D printing is a rapidly maturing technology, finding new applications every year, in every conceivable industry.





		





		Activity:  Review material in Module 1, with emphasis on Advantages, Limitations, Barriers and Challenges.





		





		







Applications of 3-D Printing



		Currently it is used in:





		Aerospace / Aircraft





		Automotive





		Medical / healthcare





		Defense





		Architecture & Building Construction





		Energy





		Entertainment – prop manufacture





		Consumer Items, Food & Apparel





		Future Developments:





				Amorphous Metallic Glass









				Hybrid Manufacturing systems (AM & CM)









				Integrated Systems









		





		





		







Applications of 3-D Printing

Equipment Manufacturers Market Share



http://aaq.eng.auburn.edu/drupal7/sites/default/files/images/AdditiveManufacturing_ExamplesofIndustryUseofAM_AMMarketShare_fig1.pngWohler Report 2015.  Auburn Univ.



Applications of 3-D Printing

Rapid Prototyping in Industry



Wohler Report 2015.  Auburn Univ.



http://aaq.eng.auburn.edu/drupal7/sites/default/files/images/AdditiveManufacturing_ExamplesofIndustryUseofAM_AdoptionofAMinIndustryPiChart_fig2.png





Applications in Aerospace



		Aircraft fuselage and external components





				Fixed and rotary wing aircraft









		Combustor liners





		Rocket engine manifolds





		Fuel injectors





		Cabin interior: fitting / fixtures / ductwork / hardware





		Full-scale turbo prop





		NASA rover





		Functional prototypes





		













Applications in Aerospace

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Aerospace Industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Aerospace Industry





		





		













Applications in Aerospace



Fuel injector: Conventional Process 4-6 months; DMLS: 10 days



Venturi Nozzle made by DMLS



http://ammagazine.in/images/home/4.gifSwirler for Gas Turbine



Titanium spar part– part of Airbus wing structure



 Titanium bracket installed on an A350 XWB pylon.









Applications in Automotive



		Rapid Prototyping





		Tooling





		Jigs and Fixtures





		Production Parts





		Concept Car





				Urbee Hybrid









				Strati Car

















Applications in Automotive

Volkswagen Case Study



		1,000 — parts designed and 3D printed last year (2016) by Volkswagen Europe.





		100,000 — cars produced annually at the manufacturing plant





		100% — return on investment (ROI) realized within two months of implementing 3D printing





		$165,000 — cost savings in 2016





		$275,000 — expected 2017 cost savings





		













Applications in Automotive



The Urbee Hybrid: All body components by AM; 3-wheeler



The Strati all-electric: All body components by AM



Wheel protection jig cost reduced 40 fold.

Window gauge cost reduced 5 fold.







Applications in Automotive

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Automotive Industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Automotive Industry





		





		













Applications in Healthcare



		Regenerative Medicine





		Prosthetics





		Drug Delivery Systems





		Cancer Therapies





		Bio-manufacturing





		Bio-printing





		Dental Devices





		Surgical tools





		Orthopedic Implant Devices





		Education and Training Tools





		A report by Market Data Forecast, “Global Medical Device 3D Printing Market,” says that the global medical device 3D printing market was worth $826 million in 2015 and is on track to reach $2,368 million in 2020, with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23.45 percent.





		





		





		













Applications in Healthcare



108 Acetabular cups in a single build—used for hip replacement



Finger splint – custom scanned & printed in space



3-D printed, fast dissolving epilepsy pills; FDA approved



Maxillofacial Implant



CT scanned model of facial fracture – tool for surgery planning









Applications in Healthcare

Dental Care



		





		





		







Bridge made from Cobalt Chrome Molybdenum alloy



Dental Aligner System – custom made for each patient via 3D scanning









Applications in Healthcare

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Healthcare Industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Healthcare Industry





		





		













Applications in Defense



		Repair & maintenance in austere environments





		Custom tools/castings





						For one-off or unique parts













		Custom made prosthetics to treat battlefield injury





		Custom tailored meals in field kitchens to meet individuals’ nutrient needs.





		





		













Applications in Defense



Hyrel 3D printer can convert to print paste & food materials



Repair of turbine blade



Various Military Parts



Fablab - deployed



Iterative design, based on user feedback, of a breaching tool









Applications in Defense

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Defense Industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Defense Industry





		





		













Applications in Architecture & Building Construction



		Architectural Scale Model





		Rapid Building Construction





		













Applications in Architecture & Building Construction



Intricate model of an office building. Expensive or not feasible with conventional methods



Exhibition pavilion.  Columns made from unfired clay



2150 sq.ft. DFAB house under construction



3-D CAD rendering of the DFAB house, Zurich, Switzerland



Detailed model of downtown Detroit reconstruction









Applications in Architecture & Building Construction

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to this industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to this Industry





		





		













Applications in Energy



		





		





		Solar Panels





		Micro turbines





		Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) stack





		Wind Turbine blades and molds





		













Applications in Energy



Hybrid inkjet/SLA process for SOFC manufacture



Microfluidic light steering solar panel. Will reduce collection area by 5 -10 fold



Vertical axis water turbine for rivers and canals.  Each generating 50kW.









Applications in Energy



Mold for a 43-ft. long wind turbine blade with integrated channels for hot air circulation.  Conventional methods cannot make the air channels.  Instead manually applied heating tape is used.



Sections of the windmill blade mold and the blade









Applications in Energy

Exercise



		





		





		Exercise: Write down three advantages of AM processes that are particularly relevant to the Energy industry.





		





		Write down three disadvantages of AM processes that pose a challenge to the Energy Industry





		





		













Applications in Consumer Items, Food & Apparel



		Daily use items





		Sports Apparel





				Shoes









				Sports garments









		Various snack and desert items





		





		













Applications in Consumer Items, Food & Apparel



https://cdn.vox-cdn.com/thumbor/Ev3BrKqz6sR3al2uFZ0JTsjCbdc=/0x0:818x545/1200x800/filters:focal(0x0:818x545)/cdn.vox-cdn.com/uploads/chorus_image/image/47850289/13d_printed_adidas.0.0.jpg





Applications in Entertainment



		





		Movie studios and special effects artists now use 3D printing to make concept models, and full-size props, set-pieces, and costumes.





		













Applications in Entertainment



3 meter Death Star from Star Wars



3-D printed puppets used in the stop-motion film “Kubo and the Two Strings”



Various props from recent movies









Applications of 3-D Printing

Next Generation Developments --BMG



		





		Amorphous Metal, or Bulk Metallic Glass (BMG) – up to three times the strength of normal alloys, virtually scratch and corrosion proof, high electrical conductivity, and energy-absorbing.





		Promise of weight reduction in products made from BMG. 





		Promise of reduced BMG cost due to simplification in manufacturing steps 





		







Applications of 3-D Printing

Next Generation Developments –Hybrid Systems



		





		Development of hybrid systems – combine 3D printing with CNC milling machines.





		DMG Mori Lasertec 65 3D combines a Direct Energy Deposition system with a five-axis milling machine.





		Build rates are 10-20 times that of PBF systems.





		







Source: Roland Berger



Applications of 3-D Printing

Next Generation Concepts –Integrated Systems



		Automated unloading of the finished part, along with emptying of build chamber





		Fully integrated systems combining two AM stations, heat treatment, automated build plate handling and storage





		







Source:  Additive Industries, Eindhoven, The Netherlands



Resources



		The following web sites offer updated news about the 3D printing industry and new applications.





				https://3dprint.com/









				https://3dprintingindustry.com/









				https://www.3dprintpulse.com/









		Following sites are service providers but they have good technical information





				https://www.3dhubs.com/









				https://www.sculpteo.com/en/
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	3g. KESAA

	

Knowledge, Experience, Skills, Aptitude, Attitude (KESAA)


Description

The knowledge, experience, skills, aptitude, and attitude (KESAA) model focuses on job skills match, company fit, and task fit.



Knowledge is the learning of theory for a discipline or job description. Generally, most secondary education requirements are based on industry standards or established by governing bodies. For breakthrough service offerings that have few or no standardized knowledge requirements, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology and cell phone technology, in the beginning stages the service provider should define initial required knowledge, conducting frequent reviews as development progresses.



Experience is the demonstrated application of knowledge over a period of time. Areas of experience should be defined for each position (each business sector would require experience in certain areas for a defined frequency).



Skills involve the application of both knowledge and experience toward a level of competency in a given discipline. For example, a utility lineman may have both education and experience in line repair, but when it comes to employing them effectively in the repair of a line, the individual’s skill level can still be low.



Aptitude focuses on the individual’s inherent ability or tendency in performing certain tasks. Aptitude evaluation occurs through the use of testing, usually in a practically applied fashion. Personality indicator tests like the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and Keirsey Temperament Sorter help determine personality tendencies for individuals.



For service industries, expected aptitudes should be outlined prior to administering aptitude evaluation tests. For example, the postal aptitude test evaluates the individual’s ability to discern differences in addresses on a timed basis.



Attitude is generally developed over time, as a result of exposure to and assimilation of behaviors.


Application

· The KESAA model is most effective when deployed in its entirety. Employers evaluate all five elements and develop a cumulative scorecard when determining and defining position requirements.
 

· In a service industry, it is particularly important to understand the impact that attitude may have and to develop and cultivate employee attitudes that are appropriate to customers’ needs.
 

· Senior leadership plays the largest role in establishing and monitoring the development of attitudes through …

· 

- Effective and constant communication of company goals

- Establishment of desired attitude traits

- Constant support for roles that reinforce desired attitude traits

- Regular review of employee surveys






Supporting Information

· National Business Research Institute, Inc., “Employee Attitude Surveys,” http://www.nbrii.com/Employee_Surveys/Attitude.html.
 

· “Self-Assessment Resources,” The Riley Guide, www.rileyguide.com/assess.html#skills.



KSAs -- Knowledge, Skill, Ability

Specific KSAs are needed in performing certain jobs. Individual KSAs are demonstrated through qualifying experience, education, or training. KSAs are defined as:

· Knowledge - an organized body of information, usually factual or procedural in nature. For example, having knowledge of human resources' rules and regulations could be used as a KSA for a Human Resources Specialist position. To respond to this KSA, you could indicate what human resources rules and regulations you are familiar with, discuss how you applied these rules and regulations in the work environment, and describe other significant situations you were involved in where you applied these rules and regulations.

· Skill - the proficient manual, verbal, or mental manipulation of data or things. For example, having skill with operating personal computers could be used as a KSA for an Office Automation position. To respond to this KSA, you could indicate what type of personal computers you have operated, discuss the various types of software programs you have used, and describe how these programs were used in your work environment.

· Ability - the power or capacity to perform an activity or task. For example, having the ability to use a variety of laboratory instruments could be used towards a Laboratory Technician position. To respond, you could describe the types of laboratory instruments you have used, discuss the types of assignments you completed using the laboratory equipment, and describe the impact using the laboratory equipment had on your work environment.



Sample KSA Responses



Knowledge of health sciences. - While in college pursuing my Bachelor's Degree in Allied Health, I took courses in (give specific examples which show you have knowledge of anatomy and physiology). At the same time, I gained additional knowledge of health in my position at.... In this job I was responsible for (give specific examples). Performing these assignments gave me an opportunity to gain knowledge of (list some examples of knowledge's you gained). Indicate whether you have any special skills, received any awards for what you did in your job, or have completed any training that you can relate directly to the KSA.

Skill in collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data using computer software. - In my current position, I have used the following software packages [list examples]. Using these software packages, I have been able to complete assignments such as [give examples that show what you completed, what you did, and what the outcome was]. I completed these assignments for [indicate who requested] and performed them as part of a project on [indicate if part of a larger project]. The final result of the actions I performed included [give examples] and supported others in the work environment by [give reasons].Indicate whether you have any special skills, received any awards for what you did in your job, or have completed any training that you can relate directly to the KSA.









KSA DOs AND DON'Ts

DO:

· Carefully read the vacancy announcement and note the required qualifications and KSAs.

· Use action verbs and statements.

· Include all current experience related to the KSAs whether paid or volunteer.

· Arrange all of your experience in logical order (for example, chronological).

· List education and training and identify title of course, hours, and relationship to the KSAs.

· Include awards, month and year received, a brief description as to why you received the award and how it relates to the KSAs.

· Type all information, or write legibly so that it can be clearly understood.

· Tell what you do know and can do, not what you don't know and cannot do.

· Describe your experience and emphasize the skills you used that relate to the KSAs.

DON'T:

· Don't use words from your position description in writing your KSA responses.

· Don't describe work of others or that of the organization.

· Don't exaggerate.

· Don't be humble.

· Don't omit church, community, or club work.

· Don't cross-reference items in your application.

· Don't just state the kind of award and when it was received.

· Don't make it challenging for the reviewer - it probably won't get full credit if it cannot be read.









portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359), http://asq.org/service/body-of-knowledge/framework-KESAA.html, http://www.va.gov/jobs/hiring/apply/ksa.asp
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4.3.2.CC Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Syllabus





[Location] 	TBD

[Credit]  	TBD

[Time] 		TBD



[Instructor]				[Office Hours]

Name/Title				TBD

Office Location				Other by appointment

(o) xxx-xxx-xxxx

(e) xxxxx@xxxxxx.edu				



[Prerequisites]	List prereqs for course within which DTAM is inserted



[Pre/Co Requisites]	List coreqs for course within which DTAM is inserted



[Course Description]  This course will introduce students to the field of additive manufacturing, its history, design principles(concepts) and design skills (software).  Through multiple team-based projects, students will learn how to build additively manufactured solutions to a variety of problems, taking their solutions through the Engineering Design Process from conceptualization to refined prototype.  Students will be exposed to the different additive manufacturing processes and the trade-offs that exist between them.



[Course Texts]  Course materials will be drawn from the web and existing open-source references



[Grading Policy]			[Grades1]

Projects		60%			A: ≥ 90%		D: 60% - 69%

Quizzes		20%			B: 80% - 89%		F: ≤ 60%

Participation	10%			C: 70% - 79%

Evaluations	10%



[Class Attendance] Class attendance will be taken regularly.  



[Technology in Class] It is expected that each student will have access to a laptop regularly during class time.  The instructor is available to identify alternatives in the case this is not possible.



[Topical Outline2]

1. Introduction to Additive Manufacturing		5. Creative Problem Solving

2. History of Additive Manufacturing			6. Knowledge, Skills, Abilities and Attitudes

3. Creating Designs for Additive Manufacturing		7. Applications in Additive Manufacturing

4. The Engineering Design Process



[Projects]  There will be multiple design projects worked throughout the semester.  Projects will require students to conceptualize, design, build and test working prototypes based on the given design challenge.  Projects will be team based and must meet the requirements of the corresponding project release (to be distributed on the project release date).  Projects will be assessed based on the rubric provided.











______________________
1 the distribution provided is the MINIMUM numeric requirement to GUARANTEE the corresponding letter grade.  The instructor reserves the right to revise this distribution as necessary.  
2 this outline is tentative and may change through the semester at the discretion of the instructor
1 of 3



[Projects - Video] Submitted with each project will be a short (2 – 3 minute) video that may be recorded through any device that is accessible to students (mobile phone, hand-held recorder, computer, etc.).  Videos should discuss the major aspects of the project in a concise and succinct delivery.  A specific video rubric will be provided to all students at the beginning of the semester.

[Project - Schedule]

Task*			Release Date		Due Date		

School Help  		17 Jan			20 Jan

Functional Prototype	26 Jan			31 Jan

After Market		8 Feb			15 Feb

Military Grade		17 Feb			27 Feb



[Quizzes] Throughout the course, quizzes will be assigned to test capability as well as proficiency/mastery of the covered skills.  Quizzes will be short and will be administered in-class at the instructors discretion.  Quiz dates will not be announced.    



Quizzes must be taken at the time they are given and no missed quizzes will be allowed to be made up or re-taken with the following exceptions: (1) a student’s absence for a University Excused reason and (2) prior knowledge of an impending absence by the instructor (due to foreseen circumstances such as an upcoming interview, continuing illness, or pre-planned travel/medical needs). 



[Participation] Students are expected to attend class regularly and participate both in class discussions and within their project teams.  Participation will be evaluated by the instructor throughout the course.



[Evaluations] Students will evaluate the productivity, contribution and responsibility demonstrated throughout the semester by their teammates. Team members will also be given the opportunity to evaluate themselves. The instructor will evaluate overall team performance, team efficacy, and professionalism as demonstrated throughout the semester. This feedback will also be considered in the final evaluation grade.



[Academic Dishonesty] Misconduct in research or scholarship includes fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing, performing, reviewing, or reporting. It does not include honest error or honest differences in interpretations or judgments of data. 

Academic dishonesty includes the commission of any of the following acts: cheating, fabrication, falsification, multiple submissions, plagiarism, complicity, abuse and misuse of access and unauthorized access, and violation of departmental or college rules. This listing is not exclusive.  For more information on any of these behaviors, please visit http://www.fmarion.edu/students/article328429.htm. 

Francis Marion University students are responsible for authenticating all work submitted to an instructor. If asked, students must be able to produce proof that the item submitted is indeed the work of that student. Students must keep appropriate records at all times. The inability to authenticate one’s work, should the instructor request it, is sufficient grounds to initiate an academic dishonesty case.  

Violations of the Academic Conduct policy strike at the very heart of the University and the teaching and learning process.  It is the responsibility of the instructor to determine the appropriate academic penalty for an act of cheating or plagiarism.  Normally these penalties range from failure on the assignment to failure of the course.  It is responsibility of the Provost or his/her designee to apply general University sanctions for severe or repeat offenses.  The first violation of the academic integrity policy typically carries no general sanction beyond the academic penalty.  A second violation will result in the academic penalty in addition to a general sanction of suspension from the University for a term of no less than one fall or spring semester.  A third offense will result in the academic penalty and a general sanction of expulsion from the University.






[Americans with Disabilities Act Statement] If you have a disability requiring an accommodation, please contact Dr. Rebecca Lawson in the Division of Student Affairs to ensure that appropriate documentation and recommended accommodation actions are on file.  Please see the instructor directly with questions, concerns or to provide additional information related to a disability that impacts classroom attendance or activities.



[Relationship to ABET Course Outcomes]

A. Ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering

E. Ability to identify, formulate and solve engineering problems

F. Understanding of professional and ethical responsibility

J.  Knowledge of contemporary issues

K. Ability to use the techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice
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	4a. Applications in Aerospace

	

Aerospace Applications


"Developing 3D Printed Aerospace Applications” - Click to PDF
http://3dprintingindustry.com/2012/11/01/developing-3d-printed-aerospace-applications/


". . . First Full-Scale Turbo Prop” (2:31)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ALA2Gp59_IM 


"NASA's Next Rover Has 3D Printed Parts” (3:14)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mc8exECgN8 

Case studies on 3D printing for fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft and FDM technology
http://www.stratasys.com/resources/case-studies/aerospace/acs



portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module 

(aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)
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Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Module 1e -- Limitations, Barriers and Challenges
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This module discusses the limitation, barriers and challenges facing AM technology as it gains wider acceptance and penetration in manufacturing industry.  Due to its relatively recent and continuing adoption into mainstream manufacturing, it still offers many opportunities for improvement and development.  Thus, every one of the limitations, barriers and challenges discussed in this module offer new opportunities to the entire value and supply chain associated with AM.





Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Broad Areas:



Machinery Systems, Software, and Feedstock Materials

Quality Control (QC) / Quality Assurance (QA) & Validation

Institutional / Regulatory / Legal
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We will discuss limitations, barriers and challenges facing AM in three broad areas.  The first area focuses on technical issues relating to machinery systems, software and feedstock materials.

The second area focusses on Quality Control, Quality Assurance and validation.

The third area focusses on Institutional, Regulatory, and Legal Issues.



2



Machinery Systems:

Slow build speed

Limitations on part size.  Large scale build chambers just coming on line (Cincinnati Corporation: BAAM system)

Small production runs and scalability limitations

Needs new process sensors (for process, shape, precision, surface finish) that can operate in the build-chamber environment.

High cost of industrial scale AM machinery and feed stock

Some processes have low object strength, requiring post processing

Ability to use mixed-materials in the same object

Directional dependence of material properties (anisotropy) in the z-direction

Volume contraction 



Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Machinery Systems, Software, and Feedstock Materials
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We lead off with a discussion of technical issues relating to machinery systems, software and feedstock materials.

Since AM technology is still developing and penetrating the manufacturing industry, it offers several areas for improvement and development.  These include build speed, maximum object size, run or manufacturing batch / lot size.  Print size is constantly improving year-to-year with cost per unit of print space decreasing dramatically.  

Machinery systems require new, real time process sensors that can operate in the build chamber environment.  For example, sensors are needed for process control, shape detection and control, precision, surface finish, and layer-by-layer void detection.

High cost is an impediment to more rapid adoption. Advanced, industrial scale AM printers can cost up to $2 million dollars each.  Feed stock costs are also high, although they are coming down.

Some processes have low object strength requiring post processing to improve strength properties.  Some processes have low green strength and require either metal infiltration or heat treatment to attain the desired strength characteristics.  Heat treatment is also necessary in some conventional metal manufacturing operations.

In its current state of development, most AM processes are unable to mix materials in the same object in the same print run.  Ability to mix materials in the same object has many advantages, for example, the DragonFly 2020 is a 3D printer capable of printing circuit boards, combing conductive and dielectric inks.

Because AM builds objects layer-by-layer, there is an inherent tendency of the physical properties of the material to have directional dependence, that is anisotropy, particularly in the z-direction.  The designers must carefully consider the build orientation and direction to assure that the resulting anisotropy does not detract from the required performance.  Some properties that may have directional dependence are tensile, compressive, and shear strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, and optical properties.

Some build materials may undergo volume contraction as the object cools or polymers cure.  The designers must be aware of such behavior and must account for it in the 3D CAD models. The print software that controls the printer must allow and compensate for volume contraction.





Software Systems

Need improved software to implement simulation-driven design approaches.  Improved software for:

Topology optimization (generation of outer shape)

Lattice Generation (generation of the  internal shape)



Integration of product design and machine control software

Standards for Specialized AM software









Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Machinery Systems, Software, and Feedstock Materials
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There are several areas in software improvements.  Improved software is needed to implement simulation driven design approaches.  Software is needed for topology optimization (that is generation of the outer shape) and lattice generation (that is generation of the internal shape and structure of the wall).

There is a need for integration between product design (for example 3-D CAD software) and machine control software.

And finally, industry wide standards are need for specialized AM software.







Feed Stock



Limited choice of materials

Lack of consistency in feed stock material production process leads to low yield (50% for some atomized powders) and pushes feed stock cost higher.

Lack of industry accepted specifications on feedstock material; each AM machinery manufacturer sets its own specification and produces feedstock tailored to its machines.

Many machinery manufacturers require their own certified material

Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Machinery Systems, Software, and Feedstock Materials
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There are currently several limitations and challenges, and therefor opportunities, when it comes to feedstock for the various AM processes. One big limitation is in the choice and availability of feedstock materials. Feedstock in only a handful of metals is currently available.  For example, the aerospace industry, capitalizing on the high product yield from feedstock, has focused its development on expensive heat-resistant alloys.

There is a lack of consistency in the feed stock material production process that leads to low yield of acceptable feedstock material.  For example, for some atomized powders, the yield of acceptable feed stock is only 50%.  This increases the cost of the feed stock.  In metal powders, the main reason for this low yield rate is irregular and inconsistent particle size.  Most existing powder atomizers produce powders that are too coarse for many AM applications.

There is a need for industry accepted specifications and standard for feedstock.  Currently, each AM machinery manufacturer produces its own feedstock to its own specifications, which are tailored to the machinery it manufactures.  Many machinery manufacturers require their own certified feedstock material to honor their performance guarantees and claims.





 Process Control

Precision and reliability of process

High number of parameters influence results

Need for in process sensing and real time feed back process control

Process Repeatability issues

Tolerances / Accuracy / Resolution

Micron-scale accuracy not readily available

Requires post processing

 Finishes

Difficult to finish products to 'production grade' quality



Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Quality Control (QC)/ Quality Assurance (QA) Validation
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In QA/QC and validation, there are several areas that offer opportunity for improvement and standardization.

Process control is an area of intense activity.  Systems are needed for real time process control with active feedback so that in-process adjustments may be made.  There is a need for in-process sensors and sensor systems.  These systems are needed to improve the precision and reliability of the process and to increase through put of quality product by overcoming process repeatability issues.  Manufacture of an object via AM techniques require several steps each of which contain parameters that can affect the accuracy, surface quality and material properties of the finished product.  The main steps are: Material Selection, Design, Layout on the build platform, printer process parameters, and post processing.  There are over 180 parameters in all that could have a potential impact on the quality of the final product.

AM processes are currently not capable of achieving micron-scale accuracy.  Post-processing is required to attain such accuracy levels

The surface finishes of products manufactured using AM techniques require further refinement.  With improved geometric accuracy, finishes may impart corrosion and wear resistance.





 Validation/Demonstration

Quality control parameters not understood /or defined well.

Standards needed for feedstock, process, machines, post-processing and quality

Lack of consensus protocols and data for qualification and certifications

 Part Inspection

Lack of reliable, and economical non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques and protocols for complex defect and part geometry

Traditional metrology will not detect hidden defects – voids & cracks

Must use advanced systems like CT x-ray.  Requires high level of operator knowledge and skill.  Dense materials are difficult.







Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Quality Control (QC)/ Quality Assurance (QA) Validation
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Continuing our survey of Quality and Validation issues, there is a need for validation of all aspects of the material, design, and printer process parameters.  Providing a high level of confidence in the structural integrity of components built with AM techniques will require extensive testing, demonstration, data collection and eventual standardization of practices through published standards and specifications.

Validated rules are needed for design, materials, print-platform layout, and machine process parameters.  Qualification and certification standards are needed for materials and processes.

Effort are underway to adopt a standardized “test piece” to assess and validate the performance of an AM process.

Effective quality control requires inspection, both in-process and of the finished product.  New techniques of nondestructive examination (NDE) of the end product are needed to assess the quality of the product and to establish process parameters and control limits.  Computed tomography (CT) has been used to examine parts for inclusions, voids, and other internal faults.  However, CT does not work reliably with dense materials, and it is subject to variances depending upon the placement orientation of the test article in the CT scanner.  CT scanning requires higher level of knowledge, training and skill on the part of the operator.





Institutional

AM will have a disruptive effect on the labor force knowledge, education and skill requirements

AM will require modified organizational management and control structures.

Major initial patents have expired or will expire soon, creating challenges and opportunities for business

AM technology and industry will have a disruptive effect  on existing supply chains

The “power dynamics” in the supply chain will shift; middlemen may be left out in the cold – front end feed stock producers and back end designers will garner influence and power



Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Institutional/Regulatory/Legal
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As mentioned at the beginning of this module, there are limitations and barriers to acceptance and market penetration of AM techniques into manufacturing industry which have nothing to do with technical parameters or economics.  These institutional, regulatory or legal issues can create hindrance in the growth of AM industry.

Among the institutional concerns is the effect on labor force knowledge, education and skill requirements.  Academia, industry and equipment manufacturer need to coordinate and develop course curricula such that a trained and skilled workforce is available to support the industry’s needs.

Even within the manufacturing organization, AM will require modified management and control structures.  As the industry grows and matures, many of the current functions in manufacturing industry will either be eliminated or will have a reduced scope.

Many of the initial patents in the AM field have expired or will expire soon.  This will create challenges as well as opportunities for new business.

AM technology and the industry will have a disruptive effect on the existing supply and value chain.  The main drivers of the market and industry might be the front-end feed stock manufacturers and the back-end designers and user.  The middlemen in the value chain may become obsolete.





 Institutional:

Business institutions have to decide when and where to enter the AM industry process chain – feedstock producer, printing end products; servicing printer setups, or developing and selling printing hardware and systems

Concerns with how and when to switch from conventional manufacturing to AM; and how deeply to dive into the new AM eco-system

Managing transition from conventional manufacturing (CM) to AM without “breaking a step.”

Internal barrier to institutions adopting a new technology and manage associated disruptions --   the power of status quo and conventional manufacturing bias.

Re-thinking existing tooling and manufacturing methods

Unlocking capital investment and resources to learn and adopt new design and manufacturing techniques

An eco-system needs to emerge, similar to that for personal computing, music industry and office services





Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Institutional/Regulatory/Legal
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Continuing with our discussion on the impact of AM industry on institutions, there are several issues relating to transitioning from conventional manufacturing to additive manufacturing.  Business institutions will have to decide when and where to enter the AM industry process chain – feedstock producer, printing end-products, servicing printer set-ups, or developing new printer machinery and systems.  Each player in the conventional manufacturing chain will have to assess how and when to switch and how deeply to dive into the AM eco-system.

As conventional manufacturing switches over to AM, management will have to develop procedures and processes to make the conversion without “breaking a step”, that is, production volumes and revenue streams would have to be maintained as manufacturing transitions to the new technology and paradigm.

Internal organizational inertia, the power of status quo, and conventional manufacturing bias are anticipated to give rise to another set of concerns relating to the transition phase.  Senior management will not only have to learn about the new economy of AM industry, but they will also have to create an environment where personnel will readily and enthusiastically adapt to a new way of doing business.  AM will require re-thinking every step of the manufacturing process and many functions (e.g. prototyping, mold and die making) will become obsolete, leading to not only to changes in the labor mix but also in the infrastructure footprint.

Organizations will have to unlock capital investment and resources to learn and adopt the design and manufacturing techniques.  Again, there may be considerable inertia in risking capital towards a new and emerging field with many uncertainties and lack of data to assess the risk.

Finally, for AM to take a firm root in the economy, an eco-system needs to emerge, like that for personal computing, music industry, and office services.





Regulatory Concerns and how to address them without stifling innovation and value creation

Lack of regulatory frame work addressing AM industry

Approval of new materials

Issues about environmental impact of the AM eco-system



 Legal / Ethical Issues

Intellectual Property protection and privacy issues

Concerns about use of bio-printing of human cells

Concerns about unregulated 3D printing of weapons

Laws assigning legal responsibility for problems and accidents





Limitations, Barriers and Challenges Facing AM

Institutional/Regulatory/Legal
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Every new industry creates its own set of regulatory and legal requirements and constraints.  Intertwined with these concerns are ethical issues relating to the use, purpose and applications of the new technology.

Currently, there is a lack of regulatory framework addressing AM industry.  Aerospace and health care has probably made the greatest strides in obtaining some regulatory approvals.  For example, Boeing has flight qualified 200 different parts for ten aircraft platforms.  GE has developed LEAP engine fuel nozzles. These are being used in 8,500 Leap engines.  FDA has approved cranial implants, and hip-replacement sockets.  Over 40,000 sockets have been manufactured.  The entire US hearing aid industry has moved to AM processes.   One dental appliance maker produces 50,000 to 60,000 appliances per day using stereolithograhy printers.

There will be a need for other regulatory approval of materials, and processes as AM technology permeates through other regulated industries.

Even though AM techniques have the potential to reduce waste generation to near zero levels, there will be new environmental concerns due to new materials being used in the AM industry.  For example, increasing use of sub-micron sized and even smaller particles will create new issues with respect to protection of general and worker population.

AM industry will give rise to its own legal and ethical issues, many of which yet unrealized and unforeseen.  New issues will arise with respect to application of intellectual property rights relating to the feedstock, the enabling software, the 3-D CAD designs and the printers. Ethical issues will arise with respect to bio-printing of human cells, organs and tissue.

Physical and life safety concerns are already present, since AM techniques have been used to print unregulated weapons.  There is potential for weapons “cottage industry” to take hold, using personal 3-D printers and moderately priced commercial systems.

Laws are needed assigning legal responsibility for problems and accidents.
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Appendix 4.3.5.B.C Asteroid Capture Resource Sheet



Project: Earth’s Defender: Asteroid Capture 



Challenge

Asteroids!  In science fiction, aliens often provide the greatest outer space threat to humanity.  In reality, at least as far as we know, asteroids have done great damage to the earth and its inhabitants before and can realistically threaten earth again.  NASA is in the midst of a project whose goal is to greatly lessen this threat.   You can help.  Our  challenge  is  to  design  and  prototype  an  automated  (robotic)  device  capable  of  capturing  a  small  asteroid.    And  think  about  this-  once  your  device  has  been  captured,  you  don’t want to hold on to it forever! 



Project Description 

Teams will study the make-up and beginnings of asteroids, asteroids that have hit earth in the past and their effect, and the benefits we can reap from capturing and studying an asteroid.  They will identify minerals likely available and how those minerals can benefit humans.  They will design a robotic appendage(s) which can harness a small asteroid.



Lesson Goal

Students will understand the opportunities and threats asteroids present to Earth. 

Students will use creativity and problem solving skills by designing and building a model of a robotic object capable of capturing a small asteroid.



Materials and Equipment

1.   3D printer, PLA material and maximum envelope  is 8” x 8” x 8”

2.   Laser cutter/engraver, acrylic, cardboard or wood, maximum envelope is 10” L x 10” W x 1/8” H

3.   CNC Mill, wood and/or plastics, maximum envelope is 12” x 12” x 4”

4.   Common materials such as cardboard, plywood, glue, paper, clay and other items.

Prototypes will be built proportional to the full scale version.



Teacher  Note:  Determine  size  of  items  and  specify  materials.  Please schedule production and delivery times.



Brainstorming

What are the threats and dangers that we face from asteroids? How can an asteroid be used to benefit mankind –  could  it  provide  energy, metals, minerals, and water?   Brainstorm possible  appendages  on  a  large  device  (mechanical,  robotic) that can be used to capture a small asteroid.



Process 

1.   Teams will be formed and teacher will assign a project manager who will assign the roles of lead research, recorder and resource manager.  

2.   All members will research the topic and record research.

3.   Team members will come together with the goal of designing and building a model of a prototype that captures an asteroid and then completes a second task as selected by the team.

4.   The team will discuss the information and brainstorm ideas for the appendage.

5.   Teams will discuss ideas and select two final ideas.

6.   Team members will sketch the two ideas, complete with measurements. Teams will select one idea.

7.   Teams are to create a solid model/CAD drawing and review the drawing to the teacher and the fabrication lab for review and approval.  

8.   Once the solid model/CAD drawing is reviewed, the file is to be submitted for building. Teams must build the project using BOTH traditional and additive manufacturing.

9.   Teams are to develop a five minute presentation which summarizes research, brainstorm process and explain what they built and demonstrate prototype.  All team members must participate and use of technology and other materials are encouraged.

10. Teams are to make their presentations.

11. Teams and individual team members are to make Journal entries. Tasks are to be divided between sub teams and some tasks must be accomplished concurrently!



Time Required

The presentation, discussion, brainstorming, and research of products will take one to two

 periods (approximately one to two hours). Team designs and prototyping will take one to two periods (approximately one to two hours). One period (one hour) is required for team presentations. Teams are encouraged to work outside of class, if necessary.



Team Journal Entries

1.   List of team roles and responsibilities.

2.   Essay about asteroids- origins, minerals and materials, effect of impact.

3.   Sketch of the item.

4.   CAD drawing.

5.   Photo of the model.

6.   Summary of presentation.



Individual Journal Entries

1.   Role and responsibilities.

2.   List of difficulties and barriers of the mission to capture an asteroid.

3.   Reflection on the effectiveness of collaboration and communication of the team.



Next Steps

You  are  encouraged  to  augment  this  project  by  incorporating  additional  science  activities,  research  or  demonstrations, appropriate to your class.  What minerals do we know exist on asteroids?  How can we use any of these minerals to improve life on Earth? 



Learning Objectives

1.   Students will demonstrate an understanding of asteroids, the opportunities they hold for 

exploration and resources, and the dangers they pose for the earth.

2.   Students will demonstrate the ability to brainstorm potential complex solutions, research those solutions, and determine the realistic chances for success of these potential solutions.

3.   Students will demonstrate a basic understanding of the mechanics of robotics, including the 

operation of appendages.

4.   Students will demonstrate an understanding of the forces that affect motion, especially 

aerodynamics.

5.   Students will demonstrate the ability to work together effectively as members of a team to achieve a common goal.

6.   Students will demonstrate the ability to complete detailed research and carry out responsibilities individually and in pairs and communicate findings to the team as a whole.

7.    Students will demonstrate effective critical thinking skills by analyzing information and developing a plan that overcomes the difficulties in capturing and a small asteroid.
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Appendix 4.3.5.A.B Biomimicry Discovery



Discovery  - From the Basic to the Awesome            



	

   

                            

1.DISCOVERY, INVENTION, and INNOVATION

THINKING ANEW



1853 George Crum, an New York chef: accidentally invented potato chips when an annoying patron kept sending his french fried potatoes back to the kitchen because they were soggy. In an attempt to teach the customer a lesson, Crum sliced them extra thin, fried them to a crisp and drowned them in salt. To his surprise, however, the complaining customer actually liked them and thus potato chips were born.



1968 Spencer Silver, a chemist working for 3M stumbled across a “low-tack” adhesive that he found was just strong enough to hold paper to a surface but weak enough that it wouldn’t tear upon removal. After many failed attempts at finding a marketable application, one of Silver’s colleagues, Art Fry, in church trying to keep his place in a hymnal, realized that it would be perfect as a no-slip bookmark and the post-it note was born.









1945: Percy Spencer, a navy radar specialist was tinkering around with microwave emitters when he felt the chocolate bar in his pocket start melting. The world, or rather the kitchen, hasn’t been the same since.

1880s: John Pemberton sold a syrup made of wine and coca extract he called "Pemberton's French Wine Coca," which was touted as a cure for headaches and nervous disorders.  In 1885 Atlanta banned alcohol, so John eliminated the wine from his beverage; thus was born __________________

1905: Eleven year old Frank Epperson was chilling out on the back porch of his family home. In a very fortunate case of playing with food, Frank was stirring powdered soda and water in a cup with a stick. He went inside for the night, but left the cup. The next morning he discovered a sweet icicle on a stick. He made them for his friends, and later his kids, who called it Pop's-icicle.

STORIES with HOLES



   A man and his dog  -  So What?

		



2. We are seeking BRAND NEW WAYS TO LOOK AT A PROBLEM.

“Scientists have now admitted that the best way to answers for our problems is by studying nature.”



























	

Recent innovations have yielded designs like the flying squirrel suit, which allows skydivers and base jumpers to glide horizontally with incredible efficiency. 

Flying V Formation (Lessons from Geese)
Birds have been able to boost the distance they're able to fly by more than 70 percent though the use of the V-shape. Scientists have discovered that when a flock takes on the familiar V-formation, when one bird flaps its wings it creates a small updraft that lifts the bird behind. As each bird passes, they add their own energy to the stroke helping all the birds maintain flight. By rotating their order through the stack, they spread out the exertion.

A group of researchers at Stanford University thinks passenger airlines could realize fuel savings by taking the same tactic. The team envisions scenarios where jets from West Coast airports meet up and fly in formation en route to their East Coast destinations. By traveling in a V-shape with planes taking turns in front as birds do, researchers think aircraft could use 15 percent less fuel compared to flying solo.



Watch this video and consider how DARPA can use the idea(s) it inspires.  

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlstP5E_vDU



Now, Let’s get into teams and discuss the leaf’s inspiration.



TO TEAM UP- DAY 2

What is Biomimicry?

























Beetle = Water Collection



The Stenocara beetle is a master water collector. The small black bug lives in a harsh, dry desert environment and is able to survive thanks to the unique design of its shell. The Stenocara's back is covered in small, smooth bumps that serve as collection points for condensed water or fog. The entire shell is covered in a slick, Teflon-like wax and is channeled so that condensed water from morning fog is funneled into the beetle's mouth. It's brilliant in its simplicity.

Leaf= Distribution Networks



When it comes to building distribution networks, researchers have long been looking at the veins in leaves for instruction. Now biophysicists at Rockefeller University say that it matters which leaves you use- they recommend those with interconnected loops, which keep distribution going if there's a break somewhere in the network.



While caterpillars may usually take their time getting places, they can really move when they want to, by rolling up into a ball and flinging themselves forward. 



We usually see pelicans as they're dive-bombing for fish along the shore, so what a treat to see these beautiful brown pelicans from such a unique perspective.



"In colonial ascidians like this one, each tiny circle is the inlet syphon for a single animal or 'zooid' in the colony. The zooids then share the communal outlet syphons at the top." 





Butterfly wings are made up of tiny scales that happen to have surprisingly high light-harvesting capabilities. Solar cells that mimic them could be more efficient, as well as cheaper and faster to make, than what we have now.





This semi-slug was discovered in a mountain forest in Sabah, Malaysia. One of the distinguishing characteristics that makes it so unique is the fact that it sports a tail three times the length of its body, which it curls around itself when it’s inactive; kind of like a cat you wouldn’t quite want to pet.

















Eruption of a volcano in Japan
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Iterative Design

Iterative Design
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Design: Conceptualization

Design is most critical piece of Additive Manuf

Good Design:

Is Innovative

Is Aesthetic

Is Long-Lasting

Is Environmentally Friendly

Is Less Design

Is Thorough

Makes products Useful and Understandable

Iterative Design
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Design: Characteristics

Ease of Understanding

Ease of Implementation

Ease of Testing

Ease of Modification

Satisifies Requirements of Customer/User

Iterative Design
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Design: Formal Process

Iterative Design

4
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Design: Formal Process

Iterative

Repeating entire process until goal/target is reached

Improves quality/functionality (when done right)

Enter Anywhere in the Loop

Do not have to start with problem defintion

Team and teammates can enter/leave at any time

Key Element of Iterative Design

Easier to critique and improve an existing design iteratively than to create a single, exceptional design

Iterative Design
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Appendix 4.3.5.A.E Lesson Schedule



DAY 1

Laptop --- File Folder: BIOMIMICRY FOLDER

ON SCREEN

1. Discovery  --- Discoveries, Accidental Discoveries, STORIES WITH HOLES), to Biomimicry Examples through Geese and Airplanes.



Then, Put into teams: show video of floating leaf: What can DARPA learn from this?

(maple leaves manage to drift for long distances using an unusual shape to spiral themselves through the air, DARPA is designing a drone that uses that same spinning motion to fly, including an ability to do vertical take-offs. The trick to the maple seed is that it's one (or two) "wings" help it to whirl in the air as it falls, giving the breeze a chance to pick it up and carry it away from the tree. That kind of whirling action is what DARPA was after for a new drone that could be used for collecting military intelligence.)

2. To TEAM UP, DAY 2-  STUDENT  EDITION: “What is Biomimicry?”

A. What is “sustainable”? Talk about what kids think this means.

B. Present 3 examples of biomimicry: sharkskin, Velcro, bullet train.

“What do you think is result of sharkskin suits on competitive swimming?”

“Man and his dog – What is the So What?

“Complaints about noise resulted in quieter operation, less energy use, and greater speed.”



(1 example--- Ultracane, - then skip over lotus plant, worms, spider silk)



C. Show 3 videos. Put students into 6 TEAMS of 4 and 2 teams of 3:

1. Show All of first video

2. ASK- What advantages does nature have over man?

              How can whales help us solve our energy problems?

(The whale’s surprising dexterity is due mainly to its flippers, which have large, irregular looking bumps called tubercles. Sheets of water passing through a humpback’s tubercles maintain even channels of fast-moving water, allowing humpbacks to move at sharper angles and turn tighter corners. Aerodynamic improvements tubercles in blades: 8% improvement in lift and 32% reduction in drag, 40% increase in angle of attack over smooth flippers before stalling.)


Show Second video- stop at 2:10 and discuss answers to 2 questions above.

3. Show All of third video, then read the information following







D. Read about Innovation and Sustainability, Look at Biomimicry Institute photo and following info to reinforce the advantages nature has over man --- TIME and EXPERIENCE.    PUT INTO TEAMS 

To Brainstorm: (10 minutes)

E. “What innovations can the bombardier beetle inspire?”

(hoses or fire extinguishers with longer ranges, +

    How can auto makers learn about anti-collision systems?”

(locusts that avoid running into each other in swarms by using highly evolved eyes that allow these insects to see in several directions simultaneously, +

    What in nature can teach us about self-cleaning systems?”

(lotus leaves' tiny ridges and bumps keep water droplets from spreading across the surface. As a result, the water beads and slides away, carrying particles of dirt with it, +



PUT INTO TEAMS---  Discuss Team Emblem to include symbol of biomimicry

Do CAD Drawing:   PRESENT TO CLASS





Go To Laptop- AWESOME INVENTIONS 

   A. QUIZ and review (five minutes)

   

   B. EXAMPLES

   1. Cockroach legs/robotic arms

   2. Gecko feet/climbing tank

   3. DARPA leaf-like drone

   4. The pine cone fibers

   5. The cactus-like building

   6. The lotus and self-cleaning

   7. Bats “seeing and hearing”

   8.  Otto’s unfortunate death but fortunate attempts

   9.  A man and his dog- that’s what!



   

Go To TEAM UP --- Student Edition- Day 2





TEAM UP- STUDENT EDITION- DAY 2

Near bottom 



The Promise of 3D Printing

https://www.lifewire.com/principles-of-3d-printing-2195



Read the article "Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing"

“What are the principles of 3D printing in the application of biomimicry?”

  (complexity, variety of shapes and designs, individuality, on-demand supply, precise replication; Additional Benefits: prototyping, evaluation, less waste, ease of revision, . . .)









Activity- Place students into their teams. . . . . . . . . . . .



ACTIVITY: INTO TEAMS to 

Assign one of following to each team

    1. Biomimicry and the Military – Consider how biomimicry can be used in our military and to help our soldiers.

    2. Biomimicry and everyday life – Consider how biomimicry can be used to make our everyday lives easier.

    3. Biomimicry and recreation – Consider how biomimicry can be used to make recreational activities more enjoyable and effective.

















DAY 2 

        ON SCREEN

1. TEAM UP--- BIOMIMICRY 3-DAY COURSE --- Student Edition

Emphasis on problem identification, problem statement, brainstorming

2. PRESENT THE DESIGN PROCESS

3. ACTIVITY--- PATIO

ACTIVITY

The problem: The landscaping company Albert & Alice builds brick patios.  Between the bricks, they use sand as a “grout.” It looks great, but every spring and summer moss grows from the sand between the bricks.  Homeowners have to scrape the moss from between the bricks 2-3 times every year, and they aren’t happy about it.  Because of this, Albert & Alice is losing a lot of business.  How can they solve this problem?

Implement Design Process through Step 6.



REPORT to the Class







4. PROJECT SITUATION

Place students into teams of 4 (two teams of 3)

Assign roles: Project Manager; Recorder; Librarian; Resource Manager

a. Identify a problem or situation that can be improved

b. Brainstorm potential solutions

c. Research

d. Discuss and narrow solution to one

e. Identify team responsibilities

1. Story creation or situation

2. CAD, Sketch, or Model

3. Presentation Plan



Go To Laptop --- Biomimicry Support and Photos from Discovery



Put and Leave on screen



TEAM PRESENTATIONS  (integrate technology; actively involve all team members
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	             Appendix 6.2.D Printer Parts List and Kit Organization 











		Acrylic Back Cover

		Layer 4



		Acrylic Front Cover

		Layer 4



		Acrylic Top Cover

		Layer 4



		Bottom Plate

		Layer 2



		Diamond Plate

		Layer 1



		Extruder Bottom

		Layer 1



		Extruder Motor

		Layer 3



		Extruder Top

		Layer 1



		Filament Drive

		Layer 1



		Filament Guide

		Layer 3



		Filament Tube

		Layer 3



		Grease

		Layer 1



		Hot End with Fan and Wires

		Layer 3



		Idler Bolts

		Layer 1



		LCD Controller with Cables

		Layer 2



		Left Side Assembly

		Layer 2



		Left Side Channel

		Layer 2



		L-Plate with Bronze Acme Nut

		Layer 2



		Power Cord

		Layer 3



		Power Breakout Board Assembly

		Layer 3



		Power Supply

		Layer 3



		Print Board 

		Layer 4



		Print Board Clamp, front

		Layer 1



		Print Board Clamp, rear

		Layer 1



		Print Board Plate Assembly

		Layer 3



		Printer Foot (4)

		Layer 4



		Printer Leg and Side Clamp

		Layer 1



		RAMBo

		Layer 1



		Right Side Assembly

		Layer 2



		Right Side Channel

		Layer 2



		Screws, M5x18

		Layer 1



		Spoolholder

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Blue

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Front

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Green

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Orange

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Silver

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, White

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrew, Yellow

		Layer 1



		Thumbscrews, Black 

		Layer 2



		Thumbscrews, Gold

		Layer 3



		USB Cable

		Layer 3



		Wire Sleeve Long

		Layer 3



		Wire Sleeve Short

		Layer 3



		X-Axis Belt

		Layer 1



		X-Axis Motor

		Layer 3



		X-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 2



		Y-Axis Assembly

		Layer 3



		Y-Axis Belt

		Layer 1



		Y-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Bearing

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop Spring

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis End Stop Washer

		Layer 1



		Z-Axis Motor

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Motor Mount

		Layer 3



		Z-Axis Rail and Carriage

		Layer 2



		Zip Ties

		Layer 1
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	1d. Advantages of AM



What are the advantages of AM?

3D printers were mainly preferred in various manufacturing industries because they resulted in reduced design processes and faster prototyping. Since traditional design methods have mold-based production systems, designers and producers are not able to have the advantages of AM while using traditional methods (Geraedts et al, 2012).

According to Conner et al. (2014), the production system is determined on the basis of three factors: complexity, customization, and the production volume (Figure 1). In general, the more complex a part is, if not impossible, the more difficult it is to manufacture with the traditional subtractive or formative means. However, in AM, complexity is essentially free (Levy, 2013) because the cost and time for producing a complex part is the same as that for a simple part. AM allows a lot of freedom in terms of product complexity in the manufacturing process. The following complexities are possible in AM (Atzeni & Salmi, 2012):

• Features: “undercuts, variable wall thicknesses, and deep channels”,

• Geometries: “twisted and contorted shapes”, “blind holes”, “high strength-to-weight ratio” geometries, high surface area-to-volume ratio designs, lattices, topologically optimized organic shapes,

• Parts consolidation: integrated parts that would otherwise be welded or joined together into a single printed part and

• Fabrication step consolidation: nesting parts that would be assembled in multiple steps if fabricated conventionally can be printed simultaneously.

AM is a computer-driven manufacturing technology and has the potential to shrink the product development time and cost. It also has a potential to increase “design quality” and “conformance to use” in the view of the customers. It is seen that many small and medium-sized components can be turned from computer designs into production-quality metal parts in hours or days, instead of the days or weeks required for traditional processes. AM has several advantages over traditional manufacturing techniques as follows:

· Faster, cheaper, more flexible, and easier manufacturing and design processes

· Lower defect rate and higher quality consistency

· Less labor

· Less risk

· Cleaner work shops

· Shorter supply chains

· Shorter lead time and reduced time to market

· More streamlined and versatile manufacturing processes

· Manufacturing and assembly of several parts

· High degree of customization and low volumes

· Eliminating of tooling

· Accelerated new product development cycle

· Less material waste in production steps

· Weight reduction

· Assembly cost reduction

· Waste reduction

· Production at or near the point of use



portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359)			1 of 1
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Appendix 4.3.4.D Reverse Engineering Team Design











MEMORANDUM



DATE:		16 Mar 2017



TO:		<Insert Group>, Reverse Engineering Division



FROM:		Miriam Schinto, VP of Manufacturing

		Arrunt Arrund Technologies



SUBJECT:	Product Knowledge Needed ASAP



It's been decided by management that there is a strategic opening in the faucet market due to recent competition by United States Plastic Corp and Tomlinson. The gap that has been created by their price-reducing competition is exploitable for significant market share assuming that we can get a similar product into the market in the short-term.



Use those Rapid Prototyping Machines that your supervisor put in for last year to get us a product demo as quickly as possible. Whatever we create, we want to mass produce it, so it's beneficial for us to simplify any mechanics, moving pieces or parts (without loss of functionality, of course). We are able to provide you with a physical faucet from the competition (again, purchased at the local discount retailer down the street), but you are also encouraged to review existing patents to ensure we don't inadvertantly tread on others IP. Legal is again encouraging us to use best practices here.









<Teams need multiple designs, using 3D CAD>

<Discuss how to use 3D printers (not just one long print at the end>

<Need to have something that can be shown to work (proof-of-concept)>

<Use DBAT>
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Appendix 4.3.5.B.A The Asteroid Threat Student Edition





The Asteroid Threat- Building a Solution- A 3-Day Camp Module

		

Begin with “The Great ‘Heavenly Body’ Quiz”

(TEACHER: You can use this as a competition among students, pairs, or teams of students.)



1. This object returns to Earth every 76 years. 

2. These are often seen shooting across the sky; they make a spectacular sight at night. 

3. 65 million years ago, a great asteroid struck the earth causing the extinction of these creatures. 

4. In the midst of a meteor shower, he arrived from this planet; he grew up to become who? 

5. True or False- Asteroids can tell us about the origins of the universe. 

6. What can be found on asteroids that we can use here on Earth? 

7. In Deep Impact, he led a team to drill into an asteroid and place a nuclear warhead to destroy the asteroid before it hit the earth.  He is also known for his portrayal of a police officer and “moonlighted” as a private detective. 

8. True or False: An asteroid hit Russia in 2013. 

9. True or False: The stars that we see in the night sky do not look like that today.  What we are seeing is the way they looked many years ago. 

10. Asteroids can have moons. 







Day 1- What Threat Do Asteroids Pose to Earth?

1. + Read the article 

“Asteroids Hitting Earth More Often”

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/asteroids-hitting-earth-more-often-than-previously-thought-ex-astronauts-group-says/

PDF



2. + Watch the video

“The Science of Asteroid Entry and Impact”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASoj29gjf_8



3. Lead a discussion on the threat of asteroids. Is this a real threat or unfounded scare tactics?  What is our history with asteroids?



4. Watch the video clips

“Deep Impact- Movie Clip”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



“Armageddon - Official® Trailer”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kg_jH47u480



Is Hollywood’s presentation of asteroids (or comets) hitting the earth realistic?



4. You will be placed into teams and will research the scientific facts about asteroids and other space bodies and the threat they pose (or don’t pose) to Earth and reach consensus on a position.  Each team is to find at least one article and one video to support their position and present to the class.  Assign a project manager to each team and roles and responsibilities to each student on each team.

 

During presentations later today, each team will have 15 minutes to present their position and present supporting material.  The other students will have the opportunity to ask questions and critique the presentations.





5. NASA is taking the asteroid threat seriously.  

+ Read the article

"How NASA's Plan to Capture Asteroid is Crucial to Human Survival”

http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2014/02/how-nasas-plan-to-capture-an-asteroid-is-crucial-to-human-survival/



6. + Read the Article

"Why Americans Must Support NASA's Plan to Capture an Asteroid”

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/04/10/why-americans-must-support-nasa-plan-to-capture-asteroid/

PDF



Discuss: Why is NASA attempting to capture an asteroid?  What can we learn from an asteroid? How can an asteroid help us reach Mars and other planets?  What materials can we gather from asteroids?



7. Besides capturing an asteroid to redirect it, what are other reasons we should study asteroids?



+ Read the following articles:

“Why Is It Important to Study Asteroids?”

http://www.international-scientific.com/news/why-is-it-important-to-study-asteroids



“Why Do We Study Asteroids?”

http://users.tricity.wsu.edu/~hudson/Research/Asteroids/why/index.html



“Asteroid Mining” (Why should we mine asteroids?)

https://sites.google.com/a/maine207.org/economic-geology-in-the-21st-century/minerals-in-space



“How Asteroid Mining Will Work”

http://science.howstuffworks.com/asteroid-mining1.htm



8. Presentations: Teams will present their findings in #7 above to the class.  Each team has five minutes to present.



9. To end the day, you will remain in teams. 



a. Complete the LOGO Activity below.































LOGOS: Name the company.

	               	                             

____________________	_______________	________________	__________________

                      

___________________	             ________________	_______________            ________________



Find the hidden message.

			

						

				







b. Direct teams to create and sketch a team logo.









Day 2- About Manufacturing the Solution



1. What is Manufacturing?



2. What are two types of manufacturing?



3. Accomplishments in Manufacturing

a. What are among the greatest achievements in manufacturing?

b. What are some manufacturing companies?



3. Match the manufacturer to the product



1. Apple        ____				a. Tires

2. Goodyear ____				b. Footballs

3. Stihl	         ____				c. iPhone 6

4. Alcoa        ____				d. canning jars

5. American Greetings ____			e. chain saws

6. Ball Corporation        ____			f. wheelchairs

7. Wilson ____				g. birthday cards

8. Belkin  ____				h. vacuum cleaners

9. Eureka ____				i. aluminum products

10. Invacare ____				j. routers, iPod accessories





4. Subtractive (traditional) manufacturing

a. Yet another term for traditional manufacturing is “machining.”  According to Wikipedia, “machining is any of various processes in which a piece of raw material is cut into a desired final shape and size by a controlled material-removal process. The processes that have this common theme, controlled material removal, are today collectively known as subtractive manufacturing.”



b. + Watch the video “Subtractive Manufacturing”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ku6CkQ0vTU





5. Additive manufacturing



What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object).



b. .+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA





6. How to Manufacture?

For the project in this module, you will utilize both subtractive and additive manufacturing.  How do you decide when to use each? Here are a couple of articles that may help you.



+ Read the articles

“Art + Math = Science: Additive + Subtractive Manufacturing = BOBW”

http://manufacturinglounge.com/art-math-science-additive-subtractive-manufacturing-bobw/



“Additive vs subtractive manufacturing throw down”

http://blog.grabcad.com/blog/2015/10/26/additive-vs-subtractive-manufacturing/



8. Creating Your Design in a Solid Model- 1,2,3 D Design

1,2,3 D Design is a solid modeling (CAD) software program.  It is available for FREE download.

Go to http://www.123dapp.com/design. Download and install the program on all of the devices students will use. You must know whether their PC device is 32 or 64-bit.



Teaching 1,2,3 D Design 



Basic Skills



a. Using the primary Sketch Bar



    Drawing a rectangle

    Drawing a circle

    Extruding a rectangle

    Extruding a circle

b. Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle



c. Adding text to the rectangle



    Selecting a name

    Selecting the font and size of the text

    Extruding the text

    Moving the text to the rectangle

    Merging the text to the rectangle



Using the below lesson, create a 3D drawing of a name tag that can be used as a key chain or bag tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



The name tag can be their name, a design of a hobby or sport, mascot, or any item of the student’s interest.





Click here for 123D lesson for designing name tag and demonstrating basic skills of 123D or go to the INVENTORcloud Moodle site- TEACHER RESOURCES- INVENT3D, CAD AND GENERAL 3D DESIGN/PRINT INFO- 123 D LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS.docs



Click here for 123D Manual



9. To end the day, students remain in their teams to create their team logo in 1,2,3 D Design.



DAY 3- Designing and Manufacturing the Solution







1. Stating the problem(s)

There are three primary goals with this project: capture an asteroid 

a. to redirect its path so that it does not impact Earth

b. to mine the asteroid for the materials and minerals we can use here on Earth

c. to study the asteroid to learn about the origins of the universe



However, keep in mind that there are problems associated with capturing, maintaining, changing the course, and drilling an asteroid. Therefore, you will need to create problem statements that address the issues your project will solve. Choose one of the primary goals above and then brainstorm problems that exist in achieving that goal. Once you choose that (or those) problems, brainstorm ideas for solutions.



2. Criteria and constraints

Consider criteria: Of course, you must capture and hold the asteroid- how long depends on the primary goal you choose. You must create a craft of some type and a device that can be employed to capture and hold the asteroid. You must use BOTH traditional (subtractive) and additive manufacturing to create your prototype. You must identify the method of propulsion your craft uses.



Consider constraints: First, you have machining constraints that limit the size of your craft and the device that you employ to capture the asteroid. Also, since all of the primary goals involve an asteroid of some size, you must devise a device large enough to capture and hold the asteroid. You will combine these two constraints to determine the size of your prototype- make it proportional to the actual size of the objects needed to successfully complete the job.

And remember, you are working in space!  



3. Propulsion

	





What fuel will be necessary to reach the asteroid and employ the device to capture and hold the asteroid?  You will need to identify and research propulsion methods.

Nuclear- Plasma- Warp Drive- Anti gravity- Anti matter- Solar- Clean ion fusion- Other



 	



Process

1. Place students into their teams and direct them to review the Resource Sheets. Click here to access the Resource Sheet. Assign roles and specific responsibilities.

2. After teams have completed brainstorming as explained in numbers 1 and 2 above, teams are to research.

3. Teams are to sketch their Defender project, pointing out all key components. Teams are to review the sketch with the teacher. 

4. Teams are to build model from common materials such as cardboard, plastic, wood, string, tape, fabric, glue, pipe cleaner, etc. 

5. Teams are to test and evaluate their models and then make any necessary refinements.

6. Teams are to then create a CAD drawing of their space craft and device to capture the asteroid.

7. Then, once each team’s project is approved, teams are to manufacture the project, utilizing 3D printing and traditional manufacturing.
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Advantages of AM







In this module, we will discuss the advantages of AM processes.  There are three main areas where AM offers improvements and benefits over traditional manufacturing processes.  These are:  technical and quality, economics and logistics.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing



		Parts Consolidation





		Allows for greater customization





		Encourages innovation and allows for greater design freedom





		Complexity for free. Unlike traditional methods, part complexity only increases production cost marginally.





		In metal printing, AM can create new alloys and/or change alloy composition layer-to-layer 





		











There are several technical and quality related benefits offered by AM processes.

One of the most important benefits of AM techniques is parts consolidation, that is, it allows product design with fewer, more complex parts rather than many simpler parts.  Reducing the number of parts in an assembly immediately cuts the overhead associated with documentation, production planning and control.  It is also possible to produce complete assemblies that contain moving parts.  Fewer parts mean less time and labor required for assembling the product, again contributing to a reduction in overall manufacturing costs. The “footprint” of the assembly line may also become smaller.

AM offers more opportunities for greater customization of parts.  The main reason for this is that AM can produce parts while side stepping many of the time consuming and expensive pre-production activities necessary in the traditional manufacturing process.  For example, AM permits rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, and in some instances, eliminates entirely the use of molds, dies, and forms.  It allows designers, engineers and end-users to iterate product design rapidly, and economically, thereby permitting economical tailoring and customization of parts.  AM allows for “economy-of-one” as opposed to traditional manufacturing which relies on economies-of-scale to reduce unit cost.

AM production systems allow designs with novel geometries, design features and internal structures that would be difficult or impossible to achieve by conventional manufacturing processes.  For example, with AM processes it is possible to have parts with undercuts, variable wall thickness and deep channel features.  AM permits twisted and contorted shapes, “blind holes,” lattices, and topologically optimized shapes.  Such novel geometries can improve a component’s technical performance.  Novel geometries also enable economic and environmental benefits, such as reduction in raw material use, in component weight, in energy consumption and near elimination of waste. 

AM with metal can create new alloys and/or change alloy composition from layer to layer.

Even while permitting complex shapes and parts to be readily produced, AM techniques increase production cost marginally with increasing complexity.  Thus affording “complexity for free.”





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing



		





		





		Reduced weight  -- in aerospace applications reduces the all-important measure, the buy-to-fly ratio. 





		Cost effective at small scale





		Lower energy Intensity 





		Less Waste





		











In aerospace applications, reduction in weight is of paramount importance.  Weight reduction is readily feasible by AM processes because of the ability to make components with internal lattice structures that reduce weight without compromising performance.  In aerospace applications AM can reduce the all-important performance measure, the buy-to-fly ratio.  This measures the amount of raw material consumed by the process to produce a unit weight of flight hardware. A lower ratio produces economic benefits throughout the life cycle of the component.  Later in this module, we will examine two examples of weight reduction in aerospace components.

As mentioned previously, by eliminating or drastically reducing the scope of pre-production activities and allowing for more efficient manufacturing steps, AM is cost effective even with low production volume.

AM permits production with lower energy intensity.  AM saves energy by eliminating production steps, by using substantially less material, by enabling re-use of by-products, and by producing lighter products.  Remanufacturing parts through advanced AM manufacturing and surface treatment processes can also return end-of-life products to as-new conditions, using only 2-25% of the energy required to make new parts.

Less Waste:  Building objects layer-by-layer instead of traditional machining processes that cut away material can reduce material needs and costs by up to 90%.  In metals manufacturing, scrap rates are only about 1 to 3 percent, and with further advancements, they are projected to approach zero.  AM can also reduce the “cradle-to-grave” environmental footprint of component manufacturing through avoidance of tools, dies, and material scraps associated with conventional manufacturing.  Additionally, AM reduces waste by lowering human error in production.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing



		





		Side-steps many design and manufacturing constraints





		Lower defect rate and higher quality consistency





		Can eliminate many steps in traditional manufacturing, even for complex objects, e.g.,





		





				Procurement of individual parts









				Molds and tooling









				Machining









				Welding parts and components









				Assembly









				









				Eliminates many steps in traditional metal production chain















Side-steps many design and manufacturing constraints.

Lower Defect rate and higher quality consistency:  AM has the potential to reduce product defect rate due to elimination of many pre-production and in-production processes, thus reducing opportunities for errors, omissions and conditions that lead to defective products.

AM processes can eliminate many steps in traditional manufacturing, even for complex parts. For example, it can eliminate procurement of individual parts, molds and tooling, machining, welding and assembly operations.

In metals manufacturing industry, AM can eliminate many steps in the traditional metals value chain.  AM processes for metals requires only three steps.  The first is producing the metal itself using conventional smelting and casting processes.  The second step is the production of raw material for the printer, which takes the form of either powder or wire. The third step is 3-D printing of the desired product with some finishing steps required afterwards.  Conventional metal production stages such as hot rolling, cold rolling, cutting, stamping, deburring, bending, welding and assembly become largely obsolete. Consequently, there is little need for standard inventory methods, complex logistics and lengthy supply chains.





Benefits of Additive Manufacturing



		Just in time inventory control





		Agility – permits rapid response to changing market conditions and demands





		Shorter product development cycle and shorter time to market – by eliminating need for expensive and time consuming part tooling and prototype fabrication





		Reduced logistics support -- manufacture at point of use





		





		











Just-in time inventory control: AM production can be ramped up rapidly, even for small series production, thus enabling manufacturers to operate on leaner inventory and exert better control over the inventory held in storage.

Agility:  AM techniques enable rapid response to changing market conditions and create new production options outside of factories, such as mobile units that can be placed near the source of local materials or near the end user.  The ability to rapidly establish just in time production, makes AM particularly appealing to those manufacturing small batches of highly customized parts who want to scale production as needed.  Spare parts can be produced on demand, reducing or eliminating the need for stockpile and complex supply chains.

Shorter Product Development Cycle and shorter time to market.  AM eliminates need for expensive and time-consuming tooling, and prototype fabrication.  Parts can be produced as soon as there is a 3-D design file available.  Rapid production of prototypes, without tooling, permits economical and rapid iterations in part design until the optimized design is developed for production.

Reduced logistics support – AM advantages ultimately reduce the footprint for logistics support.  It has all round benefits from sourcing, procurement, transportation, storage and inventory of raw materials, spares, management of change, design control and documentation.  Manufacturing at point of use is economical.





Benefits of AM

Case Study:  Aircraft Bracket







This slide presents a case study illustrating the benefits of AM versus conventional machining in the production of an aircraft bracket.  There is a reduction of buy-to-fly ratio from 8:1 to 1.5:1.  A reduction of over 80%.  There is a reduction of 65percent in product weight; a reduction of 93 percent in use of raw material and a reduction of life-cycle energy consumption of 66 percent.





Benefits of AM

Case Study:  Aircraft Belt Buckle



				AM Optimized (left) versus Conventional Design







				Conventional Buckle weighs 0.34 lb (or 0.26 lb when made from aluminum)







				Titanium buckle made by AM weighs 0.15 lb – reduction of 55 percent







				For an Airbus 380, with all economy seating of 853 seats, this would mean a reduction of 160 lbs







				Over the aircraft’s lifetime, this would result in fuel savings of 872,000 gall.







				Project participants: Plunkett Associates, Crucible Industrial Design, EOS, 3T, PRD, Delcam, University of Exeter.













This slide presents a case study illustrating the benefits of AM versus conventional manufacturing in the production of an aircraft belt buckle.  By switching from a convention buckle to a lattice design in titanium, there was a weight reduction of about 55 percent.  For an Airbus 380 aircraft, configured with 100% economy seating for 853 passengers, this represents a weight reduction of 160 lbs.  Over the life of the aircraft this will result in fuel saving of 872,000 gallons.
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Appendix 4.3.7.A 3D Printer Part



Overview

Your 3D printer kit comes with all the parts, pieces, wires and boards to create the Invent3D. As you put together the kit, you see that some of the parts that go on the 3D pritner are themselves 3D printed. One of these parts plays a critical role: holding the hot-end, cradling the extruder motor, and joining it to the linear rail to enable horizontal movement along the x-axis. There is a second part that cradles the top of the extruder gear and joins to the bottom bracket piece. The role of this top piece is to facilitate proper feed of the filament through the extruder barrel by holding the extruder motor in place. Without this top, the force generated from the extruder gear feeding solid filament through the barrel would not be enough to successfully move the heated filament through the smaller diameter (usually 0.35mm) extruder nozzle and the entire extruder motor would push upwards (away) from the printer.



Problem

There are known issues associated with the bottom bracket on these Invent3D printers. First, it is prone to cracking/splitting/breaking where the cradle arms meet the base of the bottom bracket. This problem often arises due to other problems with printing (incorrect print temperature, clogged barrel, etc.) but also presents itself through normal wear and tear due to frequent printing. Second, brackets are subject to failure if the hex screws joining the bottom and top bracket parts are overtightened. This problem is mainly due to the material properties of ABS (the thermoplastic these brackets are originally printed in) and the orientation of the part (bottom to top) during printing which causes natural weak points parallel with the layers. As a result of these two issues, it is good practice to have multiple brackets on hand and ready for use.



Task

Your task is to work in teams to design a replacement bracket for the Invent3D printer. The new design must maintain all of the functionality of the original bracket pair (top and bottom) while attempting to adress the discussed design flaws. You may design and print only the bottom bracket or the top/bottom bracket pair. 



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 - Design

- Printer: Section 2 - Hardware Basics and Section 3 Component Parts

- Reverse Engineering: Chinese Wall



Things to Consider

- Stresses on the bracket

- Tolerances on the bracket and adjoining parts

- Ease-of-Use and Ease-of-Access

- Aesthetics and bracket form
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Appendix 4.3.7.G UAV Challenge



Scenario

Your squadron is using a microUAV (quadcopter) to take measurements of vegetation stress levels for local farmers in an effort to build trust. The current desire is to fly a z-pattern over a 200 yd x 200 yd field, taking images every 50 ft traveled. Conrolled by personal on the ground and staying within line-of-sight, the quadcopter should not exceed a height of 150 meters. The controller has earned permission to stand on the edge of the property of the farmers but has not been given permission to move onto or within the property of the farmers. The quadcopter's in your company's possession, however, are very cheap and there are currently four available for immediate deployment.



Problem

The quadcopter's that you have access to are extremely light-weight. They consume battery power quickly and do not currently have the capacity to carry payload. 



Task

Your task is to review your existing resources to determine which sensor you plan to use to collect data for the farmers. Once the sensor is determined, you must create a prototype to clearly demonstrate capability, using materials-on-hand and your 3D printer kit.



DBAT

Use the DBAT to guide you through the design process. Be sure to take time to evaluate the design requirements in detail and support all of your decisions with detailed justification in the DBAT (these justifications will be included in the generated DBAT report upon completion). Come up with at least there alternative designs and use the DBAT metrics in determining your desired design solution.



Curriculum Connections

- DTAM: Section 3 – Creative Design and Systematic Design

- Printer: Section 3 – Printer Control and Software, Section 2c – Manufacturing Tolerances

- Reverse Engineering: Must understand quadcopter flight



Things to Consider

- Sensors will have pros and cons that need to be linked with their impact on quadcopter performance

- Battery life on a charge (your quadcopter is not tethered)

- Proof-of-concept should include testing and data collection

- The speed at which you feel you can reliably fly the quadcopter (and why is this important)



Material-on-Hand

- fishing line		- wire coat hangers

- duct tape		- pencil

- gorilla glue

- twine



External Resource

- link to image sensors: https://www.sensefly.com/fileadmin/user_upload/sensefly/newsandpress/isprs-archives-XLI-B1-963-2016.pdf


Appendix 4.3.2.J Quizzes for Slide Decks Modules 1 and 2



Color Coding:



Yellow highlight means material not covered in our modules

Blue highlight contains answer

Red font (with or without highlight means check the answer or the question)





Question 1 ANSWER: Inkjet Printing Method/Inkjet Printing/IJP (any one phrase is acceptable).

Fill in the blank with the correct term.

Micro-particles of a binder material are deposited over the surface of a powder bed. Micro-particles are joined and then powder bed is moved to a water tank to build a new layer is known as .



Question 2 ANSWER: True

In laser metal deposition, metal powder is processed on parts by fusing or sintering together successive layers of powder material.

True

False



Question 3:  ANSWER:  All of the above

Which of the following material(s) is/are suitable for AM?



Filaments

Ceramics

Polymers

Metals

All of the above



Question 4:  ANSWER:  Metals??

Which of the following material(s) is/are mostly used in aerospace industry?

Filaments

Ceramics

Polymers

Metals






Question 5   ANSWER:  Polyaryletherketone

Which of the following material(s) has/have the lowest risk for aerospace applications?

Thermoplastics

Laminated fiber composite parts

Biological cells

Polyaryletherketone

Concrete





Question 6  ANSWER:  False

The AM process starts with “production realization” and ends with the “CAD” processes.

False

True



Question 7 of 26 ANSWER:  True

The specifications and requirements for the designed product are digitalized in the first step of AM, which is conceptualization and CAD.

False

True



Question 8  ANSWER:  True

In the post-processing step in AM, a manufactured part is cleaned up, if necessary, after AM process has finished.

False

True



Question 9  ANSWER:  Conceptualization and CAD



Which of the following stage/s is/are relatively more related to the efficiency of the AM?

Conversion to STL

Remove and Clean up

Build

Conceptualization and CAD






Question 10  ANSWER:  False

AM cannot be a way of faster prototyping in modern manufacturing because of its complexity.

False

True



Question 11  ANSWER:  False

Since traditional design methods have mold-based production systems, designers and producers are able to take the advantages of AM while using traditional methods.

True

False



Question 12. ANSWER:  Parts separations

Which of the following complexities are not seen in AM implementation?

Fabrication step consolidation

Features such as undercuts, variable wall thicknesses, and deep channels

Geometries such as twisted and contorted shapes and blind holes

Parts separations



Question 13  ANSWER:  All of the above

Which of the following geometric types can be produced in AM?

Blind Holes

Twisted and Contorted Shapes

High Strength to weight ratio shapes

All of the above



Question 14   ANSWER:  True 

AM allows for a significant reduction of product realization time.

False

True



Question 15  ANSWER:  Weight reduction/Waste reduction/Shorter supply chains (any phrase is acceptable)

Fill in the blank with the correct term(s).

 is an advantage of AM in the modern manufacturing era.




Question 16  ANSWER: More

Complete the sentence:

Manufacturers using AM are _____ likely to have fewer obstacles in terms of product complexity in the manufacturing processes.

less

more

equally



Question 17  ANSWER: True

The current AM technology is not capable of producing large-sized parts.

False

True



Question 18  ANSWER:  Strength

Fill in the blank with the correct term(s).

Even though AM has many advantages, some large sized parts produced in AM may have lack of .

Question 19  ANSWER:  Fine; Smooth (each answer earns one point)

Mark the word(s) that make this statement false.

Parts produced using AM processes will havean extremely fine and smooth finishbecause of the techniques employed in AM.





Question 20  ANSWER:  True

Depending on the implemented manufacturing technique, the materials used in the AM process may need additional procedures after AM process finished.

False

True






Question 21  ANSWER: don’t employ/ do not employ any answer is correct

Fill in the blank with 'employ' or 'do not employ'.

Many AM systems  subsystems to monitor the manufacturing process in real time.

Question 22 ANSWER:  First Blank: part-to-part/part to part; Second Blank: machine-to-machine/machine to machine (blanks may be filled in any order with any one of the two paired phrases)



Fill in the blanks with the correct term(s). Because of the sophisticated structure,  and  variation are more likely to appear in the entire AM process.

Question 23  ANSWER:  False

It's easy to implement advanced quality control methods in AM processes.

True

False



Question 24  ANSWER:  True

Each type of material is suitable for a certain AM method. That is, some type of materials may not perfectly perform in every AM method.

False

True



Question 25  ANSWER:  First Blank:  higher; second blank: lower

Drag the words into the correct boxes

higher

lower

AM technology functions more effectively with___________________ 

 production values, as compared to __________________

 volumes.






Question 26  ANSWER:  Reliability / reproducibility (in any order)(each correct answer earns one point)

Fill in the blanks with the correct term(s).

 and  may be a limitation on AM because of the design processes that are implemented in AM.



Question 27 ANSWER: Second Statement

Which of the following is true about additive manufacturing?

AM is a technology and process that just manufactures a 2D object from a digital model.

AM is a technology and process that manufactures a 3D-solid object from a digital model.



Question 28 ANSWER:  True

AM is seen as an effective and efficient way of replacing machine tooling in various industries.

False

True



Question 29 ANSWER:  More

Fill in the blank with 'more' or 'less'

Compared to traditional manufacturing methods, it is  likely to manufacture customized products through additive manufacturing.

Question 30 ANSWER:  False

Manufacturing systems that have high-volume production and mold mastering implement AM systems commonly.

True

False



Question 31 ANSWER:  3D Printing

Fill in the blank with the correct term(s).

 is another name for Additive Manufacturing.






Question  32 ANSWER:  True

Layered method for topographical relief map is perceived as one of the first applications of AM in 1800s.

True

False



Question 33 ANSWER: True

After MIT developed 3D printers, using 3D printers and implementing AM in 1990s became more popular in industrial arena.

False

True



Question 34 ANSWER:  Not and never (each correct answer earns a point)



Click on the words that make this statement false.

3D printers are not an ideal use in industrial environments and will never be available at the consumer level for personal manufacturing purposes.



Question 35 ANSWER:  Economy of one (with or without dashes)

Fill in the blank with the correct term

When referring to the economic analysis of 3D printing, the classical economy-of-scale term is replaced with 

Question 36 ANSWER:  First and second blank:  decrease; third and fourth blank:  increase

Drag the words into the correct boxes (each correct answer earns one point)

increase

decrease

decrease

increase

AM makes it possible to _______________ lot size. It is more likely to _____________ the unit cost using AM technology. The AM industry is expected to ___________ in size 4-fold by 2020. Due to this, electronic laser and beam-based equipment show an _________ in the coming years.






Question 37 ANSWER:  True

The Unites States is the country that implements AM with the highest percentage among developed countries.

   

True

False



Question 38 ANSWER:  ISO and ASTM (each correct answer earns a point)

Fill in the blanks with the correct term

The  and the  are global organizations that are responsible for publishing standards about AM.



Question 39 ANSWER:  F 42

Which Technical Committee (TC) in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) develops AM related standards?

   

F 42

ISO/TC 69

ISO/TC 42



Question 40  ANSWER:  Automotive and Aerospace industries

What industries are in leader positions in implementing AM?

   

Architecture and customized design industries

Medical and dental industries

Automotive and Aerospace industries






Question 41 ANSWER:  Department of Defense, Energy, and Commerce

The pilot institute, The National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute (NAMII) was created through the joint operations of: 

NSF

ISO/ASTM

IEEE

Department of Defense, Energy, and Commerce

NASA



Question 42 ANSWER:  AM enables industry to produce lower weight products, components, and parts, which contributes to reduced costs.



Which of the following can be perceived as the most important benefit of AM in aerospace industry?

AM enables decrease in the lead time and increases production volume.

AM enables industry to produce lower weight products, components, and parts, which contributes to reduced costs.

AM enables increase in the conformance level of the products.



Question 43 ANSWER: 1:1 Check this answer for accuracy

Fill in the blank with the correct term.

AM helps aerospace industry decrease significantly “buy to fly ratio” as a performance indicator, from 20:1 to :1.

Question 44 ANSWER: False

Any kind of raw material used in AM processes cannot be recycled in AM implementation anyway.

False

True



Question 45 ANSWER:  False

AM on metal parts is less likely to result in a better cost-effective route for manufacturing complex parts made of gamma phase titanium aluminide in aerospace industry.

False

True





Question 46 ANSWER: TRUE

In AM technology, layer generation by liquid-based systems includes stereolithography, solid ground curing (NOT COVERED IN THE MODULES) and inkjet deposition methods.

True

False



Question 47 ANSWER:  True

In AM technology, solid-based systems basically contain fused deposition modeling and laminated object manufacturing.



False

True



Question 48 ANSWER: FALSE



In AM technology, solid-based systems are classified as sintering or melting of powder, elective laser sintering, and electron beam melting.

   

False

True



Question 49 ANSWERS:  It enables using very wide range of materials



Which of the following is one of the strongest sides of SLS?

It is the only method providing the shortest production process.

It enables using very wide range of materials

It enables practitioners change the STL file anytime during the production process.



Question 50 ANSWER: True

In SLS method, it is possible to use very wide range of materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics, foundry sand etc.

True

False








Question 51 ANSWER:  True

In laser generating and cladding, the powdered material is sprayed through a nozzle into the area that the laser beam is focused on.

True

False



Question 52 ANSWER: Laminated Object Modelling

Fill in the blank with the correct term.

Stacking thin sheets are built layer by layer on top of each other and parts are cut according to the part’s cross section is known as .



Question 53 ANSWER: FDM or Fused Deposition Modeling; either answer is correct.

Fill in the blank with the correct term.

An AM method building parts by depositing a stream of hot viscous material onto a base plate or previously deposited material is known as ___________________________________

Question 54 ANSWER: True

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is also known as fused filament fabrication.

False

True



Question 55 ANSWER:  Third Box

Which of the following is true about Laser metal deposition (LMD)?





Question are from:  http://aaq.eng.auburn.edu/drupal7/additive-manufacturing
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MEMORANDUM



DATE:		17 January 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Production Issues and Workaround



I received a phone call earlier this morning from one of my colleagues in the education department.  It seems that she may have unknowingly committed some of the education students at Francis Marion University to assist some local Florence District #1 students in the First Robotics competition coming up in March.  The issue is that the 'promised support' includes production of robot components to be used in competition.



We need to brainstorm ways to support the First Robotics students.  Pull together your thoughts and send to me in a short (3 min. or less) video.  Assume that everything (traditional and additive manufacturing) is currently on the table.  Be sure to include a recommendation on how we should proceed with assisting the First Robotics students, what methods we should (or shouldn't consider) and what assumptions (if any) you are making in your initial analysis.  We'll refine ideas once we actually meet with the First Robotics students, but for now we need to generate some ideas on feasibility and get an answer back to our education colleagues.



Due Date: 20 Jan 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: Video in .mp4 or .wmv format with naming convention LastName.mp4 or LastName.wmv



Rubric Provided: Yes
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Executive Summary 


MENTOR2 Program’s overall objectives are to develop and deploy tools and curricula for 


collaborative design and digital manufacturing, and to instill innovative problem-solving skills 


through effective design and manufacturing.  The program builds upon progress achieved during 


MENTOR1 and other programs during 2011 to ’13; AST2 developed Virtual Collaborative 


Learning Environment (VCLE) during MENTOR1, and subsequently developed a number of 


education and training programs and a rapid prototyping laboratory.  Through these, we are 


reaching thousands of users, primarily in high schools, and created an innovative learning 


curriculum.  Under MENTOR2, we leveraged these efforts and developed hardware, software 


and training programs, and utilized them to train civilians and military personnel to address 


problems methodically and to develop solutions through effective design and manufacturing.  


Marines and sailors have shown exceptional enthusiasm and ability to leverage these tools and 


training, both under normal and combat situations, and solved numerous problems that improved 


both operational readiness and efficiency while simultaneously achieving cost savings.  We have 


successfully transitioned products from MENTOR2 to US Marine Corps (USMC) and US Navy 


(USN), Veterans Administration (VA), academic institutions, and are laying the foundation to 


create a nationally accredited training and certification program in additive manufacturing (AM). 


Digital manufacturing is revolutionizing both manufacturing and sustainment.  Virtually all 


manufacturing processes are now (or can be) digitally controlled.  Developments over the past 


two decades created bench-scale digital manufacturing tools; a noteworthy example is AM, also 


known as 3D printing.  As recognized during MENTOR1, AM has the potential to change the 


way designers and engineers produce systems and reduce development/ production cycles and 


costs, particularly in the defense industry.  It allows production of small batches (even a single 


item) without the expense of tooling.  We made AM the focal element of our effort under 


MENTOR2 due to these advantages while simultaneously integrating other digital manufacturing 


technologies to provide a full suite of digital manufacturing technologies. 


Even though AM is known for over 20 years, it is still a mystery for most.  This was a problem 


we had to overcome to enable students, veterans and military personnel develop comfort and 


utilize AM to create and produce solutions.  Additionally, most small 3D printers were not 


reliable and manufacturers offered little or no maintenance support (recent commercial 


developments have addressed this to a significant extent).  These was addressed, during 


MENTOR2, by developing a kit, known as INVENT3D printer kit, that can be assembled by 


users.  Assembling and troubleshooting a printer created a high level of comfort, and facilitated 


users to utilize the technology and training to produce products within a few hours. 
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1.1 Hardware Development 


A small bench-top 3D printer for fused deposition molding (FDM) 


using polymer materials was developed under MENTOR2.  It is 


designed as a kit that can be assembled (and disassembled and 


reassembled as needed) and made operational in about 8 hours.  All 


components are designed for easy maintenance and most components 


can be replaced in less than 30 min.  Over 100 printer kits were produced by AST2, and 


deployed for education, training and sustainment operations in both civilian and defense sector. 


1.2 Software and Other Products Developed 


Major products developed under MENTOR2 are summarized below; it must be noted that some 


of the products were codeveloped utilizing a number of parallel programs, in collaboration with 


and funding from other organizations, including Northrup Grumman (printer kit), AmericaMakes 


(Boot Camps), University of Texas El Paso (UTEP, curriculum), NAVAIR (digital 


manufacturing), and the VA (vocational therapy and projects). 


STORM:  The virtual collaboration learning environment (VCLE) too, developed during 


MENTOR1, has been significantly augmented during MENTOR2 to allow two-way audio and 


video communication, and to enable virtual use of digital manufacturing equipment. 


Printer Curriculum:  A detailed instruction manual was developed describing how 3D printers 


work, the role of each component, how to maintain and operate 3D printers, and the process of 


converting design files (STL format) into a three-dimensional arrays for printing (called slicing). 


Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM):  A workshop format course was 


developed that instills design thinking for the creation of practical solutions using AM, what 


items can be produced (and what cannot be) with AM, basics of designing and slicing for AM, 


and the leaning through hands-on projects, in small teams. 


Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT):  In collaboration with NAVSEA and NAVAIR 


representatives, the formal engineering processes employed by large corporations were 


simplified and codified to help DoD personnel develop sound basis for design solutions.  The 


tool also produces a document that includes the analyses for peer review and approval. 


Reverse Engineering:  Working with marines and sailors, we recognized that sustainment 


operations may require reverse engineering of components when engineering designs are not 


available.  Hence, we developed a module that aids in reverse engineering, and provides 


guidance on utilizingg 3D scanners or similar equipment to assist in reverse engineering.  The 


module can be used in combination with DTAM and/or DBAT. 
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Hands-on Projects:  Hands-on projects, exemplifying the development of solutions, were found 


to be a valuable tool to enthuse enlisted personnel in the learning process.  Utilizing the feedback 


that we received during our collaborative effort with sailors and marines, we developed a series 


of hands-on projects, ranging in complexity and required diversity of digital manufacturing 


equipment. 


STEM Workshops:  Developed stimulating 3- to 4-day STEM workshops for delivery to high 


school students or junior defense personnel.  The courses cover topics ranging from energy, 


biology and physics, and involve group project design and production using AM. 


1.3 Transitioning Activities 


Primary focus of our transitioning effort has been aimed at military personnel; however, we have 


transitioned the products for civilian use and veterans as well.  A summary of these activities is 


provided below. 


Printer Kit/DTAM:  We conducted a number of training sessions with groups ranging from 10 


to 30, and in formats ranging from week-long boot camps, visits to military installations and 


virtual training.  Important transitioning activities include: 


 Visited military installations including MARMC 


(Navy’s Mid Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center), 


Camp Pendleton and Camp Lejeune (USMC).  Groups 


of about 10 enlisted and civilian personnel were trained 


at each location over 2- to 5-day sessions.  The scope 


was adjusted to accommodate time allowed, and faculty 


from Old Dominion University (Dr. Jennifer Michaeli) and Francis Marion University 


(Dr. Justin Yates) supported in the delivery of the courses.  


 Boot camps were conducted, in collaboration with a number of organizations including 


AmericaMakes, Youngstown State University (YSU) 


and UTEP in Youngstown (OH) and El Paso (TX).  


The Youngstown training was attended by several 


members of USMC and USN. 


 Professional development courses were conducted in 


Youngstown in class rooms as well as virtually to 


‘train the trainers.’  Continuing education units 


(CEUs) were provided when appropriate. 


Digital Manufacturing:  The printer curriculum and training program was extended to cover a 


wide variety of digital manufacturing technologies (the effort expanded using funding from 


NAVAIR and USMC).  Week-long training sessions were conducted at 3 NAVAIR locations; 


Patuxent River, Oceana and New Orleans.  Approximately 40 civilians and sailors were trained 


“The Marines built the 


printer?  Press on!!!!!”  


General Neller, 


Commandant, USMC, 


March 31, 2016 
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in design and production using hands-on projects.  One training session was also conducted at 


Camp Pendleton covering a smaller set of digital fabrication equipment. 


Printer Kit/DTAM for Vocational Therapy:  Under a SEED grant from the VA, we explored 


the use of printer assembly and DTAM to provide vocational therapy and job skills to veterans.  


The first session at White River Junction, VT, engaged VA staff and veterans from the drug 


rehab program.  The effort was quite successful with the veterans utilizing printers regularly and 


training other veterans.  A second session is planned at Chillicothe, OH. 


Printer Kit/Fleet Maker:  We are supporting ODU 


under a program funded by the Office of Naval 


Research (ONR) to train expeditionary forces in the use 


of AM.  To date five 2-day (Friday and Saturday) 


workshops were conducted at ODU; each workshop 


typically trained two teams of 10 sailors each from 2 


separate ships or Naval organizations.  A EMNTOR-


developed 3D printer is provided to each team for use 


during subsequent deployments. 


STEM Workshops/Printer Kit/DTAM for JROTC:  Conducted a 3-day workshop at Camp 


Lejeune High School for children of marine families enrolled in Junior ROTC program.  The 


workshop focused on biomimicry; students designed relevant projects and produced them using 


assembled printers. 


1.4 Deployment 


We also worked in collaboration with other agencies to 


deploy systems and programs, developed under 


MENTOR2, including under combat situations.  


Highlights of our deployment efforts are summarized 


below. 


 Developed mini Fab Labs involving an 


INVENT3D printer, a small CNC (computer numerically controlled) mill and a design 


station.  Sailors on USS Truman produced a number of mission critical components, 


improved operational readiness, reduced work stoppages, and lowered costs. 


 MENTOR 3D printer and DTAM were the first activities during the development of 


EXMAN (expeditionary manufacturing unit), in collaboration with SPAWAR.  First 


Maintenance Battalion at Camp Pendleton produced a number of components and spare 


parts using EXMAN. 


 


“We have a part called the 


TruClip.  It was designed by 


three sailors on Truman, half a 


world away on deployment” 


VADM Phil Cullom, Deputy 


CNO, 6/22/2016 
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 3D printers deployed on Naval vessels including USS 


Wasp and USS Truman were used to produce 


numerous items required on the ships, while at sea.  


Sailors from USS Kearsarge reported that the printer 


was used daily during a 6-month deployment.  


 A 3D printer kit was deployed to USMC in Kuwait to 


support operations; marines assembled the printer and 


are using it since January 2017. 


 Fully integrated Fab Labs have been designed and deployed to four NAVAIR operations; 


all integrated several MENTOR products such as the 3D printer, virtual use through 


STORM, and training products. 


1.5 Special Comments 


Deployment of products developed under MENTOR2 to both sailors and marines demonstrated 


their ability to learn and utilize the knowledge, almost instantaneously, to produce solutions.  


Our experience, in collaboration with other organizations, in working with over 100 defense 


personnel and many civilians is summarized below. 


 Even a few days of stimulating training will instill problem solving skills among military 


personnel 


 Training is much more effective when combined with team work and hands-on projects 


that address real life challenges that members of military are likely to encounter 


 Digital manufacturing, additive manufacturing in particular, offers a unique way to 


develop manufacturing solutions 


 In virtually every case, defense personnel were enthused to learn problem solving skills; 


sought next levels of training and deeper knowledge 


 Enlisted personnel created innovative and economic solutions with available tools and 


equipment  


 Even small and simple equipment can be used to stimulate design thinking and to 


produce solutions 
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1.6 Implications for Further Research 


Products developed under MENTOR2 have been successfully transitioned to both military and 


civilian sectors.  This successful adaptation shows a promising area where even small 


investments can produce critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and lasting impacts on 


operational readiness of deployed forces.  Additional efforts in developing and deploying tools 


that result in utilization of basic STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) 


knowledge will significantly enhance problem solving skills of deployed forces and produce 


significant benefits. 
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2. Test Objectives 


MENTOR2 Program’s overall objectives are to develop and deploy tools and curricula for 


collaborative design and digital manufacturing, and to instill innovative problem-solving skills 


through effective design and manufacturing.  Specifically, the program had the following 


objectives. 


1. Develop a Design Basis Analysis Tool for use by DoD personnel/students that will 


inculcate the process of developing and understanding the “why” of the 


system/component design into problem solving approach.  The tool will be incorporated 


into the project challenges that provide an opportunity for applying and reinforcing this 


skill.   


2. Develop the next generation of STORM that can be embedded in a variety of 


computer/tablet platforms without the need for a STORM:BOX (hardware). This will 


significantly enhance deployment, especially in austere environments. 


3. Create interactive MENTOR2 learning modules, full curriculum, and project challenges 


for military and civilian use including for education in high schools. 


4. Develop project kits to assist education and training with 3D printing and its utilization 


with other tools to solve practical problems. 


AST2 has successfully accomplished the above objectives as described in the report.  


Additionally, during the project activities, we have learned that transitioning the MENTOR2 


developed tools to the military personnel required hands-on equipment training as well as 


workshop-format training to develop required critical thinking and problem-solving skills.  


Hence, a significant portion of the project efforts were dedicated towards this goal; additional 


efforts were funded by other agencies to continue transition of the technologies which furthered 


Program’s overall objectives. 
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3. Problems Encountered 


We have encountered some broad technical challenges and other problems during the program; 


however, we were able to successfully address them through program efforts.  The problems and 


our approach to addressing the problems is discussed below. 


1. Unreliable and inexpensive 3D printers:  At the beginning of the program, many of the 


3D printers within the price range that can be afforded by K to 12 schools were not 


reliable and susceptible to frequent malfunctioning, and technical support from 


manufacturers was often expensive or unavailable.  It must be noted that this problem has 


been satisfactorily addressed by the commercial sector in the past 2 years and many 


reliable printers are currently available at a cost in the range of $1,000 to 2,000.  AST2 


addressed the challenge in an innovative way to turn the problem into a learning 


opportunity.  We developed a printer kit, supplied to users in a reusable container, that is 


assembled by the users using directions and support from AST2 (face to face, via video 


conferencing, STORM meetings and other techniques).  Assembling the printer provided 


benefits beyond maintainability.  Working with enlisted personnel and high school 


students, we learned that putting the printer together removed the mystery surrounding 


3D printing, developed ownership and resulted in members trying to start designing and 


printing immediately following printer assembly.  We have used the printer kits for 


training at multiple locations with over 100 civilians and military personnel. 


2. Hot End Challenges and Printer Temperature Overshoot:  Hot Ends in 3D printers 


are one of the most critical items and are notorious for maintenance problems and 


temperature overshoots.  The small mass of hot end coupled with significant heat input 


for heating the filament has caused a number of reported temperature excursions and fire 


accidents.  We explored and experimented with a number of hot ends during this 


program.  One of the hot ends we used, an integrated unit with a built-in fan, performed 


well and was used in a number of printers.  A thermistor in the hot end from a printer 


supplied to Youngstown State University (YSU) dislocated, out of position, resulting in 


continuous heat input, temperature overshoot and a fire accident.  The thermistor was a 


separate component inserted into the hot end.  How it became displaced at YSU is not 


known.  This required us to perform a significant root cause analysis.  We replaced all the 


hot ends, at our own cost.  Additionally, we updated the firmware to provide an extra 


layer of protection.  We worked with stakeholders to ensure that appropriate fixes were 


applied.  We have not had any reported problems since the fixes were implemented in 


January, 2017. 


3. Design Software and Internet Connectivity:  Our initial default software for design 


training was Autodesk 123D.  The software was discontinued during early part of 2017.  


Simultaneously, over the course of the program, most of the cost-effective design 


software programs have been transitioning to the ‘Software As A Service’ (SAAS) model 


requiring internet connectivity, at least on a periodic basis.  This was a challenge at most 
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of the DoD locations during our training sessions; internet service was either not 


available or was restricted.  We overcame this problem by using Creo, a high-end 


software for NAVAIR.  We also identified an open source software, On Shape, that is 


simple to use and versatile for use with both PC and MAC versions, as well as with 


mobile computing. 


4. Lack of Standards for Training:  Training and certifications standards do not currently 


exist for additive manufacturing (AM) or other rapid prototyping technologies.  ASTM 


International, AmericaMakes and other community members are working on this effort.  


A number of performers on the MENTOR2 program have developed a significant amount 


of training material that can potentially be turned into standardized training.  AST2 has 


initiated such efforts in collaboration with other organizations, and to explore 


credentialing AM training through an apprenticeship program approved by the US 


Department of Labor (DOL). 
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4. Technical Results 


Technical work performed under MENTOR2 program is broadly grouped into four items; 


hardware, software, training and curriculum, and transitioning of products to civilian and 


military users.  Highlights of the activities under each of the four groups are presented below, 


followed by a description of technical results in subsequent subsections.  Additional details of 


technical data are referenced in individual subsections, and provided in respective appendices. 


AST2 has successfully transitioned the hardware and deployed a number of the training 


programs, described below, through different formats, and has trained a number of military 


personnel, educators and others; examples of transitioning these programs are provided in 


Sections 4.4 and 5.  We are also working with USMC to build on the efforts and develop 


additional content and make it accessible to all members via self-learnt, web-based modules.  


AST2 also secured a contract under General Service Administration (GSA)’s multiple-award 


schedules to provide continued access to the products following the conclusion of the 


MENTOR2 program. 


Hardware:  Development of a rugged 3D printer for education and training was a key activity 


and result of the program.  The printer development, started under earlier finding from Northrop 


Grumman, advanced significantly under MENTOR2, and AST2 started deploying the printers 


during late 2015.  The printer was subsequently modified as a kit, under the program, for training 


users on its assembly, troubleshooting, operation, and maintenance.  Over 100 printers and kits 


were deployed to both civilian and military users during 2015 and ‘16, and used for training by 


AST2 and others. 


In collaboration with the Navy, we have also developed, first a Mini-Fab Lab, and subsequently 


a full-scope, transportable digital Fabrication Laboratory (TDFL).  Both have been successfully 


deployed by the Navy. 


Software:  Software development during MENTOR2 focused on prior work, conducted under 


MENTOR1, for creating a virtual collaboration learning environment (VCLE).  The developed 


software, known as STORM, was modified to work with newer versions of the code and to add 


multiple features to improve stability and usefulness.  It is currently used by a number of 


academic institutions and has also been installed into TDFL.  It is noted that utilization of 


STORM by the military will require resolution of internet connectivity. 


Training and Curriculum:  In collaboration with a number of separately funded programs and 


organizations, we have developed curricula and deployed a number of training programs to both 


the military and civilian members.  They range from in basics of 3D printing to advanced 


design/engineering software.  To date, the training programs have been utilized to train over 150 


marines and sailors. 
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Transitioning of Products to Civilian and Military Users:  The second half of the program 


focused on transitioning the products, including hardware, software and training, to both 


civilians and military personnel.  The transitioning efforts continued through the whole program 


duration, and we anticipate that these will be sustained over the following years under separately 


funded contracts.  Transitioning has been very effective, and successfully met the program goal 


for teaching practical problem-solving skills through innovative design and manufacturing to 


both students and military personnel. 


4.1 Hardware 


We developed three separate hardware packages during the program period.  These are 


summarized below, and are further discussed in Section 5. 


3D Printer and Kit:  AST2 expended significant effort 


towards the development of a 3D printer, rugged and 


maintainable, for use by member with a competence 


equivalent to high school students.  The printer was 


subsequently modified into a kit form; 3D printers can be 


assembled and disassembled, from the kits, repetitively for 


training, use and transportation.  The printer kit proved to 


be a useful tool during training.  


Mini Fab Labs:  We developed mini Fab Labs, in 


collaboration with and funding from MARMC, and fielded 


two such units on USS Truman and USS Kearsarge.  The 


fab labs consisted of a 3D printer, a CNC mill (Othermill) and a design station on a transportable 


cart.  The deployed labs were extensively used, and sailors on USS Truman have demonstrated 


ability to produce operationally critical components under combat conditions, improved 


operational readiness, reduced work stoppages, and achieved cost savings. 


Transportable Digital Fabrication Laboratory (TDFL):  In collaboration with and under a 


separate contract with NAVAIR, we integrated MENTOR efforts to produce conceptual designs 


and to fabricate TDFLs.  Each TDFL contained a full suite of digital manufacturing technologies, 


virtual use via STORM, and was designed for use both as a training trailer as well as to support 


sustainment and maintenance activities.  Four such units were developed, and delivered to Navy; 


each is currently in use. 


4.2 STORM 


The STORM:Tool software (also known as STORM) was initially developed during the 


MENTOR1 contract to assist with virtual collaboration in designing materials and for use of 


advanced pieces of equipment remotely (especially when such equipment is rare, expensive, or 


otherwise unavailable).  This tool was the basis for virtual collaborative learning environment 
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(VCLE) that AST2 deployed to numerous schools and other users.  During MENTOR2, the 


software was updated to improve its performance on current operating systems.  Additional 


feature improvements were introduced to utilize STORM for troubleshooting, instruction, and 


virtual presence (as is provided by multiple webcam views of equipment).  Development effort 


and current state of the software are discussed in this section along with its transitioning 


activities for both military and civilian use. 


4.2.1 Software Development 


STORM:Tool is a Java based software program based on Jitsi, an open source software (located 


at https://desktop.jitsi.org/) similar to Skype which includes the ability to remotely view and 


control a computer.   


STORM, prior to the MENTOR2 contact, was developed to allow scheduled use of a remote 


computer for a set duration, start date and time, and entry passcode.  During a session, a user 


acquired the following controls: 


 View and control of a computer allowing for remote operation of equipment (attached to 


that computer) 


 Ability to view all aspects of that machine (with multiple webcams) 


 Ability to gesture to the operator (via drawing on the screen) instructing that operator to 


manipulate physical controls on the machine. 


Before and during the MENTOR2 contract, this software was and is being used by a number of 


high schools (hundreds) to assist them in contacting AST2 staff for curriculum assistance and 


equipment access.  Additionally, the software was and is currently being used to assist in support 


related calls for the 3D printer. 


STORM’s modification of the Jitsi code required that Jitsi be extensively modified.  Jitsi 


modifications, to allow for its operation with modern PCs and to eliminate notable bugs, 


introduced a development hurdle for STORM.  Additionally, STORM required significant 


rewrites to allow for its integration with Jitsi’s newer code.  As that development proceeded, 


additional features were added to STORM; we also undertook additional testing and 


troubleshooting to identify and eliminate bugs.  The added features are described in section 4.2.2, 


below. 


Current version of STORM is written with Jitsi version 2.8 as its base code.  We are monitoring 


current/planned updates to Jitsi with consideration for migration of STORM code to the latest 


Jitsi version, when Jitsi adds significant new features or when notable bugs are addressed with 


successive revisions. 



https://desktop.jitsi.org/
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4.2.2 STORM Feature Improvements 


A summary including a point by point analysis of notable additional features or software changes 


implemented during the MENTOR2 contract, is provided below. 


STORM Desktop (as referenced below) is the virtual presence aspect of STORM.  This allows 


for webcams to be seen and accessed by remote users. 


 Base code updated to Jitsi v2.8 fixing bugs which improved stability. 


 User interface updates 


o Changes made to main window 


 Storm now provided as a unified program, eliminating the need for a 


separate “Learn Tool” and “Teach Tool” program.  Computers needing 


both tools (to allow for both outgoing and incoming sessions) now require 


half the installation space and now only run one program. 


 Functionality of Learn Tool and Teach Tool from STORM:Tool 2 has 


been replaced with a ‘toggle checkbox’ on the main interface called Learn 


Mode. When toggle checkbox is checked, STORM:Tool 2 will behave like 


the old Learn Tool, and when unchecked, it will behave like the old Teach 


Tool. This checkbox is checked, by default, and locked during calls or if 


the user does not have call hosting privileges as a resource.  


 Added a new button for the host called ‘Reload Storm Desktop’ under the 


tools dropdown. This button reloads STORM Desktop as if the application 


has been restarted.  It will apply any changes made to the 


StormSessionDesktop.properties file to be seen. This saves time when 


configuring cameras for STORM Desktop or if something happens to 


STORM Desktop causing it to malfunction, it can be easily restored by 


using this option.  This option is disabled during a call. 


o Changes made to caller interface 


 Button to view yourself, only works in VideoBack mode to view yourself 


in a small corner window in order to center your camera or show what is 


being sent to the host.  


 Technical Call Information button, symbolized with an “I” for information 


was added. This button shows call information and statistics useful in 


debugging call issues. 


 File Transfer button was added. This button prompts the user to choose a 


file to be transferred to the host. The host then chooses to accept or deny 


it. This method for in call file transfer is slow, but useful for text 


documents or other small files under 2MB.  


o Changes made to call host interface 


 Buttons added to Storm Desktop 
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 VideoBack button added. During a call, clicking this button will 


switch off all desktop sharing and remote control, and then change 


the session into webcam style two-way chat. When this mode 


becomes active, the desktop sharing button will unlock and the 


clicked button will lock, telling the user that it they can switch to 


the other state if they wish. 


 Desktop sharing button added. During a call, this button will 


switch off all video viewing and rebuild the call, for stability 


reasons, and the host will share desktop with the caller with remote 


control off, by default. When this mode becomes active, the video 


button will unlock and the button clicked will lock, telling the user 


that they can switch to the other state if they wish. 


 Remote View button added.  During desktop sharing the host may 


click this button and toggle on and off the caller’s webcam, 


allowing the host to see the caller on his own window if the host 


desires.   


 Remote Control button added. During desktop sharing, clicking 


this button will toggle remote control (the ability for a calling 


person to manipulate the remote computer) on and off.  Button’s 


color changes from green to red, and back again, to indicate to the 


user visually that the remote control is on by seeing the button as 


green or off when it is red 


 Add Session Window Changes 


 VideoBack checkbox added. Checking this box will cause the 


session to start in a two-way webcam style call instead of 


STORM:Tool’s default host side desktop sharing. 


 STORM Relay checkbox added. This box is checked on, by 


default, to use Storm’s relay for handling video and audio packets. 


Unchecking this box will enable Jitsi’s relay, which handles 


packets differently from STORM:Tool’s, and in some cases, will 


work when STORM:Tool’s’s relay will not work.   


4.2.3 Transitioning and Implementation 


STORM software continues to be used for assisting the curriculum and equipment access with 


high schools.  Efforts to use this software at military installations were unsuccessful since 


authorization could not be granted (this failed effort lead to the on-site instructions during our 


training programs at USN and USMC locations, in particular at Camp Lejeune High School 


during the delivery of the Biomimicry module).  The software continues to be used for 


troubleshooting of the 3D printers and others.  
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4.2.4 Appendices 


4.2.B STORM Software Download 


4.2.A StormTool-33.exe     


4.2.C StormTool Source.zip   


4.3 Training and Curriculum 


4.3.1 Printer Curriculum 


Even though 3D printing has been known for over 20 years, its operation and maintenance are 


still a mystery to many users.  3D printers have a number of moving components, controlled by 


motors and belts, and require maintenance.  Upkeeping of 3D printers is a significant challenge 


due to inadequate support from companies that sell inexpensive ($2,000 or lower cost range) 


printers and/or high cost of maintenance support.  We noticed that a number of 3D printers, 


particularly those purchased by high schools, are often not maintained and are thus inoperative.  


Hence, one of the early efforts of the program, in combination with the printer development 


discussed in Section 4.1, was to develop a training program that focuses on basics of 3D printers, 


its components and their functionality, theory behind 3D printing, operation, trouble shooting, 


and maintenance of 3D printers. 


The program entitled, “Your 3D Printer is Not Rocket Science,” has been used to train a number 


of civilians and military personnel through boot camps (held in Youngstown, OH and El Paso, 


TX), professional development programs for high school teachers, and via STORM.  Most of the 


sessions were aimed at ‘training the trainers’ so that the trained participants can teach 3D 


printing to others.  When appropriate, we were also able to award continuing education units 


(CEU). 


Appedix 4.3.1.A provides full curriculum in Microsoft Word.  Even though many of the 


graphics, included to explain printer operations, are from the MENTOR-developed printer, the 


content is applicable to all printers.  In particular, the curriculum is aimed at fused deposition 


molding (FDM) printers. 


4.3.1.1 Appendix 


4.3.1.A Printer Curriculum 


4.3.2 Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM) 


The Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing (DTAM) curriculum was developed to meet 


one of the primary objectives of the program; develop innovative tools to assist military 


personnel in developing problem-solving skills.  DTAM provides a generalized introduction to 


additive manufacturing paired with advanced methods in design thinking. The curriculum is 


meant to facilitate the training of individuals or groups and consists of instruction materials and 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.2.B%20STORM%20Software%20Download.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.2.B.A%20StormTool-33.exe

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.2.B.B%20StormTool%20Source.zip

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.1.A%20Printer%20Curriculum.docx
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additive manufacturing projects. Moreover, it is meant to build application skills in the training 


of practitioners. DTAM training materials may be used as a single-document (i.e., textbook), in 


whole or as modified by the instructor, or in a modular manner (i.e., on-line course). 


DTAM has been used by AST2 for training both sailors and marines; we have also worked with 


other educators from ODU and other organizations to adapt DTAM and to deliver the program to 


military personnel.  Our experience, coupled with survey results, show DTAM to be a 


stimulating workshop that facilitates participants to apply design and manufacturing techniques 


to solve practical problems (see Section 4.4.3 as an example). 


4.3.2.1 DTAM Content 


The DTAM workshop teaches how to create practical solutions using AM, what items can be 


produced (and what cannot be) with AM, and emphasizes good design practices.  The course was 


developed in three versions:  


1) a text base course with included activities, reading assignments and exercises.  This 


course was designed for an instructor led class room setting.;  


2) A modular, workshop format course consisting of a slide-deck for each topic, led by an 


instructor.  This course can be tailored by the instructor depending upon the teaching 


goals of the workshop; and 


3) A self-paced, web-based course. 


The curriculum in DTAM does not require or presuppose any prior experience in additive 


manufacturing or design.  Participants in the workshop are expected to have a high-school 


education (GED or diploma) or higher and should have access to a computer capable of running 


a CAD program (the curriculum is not built to any specific CAD program.  Many free, open-


source versions exist in addition to commercially available CAD software).  Similarly, the 


curriculum does not require purchase of any specific 3D printer brand, but does assume that 


students will have access to a FDM printer for completion of the assigned projects (3D printers 


are not required to proceed through the course content).  


4.3.2.2 Development History 


Curriculum development began in the second half of 2015, beginning with development of the 


single-document text curriculum.  Transition to the modular course was started in January 2016 


and completed in March 2016.  This transition included a more formal definition of hands-on 


projects and added project rubrics to assist trainers in evaluating participant performance.  


Adaptation of the modular workshop to a web-based course began in July 2017 with the creation 


of 'instructor scripts' based on the self-paced modular curriculum.  The final web-based DTAM 


course will consist of a series of videos with voiceover recorded to the module slide decks. 
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As discussed, DTAM was originally developed as a classroom training material; classroom 


training is perhaps the preferred mode to learn DTAM.  We recognize that it may not be practical 


in all cases; hence, we developed the slide decks with quizzes, etc.  Our experience with sailors 


from over 10 ships, as part of the ODU program, has shown great benefit from such training.  


Under the MENTOR program, we have developed a wide range of training modules with the 


intent that the instructor would pick and choose content, based on participants, and customize the 


training program.  Similarly, we have also identified and catalogued a number of training aids in 


the form of videos and self-study materiel.  We are providing a number of such files, as part of 


appendices, that could be used by instructors.  The content can be easily downloaded and utilized 


by any instructor.  We recognize that providing some 100 files under DTAM can be 


overwhelming; we organized the content in a logical manner, in respective appendices, to make 


their utilization and learning as easy and convenient as possible. 


4.3.2.3 Transition Status and Use 


Marines and Navy personnel have been trained for using DTAM curriculum in multiple events, 


including multi-day training efforts at Camp Lejeune and at MARMC, Norfolk, VA.  Feedback 


from events is collected formally (survey's, report-out from the sponsor, etc.) and informally 


(conversations, observations, etc.) to enable improvements and revisions to the curriculum, as 


appropriate. 


Training sessions conducted with military personnel to date involved following activities: 


a. Introduction to 3D printing 


b. Assembling MENTOR-developed 3-D printers 


c. Introduction to CAD (when required) 


d. Teams of participants picking projects that are relevant to their roles in the military, 


and developing the project design 


e. Brain storming their ideas followed by presentations to the entire group 


f. Production of the projects using assembled printers 


Two to 3 days (two-day training was assessed to not provide enough time by several marines, 


and thus a three-day program is probably the preferred duration) was adequate for participants to 


develop the thinking skills to create solutions to practical problems utilizing design and 3D 


printing.  When additional time was available (example MARMC), participants had opportunity 


to practice and perform problem solving, design and production, and gain further experience.  


Since 3D printers were available to the participants following the training, they often continued 


to create solutions as exemplified by marines from the First Maintenance Battalion, Camp 


Pendleton.  Marines from the 2nd Maintenance Battalion also reported additional use of the 


printers during field exercises. 
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4.3.2.4 Appendices – Self Learning Modules 


4.3.2.A Module 0 DTAM Course Objectives Slide Deck     


4.3.2.AA Instructor Led DTAM Modular Curriculum files 


1a_WhatisAM      


1a_WhatisAM      


1b_HistoryOfAM   


1b_HistoryOfAM   


1c_AMToday 


1c_AMToday 


1d_AdvantagesOfAM      


1d_AdvantagesOfAM      


1e_DisadvantagesOfAM   


1e_DisadvantagesOfAM   


1f_ChallengesOfAM      


1f_ChallengesOfAM      


2a_HowTo3DPrint  


2a_HowTo3DPrint  


2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware    


2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware    


2c_TolerancesAndThresholds   


2c_TolerancesAndThresholds   


2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques 


2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques 


2d_SupportStructures   


2d_SupportStructures   


2e_TriangleOfChoices   


2e_TriangleOfChoices   


2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns 


2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns 


2g_Scanning3DDesigns   


2g_Scanning3DDesigns   


3a_IterativeDesign     


3a_IterativeDesign     


3b_DesignIn10Steps     


3b_DesignIn10Steps     


3c_DesignRequirements  


3c_DesignRequirements  



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.A%20Module%200%20DTAM%20Course%20Objectives%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1a_WhatisAM.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1a_WhatisAM.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1b_HistoryOfAM.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1b_HistoryOfAM.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1c_AMToday.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1c_AMToday.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1d_AdvantagesOfAM.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1d_AdvantagesOfAM.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1e_DisadvantagesOfAM.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1e_DisadvantagesOfAM.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1f_ChallengesOfAM.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/1f_ChallengesOfAM.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2a_HowTo3DPrint.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2a_HowTo3DPrint.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2b_OverviewOf3DPrintingSoftware.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2c_TolerancesAndThresholds.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2c_TolerancesAndThresholds.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2d1_AdvancedDesignTechniques.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2d_SupportStructures.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2d_SupportStructures.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2e_TriangleOfChoices.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2e_TriangleOfChoices.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2f_ExamplesOf3DDesigns.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2g_Scanning3DDesigns.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/2g_Scanning3DDesigns.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3a_IterativeDesign.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3a_IterativeDesign.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3b_DesignIn10Steps.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3b_DesignIn10Steps.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3c_DesignRequirements.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3c_DesignRequirements.pptx
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3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement     


3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement     


3e_CreativeProblemSolving    


3e_CreativeProblemSolving    


3f_SystematicDesign    


3f_SystematicDesign    


3g_KSAA    


3g_KSAA    


4a_ApplicationsInAerospace   


4a_ApplicationsInAerospace   


4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare  


4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare  


4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing     


4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing     


4d_ApplicationsInMilitary    


4d_ApplicationsInMilitary    


4e_ApplicationsInFood  


4e_ApplicationsInFood  


4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors  


4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors  


4g_MakerMovement 


4g_MakerMovement 


NASA AAQ References 


4.3.2.BB Instructor Led DTAM Modular Projects Rubrics and Resource Guides 


Project1Memo     


Project1ResourceGuide  


Project1Rubric   


Project2Memo     


Project2ResourceGuide  


Project2Rubric   


Project3Memo     


Project3Rubric   


Project4Memo     


Project4Rubric 


4.3.2.B Module 1a What is AM Slide Deck    


4.3.2.C Module 1b History of AM Slide Deck 


4.3.2.CC Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Syllabus  



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3d_DevelopingAProblemStatement.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3e_CreativeProblemSolving.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3e_CreativeProblemSolving.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3f_SystematicDesign.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3f_SystematicDesign.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3g_KSAA.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/3g_KSAA.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4a_ApplicationsInAerospace.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4a_ApplicationsInAerospace.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4b_ApplicationsInHealthcare.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4c_ApplicationsInManufacturing.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4d_ApplicationsInMilitary.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4d_ApplicationsInMilitary.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4e_ApplicationsInFood.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4e_ApplicationsInFood.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4f_ApplicationsORNLandLocalMotors.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4g_MakerMovement.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/4g_MakerMovement.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.AA%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Curriculum/NASA%20AAQ%20References.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project1Memo.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project1ResourceGuide.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project1Rubric.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project2Memo.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project2ResourceGuide.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project2Rubric.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project3Memo.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project3Rubric.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project4Memo.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.BB%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Projects_%20Rubrics%20and%20Resource%20Guides/Project4Rubric.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.B%20Module%201a%20What%20is%20AM%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.C%20Module%201b%20History%20of%20AM%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.CC%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Sample%20Syllabus.docx
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4.3.2.D Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Schedules   


4.3.2.D Module 1c AM Today Slide Deck      


4.3.2.DD DTAM Course Full Curriculum      


4.3.2.E Module 1d Advantages of AM Slide Deck    


4.3.2.EE DTAM Course Appendix- CAD and SLIC3R Training  


4.3.2.F Module 1e Challenges of AM Slide Deck    


4.3.2.FF Instructor Led DTAM Modular Sample Schedules  


4.3.2.G Module 2_HowTo3DPrint_Ver A Rev 2 


4.3.2.G Module 4_Applications of 3D printing Ver A Rev 0    


4.3.2.G_Module  0a_Course Objectives GCS Rev    


4.3.2.G_Module 1a_WhatisAM 2  


4.3.2.G_Module 1b_HistoryOfAM2      


4.3.2.G_Module 1c_AMToday2    


4.3.2.G_Module 1d_AdvantagesOfAM2   


4.3.2.G_Module 1e_Limitation Barriers Challenges Of AM2     


4.3.2.G_Module 3_Design2 Ver B Rev 0      


4.3.2.H Module 3 The Design Process Slide Deck   


4.3.2.H Quizzes for Slide Deck Module 3    


4.3.2.I Module 4 Applications of 3D Printing Slide Deck      


4.3.2.J Quizzes for Slide Decks Modules 1 and 2 


4.3.3 Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT) 


The Design Basis Analysis Tool (DBAT) was developed to improve the ability of users to 


produce sound engineering and design solutions.  The tool follows a systematic approach to 


design thinking that encourages critical analysis of the problem(s) faced and facilitates the 


comparative analysis of proposed design solutions.  It codifies processes commonly used by 


large engineering corporations to develop a ‘design solution’ for a project requirement – a 


process that normally involves pulling together a team of multi-disciplinary engineers to arrive at 


design solutions, evaluations of the developed solutions and consensus on the recommended 


solution, and review and approval of the recommended solution by peers and supervisors.  Such 


an established process has been simplified and codified as DBAT; the process can be completed 


with relative ease, by a small team, within a few hours to develop a solution for a simple, 


noncritical component.  Additionally, DBAT automatically creates the documentation required 


for peer review and approval for production/use. 


DBAT uses a combination of quantitative methods to support the decision-making process, and 


allows for the generation of project reports, helping to standardize documentation and improve 


the transfer of knowledge both horizontal and vertically within decision groups.  The ultimate 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.D%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Sample%20Schedules.ods

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.D%20Module%201c%20AM%20Today%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.DD%20DTAM%20Course%20Full%20Curriculum.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.E%20Module%201d%20Advantages%20of%20AM%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.EE%20DTAM%20Course%20Appendix-%20CAD%20and%20SLIC3R%20Training.odt.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.F%20Module%201e%20Challenges%20of%20AM%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.FF%20Instructor%20Led%20DTAM%20Modular%20Sample%20Schedules.ods

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G%20Module%202_HowTo3DPrint_Ver%20A%20Rev%202.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G%20Module%204_Applications%20of%203D%20printing%20Ver%20A%20Rev%200.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%20%200a_Course%20Objectives%20GCS%20Rev.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%201a_WhatisAM%202.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%201b_HistoryOfAM2.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%201c_AMToday2.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%201d_AdvantagesOfAM2.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%201e_Limitation%20Barriers%20Challenges%20Of%20AM2.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.G_Module%203_Design2%20Ver%20B%20Rev%200.pptx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.H%20Module%203%20The%20Design%20Process%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.H%20Quizzes%20for%20Slide%20Deck%20Module%203.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.I%20Module%204%20Applications%20of%203D%20Printing%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.2.J%20Quizzes%20for%20Slide%20Decks%20Modules%201%20and%202.docx
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goal of DBAT is to improve design solutions by inculcating a thought process of strategic, 


systematic design in trainees.  DBAT is currently implemented as a system-independent 


executable software program capable of running on most (PC-compatible) desktop/laptops. 


Design solutions developed through DBAT (or similar processes) by the military may be 


catalogued and stored at a secure website; such a repository of frequently required replacement 


parts’ designs can be downloaded, as and when required, produced using in-house prototyping 


equipment or a local fabrication facility, and used as a replacement.  This will save significant 


time and cost associated with procuring items that are not stored in local inventory, and reduce 


logistics burden. 


 4.3.3.1 DBAT Content 


DBAT analysis begins with the definition of a series of Design Requirements surrounding six 


major categories: Functionality, Health & Safety, Security, Serviceability, Operational 


Environment and Interfacing Systems.  Users determine significance/importance of the design to 


each of these six categories by assigning two ratings: criticality score and detection score.  Once 


the Design Requirements are input, the user begins creating their Potential Design Solutions. 


DBAT provides users with the ability to upload design files directly into the program to aid with 


transparency during the evaluation process.  Each Potential Design Solution is again evaluated 


by the designer through the assignment of a compliance score, a score for Knowledge, Skills, 


Abilities and Attitudes (KSAA), a score for planning and a score for implementation.  In all cases 


of designer scoring, detailed justifications and supportive explanation must be provided by the 


designer. 


The output of DBAT is a report that collects and presents the designers justifications and ultimate 


decision in a systematic, single-file PDF report.  Additionally, six metrics are used to 


quantitatively represent the perceived design problem and potential solutions.  These metrics are 


discussed in detail in the appendices and are presented graphically in the generated PDF report. 


 4.3.3.2 Development History 


The bulk of DBAT development took place in Mar – October 2015 and included a series of 


participants, internal and external to AST2.   A number of representatives from NAVSEA 


(MARMC and DC-area) and NAVAIR participated extensively both in its development and in 


ensuring that the tool is useful for military use, and incorporates Navy’s common practices; 


AST2 is grateful for their participation and support. 
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DBAT began as a conceptual framework for design thinking collected in a series of slide decks.  


These slide decks were unified after a series of group discussions/meetings to gain consensus on 


the systematic approach of DBAT.  The unified slide deck served as reference for the 


development of an Excel-based DBAT prototype that included a basic graphic user interface and 


excluded the auto-generated PDF report-out functionality.  Further iterations were made on 


DBAT and the finalized Excel-based version was transitioned to a stand-alone executable file 


written in Python Kivy.  The Kivy tool was further modified to improve the user interface and 


eliminate bugs.  The current DBAT tool is capable of being run on most laptops/desktops, 


features a uniform user interface, and includes automatic report generation functionality. 


 4.3.3.3 Transition Status and Use 


Navy personnel, in collaboration with AST2, used a development version of DBAT to test it for 


the design of an improved Motor Mount that was known to fail during ship usage.  Navy 


personnel formed three separate groups and undertook a design modification through the use of 


DBAT; all three teams completed their designs, produced consensus designs using DARPA-


developed 3D printers.  We incorporated lessons learned from this exercise in further 


development of DBAT.  Even though the Motor Mount was relatively simple, it was a good test 


case in the development process. 


The DBAT tool is ready for beta testing; further verification, prior to its use, will require one or 


two such exercises with a team of USN/USMC personnel and incorporation of lessons learned.  


A tool, such as DBAT, would develop standardized processes.  Additionally, such tools can 


support the development of design repositories. 


 4.3.3.4 Appendices 


4.3.3.A DBAT Spreadsheet-based Tool  


4.3.3.B DBAT Executable.exe  


4.3.3.C DBAT Tutorial with Questions and Case Studies 


4.3.3.D DBAT Explanation of Metrics and Calculations   


4.3.3.E DBAT Source.zip    


4.3.4 Reverse Engineering Curriculum 


The Reverse Engineering curriculum is meant to act as a sub-module capable of integrating with 


DTAM or the Printer Curriculum to provide additional skills and methods training.  The 


curriculum is meant to facilitate the training of individuals or groups and consists of one 


instructor presentation and one collection of instructor notes.  The curriculum is structured as a 


two-day lesson which includes group projects to reinforce and apply the skills and methods 


learned.  Content areas in this training include an introduction to reverse engineering, ethics and 


legality, approaches and best practices and review of the DBAT (an integrated product created 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.3.A%20DBAT%20Spreadsheet-based%20Tool.ods

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.3.B%20DBAT%20Executable.exe

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.3.C%20DBAT%20Tutorial%20with%20Questions%20and%20Case%20Studies.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.3.D%20DBAT%20Explanation%20of%20Metrics%20and%20Calculations.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.3.E%20DBAT%20Source.zip
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under this DARPA MENTOR2 program). 


4.3.4.1 Curriculum Content 


The curriculum in the Reverse Engineering module assumes introductory knowledge in additive 


manufacturing (3D printing) techniques.  Participants or trainees are expected to have a high-


school education (GED or diploma) or higher and should have access to a computer capable of 


running a CAD program (the module is not built to any specific CAD program.  Many free, 


open-source versions exist in addition to commercially available CAD software).  Similarly, the 


curriculum does not require purchase of any specific 3D printer brand, but does make the 


assumption that participants will have access to a FDM printer for completion of the assigned 


projects (if 3D printers are not available, projects may be shortened and completed through the 


design phase).  The module also benefits from use of the DBAT, a software program meant to 


assist in the inculcation of formal design thinking and to aid in decision-making and reporting. 


4.3.4.2 Development History 


Curriculum development began in March 2017 and was completed in August 2017.  Content for 


the course was pulled from published resources (cited as indicated) and from the requisite 


knowledge and expertise of the project lead. 


4.3.4.3 Transition Status and Use 


The curriculum has not been transitioned to either civilian or military customers.  AST2 has 


included this in its GSA Schedule to provide access to Government agencies. 


4.3.4.4 Appendices 


4.3.4.A Reverse Engineering Slide Deck     


4.3.4.B Reverse Engineering Instructor Notes     


4.3.4.C Reverse Engineering Small Group Project  


4.3.4.D Reverse Engineering Team Design    


4.3.4.D Reverse Engineering Team Design     


4.3.4.E Reverse Engineering Sample Training Schedule 


4.3.5 STEM Short Courses 


Science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) are generally seen as difficult 


subjects in school, and the traditional teaching methods do not always relate the subjects and the 


usefulness of the information to day-to-day activities.  AST2 has spent considerable effort, under 


DARPA and other programs, addressed this challenge and developed project oriented, cross-


cutting curricula that is exciting and stimulating to immerse students in a learning environment.  


The curricula were offered as semester-long courses in a number of high schools, primarily in 


OH.  In order to broaden the application of such curricula to other schools, particularly those 


attended by children of military families (such as high schools managed by DOD Educational 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.A%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Slide%20Deck.odp

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.B%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Instructor%20Notes.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.C%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Small%20Group%20Project.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.D%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Team%20Design.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.D%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Team%20Design.odt.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.4.E%20Reverse%20Engineering%20Sample%20Training%20Schedule.odt
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Authority or DODEA), we developed content for short courses that can be offered as STEM 


camps.  We developed 5 such topics for STEM camps, each integrating problem-solving 


approach through STEM; they are summarized below and details are provided in appendices.  


First camp, based on biomimicry, was offered at Camp Lejeune High School to Junior ROTC 


students, and received excellent response.  AST2 will seek other opportunities to deliver the 


STEM camps at other schools. 


1. Biomimicry:  This course looks at innovations that are inspired by nature.  Lessons focus 


on how nature has provided us with new ways of looking at problems and solutions. 


Biomimicry is “an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human 


challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. The goal is to create 


products, processes, and policies that are well-adapted to life on earth over the long 


haul.”  Biomimicry is based on the belief that nature has already solved many of the 


problems with which we humans are grappling today.  Well known examples include 


Velcro and shark-skin like swim suits. 


2. Asteroid Threat:  This course looks at the real-life threats and opportunities asteroids 


bring.  Based on National Air and Space Administration (NASA)’s plans to capture an 


asteroid, lessons focus on asteroids, and how they both threaten life on Earth and provide 


us with a variety of opportunities. Like the asteroid that struck Earth 65 million years 


ago, asteroids threaten life on Earth; however, they also provide us with opportunities to 


both learn about our solar system and profit from the minerals we suspect exist there. 


3. Repairing the Human Body:  This course looks at the role of existing and ever-changing 


technologies in human health.  Specifically, lessons focus on using technology to 


diagnose and treat ailments and injuries, to design and build 21st Century prosthetics, and 


to 3D print human organs.  In addition, the course also looks as some of the ethical and 


moral issues raised by employing these technologies and abilities. 


4. World’s Energy:  As the earth’s population continues to increase, humanity faces crises 


from water to food to energy and everything between.  How we create and use the 


planet’s energy resources will greatly affect the future of the human race.  This course 


studies energy resources, renewable and non-renewable, and traditional and alternative.  


Students will also investigate the role humans play in climate change/global warming and 


how we can decrease any effects humans have on the earth’s climate. 


5. Robotics:  A four-phase module that progressively teaches about robots, and how to make 


and program the robots.  Industrial applications of robots, current state of technology, 


Hollywood demonstrations and a host of other topics are covered with the aid of publicly 


available videos. 


The above STEM camps can be delivered over a 3- to 5-day duration, with course content that 


can be adjusted based on camp duration.  Each course includes class room coaching followed by 


team projects to develop solutions to a problem.  Students also learn to design the solution using 


simple CAD tools and print the solution.  The projects enhance students’ learning to work 


together as teams, develop creative solutions, and in cultivating problem solving skills utilizing 


STEM knowledge. 
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4.3.5.1 Appendices 


4.3.5.A Biomicry  


4.3.5.A.A Biomimicry and 3D Printing      


4.3.5.A.B Biomimicry Discovery      


4.3.5.A.C Awesome Inventions  


4.3.5.A.D Biomimicry Support  


4.3.5.A.E Lesson Schedule     


4.3.5.B.A The Asteroid Threat Student Edition   


4.3.5.B.B The Asteroid Threat Teacher Edition   


4.3.5.B.C Asteroid Capture Resource Sheet 


4.3.5.C.A Repairing the Human Body Student Edition    


4.3.5.C.B Repairing the Human Body Teacher Edition    


4.3.5.C.C Supplemental Ideas for Repairing the Body   


4.3.5.C.D Repairing the Human Body Resource Sheet     


4.3.5.D.A The World's Energy Camp Module Student Edition    


4.3.5.D.A The World_s Energy Camp Module Student Edition    


4.3.5.D.B The World's Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition    


4.3.5.D.B The World_s Energy Camp Module Teacher Edition    


4.3.5.D.C Supplemental Ideas and Resources      


4.3.5.E Robotics Module 


4.3.6 Job Worker Card (JWC) 


Wide industrial adaptation of AM requires the establishment of standards and credentialization of 


users; as a manufacturing method, 3D printing operators may obtain skills and credentials similar 


to other machinists.  In parallel to efforts by organizations such as the ASTM International 


(ASTM) that are focusing on developing technical standards for production and quality control 


(ASTM Committee F-42) of components made using AM, worker training, certification and 


credentialing are important. 


AST2 initiated an effort to develop a standard for the JWC during August, 2017.  We recognize 


that developing the standard for JWC and getting its approval through Department of Labor 


(DOL)’s apprenticeship program, and the development of related technical instructions as well as 


creating on-the-job training (OJT) programs in coordination with employers is a long process 


and will not be completed prior to completion of MENTOR2 program.  However, beginning of 


this effort is included in this report as the JWC will integrate a significant portion of 3D printer 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A%20Biomicry.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A.A%20Biomimicry%20and%203D%20Printing.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A.B%20Biomimicry%20Discovery.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A.C%20Awesome%20Inventions.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A.D%20Biomimicry%20Support.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A.E%20Lesson%20Schedule.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.B.A%20The%20Asteroid%20Threat%20Student%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.B.B%20The%20Asteroid%20Threat%20Teacher%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.B.C%20Asteroid%20Capture%20Resource%20Sheet.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.C.A%20Repairing%20the%20Human%20Body%20Student%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.C.B%20Repairing%20the%20Human%20Body%20Teacher%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.C.C%20Supplemental%20Ideas%20for%20Repairing%20the%20Body.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.C.D%20Repairing%20the%20Human%20Body%20Resource%20Sheet.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.D.A%20The%20World's%20Energy%20Camp%20Module%20Student%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.D.A%20The%20World_s%20Energy%20Camp%20Module%20Student%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.D.B%20The%20World's%20Energy%20Camp%20Module%20Teacher%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.D.B%20The%20World_s%20Energy%20Camp%20Module%20Teacher%20Edition.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.D.C%20Supplemental%20Ideas%20and%20Resources.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.E%20Robotics%20Module.docx
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training programs developed under MENTOR2 program. 


4.3.7 Integrated Projects 


During the transitioning efforts conducted by AST2 and others, we learned that hands-on 


projects are integral to creating the innovative problem-solving skills as well as to practice the 


curriculum using digital manufacturing equipment.  Even though participants should be 


encouraged to develop projects utilizing their creative skills, providing some challenges that can 


be improvised is helpful.  Based on the efforts of MENTOR2 program and training, we 


developed a few integrated hands-on projects; they are summarized below with detailed 


information provided in appendices.  Problem statement, and aids in developing solutions are 


provided as separate appendices.  The projects leverage some or all of curriculum developed 


under MENTOR including DTAM, DBAT and Reverse Engineering. 


The hands-on projects are also structured to involve only 3D printing for simplicity; however, 


other technologies can be easily incorporated by participants.  They are also of increasing 


complexity.  Each project presents a scenario a deployed person may experience, how they can 


conceive an innovative, temporary solution, and regain use of the equipment to complete their 


mission.  The process integrates several of the training programs discussed in this report; thus, 


they stimulate problem-solving skills utilizing innovative design and digital manufacturing 


concepts. 


4.3.7.1 3D Printer Bracket Replacement 


This project is a hands-on project to design and produce a 3D printer component, a bracket.  The 


project walks users through the problem, reasons for components’ failing, improvements to 


design to rectify identified flaws, and to create solution and produce components.  Use of 


modules from both DTAM and DBAT are integrated to assist in the process.   


4.3.7.2 Creation of a Sling Psychrometer 


Military personnel are often faced with a missing piece and are required to improvise with what 


is available under combat conditions.  This hands-on project discusses a scenario of a missing 


sling psychrometer, and how its function can be recreated using conventional analog 


thermometers and psychrometric charts. 


4.3.7.3 Replacing a Rudder Control Valve 


The project presents a scenario of a coast guard vessel losing rudder control far from the coast.  


The project discusses downloading designs from the manufacturer (may also be done by reverse 


engineering in similar scenarios), designing and producing a replacement to gain rudder control. 


4.3.7.4 UAV Challenge 


The project presents a requirement to improvise available inexpensive quadcopters to perform a 


task they were not designed for.  The project also covers identifying an appropriate sensor, 


potential improvements to the quadcopter utilizing available material, and testing. 
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4.3.7.5 Mission Modeling 


The project represents the planning activities of a mission, that are usually done on a piece or 


paper with a map to draw out and visualize scenarios, utilizing 3D printers to create 3-D 


renderings to help in planning.  Project can integrate various configurations and movements for 


deployment to test against a series of anticipated enemy counter-offenses.  Participants can 


integrate extreme terrain in the region and any other challenges. 


4.3.7.6 Appendices 


4.3.7.A 3D Printer Part  


4.3.7.B 3D Printer Part - Solution Sketch  


4.3.7.C Humid Climate    


4.3.7.D Humid Climate - Solution Sketch    


4.3.7.E Rudder Control Lever   


4.3.7.F Rudder Control Lever - Solution Sketch   


4.3.7.G UAV Challenge    


4.3.7.H UAV Challenge - Solution Sketch    


4.3.7.I Mission Modeling 


4.3.7.J Mission Modeling - Solution Sketch 


4.4 Transitioning Products to Civilian and Military Users 


Transitioning of products developed under MENTOR2 program was a significant program focus, 


particularly during the second and third years.  In collaboration with DARPA program 


management staff and other DOD collaborators, primarily from USMC and USN, we were 


successful in transitioning the products to the military.  Examples of transitioning are 


summarized in this subsection. 


4.4.1 3D Printer and DTAM Programs with Camp Pendleton 


First Maintenance Battalion of USMC, located at Camp 


Pendleton, was in the process of initiating a program, 


during early 2016, to create a capability to augment 


sustainment efforts via rapid prototyping. The program, 


entitled EXMAN or expeditionary manufacturing unit, 


was focused on solving significant maintenance and 


sustainment issues associated with hard-to-procure or 


non-procurable components that were impacting 


operational readiness and efficiency.  AST2, in 


collaboration with USN’s Space and Air Warfare Center 


(SPAWAR), had the opportunity to utilize a number of 


MENTOR2-developed products to support this effort.  Within the first six months of our support, 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.A%203D%20Printer%20Part.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.B%203D%20Printer%20Part%20-%20Solution%20Sketch.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.C%20Humid%20Climate.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.D%20Humid%20Climate%20-%20Solution%20Sketch.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.E%20Rudder%20Control%20Lever.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.F%20Rudder%20Control%20Lever%20-%20Solution%20Sketch.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.G%20UAV%20Challenge.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.H%20UAV%20Challenge%20-%20Solution%20Sketch.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.I%20Mission%20Modeling.odt

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.7.J%20Mission%20Modeling%20-%20Solution%20Sketch.odt
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the First Maintenance Battalion successfully adapted 3D printing and other rapid prototyping 


technologies, developed EXMAN, developed solutions to a number of maintenance and 


sustainment issues, and demonstrated that these technologies can indeed enhance both 


operational efficiency and readiness.  They have also won SPAWAR’s highest award, Lightning 


Bolt Award, for their exceptional efforts.  


4.4.4.1 Training, Support and Printer Use 


Working with the First Maintenance Battalion was our first attempt for transitioning the 3D 


printer kits and printer curriculum; both items were still in the development stage at that time and 


hands-on working with the marines was quite helpful in the development efforts.   


Marines that participated in the training program included experienced machinists and 


maintenance members with significant expertise.  The team was also provided a weeklong 


Solidworks CAD training course by SPAWAR in preparation for the EXMAN program.  Their 


experience and CAD training helped our efforts significantly, and the training program achieved 


success beyond our expectations. 


We assembled 4 printer kits, a large set of spare parts, filament and other supplies for the training 


program.  About 12 marines participated.  Even though the marine team was experienced in 


machining and maintenance, they were not exposed to 3D 


printing prior to this training.  Every member participated 


with great enthusiasm and contributed. 


The first day of training involved the construction of 4 kit 


printers following the assembly instruction developed 


under MENTOR2.  Since most of the participants were 


experienced, they were able to complete printer 


assembly, trouble shooting and leveling in about 6 hours; 


we had estimated 8 to 10 hours for the task.  That allowed 


additional time for operation and maintenance training.  


The second day of training was focused entirely on computer aided manufacturing (CAM), 


maintenance, and troubleshooting of the 3D printers.  The maintenance and troubleshooting 


guides were developed integral to the printer kit curriculum, as separate appendices, and were 


utilized for this instruction.  Some elements of DTAM were discussed in parallel as the 


discussions quickly elevated to the design process.   


Camp Pendleton training did not include group projects, normally included in such programs, 


due to the accelerated timeframe.  Marines were encouraged to bring in their own designs to 


print which inevitably reinforces the troubleshooting process.  All of them came back the next 


morning with projects they completed overnight.  All the marines downloaded AutoCad 123 


overnight (if they did not already have it) at their residences, worked on designs and brought 


them the next morning.  This was a clear testament to their enthusiasm to learn from the program 


and excitement about using the 3D printers.  We were able to print the projects using assembled 


printers. 
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We left behind printers for their use and provided telephone support.  During a subsequent visit 


the following week (to support visit by MG Berger), we were surprised to witness the number of 


components they had designed and produced to support maintenance activities. 


4.4.1.2 Production Using Printers and transition to EXMAN 


MENTOR printers were used by the First Maintenance Battalion 


for a few months, and were useful in creating a number of 


solutions and improving performance.  Marines moved to 


production scale printers in the EXMAN after using the 


MENTOR printers for about 5 months; EXMAN was 


subsequently equipped with a Fortus 250 printer and other digital manufacturing equipment.  


Table 1 provides a few highlights of replacement components that were designed and produced 


using both MENTOR printers and subsequently using EXMAN’s full-scale equipment.  Many of 


them have already approved for use by the Marine Corps and are in use.  A detailed presentation, 


prepared by SPAWAR is attached as an appendix. 


Table 1.  Examples of Components Produced at Camp Pendleton 


 


A significant observation to be made from information presented in Table 1 is the 


improvement in operational readiness; it is challenging to replace small components through 


normal logistics processes and units are often saddled with reduced performance.  Digital 


manufacturing offers an excellent solution, as demonstrated by the First Maintenance 


Battalion. 


 


Maintenance and Sustainment 


Challenge 


 Solution and Benefits  


Over 2% of RT 1916 components 


broken in AN/VRC-100 Vehicular 


Amplifier Units 


 Design completed in 45 min 


 Each part production time 1 hr 45 min 


 Cost of material $2.00 vs. $1599 for replacing 


the broken component 


Over 75% of the Harris 1694 and 1796 


have broken COSMIC port parts that 


retain cryptographic fill 


 Design completed in 30 min 


 Each part production time 45 min 


 Cost of material $1.00 vs. $1599 for replacing 


the broken component 


Over 25% plastic cable shield broken in 


AN/VRC-110 
 Design completed in 90 min 


 Each part production time 5 hr 30 min 


 Cost of material $2.00 vs. $8 for replacing the 


broken component 


Hard to procure Amphibious Assault 


Vehicle (AAV)’s broken power take off 


Yoke Shifter 


 Designed replacement part in 1 hour 


 Print time 2 hr 30 min 


 Improved operational readiness by 199 days  


"It is more than just parts, 
it's about changing the 
way we think.“ 


Major General Coglianese 
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4.4.1.3 Lessons Learned 


Every transitioning effort we undertook was an opportunity to improve the products from lessons 


learned.  Since Camp Pendleton effort was our first with the Printer Kit and DTAM, we learned a 


lot.  Important items are summarized below. 


 Lack of internet access, and even cell phone coverage, was a significant challenge.  We 


had difficulty in transferring the files developed by marines at their homes to printers.  


We utilized a two-step process to overcome this.  First, marines accessed the files via 


internet and stored them on their smart phones.  We were able to transfer the files through 


the SD cards.  This was not an easy task; using SD cards as the main printing driver was 


problematic. The lack of SD card readers and ports on military personnel computers was 


just further evidence that a work around was necessary for sustained use.  


 The second lesson was around the capabilities of standard polylactic acid (PLA) filament 


used in 3D printers.  The kit printer kits, at that time, did not have the capability to equip 


them with a heated bed, the materials that can be adhered to the printer surface are 


limited. This was something that the marines voiced as a concern very early.  AST2 


addressed this and incorporated a heated bed into the printer design and to print using 


alternate materials such as ABS. 


4.4.1.4 Appendix 


4.4.1.A AM Way Ahead, Dr. Kristin Holzworth, SPAWAR, October 3, 2016 


4.4.2 Training at MARMC 


AST2 organized a training session for sailors at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center 


(MARMC) during early March 2016, immediately following the training program at Camp 


Pendleton.  This session was week-long and included sailors that had some familiarity with 


design and AM.  Hence, we focused more on discussing design thinking.  Additionally, in order 


to get an independent evaluation of the training program and to evaluate if others can deliver the 


program, AST2 subcontracted Old Dominion University (ODU) for the training at MARMC. 


A summary of the report prepared by ODU is presented in this section. 


A week-long seminar on additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, took place at the Mid-Atlantic 


Regional Maintenance Center (MARMC) from March 7-11, 2016. The purpose behind the 


instruction was to get students familiar with general principles behind additive manufacturing so 


they may pass on the instruction to future students and students.  


4.4.2.1 Review of the course outline 


A summary of the DTAM’s relevant sections, utilized at MARMC, is provided below along with 


observations made by ODU. 


Section 1 is an introduction to AM.  The introduction was received well.   During the discussion 


with sailors, including those who had some prior experience with 3D printing, many were still 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.4.1.A%20AM%20Way%20Ahead.pptx
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amazed to learn some of the things they didn’t know (i.e.: history behind 3D printing, advantages 


vs. disadvantages, material properties of plastic grades, etc).   AST2 noticed this during other 


training sessions as wee; even though participants use 3D printers, general and relevant 


information on 3D printing is still lacking. 


Section 2 discusses 3D Modeling and CAD software.  Several sailors that participated in the 


session were familiar with CAD models.  Hence, this was not covered in detail at MARMC. 


Design process discussion begins in Section 4 and continues into Section 6.  Emphasizing the 


process of design through this step-by-step process (i.e.: brainstorming, iterations, etc.) is helpful 


for the sailors to gain familiarity with the process as well as practice these steps to improve 


design skills.  


As covered in Sections 9 and 11, learning about the different types of additive manufacturing 


techniques is important.  The discussion on widespread applicability of 3D printing from 


biomedical to aerospace applications enhanced sailors’ curiosity.  Additionally, the discussion on 


the steps to prepare a part for 3D printing, as well its advantages/disadvantages and the different 


types of additive manufacturing techniques that exist, inspired creativity and innovation to use 


resources beyond what may be currently available.  


4.4.4.2 Projects 


The training program started with the sailors 


building printers from the kits, and was followed by 


hands-on projects.  Assembling and troubleshooting 


printers from kits started on the first day and 


continued into the second day.  Following a CAD 


training session, sailors began drawing items of their 


choice and developing designs.  Additional 


instructions were provided on converting a pdf 


image into a CAD file (an exercise that can be useful 


during reverse engineering if only paper drawings 


are available). One sailor designed a Spongebob Squarepants figurine as well as a car, and was 


able to get the car printed on one of the newly constructed printers.  A number of such projects 


were successfully performed during the training program. 


4.4.2.3 Course Assessment 


Students were asked to complete a post-assessment survey.  Feedback on the short course was 


overwhelmingly positive, and are summarized in Table 2.   
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Table2: Student Assessment for MARMC Training 


 Factor 


Highly 


Disagree Disagree 


Neither Agree 


nor Disagree Agree 


Highly 


Agree 


1 The course was well organized. 0 25% 0 75% 0 


2 


The course gave a good introductory overview of 


additive manufacturing. 0 0 25% 50% 25% 


3 


The topics covered in this course are relevant to my 


job. 0 0 0 75% 25% 


4 The course objectives met my training needs. 0 0 0 100% 0 


5 


The activities used in the course were appropriate and 


helped me to learn. 0 0 25% 75% 0 


6 The instructor was knowledgeable on the subject. 0 0 0 100% 0 


7 The instructor presented the material clearly. 0 0 25% 75% 0 


8 


The course materials were presented on an 


appropriate level for the introductory course. 0 0 50% 25% 25% 


9 Overall the course was valuable to me. 0 0 0 100% 0 


10 I would recommend this course to my colleagues.   0 0 0 100% 0 


 


4.4.2.4 Appendix 


4.4.2.A ODU Summary Report.  Technical Workshop on Naval Applications for 


Additive Manufacturing, Dr. J Michaeli and M. Polanco, June 22, 2016 


4.4.3 Printer Assembly and DTAM Training at Camp Lejeune 


After successful training of the First Maintenance Battalion, we organized an additional training 


session with the Second Maintenance Battalion at Camp Lejeune.  The group of marines were 


selected to have a wide diversity of job functions at the Camp even though the Maintenance 


Battalion hosted the session.  The diversity was planned to seek feedback from a broader group 


of marines, beyond those involved in maintenance functions.  The group indeed represented a 


wide diversity from supply chain staff to electronics technicians, and even included two medics 


from the Navy stationed at the Camp.  This proved to be extremely valuable, and provided 


feedback on how marines and Navy medics, of diverse duties and experience, could utilize the 


training material and develop critical problem-solving skills and practical solutions. 


Training of Marines was conducted on 1 and 2 June 2016.  Content was selected from the 


DTAM curriculum (Section 4.3.2).  Marines had limited to no prior experience in 3D printing or 


CAD.  Over the course of this two-day training, Marines assembled a 3D printer from a kit, 


calibrated and tested the 3D printer, were introduced to Additive Manufacturing concepts, 


learned introductory skills in CAD and pursued team projects. 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.4.2.A%20ODU%20Summary%20Report.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.4.2.A%20ODU%20Summary%20Report.docx
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4.4.3.1 Training Summary 


Maine Corps assembled a team of 10 marines and 2 sailors with a wide range of 


backgrounds.  They were actually a great test group for the training, based on the following 


observations: 


 None of them had any exposure to additive manufacturing 


 Only 5 had machining experience (few had familiarity with design) and one is a welder. 


 Job duties within USMC/USN included supply administration, medic, driver, armament. 


 All had only high school education 


 All male 


 Average age was probably 20 (only one marine and a Navy medic had more than a few 


years experience) 


The group at Camp Lejeune was a better ‘test sample’ than the group at Camp Pendleton; a 


number of the marines we trained at Camp Pendleton had years of experience and were of higher 


rank.  It was easier for Pendleton marines to pick up information.  Camp Lejeune marines, on the 


other hand, were closer to young recruits with little experience (3 of them had less than 6 months 


in the Marine Corps).  Including the team from outside the 2nd Maintenance Battalion was a great 


benefit; they not only provided diversity of backgrounds, but provided insights into what marines 


can do, a broader input than what only machinists could have provided.  In fact, the Medic 


wanted to start using the printers to produce parts they need right away.  Marine from the supply 


chain was talking about how it could make supply chain easier to maintain.  The interaction 


between the maintenance Marines and others was also a great benefit as they were learning about 


how they could help each other. 


Most of the Day 1 morning was spent going over additive manufacturing, what can be done 


using the technology, what its limitations are, some examples of items that have been produced 


using AM, etc.  Modules selected for use from the DTAM curriculum were: 


1a. What is AM  2b. Overview of Software  3a. Iterative Design 


1b. History of AM  2c. Tolerances    3b. Design in 10 Steps 


1c. AM Today   2d. Support Structures   3c. Design Requirements 


1d. Advantages of AM 2e. Triangle of Choices  3d. Problem Statements 


1e. Disadvantages of AM      3e. Creative Problem Solving 


Day 2 emphasized 3D design with students using a free, open-sourced CAD program (123D) to 


create their 3D designs.  The second half of Day 2 was spent pursuing a project in small groups 


of 2 – 3 marines.  Each team identified a theme and created an object centered around that theme 


(i.e., one team used a medical theme to design a holder for various small tools that otherwise lay 


separate from one another).  Iterative design and the use of 3D printing to enable/enhance rapid 


prototyping was a major point of emphasis during the team project. 


Marines absorbed the material, and did not immediately jump into design (being Type A) 


utilizing the training they received during the previous day.  Most of the teams spent about an 
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hour or more talking to each other before deciding how to proceed.  It also gave us an 


opportunity to download 123D and install it on each of the computers.  Marines learned CAD 


software usage readily, and started designs. 


One team picked medical supplies as a theme.  They designed a plastic holder that can be used 


with multiple types of scalpels.  Produced two with varying thicknesses (the first one was too 


thin and weak).  We discussed methods to make the scalpel holder stronger (higher density or 


thicker); the team improvised and produced a good holder.  We learned that there are a lot of 


small plastic parts that are not readily available, particularly for practicing skin related 


surgeries.  We also had discussions on what materials might be suitable for sterilization in an 


autoclave or the possibility of chemical sterilization. 


The second team picked light weight drones as a theme.  They were excited about how they 


could utilize 3D printing to produce lower density components and attendant benefits in flying 


such drones.  They designed propellers and other items and started to produce them. 


The third team picked a complex item – a Vernier caliper; they included marking units and had a 


sliding caliper.  The design was completed in about 2 hours.  Printing was deferred to the 


following day. 


4.4.3.2 Feedback and Evaluations 


We used pre- and post-course evaluation forms.  We were able to collect all the pre- forms, and 


most of the post-evaluation forms back; some of the team members had to leave for other 


assignments and could not fill them. 


Overall the training received positive reactions from the participants.  Except for one marine, the 


participants saw the training having an impact on their jobs.  They were universal in saying that 


we rushed through (a valid criticism) and did not provide adequate time on most topics. 


4.4.3.3 Lessons Learned 


Lessons learned at Camp Lejeune were similar to those from Camp Pendleton, and are 


summarized below. 


 General consensus from the Marines was that the time spent training was too short. They 


would have preferred a full week in order to more completely master the concepts and 


gain exposure/experience with the printers. 


 Loading 123D on USMC laptops proved more challenging than expected.  Required 


software should be installed on all computers to be used during training prior to the start 


of Day 1. 


4.4.4 JROTC Training at Camp Lejeune DODEA High School 


AST2 has been successful in transitioning MENTOR1- and MENTOR2-efforts to educational 


institutions, particularly high schools in OH and PA.  We wanted to transition the efforts to high 
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schools administered by the Department of Defense Educational Authority (DODEA) as well so 


that the children of military families, attending these schools, also benefit from the program 


efforts.  We coordinated meetings with DODEA HQ in collaboration with DARPA and one of its 


high schools at Camp Lejeune in collaboration with USMC.  We learned that implementing a 


semester-long or other activity as part of the regular curriculum requires an extensive planning 


and approval process.  However, the local high school management and others at Camp Lejeune 


were excited about the idea and suggested working with JROTC to explore potential for 


incorporating program efforts and its benefits.  We devised a 3-day program and delivered for 


JROTC students with exceptional feedback; demonstrated the value of MENTOR2 efforts in 


improving STEM experience at DODEA high schools. 


4.4.4.1 Biomimicry Curriculum 


The 3-day program, consisting of biomimicry curriculum content, integrated with elements from 


our 3D printing boot camps, was offered to 27 students at Camp Lejeune High School in October 


2016.  It consisted of approximately 19 hours of classroom time.  The curriculum used video 


presentations, document presentations, and curriculum presentations along with a decent amount 


of lecture material which took up approximately half of the course (10 hours). 


A detailed content is provided in an appendix (Biomicry), and a summary is provided below. 


 Day 1:  3D Printing and Printer Assembly:  Students learn basics of 3D printing via 


lecture and reading of published articles, assemble 3D printers from kits.  We used 3 kits 


and formed 3 student teams to work with each kit. 


 Day 2:  Biomimicry and CAD Training:  Students learn about biomimicry in nature, how 


humans have utilized it in design for enhanced efficiency using a number of examples, 


and proceed to learn about CAD. 


 Day 3:  Projects:  Students form teams with defined roles for individual team members, 


follow a methodical process to develop project designs, review published articles for 


suggestions, and present projects. 


The module emphasized group work by utilizing three projects during the class.  Students 


successfully completed their tasks which included construction of printers (one printer per team 


with three teams) from printer kits, basic instruction in a CAD software (123D Design), and 


presentation of three team projects.  Each team 3D printed an object to represent their team using 


the printer they have assembled.  Camp Lejeune high school also acquired one of the printer kits 


for continued education and classroom use. 


Surveys were held before and after the course.  Due to changing student population (some 


students did not attend all days of course), there were only 18 students that could be analyzed for 


improvements in their education level. 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.3.5.A%20Biomicry.docx
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4.4.4.2 Learning Printer Assembly and Design 


Students constructed the 3D printers from kits.  The kits were fully disassembled units requiring 


full assembly, testing and calibration before use.  Student teams were able to successfully 


construct their printers (including testing and calibration) in roughly 4 hours (with 2 teams being 


successful in construction by 4 hours and 1 team needing an additional hour).  The printers were 


further utilized to print one project file (roughly 1.5 hours printing time).  During the assembly 


time, students were rotated away from printer assembly to complete a self-paced CAD 


instruction module based around the Autodesk 123D Design CAD software.  This module takes 


around 30 minutes to complete.  Students had to design a CAD model for printing (an object to 


represent their team) as well as an object for visual presentation for their team project final 


deliverable.  Each team was able to competently design both objects. 


4.4.4.3 Biomimicry and Group Projects 


The module instructed students on developments 


and inventions based on analyzing nature’s 


advantages at handling certain problems.  Student 


population at this camp consisted of JROTC 


students who are experienced in group work.  


The students were presented with a variety of 


group work elements in a larger team context.  


Student groups consisted of approximately 6-10 students (number varies due to varying student 


population on each day of the course).  The group work consisted of one main project (covering 


all 3 days) and one smaller project (covering the last 2 days).  The main project had students 


creating a useful element for business, commercial, or military use.  Students were required to 


present their work via a CAD model (visual presentation only), a PowerPoint presentation, and a 


verbal presentation/defense of their project. 


The smaller project (2 day) was to design an object to represent their team.  This object was then 


printed after being designed and had to successfully print.  The team then presented their 


experiences with the 123D Design CAD software as well as presenting their designed part.  One 


team printed a kangaroo and two printed medallion disks that featured their team names. 


The main project was to think of an object that would be developed after viewing a specific 


element from nature.  A video of an element from nature (a hovering leaf in the wind) was 


shown to the class before their course work.  Groups then presenting what they believed would 
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be invented from that element.  This presentation only 


involved a verbal presentation/defense due to the shorted 


duration.  The teams presented armadillo like defensive armor 


pieces, a tail like balancing apparatus, and armadillo like 


flexible armor. 


All projects were presented successfully on the third day of 


the camp. 


4.4.4.4 Assessment and Lessons Learned 


The module was well received by both students and teachers; and we received a letter of 


appreciation from LTC Valore. 


Assessments were issued both before and after the course.  There were 18 students that were 


present both at the beginning and end of the course.  General analysis shows only 2 students did 


not have a positive reaction to the.  Sixteen of the 18 students provided positive feedback 


encouraging us to proceed forward. The questionnaire used was an abbreviated version of the 


survey developed by Carnegie Mellon for evaluation of INVENTORcloud program’s 


effectiveness under the Gates Foundation grant. 


Quantitatively, average score of the students in being able to and willing to self-learn, perform 


design and conduct innovative programs increased from 3.8 prior to the workshop to 4.2 after the 


workshop.  Qualitatively, the most frequent comment we received as a result of workshop was – 


“yes, I can.”  Students gained self-confidence and developed curiosity. 


The mixed team approach (with one large team being broken into 3 sub-teams with each sub-


team having specific goals) was successful and the overall project approach (where teams were 


making projects to compete with the other teams) assisted in keeping students interested in the 


program. 


4.3.5 Training of Naval Expeditionary Forces 


ODU has adapted some of the training curriculum and 3D printer developed under MENTOR2 


program to train expeditionary forces under a ONR Grant (No. N00014-16-1-2819), ‘Creating 


the Fleet Maker.’  The main purpose of this program is to advance STEM education and outreach 


to active duty military personnel, improving the Navy ‘s STEM workforce. Key project 


components are:  


1. Engagement of active duty personnel in a Maker environment 


2. Informal STEM learning through collaborative workshops 


3. Workforce development for both active duty STEM and non-STEM professionals 


interested in technologies such as 3D printing, 3D scanning and meshing, computer aided 


design, geometric modeling and computer integrated systems. 
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AST2 is a member of the ODU team, and MENTOR-developed 3D printer and some of the 


curricula have been incorporated into the program.  The program has trained about 100 sailors to 


date, and is an additional successful transition of MENTOR efforts. 


4.4.5.1 Workshops 


ODU has completed 5 workshops through the first year (ending in June 2017), and plans to 


conduct 10 additional workshops.  A total of 300 to 400 sailors would be trained through these 


programs.  Constitution of participants for the first 5 workshops are presented in Table 3.  Five 


additional workshops have also been scheduled for the 2nd year.  Each workshop aims 


participation of about 10 sailors from two separate ships or organizations, and is conducted over 


Friday and Saturday. 


Table 3:  Fleet Maker Training Participants 


Workshop Schedule Participants 


Workshop # 1 January 27 – 28, 2017 USS San Jacinto (CG 56) 


USS Kearsarge (LHD 3) 


Workshop # 2 March 17 – 18, 2017 USS Mason (DDG-87) 


USS Normandy (CG-60) 


Workshop # 3 April 14 – 15, 2017 Naval Station Norfolk 


USS Whidbey Island (LSD-41) 


Workshop # 4 May 12 – 13, 2017 USS WASP (LHD 1) 


U.S. Navy Sealift Command 


Workshop # 5 June 2 – 3, 2017 USS Monterrey 


4.4.5.2 AST2 Participation in Workshop # 4 


AST2 supported all workshops, and was able to participate 


in Workshop # 4.  Participants were two teams of sailors (5 


female and 15 male) from USS Wasp and Navy Sealift 


Command (NSC), each with 10 participants.  Participants 


represented significant diversity ranging from ordnance 


inspection to IT specialists.  Both crews were somewhat 


unique and provided valuable insight in terms of going 


forward.  The Wasp team were mostly young sailors and 


included one senior member, a maintenance chief, who had 


a good perspective as the Wasp team was lent one of the 


MENTOR-developed 3D printers from MARMC during a 


six-month deployment in 2016.  As a result, he was aware 


of its use on the ship during the deployment.  The Wasp sailors were glad that they could keep 


the printer now.  The NSC team included both junior and senior sailors including a CDR, a 


senior supply chain officer at NSC.  Having been both an enlisted member and an officer, the 


CDR had good insight into how rapid prototyping could help in supply chain management.   
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During the 2-day training program; every sailor was totally engaged and enthused.  Just as we 


noticed earlier with marines from Camp Pendleton and Camp Lejeune, sailors absorbed the 


information like sponge and developed skills very quickly. 


4.4.5.3 Observations and Lessons Learned 


The most important observation and lesson learned was the limitation on what sailors could do 


on the ship with the printer without a design station.  Even though there are computers on the 


ships, sailors are unlikely to be able to download design software or even be allowed to use the 


ship computers.  Future plans should include a dedicated laptop with a CAD software with the 


printer (as it was during 2015 deployments on USS Truman and USS Kearsarge). 


Even though the training was with the MENTOR-developed 3D printer, it is just as relevant to 


any simple 3D printer.  Few sailors needed help with leveling, but most learned to use them in 


less than 30 min.   


Virtually all expressed that they would benefit from additional training on other types of digital 


manufacturing equipment.  A number of applications for use of 3D printers and other equipment, 


while ships are sailing, were identified. 


4.4.6 Vocational Therapy for Veterans 


Physical therapy during rehab is often monotonous.  AST2 wanted to explore potential of 3D 


printer programs to enhance therapy.  Assembling the printer kits would engage mind as well as 


body, and subsequent use of the printers could provide skills for entrepreneurship or 


employment.  We explored the potential of this concept with the Veterans Administration (VA), 


and obtained a SEED grant to evaluate at two different VA Medical Centers; White River 


Junction (WRJ), VT and Chillicothe, OH.  We completed the training program at WRJ, and are 


scheduled to conduct training at Chillicothe starting in October, 2017. 


The first training session at WRJ was extremely rewarding, and VA has expressed interest in 


implementing the program broadly across the Nation. 


4.4.6.1 WRJ Training 


The week-long training held at the WRJ was attended by a number of veterans engaged in a drug 


rehab programs and staff from the medical center.  It was based around the concept of teaching 


art therapy using 3D printing.  We utilized MENTOR-developed printer kits, printer curriculum 


and DTAM. 


Training program started with small teams of veterans assembling three printers from kits. Once 


assembled, general operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting were discussed.  Veterans were 


also introduced to the slicing software for computer aided manufacturing (CAM).  


The veterans were also taught parametric modeling (CAD) using Onshape.  The CAD classes 


utilized generic premade curriculum, but adjusted to accommodate participants’ ability to absorb 


the material.  This allowed the trainers to gauge the skill level and modify the approach 
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whenever necessary.  The scope and duration of the training program did not allow for deep 


learning of the software, but provided adequate time for veterans to gain knowledge and learn the 


basics and to access additional resources when one runs into a challenge.  


Veterans practiced some basic designs during the CAD instruction; however, the main focus was 


creating a project that they would find useful or one would 


benefit the VA in some way.  Maintaining the projects as open 


as possible empowered all of the veterans to be creative 


without restrictions.  Once their concepts were put together, 


AST2 staff supported their efforts to learn what was 


achievable via 3D printing and what would need post 


processing (hardware, painting, etc.).  


Creating the project was the best avenue for veterans’ teams to implement what they learned 


during the training programs, including about 3D printing process and the design process. We 


integrated best practices from DTAM, and encouraged veterans to first draw their design on 


paper before starting to design on the computer. This simple step accelerated the design thinking 


process and allowed them to see what they were doing from a wider perspective. Veterans also 


had to be creative to achieve some of their goals as the limitations of 3D printing became more 


apparent.  Some examples of completed projects are: painted duck (displayed at WRJVT), fidget 


spinner, hand-bike (1/10 scale), and an empty magazine flag insert. 


4.4.6.2 Observations and Lessons Learned 


The main lesson learned involved hardware restrictions from the VA and the limitations of 


Onshape, CAD software used during training. The initial goal was to use iPad mini’s for the 


CAD modeling tasks. This proved to be extremely difficult due to the mobility and control 


limitations of some of the veterans. Using laptop computers was a far more manageable method 


for the design work.  


Internet usage wasn’t consistent at the medical center. The computers were regularly removed 


from the network for random intervals of time. Since Onshape is web-based, this presented 


significant challenges. 


Participating veterans found the program to be very useful, 


and started teaching other veterans within 2 weeks after 


the training program.  In addition to the main purpose of 


vocational therapy, several members immediately realized 


that the program could help in creating products for sale or 


gain employment.  A video prepared by the VA is 


included in an appendix.  


“This will make people 
useful and give them a 
sense of accomplishment,” 
Mitzi Frazzetta, Veteran 
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4.4.6.3 Appendix 


4.4.A WRJ Training Video 


4.4.7 AM Boot Camps 


In collaboration with and funding from AmericaMakes and University of Texas at El Paso 


(UTEP), AST2 conducted two separate week-long boot camps where participants learned about 


3D printing.  MENTOR-developed printer kits and curriculum were integrated into the Boot 


Camps. 


The first boot camp, held in Youngstown, had the following main objectives: 


 Train members on AM processes 


 Printer operation and maintenance training involving the assembly and operation of the 


printer kit 


 Train the trainers to transfer the training to others in schools or military 


An additional objective of the boot camp was to evaluate how easy the printer kit was to 


assemble and use by members with wide technical backgrounds.  Observations by AST2 staff 


and feedback received from the attendees was quite helpful in revising the printer design, 


assembly/disassembly manual, and organization of the kit.  The finalized printer kit benefited 


from the feedback we received during the boot camp. 


All attendees were given a tour of the rapid prototyping laboratory (developed subsequent to 


MENTOR1 program), and introduced to the entire range of bench-top prototyping equipment. 


The boot camp was interspersed with lectures from notable experts in AM including several 


faculty from YSU and UTEP.  The attendees were a mix of school teachers (of all grade levels) 


and DoD personnel (both active duty and civilians) from USN and USMC.  The concept for the 


military personnel is same as for the one for teachers; they would become trainers that would 


instruct colleagues the basics of AM, design and production. 


AST2, in collaboration with UTEP and AmericaMakes, conducted a second boot camp in El 


Paso, TX during October 2016.  The El Paso camp targeted school teachers with primary focus 


towards training teachers to incorporate AM education into regular curriculum.  AST2 continues 


to instruct in the use of AM and occasionally uses printer kits to assist in these endeavors.  


4.4.7.1 3D printer assembly/disassembly 


All attendees participated in the assembly of a printer from the kit, its use and final disassembly.  


We shipped the printer kits to all the attendees for their subsequent use and training purposes.  


Assembly of the printer required that the attendees to render the printer operational for use 


during other segments of the camp, this required the attendees to troubleshoot the printer if they 


assembled the printer incorrectly.  An assembly manual was provided, and experienced 


personnel were available to assist in the activity. 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.4.A%20WRJ%20Training%20Video.mp4
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At the end of the camp, the printers were disassembled back into kit form, using disassembly 


portion of the manual, ready for future trainings and ease of transport.  Disassembly of the 


printers emphasized the correct reconstruction of the kit container allowing for future successful 


constructions. 


AST2 staff observed the assembly and disassembly procedures and denoted when instructions 


were unclear or led to undesirable actions taken by the attendees.  When staff observed issues, 


they stepped in to provide individual instruction and assistance.  Modifications were made to the 


supporting documentation to assist with continued development and redesign of the printer kit. 


A video documenting the Youngstown Bootcamp is provided in the appendix. 


4.4.7.2 Project Designs 


All attendees were instructed on free CAD software appropriate for beginning users.  The 


software used at that time was Autodesk 123D (discontinued as of the writing of this document) 


and BlocksCAD.  CAD instruction was necessary so that teams could develop and print projects 


by the end of the camp. 


Attendees used the assembled printers to print projects.  Each group was challenged to make an 


interesting project, which was used as a stimulating tool, in daily discussions about their progress 


towards designing the project in CAD as well as their final result on the last day of the camp.  


Attendees subsequently used the printers to produce their designs.  AST2 personnel assisted 


where needed.  All participants successfully completed their projects and presented them on the 


final day. 


4.4.7.3 Feedback and Lessons Learned 


In addition to the informal feedback during the boot camp, we used surveys to capture more 


quantitative data.  It is noted that only some of the attendees answered the survey.  We received 


positive feedback (summarized below), and comments on the needed improvements to both 


printer design and assembly/disassembly instructions.  All required improvements in the printer 


kit design and documentation were implemented prior to the second boot camp at El Paso, TX. 


Most members expressed that the boot camp enabled them and provided confidence in their 


ability to build and operate 3D printers.  Except for one, all responders expressed confidence in 


building 3D printers from kits.  All responders expressed confidence in operating 3D printers. 


Assembly documentation was found to be generally satisfactory; disassembly documentation 


was found to be inadequate with suggestions for improvement 


All members felt they learned to use CAD to design for AM.  Some felt that an additional day of 


CAD and another project would have been helpful. 
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Hands-on projects were favored over class room lectures (a recurring theme from most sessions); 


we utilized this feedback to focus on learning through projects for Navy and Marine Corps 


training. 


4.4.7.4 Appendix 


4.4.7.A Summary video of the Youngstown Boot Camp 


 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/4.4.7.A%20Summary%20video%20of%20the%20Youngstown%20Boot%20Camp.mp4
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5. Significant Hardware Development 


5.1 Mini Fab Labs 


Working with MARMC, we created simple fab labs 


to determine how simple rapid prototyping 


laboratories, mini Fab Labs, would find an 


application on naval vessels and to evaluate their 


functioning during voyage on open seas.  A simple 


design comprising a MENTOR-developed 3D 


printer, a small CNC mill, Othermill, and a design 


station consisting of a lap top computer with 123D 


CAD software and a large screen monitor, all 


installed on a mobile cart for easy transportation on 


ships was selected.  We fabricated 2 such mini Fab Labs and they were provided to USS Truman 


and USS Kearsarge for use and evaluations.   


Sailors from both ships reported extensive use of the mini Fab Lab.  Equipment performed well 


during voyage.  Sailors from USS Truman have reported extensive use, and reverse engineering 


and production of a number of components that were used on USS Truman, and subsequently by 


other Navy organizations.  Notable examples include: 


 The development of a clip, TruClip, that is used by sailors on ships to carry radios:  The 


part gets usually broken, and the whole unit requires replacement.  Truman sailors 


designed and produced the clips saving over 


$14,000 in replacement costs over 2 months.  


USS Truman spent $146,000 over a two-year 


period to replace the radios due to the broken 


part, each replacement clip can be printed at a 


cost of 6 cents per clip (as opposed to $615 to 


replace the radio).  The design was also 


selected as the top winner in Navy’s Apollo 


Project challenge, and its design was 


transmitted to the International Space Station 


for printing under zero gravity conditions. 


 Enabled surgeries:  Designed and produced broken waste gas coupling critical for 


anesthesiologists to perform life-saving surgery. 


 Reduced work stoppages:  Prevented 7- to 10-day work stoppage by 


designing/fabricating a fitting for the nitrogen purge kit so the corroded wrap around 


panel brackets on F/A-18 aircraft could be replaced. 


A number of other items, including non-procurable items such as a clamp for the Air Plenum 


Fixture for the Radar Test Bench Set were designed and produced on Truman. 
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The 3D printer has been subsequently deployed for extended periods on several ships (as 


discussed in Section 4.4.5) though MARMC and ODU. 


5.2 3D Printer and Printer Kit 


AST2 began development of a rugged 3D printer, particularly for use in high schools to aid in 


education, during 2014.  Initial printer development was funded by Northrop Grumman 


Corporation, and the effort provided the foundation for the development of first a printer and 


subsequently a kit under MENTOR2 program.  The need for the printer was identified when we 


noticed that most of the schools were not able to maintain the printers purchased commercially, 


and thus has nonworking 3D printers.  The quality of inexpensive 3D printers, used by high 


schools, was poor and maintenance was difficult.  Hence, we began the development and 


production of printers as a part of after school program for high school kids; the goal was to 


make printers that high school students can operate and maintain. 


The 3D printer was originally designed and produced as an assembled unit. This allowed for 


complete testing and troubleshooting, and eased the support burden. Assembling the printer also 


allowed for proper alignment of the hot end and filament drive. The initial design however was 


intended to be a repeatable assembly process, and this quickly evolved into the development of a 


kit that can be assembled and disassembled, repetitively, for training, operation and 


transportation.   


5.2.1 Printer Design 


The structural frame braces were made of square solid and the support channels were made from 


structural aluminum.  All the frame components were made of quarter inch aluminum and the 


linear rails are made of hardened steel.  This robust design proved to be a solid foundation to 


adapt the 3D printer into an unassembled kit.  


Before significant time was invested into the kit making process, the printer, its components and 


process needed to be evaluated at every level to eliminate any deficiencies in the process that 


could create confusion or problems during printer assembly or use.  To properly evaluate what 


could be assembled with a high reliability of performance, we held test builds during certain 


sections of the assembly process to evaluate their repeatability versus complexity. We held these 


efforts with various age groups and competency levels. 


The data collected from these efforts indicated a need for reduced use of hand tools.  Initially, 


some of the younger groups were unfamiliar with the tools necessary to complete the assembly, 


and this required the development of a section in the instructions explaining how to properly use 


hand tools. To eliminate that recurring problem and to speed up the assembly, thumb screws 


were developed using existing hardware.  These thumb screws encased the bolts with a 3D 


printed head that allowed for hand tightening as opposed to requiring the use of a hand tool.  The 


concept was not successful as structural thumb screws still needed the use of a hand tool to 


ensure proper tightness.  
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Thumb screws were assimilated into the head design as well.  The 3D printer development 


involved a significant amount of effort towards making the hot end and print head easily 


accessible, as they are known to require maintenance during normal operations.  This approach 


was necessary for troubleshooting and alignment.  Two thumb screws were implemented into the 


head mounting bracket to allow easy removal of the driving motor.  This method proved to be 


fairly reliable although the thumb screws needed to be tightened with a hand tool for final 


tightening.  


The frame remained secured by non-thumb screw type hardware.  The internal mounting blocks 


were pre-assembled.  This was done to maintain repeatability in the building process because flat 


head hardware is likely to strip. 


Printer designs and the kit assembly/disassembly instructions are provided in appendices.  Printer 


designs are provided as STL files; they can be downloaded and used for production of printer or 


any component. 


5.2.2 Printer Production and Deployment 


We produced over 100 printers and kits; approximately half of them were supplied to educational 


institutions and the remaining were used in Boot Camps or supplied to military organizations.  


We also used printer kits for training over 100 civilian and military members.  Using the kit as a 


training tool was found to be extremely useful, particularly when working with members that had 


no prior knowledge of 3D printing.  Assembling printers removed the mystery surrounding 3D 


printing, and made members comfortable in designing and producing items with 3D printers. 


5.2.3 Printer Fire 


The original hot end manufacturer for the Invent3D discontinued making the V3B hot end.  We 


explored alternate hot end suppliers, and tested several models including the Pico Hybrid from 


B3 Innovations and the E3D V6 All-Metal.  Failures seemed extremely common amongst both 


but more so for the Pico Hybrid.  That failure was magnified by a complete printer malfunction 


resulting in printer fire with a printer deployed at YSU. 


AST2 spent considerable effort to investigate the cause for fire; it is believed that the thermistor 


that is inserted into the hot end was displaced.  As a result, heating continued and the hot end 


temperature increased eventually causing fire due to the plastic filament and parts in the printer.  


AST2 performed a root cause investigation, and developed a two-level redundant process to 


eliminate temperature runaway.  First, we replaced all the hot ends with a different unit that 


includes a built-in thermistor.  Additionally, we modified the firmware to avoid continuous 


power input.  Printers seem to be functioning well, and we have not received any reports of such 


incidents since January 2017. 
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5.2.4 Current Status 


After producing and deploying over 100 printers and kits, AST2 stopped production of printers.  


As the technology has already been demonstrated, printer production became a commercial 


venture and does not align with AST2 interests in providing services, particularly associated with 


digital manufacturing and workforce training.  Additionally, a number of rugged commercial 


printers have come into market during 2016 thereby providing a multitude of options to acquire 


rugged, inexpensive printers. 
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5.2.5 Appendices 


5.2.A Printed Part Design files 


belt clamp x-axis.stl      


belt clamp y-axis.stl      


belt stop.stl  


end stop.stl   


extruder bottom E3D.stl    


extruder top.stl     


feet.stl 


filament drive.stl   


filament guide.stl   


HB clamp front.STL   


HB clamp rear L.STL  


HB clamp rear R.STL  


INVENT3D Printer Kit Parts List Alphabetically V7b.docx  


LCD cover.stl  


LCD knob.stl   


power plug adapter.STL     


print board spacer.STL     


side clamps.stl      


spoolholder.stl      


t-scr blu_bla_o_y.stl      


t-scr gr_s.stl 


t-scr M3 black.stl   


t-scr M3 gold.stl    


t-scr M4 white.stl   


t-scr M5 red flat.stl      


t-scr M5 red.stl     


z motor bottom.stl   


z trigger.stl  


z-axis knob.stl      


z-lock plate.STL     


6.2.B Invent3D Printer Assembly Instructions V.7      


6.2.C Printer Disassembly Instructions V.7      


6.2.D Printer Parts List and Kit Organization   


6.2.E Printer Operating Instructions _ Trouble Shooting Guide 



http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/belt%20clamp%20x-axis.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/belt%20clamp%20y-axis.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/belt%20stop.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/end%20stop.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/extruder%20bottom%20E3D.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/extruder%20top.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/feet.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/filament%20drive.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/filament%20guide.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/HB%20clamp%20front.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/HB%20clamp%20rear%20L.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/HB%20clamp%20rear%20R.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/INVENT3D%20Printer%20Kit%20Parts%20List%20Alphabetically%20V7b.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/LCD%20cover.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/LCD%20knob.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/power%20plug%20adapter.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/print%20board%20spacer.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/side%20clamps.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/spoolholder.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20blu_bla_o_y.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20gr_s.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20M3%20black.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20M3%20gold.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20M4%20white.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20M5%20red%20flat.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/t-scr%20M5%20red.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/z%20motor%20bottom.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/z%20trigger.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/z-axis%20knob.stl

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.A%20Printed%20Part%20Designs/z-lock%20plate.STL

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.B%20Invent3D%20Printer%20Assembly%20Instructions%20V.7.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.C%20Printer%20Disassembly%20Instructions%20V.7.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.D%20Printer%20Parts%20List%20and%20Kit%20Organization.docx

http://www.ast2.net/projects/mentor2/6.2.E%20Printer%20Operating%20Instructions%20_%20Trouble%20Shooting%20Guide.docx
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5.3 Fab Labs for Navy and Marine Corps 


Demonstrated success in adapting MENTOR’s and other training programs, and demonstration 


by both sailors and marines (Truman, MARMC, Camp Pendleton, for example) to leverage the 


training to create innovative solutions for sustainment and maintenance enhancements have led 


the Navy and the Marine Corps to further the 


deployment of such equipment.  Several MENTOR2 


performers including AST2, Fab Foundation 


(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and TIES 


(Teaching Institute for Excellence in STEM) 


developed and delivered the training programs.   


AST2 received a contract to create, fabricate and deploy broader digital fabrication equipment 


and training.  For USMC, the program included providing equipment to three locations; 29 


Palms, Camp Pendleton and Quantico.  The Fab Lab at 29 Palms was modeled after Fab 


Foundation’s laboratory design, similar to the one established at MARMC under MENTOR2.  


We worked with the Fab Foundation and TIES to establish the laboratory.  For the Navy, the 


program included four transportable digital fab labs (TDFLs) with one of them being a 


modification of the Fab Foundation specifications.  TDFLs were deployed to NAVAIR facilities 


at Patuxent River, Oceana and New Orleans. 


5.3.1 Transportable Digital Fabrication Laboratory 


The TDFL was configured with several goals in mind.  Its main goal was to streamline as many 


processes as possible with the given set of equipment and to optimize the limited space available.  


Additionally, transportability via a large pick-up truck (as opposed to a tractor) was considered 


important to allow for easy transportation of the laboratory over short distances.  Hence, we 


selected a standard 34-ft trailer as the base configuration, and modified it extensively for its 


intended use with climate control, power distribution, work and storage areas, etc.  The trailer 


has two zones, design/teaching and prototyping/manufacturing.  These zones were necessary to 


ensure the protection of computers and other sensitive equipment.  The layout of the trailer 


allowed for optimized use of STORM virtualization technology.  It also allows for multi-


functional use as one group can be training while another can be working.  The design layout of 


the trailer can be seen in the figure below.  
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Fabrication equipment for the TDFL was selected to allow working with the most feasible 


materials in an enclosed trailer.  TDFL was thus designed to allow digital manufacturing 


utilizing electronics, polymers and wood as the “base materials”.  Equipment list was 


subsequently developed, in collaboration with the Navy, to provide as much high-end equipment 


as possible while still ensuring the equipment’s safety during transport and use.  


Ability to digitally integrate and remotely operate (such as via STORM virtualization) was also a 


factor in selecting the equipment.  Virtual access to the equipment, at a minimum, for remote 


monitoring using overhead cameras was necessary for training.  The space available inside the 


trailer for training is limited; hence, the remote monitoring is an advantage to hold training 


sessions outside the trailer. Networking also played a role in design as each piece of equipment 


and design station must be able to connect to the network. The network storage needed to be 


positioned at a locale where the network points converge but also have access to the power cable 


ports in case the client wants to bring hardline internet into the trailer.  


5.3.2 Training 


The training provided to each TDFL was based around four days of curriculum. The goal of the 


training was to ensure proper use of the trailer and its systems but also the equipment inside. The 


TDFL overall has a set up and tear down protocol for transport so that instruction carried the 


most value. Secondary instruction was focused on learning all the details of operation and 


maintenance for the equipment inside. This covered how to set up the equipment for travel and 


staged protocol to reinforce its importance.  


Software instruction was another significant area of focus. With the limited amount of time, 


computer aided design (CAD) training was restricted to quick walk-throughs.  Proprietary 


software, like V-Carve Pro, was focused heavily to ensure computer aided manufacturing (CAM) 


processes were being set up correctly. This ensured that the equipment would be operated in a 


safe manner.  We also provided CAD training using Creo in some locations. 
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5.3.3 Projects 


A significant amount of training time was utilized to learning via performing projects.  Even 


though we prepared training programs around equipment, project-based training was more 


appealing to Navy participants.  There were two forms of projects used, prescribed projects and 


self-guided projects.  Prescribed projects were used as a vehicle to illustrate the software, 


machine set up, and maintenance.  Self-guided projects, on the other hand, were devised to teach 


creative problem solving. When participants bring a project idea in to TDFL during training, we 


found that only a portion of that project can be accomplished inside the TDFL. The instructors 


would then work with participants do develop a creative solution to achieve their goal through a 


varied approach, different equipment, post processing, etc.  Such collaborative, hands-on 


working incubated the collaborative and innovative problem-solving skills. 


5.3.4 Lessons learned 


 Software proved to be quite the bottleneck as many software companies moving toward 


annual renewal instead of purchased stand-alone copies (as mentioned earlier with other 


training programs in Section 4).  In a place where internet isn’t always available, this 


proved to be a significant challenge.  Licensing aside, software selection was also an 


issue. There is no standard CAD software among the different military groups so 


deciding on a software to serve the largest mass was difficult.  Future deployments of Fab 


Labs shall include a variety of software tools that are commonly utilized by the service 


agency and those that can operate without continuous internet connectivity should be 


integrated into the laboratories. 


 Internet in the trailer was an issue that came up fairly early in the design discussions 


(another recurring theme). The limited internet availability on base combined with 


security risks of bringing in our own internet was a concern.  The decision was made to 


make the trailer as network friendly as possible to an outside internet source.  This 


allowed for the liability to be on the customer in terms of any security issues or base 


concerns.  A solution implemented at 29 Palms could be a potential approach.  An 


independent, commercial internet service was added in the Fab Lab with a local router; 


this created an isolated local area network for the computers and equipment that are 


integral to the Fab Lab. 


 Availability of power was the last major lesson learned. Relying on the bases to set up 


site power was complicated and a fairly long process. None of the bases had power set up 


by the time training was organized (even several months after TDFL delivery).  A built-in 


generator would have overcome this problem even though it has its own logistic 


challenges (noise, pollution, diesel supply, etc.).  The generator would also make it easier 


to transport and set-up at another location. 
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6. Special Comments 


MENTOR2 program produced a number of products including hardware, software and training, 


all focused on stimulating innovation and problem-solving skills.  The products assist users in 


analyzing a problem and creating an innovative solution through design and engineering.  This 


was demonstrated through our working with users of diverse backgrounds ranging from high 


school students at Camp Lejeune High School to skilled machinists from the First Maintenance 


Battalion at Camp Pendleton or high school educators during Boot Camps to experienced 


military engineers or training at NAVAIR. 


Most of the products (hardware, software and training) developed are based on or leverage 3D 


printing.  3D printers offer an easy and quick method to transform ones’ imagination to a 


physical form, necessary to visualize, share and utilize.  We utilized 3D printers (or other digital 


equipment) as a tool to stimulate such innovation and problem-solving skills.  The process 


utilized is the creative component and is important with the projects as learning tools; the process 


can then be utilized to address many problems they may encounter. 


Few observations to be noted from our work with military personnel include: 


 Even a few days of stimulating discussions will instill problem solving skills among 


military personnel 


 Training is much more effective when combined with team work and hands-on projects 


that address (and simulate) problems members of military are likely to encounter 


 Digital manufacturing, additive manufacturing in particular, offers a unique way to 


develop manufacturing solutions 


 In virtually every case, defense personnel were enthused to learn problem solving skills; 


sought next levels of training and deeper knowledge 


 Enlisted personnel created innovative and economic solutions with available tools and 


equipment  


 Even small and simple equipment can be used to stimulate thinking and to produce 


solutions 


MENTOR2 has been a great team effort that integrated our customer, DARPA, participating 


members from USN and USMC, other performers and numerous collaborators.  A few team 


members deserve special mentioning; their active participation was a key factor in making the 


program successful.  AST2 thanks Mr. Tim Bailey, DARPA contractor and project manager, LT 


Todd Coursey of USN, LTC Howie Marotto, LTC Greg Pace and CAPT Chris Wood of USMC, 


and Dan Green of SPAWAR. 


ASTM project team included Messrs. Jack Scott, Nick Mazurek, Craig Richards, Joe Moran, 


Julie Smith, Bill Scott, Rob Bagzis, Justin Yates, Harsh Dev and Al Unione.  Their diligent 


efforts are acknowledged. 
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7. Implications for Further Research 


Collaborative working with service organizations, particularly nearly 100 enlisted personnel, 


showed that the military and the Nation have a significant untapped resource – creative minds 


that can be tapped to create innovative solutions.  It does not take a lot to stimulate them.  


Cultivating this opportunity should be a significant focus for future efforts; research should 


integrate service organizations and deployment to ensure that research does not remain as a 


research report.  This will integrate a ‘Silicon Valley innovation’ into our military personnel, and 


enhance preparedness and operating efficiency. 
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	3d. Developing a Problem Statements

	

Problem Statement: A concise description of the issues that need to be addressed by a problem solving team and should be presented to them (or created by them) before they try to solve the problem. It should answer these questions:

1. What is the problem? This should explain why the team is needed.

· Who has the problem or who is the client/customer? This should explain who needs the solution and who will decide the problem has been solved.

· What form can the resolution be? What is the scope and limitations (in time, money, resources, technologies) that can be used to solve the problem?



The primary purpose of a problem statement is to focus the attention of the problem solving team. However, if the focus of the problem is too narrow or the scope of the solution too limited the creativity and innovation of the solution can be limiting. .In project management, the problem statement is part of the project charter. It lists what's essential about the project and enables the project manager to identify the project scope as well as the project stakeholders.

Research-worthy problem statement: A description of an active challenge (i.e. problem) faced by researchers and/or practitioners that does not have adequate solutions available including the argumentation for its viability based on solid peer-reviewed sources as well as theoretical foundation.

Problem statement should address all six questions: what, how, where, when, why, and who:

1. What is the problem or situation

1. How does it occur

2. Where is it experienced

3. When does it occur or happen

4. Why is there a need to solve problem

5. Who is typically experiencing the problem?



Universal Traveler Model of the Creative Process was developed by by researchers Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall and published in 1971.  Still relevant today it is a blueprint to design thinking that divides the process of creative problem solving into seven stages.  The creators of the model presented it as a map and called it the “Travel Map for the Universal Traveler.” The Process is called “The Creative Process of Problem Solving or Design” and it says that this process “is like taking an excursion or a journey.”



The Universal Traveler Model of the Creative Process divides the process of creative problem solving into the following 7 stages.



The 7 Stages of the Universal Travel Model of the Creative Process:

1.    Accept Situation (or understand the problem.)
2.    Analyze (the problem/situation.)
3.    Define (restate the problem clearly by defining the goal.)
4.    Ideate (to think of the possibilities, come up with option.)
5.    Select (to decide upon the best option by comparing the options on important parameters such as feasibility, risks etc.)
6.    Implement (by taking the plunge.)
7.    Evaluate (to assess whether or not the solution works and how it could be improved.)

[Links and Additional Resources]

"How to Define a Problem”
http://www.wikihow.com/Define-a-Problem
PDF

"Defining the Problem/Gathering Information"
http://www.studygs.net/problem/problemsolvingv1.htm
PDF



"Consensus Decision Making”
PDF

portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359) and http://creativeagni.com/ezine/2012/01/creativity-techniques-creative-process-the-seven-stages-universal-traveler-model-don-koberg-jim-bagnall-soft-systems-guide/
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	2e. Triangle of Choices

	

Fast, Good or Cheap: "Pick any two"





You are given the options of Fast, Good, and Cheap, and told to pick any two. Here Fast refers to the time required to deliver the product, Good is the quality of the final product, and Cheap refers to the total cost of designing and building the product. This triangle reflects the fact that the three properties of a project are interrelated, and it is not possible to optimize all three – one will always suffer. In other words you have three options:

· Design something quickly and to a high standard, but then it will not be cheap.

· Design something quickly and cheaply, but it will not be of high quality.

· Design something with high quality and cheaply, but it will take a relatively long time.





Fast, Good or Cheap. Pick Three?

February 13, 2014 — Posted By Robert Swisher





There's an old saying in software development that, depending on how you hear it, goes something like "Fast, good or cheap. Pick two." Known as the Project Management Triangle, Triple Constraint, or Iron Triangle; this concept will be familiar to anyone who has ever felt the pressure of managing the opposing forces of quality, speed and cost against each other. Having spent my entire professional life as a Software Engineer, Architect, Director and CTO in companies of various sizes, I have felt these pains directly in many ways. Until recently, I have always accepted this principle as a fact of life, like death and taxes as they say. But in 2011, I was introduced to a concept known as "Lean" that changed the way I thought about things. I found myself asking, "Fast, good or cheap. Can I have all three?" I now believe the answer can be "Yes."



The Iron Triangle

The concept of the Iron Triangle has emerged over time out of the following thinking:

· Develop something quickly and of high quality, but it will be very costly to do

· Develop something quickly and cheaply, but it will not be of high quality

· Develop something of high quality and low cost, but it will take a long time



There are a few problems with these statements that emerge pretty quickly when you take a look at them. The first is around the definition of "good", the concept of quality. The Triangle assumes that "fast" and "cheap" is an option, when in truth, delivering a project where the result is low quality is almost never an actual option. Whether releasing a product to market, completing a project for a client or delivering on an internal company project, quality is just about universally an expected requirement.



The second issue is known as The Mythical Man-Month or Brooks' Law, and states that, "adding manpower to a late software project makes it later". While Brooks' Law refers specifically to software development, its concept can be applied to many other types of projects as well. Often simplified by the idiom "too many cooks in the kitchen", the basic concept is that when adding more people to a problem, the additional communication overhead and complexity of project interrelationships often have a negative effect on the timeline as a whole.

That pretty much eliminates the combination of "good" and "fast" being a reality. What we're left with is "good" and "cheap", but that means that the project is going to take a long time. Thanks to the concept of Lean though, that doesn't have to be the case.



The Lean Startup Method

Lean, or the Lean Startup Method, is a process for delivering products and businesses developed by Eric Ries in 2008. Chronicled in his 2011 book, The Lean Startup: How Today's Entrepreneurs Use Continuous Innovation to Create Radically Successful Businesses, it is based on concepts borrowed from Lean Manufacturing as developed by Japanese automakers in the 1980s. The Lean Startup Method extolls the concept that anything which does not deliver value to the end user is considered waste. This waste is combated by creating testable and measurable hypotheses and then measuring them against honest and meaningful key performance indicators, known as KPIs.



The first step is to build a minimum viable product or MVP, the simplest version of a product that can test your hypothesis and deliver the maximum amount of validated learning. Following the initial MVP, the next step is to iterate over and over using tools like Split Testing and the pre-determined KPIs to make adjustments to that product with one of two outcomes. Either refine it into excellence, or determine failure and make a pivot. [For a deeper dive into the Lean process, I highly recommend reading Eric Ries' book.]



Applying the Lean Process

Armed with what we've learned about the shortcomings of the Iron Triangle, we can deliver a project that is "fast", "cheap" and "good" by applying the concepts of the Lean Process. When we apply the Lean Process we keep teams small, because we know that too many "cooks" is just going to make communication more difficult and limit our ability to be flexible and deal with changing market demands. Because we're building an MVP, we don't make big investments. We're testing our hypothesis so we don't want to spend money or other resources that turn out to be waste if we're wrong. Keeping teams small and limiting our investment in the MVP let us keep the project "cheap". We're also building an MVP because we want to gain validated learning as soon as possible and deliver something of value to the end user.



Focusing on those values, and by limiting what could become a bloated scope full of assumptions and untested hypotheses, we're able to build "fast". When we limit ourselves to the minimum valuable product, we get to market quickly with something of value. Once the initial MVP is released, we can continue to follow on the Lean principles, using validated learning and KPIs to make decisions on what's working and what's not, and iterate quickly. The repetitive iteration and meaningful measurements will guide us toward the goal of delivering a project that is "good". And there you have it; fast, good and cheap all in one project!





portions of material in this section from NASA AAQ Additive Manuf. Module (aaq.auburn.edu/node/1359), http://www.business.com/management/fast-good-cheap-pick-three/,  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management_triangle
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Appendix 4.3.4.A





Reverse Engineering Slide Deck









Agenda



		Day 1 - AM





				What is Reverse Engineering









				Ethics and Legality









				Approaches and Best Practices









				Small-group exercise









		Day 1 – PM





				Design, Basis, Analysis Tool (DBAT)









				Team design









		













Agenda



		Day 2 - AM





				Engineering Design Process









				Finalize team design









				Print









		Day 2 – PM





				Team debriefs









				Close-out









		













Background and Basic Information









What is Reverse Engineering?



		Merriam-Webster





				“to disassemble and examine or analyze in detail (a product or device) to discover the concepts involved in manufacture usually in order to produce something similar.”









				









		New World Encyclopedia





				“...a process that is designed to extract enough data from a product and then to be able to reproduce that product.”

















What is Reverse Engineering?



		Emphasizes functionality





				Mimic









				Improve









				Modernize









		Better understanding





				Of products









				Of competitors









				Of marketplace

















What is Reverse Engineering?



		Altruistic





				Improve documentation









				Improve or adapt security









				Education









				Fix flaws









				Patent infringement









		Nefarious





				Espionage (corporate or military)









				Cloning









				

















What is Reverse Engineering?



		Hardware or Software





		





		Hardware:





				Create a comparable product









				Make a product cheaper









		





		Software:





				Bridge between operating systems









				Uncover undocumented features

















What is Reverse Engineering?



		It's a Process





				Methodical









				









		Physical





				Literally take apart and inspect/assess









		Digital





				Scan or digitize

















Where is Reverse Engineering?



		Famous Examples





		





		Assyrian Chariot  →  Egyptian Chariot





		













Where is Reverse Engineering?



		Famous Examples





		





		Carthaginian Galley  →  Roman Galley





		













Where is Reverse Engineering?



		Famous Examples





		





		American B-29  →  Russian Tu-4





		













Where is Reverse Engineering?



		Famous Examples





		













Where is Reverse Engineering?



		Famous Examples





		













Ethics and Legality









Is Reverse Engineering Legal?



		Copyrights versus Patents





		





		Copyrights





				Protect look and feel (shape, size, etc.)









		





		Patents





				Protect ideas (functionality, etc.)

















Is Reverse Engineering Legal?



		Laws change state-to-state, country-to-country





		





		In US, usually legal for trade-secrets





				Assumes that product is obtained legitimately









		





		Not necessary for patents





				Patents are public information









				They describe functionality

















Is Reverse Engineering Legal?









Is Reverse Engineering Ethical?



		What do you think?





		





		Merriam-Webster





				Conforming to accepted standards of conduct









				









		





		Brainstorm...Yes?, No?, Maybe?













Approaches and Best Practices









How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		'Clean Room' Design













How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		'Clean Room' Design





				Helps to avoid copyright infringement









						Especially in software













				Methodical









				Separation of Roles









				Human Interpretation and Variation

















How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		Computer-Aided Reverse Engineering (CARE)





				Start with physical object









				Measure/scan the object









						May require cleaning or minor processing













				Create computer model of object









				Reverse of CAD









						Computer → Real-world





















How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		Computer-Aided Reverse Engineering (CARE)





				Quickly evaluate tolerances









				Electronic dissemination of information









						Global trade













						NASA













				Archival aid

















How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		Contact Methods (high accuracy, slow)





				Sensing









				Coordinate measurement machines (CMM)









				Computer numerical control (CNC)









		Non-Contact Methods (low accuracy, fast)





				Cross-Sections: Light, sound or magnetic fields









				Triangulation









		Destructive Methods





				Cross-Sections: CNC

















How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		Small-group Exercise





		





		Teams of 4 – 6





				Split into 'Team A' (2 – 3 people)









				Split into 'Team B' (2 – 3 people)









				









		Assigned 2 products





				10 minutes to inspect and describe









				20 minutes to interpret and reproduce

















How to Approach Reverse Engineering



		Debrief





		What have we learned?





				Something new?









				Something different?









		Lunch













Design, Basis, Analysis Tool

DBAT









Design, Basis, Analysis Tool



		Walk through as a group





		





		Back to AM Teams





				Come up with 2nd design from 'Chinese Wall'









				Input both into DBAT









				Print report to PDF

















Reverse Engineering Challenge









Reverse Engineering Challenge



		Teams of 3 – 4





		Use DBAT





		Use any CAD software desired/accessible





				TinkerCAD, 123D, AutoCAD, Solidworks









		





		Reverse Engineering – Tomlinson Faucet





		http://www.usplastic.com/catalog/item.aspx?sku=16598&gclid=Cj0KEQjw76jGBRDm1K-X_LnrmuEBEiQA8RXYZyJSMBQhYgUxbr_Uf_xfdDxpSJ1F8NwwNAU41gOqv-kaAuKo8P8HAQ





		

















		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























































Click to edit Master title style



Click to edit Master subtitle style



































Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























































Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles







































Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























































Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles







Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























		Edit Master text styles







Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























































Click to edit Master title style



































































Click to edit Master title style



Edit Master text styles

				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























		Edit Master text styles







































Click to edit Master title style







		Edit Master text styles







































Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level























































Click to edit Master title style



		Edit Master text styles





				Second level









						Third level













								Fourth level

















										Fifth level








































































Design Requirement Examples

The design requirements for your project will differ from those of anyone else, because yours will apply to your specific problem statement and the product, system, or experience that you are designing. In the table are a few examples of design requirements. Your requirements will be more specific and directly related to meeting the needs of your project's users.



If you are designing a baseball bat, your design requirements might be that the bat needs to be:

· Less than 1.5 pounds.

· Made out of a material approved by the league.

· Able to hit a baseball without breaking.



If you are designing a better form of transportation for students to get to school, your design requirements might be that the transportation needs to be:

· Free for students.

· Quick: less than one hour round-trip.

· Safe.



If you are designing a website for teachers to post homework assignments online, your design requirements might be that the website needs to:

· Allow teachers to upload documents.

· Provide a login for teachers.

· Be accessible from schools and teachers' homes.



To help you consider possibilities, here are several tables listing different types of design requirements. It would be rare if all the ones important to you were here; it would be equally rare (but still possible) that none of yours are here. Most students will pick only three to five. Remember that all of your requirements should be needed and feasible.



		Types of Design Requirement for General Products



		A cost target is almost always a design requirement

· Cost to purchase

· Cost to use

· Cost to repair

		Aesthetics (how it looks)

· Style (art deco, Victorian, modern, medieval)

· Color

· Fit and finish (Is it built with care and attention to detail?)



		Geometry

· Size, overall dimensions

· Curvature

		Capacity (how many and how big are the things it can work with)



		Physical characteristics

· Weight

· Density

· Melting, boiling point

· Color

· Transparency

· Reflectance

· Surface texture (polished, rough)

· Elasticity

· Hardness

· Ductility (ability to be drawn into a wire)

· Magnetic properties

· Electrical properties (resistance, impedance, etc.)

· Impact resistance

· Bending strength

· Viscosity (the thickness and stickiness of a fluid)

		Performance characteristics

· Accuracy

· Strength

· Reproducibility, repeatability (Does it always do the same thing given the same input?)

· Speed

· Acceleration

· Deceleration, braking

· Rolling resistance

· Friction

· Adhesion

· Absorbency

· Permeability (Do things leak through it?)

· Resolution

· Flammability (ability to set on fire)

· Insulation value



		Inputs

· Energy consumption

· Fuel consumption

· Labor

		Outputs

· Product produced

· Power

· Pollution

· Undesirable side effects ___________



		Manufacturing considerations

· Difficulty of making

· Equipment or manufacturing techniques required to build the invention (You don't want to build something from metal if all you have is a woodworking shop.)

· Number of component parts

· Labor requirements

· Means of shipping or delivery

		Environmental requirements

· Operating temperature range

· Storage temperature range

· Water resistance

· Resistance to corrosion

· Compatibility with ___________

· Ability to withstand radiation (called radiation hardness)



		User requirements

· Ease of use

· Ease of learning

· Operator training

		Regulatory & licensing considerations

· Meets government rules

· Meets league rules (a sporting product)

· Does it require paying a patent or license fee?



		How does it hold up?

· Service requirements

· Ease of repair

· Reliability

· Lifespan

· Disposability

		Acoustic characteristics

· Pitch

· Sound transmission

· Resonance







		Types of Design Requirements for Software Programs



		Software products & programs

· Functionality or feature set

· Capacity (how many and how big are the things it can work with)

· Type of user interface (command line, standard Windows or Mac look & feel, totally unique)

· Customizability

· Speed, responsiveness

· Ability to communicate with other programs (data import / export)

· Type of error handling (none (not recommended!), error number, messages with help)

· Programming language written in

· Portability (ability to move to another operating system)

· Ability to modify to work in other spoken languages (often called localization)

		The computer environment the program requires

· Operating system

· CPU speed

· Memory size

· Display size and number of colors supported

· Single user or network environment

· Peripherals required (scanners, printers, disk drives)

· Other software required (language interpreters, browsers, etc.)







Every product area has some of its own requirements; these are just a few types:

		 



		Clothing

· Comfort, wearability

· Fabric

· How to clean (dry clean or throw it in the wash)

· Iron or permanent press

		Aircraft and Rockets

· Lift

· Drag

· Thrust



		Food Products

· Taste

· Nutrition value

· Perishability (how and how long can it be stored)

		Genetically Engineered Bacteria

· Gene to be added or deleted

· Means of controlling gene expression
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15 Tips for Writing Better Requirements







According to IBM, doing a good job with requirements can save your organization a fortune. Requirements Specification Documents (RSDs) are the primary means of communication between users and developers and should be prepared as carefully as when writing out a contract. The RSD should be considered a binding agreement which contains the conditions governing whether the proposed solution will be acceptable or not. Writing requirements is not difficult and can be improved through continuous learning and practice. There’s no substitute for good requirements, however. Analysts should pay attention to every little detail ranging from the style, structure and presentation to content, to increase the chances of delivering successful systems.



So, when can you say you’ve written a good requirement?

Though there's no one-size-fits-all approach to writing requirements (there are varying schools of thought on what constitutes a good requirement statement), abiding by this recommended structure will certainly improve the clarity of your requirements.



Ideally, every requirement statement (written from the user's perspective) should contain:

· A user role that benefits from the requirement

· A desirable state that the user role wants to achieve

· A metric that allows the requirement to be tested, where applicable



In addition to the challenge of ensuring that each requirement statement abides by the above structure, there are some useful guidelines that should be taken into consideration.



15 Tips for Writing a Good Requirement

1. Define one requirement at a time - each requirement should be atomic. Don’t be tempted to use conjunctions like and, or, also, with and the like. This is particularly important because words like these can lead to developers and testers missing out on some of the requirements. One way to achieve this is by breaking the requirement down till it can be considered a discrete test case.

2. Avoid using let-out clauses like but, except and if necessary.

3. Each requirement must form a complete sentence with no buzzwords or acronyms.

4. Each requirement must contain a subject (user/system) and a predicate (intended result, action or condition).

5. Avoid describing how the system will do something. Only discuss what the system will do. Refrain from system design. Normally, if you catch yourself mentioning field names, programming language and software objects in the Requirements Specification Document, you’re in the wrong zone. 

6. Avoid ambiguity caused by the use of acronyms like etc, approx. and the like.

7. Avoid the use of indefinable terms like user-friendly, versatile, robust, approximately, minimal impact, etc. Such terms often mean different things to different people, making it difficult to test for them.

8. Avoid rambling, using unnecessarily long sentences or making references to unreachable documents.

9. Do not speculate; avoid drawing up wish lists of features that are impossible to achieve. Saying you want a system to handle all unexpected failures is wishful thinking since no system will ever be a 100% what you want it to be.

10. Avoid duplication and contradictory statements.

11. Do not express suggestions or possibilities. You can identify these wherever you see statements with might, may, could, ought, etc.

12. Avoid creating a jigsaw puzzle where requirements are distributed across documents, causing you to cross-reference documents. This can make your RSD extremely difficult to read.

13. Do not refer to a requirement that is yet to be defined. Again, your objective is to make the document as much of an easy read as you can.

14. Use positive statements such as “The system shall…”, instead of “The system shall not…”

15. “Shall“ should be used where requirements are being stated, “Will” should be used to represent statements of facts; & “Should” represents a goal that needs to be achieved.
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	3f. Systematic Design

	

Systematic Design Process

The rise of additive manufacturing is driving the need for an accelerated, streamlined, systematic decision-making process for implementation of design solutions for commonly encountered engineering component failures:

· Operational problems

· Component failures

· Need for improved performance

· Replacement component

This is due to the speed at which an idea can be formed into a detailed design via CAD software and then fabricated via additive manufacturing.  A systematic design process consists of a series of activities (steps) by which identified needs are translated design requirements and then into design solutions:

· A project addresses one or more needs

· For each project, a set of design requirements (DR) are identified in several standardized categories, and prioritized by how urgent it is that a reasonable design solution comply with them

· For each project, one or more proposed design solutions (PDS) are identified and evaluated for their value as design solutions and their feasibility constraints resulting from needs for designer proficiency, implementation planning and required innovations.

A general process for development of design solutions to user identified problems is shown in the following figure:







The process includes developing and prioritizing what is required in a design solution, identifying one or more potential design solutions that meet the design requirements, evaluating the relative merit and feasibility of the potential design solutions, and identifying a design solution that can best meet the requirements and determining whether or not it should be implemented immediately

The design process can be broken down into a series of steps:

1. Define and document the problem

· Translate into a basis of design (BOD) and evaluate the criticality of the problem

· Define and prioritize design requirements for a solution

· Develop potential design solutions

· Evaluate potential design solution compliance

· Compare implementation factors

· Perform overall evaluation and comparison of alternatives, decision on implementation

· Select and document preferred alternative, and rationale for decision on implementation
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Project Resource Sheet		Project 2: Belt Extension

Teacher

[MEMORANDUM]



DATE:		24 January 2016



TO:		ENGR 350 – Manufacturing Processes Students



FROM:		Justin Yates, Assistant Professor and ENGR 350 Instructor

		Industrial Engineering, Francis Marion University



SUBJECT:	Immediate Prototype Needed



Jane Smith from International Corporate Exteriors (ICE) e-mailed late yesterday afternoon asking if we could develop a prototype belt extension for her workers that would include the capability to individually carry nails/screws of different size diameters when attached to the wearer's belt.  Not wanting to lose an opportunity to build a business relationship, I quickly told her we could but that we'd need one week to get back with her on a prototype.  Additionally, I told her there were likely some limiting specs (either software, hardware or build-related) that would limit the capabilities of the belt and the variety of contents it's capable of holding and that we'd get back to her in 2 days on this.



Please develop and build your prototype for ICE so that we may have something to show her next week at the scheduled GoToMeeting.  Additionally, send me a short (1 min or less) video within 2 days explaining the design concerns and limitations you see being a factor here.  I've agreed with our facilities management to the use of our FDM printers for this prototype task, so please plan on using them.



Due Date Video: 26 January 2016 by 11:59pm

Due Date Prototype:  31 Jan 2016 by 11:59pm



Deliverables: 	(a) Video in .mp4 or .wmv format with naming convention LastName.mp4 or LastName.wmv

		(b) Part files with naming convention LastName.ext

		(c) Finished prototype printed in PLA



Rubric Provided: Yes



























[BACKGROUND]



Tool belts (and by extension, tool boxes and tool aprons) help keep tools and materials organized for a variety of jobs, crafts, hobbies and activities.  Modern tool belts are made of leather or a feax-leather material, come in a variety of sizes and are available from a myriad of retailers and DIYers (Sears, Amazon, Etsy, etc.).  Tool belts can be stand-alone (the belt and buckle are incorporated into the tool belt) or may be made to integrate onto an existing belt.  They are often customized to specific tasks or fields, which tend to dictate the tools needed/most often used.







[WHERE TO START]



While it's good to know your target product before you design, sometimes a decided lack of familiarity/knowledge enables you to conceptualize products in unique ways that existing products fail to push/challenge (instead, they align with the status quo).  It's recommended that you start this project simply by sketching out some alternative designs for your tool belt attachment.  Try to develop a belt that would enable you to carry 2-3 different sizes/types of nail or screw.  Use the available samples as a guide but don't feel that you have to limit yourself to designing only for the nails/screws physically available in class.  As you start your designs, brainstorm on the important characteristics/capabilities of the tool belt attachment (containment, integration with a belt, etc.) and think about the pros and cons of your designs.  Talk as a team to select the design you feel will perform the best for a given user and develop a 3D model of concept in any one of the available 3D design software's at your disposal.



[WHEN TO END]



Every good design needs a set of performance specifications that are measurable and testable to determine when the design is ready for production.  Develop your specifications and establish product tests that you can use to motivate your 'market readiness'.  In doing this, consider things like durability, common use, size/weight, etc.  Note that some tests may be easily conducted while others may take more time or require more complexity (some might even require the destruction of the product, such as when testing to failure).



[EXPANDING YOUR ANALYSIS]



Aside from function, there are a lot of other considerations that can and should influence your design.  Some of these considerations will trade-off with others while some require you to determine the amount of attention/focus you give to them.  Don't just consider the ability for the tool belt attachment to hold nails and screws.  Think about it's ease-of-use from the user's perspective.  How easy is it to get on and off your belt?  How easy is the access to the nails/screws?  How many steps are involved in the process of retrieving or storing a screw?  When you think about these things, it's also important to think about your end-user.  What are his/her characteristics?  By this, we don't mean what is their hair color or shoe size.  We mean, what is their work environment?  How long/thin would their fingers need to be in order to effectively use your tool belt extension?  Does your design inadvertently prevent some sub-section of the general public from using your device?  What are the limitations of your device and how do those limits (size/weight of the tool belt attachment, both when empty and when loaded) impact the physical well-being of the user (is there excessive repetitive motion, would the excessive weight of the tool bet attachment when fully loaded cause undue stress on the back/arms)?  Given consideration to all of these questions, would you (or can you) go back and change/edit your design for more universal appeal?  Are there ethical implications to your design?  Would users with specific disabilities be dissuaded or prevented from using your tool belt extension?  How do you as the engineer feel about this?  Discuss what you feel are necessary and appropriate accommodations for users with disabilities.  What would these accommodations do to your design, performance and price?



[MATERIALS FOR PROJECT]



- Various Nails and Screws (as demo/samples)

- 3D Printer with Filament

- Computer and 3D Design Software (TinkerCAD, 123D, AutoCAD, Solidworks, etc.)

- Slicing Software (Slic3r)

- Internet Access (Google or some similar search engine capability)

- Team Workspace
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	4f. Applications at ORNL and Local Motors

	





- instructor to populate as s/he sees most fitting -
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	2d. Supports

	

Advanced Slicing and Design Considerations for 3D Printing



Rafts

A raft is a technique used to prevent warping. Parts are built on top of a 'raft' of disposable material instead of directly on the build surface. The raft is larger than the part and so has more adhesion. A raft is rarely used with heated build surfaces.



Supports

Supports are a sacrificial material that is used to hold up and support a part while it is being printed. Supports are often the small material as the actual part but are printed in a weaker quality so that they may be broken off or cut off after the part is finished printing. Some printers are able to print supports in different materials then the actual part which makes them easier to remove in the end.



AM Design Considerations























































[Links and Additional Resources]

Click HERE for more information on Rafts



Click HERE for more information on Supports



Sli3r Expert Mode http://manual.slic3r.org/expert-mode/speed



Design Considerations for 3D Printing

https://www.stratasysdirect.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/cad-output-for-fdm.pdf



Polymeric Materials for Medical Devices

http://www.rjlg.com/2014/07/17/polymeric-materials-for-medical-devices-additive-manufacturing/



Metal Stock

http://www.mmsonline.com/columns/material-differences



Choosing the Right Plastic Production Method (3 Parts)

Part 1: http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/13/right-plastic-production-method/

Part 2: http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/14/material-considerations-choose-right-plastic-production-method-part-2/

Part 3:http://www.sculpteo.com/blog/2014/05/14/right-plastic-production-method-part-3/
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Appendix 4.3.5.B.B The Asteroid Threat Teacher Edition





The Asteroid Threat- Building a Solution- A 3-Day Camp Module

		

TEACHER: Do NOT allow students to research any of NASA’s plans regarding asteroids.

Begin with “The Great ‘Heavenly Body’ Quiz”

(TEACHER: You can use this as a competition among students, pairs, or teams of students.)



1. This object returns to Earth every 76 years. (Haley’s Comet)

2. These are often seen shooting across the sky; they make a spectacular sight at night. (shooting stars)

3. 65 million years ago, a great asteroid struck the earth causing the extinction of these creatures. (dinosaurs) 

4. In the midst of a meteor shower, he arrived from this planet; he grew up to become who? (Krypton, Superman)

5. True or False- Asteroids can tell us about the origins of the universe. (true)

6. What can be found on asteroids that we can use here on Earth? (gold, iridium, silver,  palladium, platinum, and tungsten; iron, cobalt, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, aluminum)

7. In Deep Impact, he led a team to drill into an asteroid and place a nuclear warhead to destroy the asteroid before it hit the earth.  He is also known for his portrayal of a police officer and “moonlighted” as a private detective. (Bruce Willis)

8. True or False: An asteroid hit Russia in 2013. (true)

9. True or False: The stars that we see in the night sky do not look like that today.  What we are seeing is the way they looked many years ago. (true)

10. Asteroids can have moons. (true)



(FROM DESIGN SOLUTIONS, UNIT 9)

Day 1- What Threat Do Asteroids Pose to Earth?

1. + Read the article 

“Asteroids Hitting Earth More Often”

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/asteroids-hitting-earth-more-often-than-previously-thought-ex-astronauts-group-says/

PDF



2. + Watch the video

“The Science of Asteroid Entry and Impact”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASoj29gjf_8



3. Lead a discussion on the threat of asteroids. Is this a real threat or unfounded scare tactics?  What is our history with asteroids?



4. Watch the video clips

“Deep Impact- Movie Clip”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNtsVP42bOE



“Armageddon - Official® Trailer”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kg_jH47u480



Is Hollywood’s presentation of asteroids (or comets) hitting the earth realistic?



4. Place students into teams.  Assign teams to research the scientific facts about asteroids and other space bodies and the threat they pose (or don’t pose) to Earth and reach consensus on a position. Require each team to find at least one article and one video to support their position and present to the class.  Assign a project manager to each team and roles and responsibilities to each student on each team.

 

During presentations later today, each team will have 15 minutes to present their position and present supporting material.  The other students will have the opportunity to ask questions and critique the presentations.



TEACHER: Allow 60 minutes now for teams to brainstorm, research, discuss, reach consensus, and plan their presentations. 

Provide access to research and other materials teams will need.  During the 60 minutes, assure that teams are working toward their conclusions.  Teams are to work together outside of class time to complete their plans for presentations so that they are prepared to present to the class tomorrow morning. 



















5. NASA is taking the asteroid threat seriously.  

+ Read the article

"How NASA's Plan to Capture Asteroid is Crucial to Human Survival”

http://www.gizmodo.com.au/2014/02/how-nasas-plan-to-capture-an-asteroid-is-crucial-to-human-survival/



6. + Read the Article

"Why Americans Must Support NASA's Plan to Capture an Asteroid”

http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/04/10/why-americans-must-support-nasa-plan-to-capture-asteroid/

PDF



Discuss: Why is NASA attempting to capture an asteroid?  What can we learn from an asteroid? How can an asteroid help us reach Mars and other planets?  What materials can we gather from asteroids?



7. Besides capturing an asteroid to redirect it, what are other reasons we should study asteroids?

TEACHER: Assign each team one of the articles below.  Teams are to answer the questions referenced in the titles of the articles and provide their classmates with a summary of the article and the answers to the questions raised in the titles.  Allow 15 minutes.



+ Read the following articles:

“Why Is It Important to Study Asteroids?”

http://www.international-scientific.com/news/why-is-it-important-to-study-asteroids



“Why Do We Study Asteroids?”

http://users.tricity.wsu.edu/~hudson/Research/Asteroids/why/index.html



“Asteroid Mining” (Why should we mine asteroids?)

https://sites.google.com/a/maine207.org/economic-geology-in-the-21st-century/minerals-in-space



“How Asteroid Mining Will Work”

http://science.howstuffworks.com/asteroid-mining1.htm



8. Presentations: Have teams present their findings in #7 above to the class.  Allow each team five minutes to present.



9. To end the day, keep students in their teams. 



a. Complete the LOGO Activity below.









LOGOS: Name the company.

	               	                             

____________________	_______________	________________	__________________

Planters Peanuts			Target			Starbucks		American Airlines

                      

___________________	             ________________	_______________            ________________

Atlanta Falcons			Volkswagen		Dove soap		  Wendy’s



Find the hidden message.

			

						

				

(Everything from a to z, 2 people in the middle (t’s) and salsa (dot above i), see the arrow between the E and x (speed and efficiency), 31 flavors at Baskin Robbins (B and R)



b. Direct teams to create and sketch a team logo.









Day 2- About Manufacturing the Solution



1. ASK: What is Manufacturing?

(The process of converting raw materials, components, or parts into finished goods that meet a customer's expectations or specifications. Manufacturing commonly employs a man-machine setup with division of labor in a large scale production; the making of goods or wares by manual labor or by machinery, especially on a large scale.)



2. What are two types of manufacturing?

(Subtractive (traditional)- where material is taken away from a piece to create a product.

Additive- where material is added layer by layer to create a product.)



3. Accomplishments in Manufacturing

a. Ask: What are among the greatest achievements in manufacturing?

(Possible answers: putting assembly line in place; steel; automobiles; electronics, computers)

b. ASK: What are some manufacturing companies?

(Possible answers: Polaris, Apple, Hershey, Nike, Rockwell, Hormel, IBM, Lockheed Martin, Boeing, Marathon, U.S. Steel, GM/Ford/Chrysler, Motorola, Procter & Gamble, General Electric, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Johnson & Johnson, Honeywell, 3M, Northrop Grumman, John Deere)



3. Match the manufacturer to the product



1. Apple        ____				a. Tires

2. Goodyear ____				b. Footballs

3. Stihl	         ____				c. iPhone 6

4. Alcoa        ____				d. canning jars

5. American Greetings ____			e. chain saws

6. Ball Corporation        ____			f. wheelchairs

7. Wilson ____				g. birthday cards

8. Belkin  ____				h. vacuum cleaners

9. Eureka ____				i. aluminum products

10. Invacare ____				j. routers, iPod accessories



(Answers: 1-c, 2-a, 3-e, 4-i, 5-g, 6-d, 7-b, 8-j, 9-h, 10-f)



4. Subtractive (traditional) manufacturing

a. Yet another term for traditional manufacturing is “machining.”  According to Wikipedia, “machining is any of various processes in which a piece of raw material is cut into a desired final shape and size by a controlled material-removal process. The processes that have this common theme, controlled material removal, are today collectively known as subtractive manufacturing.”



b. + Watch the video “Subtractive Manufacturing”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ku6CkQ0vTU











5. Additive manufacturing



What is 3D Printing?  How is an object created and printed?

a. 3D printing or “additive manufacturing” is a process of making three dimensional solid objects from a digital file.  A 3D printed object is created by lying down layer upon layer of material until the object is fully created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-section of the eventual object.



One begins with a virtual design of the object he/she wishes to create using solid modeling. The design is created using a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. This CAD file is created using a 3D modeling application or a 3D scanner (used to copy an existing object).



b. .+ Watch the video

“Will 3D Printing Change the World?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5AZzOw7FwA



(Discuss the video: The role of one’s imagination; mass customization; passive consumer vs. active creator; print out things needed around the house; creating products and bringing them to market; no need to large inventory; use, build, improve upon without fear of copyright; 3D structure from living cells; 3D printing human organs; 3D printing food; printing to assist nature.)



6. How to Manufacture?

For the project in this module, you will utilize both subtractive and additive manufacturing.  How do you decide when to use each? Here are a couple of articles that may help you.



+ Read the articles

“Art + Math = Science: Additive + Subtractive Manufacturing = BOBW”

http://manufacturinglounge.com/art-math-science-additive-subtractive-manufacturing-bobw/



“Additive vs subtractive manufacturing throw down”

http://blog.grabcad.com/blog/2015/10/26/additive-vs-subtractive-manufacturing/



(BELOW from Biomimicry Module, Day 2)

8. Creating Your Design in a Solid Model- 1,2,3 D Design

1,2,3 D Design is a solid modeling (CAD) software program.  It is available for FREE download.

Go to http://www.123dapp.com/design. Download and install the program on all of the devices students will use. You must know whether their PC device is 32 or 64-bit.



Teaching 1,2,3 D Design 



Basic Skills



a. Using the primary Sketch Bar



    Drawing a rectangle

    Drawing a circle

    Extruding a rectangle

    Extruding a circle

b. Creating a hole in a rectangle using a circle







c. Adding text to the rectangle



    Selecting a name

    Selecting the font and size of the text

    Extruding the text

    Moving the text to the rectangle

    Merging the text to the rectangle



Using the below lesson, each student will create a 3D drawing of a name tag that can be used as a key chain or bag tag.  The maximum dimensions of the name tag should be no more than 40 mm long x 25 mm side x 9 mm high.  Students must save their drawing and then export it to an STL file.



The name tag can be their name, a design of a hobby or sport, mascot, or any item of the student’s interest.



(Below From Biomimicry 3 Day in My Courses at IC Moodle site)



Click here for 123D lesson for designing name tag and demonstrating basic skills of 123D or go to the INVENTORcloud Moodle site- TEACHER RESOURCES- INVENT3D, CAD AND GENERAL 3D DESIGN/PRINT INFO- 123 D LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS.docs



Click here for 123D Manual



9. To end the day, place students into their teams and direct them to create their team logo in 1,2,3 D Design.

TEACHER: Prior to tomorrow’s session, print each team’s logo.  You will need to review and then slice each logo in order to print it. On YOUR computer, download and install Slic3r; go to

http://www.inventorcloud.net/installers/

Select Slic3r for Windows (1.2.9 S6) or Slic3r website (Macintosh, Linux).







































DAY 3- Designing and Manufacturing the Solution







1. Stating the problem(s)

There are three primary goals with this project: capture an asteroid 

a. to redirect its path so that it does not impact Earth

b. to mine the asteroid for the materials and minerals we can use here on Earth

c. to study the asteroid to learn about the origins of the universe



However, keep in mind that there are problems associated with capturing, maintaining, changing the course, and drilling an asteroid. Therefore, you will need to create problem statements that address the issues your project will solve. Choose one of the primary goals above and then brainstorm problems that exist in achieving that goal. Once you choose that (or those) problems, brainstorm ideas for solutions.



2. Criteria and constraints

Consider criteria: Of course, you must capture and hold the asteroid- how long depends on the primary goal you choose. You must create a craft of some type and a device that can be employed to capture and hold the asteroid. You must use BOTH traditional (subtractive) and additive manufacturing to create your prototype. You must identify the method of propulsion your craft uses.



Consider constraints: First, you have machining constraints that limit the size of your craft and the device that you employ to capture the asteroid. Also, since all of the primary goals involve an asteroid of some size, you must devise a device large enough to capture and hold the asteroid. You will combine these two constraints to determine the size of your prototype- make it proportional to the actual size of the objects needed to successfully complete the job.

And remember, you are working in space!  



3. Propulsion

	





What fuel will be necessary to reach the asteroid and employ the device to capture and hold the asteroid?  You will need to identify and research propulsion methods.

Nuclear- Plasma- Warp Drive- Anti gravity- Anti matter- Solar- Clean ion fusion- Other



 	



Process

1. Place students into their teams and direct them to review the Resource Sheets. Click here to access the Resource Sheet. Assign roles and specific responsibilities.

2. After teams have completed brainstorming as explained in numbers 1 and 2 above, teams are to research.

3. Teams are to sketch their Defender project, pointing out all key components. Teams are to review the sketch with the teacher. 

4. Teams are to build model from common materials such as cardboard, plastic, wood, string, tape, fabric, glue, pipe cleaner, etc. 

5. Teams are to test and evaluate their models and then make any necessary refinements.

6. Teams are to then create a CAD drawing of their space craft and device to capture the asteroid.

7. Then, once each team’s project is approved, teams are to manufacture the project, utilizing 3D printing and traditional manufacturing.



TEACHER: Schedule team presentations in approximately one-two weeks when projects have been built.
After the presentations, present the following videos to the class:

“NASA’s asteroid retrieval initiative”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nja0NueoXAE (4:42)



“Asteroid Redirect Mission: Boulder Collection Concept” (2:39)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWATKE7VxTc



“Asteroid Mining”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erF17yO9VsE (6:38)
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TECHNICAL WORKSHOP ON NAVAL APPLICATIONS FOR ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING



A week-long seminar on additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, took place at the Mid-Atlantic Regional Maintenance Center (MARMC) from March 7-11, 2016. The purpose behind the instruction was to get students familiar with general principles behind additive manufacturing so they may pass on the instruction to future students and students. An instruction of this nature is the first time the Navy has tried this, so some critique and feedback will be provided in this document. 



Review of the course outline



Section 1 of the “Design Thinking for Additive Manufacturing” curriculum guide discusses the introduction to Additive Manufacturing [1]. The introduction to additive manufacturing topics are important to convey to the students in the seminar. Regardless of the level of knowledge each student possesses, any piece of information conveyed in this section of the course can be beneficial to the students in one way or another. When a discussion on the background behind additive manufacturing took place with the students, who had some prior experience with 3D printing, many of them were still amazed to learn some of the things they didn’t know (i.e.: history behind 3D printing, advantages vs. disadvantages, material properties of plastic grades, etc). 



Section 2 discusses 3D Modeling and CAD software. This is a very integral principle to the additive manufacturing process. Learning how to use CAD can help the user understand the comprehensive procedure behind additive manufacturing, especially the why’s and the how’s behind the process. While this wasn’t covered in depth in the MARMC course due to the students’ advanced capability to produce CAD models, this module should be covered to some degree. That degree will depend greatly upon the students’ overall level of knowledge on the subject matter.



Section 4 begins to delve into the design process. The design process, although not covered in the week-long seminar, is an important concept for students to learn, but many of these basic principles are somewhat intuitive. In other words, for a group of people who learn better by doing and not by learning, many of these principles will come naturally to them as they go through the design process. Reviewing the subject may be best suited for those who may need a lecture on the importance of design before starting the actual design process through CAD, though, at best, a little overview may be necessary for those with experience in CAD design (i.e.: 10 step design process, why designs are made the way they are, etc). 



The same thing could be applied for the “design process in detail” section of the curriculum, located in Section 6. However, regardless of the knowledge level, this should be covered with all students as this gets down to the heart of the steps behind accomplishing designs of various parts. Emphasizing the process of design through this step-by-step process (i.e.: brainstorming, iterations, etc) can help the students to both get familiar with the process as well as practice these steps to get better at design. 



The use of additional tools for design purposes, such as the Design Based Analysis (DBA) tool (Section 7), sounds like a subject matter that could easily be combined with the design process lecture. The overall goal, it appears, for these series of lectures is to emphasize the importance of making a good design and what steps users need to take to make that happen. To devote an entire lecture to discussing the DBA might be a bit redundant for this application. While this is good information to learn, devoting a lecture to properly ranking each design factor may be overkill for the students, adding unnecessary steps to learning about the importance behind the design process. Tables 2a and 2b located in Section 7 are examples of items that should be optional to present to the class depending on experience of the students.



As covered in Sections 9 and 11, the different types of additive manufacturing techniques are very important and interesting to convey. I went over this topic with the students in the Fab Lab, and everyone was really intrigued by the information shared. It is believed that due to the widespread applicability behind 3D printing from biomedical to aerospace applications, this led to the students’ curiosity about the subject to increase. In addition, since this lecture covers the steps the maker will perform to prepare a part for 3D printing, as well its advantages/disadvantages and the different types of additive manufacturing techniques that exist, obtaining exposure to these facts can inspire creativity and potential innovation to use resources beyond what they currently have access to. Prior to the course, the students had used their knowledge to build small demonstration parts from plastic using their printers. Figures 1 and 2 are some examples of the kinds of parts they possess the capability to make. 





Figure 1. Plastic Screw






Figure 2. Chess Piece

As for the projects (Sections 3, 5, 8, 10), it is believed that each of the projects is well-suited for each lecture. This includes the Team Logo, Gear Box, DBA Tool, and Motor Mount projects. 



Day to day operations



During the seminar, students were to perform hands-on tasks using their INVENT3D printers. Originally coming in kits, they were to assemble all parts and get acquainted with its features throughout the course. A picture of the INVENT3D printer can be found in Figure 3 [2]. 





Figure 3. INVENT3D printer



Monday: A representative from AST2 stopped into the Fab Lab and had orally walked every student through how to assemble their INVENT3D desktop printers (from motor assembly to filament loading). Three printers were setup by three teams consisting of 2-3 students. This took the whole day to perform, and the students were not done by the end of the day. I helped out a little bit as I quickly adapted to the setup process. Figures 4-6 conveys instruction of printer setup by the AST2 representative.






Figure 4. Setup of the INVENT3D printer





Figure 5. Assembly of the INVENT3D






Figure 6. Assembly and experimentation with the INVENT3D



Tuesday: Setup of the INVENT3D printers continued into the afternoon and was completed. A break from setup occurred at the end of the day where I gave an hour long discussion on the background behind additive manufacturing. I went over what it was, how it is being utilized in different applications (government, industry, etc), its history, the general process behind 3D printing, and the different types of additive manufacturing processes that exist. There was much enthusiasm by the class and many questions were asked. In addition, many of the functions relatable to the INVENT3D and other 3D printer brands were covered, as drawn from the INVENT3D curriculum outline [3]. 



Wednesday: I did a brief CAD tutorial with approximately 4 students, while the rest of the class was getting acquainted with their printers. I went over some basics behind CAD principles using a derivative AutoCAD software provided on the workstations. After the first 10 minutes of instruction, the students took off and began drawing items of their choices. There was even some instruction on how to convert a pdf image into a CAD file. One sailor designed a Spongebob Squarepants figurine as well as a car, and was able to get the car printed on one of the newly constructed printers



Thursday: Much of the day was spent by the students getting further acquainted with their printers. Some had printed files onto their printers upon converting their stl files to gcode. The students were troubleshooting issues related to heat settings on their printers, as it was affecting the quality of the parts coming from the printers. No further instruction was provided.  Figure 7 shows further activity from the printer assembly process. 




Figure 7. Assembly and troubleshooting the INVENT3D



Friday: I helped film an instructional video put together by students on assembling the 3D printers they assembled earlier in the week. The process took approximately 90 minutes. 



Course Assessment

Students were asked to complete a post-assessment survey.  Feedback on the short course was overwhelmingly positive.  Results from the MARMC short course are highlighted below.  

Table: Student Assessment for MARMC Short Course

		

		

		Highly Disagree

		Disagree

		Neither Agree nor Disagree

		Agree

		Highly Agree



		1

		The course was well organized.

		0

		25%

		0

		75%

		0



		2

		The course gave a good introductory overview of additive manufacturing.

		0

		0

		25%

		50%

		25%



		3

		The topics covered in ths course are relevant to my job.

		0

		0

		0

		75%

		25%



		4

		The course objectives met my training needs.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		5

		The activites used in the course were appropriate and helped me to learn.

		0

		0

		25%

		75%

		0



		6

		The instructor was knowledeable on the subject.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		7

		The instructor presented the material clearly and understandibly.

		0

		0

		25%

		75%

		0



		8

		The course materials were presented on an appropriate level for the introductory course.

		0

		0

		50%

		25%

		25%



		9

		Overall the course was valuable to me.

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0



		10

		I would recommend this course to my colleagues.  

		0

		0

		0

		100%

		0









Recommendations for the future

Much of the curriculum on paper was a good outline on what can be covered in an additive manufacturing seminar. However, the course outline is subjective depending on the experience level of the students. In this case, the students already had some background on how to operate a 3D printer as well as experience using CAD to create parts. Before the instruction, the experience level of the core attendees of the course should be assessed so the lesson plans can be crafted accordingly. 

In general, all the lesson plans discussing the design process should be consolidated into one lesson plan (Sections 4-8). The lesson could begin by going over the design process as well as briefly reviewing different procedures that are traditionally used in design. If this curriculum were to be implemented in a college course, it would be beneficial to use, for example, the Design Based Analysis (DBA) tool to implement in an assignment or a project. However, if the students simply need to understand general 3D print principles, most of the design process will probably occur naturally as they move along. 

Since additive manufacturing mainly focuses on the physical aspects behind building parts from the ground up, the hands-on aspect should continue to be emphasized. It might be a good idea to continue letting the students experiment with desktop 3D printers. Also, they should maybe take a look at industrial-based printers used either in academia or by industry/government (if they’re able to). This will allow the students to obtain well-rounded knowledge on the advantages, disadvantages, and appropriate uses of different additive manufacturing techniques. Since students are mainly able to obtain knowledge by doing compared to learning, more emphasis should be placed on the project aspect of the course.

It may not be necessary to ask to read articles or show videos for every lesson plan, since it’s important to communicate the verbal instruction to the class as well. Videos of additive manufacturing that relate to everyday life, or maybe present in pop culture, such as the Jay Leno video or 3D printing at the International Space Station, would be great to show in the class.  Substituting some of the videos with live demonstrations may be more effective and bound to grasp interest of the students. Also, as with any class, instead of asking the students to write down everything in a journal, unless the instructor deems it important to know, they can take notes on what they feel is important.

The other lesson plans listed in the curriculum, such as introduction to additive manufacturing, CAD and conversion from stl to gcode, and different forms of additive manufacturing, should remain in the course. I personally found the students to be more enthused when they learned about these processes since it related to what they were doing. Also, allowing them the freedom to design in CAD and understand their 3D printers as they wished increased their comfortability with the course. 

The instruction manual for putting together the INVENT3D was also not prepared in time for the seminar.  A draft component overview was provided. It would’ve been helpful to have the instructional manual prepared so the students could follow the instructions, and more time possibly could’ve been devoted to getting familiar with the printer as opposed to assembling the printer. Had the AST2 representative not been present at the seminar, significantly more time could have likely been taken to assemble and start up the printers. The representative, who appeared to be an entry-level employee with AST2, was very knowledgeable and helpful with setting up the printers. However, in the future, experience level could also be considered for initiatives put forth by a large customer to convey further knowledge and procedures for maintaining and troubleshooting their printers. 
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